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HIVM 612:
Ethical Issues in HIV and AIDS Management
PREFACE
WELCOME TO THIS COURSE READER
PURPOSE of the course: By beginning this course module, you are at the start of a training
process which will teach you the importance of asking questions, the ethical responsibility of
dealing professionally with scientific information, your role in disseminating scientific results
and critical information about health options, and of making dispassionate, informed choices
on your own behalf and those of patients.
Each of the twelve units deals with topic areas that have direct and immediate significance
for questions of moral right and wrong that arise while educating, treating and managing the
conditions called HIV and AIDS in Africa.
The most important function you can serve your patients and community is to show them
how to sustain common sense and integrity while coping in situations of uncertainty. The
course modules is aimed at helping you become a more effective public health practitioner by
making you a more effective and critically reflective consumer of scientific information, and
by giving you tools for thinking about ethical problems that arise in your work as well as
everyday life, since the people around you never forget you are a health care practitioner.
Through your example, your patients, associates, and the general public will learn how to
quell the overwhelming but unsubstantiated fear that is the established reaction worldwide to
the very idea of HIV and AIDS.
OBJECTIVES of this course: Your work involves treating people who are severely ill or
chronically sick, as well as assisting fit people to live a healthy productive and long life,
partly by avoiding chronic illness and contagious disease. Toward these very basic and
related goals, it is assumed that you will gain as many of the following objectives as you have
time to master through carefully reading the course module.
• different techniques for evaluating factual judgments and moral judgments
• understanding public health practitioners’ ethical obligation to question and probe
scientific discourse
• rudimentary guide to evaluating the credibility of scientific hypotheses
o problems of ambiguity, vagueness, untestability in factual statements
o recognising different types and criteria of definition in medical practice
o how to establish the meaning of a key term in medical research and practice
o how to recognise and protect patients form fear mongering and rumour
• how to cope with unethical use of inferential statistics
o using common sense to cross check whether arguments based on statistics are
conclusive
• the ethical dilemmas arising from controversies over HIV test reliability
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•
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the ethicality of relying upon mandated treatments using antiretroviral drugs
the scientific value of uncertainty and incredulity
how to help patients with decision making in situations of uncertainty
recognising pseudo-science generating from hearsay and media priorities
scientifically investigating causal connections
criminal law and allegations of HIV infection
o evaluating civil statutes and criminal law from a moral standpoint
institutions and moral culpability for chronic illness and threats to public health
o the importance of engaging in policy analysis to advocate for public health and
community wellbeing
what are the ethical implications of testing and diagnose a chronic syndrome
the variety of competing yet untested hypotheses to explain chronic disease and
premature mortality in Ghana
o alternative hypotheses to the CD4 orthodox theory
 an absence of eliminative inductivism in AIDS science
 de Harven's proposal that HIV is really HERVs
 the controversial status of HIV
 links between malnutrition and immunodeficiency
 hypergammaglobulinemia
the history of mixing science with politics in the arena of HIV and AIDS research
the need to evaluate the ethicality of avrious AIDS organisations
recognising racist fantasizing about Africans’ social norms and health care needs
Colonial Gold Coast precedents to segregationism, volunteerism, edu-campaignism as
a means of deflection from central state expenditures on social services
political economics since the era of structural adjustment programming (early 1980s)
and current implications on public health policy of MDGs esp. no. 8 (requires
cooperation with multinational pharmaceuticals as one of its targets)
the way forward for Ghana’s public and community health care policies

COURSE MODULE DESIGN
The reader contains twelve units which can be studied with or without regular class
meetings over a 12-13 week semester. The material is presented in order to be self taught
by students in distance and extension education programmes. Discussion questions are
suggested throughout the module. The last unit provides an opportunity of reviewing all the
material and the ethical implications raised in each of the previous eleven units, in the form
of a quiz about the vocabulary used in HIV and AIDS discourse familiar to some degree to
everyone, because of the heavy exposure to the orthodox theory and practice of HIV and
AIDS management purveyed in the media worldwide.
Keep a notebook
The course will require written exercises and short answer questions which
throughout the semester you will submit for review and comments, and which later in the
semester you will review yourself. Taking notes from the results of your discussion group
exercises and personal reflections, will help to compile short essays—to record your beliefs
and to revise your changing depth of understanding.
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INTRODUCTION: Morality and ethics concerning HIV and AIDS—What
is the point?
In the Western medical tradition, ever since Hippocrates (400 BC) wrote the famous
oath to Apollo and Aesculapius, the ancient gods of health and healing crafts, the profession
has been swamped with declarations, covenants, conventions and codes of ethics meant to
govern practitioners’ and stakeholders’ conduct. Two such codes are presented as
Appendices A and B of the Introduction to this Reader (see the Annex, at the end of the
Reader). One is the American Medical Association’s code of medical ethics; the other is a
list of medical patients’ rights and responsibilities.
Rather than rehearse and memorize a code of care, this course provides you with
principles to articulate and clarify your own judgments, to develop the confidence for
thinking about problems that arise in relation to health care more generally as well as HIV
and AIDS, so that you can make your own decisions and choices about care and good
professional conduct.
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This course is about the ethics and morality of providing health care in the face of
today’s enduring threats called HIV and AIDS. Standardly discussions of ethics concerning
HIV and AIDS draw a circle of judgment around individuals and point to each person as
responsible for staying healthy. Immune deficiency syndrome is presumed to be chiefly due
to irresponsible sexual behaviour. It is assumed that the prevention and control of AIDS
amounts to the prevention and control of one’s sexual desires, along with control of venereal
diseases generally. Safety is supposed to be a matter of precaution, fidelity where
appropriate, which in turn boil down to personal self control and moral rectitude in one’s
personal life, as the cornerstone of management and prevention of AIDS in Africa.
But the units comprising this course give a different picture. What emerges is that it
is important to apportion moral responsibility to plural subjects, not only to individuals.
Public health is a multi-sectoral, collective responsibility, not just an individual matter of
personal lifestyle choices. The ‘plural subjects’ responsible for managing immune deficiency
and the illnesses associated with AIDS in Africa include pharmaceutical companies, public
health funding organisations, hospitals, NGOs, community health associations, churches, the
World Health Organisation, local district medical officers and central state government
administrators involved in public health care delivery, hospital boards and medical staff, the
editorial boards of medical journals, medical insurance agents, company directors involved in
hiring, and the oversight agencies who are responsible for monitoring the practice these other
corporate agencies, to check that they respect principles of probity and diligence in research,
in drug development, in policy design and implementation. These are agencies that can
assume responsibilities, and enjoy powers, that individuals functioning in their personal lives,
homes, and isolated communities cannot enjoy nor be held responsible for on their own.
For instance, it is a district assembly run by elected officials and operating with the
structures of a democratic representative government, that can be held responsible for the
lack of running water or toilets in public schools within a district like Dangme West of
Greater Accra; no individual is responsible for that prevailing risk factor for children, in a
country where one in five children die of gastro-enteritis illnesses before the age of five.8 In
many parts of Africa one out of every five people do not live to be five years old; most often
for neonates this is due to diarrhoea, and most often for children under five it is due to
diarrhoea and malaria,9 both long term endemic contagions that have been renamed AIDSdefining ‘opportunistic infections’. Geshekter et al. (2004) have also drawn attention to the
work of L. Bijlmakers et al. (1996) who “confirm what is widely believed, that charges for
the use of health services, introduced at the behest of the Bank, deter the patients at greatest
risk of disabling and fatal illnesses, the very patients for whom medicine has developed
preventive, curative and cost effective interventions.”10
Paediatrician Victoria Hale, founding executive director of One World Health, a non-profit
pharmaceutical company, interviewed on “Health Matters,” BBC World Service, broadcast
throughout the week of July 20th 2004 that infectious microbes cause fever; diarrhoea
results from the body’s effort to rid itself of bacteria; chronic diarrhoea also causes rapid
weight loss and drains the immune system because of the loss of salts, minerals and
nutrients; compare to the Bangui Definition of AIDS. 80% of children die in this manner
before the age of five in the Central African Republic, she reported from her casework.
Those that survive do so because of hyperactivity of their immune systems, which can
induce a false positive on non-specific versions of HIV antibody tests, as per an originator
of ELISA tests as per R. Richards (2001). Concerning Richards on HIV-testing see Unit 4
and its appendices.
9
Victoria Hale, ibid.
10
Charles L. Geshekter, D.M. Mhlongo, & Claus Köhnlein (2004) “AIDS, Medicine and
Public Health: The Scientific Value of Thabo Mbeki’s Critique of AIDS Orthodoxy.”
Presented at the 47th Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association, November 11,
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Paediatrician Victoria Hale, founding executive director of One World Health, a nonprofit pharmaceutical company, interviewed on “Health Matters,” BBC World Service,
broadcast throughout the week of July 20th 2004, that infectious microbes cause fever;
diarrhoea results from the body’s effort to rid itself of bacteria; chronic diarrhoea also causes
rapid weight loss and drains the immune system because of the loss of salts, minerals and
nutrients; compare to the Bangui Definition of AIDS. 80% of children die in this manner
before the age of five in the Central African Republic, she reported from her casework.
Those that survive do so because of hyperactivity of their immune systems, which can induce
a false positive on non-specific versions of HIV antibody tests, as per an originator of ELISA
tests Rodney Richards (see Unit 4 of this Course Reader).
SECTION 1: Morality versus ethics: what is the difference?
Ethics and morality can be used interchangeably but they also can mean different
things. Ethics concerns a person’s conduct in their professional capacity, what they encounter
on the job. As a health care worker if I divert hospital supplies for my home use or if I make
costly overseas personal social calls on the clinic’s telephone, or if I gossip about a patient,
then that would be regarded as unethical behaviour. Morality has to do with actions and
attitudes that we are held responsible for as persons regardless of our professional role or
position in public life. If I intentionally cause someone to die for reasons of vengeance,
jealousy, or greed, or if I allow harm or do harm for some other personal motive then that
would be regarded as immoral behaviour. On the other hand if you leave part of your roster
of duties for the next shift to tackle because that bit of the work is unpleasant or tedious, then
you are being unethical. But if you allow someone to take poison that you have administered
which makes them very sick for a long time so that you get the promotion that you are both
trying for, then that would be called immoral. Or if to make life easy and to be popular as a
lecturer, I give everyone a good grade instead of marking papers carefully and according to
standards, then I am being unethical. But if I spend my money on expensive cosmetics or to
sustain a habit of substance abuse instead of supplying my children with adequate food, or if
I solicit sexual favours from people over whom I hold power that affects their livelihood or
career prospects, then I am being immoral.
Often what counts as immoral seems more serious than misconduct described as
unethical; but this is not always the case. Especially in the medical profession, where a
doctor or nurse’s behaviour is so often a matter of life and death, unethical behaviour can be
the most serious violation of common decency and humanity possible for one person to
commit against another. And generally as a health care worker, because of the nature of your
profession and the manner in which your daily work load places you in the life and death
situations of other people as well as your own, there is often no clear line to draw between
what to count as a moral decision or a breach of your moral duty, and what to count as an
unethical choice of behaviour or an ethical obligation that you should fulfil.
In this course we do not discuss the practical virtues of moral decision making and
virtuous behaviour because as an adult you are likely already to be an expert about the
importance of trustworthiness, responsibility, probity, accountability, compassion, your duty
to care, your confidentiality, and don’t need a Masters degree to see how this applies in your
role as a professional health care professional or as a member of a family, or a pastoral
clergy, or an NGO community. These principles need no tweaking or amending, nor do you
need academic training to be reminded about them.
New Orleans, Louisiana. p. 55 n.111. L. Bijlmakers, M. Basset, & D. Sanders (1996)
Health and Structural Adjustment in Rural and Urban Zimbabwe. Uppsala: Nordiska
Afrikainstitutet Research Report, No.101.
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Instead we will be discussing the intellectual or cognitive virtues that constitute
scientific integrity in the pursuit of empirical truth through scientific research. These
principles need to be known to you in your role as mediator between medical research and
the general public. You are the contact point between science and patients in the application
of medical research through drugs and treatment regimes.
Here is a more detailed picture of why moral and ethical considerations are of utmost
importance in HIV management. Ethics are important at three levels of your interaction with
others: in daily affairs, at an individual level of interacting one to one with your patients and
clients, and at an institutional level—because as a citizen of a democracy and a professional
in the health care sector, you need to assess the quality of care and the wisdom of policies
that your affiliations in government, in private agencies, in public and community health
facilities, stand for.
(i) In the course of daily affairs, individual patients have to face personal and family
choices about how to spend their money, how to keep themselves and their children
healthy, and what to do when someone falls sick or if someone becomes chronically
ill. The general public is making moral judgments all the time about their
environment and the access to health care available in their communities; they are
expected to judge whether a government official or agency is providing them with
appropriate and adequate health care to fulfil their constitutional rights. This means
the public needs to know something about their constitutional rights, about the causes
of contagious illness and the genuine threats to public health and fitness. Citizens
have a duty to negotiate with public servants and government representatives so that
they may cope effectively with health risks in their community. They need to have an
understanding of what policies and measures are required to prevent chronic illness.
Ordinary people in everyday life are therefore expected to make critical and informed
judgments about contagious disease. They need to know the role of the recent
discourse that has emerged over the last thirty years about HIV and AIDS in their
work places, their communities and their homes.
(ii) In the course of their casework, health care practitioners, public health officials,
social workers, NGO activists and community advocates and teachers have an ethical
responsibility to learn about illness, contagion, and about the discourse of HIV and
AIDS, in order to provide good advice and to help in forming responsible judgments
about the genuine threats to good health with which their patients and the general
public have to cope in Ghana.
Your friends and relatives as well as your patients may turn to you because of
your status as a health care worker or specialist, to help them with questions and
problems arising about their health care, their relationships, their life choices; often
these anxieties and concerns are couched in the discourse of HIV/AIDS.
So you need to learn about this discourse, as a professional at work or leisure so
that you may give the right advice. Otherwise you may be well intentioned but if you
are not well-informed then your advice may wind up being counterproductive.
(iii) Government, health institutions, global health funding and vetting agents,
pharmaceutical companies, research institutes, quality assurance organizations,
oversight committees, and editorial boards of medical journals have an ethical
obligation to remain alert as monitors to the scientific process and to maintain
standards of best practice and responsible decision making in the arena of foreign aid
for health care, epidemiology, research program funding. In a democracy, citizens
and health care professionals are obligated to monitor and assess the diligence,
handling of conflicts of interest, the conscientiousness, and overall performance of
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these corporate agents whose influence is so significant in the determination of
primary care delivery and public health for the nation.

SECTION 2: Cognitive ethics and practical ethics—what is the difference?
In this section we will survey ethical and moral considerations in managing HIV and
AIDS. You will learn to contrast the different ways that morality and ethics are critical in
your professional work and in your personal life which is affected in specific ways because
you are a health care specialist.
Making moral judgments and ethical choices
People who have had some exposure to moral and ethical theory may be aware
already that there are very different ways of determining right from wrong: the most obvious
apparent divergence lies between those who think that an action or policy is morally or
ethically right if it brings about beneficial consequences, if many more people are better off,
or at least no worse off, as a result of the action being done than there would be otherwise.
Another, apparently divergent way of reasoning if an action or policy is good is to disregard
its consequences or effects, and consider instead whether the action is arising from a sense of
duty or if the policy has some virtue or value in itself which makes it binding as something
which ought to be done for its own sake, because it is the right thing to do or because it flows
from a principle which in and of itself has moral worth, regardless of the known or
unforeseeable consequences that may or may not follow, one way or the other from the
action or policy being executed at any particular time.
In this course we will become aware of these different approaches to moral and
ethical reasoning as complementing each other rather than as colliding or contradicting each
other. For the practical purpose of becoming more practiced and adept at thinking and
articulating about moral and ethical issues, it will help to appreciate how a variety of
considerations and principles normally do come into play in thinking and choosing right from
wrong. Just as there may be a range of correct competing views about the moral value of an
action, there is also a range of reasons why a particular moral choice is the best one to make.
This course is intended to help you as a health practitioner to take on the factor of
information organisation and promulgation, which is a key aspect of your responsibilities
professionally in the era of AIDS. People cannot make responsible choices if they don’t have
the facts, and if they are systematically misled and intimidated, so that they fear
stigmatisation by their current situation and are afraid to ask questions about that
stigmatisation and the current situation.
Different ways that moral and ethical judgments are made will be discussed,
revealing what goes into providing reliable, defensible moral advice to patients and friends
and family, given the uncertainties that exist about HIV and AIDS. But the importance of
teaching people to maintain a stance of critical receptivity cannot be stressed strongly
enough. The purpose of this course is to present you with information needed to bring more
of the actual facts on the ground as well as the agents responsible for the quality of public
health, into the frame for your patients, while appreciating the circumstances of uncertainty
that obtain in the treatment and research addressing HIV and AIDS in Africa. The
information provided is meant to help you to decide for yourself how you wish to shoulder
your cognitive professional responsibility to your patients and to the general public. This
course intends to show you the significance of keeping an inquiring and open mind. Patients
need to know that sometimes absolute certainty functions as a disguise which obscures
profound ignorance of the actual state of affairs in which they are coping.
Your accepting a cognitive ethical responsibility involves being mindful of the
effects of your beliefs as well as the direct effects of your actions. It requires re-assessing as
much as possible the known facts that affect your patients, being apprised of individuals’
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legal and human rights to informed consent and related legal entitlements to choosing drug
treatments for themselves and their children. It involves learning strategies to help people
cope with social stigma and legal pressures that are sometimes based on medical and
scientific falsehoods, gaining confidence yourself in asking questions and challenging expert
authorities remote from the conditions with which you have first hand familiarity.
Exercising skills that build intellectual courage is just as important to your patients
and community as the actions you take on their behalf to insure that your needles are sterile
and your pharmacy’s inventory is current.
The ethics of care and the ethics of belief
In the helping and health professions, there is much talk about the extent and the
limits of your obligation to care. In this course we will also consider the scope of your
obligation to know about HIV and AIDS, or more specifically your responsibility to know
what is unknown—to become aware of false but widely promulgated beliefs about what
makes people ill, to change one’s convictions and actions in light of new evidence, and to
help other people, especially your patients, to face this very difficult fact of being ill and
being vulnerable to illness.
We will take for granted that you are well-versed in your understanding of the duty to
care, the extent to which you should act and practice in an ethically responsible manner.
What is less often discussed is your responsibility to adjust your beliefs in light of new
evidence. This is what it means by the ethics of belief.
This course will help you to guide you in fulfilling the special responsibility you
carry to critically assess and distribute information as a professional provider of public
and private health care facilities and services.
Practice the professional’s Double ABCs of HIV-AIDS cognitive vigilance and protection for
your community:
Always Ask for actual evidence to substantiate claims;
Be Balanced in your reception of information about causes and treatment options;
Critically Consider whatever you hear from experts of every scientific viewpoint.
In the management of HIV and AIDS, this cognitive dimension of your professional
duties comes under particular pressure and meets unique challenges. The intensity of this
peculiarity of the HIV and AIDS domain of medical research and practice will unfold as you
proceed through the units in this course module.

SECTION 3: Cognitive ethics in scientific research and explanation
Modern scientists distinguish themselves from dogmatists by placing upon
themselves under scrupulous requirements to support their claims, and by being modest in
their claims to knowledge. No empirical hypothesis or explanatory theory in any field of
modern science is proclaimed as indubitable and definitive, as unassailable and beyond the
proper reach of scrutiny and scepticism. Nothing about the empirical world or the human
body is presumed by good science to be known with absolute certainty. A cognitive virtue
prized by modern scientists is humility—as you will see in this course, it is the nature of the
modern scientific method when it is properly employed, to make conjectures and claims
always with the qualification that future data or new evidence may provide good reason to
revise or reject a claim previously assumed to be true. This is precisely what makes it
possible for scientific knowledge to grow.
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Modern scientific methods are concerned with ensuring that all claims to truth are not
only qualified with the proviso that they are subject to change, but every claim is proposed as
legitimate only because it can be supported—either directly or indirectly—by replicable
evidence. That means that all scientific claims depend upon evidence, especially in medical
practice. No statement about the cause of a condition, for instance, can stand up as likely to
be true without evidence in its favour, and sufficient evidence to show that competing
alternatives are likely to be false.
The quality of scientific evidence is in turn subject to evaluation as being reliable,
relevant, convincing, sufficient in size, complete, representative, to confirm the likelihood of
a hypothesis; or it may be disapproved as poor evidence and disregarded, if the data is
insufficient, if the evidence is based on an unrepresentative sample, or if a hypothesis is
drawn from hearsay, rumour, anecdotal reports, or a misleading use of statistics.
In this course you will learn rudimentary principles to be able to distinguish scientific
claims which are legitimate from the point of view of judging the evidence in their favour,
and recognising seemingly legitimate claims which have the appearance and trappings of
rigor but are in fact pseudo scientific.
A lot of what is assumed to be common knowledge and is treated as indisputable
because it generates from the global arena, or because they are taken to be common
knowledge—concerning illness, early mortality, chronic contagions, child health, infant
mortality, HIV and AIDS in Africa—actually falls short of scientifically established fact or
hypothesis adequately supported by relevant evidence. To appreciate this, it will help you to
have some basic understanding of how facts, causal hypotheses and explanations are
established scientifically. In this course:
You will learn about the importance of clearly established meanings, the role of
operational definitions in medical science, in Unit 2.
Questions arising about the statistics reporting AIDS in Africa, the testing methods
used and the drugs proposed to treat AIDS are spelled out in Units 3, 4, and 5,
respectively.
In Unit 6 you will be introduced to the loss of ethical integrity characteristic of science
as it gets mixed with political ambition within the highest echelons of the world
health arena, how careerism and monetary pursuits have overpowered the focus
on public welfare, and how HIV and AIDS research and publishing, and drug
manufacture reflects the perversion of science in leading institutions of medical
research and oversight.
You will learn about why it is unscientific to regard any medical explanation or
diagnosis as above question or indisputable. Science requires interrogating what
is taken for granted; scientific approach to problems requires asking questions and
remaining incredulous about anything delivered by hearsay. Scientific scruples
demand evidence for claims made about our health and the causes of illness. This
is discussed in Unit 7.
In Units 8 and 9 you will see how causes of disease are detected in general, and why
the cause of AIDS remains an open question. Thus current policies and
programmes designed to distribute anti-retrovirals and change sexual behaviour
are highly contested expenditures of time, expertise and money. Effective
strategies have yet to be discovered for managing AIDS-defining diseases as
persist in Africa.
You will discover that the fundamental responsibility recognized in scientific research
is to assess alternative hypotheses and explanations and directions for cure when
one proposal fails to deliver after many years of study (Unit 8 section 3).
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The criminalisation of illness and the legal battles faced by individual patients and
parents who demand their legal rights to medical services in this era of AIDS are
addressed in Unit 10.
You will be presented with the historical patterns that date back to colonial times in
response to community health care in Ghana, and how today’s public health
challenges reflect salient priorities and areas of neglect by British colonials, for
example, problems incur due to lack of urban sanitation and sewage management.
The tendency towards volunteerism, segregation, associating illness with moral
turpitude, and blaming the individual for chronic shortfalls in public health care
delivery and municipal management are typical of policies inherited from colonial
rule, in Unit 11.
You will be informed about controversies that arise from the fact that the cause of
AIDS is still not fully understood. The relationship between HIV and AIDS is
conjectured but not satisfactorily established as one of cause and effect. To
appreciate the challenges for public health policy that persist in Ghana, you need
to be aware that the nature of HIV is a subject of a growing scientific debate
worldwide. This is because:
o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

The meaning of ‘AIDS’ and its actual relation to any evidence of HIV varies
depending on where these words are used. (Unit 2)
The statistics concerning HIV and AIDS are therefore misleading. (Unit 3)
The HIV testing process is unreliable in various respects, so the propriety of
demanding or advising people to know their ‘HIV status’ is something which is
widely disputed. If the tests were 100% accurate, the data elicited for large
populations indicate that HIV occurrence does not follow the pattern of known
venereal diseases. For instance in the G8 countries there are public health care
advocates and doctors who are urging a ban on HIV testing. In Italy, for
instance, HIV tests are prohibited because they raise more questions and
generate more false diagnoses than they resolve. (Unit 4)
In light of the fact that there is no cure yet for AIDS, and the effect of
antiretroviral drugs is a subject of deep concern among clinicians and
microbiologists and virologists, it is not at all obvious that imported solutions to
the management of AIDS are best practice. (Unit 5)
We expect to rely on the media and professional literature to do our thinking for
us. But in the era of AIDS this confidence may not be justified. (Unit 6)
There is an established HIV and AIDS industry whose status quo needs to be reevaluated especially by and for Africans (Unit 7)
The basic principles of establishing the cause of a disease need to be understood
(Unit 8) . . .
. . . in order to appreciate why there are competing theories to explain the cause
of AIDS, with important implications for treatment of choice in Africa (Unit 9).
AIDS and HIV doctrines have legal implications, since individuals who are
innocent of crime are falsely accused in courts of law (Unit 10).
There is the need to help redesign a systemic holistic approach which is multisectoral in order to improve public health care delivery and prevention policy
nationwide. The course module concludes with a comprehensive plan proposed
by the former General Director of Ghana Health Service; a sketch of this plan is
spelled out which does not perpetuate the injustices and immorality of long
standing colonial practices and prejudices (Unit 11).
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SECTION 4: Practical ethics in the conduct of scientific research
It’s important to learn how to read information that is presented as the result of
scientific investigation. We need to appreciate the basic principles and fundamental attitudes
that should drive scientific investigation. We need to see when these basic principles have
been violated and when the attitudes of practicing scientists and corporate agencies have
been unethical. This way you can be clear about what the situations are that your patients are
facing when they need to make choices. You become more effective in helping your patients
to understand how little is fully understood and therefore help them make decisions in
situations of uncertainty.
Clinical practitioners and researchers in medicine and science have many important
reasons for conducting their work ethically. Here are some of the reasons detailed by David
B. Resnik in a textbook he published, wherein he presented himself as a custodian of the
Office for Medical and Scientific Justice:
“First, norms promote the aims of research, such as knowledge, truth, and
avoidance of error. For example, prohibitions against fabricating, falsifying, or
misrepresenting research data promote the truth and avoid error.
Second, since research often involves a great deal of cooperation and coordination
among many different people in different disciplines and institutions, ethical standards
promote the values that are essential to collaborative work, such as trust, accountability,
mutual respect, and fairness. For example, many ethical norms in research, such as guidelines
for authorship, copyright and patenting policies, data sharing policies, and confidentiality
rules in peer review, are designed to protect intellectual property interests while encouraging
collaboration. Most researchers want to receive credit for their contributions and do not want
to have their ideas stolen or disclosed prematurely.
Third, many of the ethical norms help to ensure that researchers can be held
accountable to the public. For instance, federal policies on research misconduct, conflicts of
interest, the human subjects protections, and animal care and use are necessary in order to
make sure that researchers who are funded by public money can be held accountable to the
public. Fourth, ethical norms in research also help to build public support for research.
People more likely to fund research project if they can trust the quality and integrity of
research.
Finally, many of the norms of research promote a variety of other important moral
and social values, such as social responsibility, human rights, animal welfare, compliance
with the law, and health and safety. Ethical lapses in research can significantly harm human
and animal subjects, students, and the public. For example, a researcher who fabricates data
in a clinical trial may harm or even kill patients, and a researcher who fails to abide by
regulations and guidelines relating to radiation or biological safety may jeopardize his health
and safety or the health and safety of staff and students.”11
Many agencies exist in the US to ensure that basic norms and code of conduct is
followed:
• National Institutes of Health (NIH)—Office of Research Integrity (ORI),
• the US National Science Foundation (NSF),
• US National Academy of Science
• the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA);
• the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the US Department of
Agriculture (USDA) have ethics rules for funded researchers.
11

“What is Ethics in Research & Why is it Important?” by David B. Resnik, J.D.,
Ph.D. <http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/resources/bioethics/whatis/> Accessed
October 25, 2011.
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However, as will be revealed in Unit 6, these agencies don’t always do the work they were
mandated to do.
Other influential research ethics policies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals
(International Committee of Medical Journal Editors)
the Chemist's Code of Conduct (American Chemical Society)
Code of Ethics (American Society for Clinical Laboratory Science)
Ethical Principles of Psychologists (American Psychological Association)
Statements on Ethics and Professional Responsibility (American Anthropological
Association)
Statement on Professional Ethics (American Association of University Professors)
the Nuremberg Code and the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association).

SECTION 5: Ethics of investigating HIV and AIDS
The organised oversight to insure integrity of scientific research is a long established
and institutionalised concern. The need to monitor and ensure the compliance to a code of
scientific ethics is not peculiar to HIV and AIDS research. But it is peculiarly significant to
that discourse. The presentation in the public eye of HIV and AIDS research and policy is
covered in a protective shroud of fear.12 The panic about sexual transmission of a deadly
disease has resulted in a breakdown of critical assessment and normal scientific evaluation of
claims and proposals for treatment and management. This course aims to use truths about the
complex and controversial questions arising about HIV and AIDS in order to cut to pieces
this shroud of fear.
In this course we will observe some examples where research is published that
violates very basic principles of intellectual integrity. These include the practice of inflating
the significance of findings reported about a sample; this is unethical. Honestly reporting
data, whether the results are disappointing or not, is as important as honestly divulging one’s
methods and procedures. This is because the achievement of replicable research in the
interest of attaining objective truth is a core value of modern scientific activity. Refraining
from fabrication, from falsifying or misrepresenting data are key professional virtues. One
should not deceive colleagues, granting agencies, or the public in order to build a reputation
or to garner fame and greater power to direct future research. Science is expected to pursue
evidence to check the likelihood of a hypothesis through a willingness to allow the facts to
provide a verdict for the hypothesis.
It is intellectually unethical to distort findings in order to support a hypothesis for any
reason: researchers may be motivated to fulfil their responsibility to a specific funding
agency, or to build their reputation by reinforcing a lucrative and popular point of view, or to
12

See Charles L. Geshekter, Readings for UNIT I, in the Annex. “Challenging the Culture
of Fear in Africa: Rethinking AIDS and Sexual Scares” by Charles L. Geshekter, Department
of History, California State University, Chico, California 95929-0735
<chollygee@earthlink.net>. Presented at the 48th Annual Meeting of the African Studies
Association Washington, D.C. 18 November 2005. A subsequent version of this paper is
available on the internet, by Charles L. Geshekter (2007) “Myths and Misconceptions of the
Orthodox View of AIDS in Africa,” Ethics and Politics IX(2): 330-370.
<http://www2.units.it/etica/2007_2/GESHEKTER.pdf>
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ensure future research funding from rich and powerful sources. All these interests motivate
misrepresentation of research results. But the conclusion to draw is not necessarily that some
researchers are unethical, although this is certainly true. Similarly, it is surely wrong to
continue to maintain the belief that protection from HIV is increased by circumcision when
evidence indicates this is false. But does it follow that we in the health professions are
unethical individuals because we maintain this doctrine?
In Unit 3 we will see examples of massaging statistical data using percentage values.
Bear in mind that this practice is a corporate and systemic phenomenon in HIV/AIDS
discourse and literature. The particular studies cited in the Unit are representative of
thousands of such studies following a common research design, selectively endorsed by
research funding agencies in this area of medical science. Most of the money for this
research on HIV/AIDS in Africa is produced, published and promoted by pharmaceutical
corporations. It is the standard practice among researchers in medicine who are working for
pharmaceutical companies and who in turn are relying upon research outcomes to create
markets for their products.
So instead of blaming individuals—ourselves or each other, we need to appreciate the
failure of these pharmaceutical companies in the department of corporate social
responsibility. Institutional arrangements at a very high level of political economic authority
provoke questions the scientific integrity of their policies and practices. There is a place for
pinpointing corruption instigated by individual bureaucrats who deviate funding, supplies or
avoid backing and initiating new ideas in order to keep their control over resources as their
standard practice to maintain funding and endorsement. But there are others who are not
crooked for whom it is less obvious to what extent they are obligated to comply with
international protocols. To see more clearly how to cope with administrative power, or the
lack of it, we have to look into the purposes served by those protocols, derivations of control
in the public health sector, the selection process for priorities that are actually pursued.
Similarly the lapse of integrity in promulgating misleading information about contagious
diseases is not attributed solely to health care workers, NGO volunteers, CBO activists who
promulgate the material they receive in their AIDS awareness press kits and educational
modules. Individually, they mean no harm. Nevertheless, collectively, as ‘plural subjects’
they may do harm.
On the other hand, a great deal of harm is done through the deflection of funding that
follows through policy analysis that is shaped under the influence of false statistical
reportage about illness and the interpretation of public health care needs in Africa. We will
examine the long history and colonial precedents of interpretation of Africans’ public health
care needs, in Unit 10. From a consequentialist’s point of view, surely it is morally
blameworthy to do harm to many people in the guise of humanitarian aid and responsible
provision of health care by central states, purporting to fulfil individuals’ constitutional right
to primary health care.
But who is to blame? Who is morally culpable? It would be mistaken to impugn
guilt upon individuals in isolation, whether they be visiting nurses or government elected
officials, or pastors, for the widespread dissemination of false stereotypes about the
dangerous and uncontrollable destructive nature of African sexual norms.

SECTION 6: Ethics of clinical practice in the era of AIDS
As we consider features of the standard of care for HIV and AIDS patients, it is a
deflection from the real issues that need to be addressed if we cast blame upon individual
public health workers for received procedures and policies. There are many question marks
surrounding what is accepted as standard protocol. So it is not obvious that if someone falls
short of following accepted protocol, that person is acting unethically.
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Likewise, it would be hard to charge individuals with dishonesty if they function in
their professional roles as if modification of Africans’ sexual behaviour, or manipulation of
penile foreskin, is going to make any difference to the millions who die of water borne
infections before they are five years old, and the millions who need clean drinking water,
adequate nutrition for pregnant women to promote proper development of the foetus’
endocrine system, healthy living quarters, and affordable medicines effective for known
specific curable diseases.
On the other hand, the fact that everyone follows a misleading practice is not a
justification for excusing or overlooking such deception or to carry on as if it makes no
difference. As a consumer of medical services and more importantly as a professional
expected to implement policy and provide such services, institutionalised dishonesty and
obscurantism regarding the reason for a dominant health care policy are serious obstacles to
living in a healthy productive community and contributing to a successful and stable
democracy.
Mavis is a GP who is now studying public health administration. She thinks that
deviation from codes of ethical conduct that we can see in the literature cannot be blamed
upon the individual researchers who are signed up as authors, since their personal motives for
doing this kind of work may be like her own; they may be selfless, noble, and idealistic
people. They have stayed in Ghana to do good work for their people; they are not chasing
high salaries overseas. They have good jobs because they are good team players. It could be
due to their supervisor’s ignorance that these mistakes appear in their publications. The
procedures used by a collaborating demographer or statistician who has been hired from
abroad may be the source of the misleading conclusions or the inferential statistical
algorithms that were used after their portion of the research was completed. Mavis points out
that it could be the individual researchers responsible for these articles were never intending
to deceive but to promote the welfare of the general public, by fulfilling through their efforts
the expectations of their funding benefactors. In so doing they aim to protect the Ghanaian
public from harm. Their aims are noble. So they are not to blame morally or ethically if they
are working to promulgate protective beliefs in a sea of ignorance about the causes of human
immune systemic breakdown for a medically ignorant and widely non-literate public.
Mavis insists that any difference a public health care worker or researcher can make
in people’s lives by motivating them sufficiently to recognise effective safety measure
against sexually transmitted diseases is a sufficient basis for regarding their work as positive
and ethical. She has seen patients in the course of her GP practice who present with
problems related to their sexual organs or their urinary tract. They disclose erroneous beliefs
about the causes of venereal disease. Some men present their symptoms and report that they
have tried self medicating by drinking bleach after intercourse to purge themselves of HIV.
Or they claim to engage in sex with very young women who are likeliest to be virgin because
they believe this will cleanse them or protect them from HIV. Mavis has talked with women
who use harsh astringents and household chemicals to cleanse themselves and to insure that
they are attractive to their men, in the hope that their men will not be unfaithful. Some
women try to eliminate vaginal lubrication.
Mavis argues that there is no reason at all to condemn or to challenge any doctor or
health care worker who succeeds in correcting these erroneous beliefs by substituting them
with more realistic beliefs that are simple enough for anyone to grasp and that tell at least
part of the story. Using protective covering while having intercourse is overall a more
effective and salutary practice than drinking poisonous bleach after having intercourse,
whether or not there is any effect at all on HIV transmission.13 Thus Mavis thinks it is
laudable for health care practitioners to make the most of the complex research results they
learn about. She reasons: Isn’t it better for people to appreciate what they can in a complex
13

In conversation 2003with Prof. Janet Neequaye, Head of Child Health, Korle Bu Teaching Hospital, Accra.
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world, and give people a perspective which is likely to enhance their health reinforcing
behaviour?
Some of the controversies about the origin of AIDS and the nature of HIV are
extremely technical and hard for anyone but experts to follow. Some of the arguments about
whether HIV exists, or what the best way is for identifying the pictures taken of blood
through electron microscopes, are in part the result of different theoretical frameworks shared
in the different disciplines of chemical biology, geriatrics, microbiology, virology,
computational genetics, and epidemiology.
Dr. Christian Fiala, an OB/GYN specialist and clinical practitioner based in Vienna
who has worked at length in Malawi, Tanzania and Uganda, has expressed great interest in
the debate about the existence of HIV but strictly speaking he thinks the question of “whether
or not there is a virus shall be dealt with among the specialists.” But the outcome of the
debate is of importance only to the specialists. His reason is simple. Judging from the
population growth that continues in so-called AIDS ridden countries in Africa, the evidence
suggests that “there is no epidemic. The debate about the existence of HIV has no impact for
general populations.” Instead, Dr. Fiala is concerned with the problem of vagueness and
imprecision in the scientific controversies surrounding HIV and AIDS in Africa and the
world at large. He asks: “. . . before we go into further discussions it is urgent to clarify the
terms we are discussing. What does HIV mean and what is AIDS? When discussing concerns
about HIV, do we all mean an exogenous highly pathogenic virus? Or a harmless virus? Then
why is it that we are calling this thing an ‘immunodeficiency virus’? If it is an endogenous
virus, then why is something which is endogenous to the human body called a virus?
“The discussion about the existence of HIV can not stop at the level of in vitro
isolation. It needs to include evidence of pathogenicity. Otherwise there is no reason to call it
an ‘immunodeficiency’ virus. The same is true for ‘AIDS’. What is meant operationally by
this term? How many indicator diseases do we have in mind when using that term?” 14
Unit 2 provides an introduction to some reasons why it is difficult to pinpoint the
meaning of AIDS. Dr. Fiala complains that there is little point in a theoretical debate about
the causes of AIDS if we are not sure that everybody involved in the controversy is
attributing the same meaning to such a key term.
This clinical practitioner, from whom we will hear more throughout the course of this
module, is dedicated to correcting fallacies and improving medical ethics in the global arena
as it impinges upon public health needs in Africa. He is expressing the importance of
clarifying the use of terms, because of the impact that confusion has on the general
population of countries where the provision of public health care is poor. Unit 2 is devoted
to elaborating this concern over the use of language in AIDS and HIV discourse. In that unit
you are provided tools for improving the use of terminology in the interest of clarity and
integrity in our professional practice as public health educators, advisors, and service
providers.
Not all of the details of controversy that persist among demographers,
epidemiologists, virologists, pathologists, clinicians, microbiologists, and biochemists, are
critical to our work as public health care providers. Some specialists are in debate about
whether HIV exists. It is important to know that such disputes have not been settled, and that
such disputes are the heart and lungs of good healthy scientific theoretical activity. The need
for alternative theories will be highlighted in UNIT 8. But from the point of view of what is
needed to take care of people who are in need of primary health care, these disputes need not
be resolved. Rather, it is important to realise that the rhetoric that invites anxiety and panic is
not reflective of facts on the ground.
In the face of such unresolved disputes and the extremely narrow research agenda
determined by international conventions and foreign donors’ policies, and in the face of
14
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inadequate funding to tackle the major health challenges facing Ghanaians, we need to
reassess the ethical status of our current policies and interpretations of our nation’s public
and community health needs.

SECTION 7: Facilitating patients’ right to know about antibody tests and
their right to say no to HIV testing and standard treatment
The concerns presented in this section will be derived from reflecting on the
information you will be collecting in Units 1-6 of this Course Reader. The degree to which
you need to function as a psychological and intellectual support system for your patients and
your community will emerge as the weeks of studying this Reader unfold.
Already in the global arena there exists a growing recognition that a serious dilemma
exists for anyone faced with the prospect of an HIV anti-body test, especially if they are of
African descent. The medical profession has developed guidelines for consumers of health
care and prospective AIDS treatment, and a public response is beginning to develop which
resists the institutionalisation of HIV and AIDS controversial products, including the
diagnostic mechanisms.
As a health care professional you have undertaken a duty of informed care when you
and your community face the trauma posed by the testing and treatment for HIV and AIDS.
In this Unit we discuss how you can provide a safe mental environment for your patients, to
support their right to self-determination and how to provide them with information about
their options in a context of the actual uncertainty that surrounds HIV and AIDS. To be of
optimal assistance you need to know that your concerns and predicament arte backed by a
growing international ground swell of health workers and advocates who realise the dangers
and pitfalls of standard treatment and surveillance of the public in general and of PLWHA
(People Living With HIV-AIDS) in particular.
A summary of the orthodox view as it is referred to throughout this course module is
as follows:
AIDS is caused by the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) and is the most severe form of the HIV infection. HIV
is a highly contagious blood-borne virus. It is a fatal disease
that destroys the body’s capacity to ward off bacteria and
viruses that ordinarily would be fought off by a properly
functioning immune system.
On the contrary, in this course we have come to realise that ‘AIDS’ is recognised
world wide to be an umbrella term that covers a wide range of conditions. There is no
evidence to suggest that these varied ailments are caused by one viral entity.
Although there is no effective long-term treatment of the
disease, indications are that proper management of the
disease can improve the quality of life and delay progression
of the disease.
What counts as ‘proper management’ depends upon whom you ask. A variety of
approaches are now in process as we discussed in Unit 11. Anti-HIV drugs have been found
to be responsible for symptoms attributed to AIDS. AIDS-defining illnesses may be caused
by drug abuse, the influence of antibiotics on mitochondria, and the toxicity of drugs
prescribed for AIDS, as was discussed in Units 5 and 8.
This is an excellent example of how matters of fact are sometimes an ethical concern.
Eventually this situation will turn around but it is likely to take decades.
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They practiced bloodletting for 2000 years before stopping it. It
was a hundred years before doctors admitted that cigarettes
were not safe. It took forty years before the profession
understood that methanol was poisonous. It took thirty years
for medicine to accept that Semmelweis was correct in that
surgeons should wash their hands between operations.15
The question for public health practitioners confronting AIDS patients is how to
deliver the best health care possible in the midst of well meaning but misguided behaviour
modification programmes, misinterpretation and oversimplification of the health care needs
of their patients and the general community.
In the interest of finding the way forward, a problem in cognitive ethics arises for the
professional individual matter of deciding to accept, or to abstain from, belief in and
promulgation of the orthodox account of AIDS in Africa, including the theory that HIV
causes AIDS.
Without careful reflection it may not be advisable to reject wholesale or even to
challenge openly one’s authorities’ promulgation of the received view. No one is clear about
the relation between AIDS and the co-factors that seem to create various scenarios in
different geographical regions and populations. To challenge the received view is dangerous
in several respects. The best position might be to remain scientifically minded: maintain a
critical distance from claims, demand and scrutinize evidence, and be open to alternative
accounts that carry evidence in their support.
This leaves open the practical concern, which is also ethical: what should one do in
situations where people are properly resisting the taking of dubious and stigmatizing tests,
and the compliance with drug regimes that may not have been tested for our population in
Ghana, drugs which are on record as draining energy and having fatal consequences in high
doses. People need support in navigating the dangerous and confused path away from HIV
testing, and they have a right to help in overcoming the stigma and terror created by an HIV
positive diagnosis, regardless of its basis.
From 2000-2006, the general public in Ghana and other Anglophone countries were
quite smitten with the novelty of talking about sex frankly, recycling standard moralistic
lectures from olden days in new jargon, while professionals and community activists
continue to ride on an invigorating swell of project funding. Africans traditionally dismiss as
irrelevant recognizable as variations of a worn-out Victorian theme of racist colonial stereotyping. So if it were not for the fatalism and life-threatening stigmatization of otherwise
treatable illnesses, it might be innocuous to indulge in the use of red-herrings like behaviour
modification and victim blaming to deflect attention from the rightful demand for effective
treatment of known infectious syndromes among the poor. Perhaps the best to be made of a
bad situation is to overlook the potential damage to future generations that may follow from
infusing an unlimited supply of experimental toxic drugs for a limited time period into poor
sectors of African populations. In the meanwhile there are many positive gains and salutary
by-products that will reach impoverished communities: new health delivery infrastructure
and properly paid personnel, sanitation campaigns, neighbourhood support groups,
revitalizing of research into local herbal remedies, self assertion programming for young
women, nutritional supplements for new mothers, increased birth weights, clinical attention
for the isolated and the elderly, public support for orphans. All these benefits ride piggyback on the pseudo-scientific, supernatural mixture of microbiology and moralistic social
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engineering that recent high profile, bio-medical modern expertise has brought to this
continent.
Alternative therapies
Professional public health care givers therefore should be wary of sustaining the myth
that traditional African beliefs are anti-scientific and that any traditional African worldview
is particularly indisposed to understanding nature on its own terms, or for whatever specious
reason incapable of cooperatively planning, internationally partnering, and providing for the
welfare of African people. Taking part in humankind’s legacy of scientific achievements is
not an innate capacity nor a cultural propensity nor a symptom of capitalist entrepreneurial
excellence; it is a fiercely contested political entitlement. And that entitlement must be
claimed, aggressively if need be; for it is not on the list of ‘foreign aid’ provisions in the
current economic world order.16
The ethical dilemma for a public health worker faced with the trauma of HIV/AIDS?
Many times in your work a case involves a complex of conflicting demands which
results in uncertainty about what you should do or say as a practitioner to make the situation
better or at least to avoid making it worse. This is what is meant by an ethical dilemma.
The first thing to do in reasoning through a situation to the action you should take or
advice you want to provide, or if it is best for you to do and say nothing, is to distinguish the
different moral demands you are confronting.
1) First ask what you owe yourself as a person, and what do you, personally, think is the
preferable outcome or choice a patient to make. What are your limits of time, money,
attention; where do you have to draw a line so that you as a person are not taken
advantage of or exploited? What would you do if you were in this patient’s situation? It
is important to know clearly your own personal opinions, so you don’t mix this up with
giving the best professional care and advice that you can. You also need to see what
your own feelings are in the situation, so you don’t confuse taking care of yourself so
you will feel better, with taking care of the patient.
2) You are not the patient; what you advise this person to do may be quite different from the
advice you would want someone in authority to give you. To be a good health carer,
you have to see the patient as an individual separate from yourself, whose autonomy and
self determination have to be respected by professionals that he or she encounters.
There are two aspects of this responsibility. (i) The first involves the patient’s
autonomy and freedom. (ii) The second involves the patient’s right to be fully informed.
(i) What is involved with this patient’s particular case if you want to respect this
person’s individuality and rights? This involves respecting the patient’s rights to her own
religious beliefs, or lack of religious beliefs, right to pursue his life style choices, right to
select priorities for spending on treatment, right to seek procedures that are available and
the best option from the patient’s own viewpoint)?
(ii) You also need to think about what else you may owe this patient as a professional,
since your knowledge base is wider than the patient’s. Have you provided this person
with all the information needed in a way the patient will understand, so that he or she
can make an informed choice? Have you made sure the patient understands? Most
people visiting a health care professional are anxious and unwilling to ask questions for
16
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fear of challenging authority. If the patient wishes, or is in need of a second opinion,
have you informed the next of kin about the situation the patient is in? Do you know
what the patient’s limitations are? Does the patient know his or her options? Do you
know all their options? For instance, if the patient has had a drug prescribed by the
doctor, do you know if it is available in the area? Does the patient know what to do if
the drug is unavailable or unaffordable?
3) Thirdly you need to decide what responsibilities you owe the institution (hospital, clinic,
school, institute, field project) that you are working for.
4) What do you owe your profession? To be a good doctor, nurse, community health care
working, lab technician, radiology analyst, paramedic, what action or advice that you
present will uphold the integrity of the profession that you are representing?
Self determination of the patient
It has become something you hear everywhere, all the time, over and over that “we
know that human immuno-deficiency virus and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome is
generally contracted through sexual contact.” In the units comprising this module, you have
learned that this commonplace assumption is not well grounded. Contrary to standard
claims, there is abundant evidence that contradicts the assumption that most cases called
HIV/AIDS have resulted from a choice to have unprotected sex.
Certainly HIV and AIDS have become a major concern worldwide, but it is not at all
obvious what the concern is about, whether in Africa practitioners are addressing the same
range of issues as patients are presenting on other continents. It is unclear whether the
standard tests for this condition are reliable, and it is not clear what the best line of treatment
should be. Certainly it is clear that what works for the wide range of conditions described as
HIV/AIDS in one country is not necessarily going to be helpful in another.
So what is the best approach for a health care worker, and indeed what should be the
best policy for a health care facility to take in this “era of HIV and AIDS” given the amount
of inconclusive scientific results and the widespread controversy that exists concerning the
causes of AIDS, the statistics monitoring its occurrence in Africa, the tests used to diagnose
it, and the best course of treatment to pursue.
In these conditions, the advice given in American Nursing Association in its Code for
Nurses is useful: that document directs nurses to care for patients regardless of their values or
lifestyle is obviously to be encouraged. As practitioners we need to be aware of subliminal
judgments we make in the general climate of ignorance and fear that surrounds us concerning
immune system breakdown.
Much as was the case for cancer when it became prevalent in the 1960s in the US
population and no one understood why, people fear the unknown and superstitiously cast
blame in an effort to distance oneself from the threat. If I am good, if I do not associate with
bad people, if no one in my family associates with impure and unhealthy people, if no one
disgraces my family name, if I avoid intimacy with anyone who is unclean or impure or
suspicious or socially unreliable, then I will be ok; I will not fall ill of a stigmatizing disease.
Units to follow will bring some surprises, especially concerning the testing and
treatment of HIV and AIDS. When we see clearly the number of unresolved questions that
surround the detection, diagnosis and management of AIDS, its causes and the lack of a clear
procedure for curing and preventing its onset, it is easy to see the socio-psychological basis
for the fear mongering and stigmatisation that kill people who have been told they are HIV
positive. When we appreciate the economic investment and power wielded by a wide and
complex network of institutional endorsement and legitimisation of the orthodox view of
HIV and AIDS, it becomes clearer still why it is so difficult for people to appreciate the
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multi-sectoral failure of governments and societies to ensure large sectors of the population
will have decent housing, viable employment, adequate nutrition and health care for citizens
CONCLUDING EXERCISES
I. DISCUSSION EXERCISES for SECTION 1: Consider the following scenarios.
Discuss whether you would regard the decisions involved or the behaviour described
as involving ethical or moral considerations, or whether the situation carries
elements of both, and why.
1.

A street seller discovers that a regular customer has left their money purse at the
stall after making a purchase. The seller decides to conceal the fact and keep the
money, throwing away other official documents and material of no importance
except to the owner of the purse.

2.

A street seller discovers that a regular customer left their purchased items behind
after paying for them. The seller takes the goods out of the bag and puts them
back on the shelf for resale, keeping the money.

3.

A pharmacist realises that she has provided the wrong dosage on a prescription
for a patient. What should she do?

4.

A nurse is about to go home, and a patient who needs assistance to go to the toilet
rings for help. She ignores the bell and continues her packing up for departure.

5.

A person has come in for testing and the results are ambiguous. The nurse who
attends to the person tells him not to worry, everything will be alright.

6.

A patient has come in for testing and the results are ambiguous. The lab
technician suggests the person should retake the test for clearer results. The
person pays for the test and the technician takes blood but does not perform the
aspect of the lab work that requires keep records, and instead keeps the money.
The ambiguous test will be handled later by a consultant, and if it is necessary the
patient will be asked to take the test again anyway.

7.

Someone who is a good friend has left the exam hall early since he is not
sufficiently prepared to answer all the questions, as he divulged to you might
happen the night before. The invigilator is out of the room. In order to help your
friend, you fill in the correct answers for the objective questions to improve his
chances of passing. The examination is a test for competency in a medical
procedure.

8.

A pharmacist is attempting to sell drugs at very affordable prices in a poor
neighbourhood. So he begins relying on a distributor who is importing products
that have been discovered sometimes to be inert or expired. Sometimes the
products are fine. The pharmacist begins buying for his store the cheapest
consignments which do not have expiry dates clearly stamped on the items for
sale, only on the boxes in which they are delivered.

9.

A nurse does not understand a particular procedure which the doctor requires but
she has been told by senior nurses that it is not very important because it is not
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often done. So she checks it as completed in the patient’s records in order not to
get into trouble.
10.

A doctor writes a report about a patient who has come into an emergency ward
after a rape attack. The victim has evidence of being severely beaten and shows
bruising from the struggle with her assailant, some of her clothes are torn off. The
woman is dishevelled and dirty from being dragged around in the bush. The
doctor makes notes on the outward physical condition of the patient but does not
mention the rape in his report because the incident involved penetration and
thrusting but the attacker was interrupted before ejaculating semen into the
victim’s vagina. The absence of a charge of rape will radically minimize the
severity of the crime if the victim decides to press charges.

11.

An attack took place between a visitor and an orderly on a ward where you are the
chief nurse, during your shift. You are not clear who started the row. You do not
report the incident in order to protect your colleague.

12.

You know a good colleague is stealing narcotics from the hospital pharmacy
because she is married to someone who is addicted to the substance and has
difficulty accessing the drug without using up the family’s income. So you avoid
telling anyone that there is an habitual shortfall in supplies.

13.

People come to your hospital on the weekends and you do not provide them with
services when they produce their NIH card since the NIH reporting office is not
open on the weekends. Instead you charge them cash before allowing them to see
a doctor. At the close of the clinic day the staff on duty split the proceeds among
themselves before closing.

14.

Construct a narrative that displays someone who is committing an unethical act,
but which you would not regard as immoral.

15.

Describe an incident where the person is acting immorally, rather than
unethically.

16.

Describe an incident where the person is doing something which is both immoral
and unethical.

17.

Create a situation where someone acts unethically but would be regarded as
having done something which is highly moral.

II. EXERCISES for SECTION 2:
1. In your notebook write as many things as you have been told about HIV and AIDS;
distinguish those beliefs you hold by hearsay, and those for which you have
sufficient evidence to warrant your belief.
2. Make a list of the categories of information sources you have noted in question 1: did
you get this information from TV and radio media, books, newspapers, classroom
lecturers, pastors, NGO workers?
3. Make a list of the references or citations that were involved in the information that
you received when you learned these things.
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III. QUESTIONS for SECTION 3:
The fact that there exists an ongoing controversy surrounding the possible causes of
AIDS has various implications for management of HIV and AIDS, these include:
How should you advise a patient who comes for advice about testing for HIV?
What should you do about the tension between evidently effective local palliatives to
immune deficiency, and the imported regime of anti-retrovirals?
What would you recommend a concerned pregnant patient should do who is registering
HIV positive and is healthy?
If a patient has TB and is registering HIV positive, what would you advise as a course
of treatment?
If a patient has TB and has low CD4 cell counts but is registering HIV negative, what
would you advise as a course of treatment?
How should budgets be arranged by government to help fight contagious diseases
currently associated with AIDS in Africa?
Is it advisable to continue relying upon foreign rather than in-country direction for
public health research in Ghana?
How should a health practitioner contribute to policy creation, analysis and
implementation, in a situation of ongoing uncertainty about the role of HIV in
contagious diseases, maternal ill health and high infant mortality in Ghana?
1. In your journal make a note of which of these questions you find most compelling.
Discuss the questions that matter to you most in the list above, or others that you see
are missing from the list. Keep track of your results so that you can see how your
views unfold over the next twelve weeks of lectures and readings.
2. Which of these questions appear to you to have ethical implications; which have
moral implications? Which have both? What is the particular ethical or moral
consideration that arises in each case?
QUESTIONS for SECTIONS 4 and 5: see UNIT 6 sections 4 and 5 concerning ethics in
clinical HIV/AIDS research
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS for SECTION 6:
Discuss and write your conclusions) It was just observed that it is immoral to do harm
to many people in the guise of humanitarian aid. But is it immoral to allow or to permit
such harm to be done?
Consider a situation in your past work experience about which you did not approve of
something harmful or inappropriate was going on.
Is it immoral or unethical to allow or to permit harm to be done where you work if you
are not directly responsible?
Narrate a situation in your experience where you were in an ethical quandary, e.g.
presenting information that might be damaging if it is not understood correctly.
Suppose you are working in a remote clinic and need some equipment; without this
equipment you see the community is severely hurt. Only rich people who can travel
to better health care facilities can live long and health lives. Your Director is not
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paying attention because she is holding down two jobs and appears very infrequently
where you are working under her. What should you do?
What if you learn that the government has signed up to import a vaccine which you have
learned is harming the patients that your colleague is working with in a different
district. Are you ethically or morally obligated to do something about this?
Suppose you discuss with the Director of your clinic that the vaccine has been found to
cause convulsions in some cases and is not having the intended effect in the
community where your colleague works. You learn the Director is importing the
medicine through his friend. What do you do?
If so, what is it we should do? If not, why not? Whose responsibility is it to protect
public health from policies that appear to be doing harm or wasting public money?
Suppose a health NGO is supposed to be helping your facility but instead the funds are
diverted from their intended use. Should you do anything about it?
DRAMATIZE:
Create and act out a story line where two colleagues in the same institution
have a disagreement which is ethical. What developments would turn the
ethical issues into a moral dilemma?
Recall an incident where you were involved in your mind or in actual
conversation with someone whom you had a moral disagreement. Tell the
story to your study group and act out the disagreement in a dialogue.
REFLECT:
Consult the American Medical Association’s code of medical ethics in
Appendix A below. Bear it in mind loosely as you read through the twelve
units of this course module; consider which of the code’s principles may be
broken on a regular basis in the course of following standard practice with
HIV and AIDS diagnosed patients, or the general public taught to fear
contagion and immuno-suppression as a sign of personal character flaws and
failure of moral propriety.
In Appendix B which follows, a standard compendium of patient rights and
responsibilities are spelled out. Consider ways that a health carer in
professional contexts can help HIV and AIDS patients fulfil these rights and
meet these responsibilities. More will be discussed concerning patients’ rights
in units concerning various aspects of AIDS diagnosis, treatment: the current
standards of testing, prevention, treatment and medication.
RESEARCH EXERCISE for SECTION 7:
Which documents exist or are consulted to spell out the norms and codes of ethical
conduct and the ethics of research relied upon in Ghana?
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UNIT

1

The contrast between
factual beliefs and value judgments
Introduction
Section 1: Locating ethics in our web of professional knowledge
—Factual beliefs vs. value judgments: what is the difference?
Section 2: Statements which carry two meanings:
Implicit meaning (value judgment) and explicit meaning (factual)
Section 3: Judging moral right from wrong is different from judging truth and falsity:
considerations of utility, deontic duty, and the particular situation
Section 4: Evaluate definitions differently from evaluating factual statements
Section 5: Ethical and moral judgments are not personal opinions or subjective preferences
Section 6: Do we have an ethical responsibility of to correct our beliefs?
Conclusions & Exercises
INTRODUCTION
What counts as an ethical choice about the right thing to do sometimes is far from
obvious. Usually the right thing to do in a professional context depends upon at least three
different sources of information and opinion: it depends upon what is culturally the norm,
including religious and spiritual influences, what we personally value and believe—these
include our principals of living, personal religious convictions and spiritual understandings,
and what the social needs are that we confront while working. Our own personal beliefs and
convictions, as well as our moral judgments and the principles that we inherit through our
home culture and adopted cultures including the ethical norms of our profession, are among
the multitude of beliefs about the world and about other people that we carry as common
knowledge, usually without thinking or reflecting too much about it. We typically take it as a
matter of commonsense, or as part of our training and therefore as obvious to anyone in our
professional field, how to tell right from wrong. Yet beliefs about what is right and wrong
usually change over time. As each of us, personally, mature we gain new experiences, meet
people with backgrounds and ideas different from our own, travel, attend training workshops
and institutions, read widely, our values change as we grow older. The dominant values of
most societies also change over time, from one generation to the next. Beliefs change
drastically or little by little, perpetually or now and then, about big issues and small things.
Nonetheless in some respects, both what we take to be true, and what we believe to be
right, are not altogether involuntary—our convictions are not totally beyond our control or
will with us and without our realizing it, taking place in our environment while we are
growing up and as reflection of our how we were bred. It is a commonplace that much of
social conditioning and learning happens in school and the playground and at home because
of what other people around us do beyond our control. But as adults we are not mere passive
recipients of influence from what people do and say around us. Much of what we take to be
factual and valuable can be examined and improved deliberately in light of new experiences,
teaching, and reading. This is especially true in a specific domain such as one’s professional
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life. Improving and developing our knowledge base and practical effectiveness in this
domain is, after all, part of our responsibilities as providing medical care of the highest
quality within our power as free thinking moral agents.
Such conscious monitoring and control over our factual beliefs and our moral
judgments requires first recognizing the difference between a factual judgment and a moral
judgment. In this course we use the terms ‘belief’ and ‘judgment’ interchangeably. Usually
a judgment will be about something or some action in a particular situation, e.g. Adwoa
might make the moral judgment that her friend Akua was wrong to get an abortion. Adwoa
might hold the general moral principle that all killing is wrong and she may also believe that
abortion is a form of killing. Then from these two assumptions she might defend drawing the
moral judgment against her friend’s action: All gratuitous killing is wrong; this abortion
constitutes gratuitous killing. So this abortion is wrong. But this is not the only way to arrive
at or to defend a moral judgment.
SECTION 1: Locating ethics in our web of professional knowledge
Factual beliefs versus value judgments: what is the difference? We will focus for
the purpose of this course on both moral and ethical value judgments, and factual claims.
Value judgments are contrasted most of the time with factual claims. We are taught to treat
value judgments as akin to personal opinion and commitment, or religious beliefs. These are
recognised as diverging in different societies, and to some extent we are expected to hold
ourselves responsible—or not, as a matter of personal taste and character—for the moral and
ethical judgments we make and the things we do. We may morally judge other people’s, and
hold them responsible for the things they do—again, as a matter of personality or the issue at
stake. Normally we tend to take facts as not subject to personal review or examination or
judgment. Facts are given to us by the experts; we are taught to accept what the experts claim
as true. In this course you will discover that there is no clear-cut solid line between what
should be examined and re-assessed on the basis of our own experience and point of view on
the one hand, and what can be accepted at face value without questioning, on the basis of its
being given by respected authority.
Concerning value formation, there are lots of kinds of value judgments we could
discuss: aesthetic judgments are a good example—Joshua might judge that the walls of this
room have been painted a terrible colour, but without further circumstances it would be hard
to regard Jake’s condemnation as a moral judgment. It’s his room, his opinion, and if he
thinks the colour is wrong for him, then there seems to be no reason or basis for
disagreement. Except perhaps in certain religious traditions and for certain purposes, the
colour of the walls of a room, or dress, is not a moral judgment. We could conclude that it is
a fact of the matter about Joshua, i.e. the fact that he doesn’t approve of the colour of his
walls, and that this has no obvious implication or consequence for his government’s or even
his family members’ obligations to him. We might take the view that this is not government
business, and that it may or may not be incumbent upon his family members to get him room
décor he can live with happily. Obviously many other factors will take part in our evaluation:
how old is Joshua? Is he bed-ridden? Is his family wealthy enough to paint? Should Joshua
carry the cost? Do the paint colours he prefers to avoid contain lethal ingredients? Do they
violate health and safety standards? Does he change his mind about the wall colours every
month? And so on.
The contrast between how the world is in fact (including Joshua’s personal
preferences and whether the colour of his room satisfies his tastes, and whether certain paint
pigments endanger people’s health), and how the world should be (including how people
ought to behave and whether or not the government should be held responsible to ensure that
person enjoys the colour of their walls, or respond to individual complaints about personal
health and safety), may seem like an obvious distinction. But it is sometimes hard to
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recognize the difference between factual statements about what is the case, and value
judgments about what is right and wrong. It is important to be able to tell the difference
between these two types of belief because we need to know how to evaluate factual claims
and value claims, and how to disentangle the two types of judgment when someone in
authority is stating both at once. The contrast between our beliefs about facts and values is
not always clear cut. In one way or another our beliefs about what is in fact the case are
influenced by what we are taught to expect must or should be the case. These expectations
are very deep and influence our most basic perceptions of things in the world and other
people. Facts are not ‘given’ directly to us by nature, what we gain even through the
simplest sense experience is always interpreted to some extent. When someone’s convictions
and expectations about how things should be vary greatly from our own expectations and
beliefs, we are able to see that individual or cultural prejudices and biases may obscure or
shape what is taken to be a fact. The effort to minimize prejudice and presuppositions about
the way things are, in order to learn more and to correct what we already take to be true about
the world as it appears, is a primary goal of the methods and disciplines of scientific
investigation.
Questions about facts are usually answered by making careful relevant measurements
or systematic qualitative, replicable observations of things, people, events, regularities and
processes. We call judgments empirical or factual if they are based on observations made
through the senses—sight, hearing, touch, taste—often using technology that extends our
sensory organs (such as a microscope and telescope to extend the range of our normal visual
field, an electroencephalogram machine to measure and record the pattern of the brain’s
activity, an electrocardiogram to track and record a graph of heartbeat rhythms, a
thermometer for measuring body temperature, a stethoscope for hearing the heart beat).
Tests are used to draw conclusions about states of affairs as well, and their results require
training in various kinds of interpretation in order to read their results correctly. Tests are a
means of extending and deepening what we can see directly by creating an interaction with
processes going on in the world or in a human body or other mammal, to determine what will
happen given certain antecedent conditions that we set up artificially. These are various
ways of determining facts of the matter. Tests and observations are often just
approximations. For example, the WIDAL test for typhoid and malarial tests are well known
to be unreliable. Microscopes and telescopes can reveal how things appear to be, far beyond
our normal range of vision, but only up to a certain degree of resolution.
Questions about what is morally or ethically right or wrong contrast with questions
answered by appealing to empirical evidence alone. Drawing value judgments always
involve more than consideration of the circumstances or facts about given situations. To
make a moral judgment we have to rely on ideals which express principles about what we
value in life and what we believe to be obligations and duties between people. These
principles are general in their content, and concern all sorts of convictions—they concern
what is just, what is fair, what our obligations and duties are to other people, to ourselves,
what are the sorts of attitude and consideration owed between people who bear significant
relationships to each other, whether they be members of the same family, clan, religion,
citizens of the same country, or creatures of a single planet, what counts as a basic and
fundamental human right to which all people may be regarded as entitled; these broad
principles are not always fully obvious until we think about them deeply and practice
articulating. Then we apply these principles to specific circumstances to decide whether a
particular action or policy or attitude is morally (or ethically) right or wrong.
Moral (ethical) judgments versus subjective opinions. In this example concerning
painting the walls, it is probably easy to distinguish the fact that Joshua has a strong
preference or a health-driven need to change the colour of his walls, and whether either of
these motives imposes any obligation on his government to invest money and take action.
But suppose instead Joshua has a strong preference for access to kidney dialysis treatment, or
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affordable antibiotics for his infant who is ailing with a systemic infection, rather than a
change in his room décor. Or suppose Joshua has a strong preference for a nutritious lunch
to be served daily for his children at the public school they attend. Then it may not be so
obvious whether his preference for a better quality of life carries implications for his
government’s policies.
People learn these principles as they grow up within a religious or cultural tradition.
Adults may adopt some of these principles and abandon others; and it is very obvious to
anyone who has travelled from their home town that these principles vary throughout each
society and the world. So in general, value judgments are often the subject of great
controversy, where factual judgments are typically regarded as uncontroversial and
formulated unanimously by all who are properly trained to draw them. But factual
judgments may also be the subject of controversy.
Definitions. It’s helpful as well to contrast definitions with both factual statements
and value judgments. A definition is a statement which is true if it accurately reflects the use
of a word or conveys the meaning of a word that is mentioned as the subject of the sentence.
In a factual judgment, the truth of the statement depends upon conditions that exist in the
world outside the statement. In Unit 2 we will look at definitions in detail.
Professional ethics. One thing that is very important in working for public health
institutions and community service agencies is to realise that you need to be a philosopher on
the job. A philosopher’s duty is to reflect in depth on everyday assumptions, beliefs and
judgments. The ‘big’ questions have their place in your work; the ‘big’ questions make
reference to life’s important aspects: what is the meaning of life? Does God exist? Is there a
purpose to each person’s life and is it their responsibility to fulfil that purpose? Who decides
on the purpose of one’s life? What is happiness? What is a fulfilled life? What role should
the government play in fulfilling people’s basic rights? What are basic rights? Is achieving
happiness a basic right? Is receiving primary health care a basic right? What should count as
primary health care? Should individuals be free to choose their own medication? When is a
person in a condition to make medical decisions for his or herself? What amount of care am
I obligated to give another person? Does suffering have any positive aspects? What does it
mean to be free? Does a person have a right to be free from suffering? Is this a basic right
that the government should fulfil? What is a medical truth? Medical consensus changes over
time; how is it determined whether a claim about health is true or false? When varying
opinions prevail about a medical condition, what should I believe? When I’m not sure what
claim to believe but I am compelled to make a decision on behalf of someone, what should I
do?
All these questions are part and parcel of your everyday work. Perhaps this is what
makes your work interesting, and it is why your work is so important.

SECTION 3: Distinguishing moral and ethical right from wrong is
different from distinguishing empirical truth from falsity
Now that this distinction between facts and values has been introduced, it will be
useful to contrast the content of reasoned arguments that lead to or support correct factual
judgments, with the ingredients of reasoning that are required when drawing up or defending
moral judgments.
Consider the example again concerning an abortion.
Suppose that Adwoa believes:
1. all killing a person is wrong;
2. that abortion is a form of killing a person;
So she concludes: 3. then her friend Akua was wrong to get an abortion.
Someone might disagree with Adwoa’s moral conclusion for several reasons.
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Suppose you think that all killing of innocent persons is wrong, you might disagree whether
abortion counts as killing a person. Then Adwoa’s conclusion would not necessarily follow.
So you accept ‘premise’ 1 above, but you disagree with sentence 2. So you also reject the
conclusion, sentence 3. Now the question will be how to define ‘person’: why is killing a
foetus not a case of killing a person?
Someone else might disagree that killing a creature that would otherwise become a
person given time to mature, is always wrong, considering situations or circumstances where
there could be exceptions to this general maxim. Examples of exceptions: Saving the
potential person means killing the mother. Saving the potential person means preserving the
life of a person who will not be capable of living a life without excruciating pain or
intolerably disfiguring and disabling deformities and physical malfunctions.
These are examples of considering “extenuating circumstances.” Then, in these
cases, we may agree on all the same principles but because of these conditions we might
reason to a different moral conclusion. In cases where one person kills another in self
defence, that might exonerate or excuse the evil of killing another person. If a mother’s life is
going to be saved which would definitely be lost if the foetus is preserved, then this might
justify killing another person. Together with a disagreement about whether a foetus up to a
certain stage counts as a person, these beliefs might result in excusing abortion. Or one
might regard a mother’s right to carry out plans for her life which might be interrupted by
bearing a child for whom she cannot cater for well. Another way of regarding the morality of
the action of the abortion might consider how many would benefit and how many would be
harmed by carrying through with the birth. On the other hand, Adwoa might insist that all
consequences and effects of resisting the abortion have no significance in comparison with
the prima facie wrong of abortion under any circumstances.
Someone might argue that it is a woman’s duty to bear children, however
inconvenient the responsibility to create life might be, it is an obligation that supersedes all
other considerations. Another view, however, might be to refuse to accept motherhood under
any conditions as an unconditional good. Some would argue that bearing a child conceive by
an act of a vicious rape by an enemy in war, or in the face of debilitating, painful and
humiliating deformities or severe brain disorder, or giving birth to a child in complete
vegetative state, would not count as anyone’s obligation or duty.
We are using the case of abortion because we are not concerned with abortion in this
course, but with the way to make moral judgments, so we can forget about the subject matter
and just focus on the kinds of considerations that lead to different conclusions—all of which
might be acceptable and convincing even though they contradict each other. This is because
there are lots of ways to contest and disagree about a moral issue. This is grossly
oversimplified but it serves the purpose of contrasting reasoning and disagreements about
ethics with empirical reasoning and disagreements about the facts.
These are contrasts in the moral reasoning of different people that lead them to
different moral conclusions and we say they reflect different ‘theories’ of what is morally or
ethically right and what is wrong. When Akua is focussed on the outcome of her action, who
will be effected by it and how, in order to decide whether it is morally right or wrong, she is
engaged in a consequentialist method of moral reasoning. An act is good if it brings about
beneficial effects or consequences, its evil is determined by the harm it will cause. Adwoa
who is looking at the moral value of the action itself, its prima facie qualities, regardless of
its effects, and so if it is a duty that the action fulfils, it is morally good; if the action defies
duty then it is morally wrong. This method of determining right from wrong, with respect to
duties observed or neglected, is called deontological (in Latin: ‘of duty’ in moral reasoning.)
If one is focussed always on the particular individuals and circumstances and their relation to
each other, where these particulars outweigh general precepts or laws of conduct that must be
universally applied with consistency, then one is engaged in a situationist approach to moral
judgments. All of these different points of view can be contrasted quite strictly from one
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another. And they all might be regarded as complementary rather than antagonistic to one
another, and weighted in one person’s moral reasoning about a particular case.
In these ways, moral beliefs contrast very markedly from factual beliefs. Adwoa’s
belief that her friend should not abort the baby involves her making more presuppositions
than accepting a definition of what abortion means, and it requires of her more than
observing whether Akua did undergo such an operation. To believe Akua actually went
through with the operation requires some kind of evidence—to check out whether the belief
is true is called ‘verifying’ whether she had the abortion. Either an eye witness experience,
or a signed report of a doctor who performed it, or other ‘concrete’ observable effects or
signs or conventionally accepted indicators could be called in. But as far as checking the
belief that Akua was wrong to have the operation called an abortion, or that in general
abortion is always a morally bad thing to do, there is no way to verify or confirm, one needs
more than evidence. One needs to reflect upon the principles of right and wrong presupposed
in the reasoning that resulted in that conclusion: such principles concern the sanctity of
human life, the right to life of every human being, and the evil of killing an innocent
individual. One may also be called upon to learn something factual about whether foetuses
are sufficiently like all humans for the rule to apply.
Because of this contrast, your moral judgments usually are allowed to sustain a
considerable amount of divergence from other people’s judgments and views, since very
often such differences arising is what is meant by a culturally diverse, complex and open
society like Ghana’s. It’s often said that moral judgments are relative, or that everyone is
entitled to his or her own moral opinion, or that there are many directions to go in order to do
what is right, but in the end all paths of right conduct lead to heaven or paradise. In future
we will need to examine these commonsense claims: what exactly does it mean to say moral
judgments are relative? And upon reflection, isn’t it possible that a moral standpoint can be
improved upon by being changed? It’s possible to apply general and respectable principles
to particular cases incorrectly, and wind up making poor moral judgments.
Rules and regulations need moral review
In medical practice and public health care provision it is especially important to use
compassion and common sense, and to consider the particulars specific to every case, not just
to obey rules and regulations. Consider the principles and rules in Appendix A and B. What
scenarios have you experienced or what narratives can you construct to illustrate how the
particulars of a case required in fact, or would require hypothetically, adjusting or adopting
the rule or principle to fit the situation.
Disagreements about ‘the facts’
Factual judgments or factual claims sometimes conflict and attract much controversy
as well, but for different kinds of reason. Generally, with sufficient clarification, the correct
view of the facts will be agreed upon by those in dispute and one perspective will count as
the best interpretation of all the available evidence. But sometimes this does not happen,
because there is a general lack of knowledge or information to get at the empirical truth of
the matter.
Here is how a basic empirical or factual fact might be established. In the following
units we will begin to consider more carefully how facts are arrived at.
For example, generally when the job is to establish the facts, it is important to be
aware of whether reports of findings are delivered with completeness, accuracy and
faithfulness to the direct experiences of investigators, when their research results are
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delivered in quantitative descriptions. We will examine what can go wrong when we rely on
inferential statistics, in Unit 3.

SECTION 4: Evaluate definitions differently from evaluating factual
statements
We need to distinguish definitions which describe the use of words (as you will study
in the next Unit 2) from factual statements which describe what is going on, statements that
report the observations made systematically and responsibly of processes or events in nature.
Here are some examples where the contrast between a DEFINITION and a FACTUAL
statement should be fairly clear, just by thinking about the meaning of the sentence.
To distinguish the statements that express definitions of words from those that
express facts of the world, consider the subject of the sentence: is it a word or something in
the world to which the word refers? In the following thought process, an operational
definition (statement 1) is followed by three observation reports (statements 2-4) from which
a hypothesis in drawn inductively (statement 5) based on the evidence that constitutes the
premises of an argument.
1. Define the ‘x is soluble’ to mean that if you put a sample of x in distilled and
unsaturated water at room temperature in a clean beaker and stir, x dissolves.
2. NaCl was placed in water and dissolved.
3. KCl was placed in water and dissolved,
4. CaCl was placed in water and dissolved.
---------------------------------------------------5. Therefore in future any salt compound when placed in water will dissolve.
And in particular, this new salt compound which I’ve sampled and placed in water is
going to dissolve.
Our judgments about salt, the general one “All salts are soluble” and the specific one
“this salt sample is soluble” are said to be factual or empirical because it is based, in a certain
oversimplified manner of speaking, just on what we have observed, (what we refer to as
evidence, or test results, or research findings, or data) together with operational definitions of
the characteristics we are observing. We will talk more about operational definitions and
word meanings in Unit 2.
Unlike moral judgments, beliefs about salt such as statement 5 above don’t involve in
any obvious way beliefs and general convictions about the way the world should be, but
rather observations about the way the world is in fact (statements 2-4). The definition
(statement 1) provides a way of systematically ordering and tracking our observations. The
general law like statement ‘All salts are soluble’ is simply a descriptive effort to capture a
regularity or uniformity about the way things are, based on observations. Notice by the way
that we can’t be sure that this law-like statements is absolutely and unquestionably TRUE. It
might be that somewhere that we haven’t looked as yet or that nobody yet knows about, there
are substances which are correctly classed as salts which won’t dissolve. The possibility that
our generalities and beliefs about the way the world is, expressed in law-like empirical
statements, are not factual because they are proven indubitably to be true. We don’t regard a
belief as factual because there could be no occasion or condition that would ever lead us to
doubt it. Scientific discipline requires us to be always ready to appreciate that a factual belief
no matter how strongly we believe might one day turn out to be false.

SECTION 5: Ethical and moral judgments are not personal opinions or
subjective preferences
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Although there is often a moral or ethical disagreement amongst colleagues and
community members, such disagreements are not the same as differences of personal
preference and tastes. It’s not a matter of our different tastes or preferences that we are
expressing when we disagree about whether Akua should have an abortion; it’s not the same
as you preferring to order light soup and banku for Sunday lunch, while I prefer to eat
groundnut and fufu—even though the reason you prefer a different Sunday meal than I has to
do with what you were served as a child at home, or what your family members, your pastor,
or village elders always eat on Sundays. We will be looking much more at the contrast
between cultural and social conventions, mores, personal subjective tastes and opinions on
the one hand, vs. ethical principles and moral judgments on the other, as we go along in the
course.
To see what sorts of thinking result in very different moral points of view, let us look
at some examples:
Recall first the controversial case of Akua’s abortion that we have been discussing at
some length: the difference between Adwoa’s opinion and her friend’s may be as we might
say a difference of principle—Adwoa may hold that all killing of human beings is
unconditionally wrong, and others may disagree with this principle. Or there may be a
difference in metaphysical beliefs: Adwoa and I may have learned different theories about
whether a human life begins at conception or whether it is a gradual process that occurs from
the development of a cell that could become a mouse or a frog or a human, to one that is
gradually developing a conscious brain that will have a personality. There are different
interpretations of the scientific theory of evolution, and implications about the concept of a
human ‘life’ and what it means to be a ‘person’. These are metaphysical views that may
differ depending upon our religious orientation, or whether we have made a careful
philosophical study of the issues that science cannot decide upon but that require the
interpretation of scientific theories. The result of such metaphysical speculation may be
discussed and divisive views enriched by their confrontation with other conflicting
perspectives. But since such a debate might simply be an elaboration of different doctrines
about the soul or about Divine intention and design, it may not resolve into one perspective
acting as a corrective of another opposing perspective, since each conflicting doctrine may
themselves depend upon their opposition to the other for its very coherence and persistence.
So there will remain a moral dispute about abortion generally. Or there may be a difference
in political perspectives about gender rights, for instance whether there is a fundamental right
and responsibility that only women can carry, to make decisions about their procreative
careers and how they wish to conduct their lives, whether they wish to be mothers at all, how
many children they wish to raise, whether they wish to marry—and these questions are about
individual autonomy and entitlement to choose one’s reproductive activity bear upon other
value judgments about what to count as a socially just and fair society.
Akua and Adwoa might agree upon what counts as a good society, and they may
share religious beliefs, and they both feel strongly that human life is sacred. But they still
may arrive at different moral judgments about this abortion because there are other factors
besides fundamental principles of right and wrong that bear upon our moral reasoning as
well. For instance Akua may be very concerned about the actual effects of her choice on her
parents, her schooling, her other children, her health, her future economic capacity, her
fianceé’s family, the unborn child’s future. She may be focussing not on the meaning of life
and on the importance of treating all life as sacred, so much as what the consequences will be
for her baby if she gives birth out of wedlock to a severely deformed person for whom she
did not plan a means of financially supporting, cast out of her community, without funds to
support its vegetative state and with five other siblings dependent upon her for a job
promised if she completes her degree programme. Alternatively, it may be that Akua is
compelled to get an abortion because if she does not she will die during the delivery. It may
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be that because of these effects of delivering the baby, you might say she really has no choice
but is compelled to go through with the abortive procedure. So speculating about
consequences of a choice of action may bear upon its moral worth, determining whether it is
a good or bad choice, or not a realistic choice at all.
But it is just as likely that factual considerations divide these people in their moral
views of whether Akua should choose to get an abortion. There is often a difference in the
factual beliefs that Adwoa, Akua and others hold, which lead them to draw different moral
judgments about an action or situation, and different views of the facts are also likely to
influence their broader metaphysical perspective: what counts as human life, what makes for
the best ordered and just society, whether women have reproductive rights, whether and at
what stage a foetus comes to have a soul and is waiting to come into the world. Because
some factual statements bear upon the application of a moral or ethical principle almost all
the time, we have an ethical and a moral responsibility to review and improve upon our
empirical knowledge, that is, our factual beliefs. Factual statements sometimes involve
interpretation, which may differ very radically among experts as well. So it’s not completely
true as suggested above, that facts are subject matter that avails itself of universal agreement,
and that relevant evidence is always available to everyone. Access to relevant factual
information is itself an extremely important factor in the ethics of AIDS management, and it
bears upon many levels of social organisation. The ethics of health care and public well
being is not only a matter of an individual making the right choices against a fixed
background of morally infallible experts or ethically unassailable institutional authorities and
agents.

SECTION 6: Do we have an ethical responsibility of to correct our beliefs?
An interesting problem of ethics is to ask whether individuals have a moral obligation
to correct and update their beliefs. With exposure to new ideas and norms about African
cultures, for instance, is it morally obligatory for football hooligans to revise not only their
behaviour but also their negative prejudices, their derogatory attitudes that motivate the
insulting behaviour, that inspires heckling and bullying foreign players on their own team or
rival teams?
The answer to whether we are responsible for correcting our false beliefs is not
obvious, and not a topic we can dwell on here. Only with respect to the dissemination of
claims about HIV and AIDS, we can consider this question. And in considering whether we
have individually a responsibility morally to learn more and then revise our picture of reality
in light of what we learn, it is not at all obvious what this actually involves in practical terms.
If we agree to the mandate to learn more about HIV and AIDS for instance, what should this
entail on a daily basis? Does it mean we should hold in question everything our superiors
say? Do we need ethically to pursue our patients’ questions by spending time every evening
outside of the clinic doing research online or in medical libraries or doing primary research in
the field? What should we feel obligated to do when we learn a new perspective? Should we
hold ourselves responsible to cross-check for second opinions about the tests, the drugs, the
statistics that cross our paths?
Ethical questions of this ‘epistemic’ kind (that is, questions having to do with
knowledge and belief—as opposed to feeling and acting) concerning our individual and
specific situations, call upon us as responsible professionals to take a stand on certain issues
while working in an era of uncertainty about the causes of AIDS. This is not an easy job by
any means, and it is not without dangers. Consider the scenario described in Unit 6 appendix
II, depicting the consequences of resisting orthodox norms of behaviour concerning public
health care exercises staged in Uganda.
So far we’ve noticed how very different moral judgments are from factual judgments:
We noted that moral judgments tend to sustain a lot of disagreement among people whilst
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factual judgments are more often expected to converge, they seem to be ‘objective’ in that
among different people, what matters is the evidence available to all.
But in situations of uncertainty, such as you face very often in medical care, it is not
always obvious that you can just rely on common knowledge to point the right way forward.
So this contrast between knowing the right thing to believe and knowing the right
thing to do has to be reconsidered more carefully because the contrast we have drawn is not
so clear cut as it seemed initially. Factual beliefs are also subject to a great deal of
controversy. There is a great deal of disagreement among scientists about what to call the
beginning of life, and the cause of global climate changes, or the best way to control
spiralling inflation in an economy. These debates are sustained because evidence must be
interpreted after it is collected, and scientists may also have conflicting views about the best
way for collecting that evidence. Further, all the available evidence is not always available
to everyone responsible for making factual judgments and providing advice. Differences of
opinion about what the facts are often result in differences in value judgments about what is
the right thing to do.
Situationist ethics. Let us consider some examples where a difference between
people’s moral judgments is based not upon different moral theories or different fundamental
moral principles, but instead upon differences between their respective familiarity with the
relevant facts.
Akua and Michael are engaged to be married, and their families are both heartily
enthusiastic about the match. Michael has travelled abroad for his work for two years and it
is agreed by he and his fiancée that they should both be tested for their HIV status.
Heroically Michael undergoes the test, and discovers he is HIV positive. In a turmoil of
shame, humiliation and grief, the wedding plans are called off. A year later, Michael is
distraught and wants to try to have a normal life, in a different country with another
prospective bride. Should he undergo the testing again? Here is another moral dilemma.
True to his sense of duty to his future wife and family. He discovers now he is negative.
He is about to go in for a new job, and does not want to encounter rejection and
stigmatization. So he pretends he has only ever had one HIV test, and divulges to his
employer the results of the most recent test.
A wealth of moral questions arise from considering these case examples: Was it
morally right for Michael and Akua to cut off their engagement? Should someone be
regarded as untrustworthy or sexually suspect if the result of his HIV status flip-flops? Does
a positive test result indicate that Michael would be the wrong partner to choose for a healthy
and happy family in future? Is Michael right to suppress information about the first HIV
test? What should we make of a person whose status changes? Should he tell his partner
about the first test? What if the second test had come out positive, what would that indicate
if anything at all about Michael’s fidelity as a potential husband? Is a job applicant or new
employee ethically obligated by a company to get tested in the first place? Is he morally
obligated to disclose the results of such a test?
The answers to these questions may seem obvious. But that depends on an
assumption of uniformity and clarity in the background beliefs about HIV tests. What if
these shared beliefs about the significance and reliability of HIV tests turn out to be false?
What is crucially important here is to consider the facts about HIV testing. Only then will we
be in a position to counsel or his wife if he or she is our friend or our patient. Whether a
company should demand its employees be tested is an ethical question which very centrally
depends upon what value the tests have in predicting the quality of performance of our
employees, the threat they pose to our insurance benefits policy, potential cost to our
company’s success. Whether insurance companies are correct to place higher premiums
upon companies who do not present documents attesting their employees are all HIV
negative is another round of ethical consideration; if you are a health care corporate
consultant or a human resource management official, you need to make policy
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recommendations to companies, to insurance agents, to governments controlling the laws to
which insurance agencies are obliged to adhere, and again to make the correct suggestion one
needs to have full appraisal of the divergent facts about HIV tests.
So we need to become better informed about HIV tests. That is, we have an ethical
responsibility in our professional capacities as health care providers or consultants about
health care, as government health service workers or community advocates, or social
workers, to gain information about HIV tests. This will be the reason for studying carefully
information in Unit 4.
Consider another case example. Serena lives in a South African Township in
Transkei and her husband is a truck driver who returned just last week from a long trip
overland. Serena has not been feeling well for a long time; now she seems to be dying; she is
losing weight very fast, she is very weak, and always has a fever, and has constant diarrhoea.
So it is concluded that she must have AIDS which she caught from her husband who must
have gone with prostitutes on the road and then infected her with HIV. Is her husband
morally responsible for her dying?
This conclusion of moral responsibility for Serena’s death is based on the assumption
that a sexually transmitted virus is the cause of AIDS. Since more instances of AIDS are
reported in Africa than elsewhere, it is supposed that more sexual promiscuity and infidelity
occurs on the African continent than elsewhere. But are these assumptions true? We need to
review whether these assumptions are well grounded in the available evidence.
It is routinely assumed that HIV is sexually transmitted, and that a pandemic in Africa
persists because women in great numbers are victims of their husbands’ infidelity, and
because irresponsible sexual behaviour is the norm among their other male relatives. This
view is widely apparent in much literature on the subject. These assumptions appear in
medical journals, self-help brochures, HIV/AIDS training materials, religious advice books,
health educational brochures, textbooks. If we do a survey of the literature and discourse that
addresses HIV AIDS management and advocacy of health in Africa, we will find the
assumption repeated everywhere. This is the theme of most HIV AIDS workshops,
conferences, community campaigns, candlelight services, educational programmes; and it is
presupposed in the behaviour modification approach funded by foreign countries for fighting
AIDS in African countries. But the fact that many people believe a statement to be factual is
not evidence that it is factual.
In most Units of this Course Module we will consider whether these are reliable
assumptions.
From a study in Accra that was reported in an article in the Journal of the Harvard
School of Public Health, evidence was collected by the team that showed no correlation
between numbers of sexual partners, incidences of sexually transmitted disease, and HIV
positive status of women in Accra. The researchers in their analysis commented on this
failure to find the expected correlation by concluding the following explanations: either the
women were lying about the number of partners they had, or they were not aware of their
sexually transmitted disease status. It is assumed that HIV must be sexually transmitted and
must be the cause of AIDS and whatever evidence is available to contradict this in the global
arena is disregarded, explained away, ridiculed, denigrated, and otherwise sidelined.
We need to inspect what the broader range of scientific opinion is, before we draw a
conclusion that advocates a course of treatment and a public health programme that will be of
little or no benefit to the people for whom it was ostensibly designed to help.
I) EXERCISES for SECTION 1:
In this list of statements, it should be clear which are factual judgments, which are
definitions, and which are value judgments.
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1. Abortion is the worst criminal action any human being can commit.
2. The practice of euthanasia is an example of how new technologies are corrupting the
customs and values of this society.
3. AIDS is a syndrome of a dysfunction of the immune system.
4. All the talk about AIDS and making condoms available so readily everywhere you go
is breaking down the fiber of society, making the youth fall into loose and uncouth
behavior.
5. Environmental degradation in the North is Nature’s way of punishing people who
have too many children and allow their population to increase without restraint.
6. AIDS is God’s way of punishing promiscuous people.
7. The selling of antibiotics without a prescription is illegal in this country.
8. Abortion is illegal in this country.
Sometimes value judgments are expressed as imperatives, directives, or rules of conduct and
attitude, or as a religious tenet:
E.g.: It is righteous to give alms to the poor. ≡ Charity is one of the five pillars of Islam.
II)

In the following imperatives, find other words to express a moral judgment or other
statement that conveys the same or closely related meaning.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

You should always respect human life.
Women should be given equal pay for equal work.
Free basic education must be available for everyone.
Honour they father and mother.
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.

In the statements 9, 10 and 11 above, the words ‘must’ and ‘should’ along with other
imperative terms are conveying dictates of how to behave, directives for people to follow,
expressing preferred practices and institutional arrangements and attitudes. In this way the
statements convey value judgments about what the speaker regards as morally laudable. In
other statement contexts, these words ‘must’ and ‘should’ are used to convey a law-like
description of a regularity or uniformity or an exceptionless condition in nature. It is not
every occasion where ‘must’ and ‘should’ indicates a moral or ethical value judgment.
III) Identify the differences in the meaning of ‘should’ and ‘must’ between the items that
express facts, empirical predictions, and value judgments, in this list:
14. All governments must preserve the economic rights of their own citizens, and not
sacrifice their citizens social welfare to the capital interests of foreigners.
15. Every planet must circle the sun in an elliptical orbit.
16. All salts must dissolve in water or some other liquid.
17. Every metal must expand when heated.
18. It ought to rain later today.
19. You ought to save money to buy your books and class materials.
20. All governments must respect every human life equally.
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21. All mammals must have oxygen to live.
22. The youth must exercise greater self-control and discipline in their sexual behavior in
order to win the war against HIV/AIDS infection.
IV) EXERCISE: Discussion / essay questions
In answering the following questions, refer to experiences you have had or create
scenarios that illustrate situations that you have not encountered personally but
someone else might confront in medical practice.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What tells you that you are confronting an ethical dilemma?
How do you feel when you are in a situation that involves making ethical decisions?
What do you feel in a situation where you are the only person who sees an ethical
dilemma exists?
What do you feel in a situation where you and others take different positions about
what is the right ethical decision to take?

V) EXERCISES for SECTION 2: Statements which carry two meanings:
Implicit meaning (value judgment) and explicit meaning (factual)--or vice
versa
Many declarations in speeches or statements in texts that we encounter involve both
an explicit and an implicit meaning, where both a factual judgment as well as a value
judgment is conveyed. It is important to recognize when such statements are up for
evaluation, because both empirical and moral reasoning will be required to determine
whether these statements are correct or not.
In this list of statements you have some statements which clearly exhibit two meanings:
explicitly the statement may report some state of affairs or gives the meaning of terms, or
provides an explanatory description of an event or condition, or a statement that is about the
meaning of a word; while implicitly the statement is also conveying a value judgment,
condoning or disapproving of some action or condition which it describes. In each item
below describe what meaning is exhibited covertly and overtly by the sentence, if more than
one message is conveyed.
23. There is no such thing as marital rape. ‘Marital rape’ is a contradiction in terms.
24. The Hezbollah is a terrorist state within a state, which resulted in the destruction of
Palestine, because no nation state can operate with a destabilizing organized vigilante
force operating within it.
25. “AIDS is a scourge that is threatening to engulf the whole of mankind. The cause of the
deadly disease has over the years been ascribed to several factors including promiscuity,
homosexuality, lesbianism and bestiality.”17
26. All the talk about AIDS and making condoms available so readily everywhere you go is
breaking down the fiber of society, making the youth fall into loose and uncouth
behavior
27. The deadly disease may strike if one does not abstain from pre-marital sex, if one has
not been totally faithful, if one has unprotected sex, if one has sex with more than one
partner, if one’s partner is unfaithful, blood transfusion or if one gets into any other
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Gladys Attobrah (2004) “The Role of Conference and Print Media in HIV/AIDS Education,” People of Faith
and the Challenge of HIV/AIDS. Eds. Mercy Amba Oduyoye and Elizabeth Amoah,Ibadan: Sefer, p. 115.
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situation where AIDS will result in one suffering loneliness, rejection, pain, fear of
death, and these conditions are like a living hell.
28. “Most young people wear very provocative dresses virtually exposing their bodies. By
their inaction parents are sending the wrong signals of tacit approval of the indecent
dressing that is fuelling promiscuity in our society.”18
29. The practice of euthanasia is an example of how new technologies are corrupting the
customs and values of this society.
30. The new trends in fashion today are ruining the moral fabric of society. The way the
youth expose their bodies nowadays is causing a rise in the incidence of sexually
transmitted diseases.
VI) Exercise for SECTION 6 to test the difference between factual statements, value
judgments and emotive expressions
The difference between an emotive expression and an empirical (or ‘factual’) statement is
that an emotive expression conveys the personal feeling of the speaker; whereas an
empirical statement is a statement that intends to describe some observable or measurable
fact or feature of the world. A value judgment is different from an empirical statement
because it is about how the world ought to be, not just how the world appears to be
through observation and measurement. A value judgment is also different from an emotive
expression in that it does not merely express the subjective feelings of the speaker alone,
but is meant to follow more generally from moral or value principles that the speaker
shares with others about how people ought to behave and how the world should be.
1. Which one of the following alternatives is a value judgment?
A. Reggae music was made popular worldwide by Bob Marley in the 1970s in Jamaica.
B. Music that inspires youth to take drugs is immoral and should be banned from school
premises.
C. Reggae music now is popular commercial music worldwide but before the 1970s it
was banned as illegal in Jamaica.
D. Modern art when it first developed was strongly influenced by the cubism of Picasso.
E. Modern cubist painting first developed from a deep appreciation of indigenous forms
and styles of African sculpture.
2. Which of the following is not a factual statement?
A. Jacob is evil because he performed an abortion on his cousin.
B. Kofi is carrying two passports.
C. Jacob is taller than Kofi.
D. Kofi is playing football this afternoon.
E. All the above are factual judgments.
3. Which of the following is not an empirical (factual) statement?
A. Lagos is not the capital of Nigeria.
B. Most Christians in Africa still pour libation to the ancestors on special ritual
occasions.
C. Monogamy is the only acceptable form of matrimony in the eyes of God.
D. Many of the people recorded in the New Testament as early supporters of Jesus Christ
of Nazareth were wealthy and polygamous.
E. None of the above are value judgments.
18

Ibid, p. 119.
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4. Which of the following is a value judgment and not a factual (empirical) statement?
A. A very severe storm is expected to hit the city this afternoon.
B. It is wrong to have more than five children.
C. Reggae music began in Jamaica in the 1970s.
D. In the Constitution of Ghana, Chapter Five lists all the statutes protecting basic
human rights and civil liberties.
E. All of the above are empirical statements.
5. Which of the following is an empirical statement?
A. Reggae music is trash.
B. I love Reggae music.
C. In Ghana, abortion is illegal except in circumstances where the mother’s life would
otherwise be threatened.
D. Abortion is disgusting; I could never have one; people who do that are very bad.
E. None of the above are empirical statements.
VII) EXERCISE: In the following snatches of argument, are A and B in disagreement over
facts or over values? Which conversation reflects both moral or ethical and factual
questions? Which communication displays neither factual nor moral disagreement but
a difference of subjective opinion? Write out and explain your conclusions.
1.

A: You have no right whether you will decide to keep the pregnancy or get an
abortion. God put that child in your womb and you are obligated to bring it into the
world. Who are you to undo what God has done? How can you do something that
amounts to murder, really? You can give it another name, but that is what it would be.
B: I want to have a baby but not yet. And Kwame is leaving for the USA; he wants no
part of it. He says it was my mistake, not his problem. And he’s right, I thought I was
protected. I have no right to disappoint my parents who are spending so much money
to put me through university. They will be devastated if I quit school, after all the
sacrifice they went through. My mother is too sick to land her with an infant, it
wouldn’t be fair to make her take care of it. That’s what will happen if I keep it.

2.

A: The union negotiated and management has agreed that the labour law requires that
you pay your secretary overtime if she is working on the weekends for you.
B: Not if the work could have been done during the working day, when she was taking
her casual leave. I have an emergency deadline and I need her to type. There is no law
that says she must be paid overtime if she took off during the week day. We had an
agreement.

3.

A: Why do you keep calling your colleague when he is spending time with his family?
His wife and children are entitled to his full attention when he is not working.
B: We are working on a project and if he doesn’t pay attention to this problem right
away, the project may fall apart, so I have to call him at home.

4.

A: That patient was a sickler and should have known better than to enrol in medical
school where there is so much pressure to work over time and lose sleep. It’s no one’s
fault but his own that he got into a crisis and died in hospital.
B: I spoke with his mother who saw the way the nurses were treating him in hospital.
He died because he didn’t get a blood transfusion in time, they wouldn’t mind him
even though he knew what to do. He died of medical negligence; it wasn’t his fault.
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5.

A: You don’t actually expect me to buy Dawn a wedding present, do you? I dislike
her, and we haven’t spoken since that party when she broke my CD player. Why
should we suddenly pretend to be friends just because she is going to be married?
B: But Dawn really likes you! I’m surprised at your attitude. The CD player was going
to break anyway, it wasn’t her fault. If you go to the wedding reception, I can go with
you and spend time with them; I like Yaw and Dawn. We’ll have fun. You don’t have
to be near her, there’ll be lots of people there. Anyway Yaw is thinking about buying
my used car and we need to talk.

6.

A. Euthanasia is a great crime. The ancestors would never forgive it.
B. There are conditions when providing assistance for someone to take control of the
way their own life ends is humane and merciful. The ancestors would approve.
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UNIT

2

The ethics of HIV and AIDS discourse
Introduction: The ethical obligation to be sensitive to variations in the precision of meaning
appropriate to distinct contexts of word use
Section 1: Connotation and denotation—two aspects of a word’s meaning
Section 2: Well-definedness and open textured word meanings
Section 3: Five types of definition
Section 4: Problems arising with definitions
Section 5: Two definitions of AIDS in use concurrently—in G8 countries versus in Africa
Section 6: Ethical issues arising from the vagaries in meaning of AIDS in Africa
Section 7: ‘HIV’ does not refer to a single pathogen that causes a uniform pattern of disease
worldwide.
Conclusion and exercises: It’s not too late to ask—what really is AIDS?
INTRODUCTION: The ethical obligation to be sensitive to variations in the precision
of meaning appropriate to distinct contexts of word use
Cognitive or intellectual ethics are principled guidelines in the pursuit of truth and in
communication of our beliefs. In this unit we will look more carefully into the professional
pursuit of truth and popular discourse about HIV/AIDS.
Your work as a public health practitioner inherits its core values from scientific
investigation and theorising, including scrupulous use of language and clarity of though.
Taking care in the description of health needs and treatment options is just as important as
when researchers and theorists track the causes of disease.
The role of definitions in science and medical practice. Care in the use of
language is not so much a matter of paying attention to correct grammar as it is a willingness
to be responsible for maintaining some degree of consistency, clarity and accountability in
declarations and directives.
In Unit 1 we already looked at different kinds of assertion—statements that express
factual beliefs, those that express value judgments, those that issue instructions. We noticed
that it is seldom that a sentence conveys a fact value-neutrally. The reason for drawing a
distinction between instructions, factual claims, and value judgments is that their credibility
is evaluated differently. In the case of factual statements that describe or explain what is the
case, scientists insist that these statements are transparent in the main, that is, they should be
empirically testable—at least in principle. Usually the means by which their truth or falsity
can be established is within our grasp—not always, of course, but in principle. Making sure
that a statement is, in principle, empirically testable requires that the meanings of the words
contained in the statement are transparent, in the sense that their definitions indicate literally
what to do or what operation to perform in order to tell whether the statement is true or false.
Of course, some empirical explanations and descriptions are merely speculative, waiting the
development of further technology to determine whether the speculation is fulfilled or not.
Empirical testing is not the only means by which statements’ credibility in science is judged,
but it is a chief means. This is why in science, and in allied fields like health care, the use of
words generally relies upon the sorts of definition that can provide clarity. When such clarity
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is achieved by a set of instructions for the correct application of the word, we say that the
word has an operational definition.
For example, to tell whether ‘All salts are soluble’ is likely to be a true universal
generalisation, we need to find a particular situation, a sample or collection of samples of the
population of all salts which can be tested to see if they have the property of being soluble.
But to ensure that we can tell whether this sentence has any evidence in its favour, we need
to be sure of what to look for to tell whether salt has the trait of being soluble. For testing the
truth or falsity of this sentence we rely on operational definitions of the words ‘salt’ and
‘soluble’. For example, here is an operational definition of the word ‘soluble’: ‘take 5 grams
of substance X, stir it into a sterile beaker of 100 cc. of unsaturated water with a clean wand;
if the substance dissolves, then we say X is soluble.’
Moral and ethical judgments: Generally, terms describing moral traits and ethical
properties cannot be operationally defined. So in most cases it is agreed that moral and
ethical judgments are not empirically testable. (In the case of some particular traits this is
controversial, e.g. the morally horrible property of genocide, or of gratuitous torture, may be
empirically evident.) Nonetheless there are other ways of ensuring some clarity and
precision in the use of evaluative judgments and this is important to maintain in medical
contexts.
Abuse of terms: Sometimes scientific terminology gets side tracked by political or
profit driven goals. Consider the following passage A, a claim in a textbook on medical
ethics:
A
The epidemic of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is considered to
be the deadliest epidemic in human history.19
This is a commonplace in the literature and discourse of public health over the last thirty
years. How are we to determine whether this statement is true? Consider passage B, an
assessment of the descriptions of an AIDS epidemic according to one well known HIV–
AIDS industry critic:
B
In terms of numbers, AIDS does not qualify as an epidemic. In a
decade, from 1978 to the present, in the United States there have been only
35,188 deaths out of a population of 250 million. [This is 0.014% of the
population.] In a true epidemic, such as the influenza epidemic of 1918,
more people than that died in a single day. In the bubonic plague, onethird of the world population died within the space of five years.
For further perspective, consider that according to James Mason of
the Centers for Disease Control, about 1000 people in the US die every day
from lung cancer, emphysema and other illnesses acquired as a result of
cigarette smoking. As many people die from cigarette smoking in five weeks
as have died from AIDS in a decade. In a decade in the US there are, on
the average, nearly ten million deaths from heart disease, and nearly fie
million deaths from cancer.
AIDS also fails to qualify as an epidemic because it does not affect
most of the population. AIDS is compartmentalized. This is the central
epidemiological puzzle, to which every hypothesis on the cause of AIDS
19

George D. Pozgar, Legal and Ethical Issues for Health Professionals. Sudbury
Massachusetts: Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2005, p. 45.
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must address itself. . . . year after year, AIDS in the US confined itself
almost entirely to two main “risk groups”: homosexual/bisexual men and
intravenous drug users … AIDS never fanned out significantly into non-IVdrug-using women and straight men … If AIDS were really a sexually
transmitted disease it would long ago have spread beyond the gay male
population, given the amount of bisexual activity that takes place in US
according to the Kinsey Report.
The official line is that AIDS is an infectious disease. However, in
over a thousand well-documented cases of health care workers who
accidentally stuck themselves with syringes that had been used on AIDS
patients, there was no case where AIDS resulted. These accidental
inoculations are equivalent to the ‘shared needles’ blamed for causing
AIDS in intravenous (IV) drug users … Many tens of thousands of health
care workers have had contact with AIDS patients, and not a single one has
developed AIDS as a result of such contact.20
Are the authors of passages A and B talking about the same thing? If so, which is
correct? Answering these questions requires some analysis of word meanings. The following
section provides some tools to pursue that analysis.

SECTION 1: Connotation and denotation—two aspects of a word’s
meaning
In order to analyse words’ meanings in a way that contributes to scientific clarity, it
helps to distinguish the connotation from the denotation of a word.
When we speak of the connotation of a word, we refer to the associated
characteristics that are invoked when we hear the word. For instance, the connotation of
lectern includes: an article of furniture, often with a slanted top surface, constructed for the
purpose of sitting or standing to hold notes or papers while delivering a lecture. The
connotation is the characteristics or features or properties of something which are associated
with the word that refers to that sort of thing. For example, consider the word ‘chair’. The
standard connotation of the word chair is: a type of furniture that is produced for one person
to sit upon with a back support.
Given this connotation, the denotation of ‘lectern’ contrasts with the denotation of
‘chair’. The denotation of ‘lectern’ is the collection of all the things in the world that have
ever existed and which exist now and which will exist in future which are correctly picked
out by this word ‘lectern’; respectively, all the chairs in the world belong to the denotation of
the word ‘chair’. You can sit on or pick up a member of the denotation of the word ‘chair’.
But you cannot sit on or move around or break its connotation, instead you can describe its
connotation; you can look the connotation up in a dictionary; you can decide how to make it
more precise or more general. It is the connotation of a word’s meaning that typically is
spelled out as its definition.
Most words have more than one connotation, and each connotation is usually
associated with a distinct denotation. For instance, the word ‘chair’ has other connotations: a
chair can be the leader of a unit or department or agency in an institution; it can also be the
person presiding as the authority who directs or controls what happens during a meeting.
Another connotation for ‘chair’ is the activities of directing proceedings of a meeting or
leading a group, i.e. to chair a meeting. The denotation of the word ‘chair’ will vary
accordingly. Sometimes circumstances can determine the same referent or denotation will be
20

John Lauritsen, The AIDS War. New York: Asklepios, 1993, pp. 96-97.
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picked out by words with very different connotations, e.g. freedom fighter and terrorist, or
dictator and demigogue.
We use this contrast and the relation between these two aspects of the meaning of a
word in order to assess the quality of a definition.

SECTION 2: Well-definedness and open textured word meanings
A term T is well-defined just in case its definition makes possible the decision, for
any given object of the relevant sort, whether or not it belongs to the class denoted by T. So
for example, the term ‘even integer’ is well-defined because given any object of the relevant
sort (namely a counting number, and not a cat or a clothespin) it is possible to determine
whether or not that number belongs to the class of even integers. There is, in fact, an
operational definition for ‘even integer’ (what you might call a test): divide the number by
two; if you get a result without remainder then it is an even integer, and not otherwise.
Virtually all the terms of mathematics are well-defined.
Empirical terms are not always well-defined, and this is a chronic difficulty in the
human sciences—notoriously, in psychology, sociology, history, political science,
economics, diagnostics and public health.
Some words can never be well-defined. We call these terms open textured or
essentially contestable words because cultural and social expectations and beliefs vary for
different populations where the word is used. There can be no single fixed class of referents
picked out by such words. For example consider these character traits: well balanced,
reserved, responsible, virtuous, stubborn, perseverant, courageous, beligerent, friendly,
overbearing, poised, controlled.
Social work, psychology and history are often cited as examples of systematic
inquiries that contain many key terms that cannot be well-defined, which therefore in some
influential minds relegate these disciplines to the borderline between science and art.
Surprisingly many familiar words cannot be well-defined, although in public and personal
life many people seem unable to do without them—patriotism, terrorism, justice, piety,
fidelity, beauty, intelligence, race. Nonetheless in the narrow domain of scientific practice
we are compelled to try to do without them, because they generate statements that cannot be
tested directly or indirectly (e.g. ‘The Aryan people comprise the supremely beautiful and
most intelligent race.’)
In medical practice, words ought to be clearly defined so that there is no variation in
their connotation and reference class from community to community. But since value
judgments are part of a diagnosis, sometimes it is impossible to avoid some words which are
open textured because the description is implicitly a value judgment. Consider these traits
associated with patients: ‘non-compliant’ and ‘cautious’; ‘critical questioning’ and
‘confrontational’, ‘challenging’ and ‘disrespectful’, ‘careless’ and ‘courageous’,
‘complaining’ and ‘informative’; ‘discerning’ and ‘picky’.
The ambition to construct a perfect scientific language guaranteed to contain only
well-defined terms is not very practical. Meanwhile, the basic mandate to promote clarity
and precision of expression is still as vivid and pressing as it ever was in the most established
scientific disciplines. Several kinds of definition can be invoked for this purpose. We will
discuss different types of definition and how the apply to different contexts of descrption in
public health practice, in the next section.
First, consider this example of the problems arising within epidemiological research
into HIV and AIDS in Africa, generating from the open-textured meaning of ‘AIDS orphan’.
The ‘open textured’ meaning of ‘AIDS orphan’
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The global health community often means different things by the label ‘AIDS orphan’
depending upon their cultural assumptions and geographic background knowledge. This
variation of meaning gives a good example of what we mean by essentially contested or open
textured or open class words, whose meaning is relative to the social context of their use.
Sometimes this variety of meaning can have negative effects.
Cross cultural variations in the way ‘family’ is envisaged may be responsible for
some of the distortion of HIV/AIDS statistics. Dr. Christian Fiala (1998: 36-38) quotes from
a WHO Report issued in May 1991 where the confusion is acknowledged:
One of the confusing aspects is the extent to which the absence of
one parent is the norm in a given society . . . Yet in the Uganda
enumeration study, an orphan is a child who has lost one or both parents
(the standard Ugandan definition of an orphan) . . . no distinction was made
as to the cause of orphanhood, which in some areas included the effects of
war . . . Projection studies carried out by WHO and studies done elsewhere
have used different criteria. UNlCEF defines an orphan as a child whose
mother has died, [whereas] WHO defines an orphan as a child who has lost
both parents or only the mother.
But ‘lost’ parents may not be dead. On the Ugandan-Tanzanian border, where
the migration for employment is compulsory and road systems are tenuous at best,
grandparents often take over the role of child care while parents are away earning
income to send home. Other children are abandoned due to polygamy and prostitution,
while their parents are living but unaccountable, for lack of resources and not because
of HIV-related illness or death (Hodgkinson 1996: 354). Therefore enumeration of
orphans may mushroom erroneously because such anomalous details of family life that
deviate from the seemly norm are unlikely to be divulged voluntarily without any
prompt from the interrogator. Yet the percentage of parents in these circumstances
may be considerable since personal remittances from abroad constitute a surprisingly
substantial portion of African GDPs.21

SECTION 3:

Five types of definition

LEXICAL. The familiar place to seek clarification of a word’s meaning is a dictionary
or lexicon (a dictionary that is rstricted to a particular branch of knowledge); hence a lexical
definition is the most common and simplistic source of information about the meaning of a
word. (E.g. the word ‘water’ stands for “a colourless, odorless, tasteless fluid that is the chief
constituent of streams, lakes, springs, rain, tears, sweat, saliva due to appetite, urine, serum,
and amniotic fluid.”22 But often the meaning invoked by the dominant use of a word is itself
vague or provisional. Questions concerning the deeper or broader implications of word
meanings (e.g. ‘software’, ‘justice’, ‘intelligence’, ‘democratic process’, ‘national
development’, ‘life’) cannot be satisfied by looking in a dictionary, since it is merely a
compilation of the common usage of words. And it is the word’s common usage that most
often requires penetration and clarification. Since analytic philosophers presume their
readers have access to dictionaries, they typically presuppose lexical definitions without
comment as incidental to any penetrating inquiry or discussion.
21
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In 2002 private remittances to Ghana reached $1.4 billion, more than the money for one
year coming from overseas development aid and foreign direct investments (Daily
Graphic Accra, August 20, 2004) quoted by T. Manuh, et al. (2004).
Adapted from the Concise Oxford English Dictionary Clarendon: Oxford U. Press p.
1213.
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THEORETICAL. Many of the meanings that are dominant in common usage derive
from particular fields of scientific knowledge, and understanding certain definitions may
presuppose at least tacit awareness of some specific theory. E.g. ‘Water is H2O’ is a
definition that presupposes some familiarity with chemistry: the notation for molecular
compounds built up from physical elements, the symbols for oxygen and hydrogen, the
notion of atoms combining to form the liquid, solid and gaseous states of observed materials.
Many of the definitions that are in the dictionary (lexical definitions) and which we
commonly use are based on meanings that come from theories that have been accepted in
specific fields of scientific knowledge, and from social studies or the humanities.
The use of these definitions is based upon the theory achieving general acceptance.
For instance the definition ‘Water is H2O’ presupposes the existence of a theory in chemistry
that is the basis for notation of molecules built up from physical elements. The symbol for
oxygen is O, and H is the symbol for hydrogen. Modern chemistry teaches the principle that
atoms combine together in specific structures to form molecules, and that huge numbers or
moles of molecule constitute the substances we can observe in their liquid, solid and gaseous
states of observed materials. This theory of substances changing states due to changes in
their molecular behaviour is the basis for using the acronym H2O that stands for two
hydrogen atoms that are bonded to one oxygen atom, to represent one molecule of water. So
we call the definition ‘Water is H2O’ theoretical.
All the disciplines that we study in medicine and public health care generate
vocabulary that depends upon theories that, in the main, have been accepted in that
discipline. Some definitions are controversial within a discipline. Examples include the
notion of ‘sickler’ in pathology, and ‘risk group’ in epidemiology, and ‘virus’ in virology.
Science contains many controversies about the meaning of theoretical terms—especially
between different disciplines of medical science, there are great debates about the denotation
and the operational definition of key terms. ‘Human Immunodeficiency Virus’ receives a
wide ranging controversy about its denotation.
If a theory is faulty or if a theory is not reliable in every situation where it is supposed
to apply, then there will be problems in depending upon the standard meaning of words that
are dependent upon the general acceptance of the theory. Some examples: is the meaning of
‘deflation’ and ‘sustainable development’ and ‘income’ in economics, ‘head of family’ in
demography, ‘family’ in sociology.
OPERATIONAL. Perhaps the most significant type of definition for modern scientific
method is a list of instructions or activities whose execution will establish whether or not the
word in question applies correctly. For instance, an operational definition of ‘water soluble’
would be: (1) Take a clean beaker. (2) Add 50 cc of unsaturated water at room temperature.
(3) Add ¼ tsp. of the substance to the beaker. (4) Stir five to ten times. (5) If the substance
dissolves, then it is called ‘water-soluble’.
OSTENSIVE. Some commonplace definitions cannot be found in dictionaries because
they cannot be written down. The meaning of some words is demonstrated by a speaker in
an appropriate context. An example would be explicitly pointing at an appropriate object to
exhibit the meaning of ‘blue’.
STIPULATIVE. For the purposes of debate or analysis or policy making, it can be
useful to establish a definition by fiat or by agreement or consensus. For instance the
standard dictionary definition for ‘earned income’ is ‘any taxable wage earnings that issue at
a rate determined in advance for a fixed duration under a labour contract.’ But in some
communities people are not earning a monthly salary, yet they are still bringing income to the
home on which their family depends. So a stipulative definition can be proposed in place of
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or as a supplement to the dictionary definition, which applies to the way people support
themselves and their families without a monthly salary coming in’

SECTION 4: Problems arising with definitions
Any of the six types of definition presented in section 1 may be flawed in one or more
ways. Below we have different categories to diagnose why a definition is poor. These
categories overlap. In other words, a given definition may be flawed in more than one way.
Depending upon the purpose for which a clarification of meaning is sought, a given
definition may be found to be:
(a) too narrow (the definiens does not cover all the things that correctly belong in the
extension or denotation of the word)
(b) too broad (the definiens covers things that don’t belong in the denotation of the word)
(c) vagueness (the definiens does not specify adequately to determine what belongs to the
word’s denotation)
(d) circularity (the definiens repeats the definiendum); also called begging the question
(when the definiens contains words that are just as obscure as the one being defined)
It is possible for a definition to be both too narrow from one point of view at the same time as
it is too broad from another.
To easily understand these labels for assessing the quality of a definition, think of the
meaning of a word as having two aspects—the denotation and the connotation. The
definiens might be correct, or too broad or too narrow depending upon whether it captures
the connotation of the dimension. Think of the connotation as a box which should be exactly
the right size to contain all the members, and only the members, of the word’s denotation.
The denotation is the collection of all the individuals or instances in the world that are
denoted or picked out or designated by the word being defined.
(a) When a definition is too narrow:
The dictionary definition for ‘earned income’ is a good example of a definition that
should be criticised as too narrow:
(i) ‘Earned income’ is ‘any taxable wage earnings that issue at a rate determined in
advance for a fixed duration under a labour contract.’
If this definiens were used to specify the dimensions of a box containing all the
individual instances of earned income in the world, then the box would not be big enough to
contain many earned incomes: those of self-employed artists and craftsmen, self-employed
caterers and cleaners and service providers that earn only as and when they have customers,
performing artists like dancers and musicians who wait for functions when they are needed
and do other odd jobs in the meantime to support themselves and their families, subsistence
farmers and herders whose income is seasonal and not always paid monetarily but might be
provided in kind goods or services, anyone in the informal sector who is a petty trader, or
who is providing services from streetside kiosks or who are completely mobile, or those
producing commodities in their backyards and selling in their frontyards. All these ways of
supporting oneself and others are correctly called earned incomes and constitute over half the
commercial economy in Ghana, but they would be left out of the denotation according to the
connotation of ‘earned income’ described by the dictionary defintion cited above. This
shows that the dictionary definition of earned income cited above is too narrow.
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(b) When a definition is too broad:
On the other hand, to stipulate the definition of ‘earned income’ by revising it to
contain the wide range of cash or kind relations that an agrarian economy depends upon, then
we might stipulate a definition like this:
(ii) An earned income is any acquisition that benefits the recipient.
Commentary: If (ii) were accepted as the definition then it would destroy the
important and familiar distinction between acquiring something as earned income and
acquiring it as a gift, as purhcased services, as an inheritance or a legacy, as a constitutional
right, as stolen property, as graft, or as a prize or donation that supplements what is correctly
called one’s earned income. The definiens of (ii) allows too many things into the denotation
of ‘earned income’ which do not correctly belong so we say it is too broad. Here is another
example of a definition that is too broad because in a container of this description we will be
able to fit too many things that don’t really belong in the word’s denotation.
(iii) Love is a powerful emotional response.
Commentary: While statement (iii) is true, it is a flawed definition of love because if
you were to create a box that contains everything which is an emotional response, it could
include jealousy, hate, envy, fear, resentment, rivalry, ambition, pride, vanity. Because all of
these are powerful emotional responses but none are correctly denoted by the word love we
say that the definition in (iii) is too broad.
(c) When a definition is vague.
This is a criticism that applies to a definiens that is so imprecise that it is not clear
what sort of things are being denoted by the definiendum.
(iv) Democracy is freedom for all.
Commentary: One might ask: all what? What sort of freedom? Are we talking about
people (is anyone on holiday denoted by the word democracy?) or insects (is the Brownian
motion of molecules that are constantly and arbitrarily changing location in any compound
when in a liquid or gaseous state, correctly referred to by the word democracy?) or unpenned
domestic animals (does democracy denote free range chickens or wild dogs moving freely in
packs?) This definiens simply doesn’t give enough information of what type of entity it is
which is being referred to as universally free. We don’t know what at all is meant to fit into
the box, from this connotation. So we say it is too vague.
(d) When a definition is circular or begging the question:
A poignant example is the definition of AIDS offerred by the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) based in the USA. This definition is “responsible for much of the
obstruct[ion] in the scientific appraisal of the AIDS situation. . .” Quoting Serge Lang
further:
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The CDC definition of AIDS is circular.23 It involves a list of 24-29 diseases
(depending on the year), about 60% of which have to do with
immunodeficiency (including TB), and 40% of which have to do with other
types of diseases, including . . . cervical cancer. These diseases are called
AIDS (acquired immuno-deficiency syndrome) only when the antibodies test
indicates that HIV may be confirmed or presumed to be present. If a person
tests HIV negative, then the diseases are given another name. Statistics based
onsuch a definition are very misleading, because the definition assumes the
correlation.24
To put this critique in context, what follows in italics is one version of the official and
complete CDC definition as it existed for public perusal on the internet in 2010 at many
internet locations, including http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00018871.htm

What is the right way to define HIV / AIDS?
SECTION 5: Two definitions of AIDS in use concurrently—in G8
countries versus in Africa
i) CDC definition of AIDS:
This varies over time; one can observe the CDC Fact sheet to discover changes in the
number of associated illnesses, from 26 to 30 on the list by 1997. For instance it is a
relatively recent addition to include tuberculosis on the list below.
AIDS defining clinical conditions is the terminology given to a list of diseases published
by the United States government run Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
This list governs the U.S. government classification of HIV disease. This is to allow the
government to handle epidemic statistics and define who receives US government assistance.
In 1993, the CDC added pulmonary tuberculosis, recurrent pneumonia, and invasive
cervical cancer to the list of clinical conditions in the AIDS surveillance case definition
published in 1987 and expanded the AIDS surveillance case definition to include all HIVinfected persons with CD4+ T-lymphocyte counts of less than 200 cells/uL or a CD4+
percentage of less than 14. Considerable variation exists in the relative risk of death
following different AIDS defining clinical conditions. According to the US CDC definition, a
patient has AIDS if he or she is infected with HIV and presents with one of the following:
A CD4+ T-cell count below 200 cells/µl (or a CD4+ T-cell percentage of total
lymphocytes of less than 15%) or the patient has one of the following defining illnesses:
•
•
•
•
•

23
24

Candidiasis of bronchi, trachea, or lungs
Candidiasis esophageal
Cervical cancer (invasive)
Coccidioidomycosis, disseminated or extrapulmonary
Cryptococcosis, extrapulmonary

The CDC definition as it appears officially in public documents follows this commentary
in italics.
Serge Lang “The Case of HIV and AIDS” Challenges (1996) pp. 610-611. See Chapter 2
by Serge Lang in Volume I of History and Philosophy of Science for African
Undergraduates (2003) Ibadan: Hope Publications.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cryptosporidiosis, chronic intestinal for longer than 1
month
Cytomegalovirus disease (other than liver, spleen or
lymph nodes)
Encephalopathy (HIV-related)
Herpes simplex: chronic ulcer(s) (for more than 1 month);
or bronchitis, pneumonitis, or esophagitis
Histoplasmosis, disseminated or extrapulmonary
Isosporiasis, chronic intestinal (for more than 1 month)
Kaposi's sarcoma
Lymphoma: Burkitt's, immunoblastic or primary brain
Mycobacterium avium complex
Mycobacterium, other species, disseminated or
extrapulmonary
Pneumocystis jiroveci pneumonia (formerly Pneumocystis
carinii)
Pneumonia (recurrent)
Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy
Salmonella septicemia (recurrent)
Toxoplasmosis of the brain
Tuberculosis, disseminated
Wasting syndrome due to HIV

People who are not infected with HIV may also develop these conditions; this does not mean
they have AIDS. However, when an individual presents laboratory evidence against HIV
infection, a diagnosis of AIDS is ruled out unless: the patient has not undergone high-dose
corticoid therapy or other immunosuppressive/cytotoxic therapy in the three months before
the onset of the indicator disease OR been diagnosed with Hodgkin's disease, non-Hodgkin's
lymphoma, lymphocytic leukemia, multiple myeloma, or any cancer of lymphoreticular or
histiocytic tissue, or angioimmunoblastic lymphoadenopathy OR a genetic immunodeficiency
syndrome atypical of HIV infection, such as one involving hypogamma globulinemia AND
the individual has had Pneumocystis jiroveci pneumonia OR one of the above defining
illnesses AND a CD4+ T-cell count below 200 cells/µl (or a CD4+ T-cell percentage of total
lymphocytes of less than 14%).25
The CDC definition described above is not applied worldwide.
ii) The WHO Bangui definition of AIDS for Africa.
Until the mid-1990s26 a different definition applied in Ghana, designed to be Africa
specific and involving no requisite HIV testing. Officially AIDS in Africa is diagnosed
clinically by the presence of three symptoms: “loss of 10% or more of body weight, chronic
25

26

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (1987, 1993). It is important to note that the
CDC and WHO established a definition for AIDS in Africa in 1985 at the WHO Bangui
conference organised for the purpose of contouring a clinical diagnostic definition that
can apply in the absence of functional laboratories. It defines AIDS without reference to
the result of any HIV test, and involves four clinical factors for diagnosis: 10% loss of
body weight, anaemia, continuous fever, and diarrhoea over one month, enlarged lymph
nodes at two or more sites without another diagnostic explanation.
No one in the Ghana AIDS Commission was prepared to specify exactly when HIV tests
were requisite for the diagnosis of AIDS, when the author queried the Director in 2004.
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diarrhoea for at least two months with no pathogen isolated, chronic fever of unknown origin
lasting for at least two months, and generalized lymphadenopathy consisting of palpable
lymph nodes [swollen glands] larger than 1 cm at two or more extrainguinal sites for more
than three months” (Papadopulos-Eleopulos, et al. 1995: 7).27 This definition was
established officially in 1985 by World Health Organization (WHO) at their Bangui
conference (Central African Republic) and it constitutes the basis for all of United Nations
WHO’s statistical projections for the AIDS pandemic on the continent of Africa. Since no
HIV test is entailed in diagnosing AIDS in Africa uniformly, the label ‘HIV/AIDS’ is
misleading at best.

SECTION 6: Ethical issues arising from the vagaries in meaning of AIDS
in Africa
The divergence in the definitions we have observed in section 5 is not accidental. Due
to the lack of clinical laboratory infrastructure, the prohibitive cost, and the general
unreliability of HIV antibody tests, the CDC-WHO authorized definition of AIDS in Africa
diverges significantly from the definition CDC (US Department of Health’s Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention) authorized definition for US and European populations.
The former definition does not involve any laboratory blood test, it is a clinical diagnostic
definition. The latter definition requires two different antibody tests (ELISA assay and
Western Blot), because each independently is known to elicit over 70 different types of false
positive result (Johnson, 2001). Although one of these tests alone is inadequate for a correct
diagnosis of AIDS in the UK or US, only one test is used in Africa, usually the ELISA assay,
since none at all is required by the official diagnostic definition. It is known that tropical
pathogenic environs readily provoke a false positive antibody reaction in the presence of
malaria, tuberculosis, leukemia, leprosy, tapeworms and other parasites, laishmaniasis,
pneumonia and pregnancy. It is not known what role if any that HIV plays in these much
older diseases known in Africa (Hodgkinson, 1996). In any case all of them, along with the
yeast candida albinans, cancers including Kaposi’s sarcoma and cervical, nose and
esophagus cancers, are relabeled ‘opportunistic infections’ and scooped under the umbrella
of ‘HIV/AIDS’. Thus AIDS victims are discovered in Africa by statistical projections based
upon where they live, not upon the pathogenesis of their illness or the actual detected cause
of their death. Except in special forensic circumstances, the cause of death in South Africa is
not typically investigated nor recorded in writing, and official epidemiological data usually
depends upon the ‘verbal autopsy’ account given by reputable community members chosen
by their neighbours as responsible spokespeople.28
According to the head of the virology department at Noguchi Memorial Institute for
Medical Research, Dr. J.A.M. Brandful, the most troubling misconception observed in the
public domain concerns the denotation and connotation of the word ‘HIV’. The disturbing
27

28

Geshekter (2003): “Recent research among African populations suggests that a person
with an over-active immune system that is constantly assaulted by various pathogens or
burdened with chronic infections is more susceptible to a positive HIV antibody test
result. Z. Bentwich, et al. (1995).” Geshekter quotes from the discussion of the Bangui
conference deliberations by WHO participants, cf. (McCormick & Fisher-Hoch, 1996).
Reported by Charles L. Geshekter (2003): “Dr. Alan Whiteside of the University of Natal,
a leading AIDS researcher, confirmed that he ‘totally agreed’ with me ‘that the data on
AIDS cases is unreliable.’ He added that ‘the situation is so bad in South Africa that we
have currently stopped collecting information on actual AIDS cases until such time as we
can develop a way of collecting it so that it is meaningful.’ Whiteside to Geshekter,
personal correspondence, 6 October 1997.”
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consequences for prevention and treatment of AIDS via drug imports which follow from this
ambiguity of meaning is discussed further in Unit 5.

SECTION 7: ‘HIV’ does not refer to a single pathogen that causes a
uniform pattern of disease worldwide.
Vague definitions can be misleading in ways that can result in problems for public
health delivery. The global media does not reveal the central fact stressed by the head of
virology at Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research (NMIMR) Dr. J.A.M.
Brandful, that the pathogen called the AIDS virus is not one virus but many. The media
perpetuates the false assumption that HIV is one phenotype which behaves identically over
time and all geographical regions, infecting every population in precisely the same way, and
capable of eradication by uniform intervention strategies applied worldwide. It is lucrative to
purvey the false assumption that global pharmaceutical brands advertising their incomparable
superiority are necessary uniformly everywhere.29 These false premises lead to the further
misplaced emphasis on condom distribution,30 mass education campaigns to encourage nonprocreative behaviour, and dangerously invasive, toxic drugs to stamp out the “evil” viral
devil.31 The media masks the fact that despite billions of dollars invested over 23 years in the
study of AIDS in Africa, the actual causes of the syndrome remains an “unsolved jigsaw.”32
More scandalous still is the fact that the specific role played by viruses attacking the immune
system in this complicated syndrome is barely understood. No one has come up with a fully
satisfactory picture of the role played by viral material in the step-wise causal sequence of
cellular events culminating in AIDS in the tropics. This is chiefly why the route to an actual
cure for AIDS remains elusive.
In section 2 we observed that some words are useful only because they are vague—
some words need to have a meaning which is flexible and able to vary along with the beliefs
of the people that use the word according to their own cultural norms: words like ‘marriage’,
‘income’, ‘beauty’, ‘pious’ all convey the meaning that reflects the cultural norms of
different linguistic communities.
But not all words can be vague, especially in science and medical practice, without
causing harm. In health care delivery and medical research and in epidemiology, it can
happen that the vagueness of words creates serious problems for drawing conclusions about
29

30

31

32

Big pharma’s billion dollar investments in creating international AIDS conferences sustain
the orthodox HIV/AIDS ideology and the urgency of anti-retrovirals as the singular
solution to the HIV/AIDS crisis.
According to a comprehensive cost-effectiveness survey published in The Lancet condom
distribution is the cheapest of effective methods and therefore the preferred strategy for
HIV prevention and control in poor countries.
Here I am quoting from Ato Amoaning-Annan, in his welcoming address as President of
the League of HIV/AIDS Reporters in Ghana, delivered to the Media Sensitization
Workshop in Accra (op. cit.) on November 18, 2005: “HIV/AIDS, as we all know, is not
relenting [sic] in its evil mission of destroying humanity through its never-stopping rise
and spread.”
Those who do not reject the orthodox HIV-AIDS causal hypothesis nonetheless stress that
the theory of how the virus functions to undermine helper T-cells, how it is transmitted,
and how to eradicate it remain outstanding questions. In conversation with viral
geneticist J.A.M. Brandful (2004) and Prof. A. B. Akosa, President of the
Commonwealth Medical Association and Director-General of the Ghana Health Service
in Accra. See also A. Hassig et al. (1998) quoting Paul Johnson of the Harvard Medical
School: “The riddle of CD4 cell loss remains unresolved.” Website posted version p. 3.
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data, and for public health care delivery. In the HIV/AIDS industry, many life-threatening
and soul-destroying consequences follow from the confusion and variation that surrounds the
use of these key words. From a consequentialist point of view, it is unethical to sustain a
vague definition if it has dysfunctional or destructive effects that follow from the
imprecision.
Due to the lack of clinical laboratory infrastructure, the prohibitive cost, and the
general unreliability of HIV antibody tests, the definition of AIDS in Africa diverges
significantly from the US Department of Health’s CDC (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention) definition. The latter involves two different antibody tests (ELISA assay and
Western Blot), because each independently is known to elicit over 70 different types of false
positive result.33 Although one of these tests alone is inadequate for a correct diagnosis of
AIDS in the UK or US, only one test is used in Africa, usually the ELISA assay, since none
at all is required by the official diagnostic definition. It is known that tropical pathogenic
environs readily provoke a false positive antibody reaction in the presence of malaria,
tuberculosis, leukaemia, leprosy, tapeworms and other parasites, laishmaniasis, pneumonia
and pregnancy. It is not known what role if any that HIV plays in these much older diseases
known in Africa.34 In any case all of them, along with the yeast candida albicans, cancers
including Kaposi’s sarcoma and cervical, nose and oesophagus cancers, are relabelled
‘opportunistic infections’ and scooped under the umbrella of ‘HIV/AIDS’.
In this section, the denotation of ‘HIV’ is described as being a viral field, not a single
pathogen whose eradication and phenotype (resulting effects on humans) is the same in every
human population. Partly due to the variety of official definitions used in the media, and also
due to the oversimplification of theory presented as the orthodox received view of HIV and
AIDS, it is a widely shared but mistaken belief that there is only one form or type of
microbial entity that falls under the denotation of ‘HIV’. This one sort of entity is supposed
to be responsible for ‘HIV infection’ in the same way everywhere; in consequence there is
talk always of the same set of drugs or combination of drugs, as needed with uniform
urgency everywhere in Africa and the world. But in fact the reality in Ghana alone is quite
different than this implication suggests. According to the Head of Virology Department at
Noguchi Institute, “the current genomic profile of the HIV is not only widely variant
worldwide, but in some regions pure line strains originally observed are now co-existing with
recombinant strains which are getting more complex, for example in Ghana.”35 Quoting Dr.
Brandful further:
“In Ghana, the actual material in blood has been changing. HIV refers
more accurately to a viral field rather than a single uniform type of
entity world wide. In Ghana, studies of blood revealed that once HIV
referred to only subtype HIV 2 and then it came to refer to subtype HIV
1, and then virologists thought they were seeing in the electronic
microscope subtypes A,D,G and so on. They were probably not
thinking of recombinations causing the problem known as HIV
infection. It may be that only in future, researchers came to realise they
were compounding the problem. So we came to see AGs, we are
getting more and more complex re-combinations.
33
34

35

Christine Johnson, “Why the ‘AIDS Test’ doesn’t work in Africa,” Rethinking AIDS
(2001) newsletter, 9.1, January, 1-4. editor@rethinkingaids.com.
Neville Hodgkinson. “Cry, beloved country: how Africa became the victim of a nonexistent epidemic of HIV/AIDS,” in P. H. Duesberg, AIDS: Virus- or Drug- Induced?
(1996) Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, pp. 347-358.
Dr. J.A.M. Brandful, interviewed June 15, 2005. The author of this Unit takes full
responsibility for any errors or misleading phrasing in transcription.
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“But it cannot be said that this is happening with speed, because
we haven’t done measurements but we have seen new variants coming
into the system, and we expect that once we have recombinants and
pure line we’ll have more of these variations. And you cannot predict
what the phenotypic expression will be more virulent than we have seen
before, or more benign, or more susceptible to genetic interferences.
Nobody knows. New variants will happen in our context definitely
more than in other context then in South Africa, for instance.”
Genetics researcher and virologist James Brandful remarked that the most troubling
misconception he observes in the public domain is this belief that there is only one form or
type of microbial entity of ‘HIV’ which is singly responsible for causing ‘AIDS’ uniformly
everywhere. For the reality as measured throughout Africa does not sustain this common
assumption. Instead, “the current genomic profile of the HIV is not only widely variant
worldwide, but in some regions pure line strains originally observed are now co-existing with
recombinant strains which are getting more complex, for example in Ghana.” Again,
according to Dr. Brandful:
Some of these strains may be coming from neighbouring countries,
because from recent samples collected in Northern Ghana, types have
been found that were first reported in Burkina Faso, on Ghana’s
northern border. But once this strain is in co-circulation with other
variants, it is possible that recombinations will occur and various more
complex variants will begin to emerge unique to the situation in Ghana.
The reason this matters is not merely technical: even accepting standard treatment
regimes, different variants of a virus, determined at the genetic level, will respond differently
to specific ARV drugs designed to destroy the virus at the genetic level.
AIDS in Africa certainly is real, as the saying goes. But AIDS symptoms were
prevalent among Africans long before 1983 when the concept HIV or ‘discovery’ of this
virus was announced. AIDS used to be called ‘the wasting disease’ in many parts of Africa.
The AIDS defining diseases have escalated in the parts of Africa that have been most
seriously and dangerously affected by structural adjustment programmes since the early
1980s.
One reason why AIDS is so difficult to understand and treat is that it is not clear
whether everybody who is discussing the reality of AIDS in Africa according to the orthodox
view is describing even vaguely the same or nearly the same thing—be they medical
practitioners, viral geneticists, public health authorities, diplomats, human rights advocates,
lobbyists, pharmaceutical manufacturing representatives, or panellists at world health
symposia. This inherent confusion is due to the amorphous and equivocal definitions of
AIDS used not only in the popular news but in an official capacity for surveillance surveys
and statistical estimates based on data from regions with vastly different medical diagnostic
facilities. For example in 1985, AIDS in Africa was defined officially by the World Health
Organisation (WHO 1985) without reference to any HIV antibody or other test result, and
without reference to any specific disease. In America and UK, however, an HIV positive
result is required on two independent tests for an AIDS diagnosis to be made (WHO 1986).
Because the HIV/AIDS phenomenon lends itself to various interpretations, the
alternative meanings in use lead to dramatically conflicting implications for intervention and
cure. None of the background involving this detail attracts media attention. In consequence,
popularized discourse about HIV/AIDS in newspapers, medical and sociological journals,
education campaigns, talk shows, workshops, Parliaments, and international AIDS
Congresses, continues to exhibit equivocation, oversimplification, and hasty generalization.
For example the UK The Guardian Weekly (May 20-26, 2005: 5) presents its readers with a
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false dilemma polarizing beetroot, garlic and lemon juice therapy vs. the doctrine purveyed
by Mark Heywood of the Treatment Action Campaign by which ARVs will wipe out
HIV/AIDS and alone fulfil the fundamental human right to health for all South African
citizens (“Dr. Rath’s ‘Vitamin cure’ divides fight against AIDS,” by S. Boseley)

CONCLUSION: It’s not too late to ask—what really is AIDS?
To ask this question means to take one’s job seriously, it is not to deny that one has a
job to do.
As Elizabeth Ely, a scientific investigative journalist and the author of this section,
asks: “What is AIDS, really, in Africa and elsewhere? No one has ever described African
AIDS to me in a way that excludes the possible effects of malaria, malnutrition, parasitic
conditions and poor-quality drinking water.36 Where is the proof that only HIV-infected
people die of the myriad diseases plaguing Sub-Saharan Africa? We can probably attribute
the reported effectiveness of homemade substances such as the South African ‘ubhejane’ to
their being nothing more than highly nutritious foods, which cure simple malnutrition.
“The enduring tragedy of all this is a clinical trials system in America with
compromised integrity. “Prior to AIDS, bribing people, [drug companies] couldn't have
pulled this off,” David Rasnick told me. To effect such a change involved a seismic shift in
attitudes, reducing science to superstition. Americans now export this to the rest of the
world. Isn’t it time that Africans saw America for what it is? Ironically, it is the same
reflexive image that America has of Africa—a land dominated by hysterical, superstitious
people—but with abundant political intent to over-ride Africans’ better judgments.”
The statistics inferential analyst John Lauritsen37 points out:
There is no reason to believe that “AIDS” in Africa has anything to do with
“AIDS” in the United States and Europe. The indicator diseases are
completely different, as are the etiologies of the [AIDS-defining] diseases.
A recent British television Channel Four documentary38 made a strong
case that “predictions of an AIDS epidemic in Africa are wholly
unfounded” and that “the reported escalation of the disease in the continent
may be the direct result of the availability of funds to combat it.”
Predictions of an AIDS epidemic in Africa are based on sloppy statistics
and highly inaccurate tests for detecting HIV-antibodies.
In Unit 3 of this course module we will examine in some details examples of the
flaws in these statistics; and in Unit 4 we will discuss the tests that are usually
relied upon to indicate ‘HIV infection’.

36

37

38

[‘Hypergammaglobulinemia’ labels an alternative account of HIV positive test results, a
symptom of a person’s compromised and over-reactive immune system in its failing
response to accommodate serial or chronic contagious diseases resulting from multiple
pathogens and simultaneous parasites infecting the blood and intestinal tract from birth.
See Rodney Richards (2001a,b), Z. Bentwich et al. (1995), C. L. Geshekter (2003, 2004),
E. Papadopulos-Eleopulos et al. (1995)—Ed.]
John Lauritsen discusses AZT and AIDS in Poison by Prescription: the AZT Story. New
York, 1990. See also Peter Duesberg, “The role of drugs in the origin of AIDS,”
Biomedicine and Pharmacotherapy, 46 (Paris) 1992. [See Unit 5 of this Reader.—Ed.]
Dispatches: ‘AIDS and Africa’ produced and directed by Joan Shenton, Meditel
Productions, Channel Four Television, 24 March 1993.
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… [A] critical examination of the situation in Africa only underscores the
absurdity of the prevailing AIDS mythology—in particular, the notion that
a single disease entity, “AIDS” exists in any rationally definable way.
According to molecular biologist Harvey Bialy, who appears in the
British TV channel four documentary, “Some of these tests are so nonspecific that 80% or 90% of the positives that are picked up are in fact false
positives.” Most “AIDS” diagnoses are made presumptively, without even
carrying out an HIV-antibody test.
Africans are diagnosed as having “AIDS” when they are sick with
diseases which have been prevalent in Africa for centuries—diseases which
result from poverty and unhealthy living conditions …
In countries like Uganda, people with tuberculosis or malaria are
routinely classified as AIDS patients, in order that the country can receive
millions of dollars of foreign funding for “AIDS”. Without foreign aid,
Uganda could afford to spend only one dollar per head on health care.
Advocates of the HIV-AIDS hypothesis have often cited Africa in an
attempt to circumvent the epidemiological contradictions of “AIDS” in the
United States and Europe. For example, the fact that “AIDS” in the US
affects nine times as many males as females and is highly
compartmentalized, restricted almost entirely to two main risk groups (gay
men and IV drug users). Look at Africa: the sexes are equally susceptible to
AIDS and there are no recognised risk groups.
RESEARCH AGENDA: Engage in experts at whatever level you can obtain access to gain
some basic, straightforward and consistent definitions to distinguish the meaning of these
various acronyms: (i) HIV, (ii) HIV disease, (iii) HIV/AIDS and (iv) AIDS.
Record your results, keeping track of who and where you sought clarification.
Are there other key terms in HIV and AIDS literature and discussions that you need
further clarification to be sure of their meanings? How might you go about gaining that
clarification?
If you have been unable to distinguish the meanings of these terms (i)-(iv), to what do
you attribute this state of affairs?
EXERCISE Discussion / essay questions:
1. Look at the principles I-IX comprising the AMA code of medical ethics in the Reader
Introduction’s Appendix I. Which words in these principles are ‘open textured’?
o Consider different ways these words might receive different meanings in
different cultures or in different religious contexts. How would these different
meanings affect the direction or imperative for behaviour dictated by the
principle in which the word appears?
o Do the same for the key words in Appendix B of the Introduction (at the end
of the Reader). Which words are essentially contestable? Would different
meanings attributed to these words change the understanding of the statement
of the patients’ right in which that word appears? What different
interpretations might correspond with different meanings associated with
these key words?
2. In your view might there be morally significant consequences following from the use
of different definitions of AIDS, one for G-8 countries, another for African countries?
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3. Different viral strains respond to different anti-HIV drugs. Is a law morally right if it
requires patients to adhere to a prescription involving a drug that may be ineffective
or counterproductive? Explain your view.
4. Non-compliance to a treatment regime is punishable by law in some countries. [See
Unit 10 for examples.] Suppose an HIV positive patient has been prescribed an antiHIV drug that has been found effective to subduing one type of strain. Suppose that
patient reads scientific literature and discovers that they are more likely to be
suffering from the phenotype features of a different subtype of a virus. What would
you recommend the patient do?
5. Given the range of meanings for AIDS in use in Africa over the last 25 years, what
impact will this have on the statistics of AIDS victims generated by WHO and other
global agencies?
o In turn, how might the definition of AIDS result in the interpretation of
African health care needs and philanthropic decisions about funding for
African government health budgets?
6. Look at Appendix B of the Introduction, which is a list of patients’ rights and
responsibilities. Which of these rights is most vulnerable to being overlooked or
violated in the light of the general ambiguity in the meaning of AIDS described in
this Unit?
More discussion questions (refer to Section 2)
7. For each of the following words or phrases, name the subject area of study where you
would find the theory that is the source of its definition.
nuclear family
superego
inflation
phonetic
proletariat class
sedimentary
semi-conductor
Higg’s boson

Oedipal complex
bipolar disorder
antibody
reverse transcriptase
iambic pentameter
viral load
red-dwarf
drug resistant strain

8. Here are examples of words (or concepts) that may be considered essentially
contestable. (i) Discuss why, for each word. (ii) What other words are in common
usage in the course of providing health care which are comparably open-textured?
Income
Family
Intelligence
Development
Justice
Democracy
Rural

Orphan
Fidelity
Normality
Equality
Ethnicity
Modernity
Good governance
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UNIT

3

Ethical concerns about the statistical
reportage of HIV and AIDS
Introduction: Arguments based on statistics and sampling a population
Section 1: Criteria for good sampling of a population
Section 2: Statistical evidence which is incomplete: reports of pandemic in South Africa
presented at the Durban AIDS Congress, 2000
Section 3: Is there a killer pandemic in Africa? Examining population trends in South
Africa & Uganda
Section 4: Do the statistics collected in USA and Africa demonstrate that HIV is sexually
transmitted?
Section 5: Balancing utility against veracity: statistics in Canadian HIV and AIDS
Surveillance Reports—examples of incomplete evidence, semi-attached
figures and pseudo-precision
Section 6: Statistical inferences in The Lancet illustrating the efficacy of male circumcision
for risk reduction HIV transmission
Section 7: Selective suppression of data—the HTPN 052 Clinical Trial study39
Conclusions and discussion exercises
References cited throughout in Unit 3
Contributing authors:
Henry H. Bauer (section 4)
David Crowe (section 7)
Charles L. Geshekter (sections 2, 3, 5, 6)
Appendix I: “AIDS since 1984: No evidence for a new, viral epidemic – not even in
Africa,”40 by Peter H. Duesberg, Daniele Mandrioli, Amanda McCormack,
Joshua M. Nicholson, David Rasnick, Christian Fiala, Claus Köhnlein, Henry
H. Bauer and Marco Ruggiero
Appendix II: “Prevention of HIV-1 Infection with Early Antiretroviral Therapy,”
by Myron S. Cohen et al
Appendix III: UNAIDS gross fabrication of South African HIV-related mortality rate
by Terry Michael
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40

The HPTN (HIV Protective Trial Network) Clinical Trial that is analysed in part in this section by
David Crowe was directed by Myron S. Cohen et al. and published in New England Journal of
Medicine. August 11, 2011, vol. 365.6: 493-505. A copy of this paper titled “Prevention of HIV-1
Infection with Early Antiretroviral Therapy,” appears as Appendix II of this unit.
Peter H. Duesberg, Daniele Mandrioli, Amanda McCormack, Joshua M. Nicholson, David
Rasnick, Christian Fiala, Claus Koehnlein, Henry H. Bauer and Marco Ruggiero (2011) “AIDS
since 1984: No evidence for a new, viral epidemic – not even in Africa,” Italian Journal of
Anatomy and Embryology 116(2): 73-92.
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INTRODUCTION
Statistical results play an essential role in drawing a conclusion (called a hypothesis)
about a population from information discovered about a sample (which is a subset) of that
population.
Here is a simple sketch of the sort of reasoning based on statistics that concerns us in
this unit.
Premise (data collected from a sample): 80% of the 7,534 people
who smoked two packs per day in a study began in 1974,
developed lung cancer by the end of the study 20 years later in
1994.
Conclusion (hypothesis) Smoking causes lung cancer. In other
words there is an 80% chance for those who smoke heavily (forty
cigarettes or more per day) of developing lung cancer for those
who smoke heavily.
The premise here is a report of findings collected from experimental research. Such
experiments can be designed in many ways, often they involve an experimental group (in this
case perhaps half the sample were heavy smokers) and a control group (the other half of the
sample might have been people who do not smoke). The number of people who had cancer
cells in their lung tissue in the experimental group alone was 3,110 or 8 out of every 10.
Meanwhile, none of the control group developed cancer in the lungs. There are other ways
of conducting studies that yield such results (see Unit 8).
The reliability and soundness of such a conclusion is wholly dependent upon the
quality of the sample and the evidence taken from it. Poor sampling or misleading analyses
of the data collected from the sample damages the credibility of the hypothesis. In this unit
we will look at case examples to illustrate how mishandling of data by manipulating
statistical figures drawn from that data, yield dubious results and false hypotheses.
And here lies an ethical dilemma: prudence dictates concluding a hypothesis that is
generally anticipated as credible by popular opinion or professional consensus. But strictly
scientific requirements hold any concluding hypothesis in critical suspension unless evidence
is available to support it.41 This ethical problem exists in the HIV and AIDS industry:
hypotheses continue to be promulgated for which there appears to be no published evidence,
and for which there even exists contradictory evidence. In this unit we will examine what the
non-expert health practitioner might do about this dilemma.
Without learning any special techniques of research methodology, one can recognize
when standards of probity (honesty) and transparency are not fulfilled in the provision of
evidence for a given hypothesis.
Three important features of evidence that needs to be borne in mind if we want to be
sure that the hypotheses we embrace are properly supported by empirical data. Evidence
based on sampling a population should be unbiased (representative of the population under
hypothesis); information provided should be complete; data should be sufficient in quantity
to warrant generalizing to the entire population; data provided should be relevant to the
claims conjectured about the population.

SECTION 1: Criteria for good sampling
A body of evidence based on a sample that fulfils the three basic criteria of a good
confirmation for a hypothesis about a population is likely to feature:
41

John Lukacs, The End of an Age (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), p. 77.
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a sample which is representative of the population from which it is selected. This
means the sample is UNBIASED in its standing in for the population.
a sample that is SUFFICIENT in size relative to the population.
the information collected about the sample must capture all the crucial factors that
pertain to what is said about the population in the hypothesis. We say that the
evidence must be COMPLETE.
o If important information is suppressed then the resulting quantitative
analysis will count as examples of pseudo-precision.
The individuals in the sample and the information collected about the sample
should not deviate from the reference class of the hypothesis and from the
attribute postulated in the hypothesis. We say that both the sample and the
evidence must be RELEVANT to the hypothesis.
o Statistical quantities derived in such a way that they camouflage the
insignificance of the raw data yield poorly supported hypotheses. They
may be criticized as semi-attached figures.

SECTION 2: Statistical evidence which is incomplete.
Samples of reports of the HIV/AIDS pandemic in South Africa
presented at Durban AIDS Congress, 2000.
Until the mid 1990s when the apartheid regime was defeated, the majority of South
African births and deaths were not officially recorded at all, because the majority of South
Africans under apartheid officially did not exist; they were not citizens of the Republic of
South Africa; they did not vote. After at least four generations this majority survived
malnutrition, septic slums, with no medical services and no pharmaceuticals. Apartheid
yielded a public health crisis of unprecedented proportions. This crisis was only uncovered
with the repeal of apartheid methods of census taking. Reporting from the AIDS 2000
International Congress in Durban, a member of the Presidential Advisory Panel on AIDS, C.
L. Geshekter (2003) recalls:
. . . At the July 4th panel session, Dr. Makgoba in his slide
presentation alleged to “show” the effects that ‘AIDS’ was having
on mortality in South Africa by contrasting statistics from the
beginning (1989) of the decade 1990–2000 with those of the year
ending it (1999). When I asked how he could consciously offer
such a tautology, knowing that his numbers for ‘South Africa’ in
1989 excluded the 14.3 million impoverished Africans of the TBVC
countries and the SGTs, while those for 1999 included them, he had
no explanation . . . A closer examination of the total deaths in South
Africa reported for the period April 1999-May 2000 revealed that
approximately 360,000 people between age 15 and age 90 had died.
But out of a total South African population now estimated at 42
million, this indicates a [per annum] death rate of only eight-tenths
of one percent, a rate that is comparable to that of the United States.
When I asked . . . upon what basis we were supposed to be alarmed .
. . Dr. Makgoba had no answer.42
42

Excerpted from text of Geshekter’s email communiqué March 1999 to AIDS Panel Secretariat, in
critique of Panel Report draft. Published in: Two examples of flawed sampling and fallacious
statistics in widely cited HIV/AIDS research. Appendix to Chapter 15 of Course Reader: History
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As of 1996, if you live in a Black Township, and die of tuberculosis (as 5,000 people
do worldwide per day)43 your death will be counted in the official national census. But
according to the statistical record you won’t have died of tuberculosis; you will have died of
‘HIV/AIDS’. Under the slogan of sexually transmitted ‘HIV/AIDS’ a wide range of
contagious air- and water-borne illnesses, chronic infections and fatal diseases—in other
words, sickness—is attributed as the “most important factor underlying Africa’s problems . . .
threatening . . . utter social breakdown.”44 Again quoting Geshekter (2003):
South Africa is rife with premature death because it is where the
socio-political dysfunctions of Africa fighting the quiet wars of
racism and globalization are most problematic and poignant, not
because poor Blacks in Kwazulu-Natal are more sexually
promiscuous than the average affluent white Santa Cruz Californian
suburbanite.
The waywardness of HIV/AIDS statistical reportage is not restricted to African
countries. In the prestigious journal Science a ‘special news brief’ reported by Cohen (1994
a) reviewed data collected by Weniger et al. in Thailand that ostensibly “present[ed] strong
epidemiological arguments that HIV is indeed the cause of AIDS.” Here is an example of
astonishing incompleteness in the presentation of data in the confirmation of a hypothesis
based on statistics.45 At the end of 1987, out of 200,000 HIV test results recorded, less than
100 were positive. In 1988, 12,850 HIV positive test results were recorded. By the end of
1993, however, 708,000 HIV positive test results were reported of which 8,114 were
recorded as the cumulative number of reported cases of AIDS, 6,026 being new cases
reported that year. So you are supposed to recognise that an increase in AIDS has followed
an increase in positive HIV test results. But unless we are told how many total HIV tests
were conducted in 1993, there is no way to analyse whether the report of 700,000 positive
test results constitute an increase of HIV prevalence in the population or not. It is known that
an explosion of HIV testing began in 1989. So because the HIV test data presented is
incomplete, the 700,000 HIV positive test results as reported here tell nothing. It is also
generally assumed that a radical escalation in drug abuse among Thais occurred over the
same period, including long term amphetamine dependency. But the potential connection
between prolonged drug abuse and AIDS has never been tested in Thailand (according to P.
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and Philosophy of Science, compiler H. Lauer (2003) U. Ghana Faculty of Science printing,
second edition p. 168.
8 million new cases of TB occur each year globally, mostly in Africa. It kills more women than
any other disease worldwide. The treatment requires a six month strict regimen of four drugs
costing ten dollars. These are not anti-retroviral drugs; they are 95-98% effective but fewer than
one in three in need receive the full course. TB is increasing 6% each year in Africa. WHO
Technical Director of TB/AIDS Campaign, March 7, 2001 BBC Worldservice News Hour and July
15, 2003, BBC Worldservice News Brief.
United Nations special humanitarian envoy to Africa . Morris quoted on BBC Worldservice World
News, January 29, 2003.
Apart from astonishingly transparent statistical fallacies demonstrated in the text here, the
entrenched debate about the cause(s) of AIDS in Africa may reflect a divergence in views about
what is required to supply a gold standard. Some organic chemists reject the existence of HIV in
vivo since they regard as bogus the claim of virologists to have produced a ‘gold standard’ for
HIV in vitro (as discussed by R. Richards, 2001 a, b).
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Duesberg 1996 a). In that case the data has not been tried against alternative hypotheses, e.g.
that AIDS in Thailand has increased in consequence of chronic drug abuse over decades.46
Population growth in Africa
Most people still believe what we’ve been told: A terrible HIV/AIDS epidemic is
ravaging poor countries, mainly due to the heterosexual spread of HIV – which oddly enough
is not occurring in Europe or North America. This discrepancy is just one of many
contradictions in widely-held beliefs about AIDS. Another is the continuously high or even
increasing population growth rate in countries said to be ‘hit’ by a deadly HIV/AIDS
epidemic. The best example is Uganda. This country was once hailed as the ‘epicentre of a
worldwide epidemic’. The journal Newsweek wrote back in 1986: "Nowhere is the disease
more rampant than in the Rakai region of south-west Uganda, where 30 percent of the people
are estimated to be seropositive." In 1995, the World Health Organisation confirmed that "by
mid-1991 an estimated 1.5 million Ugandans, or about 9 percent of the general population
and 20 percent of the sexually active population, had HIV infection". Subsequently, estimates
of the number of HIV-positive Ugandans increased even further, to 15 percent of the total
population. Most were expected to die prematurely with disastrous consequences for their
families and the country.
“So it comes as a shock to look at Uganda today and find no trace of the predicted
premature death of millions of people. Instead, Uganda is a country struggling with dramatic
population growth. It has always had a very high growth rate, but for the last 15 years, it’s
been among the fastest growing countries in the world. Mortality has remained constant or
even declined, while fertility rates have remained high and stable.
“In other words, instead of the announced deadly epidemic of historic proportions we
find an explosive annual population growth rate of 3.4 percent, which means the country is
doubling its population in 21 years.
“Obviously, this is paradoxical. But the contradiction between a predicted deadly
epidemic and a dramatic population increase can easily be explained: most people who were
HIV positive 15 years ago did not die prematurely as expected, but continued to live a
normal life.
“Therefore, the basic assumption in the HIV/AIDS paradigm – that a positive HIV
test leads to AIDS and certain premature death – is wrong, as proven by the example of
Uganda.”
Ethical implications
Sampling African populations in order to test for HIV prevalence has been criticized
on ethical grounds for being systematically biased (Fiala, 1998; Geshekter et al. 2004; Lang,
1998; Malan, 2002 & 2003).
Consider an HIV surveillance report on Uganda47 published in The Lancet and
critiqued by members of the South African AIDS Advisory Panel of President Thabo Mbeki
(Geshekter, Mhlongo, and Köhnlein 2004: 26). The study sampled 9,389 Ugandans with
HIV antibody test results.
46

47

See Appendix §B for work on the hypothesis that prolonged drug abuse causes AIDS. P. H.
Duesberg was among the first to propose it, and independent researchers have since discovered
results corroborating this hypothesis as a plausible alternative to the hypothesis that HIV causes
AIDS (Duesberg, Köhnlein and Rasnick 2003). A third rival hypothesis denies the existence of
such a virus, and interprets AIDS test results as indicating ‘hypergammaglobulinemia’. Z.
Bentwich (1995), C. L. Geshekter (2003, 2004), E. Papadopulos-Eleopulos et al. (1995), R.
Richards (2001a,b). There may be an error here in assuming that the situations described by these
hypotheses are mutually exclusive.
D. Mulder et al. (1994)
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Two years after enrolling in the study, 3% had died, 13% had
left the area, and 84% remained. There had been 198 deaths
among the seronegative people and 89 deaths in the seropositive
ones. Medical assessments made prior to death were available
for 64 of the HIV-positive adults. Of these, five (8%) had AIDS
as defined by the WHO clinical case symptoms. The selfproclaimed "largest prospective study of its kind in sub-Saharan
Africa" tested nearly 9400 people in Uganda, the former
epicenter of AIDS in Africa. Yet of the 64 deaths recorded
among those who tested positive for HIV antibodies, only five
were diagnosed as AIDS-induced.
The Austrian doctor Christian Fiala (1998) reflects on clinical practice in Uganda,
Tanzania and Thailand, working as a GP and OB/GYN specialist:
All registered AIDS cases world wide are recorded with the WHO in Geneva
[Switzerland]. It is assumed that an unknown percentage will not be registered, so the
WHO multiples the registered cases in order to reach an estimate of an ‘actual’ figure.
But the multiplication factor increases arbitrarily every year. In 1996 the WHO
multiplied number of registered AIDS cases in Africa by a factor of 12. In 1997 this
had jumped to 17. But in the following year’s report, from January 1997 to June
1998, 116,000 actual cases of AIDS in Africa were registered with the WHO. But for
this same 18 month period the estimated AIDS projected for Africa had been raised to
a whole 5.5 million. Thus the multiplying factor moved from 17 to 47.48
It appears that the main problem is a growing differential between the progress made
at the highest theoretical level of genetic engineering worldwide, and the pedestrian way that
clinical services continue to be delivered on the ground in Africa. Our preparedness to
tolerate this growing gap in what is learned at the cutting edge of science, and what we
deliver to our friends and community and our own family here in-country, in order to get by
and not be labeled a trouble-maker or threat to high level funding, because an ethical
dilemma that needs to be addressed squarely by all medical practitioners and researchers in
Africa.

SECTION 3: Is there a killer viral pandemic in Africa?
This section highlights an ethical problem with adhering in practice and belief to the
widely promulgated claim that a killer virus is the cause of a pandemic in Africa which is
damaging the populations on the continent, while the population numbers of countries in
Africa continue to escalate. The indented text comprising this section 3 is excerpted from the
article “AIDS since 1984: No evidence for a new, viral epidemic – not even in Africa.”49
This published paper is available in its entirety as Appendix I in the supplement to this course
reader. The in text citations in this section are listed in the reference list at the end of Unit 3.

48
49

C. Fiala (1998) See also interview by L. Scheff (2003) at <http://www.virusmyth.net>
The full article appears as Appendix I of this Unit, with kind permission of the authors: Peter H.

Duesberg, Daniele Mandrioli, Amanda McCormack, Joshua M. Nicholson, David
Rasnick, Christian Fiala, Claus Köhnlein, Henry H. Bauer and Marco Ruggiero.
Available at: <http://www.fupress.com/ijae>. Italian Journal of Anatomy and Embryology (116),
n. 2: 73-92, 2011
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In 1984 the hypothesis was advanced in the US that a new AIDS virus was at the
threshold of causing an epidemic of immunodeficiency, alias AIDS, in line with the classic
germ theory of disease (Gallo et al., 1984; Altman, L.K., newspaper article in the New York
Times, New York pp. C1-C3, April 24, 1984). The virus-AIDS hypothesis has since
monopolized AIDS research and the treatment and prevention of AIDS, although the
predicted general epidemic never showed up. In view of this we have re-analyzed the
epidemiology of AIDS and HIV, particularly of Africa, which is reportedly most affected.
We have then compared our findings with the predictions made by the classic germ theory of
disease.
The germ theory of disease predicts that a new (relative to a population) pathogenic
virus or microbe causes an exponentially spreading epidemic of new microbe-specific
illnesses and deaths within weeks to months after the arrival of the new pathogen
(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2010). These fast kinetics are the results of the short generation
periods of microbes. Bacteria double in only 30 minutes; and human and animal viruses
multiple 100- to 1000-fold within 8 to 24 hours (Fenner et al., 1974; Freeman, 1979; Mims
and White, 1984). Since each carrier can infect numerous others, infections spread
exponentially like biological chain reactions and run until all susceptible subjects are either
killed or have acquired immunity, which limits such epidemics typically to a few months
(Fenner et al., 1974; Freeman, 1979; Mims and White, 1984; Duesberg, 1991, 1994, 1996).
The resulting bell-shaped epidemiological curves of illnesses and deaths were first described
for a plague in London in 1665 that lasted several months (Institute of Historical Research,
1990). Many other bell-shaped epidemics have since then been described, as for example the
global flu of 1918, and the polio epidemics of the 1950s which all lasted 2-3 months. (As
predicted by the germ theory of disease, the global flu epidemic increased mortality
exponentially over 4 weeks about 6-fold. It then declined exponentially to normal mortality
over 4-6 weeks.50
“In view of the widespread fear of a general AIDS epidemic following the
announcement of an AIDS virus in 1984, the National Academy of Sciences and the Institute
of Medicine appointed a blue ribbon committee of experts to confront the expected AIDS
epidemic (Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences, 1986). In the light of the
classic germ theory of disease this committee predicted in 1986, in a volume termed
Confronting AIDS, a fast spreading AIDS epidemic that would decimate the general
American population based on sexual and perinatal transmission of HIV: There are 1 to 1.5
million Americans currently infected with HIV>. Of these, 20 to 30 percent are expected to
develop AIDS by 1991. AIDS cases … acquired through heterosexual contact will increase
from 1100 in 1986 to almost 7000 in 1991 … Pediatric AIDS cases will increase almost 10fold during the next 5 years to more than 3000 during cumulative cases …” (Institute of
Medicine, National Academy of Sciences, 1986).
“But despite these predictions, the American AIDS epidemic has remained restricted
to non-general risk groups from its beginnings in the early 1980s (Duesberg, 1989) until
now. By 2008 the cumulative total were 513, 138 male homosexuals, who had used multiple
recreational drugs, 341,546 intravenous drug users, 188,585 “heterosexuals … at high risk
for HIV infection” (typically drug addicted), 20,509 hemophiliacs, other transfusion
recipients and babies born to mothers from HIV risk groups (Duesberg et al., 2003; Centers
for Disease Control, 2008). Accroding to the AIDS statistics from the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) the American epidemic has increased in these risk groups slowly but not
exponentially from 1984 until 1993, and then decreased slowly util 1997. Once the various
AIDS definitions and testing methods had become steady in 1997, the AIDS epidemic had
also become steady until 2010 (Centers for Disease Control, 2011). Slowly rising, declining
50

The picture of this history can be seen at <http://health.mo.gov/training/epi/Pandemic.html>. Last
accessed February 4, 2011.
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or steady epidemics are, however, the characteristic patterns of chemical lifestyle diseases,
not that of a new viral epidemic (Duesberg et al., 2003). Almost identical figures have been
reported recently for Italy, where AIDS is also still restricted to the original risk groups and
paediatric AIDS is virtually non-existent (Ruggiero et al., 2009).
Soon after the appearance of Confronting AIDS, Anderson et al. (1988) predicted in
Nature, based on “mathematical models of the transmission dynamics of HIV,” that in
‘developing countries’ AIDS is capable of changing population growth rates from positive to
negative values over time scales of a few decades.” And in 2000 “over 5000 scientists”
signed the Durban Declaration, which projected that 24 million HIV-postive Africans are
“likely to die within 5 years” (The Durban Declaration, 2000). But despite over 30 million of
HIV antibody-positive people worldwide (The Durban Declaration, 2000) no general
epidemic of immunodeficiency was recorded ((Baumann et al., 1995; Stewart et al., 2000;
Duesberg et al., 2003; Bauer, 2007).
Recently, however, a new study by Chigwedere et al. from Harvard University
“estimated” that from 2000 to 2005, 1.8 million South Africans were killed by HIV at a
steady rate of 300,000 per year (Chigwedere et al., 2008). These estimates were based on
information from the World Health Organisation (WHO, UNAIDS, UNICEF, 2008a).
Chigwedere et al. (2008) further claimed, based on “modeling” the South African epidemic,
that anti-HIV drugs could have prevented at least 330,000 of those 1.8 million estimated
deaths.
Since no general HIV-AIDS epidemics had been observed in any other continent,
despite millions of HIV antibody-positives, and since steady losses of lives per year for 6
years are inconsistent with the exponential increases and declines of new germ epidemics, we
have investigated here the evidence for the claim that HIV killed 1.8 million South Africans
at 300,000 per year from 2000 to 2005. In view of the inherent toxicities of anti-HIV drugs,
we further asked whether the potential benefits of these drugs, claimed by the Harvard study,
do indeed outweigh their inherent toxicities [see Unit 5]. This issue is of interest also for
embryologists, who are called to evaluate the potential and actual effects of antiretroviral
drugs on developing humans during pre-natal life and in babyhood.
Statistics of the American AIDS epidemic from the U.S. Centers of Disease Control.
“This slide presents trends from 1985 through 2008 in the estimated numbers of AIDS
diagnoses and deaths of adults and adolescents (aged 13 years and older) with AIDS, in the
50 states, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. dependent areas. The peak in AIDS
diagnoses during 1993 can be associated with the expansion of the AIDS surveillance case
definition implemented in January 1993.” (Centers for Disease Control, 2011). Note: A new
viral epidemic would have risen and declined exponentially within weeks or months after its
discovery in 1984, as shown above for the 1918 flu epidemic in Fig. 1 [see the full article in
Reader appendix of this Unit]. Instead the American AIDS epidemic increased slowly, not
exponentially over 7 years, then declined slowly over 4 years and since then has remained
steady for over 12 years now – much like a chemical lifestyle epidemic (Duesberg et al.,
2003)
2. Population of South Africa grows steadily, despite claims of huge losses from a new
epidemic of HIV
To answer our question about the reportedly huge losses of South African lives from
HIV, we checked three sources:
1) The WHO;
2) The AIDS-mortality statistics of South Africa;
3) The population statistics of South Africa for new, abnormal losses between 2000
and 2005.
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1) WHO statistics. Surprisingly, the WHO/UNAIDS does not list any numbers on
“Reported HIV cases” and “Reported AIDS cases” in their epidemiological “Fact Sheet” for
South Africa for the period of 2000 to 2005 (World Health Organization, UNAIDS,
UNICEF, 2008b). The respective statistics from 1996 until 2007 are two empty boxes (World
Health Organization, UNAIDS, UNICEF, et al. (2008) based on the sources they cited
evidence on this issue, we investigated the AIDS mortality statistics of South Africa.
2) AIDS mortality of South Africa from 2000-2005. In an effort to find independent
evidence on this issue, we investigated the AIDS mortality statitistics of South Africa.
Unexpectedly, we found that Statistics South Africa attributed an average of only 10,000
deaths to HIV per year between 2000 and 2005 (Statistics South Africa, 2007; Statistics
South Africa, 2008). This is 30-times less than Chigwedere et al. (2008) claimed. And even
this relatively low number may be an over-estimate, because the 27 “HIV-diseases” that are
part of the AIDSyndrome (Centers for Disease Control, 1992) include the most common
South African diseases and causes of death, namely “tuberculosis, pneumonias and intestinal
infections” listed as “HIV-diseases” by Statistics South Africa (Statistics South Africa,
2007). Thus common African diseases may have been erroneously attributed to HIV, because
they coincided with a positive test putative HIV-epidemic killed 300,000 South Africans per
year between 2000 and 2005, as claimed by Chigwedere et al. (2008).
3) Population statistics of South Africa. In an effort to obtain further independent
evidence for HIV-dependent life losses, we looked for a corresponding decline in the
population growth trajectory of South Africa. Unexpectedly we found that the population of
South Africa had increased by 3 million from 2000 to 2005, based on concordant statistics
from South Africa and the US Census Bureau (Statistics South Africa, 2007; US Census
Bureau, International Data Base, 2008). This gain extended a steady growth trajectory of
South Africa from 29 million in 1980 to 47.5 million in 2005, which then continued at the
same steady rate (Statistics South Africa, 2000; Statistics South Africa 2007; US Census
Bureau, International Data Base, 2008).
The change of the growth trajectory predicted by the losses of 300,000 per year for 6
years is shown as a hypothetical branch of the observed monotonic growth curve in Fig. 3A
[See complete article in pdf. in course Reader.] But the actual growth curve did not show any
evidence for such losses. In sum, the South African population grew steadily during the
period from 2000-2005, extending a long-established growth trajectory. Indeed, this growth
curve has been so consistently monotonic that it predicted exactly the increase of the South
African population by 3 million between 2000 and 2005.
Moreover, a new viral epidemic causing steady losses of 300,000 per year for 6 years
is not compatible with the classic germ theory of disease. Instead, the germ theory predicts
that new viruses and microbes cause epidemics that rise exponentially, because of
exponential growth and spread of microbes, and then fall exponentially, because of the
resulting immunity and deaths within several months, rather than go steady over 6 years. HIV
has been demonstrated 20 years ago to induce anti-viral immunity - but not AIDS - within
several weeks after infection (Clark et al, 1991; Daar et al, 1991), just like any other virus
(Duesberg, 1989). Thus a new virus could have been a plausible explanation for a seasonal
epidemic of several months within a given year, but not for a steady loss of lives for 6 years
in a row.
In sum, neither the WHO, nor the mortality statistics of South Africa, nor the
population statistics of South Africa provide verifiable evidence for the predicted
epidemiological pattern associated with a new killing virus in South Africa between 2000
and 2005.
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Similar non-correlations between mortality and prevalence of HIV were found in
Italy. The Italian case is, however, based on actual data rather than on estimates (Ruggiero et
al., 2009).
Table 1 – Population statistics of South Africa from 1980 until 2008.
Year Population
in millions x10-3(a) HIV+ % (b) HIV-Deaths x10-3 (c)
1980
29,300
1981
30,200
1982
31,100
1983
32,100
1984
33,200
1985
34,300
1986
35,100
1987
35,900
1988
36,800
1989
37,600
1990
38,500
0.7
1991
39,300
1.7
1992
40,100
2.2
1993
40,900
4.0
1994
41,600
7.6
1995
42,200
10.4
1996
42,800
14.4
1997
43,300
17.0
*
1998
43,900
22.8
*
1999
44,500
22.4
10.0
2000
45,100
24.5
10.5
2001
45,600
24.8
*
2002
46,100
26.5
*
2003
46,600
27.9
*
2004
47,000
29.5
13.0
2005
47,500
30.2
14.5
2006
47,900
29.1
2007
48,400
28.0
2008
48,800
(a) Statistics South Africa and US Census Bureau (Statistics South Africa, 2007; Statistics South
Africa, 2000; US Census Bureau, International Data Base, 2008).
(b) National Department of Health South Africa (National Department of Health South Africa,
2007).
(c) Statistics South Africa (Statistics South Africa, 2007; Statistics South Africa, 2008) Statistics
South Africa. Mortality and causes of death in South Africa, 2006: Findings from death
noti!cation. Statistics South Africa, 2008.
*Not reported because HIV-deaths were below 10th rank.

The discrepancies between our findings and the claims by Chigwedere et al. (2008)
might be due to unverifiable information from the WHO, on which those authors replied.
Skepticism about AIDS statistics from the WHO has been voiced by the recent Chief of the
Global Programme on AIDS of the WHO, Public Health Professor James Chin from the
University of California at Berkeley, who wrote that “AIDS programs developed by
international agencies and faith based on organizations have been and continue to be more
socially, politically, and moralistically correct than epidemiologically accurate” (Chin, 2007).
Since Chin also was a member of the Confronting AIDS committee of the National Academy
and the Institute of Medicine in 1986 (Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences,
1986), his remarks cannot be dismissed lightly. More recently the WHO has also been
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accused of manipulating epidemiological numbers of a new flu epidemic (Cohen and Carter,
2010).
To test our hypothesis that HIV may not be pathogenic, we asked next, whether the
population growths of other HIV antibody-positive African countries were also independent
of HIV, as for example Uganda.
3. Population of Uganda doubles despite HIV epidemic
Based on the AIDS literature, Uganda is the epicenter of the African AIDS epidemic
and thus a primary challenge of hypotheses on the pathogenicity of HIV. In 1989 the
Minister of Health has already announced that 5.8% of the population was HIV antibodypositive (Goodgame, 1990). It is for this reason that the New England Journal of Medicine
described Uganda as a model for emerging AIDS epidemics in Africa: “AIDS is already the
most common cause of admission and death among hospitalized adults” (Goodgame, 1990).
Concordantly Mulder et al. claimed in 1994 in The Lancet and in Aids that, “Among adults,
half of all deaths and among those aged 13-44 over 80% of deaths were attributable to HIV-1
infection” (Mulder 10 et al., 1994a,b).
In contrast to these daunting prognoses the Ugandan population was growing rapidly,
much as that of South Africa (Fiala, 2009). Vital statistics from the US Census Bureau,
International Data Base (2008) show that the Ugandan population has increased 2.5-fold –
from 12 to 31 million since the early 1980s, when HIV presumably first appeared in Africa
(Goodgame, 1990; Mulder et al., 1994b).
Based on statistics from the World Health Organization, UNAIDS, UNICEF (2008a)
the 5.8% HIV-prevalence of Ugandans in 1989 shot up to about 13% in 1990 and then slowly
declined spontaneously back to about 5% again by 2006 and 2007 (Fig. 5B [in the complete
article]). Since the WHO “fact sheets” again lacked any numbers of “Reported HIV cases”
from Uganda (World Health Organization, UNAIDS, UNICEF, 2008a), it is unclear whether,
and if so, why HIV would have decreased in Uganda during the same time, in which it
increased in South Africa (see Section 5).
The fact that the population of Uganda increased 2.5-fold during the HIV-AIDS era,
although it was described in the professional literature as model for the dire consequences of
a fatal HIV epidemic, lends support to our conclusion that South African population growth
is also independent of HIV.
4. Population of total Sub-Saharan Africa doubles from 400 to 800 million between
1980 and 2007
In an effort to raise our investigation above variations among populations statistics
and AIDS epidemics of different African countries, we asked next whether the populations of
Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole was increasing or decreasing – in the face of the widespread
prevalence of antibodies against HIV (Quinn et al., 1986; Goodgame, 1990; Merson, 1993;
Mulder et al., 1994b; The Durban Declaration, 2000; Gisselquist et al., 2002).
Again we found in the statistics of the World Bank that the population of SubSaharan Africa as a whole had doubled during the HIV-AIDS era, from almost 400 million in
1980 to about 800 million in 2007 (World Bank, 2008). On May 4, 2011, the New York
Times reported that Africa had just reached 1 billion and is projected to be the fastest
growing continent for the coming century. The article remarked “that the AIDS epidemic,
devastating as it has been, has not been the demographic disaster that was once predicted.”
(Gillis J, Dugger C., newspaper article in the New York Times, New York, p. A1, A3, May
4, 2011).
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We conclude that the predicted epidemiological patterns associated with a widespread new killing virus never showed up in Africa. In the following we briefly investigate
the theory that HIV is a passenger virus.
5. Could HIV be a ‘passenger’ virus?
By definition a passenger virus is not sufficient and not necessary to cause disease
(Duesberg, 1994). A passenger virus can thus be associated with healthy people and also with
people suffering from virus-independent diseases. Human examples are cytomegalovirus,
adenovirus or reovirus (Fenner et al., 1974; Fields, 2001).
The hypothesis that HIV is a passenger predicts that its spread and prevalence do not
coincide with mortality. To test this prediction we investigated the effect of the spread and
prevalence of HIV on the population growth curve of South Africa.
For this purpose we plotted the HIV-antibody prevalence of the South African
population reported by the National Department of Health South Africa since 1990
(Department of Health South Africa, 2007) in Figure 4 [of the full article] which shows the
population in 1990 in 0.7% of the population. This percentage then increased gradually (not
exponentially!) over about 10 years until 2000, when it leveled off between 24 and 30%.
The steady growth trajectory of the African population since 1980 is unaffected by
the rise of the HIV-prevalence from 0.7 to 30% between 1990 and 2000 and the steady
prevalence of HIV since then. Independence of the growth trajectory of the South African
population of HIV prevalence is in agreement with the hypothesis that HIV is a passenger
virus. Moreover, the rise of the HIV-antibody prevalence from 0.7% in 1990 to about 30% in
2000 is much too slow for the natural, exponential spread of a new virus. It may be proposed,
therefore, that the apparent rise of HIV prevalence between 1990 and 2000 reflects the rise of
a new epidemic of HIV-antibody testing. HIV-testing epidemics first started in the US after
the acceptance of the new HIV-AIDS hypothesis in 1984 and then in many other countries of
the world.
Table 2 – Population statistics of Uganda from 1980 to 2010.
Year
Year
Population x 10-3 millions (a)

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
20,700
21,200
21,900
22,500
23,200
24,000
24,700
25,500
26,300

12,400
12,700
13,100
13,500
13,900
14,400
14,900
15,600
16,200
16,800
17,500
18,100
18,700
19,400
20,100

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2010
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Populations x 10-3 millions (a)
27,200
28,200
29,200
30,300
31,400
32,400

(a) US Census Bureau (US Census Bureau, International Data Base, 2008).
[Editorial update from 2008 to 2010]

In all countries where testing was introduced the prevalence of HIV-antibodies was
soon found to be steady as it would be expected if HIV were a long-established endemic
retrovirus (Duesberg, 1996; Duesberg, 1992; Duesberg et al., 2003). In the US, for example,
1 million have been HIV-antibody-positive since 1985 (Curran et al., 1985; Institute of
Medicine, National Academy of Sciences, 1986; Duesberg et al. 2003; Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2007, 2008). In Italy, about 140,000 – 180,000 have been HIVantibody-positive since the beginning of testing in the 1980s (Ministero della Salute, Italy,
2011; Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy, 2007).
Recent evidence estimating that HIV has been in humans since at least the early 1900s
corroborates the hypothesis that HIV is a long-established endemic retrovirus (Woodman and
Williamson, 2009). Unexpectedly indirect support to the view that HIV is a passenger
appears to come from the CDC and WHO, which postulate that HIV causes 27 previously
known diseases, if antibody against HIV is also present (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 1992; The Durban Declaration, 2000). Since all of these diseases were known
prior to the presumed recent origin of HIV (Duesberg, 1988) and continue to occur in the
absence of HIV (Blattner et al., 1988; Duesberg, 1993, 1996), a logical conclusion may be
that HIV is not necessary for any one of these diseases.
The CDC and WHO also report over 30 million of HIV antibody-positive people in
the US, Europe, Asia, and particularly in Africa, who are AIDS-free (The Durban
Declaration, 2000; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2007, 2008). Thus HIV
cannot be sufficient to cause AIDS. Since HIV replicates and induces virus neutralizing
antibodies within weeks after infection (Clark et al., 1991; Daar et al., 1991), it should cause
AIDS prior to immunity, when it is biochemically active, just like conventional pathogenic
viruses (Fenner 1974: Mims & White 1984). Since that is never observed, HIV is postulated
to depend on exceedingly long latencies of 5-10 years after the induction of immunity to
cause AIDS (Weiss and Jaffe, 1990; Henry et al., 2006) and thus appears to be insufficient to
cause AIDS by itself.
Likewise the CDC reports a steady 1 to 1.5 million of HIV-positive Americans since
1985. Since immigration of HIV-positives is banned, this indicates that the mortality of
average American HIV-positives is close to normal. Furthermore, a study of the US Army
reported recently that about 5% HIV-postiive soldiers (Renzullo et al., 2001) “through an
experiment of nature” developed no AIDS for up to 20 HIV-antibody-positive years without
anti-HIV treatments (Okulicz et al. 2009), confirming the view that HIV is not sufficient for
AIDS. The reason for AIDS-free HIV infection was not solved by the Army’s study. But
since the Army’s study did not investigate the use of recreational drugs, although the majority
of American AIDS patients have used recreational and anti-viral drugs (Duesberg et al., 2003,
see also Introduction), it is possible that the AIDS-free HIV-positives were those who had
used neither recreational nor anti-viral drugs. The toxic effects of the antiviral drugs are
described in the next section. Thus the CDC, the WHO and the US Army provide evidence
that supports our demographic evidence that HIV is a passenger virus.

SECTION 4: Do statistics collected in USA and Africa demonstrate that
HIV is sexually transmitted?51
51
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An important assumption that guides Ghana’s HIV and AIDS policy is that an HIV
positive test result is the consequence of carelessly promiscuous sex. So it is important to
establish whether in fact the cause of HIV and its consequent effects as AIDS are caused by
the practices that increase the risk of venereal disease.
H.H. Bauer reflects on how statistical analyses of data reflects the difference between
inherited characteristics vs. acquired behaviour:
Reading the data to judge to tell whether irresponsible sex creates an HIV risk52
Human behaviour is influenced by nature and by nature. … Here the specific question
is, to what extent is a tendency to contract venereal disease through the practice of carelessly
promiscuous sex determined by one’s upbringing, socioeconomic circumstances, family
environment, and cultural norms, in contrast to physiology: one’s genes, heredity, hormones,
and instincts?
Surely the tendency to practice carelessly promiscuous sex is not something
inherently present from birth. It is predominantly something acquired, learned, imitated and
inculcated. This is why people believe that education can help people make smarter and safer
choices in their sexual activity. Desire and urges to engage sexually may be driven by our
hormones, but the choice to act is not something out of our control. Engaging in promiscuous
behaviour is something we choose to do or not to do. Therefore like any acquired
characteristic, the tendency to practice carelessly promiscuous sex will not always show in
every disparate social rank, economic class, and cultural group, the same relative frequency
by age , sex and race. Age, sex and race uniformly determine physical traits and physiological
activities and characteristics (like blood type, eye colour, height) not learned behaviour.
Consider behaviour such as smoking, or overeating. Smoking in the US has
decreased overall over the last couple of decades, but less among poorer classes, than among
richer people. In higher- and middle-income classes of the US, smoking habits has decreased
less among men and increased among women. Overall, smoking is now more prevalent
among youth in the US than among older adults, whereas fifty years ago the opposite was the
case. In some cultural groups, smoking is common among males and almost non-existent
among women, whereas in other cultures there is no great difference. In other words, the data
show that smoking is not influenced independently by people’s age, race, sex or ethnicity. It
is clear that smoking is predominantly an acquired behavioural trait, even though nicotine
addiction or addiction in general may certainly have some physiological origins.
A similar argument can be made as regard overeating that leads to obesity.
Overeating is not influenced independently by age, sex, and race; it is a relatively malleable
behaviour, not unalterably determined by one’s genes. This is demonstrated by the fact that
smoking and overeating do not vary with regularity among people by age, sex and race.
Conversely, if some measured characteristic is influenced independently by age, sex and race,
then that measured characteristic is primarily a matter of physiology and not an acquired,
culture-determined behaviour.
The tendency to test HIV-positive is influenced independently and directly by age,
sex, and race; therefore it is primarily a matter of physiology, not of any tendency to practice
promiscuous unsafe sex.
The extraordinary uniform trends that frequency of HIV+ test results displays are not
shown by Chlamydia, gonorrhea, or syphilis. The rates of those infections vary up and down
are taken from a version of material appearing in H.H. Bauer’s (2009): You are still being lied to:
The remixed disinformation guide to media distortion, historical whitewashes and cultural myths.
Ed. Russ Kirk, The Disinformation Company, pp. 278-292.
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over time, the periodic outbreaks are often concentrated disproportionately in a few social
groups, and the geographic center of the prevalence changes.53 … By contrast relative racial
differences in frequency of HIV positive test results have shown no change over the last two
decades, as the prevalence rates declined to similar degrees among black, white and other
civilian applicants for military service. … Also over the last two decades relative rates of
infection with syphilis by males and females have remained changed progressively by a
factor of more than 2. By contrast, the relative levels of HIV+ frequency among men and
women have remained constant for two decades across disparate social groups.
One of the indications that HIV is not a venereal disease is that in low-risk groups
(not gay men, not drug abusers, or their partners) frequency of HIV+ test results is almost
always somewhere in a range between a few per thousand and a few per 10,000 … A further
indication that HIV is not a venereal disease is that unlike the prevalence of STDs, frequency
of HIV varies in a regular manner with age and race. Every report that mentions race shows
people of African origin with much higher frequency of HIV than Caucasians, and Hispanics
in between. Among both women and men, frequency of HIV is always increasing with age
from the teens up to the 30s or 40s and then decreasing again in older people; and that
variation with age is seen in all races. The changes with age are always more pronounced
among men than among women. In those few reports that give sufficiently detailed data for
young teenagers, there are persistent indications that girls in the lower teens are more likely
to be HIV positive than boys of that age (Burke et al. 1987,1990; Quinn et al 1988; St Louis
et al. 1991; Sateren et al. 2003; Valleroy et al. 1998)54
Frequency of HIV+ incidence is again unlike the incidence of venereal disease in its
constant and characteristic variation with geography: it is highest in the Atlantic and Southeast regions and lowest in the North-Central regions of the US. No major change in this
pattern has occurred since testing began in 1985. This distribution is much the same for every
sector of the population: blood donors, military personnel, disadvantaged youth, childbearing women, and among people test at all sorts of clinics and public testing venues. … No
sexually transmitted infection is distributed geographically in so constant a fashion, nor do
venereal diseases vary in such regular fashion with the demographic variables of age, sex and
race.
In explaining why he has questioned the conventional, widely accepted
conviction that AIDS is a sexually transmitted disease, Emeritus Dean of Science at
University of Virgina and Polytechnic, Prof. H. Bauer, shares this overview of the
HIV testing results worldwide:
“Since 1985, tens of millions of HIV tests have been done, mostly on people not
really thought to be at risk of infection: blood donors, military personnel, women giving
birth, many others. Whenever and wherever tests were done, anywhere in the USA, some
HIV-positive people were found. Not many, just a few in every thousand or every ten
thousand or so. But all over the place. If HIV started out--as the experts tell us it did--in San
Francisco and New York and Los Angeles no earlier than the 1970s, then it couldn’t have
become so widely distributed by 1985.
“That’s not enough time for a sexually transmitted bug to go from ghettos of gay men
in a few big cities to become so widespread that some teenage Army recruits, males and
females equally, from all over the country, turn up infected. But that’s what the facts are.
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Among teenage applicants for military service between 1985 and 1989, equal numbers of
males and females tested positive. And yet AIDS victims then were 95% males (6).
“The sex ratio for ‘HIV infection’ is nothing like that, rarely more than 2 men for
each woman, 65% as against 95%--among blood donors and Army recruits, at hospitals and
clinics. Among young teenagers, “HIV”-positive females often outnumber the males. How do
babies get infected? Through the mothers, of course. But why are male babies infected about
25% more often than female babies?
“Infection by HIV is supposed to be permanent. Once you’ve got it, you never get rid
of it. The prevalence of HIV can’t go down, it can only increase in the population, under the
accepted view. Yet the data show that it did decrease during the 1980s, in every State and in
every tested group--blood donors, active-duty soldiers, applicants for military service,
members of the Job Corps, people tested at all sorts of public clinics.
“Drug addicts typically have a high rate of testing “HIV”-positive. But among those
who stopped taking drugs, the rate was lower; and it was lower, the longer the tested group
had been off drugs. How did they become dis-infected? Babies test “HIV”-positive about 4
to 10 times more often than children between about 1 and teenage. How do those babies
become dis-infected?
“Why is it that drug addicts who shared needles showed less infection than those who
used clean needles--at the same clinics and in two countries? And why did those who smoked
crack cocaine have a higher level of infection than those who injected cocaine? And why did
those who injected cocaine show a higher level of infection than those who injected heroin,
who in turn had a higher rate of infection than those who injected amphetamine? Does
amphetamine sterilize the needles?
“In June 2005, a press release from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
announced that the number of HIV-infected Americans had surpassed a million “for the first
time”. But two decades earlier, in 1986, their estimate had been: between a million and a
million-and-a-half; refined a few months later to between 945,000 and 1,410,000. Those are
rather precise figures, so they must have been rather sure of them. In 1990, they estimated
that about 1 million Americans were infected, but that at the beginning of 1986 there had
only been about 750,000. In 1993, the flagship journal Science gave the estimate of >1
million. Now, a dozen years later, here we were again at about 1 million . . . ‘for the first
time’?!
“Whichever way you look at it, this is not a spreading, increasing epidemic. The
numbers of infected haven’t changed appreciably. But neither have the hysteria and fearmongering changed, the propaganda that insists everyone is at risk and that sex isn’t safe.
“Nothing about HIV makes sense if you regard it as a sexually transmitted infection.
Why would patients at TB clinics and at clinics for sexually transmitted diseases be equally
infected with HIV? Why would psychiatric patients be even more infected? How could HIV
have remained distributed around the United States in exactly the same way for 20 years?
And why is it distributed like that, anyway--more prevalent in the Atlantic Coast and
Southern regions than in North-Central locales? In every group--Army recruits, the Job
Corps, women having children, people getting tested at all sorts of clinics! What’s so
specially dangerous sexually about the South-East and the Atlantic Coast?
“Why are Asians always less infected than white people, who are always less infected than
Hispanics, who are always less infected than black Americans? No matter what group you look at-soldiers, sailors, Marines, blood donors, women who have just given birth--always that same
sequence! What sort of virus discriminates by race?
“The reason is not that the minorities have been so long discriminated against that sexual
diseases are naturally more common among them. Native Americans, who have been discriminated
against as much as anyone, are less infected than Hispanics, and much less infected than black
Americans. And why are Hispanics on the West Coast infected about as little as white Americans,
while on the East Coast they are infected nearly as much as black Americans?”
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See the conclusion for discussion questions.

SECTION 5: The effects of manipulating raw statistical data. Balancing
utility against veracity: statistics in Canadian HIV and AIDS
Surveillance Reports—examples of incomplete evidence, semiattached figures and pseudo-precision
The utility of health care policy may not always be the best guide to determine
whether the policy is ethical or morally sound. Currently the strategy used worldwide to
enhance the amount of money available for the HIV and AIDS industry involves the use of
false and misleading statistics. Even though this manipulation of the facts is clearly very
useful in this regard, is it ethical?
To pick a specific example of what is being asked, let us consider the ethical
implications of a public service advertising campaign that was launched in 1987 by the US
CDC agency (Center for Disease Control), as illuminated by the historian of African affairs,
Professor Charles L. Geshekter. The theme of the CDC educational campaign was “If I can
get AIDS, anyone can.” It was intended to increase public demand for government to make
available increasing amounts of money for pharmaceutical research and product development
to combat AIDS. To accomplish this, the claims made in the campaign exaggerated the risks
of contracting AIDS through unprotected sex.55 Professor Geshekter spells out how it was
done:56
From 1990 to 1992, CDC sponsored studies revealed that the proportion of
heterosexuals (aged 18-49) in high risk American cities who reported having multiple sexual
partners increased from 15% to 19%, while condom sales decreased by 1% in the same
period. 65% of the respondents admitted that they used condoms either sporadically or not
all. In general, Americans were not practicing safe sex in the early 1990s and teenage
premarital pregnancies and venereal diseases were on the rise. Yet AIDS cases continued to
decrease sharply in America. Even the fraction of Americans assumed to be HIV-antibody
positive declined from an estimated 1 million in 1985 to 700,000 in 1996.57
Geshekter reveals similar distortions in Canadian surveillance reports of HIV and
AIDS using statistics.
From 1981 through December 31, 1998 there had been a cumulative total of 16,236
cases of AIDS reported in Canada.
In 1995 alone, 1637 adult cases of AIDS were reported of which 1491 (91%) were
males and 146 (9%) females.
But for 1998, there were only 279 cases—241 males (86.3%) and 38 females (13.7%),
a total decrease of 75% in three years.
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“The actual number of adult female AIDS cases reported in Canada plummeted by
75% from 1995 to 1998. In a country of 32 million people, 15.1 million of them women,
there were only 38 female AIDS cases in 1998.
“Yet because the percentage of women with AIDS went up from 9% in 1995 to
13.7% in 1998 even though the actual number sharply went down, the Annual HIV and AIDS
in Canada Surveillance Report (April 1999) from the Bureau of HIV/AIDS and STD at the
Canadian Laboratory Centre for Disease Control issued an alarmist warning that the risk of
AIDS among Canadian women had dramatically increased by 25% to now comprise nearly
14% of all diagnosed cases, “the highest proportion observed since monitoring of the
epidemic began,” thus re-affirming how statistics are easily misrepresented to advance claims
of an ever-expanding AIDS epidemic.
“By 2004, the total number of AIDS cases annually reported in Canada had shrunk to
237, of whom 188 were males and 49 were females. Women account for 20% of all AIDS
cases in Canada, but the latest report ignored the fact that the total number of female AIDS
cases in Canada had actually dropped 67% from 1995 to 2004.
Finally, the same report noted with great alarm that while “the rising trend [rate of
female AIDS] was seen in all age groups, it is most striking in the 15-29 year age group
where the proportion of AIDS diagnoses attributed to females increased from 9.9% before
1994 to 45% in 2004.” It failed to mention that the actual number of female AIDS cases
among all Canadian women, ages 15-29, had dropped 70%, from 30 cases in 1995 to just
nine in 2004.58

SECTION 6: Statistical inferences in The Lancet illustrating the efficacy of
male circumcision for risk reduction HIV transmission59
For over 25 years, the media has bombarded the public with stories purporting to tally
AIDS cases and AIDS deaths in Africa, or to acclaim the benefits from various kinds of
interventions, the latest being male circumcision. In this paper, I examine the empirical basis
for a few recent studies and the methodology the researchers used to gather data and interpret
its meaning, and then used those statistical results to request increased amounts of funds. The
HIV/AIDS industry has peddled numerous theories about what is making Africans sick.
While their hypotheses are often inconsistent with one another, most are based on thin
evidence and fat speculation.
To know what’s behind African mortality and morbidity, one must compare the state
of African political economies in the first two decades of post-colonial independence (19571980) with what has happened since the early 1980s. In the 1960s, Africa was a net exporter
of food. In 2008, the continent imported 24% of its food as hunger and famine became
recurrent phenomena with severe emergencies in southern and central Africa, the Sahel and
the Horn. The structural adjustment policies of the 1980s (that coincided with the onset of the
“age of AIDS”) caused decreased agrarian investments, rising unemployment, reduced social
spending, diminished agricultural credits, and lower crop yields.
Africa was at a crucial point in its post-colonial history when westerners starting
working on AIDS and its origins in Africa.
According to Oxfam, the number of sub-Saharan Africans living on less than $1 a day
nearly doubled from 160 million to 311 million between 1981 and 2001–5. In Central Africa,
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55 percent of the people are undernourished.60 “By the start of the 1980s, virtually every
African country was manifesting signs of acute economic distress, reflected in a mounting
and unsustainable debt burden, a permanent trade deficit and an acute fiscal crisis which
meant that the state was unable to maintain basic infrastructure or fund essential social
services."61 The effects of structural adjustment policies in creating poverty are undeniable:
the human costs were grave, the economic gains were slow in coming, and the decline of
quality of life in Africa was palpable. Plainly stated, I reject the conventional HIV/AIDS
assumptions and suggest that other things, aside from HIV or AIDS, are what continue to
make Africans sick in the first place.
HIV/AIDS skeptics are obliged to read entire reports or research results and flag their
errors, exaggerations, outright falsehoods and other malignancies. Here is the lead editorial
from the October 3, 2009 issue of The Lancet:
" 'Breakthrough'; 'landmark'; 'an important day for the planet.' Such were some of the
reactions to the news released on September 24th that, for the first time, an HIV vaccine has
shown a modest degree of efficacy in a phase 3 clinical trial...[In 1984, Margaret] Heckler
declared that a vaccine would be available within 2 years. A quarter of a century on, it seems
as though the journey is only now just beginning. The development of an effective and
practical HIV vaccine will take more basic research, more collaboration, more money, and
more trust and goodwill from more volunteers. But the latest findings present a tantalizing
hope that such efforts could one day pay off [emphases added]."62
What did this earth-shaking, promising trial actually find? Leave aside all the flaws,
inconsistencies and disclaimers about HIV tests, none of which were raised in discussion by
the researchers:
1) Intervention group of Thai volunteers - 8197 received vaccines over the 3-year
period, at the end of which 51 were HIV+ (or 6/10 of 1%) 2) Control group of Thai
volunteers - 8198 received placebos over the 3-year period, at the end of which 74
were HIV+ (or 9/10 of 1%) This is an absolute difference of 3/10 of 1%. But hold on.
Do not divert your glance from these HIV/AIDS magician's numbers. It is the relative
reduction, i.e. the difference between 51 and 74, which amounts to a planet-saving
31% reduction!
2) On October 20, 2009, an Associated Press medical writer, Marilynn Marchione
claimed" last month researchers announced that a two-vaccine combination cut the
risk of becoming infected with HIV by more than 31% in a trial of more than 16,000
volunteers in Thailand."63
Finally, I want to examine briefly the statistics from investigations into male circumcision
and alleged HIV protection. The first two randomized trials were based in Uganda and
Kenya. The research results were reported in the British medical journal The Lancet in
February 2007. According to the researchers, their studies showed that the circumcision of
heterosexual men could reduce their risk of HIV infection by 50 to 60 percent.64
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The results of the Ugandan and Kenyan trials were released to the media to coincide
with UN World AIDS Day (December 1, 2006), two months before the studies were
published in The Lancet. As one journalist wryly observed, “This unusual move produced
worldwide publicity that was heavy on eye-catching headlines and light on details, because in the absence of the published studies themselves - few journalists took the time to dig
beyond the press releases made available to them.”65 A related issue that raises scientific
concerns is the African trials’ short duration, with initial results presented as definitive less
than two years into the studies.
It is crucial to look closely at how the HIV/AIDS researchers arrived at their
conclusions.
In Uganda, researchers started with 4,996 men and randomly divided them into two
groups, medically circumcising one group (2,474 men) and leaving the other group intact
(2,522 men). After 24 months, both groups were tested for HIV infection. Of the circumcised
men, 22 tested positive, while 45 in the uncircumcised group tested positive. In other words,
67 out of 4996 (or 1.3%) were HIV-positive while the remaining 98.7 percent remained HIVnegative.
Researchers simply derived the 50 percent “risk prevention” figure from the
difference in results between the two groups, i.e., the difference between 22 and 45. Hence,
male circumcision was said to reduce heterosexual male acquisition of HIV from
heterosexual women by 50%.
In a similar fashion, the Kenyan trials began with 2,784 men and randomly divided
them, with 1,391 undergoing circumcision and 1,391 left intact. Two years later, testing
showed 22 new infections among the circumcised men and 47 among those left intact.
Astonishingly, neither group of researchers ever attempted to determine the HIV-status of
any of the men’s female partners, a glaring omission that effectively negates whatever
statistical significance their findings are alleged to show.
After The Lancet articles appeared, I examined the studies’ methodology and
statistical relevance. The extremely small number of new infections in each group raised
questions about extrapolating them to larger populations. In the Ugandan trial, a mere 8/10 of
one percent of the circumcised men tested positive after two years, while 1.7 percent of the
uncircumcised men tested positive.
Likewise, in Kenya, the claim of a 50 to 60 percent rate of risk reduction was based
on 1.5 percent of circumcised men becoming infected, compared with 3.3 percent of those
left intact. All told in the Kenya study, 2.4% of all men tested HIV-positive, while 97.6%
remained HIV-negative.
These were microscopically small studies. But in the research world of AIDS in
Africa, such numbers become “mutant statistics” which take on a life of their own and may
have a remarkably long shelf life. The more they’re repeated, the longer the shelf life. This is
extremely important because policy decisions affecting millions of lives are based on
sensational figures that may not reflect the reality on the ground.
Finally, the very latest study from Uganda sought to determine if there was any
association between male circumcision and reduced risk of HIV infection among
heterosexual female partners.66 They found none.
The investigators identified 922 uncircumcised HIV-positive males, aged 15-49 who
were asymptomatic for AIDS, and had CD4 cell counts above 350.
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In the intervention group, 474 men were immediately circumcised. In the control
group, 448 men were delayed circumcision for 24 months. The researchers randomly selected
92 HIV-negative women who were sexual partners of men in the intervention group (92
couples). Of those 92 women, after 24 months, 17 (18%) had become HIV positive.
They also randomly select 67 HIV-negative women who were sexual partners of men
in the control group (67 couples). Of those 67 women, only 8 (12%) became HIV positive. In
other words, among the female sexual partners of the circumcised males, a higher percentage
of those women became HIV-positive! The researchers conceded that “the trial was stopped
early because of futility [since] circumcision of HIV-infected men did not reduce
transmission to female partners over 24 months…”67 The research team found that consistent
condom use was actually higher in the intervention group (50%) where there were more seroconversions to HIV than in the uncircumcised control group (36%).68 That conundrum aside,
the investigators reflexively concluded, “condom use after male circumcision is essential for
HIV prevention.”69
They expressed concern that “circumcised HIV-uninfected men might use their
circumcised status to negotiate unsafe sex.”70 One can only imagine what the researchers
would say if someone asked them to speculate on what an actual dialogue might sound like in
the “negotiation” for sex between the circumcised male and his unwitting female partner.
This farce typifies how conventional HIV/AIDS researchers reduce African sexuality to lust
and exoticism.71

SECTION 7: Selective suppression of data—HTPN 052 Clinical trial
study72
This section focuses on a widely cited research study called HPTN 052 Clinical Trial which
purports to show that HIV transmission can be suppressed by the use of drugs designed to treat
AIDS.73 David Crowe, a science critic, discusses some aspects of this study critically from his
outlook as a trained biologist and mathematician. The purpose of presenting portions of this critical
review is not to single out and dismiss the results of this particular study in particular as flawed, but to
use it as an example of a genre of studies in the field of HIV/AIDS that call for careful consideration.
We may not be able to do this analysis ourselves. We only need to bear in mind that such analysis is
appropriate in all cases, and remain vigilant in our careful and provisional acceptance of what we are
told such studies demonstrate. We should not just assume quality assurance standards have been
maintained by widely promulgated research results.
This HPTN 052 Clinical Trial study was a major international project completed in 2011. It
purported to show that HAART (Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy) is more effective in the
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prevention of transmission of HIV between sexual partners together with condom use during
intercourse, than condom use alone. HAART is an acronym for a high dosage aggressive prescription
regime. This study was regarded as a dramatic “breakthrough” scientific landmark result in the fight
against HIV.
The “breakthrough” discovery was that by treating people with HIV-positive test result
immediately, whether they are symptomatic or not, the risk of transmitting the virus to a sexual
partner drops by 96%. In other words in almost all the partners studied, where the partner who was
infected was on HAART treatment, the other partner did not revert to an HIV positive test result in
almost all the cases.
According to David Crowe:
“The study (lead author Myron S. Cohen, et al New England Journal of Medicine 365: 493505, August 11, 2011) The study was a comparison of HIV transmission in serodiscordant
couples [i.e. one person was HIV-positive and the other in each couple was HIV-negative]. The
couples were observed for possible HIV seroconversion. Half of the HIV positive people were put
on HAART at the beginning of the research and half had AIDS drugs delayed until they showed
sings of AIDS or until their CD4 counts declined below 250. In almost exactly half of the
couples, it was the man who was HIV positive, and in the other half of the sample, it was the
woman partner who was HIV positive from the outset. Most were stable, married, heterosexual
couples and the participants were recruited from two cities of India, from two cities in Brazil,
from one place in Thailand, from one major city on the east cost of USA, from Botswana, Kenya,
Zimbabwe, Malawi, and from Republic of South Africa.
The research was conducted on the standard orthodox set of assumptions that are
contradicted by the following considerations:
•

•

HIV tests that are not properly validated were assumed by the researchers to function
uniformly in all populations as indicating the presence of a sexually transmitted virus that is the
cause of AIDS.
The evidence for sexual transmission of an HIV is contradictory.

•

There is no evidence that HIV-antibody positive people will definitely or probably get AIDS
in the absence of any other risk factors.

•

People being on anti-retroviral drugs (HAART) having a lowered viral load does not correlate
significantly with their having a lower risk of contracting AIDS than people who are not on
HAART.

•

Partners of people treated with anti-retroviral drugs (HAART) having a lower incidence of
HIV positive status does not correlate significantly with those partners being at lower risk of
developing AIDS than partners of people who are not undergoing HAART treatment.
“The most interesting finding of this HPTN 052 study is not found in the study
publication at all. Buried in the supplementary data, which we can safely assume few will read, is
evidence of dramatic differences in HIV “infectivity” between different geographical sites. The
structure of the study provides an almost perfect analysis of HIV infectivity globally because 94%
of serodiscordant couples were married (implying a stable sexual relationship) and the numbers of
HIV-positive men, HIV-positive women, HIV-negative men and HIV-negative women were
almost equal (i.e. in almost exactly half the couples the man was HIV-positive and in the other
half the woman). This eliminates most differences in HIV prevalence in those geographical areas;
seroconversion comes down to just the virus and the human genitalia. This study can be predicted,
based on the standard HIV=AIDS assumptions, to show similar rates of infection between
geographical sites and a several times higher rate of transmission from man-to-woman than
woman-to-man.
But the results do not show this.
Not only does the supplementary data shatter preconceptions about HIV infectivity, but
there is no mention of these dramatic findings in the body of the paper. When I asked for some
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clarifications and additional data from the authors (such as the actual number of HIV
seroconversions at each site), my questions were evaded and ignored.

The supplementary data (compiled below) reports the incidence of HIV
seroconversion in the negative partner of each couple (the paper refers to it as “HIV
Infection”) expressed in 100 person-years. An incidence of 2.0, for example, could mean 2
seroconversions in 100 people studied for 1 year, 1 seroconversion in 50 people studied for 1
year or 4 seroconversions in 100 people studied for 2 years. This measure is more useful than
the actual number of seroconversions because it is adjusted for the number of local
participants and the length of follow-up, both of which varied in this study.

Table 1: HIV Incidence in HPTN 052
Site

Porto Alegre
Rio de Janeiro
Brazil Subtotal

Enrollment
(Number of
Couples)
Brazil
90
186
276
USA

Boston, MA
USA Subtotal
Chennai
Pune
India Subtotal
Chiang Mai
Thailand Subtotal
Kisumu, Kenya
Harare, Zimbabwe
Gaborone, Botswana
Johannesburg, South
Africa
Soweto, South Africa
Blantyre, Malawi
Lilongwe, Malawi
All Africa Subtotal
Except Malawi Subtotal
Only Malawi Subtotal

2
2
India
250
175
425
Thailand
106
106
Africa
60
240
77

HIV Incidence
(per 100 personyears)

Incidence
relative
to India

0.5
0.5
0.5

5

0
(inferred)
0.0

n/a

0.2
0.0
0.1
0.9
0.9

9

0.0
1.0
2.2

46

0.0

50
230
251
954
473
481

2.1
3.2
3.4
2.3
1.1
3.3

If we accept that seroconversion is proof of infection, we can see clearly
from this table that infectivity of HIV was 33 times higher in Malawi than in
India. Emphasizing that all couples in the study were in approximately the
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1
(baseline)

23
11
33

same social situation—a stable sexual relationship, mostly married, mostly
heterosexual—it is difficult to explain away this disparity between Malawian
subjects and Indian subjects. Some of the possible explanations are:
• HIV is truly more infectious in Africa (although it is hard to see how
something as simple as a virus could vary this dramatically).
• Africans are many times more susceptible to the virus than Indians
(although it is hard to see how there could be such dramatic differences in the
permeability of human genital membranes).
• HIV antibodies do not represent HIV infection but something else that
differs between these populations, such as genetic-sourced reaction to the
antibody tests, or factors in the environment (although it is hard to explain
why seroconversion would then be so much more frequent in the negative
partner when the other person is taking drugs). [See Unit 4 concerning HIV
antibody tests.]

As David Crowe has revealed in the above study, researchers can selectively ignore
results that their work yields, depending upon the remit that their project requires of them to
deliver. But from an ethical point of view, this negligence is culpable. High profile medical
research studies are the world’s window to a problem which attracts huge funding
presumably because that problem presents a global threat. When new and unexpected data
emerges it requires display and comment even if the results were not anticipated or desirable
and even though the data itself does not immediately and directly serve the interests that
motivated funding the study. But researchers are obliged to work conservatively, in accord
with the demands that determine their publishable achievements and their reputations as a
good target for future research grant endowments.
In consequence, as consumers of medical information and the policy advice that
follows from top ranking research, we must be on guard against the suppression of
revelations due to selective neglect of inconvenient or anomalous data.
(I) COMPREHENSION exercises
In some cases it takes common sense and some careful reflection to see how newly
acquired evidence may (or may not) change the credibility of a hypothesis that is accepted as
true on the basis of previously available evidence. Evidence added to what has already been
used to draw a hypothesis might improve or strengthen the likelihood of the hypothesis being
true; or the evidence may weaken the hypothesis, making it seem less credible in light of
more discoveries, or the evidence gathered may have no bearing on whether the hypothesis
seems true or not.
Instructions: Consider whether the confirmation of the hypothesis would be strengthened,
weakened or unaffected if the sample were modified in the ways suggested below. Taken into
consideration where applicable the significance of background information. In each of the
following items choose the ONE alternative that describes the effect of the new evidence on
the hypothesis. That is, decide whether the new evidence . . .
(Evidence): All of the 5,000 crows observed in North America and
Europe made strong cawing calls, and none of them were silent for
more than 30 minutes.
(Hypothesis): All crows have loud cawing calls.
Background: This hypothesis was believed by ornithologists (bird
specialists) in Europe until the mid-1800s when Australia was first
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visited by foreign scientific expeditions, and crows were first discovered by
European ornithologists. .
Choose the letter that corresponds to your answer to each proposal in each
question
(A)
(B)
(C)

weakens the hypothesis
strengthens the hypothesis
has no effect on the predictive power of the hypothesis

1.

Suppose only male crows had been observed, no female crows.

2.

Suppose all the observations of crows were made only on Thursdays and
Sundays.

3.

Suppose the 5,000 crows were observed in Africa and Asia as well as North
America and Europe.

4.

Suppose that the research teams were all trained in Japan and Kenya.

5.

Suppose 15 crows made up the sample.

(II) DISCUSSION questions
[Credit: Charles L. Geshekter]

1) Consider the following description in a newspaper article which was titled
“PRISON—A HOTBED FOR HIV.”
In the next sentence the story reported: “the vast majority of HIV-positive inmates
contract the virus before they enter prison. But some men become infected inside.”74 In
the statistical terms, the “some” who became HIV positive were 88 out of 45,000 inmates
over fifteen years. That represents an infectivity rate of less than 1 per 1000 inmates per
year.75
How do you evaluate the title of the news article above, in light of the statistical data
presented in the quoted passage which followed in the published article?

2)

(i) Consider the following hypothesis that was printed in 2009 in a leading
medical journal, highlighted in the box:
In the article, "AIDS: Lessons Learnt and Myths Dispelled,"
The Lancet (Vol. 374, July 18, 2009), the authors stated that:
"Furthermore, AIDS remains the leading cause of death in AfricanAmerican women in the USA." (p. 261)
(ii) Consider the following statistical evidence:
According to the CDC publication Deaths: Final Data for 2007,
Vol. 58, #19 (May 20, 2010), a total of 141,276 black women died in the
United States from all causes in 2007. Major cardiovascular diseases
accounted for 49,353 deaths (35%), cerebrovascular diseases accounted for
9,536 (6%), diabetes mellitus accounted for 6,966 (5%), chronic lower
respiratory diseases accounted for 3,694 (3%), septicemia accounted for

74
75

Kalb and Murr 2006, 45).
(Brown 2006) As cited by H.H. Bauer, op.cit. (2007: 240).
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3,462 (2.8%), influenza and pneumonia accounted for 2,657 (1.8%), while HIV
disease accounted for 2,284 or 1.5% of all deaths among black American
women in 2007.
In 2007, the total black American female population was 20,257,139
and HIV disease accounted for approximately 1.5% of all deaths in that
cohort for 2007.
(iii) Does this evidence strengthen, weaken, or have no bearing on the
credibility of the hypothesis in the box above?
3) Since 1981, AIDS or HIV disease has been held responsible for the death of 35 million
Africans.
Is it important that there be evidence to confirm the truth of this assertion? If so,
why? What is the statistical basis for this assertion?
Pick any two countries in Africa, research to find what were the 10 leading causes
of death in just those two countries for 1985 and 2005, providing with absolute numbers
the estimated annual deaths for each of the 10 categories.
Suppose this is not possible to do. Then consider: is it cognitively ethical or
responsible to cite 3.5 million Africans since 1981 having died of AIDS or HIV? Why or
why not? Consider the kinds of reasons you give.
4) What is the role of public health practitioners in the light of recent disclosures that
the HIV pandemic scare is based on rumor rather than on fact?
5) What is the best way to distinguish for the youth correct STD prevention from myths
about sex and death?
6) A local preacher is advising his male parishioners to go for circumcision as a duty to
their wives and girlfriends. What role do you play as a community health care
worker in light of the evidence that circumcision is not a prophylactic against
AIDS?
7) The USA-based high profile donor programme PEPFAR is providing money for
your government and some has been allocated to your community clinic which is
in badly need of medications to treat tuberculosis and malaria, as well as standard
antibiotics, asthma medication and equipment to upgrade for laboratory testing of
basic tests for malaria and typhoid, and a vehicle for home nurse visits. But the
grant is distributed by an American company that will supply condoms in your
community, and will organize workshops through a foreign NGO which will visit
for ten days to teach the local youth in the area about safe sex and the use of
condoms. What if anything should you do? What might you do to help reallocate
the use of donor funding to improve local community health care delivery?
8) Re-read section 4, and in light of the contrast drawn there between USA data reflecting the
patterns of frequency of venereal diseases and HIV+ frequency, consider the following
consequence drawn from data concerning gender and HIV/AIDS in Ghana:76
Several ‘outstanding’77 and ‘rare’78 features of the epidemic in Ghana were
apparent from the outset, and distinguished it from other countries. The first

76

Excerpted from “Epilogue” in Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS (2006) eds.C. Oppong, M.Yaa
Oppong, I.K. Odotei, Accra: Sub Saharan Publishers, p. 305.
77
J. Anarfi et al (1997) “Livelihood and the risk of HIV/AIDS infection in Ghana: the case of female
itinerant traders. Health Transition Review vol. 7 supplementary issue, p. 227.
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outstanding feature of the Ghanaian epidemic was that initial cases were
predominantly—over 80 percent—female. Indeed, the initial female/male sex ratio
was 6:1 and the epidemic remained primarily a female epidemic until the late
1990s.79 By 1996-1997 the female/male ratio began to narrow. As a result women
were particularly blamed for, and stigmatized by, the epidemic. … More than 90
percent of AIDS cases in Ghana today are found among adults between the ages of
15 and 49.
Discussion questions:
(i) Is the conclusion that stigmatizes women a valid one, in light of the characteristics that
distinguish data about venereal diseases from frequency of HIV?
(ii) Consider the criteria for assessing data from section 1 of this unit. What
additions or changes in the Ghana data referred to above would be required in
order to evaluate these results in light of the question whether HIV is
transmitted like a venereal disease in Ghana? [Hint: consider rate of trends and
time frame of trends relevant to determining whether occurrence of a disease is
physically or behaviorally dependent.]
9)

Again in light of section 4 of this unit, consider the advice that appears in the
concluding passage of a scholarly anthology published in 2006, “Sex and
Gender in an Era of AIDS: Ghana at the turn of the millennium.” The editors
advise the following recommendations in support of Ghana’s Ministry of
Health future plans for fighting HIV and AIDS:
“In addition to mitigating the social and economic impacts of the
disease, concerted efforts ought to be placed into defining and
comprehending the socio-cultural norms and contexts that promote
HIV/AIDS in Ghana in the first place. Norms that promote
transmission—gender inequities, ‘open’ polygamous unions etc.—as
well as cultural practices that could well aid in the prevention of
HIV/AIDS—such as using puberty rites as an entry point for
adolescents—all such require serious and concerted attention.”80

(III) Discuss:
What are the assumptions about the causes of AIDS are presumed in this
advice? Do the data justify sustaining these assumptions?
(IV) RESEARCH questions: Find an expert epidemiologist to pursue these questions. Keep
notes on your efforts—where you looked, or whom you asked, when, and what the
response was.
(i) Why in almost every African country are there more HIV+ women than men, yet as
everywhere, men are likely to be more promiscuous than women?
(ii) Why are the AIDS statistics presented by the Statistics of South Africa so much lower
than the South African estimates provided by the UNAIDS of WHO?
(iii)Why has there been no heterosexual epidemic outside Africa?
78

J.R. Oppong (1998) “A vulnerability interpretation of the geography of HIV/AIDS in Ghana, 19861995,” Professional Geographer 50(4): 437-448.
79
J. Anarfi et al. (1997) op.cit.
80
Excerpted from “Conclusions,” Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS (2006) eds.C. Oppong, M.Yaa
Oppong, I.K. Odotei, Sub Saharan Publishers, p. 325.
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(iv) Refer to Appendix I of this Unit. How is possible that the sub Saharan African
population exploded since the early 1980s, when the AIDS epidemic started, from about 450
million in the mid1980s to about 1.1 billion now -despite the new "devastating" Aids
epidemic in Africa. (New York Times)? Shouldn't the population have declined rapidly,
instead of exploding?
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INTRODUCTION
HIV tests are controversial worldwide. This unit aims at revealing as much
information as required for considering the ethical implications for health care delivery given
the prevailing uncertainty about the significance of HIV antibody test results. For instance, in
Ghana such tests are the standard means available for determining HIV status, and the
nation’s current policy is to encourage individuals to determine their HIV status.81 Yet the
Federal Drug Administration of USA requires that HIV antibody test kits’ packet inserts
indicate that they are manufactured for blood screening in large quantities and inappropriate
for diagnosis of individuals. On the basis of this fact, HIV Registry records are suspect. And
allegations of HIV infection made in criminal court proceedings against a suspect may be
subject to questioning about the reliability of evidence for such a charge.82 In this unit we
will consider some of the facts that will help us to deliberate over what worth there is in a
report of HIV status for a patient in such a climate of uncertainty. Are we ethically motivated
to encourage or to discourage the normalisation of the results of these test procedures?
81

Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS: Ghana at the turn of the millennium. Eds. Christine Oppong, M.
Yaa P.A. Oppong, Irene K. Odotei, Accra: Sub Saharan Publishers, p. 324.
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See list of cases on The HIV Innocence Group on website <www.omsj.org/innocence-group>
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AIDS diagnoses outside Africa presuppose HIV positive test results, and in this
critical respect testing outside Africa diverges from the various ways that AIDS is diagnosed
in different African countries. This contrast mirrors the difference between the definition of
AIDS stipulated by the US Department of Health’s CDC (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention), and stipulated by the CDC-WHO Bangui conference in 1985 (as spelled out in
unit 2 of this course module). The former CDC diagnosis requires an HIV+ test result as both
a necessary and sufficient condition; the second definition presupposes no testing at all. In
the former definition, two different antibody tests, ELISA (Enzyme-Linked Immuno-Sorbent
Assay) and Western Blot, are required to corroborate each other, because each independently
is known to be unreliable, eliciting over 70 different types of false positive result.83 As
mentioned already, it is important to bear in mind that none of these tests, individually or
collectively, have been approved for individual diagnosis of HIV infection by the US Food
and Drug Administration, which in general is very indulgent of the worldwide HIV/AIDS
research community and treatment industry.84 Given the substantial evidence that AIDS tests
are unreliable, and by this authority that such tests are misused for diagnosis of individuals,
ethical issues arise about whether people should be encouraged, let alone required, to use
these tests at all.
“The manufacturers of test kits clearly state in the accompanying literature that the
products they have developed are not intended to be used for diagnosing HIV. Here are some
of the disclaimers you will read on the test kits themselves:
“EIA testing alone cannot be used to diagnose AIDS, even if the
recommended investigation of reactive specimens suggests a high
probability that the antibody to HIV-1 is present . . . At present there
is no recognized standard for establishing the presence and absence of
HIV-1 antibody in human blood. Therefore sensitivity was computed
based on the clinical diagnosis of AIDS and specificity based on
random donors"
[Abbott Laboratories, Diagnostic Division, 66-8805/R5; January, 1997]
“Do not use this kit as the sole basis of diagnosing HIV-1 infection”
[HIV-1 Western Blot Kit, Epitope, Inc., Organon Teknika
Corporation PN201-3039 Revision #8, 1997]
"The Amplicor HIV-1 Monitor test is not intended to be used as a
screening test for HIV or as a diagnostic test to confirm the presence of
HIV infection.”
[Roche Diagnostic Systems, Inc., Amplicor HIV-1 Monitor
Test Kit. US:83088. June 1996, 13-06-83088-001].
Test kits are designed for screening blood for safety in transfusions, and are accurate
as indicators of surrogate markers of AIDS, but not for diagnosis of the presence of HIV
83
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Christine Johnson (1996) “Whose antibodies are they anyway?” Continuum, 4. 3,
September/October, p. 4. Christine Johnson’s work on testing is in section 2 and appendix II of
this unit.
“On HIV Testing. Responses to Dr. Peter J. Flegg and Tony Floyd.” Letters to the Editor, British
Medical Journal <http://bmj.com/cgi/eletters/326/7381/126/e - 30151>. Also Rodney Richards
(2001b) “Why the HIV Tests Can’t Tell You Whether You Have HIV,” Zenger’s News Magazine,
October, interview by M. G. Conlan. Reprinted June 7, 2002 vol. 20 <mgconlan@earthlink.net>
and http://www.virusmyth.net. This material is presented in section 1 and appendix 1 of this unit,
with the kind assistance of the author.
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infection. The reasons for the test restrictions and complications in diagnosis arise chiefly
from the non-specificity of the test kits and non-uniformity of their interpretation, detailed in
section 1 by Rodney Richards (2001). According to biochemical interpretations of the test
kits’ results, “the most one can conclude from the African antibody tests is that the finding of
a positive test indicates an underlying abnormal propensity to develop a number of illnesses,
some of which may prove fatal. A positive ‘HIV antibody” test is no more than a nonspecific marker for this proclivity.”85 This is how one of the original test designers has
explained their relevance in contributing to confusion about AIDS in Africa.86 The two
major problems with this are that physicians use these tests to tell people they are infected
with a deadly virus, and decisions to initiate therapy are based on these tests as well.” The
tests were devised, and are widely recognised, as acceptable for generating inferential
statistics and for blood screening to insure safety in blood transfusions.
Dr. Rodney Richards is an organic chemist among the early authors of tests for HIV
produced by the leading US laboratories in this field in the 1980s, Applied Molecular
Genetics (Amgen) in consortium with Abbott Laboratories. When Rodney Richards (in
section 1 and appendix I of this unit) details disclaimers by manufacturers of HIV test kits, he
is defining accuracy as a biochemist, in contrast with standards of rigor observed by
clinicians and epidemiologists. Some of the controversy surrounding these tests reflects
different methodologies of distinct research agendas.
According to Richards, “the inappropriate use of antibody tests for the purpose of
diagnosing infection with HIV can be traced back to 1987, when the US Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) declared: ‘The presence of antibody indicates current infection.’87 But the
CDC has not offered reference to a scientific study to substantiate this claim.” Richards
observed that “a substantial proportion (and in some studies the majority) of antibody
positive individuals have no evidence of infection whatsoever when their tissues are
subjected to the accepted gold standard of HIV culture analysis, which in principle can detect
a single infectious viral particle. Nevertheless, the above uncorroborated proclamation from
the CDC was quickly accepted as fact and has formed the foundation of all subsequent
diagnoses of HIV infection; including the most recent UNAIDS/WHO estimates of 40
million current global infections and 25 million cumulative AIDS deaths.”88
This breakdown of standard methodological rigour in citing seminal research is
characteristic of the HIV/AIDS industry. It has worried molecular biologists especially, most
notably Kary Mullis, the Nobel prize winning chemist who created the polymerase chain
reaction technique used in counting ‘viral load’ and who challenges the orthodox theory that
‘HIV causes AIDS’.
According to one mathematician who has observed theoretical modeling failures of
the HIV-AIDS causal hypothesis:
As to so-called viral load, most people are not aware that the tests
for viral load are neither licensed nor recommended by the US
Food and Drug Administration to diagnose HIV infection. This is
why an ‘AIDS test’ is still an antibody test. Viral load, however,
is used to estimate the health status of those already diagnosed as
85
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E. Papadopulos-Eleopulos et al. (1995) “A Critical Analysis of the HIV-T4-cell-AIDS
Hypothesis,” Genetica 95.1: 5-24. Pre-press typescript ms. p.6. Also Rodney Richards (2001a, b)
op.cit.
Rodney Richards (2001 a, b) op.cit.
Centers for Disease Control. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report [MMWR] 1987; 36: 509-15.
Quoting from a letter to the editors of British Medical Journal by Dr Rodney Richards.
http://bmj.com/cgi/eletters/326/7381/126/e - 30151. In this passage Richards refers to UNAIDS/WHO. AIDS
epidemic update December 2001; UNAIDS/01.74E - WHO/CDS/CSR/NCS/2001.2 (www.unaids.org).
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HIV-positive. But there are very good reasons to believe that viral load
indicators do not work at all. Viral load uses either polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) or a technique called branched-chain DNA
amplification (bDNA). PCR is the same technique used for
‘DNA fingerprinting’ at crime scenes where only trace amounts
of materials can be found. PCR essentially mass-produces DNA
or RNA so that it can be seen. If something has to be massproduced to even be seen, and the result of that mass production is
used to estimate how much of a pathogen there is, it might lead a
person to wonder how relevant the pathogen was in the first place.
A chief problem with gauging viral load for an individual is the large margin of error in the
original estimate of the quantity of pathogen, on which the amplification formula is based.
The efficiency of PCR must be perfect or the error through
amplification can be exponentially increased to forty or fifty
times (Craddock 1996).89 Mainstream literature concedes that
overestimates of infectious virus have occurred by a factor of at
least sixty thousand (Piatak et al. 1993).90 In the Piatak paper,
one-half of the patients that were detected as having a viral load
showed no evidence of virus by culture.91
Despite the UN AIDS official flat denial that HIV test kits are unreliable, the ‘third
generation’ HIV test kits created for use in Africa specifically still yield dubious results,
although their lab-designed antigens are supposed to eliminate unwanted cross-reactions. It is
widely documented that antibacterial antibodies of different kinds in living blood, injections
of vaccine against the common flu virus, and other microbes share similar reactive response
as HIV to the new tests. Whether the HIV antibody tests are specific in any population
remains controversial and is undecided. Most practitioners agree that these tests can be used
to indicate something is wrong. They can be used as a surrogate marker of AIDS risk, but not
as definitive proof that HIV is the source of this risk.
There are other tests (around fifty) to track HIV not using antibodies, but by studying
fragments of DNA material that are purportedly unique to HIV, i.e. p24 antigen, PCR viral
load, and branch DNA. None of these are approved for diagnosis either, again because they
cannot individuate viral infection. In principle no viral test would be adequate for indicating
the presence of a virus in living blood unless a ‘gold standard’ exists, which can isolate the
virus independently of the test, to insure that a correlation exists at least once in thousands of
trials. No gold standard exists for HIV. Without virus isolation in the living human body, no
one knows what antibodies are causing the reaction when the test result is positive.92 With
respect to the unreliability of such tests for Africans in particular, Richards continues: 93
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All of this is further complicated by the fact that various institutions and countries
use different definitions of what combination of antibody test results should
be considered sufficient to hand out declarations of infection . . . Consider a
person with the following common WB banding pattern: (p24 + gp160).
Should this person be told they are infected? According to the criteria of
Australia, France, the UK, and the WHO, the answer is no. In contrast,
according to the criteria used in Germany, by the CDC, the Ugandan Viral
Research Institute, and the National Institute of Virology (NIV) in South
Africa, the answer is unequivocally yes.
This ambiguity in test results demands that practitioners re-evaluate the convention of relying
upon the instrument to determine what has become in Africa a life-destroying diagnosis,
whether or not one every develops the symptoms of AIDS defining diseases.
These considerations may seem technical, theoretical and irrelevant to public health
care delivery in its practical everyday aspects. What have they got to do with helping people
who are facing health threats in their everyday lives? The answer lies in the implications
such widespread and profound uncertainty when people in the public domain are misled into
thinking that there is a clear cut problem known as the HIV, with a clear cut means of telling
if one is at risk of that problem, and a clear cut way for individuals to avoid that problem
known to be morally scrupulous behaviour, and a clear cut solution.
As Rebecca Culshaw reflects:
The positive predictive value (PPV) of the test . . . indicates what percentage
of all positives we can expect to be true positives. A PPV of 40/140 means
that in the total population, we can expect only about 35 percent of all
positive tests to be “true” positives.94
. . . If we test outside the risk groups, the prevalence of HIV goes down to
about one in five thousand, or 0.02 percent. Testing ten thousand non-risk
group [patients] would yield two true positives. However we would obtain
approximately one hundred false positives in this case, and the PPV is less
than 2 percent! Clearly, testing outside the risk groups would mean that
almost everyone who would test positive would be a false positive, and
extrapolating to the general population, tens of thousands of people would be
terrorized and put on poisonous drugs for no reason—a medical disaster.
Repeat testing would eliminate many of these false positives, but not
all of them. Perhaps the most striking example of the imprecision, or nonreproducibility, of the Western Blot [WB] test,95 can be found in the Army
study by Colonel Burke et al (1989).96 In all, 135, 187 military applicants at
very low risk for HIV infection were selected and tested using the protocol of
an initial screening of the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay [ELISA]97 if
the first was reactive, then a WB if the second ELISA was also reactive, and
94

[Regarding PPV, see further details in section 2 of this unit.—Ed.]
Western Blot is also called immunoblot, a method used to detect a protein in a sample, using gel
electrophoresis to separate proteins according to molecular weight and then determines the
strength of sample reactions against these proteins individually rather than as a mixture.
96
D.S. Burke (1989) “Laboratory Diagnosis of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection,” Clinical
Laboratory Medicine 9: 369-392.
97
ELISA is a used to detect the presence of an antibody or antigen in a sample, using two antibodies,
the first being specific to the antigen and the second coupled to an enzyme (this second antibody
gives the assay its ‘enzyme-linked’ name) and will cause a chromogenic or fluorogenic subtrate to
produce a signal, which is seen as a colour change.
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finally a second WB if the first WB was also positive. They found on initial
ELISA screening, six thousand individuals tested positive. Upon repetition,
the ELISA two thousand people were negative, leaving only four thousand
positive specimens. These four thousand specimens were then tested. Among
those whose first WB was reactive, eighty had a positive WB followed by a
negative repeat WB. In the clinical setting the testing would have stopped at
the first positive WB, leaving eighty people determined to be truly negative
in the Army study who would have been given a death sentence if they were
tested in a clinic or by their doctors. How many, if all [patients] were tested
as per the CDC’s recommendation, would be given a death sentence even
with repeat testing? Since eighty of 135,187 false positives would not have
been eliminated by accepted test procedures, this means that more than
170,000 [patients] would be given a death sentence for no reason.
In light of the condemnation, the stigma, the fear and anguish that people suffer as a
result of the misinformation disseminated in the public domain about HIV tests and what they
reveal, it is important to consider what to do on a practical everyday level to minimise the
negative impact of failed or incomplete theory on the individuals whose lives you touch
through your practice.
People still hold a generally high level of confidence in the tests. Court cases,
including convictions of murder with the weapon of HIV, depend upon these tests. The
following two paragraphs are quoted from a letter to the British Medical Journal by Dr
Rodney Richards, one of the originators of HIV antibody tests, in response to an author who
defends these tests for standard diagnoses. http://bmj.com/cgi/eletters/326/7381/126/e#30151
“Unfortunately, there is a systemic illusion in the research community
that the magnificent sensitivities and specificities reported in the
contemporary literature (for various HIV test kits) pertain to the tests ability
to diagnose the presence or absence of HIV in a sample. In fact, these
reported accuracies represent nothing more than measures of concordance
between various antibody test kits; none of which have been validated or
approved for diagnosing infection with HIV. Since all of these tests are based
on the same molecular principle of antibodies in a particular sample binding
to prepared antigens in a test kit (be they on plastic plates, beads,
microspheres, or nitrocellulose strips), it is not surprising that concordance
between various test kits is quite high. However, even a 100% concordance
between two different tests does not justify the use of either for purposes
other than what they have been validated and approved for.
“In summary, there simply is no laboratory test that has ever been
approved for medical use by the FDA that claims to be able to diagnose the
presence or absence of HIV in any sample, with any degree of accuracy.
Until we have such a laboratory test, debates over issues such as whether or
not HIV is sexually transmitted are likely to go unresolved. A validated and
approved test for diagnosing infection with HIV would undoubtedly serve as
an invaluable contribution to our understanding of AIDS, and to our ability to
effectively manage the millions who suffer its effects.”
The next section is written by Rodney Richards and explains in accessible language how
these tests work and why the manufacturers indicate they are not suitable for use as a
diagnostic measurement of any individual’s disease status or disposition to develop disease.
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SECTION 1: How an HIV positive test result became equivalent to
having an HIV infection98
By Rodney Richards

If it is indeed the case, as the FDA and
manufacturers of HIV antibody tests contend, that the significance of a positive Western Blot
(WB) in healthy blood donors (or anyone without symptoms of AIDS) is not known, then
what could have possibly motivated the FDA to approve WB for use in this population in the
first place? In fact, there was a very compelling reason for this approval, and it had nothing
at all to do with confirming persons to be infected with HIV.
With the release of Abbott’s ELISA screening test in 1985, it was well known that the
vast majority of positive screening tests in blood donors would likely represent falsepositives. In fact, according to estimates from the experts, at least 25,000 units of blood tested
falsely positive for antibodies to HIV in the first year of screening alone, and by the time WB
was approved, this number was likely well in excess of 50,000.
What the experts do not emphasize is that according to Centers for Diseases Control
guidelines (CDC 1985), every single one of these donors had to be informed by collection
agencies that they might be infected with HIV, and that they should work it out with their
private physicians. Unfortunately, physicians had no FDA approved tools that could be used
to distinguish false- from true-positive results at that time. As such, the human cost of
protecting the blood supply was to condemn tens-of-thousand of healthy blood donors each
year to a compromised life of fear and anxiety as a result of false-positive screening test
results. This was more than a problem—it was a silent catastrophe.
One has to remember that at the time these healthy donors were informed they might
be infected, there were absolutely no treatment options, and the media had already hyped
such infection as an implicit death sentence. Furthermore, since the only possible risk factor
for these donors was heterosexual sex, they were left with the additional burden of pondering
how many others they might have condemned to death.
While it may be the case that some had the strength to carry this burden in silence, it
is likely that many felt it morally and ethically responsible to share the bad news with their
contacts in order to stop the scourge they had possibly sown from spreading even further. In
other words, like a contagion, the fear and anxiety wrought by these 50,000 false diagnoses
likely spread well beyond the direct victims; and while each of these individuals remained
ignorant to the fact that there were tens-of-thousands others fighting the same battle, public
98

Included here with kind permission of the author, Dr. R. Richards. Posted February 6, 2007 online
at http://barnesworld.blogs.com/barnes_world/2007/02/rodney_richards.html Accessed most
recently March 28 2013. A companion piece by author Rodney Richards posted previously
January 31, 2007 at the same URL appears as Appendix I of this Unit 4 of this Course Reader.
References to this article immediately follow this section 1.
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health officials were well aware that they had created an epidemic of fear and confusion
that might grow as fast as the very epidemic they sought to avert.
Ordinarily, public officials might embrace such widespread fear as a tool for
motivating behaviours deemed to be in the interest of the public. For example, terror spawned
from news that the AIDS epidemic had already spread widely into the heterosexual
population could have served nicely for encouraging either abstention—for those on the
right—or alternatively, condom use—for those on the left. However, in this case at hand,
there was a problem; namely, the vast majority of these donors were among the healthiest of
the healthy. Clearly, if HIV was going to be held out to the public as an invariable death
sentence, something had to be done to demonstrate that these individuals were not infected;
and that something was the approval of WB in 1987.
Although the manufacturers of WB tests make no formal claim that their tests can be
used to exclude infection (because a person may have been recently infected and therefore
not developed the necessary antibody response to score positive; i.e., seroconversion), it was,
and still is, used for that purpose. In fact, the CDC would come to formally endorse the use
of WB for this purpose in 1989 (CDC 1989). In routine practice, and depending on the
screening assay used, anywhere from about 1/300 to 1/1000 donated blood samples will score
repeatedly reactive on screening with ELISA. Given that there are approximately 15 million
units of blood donated in the US annually, this would correspond to 15,000 to 45,000 positive
screening results annually. Depending on the collection site, follow-up WB testing will
reveal 90-99% of these results to be false-positives. Unfortunately, about a third of these
false-positives will initially score “indeterminate” on WB, which requires the patient to be
retested in 1-3 months in order to confirm that their initial result was not representative of
seroconversion. If their follow-up sample scores either negative on ELISA, or positive on
ELISA but negative or again indeterminate (“persistently indeterminate”) on WB, the patient
can be “reassured that they are almost certainly not infected.”
To summarize, first you presume that persons reactive on ELISA and WB are positive
for antibody to HIV, and since the CDC says antibody indicates current infection, you can
further presume such persons are infected with HIV. In other words, if A = B, and B = C,
then A = C. The problem with this equation is that there are no equal signs in the case of
these diagnoses: “A” is only presumed to equal “B” (i.e., a positive ELISA and WB is
presumed to equal antibody), and “B” is only presumed to equal “C” (i.e., antibody is only
presumed to equal infection). The assertion that A = C in this case (i.e., that a positive ELISA
and WB equals infection) is therefore without any scientific foundation; and to tell persons
with such test results that they are with certainty infected with HIV is therefore preposterous.
The magnificent reported accuracies we read about for these tests represent nothing
more than measures of concordance between different test kits; none of which have been
validated or approved for diagnosing infection with HIV. Since all of these tests are based on
the same molecular principle of antibodies in a patients sample binding to prepared proteins
in a test kit, it is not surprising that concordance between various test kits is quite high.
However, even a 100% concordance between two different tests does not justify the use of
either for purposes other than what they have been validated and approved for.
It is important to note that the designated mission of the CDC is public disease
surveillance, education, and prevention. Instead, in this case, they are implicitly setting
standards for medical practice. More precisely, they are establishing standards for medical
practice without any scientific justification. Why the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—
the United States’ central and uncontested, official consumer protection agency—chooses to
completely ignore this blatant violation of medical ethics remains an enigma. This is
particularly the case when one considers that only four months prior to the CDC’s
proclamation that antibody indicates current infection, the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) warned:
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“The significance of antibodies in an asymptomatic individual is not known.”
To this day, neither the FDA, nor any of the manufacturers of these test, have changed
their position on the unknown significance of a positive HIV antibody test in persons without
symptoms of AIDS. Ignoring for a moment the widespread misuse of these tests for the
purpose of diagnosing infection with HIV, if it is indeed the case—as the FDA and
manufacturers of HIV antibody tests contend—that the significance of a positive WB in
healthy blood donors (or anyone without symptoms of AIDS) is not known, then what could
have possibly motivated the FDA to approve WB for use in this population in the first place?
In fact, there was a very compelling reason for this approval; however, as we will see, it had
nothing at all to do with confirming persons to be infected with HIV.
Specifically, with the release of Abbott’s ELISA screening test in 1985, it was well
known that the vast majority of positive screening tests in blood donors would likely
represent false-positives (CDC 1985a). In fact, according to estimates from the experts, at
least 25,000 units of blood tested falsely positive for antibodies to HIV in the first year of
screening alone (Leitman et al. 1989)99 and by the time WB was approved, this number was
likely well in excess of 50,000.
As a result of this approval, the 50,000 persons who had already been told they might
be infected with HIV could finally be reassured that they were not infected by virtue of either
a negative, or “persistently indeterminate,” WB test (CDC 1985). This is why the FDA
approved the WB in 1987—not for confirming persons as positive for antibodies (i.e., a result
of unknown significance); but rather, for confirming healthy blood donors as negative for
antibodies (i.e., a result of immense significance). In fact, to date, this product has likely
spared close to a half-million donors—not to mention their families and sexual contacts—
from the devastating psychological and sociological consequences of being informed they
might be infected with a deadly virus on the basis of a false positive screening assay.
While this was certainly good news for blood donors, it simultaneously proved to be a
nightmare for epidemiologists—in particular, those who were actively seeking to shore up the
perceived link between HIV and AIDS. Specifically, even though the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS) felt that the 36% correlation between HIV and AIDS as
revealed by Gallo et al in 1984 was sufficient to announce to the global media that the
probable cause of AIDS had been discovered; those in the research community knew this
hypothesis would never survive the test of time unless the perceived correlation between this
germ and the new syndrome could be strengthened substantially.
Given that even as early as 1985, researchers could use WB to confirm the presence
of antibodies to HIV in as many as 80% of AIDS patients, the possibility of using antibody
tests to declare infection looked quite attractive; and as outlined above, the CDC had already
been busy setting the stage for this to happen. Unfortunately, the emergence of tens-ofthousands of antibody positive—but healthy and risk free—blood donors over the next two
years prevented this from happening. And while it is the case that WB could successfully be
used to demonstrate that the vast majority (about 95%) of these healthy donors were indeed
not infected, this was achieved only by adopting a very strict set of rules (i.e., interpretive
criterion) for declaring WB as positive. In other words, the more difficult it was to score
positive on WB, the more ELISA positive blood donors could ultimately be told they were
negative. The discouraging consequence of this strict criterion, however, was only about half
of all AIDS patients could now be confirmed as positive for antibodies to HIV.
It had now been three years since the probable cause of AIDS had been announced to
the world, and epidemiologists were still unable to establish even a remotely respectable
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correlation between Gallo’s hypothetical germ and the new syndrome. With the sacrifice of
WB to the cause of saving the blood donors, epidemiologists were back to where they started;
however, this time, not only were they without a correlation, they were likewise without a
single scientific tool that could be used to establish one. With this background, it is perhaps
easier to understand why the CDC had to start inventing things out of thin air back in 1987—
the fact that evidence for infection could be demonstrated in only about half of all AIDS
patients was unacceptable, and aggressive damage control was in order.
For starters, the CDC went ahead with the antibody indicates current infection
proclamation, as detailed in their August 14, 1987 publication. At least this allowed
scientists to create the impression that about half of all AIDS patients were infected.
Furthermore, with the implementation of WB testing in 1987, only about 1/10,000 blood
donors would now have to be told they were infected (about 1,500 per annum); and in spite of
the FDA’s and manufacturers’ insistence that the significance of such test results is not
known, to tell these donors that they were infected was apparently a small price to pay for the
illusion of a laboratory test for HIV (i.e., declaration of infection through the detection of
antibodies on WB). Nevertheless, how did the CDC create the illusion that the other half of
their AIDS patients were likewise infected?
Well, on the very same day that the CDC conjured up the antibody indicates current
infection story, they also revised the case definition for AIDS in order that persons perceived
to have AIDS could be declared to be infected; either on the basis of ELISA testing alone; or
even in the absence of any testing whatsoever (i.e., presumptive diagnoses), provided they
had certain confirmed illnesses considered indicative of HIV-disease (CDC 1985b), How did
the CDC justify these presumptive diagnoses? Well, “because not to count them would be to
ignore substantial morbidity resulting from HIV infection.” And if this were not absurd
enough, in cases where persons had PCP, or low T-cell counts (<400/mm3), they could be
declared infected (i.e., AIDS patients) even if they tested negative for antibody to HIV (CDC
1985b). As such, the AIDS epidemic marched on unfettered by the threat of any scientific
facts. In fact, 1987 was a banner year for the CDC with reported AIDS cases increasing from
only 13,195 in 1986 to 20,745 in 1987.

Although the CDC managed to avert the disaster posed by the release of the FDA
approved WB in 1987, they knew their desperate actions would only serve as a short-term
band-aid, and that further actions would have to be taken. Over the next few years, the CDC
would continue to bring perceived harmony between infection and clinical AIDS by
encouraging myths about disappearing antibodies in AIDS patients (i.e., the reason AIDS
patients don’t test positive on WB is because they have lost their ability to make antibodies),
and finally by encouraging diagnostic testing facilities to simply use a different criterion for
scoring WB once again.
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So what was the CDC’s justification for encouraging the use of this new WB
criterion? Well, to put it quite simply, because the new criterion maximized the number of
AIDS patients and healthy homosexuals who could be told they were infected. Furthermore,
since persons scoring indeterminate under the old criterion could now be told they were
infected, this would “reduce the…cost and difficulty of counseling persons with
indeterminate test results, and cost of specimen testing” (CDC 1986b). In other words, why
waste time and money on follow-up testing of patients with indeterminate test results—an
exercise that may reveal them to be uninfected—when you can simply tell them they are
infected right up-front? This would also serve to spare patients the confusion and anxiety
associated with indeterminate results.
So while blood banks were using one set of rules for scoring persons positive on WB,
diagnostic testing laboratories—at the behest of the CDC—were using another. In keeping
with this practice, scientists could continue to minimize the number of blood donors who had
to be told they were infected (using the FDA criterion), while at the same time maximizing
the number of homosexuals, bisexuals, and drug users who could be told they were infected
(using the CDC criterion). But still, this duplicity could not be hidden forever, and the
CDC’s only hope for establishing a credible link between perceived infection with HIV and
AIDS was to campaign for a formal change to the FDA approved criteria for scoring WB as
positive. Their persistence was rewarded when nearly 6 years later in 1993, the FDA
approved a new WB kit that utilized the CDC criterion for defining samples as positive.
The engagement of scientists was so intense in the debate as to what should be the
appropriate criteria for declaring a WB as positive, they all but forgot that the CDC’s original
proclamation that antibody indicates current infection, was without any merit in the first
place. By 1993, scoring positive for antibodies on WB—rightly or wrongly—had become
synonymous with infection. As such, with the newly approved criterion for scoring WB,
infection could finally be demonstrated in the vast majority of patients with clinical AIDS.
But still, there remained one last hurdle. Even with the revised criteria for scoring WB, there
remained a substantial number of AIDS patients in whom no evidence for antibody could be
confirmed; and in order for HIV to be the putative cause of AIDS, it necessarily had to be
found in 100% of patients.
So how did the experts deal with these remaining antibody negative AIDS patients?
Well, they simply reclassified them as having something other than AIDS. After all, by the
end of 1992, cumulative reported AIDS cases had already reached a quarter million, and the
loss of a few thousand AIDS cases was only a drop in the bucket; a small price to pay for a
perfect correlation between HIV and AIDS. In other words, the CDC constructed a perfect
100% correlation between HIV and AIDS, simply by getting rid of all AIDS patients for
whom no evidence of HIV could be found. The only problem was … if not AIDS, what did
these patients have? Well, nobody knew, but if they didn’t have evidence for HIV, they
couldn’t have AIDS, so epidemiologists simply invented a new syndrome for them; and in
order to make it sound real, they gave it an official name, Idiopathic CD4-lymphocytopenia,
or ICL.

Finally, nine years after the fact, the CDC had their correlation. In fact, so attractive
was this correlation that the CDC revised its AIDS case definition in 1993 to include
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confirmed antibody testing as a prerequisite for a diagnosis of AIDS. In other words, since
the new case definition required persons to test positive on ELISA and WB before they could
be counted as an AIDS case, the correlation between perceived HIV and AIDS would
necessarily be a self fulfilling 100% on into the future. Furthermore, the minority of patients
who would be lost from the AIDS statistics as a result of ICL (i.e., sick persons in risk groups
who fail to score positive on WB, or ICL patients) would not even be noticed because the
CDC also dramatically expanded the list of conditions that could be used to declare other
antibody positive persons as AIDS patients. And finally, in cases where researchers or
physicians really wanted an ICL patient to have AIDS—for example in order to treat them
with antiretroviral drugs—they could simply invoke the disappearing antibody principle.
Although no one can argue that 1993 was anything but a banner year for the CDC,
their victory did not come without a cost. Specifically, with the adoption of the CDC’s
liberal criterion for scoring WB, researchers associated with blood banks noticed a sudden
and statistically significant increase in the number of blood donors who had to be informed
they were infected. And in spite of the fact that this new criterion was known to be prone to
false positive reactions; and that extensive follow-up studies have indicated “most of these
[new] results are false positives;” (Ward et al, 1986) and that false-positives as a result of the
CDC criterion “may represent as many as 10% of all HIV-positive interpretations among
donor populations;” (Sayre et al. 1996) the research community remains silent—apparently
content to knowingly sacrifice the lives of these donors in exchange for the illusion of a
correlation between HIV and AIDS.
Given that the FDA and manufacturers of these tests contend that the significance of a
positive ELISA and WB in healthy blood donors is not known, it may well be that 100% of
the persons in low risk populations who have been told they are infected are actually HIV
negative. However, to know with certainty that at least 10% of low-risk individuals
diagnosed with HIV since 1993 are actually not infected, and to do nothing about it, is
incredible. According to the authors of one of the above studies, “our data suggest that from
48 to 56 blood donors annually are misclassified as HIV-1 infected based on a combination
of false-positive ELISA and Western blot results.” (Kleinman et al. 1998) To be sure, these
are not astronomical numbers, but the authors go on to emphasize that: “The misclassification
of even 1 HIV-uninfected person as HIV infected has serious consequences for that person,
their family, and the institution providing the notification” (Kleinman et al. 1998)
So why is nothing done to rectify this problem? According to the authors of one of
the studies that uncovered false-positive WBs arising from the CDC criterion: “After
reviewing the findings of the present study with CDC and FDA scientists, we decided that a
revision of Western Blot interpretive criteria is not warranted at present. The rationale is that
the public health benefits of correct classification of a large number of infected persons as
positive under the revised criteria (rather than their misclassification as indeterminate under
the earlier criteria) outweigh the rare occurrence of false-positive WBs” (Sayre 1996:
Abstract).
But wait a second; if a particular WB pattern represents a false-positive in a
heterosexual blood donor, shouldn’t it likewise represent a false-positive in, for example, a
gay man? Sure, homosexuals are banned from donating blood in the United States, but other
than this, what is the difference? Why is it the case that this WB pattern represents a “correct
classification” for the homosexual, and a “false positive” for the heterosexual? A falsepositive is a false-positive, and a laboratory test has no way of knowing a person’s sexual
proclivity. Furthermore, it is not OK to tell this heterosexual donor that he or she is infected,
even if to do so allows one to tell a hundred, or even a thousand homosexuals, bisexuals, and
intravenous drug users that they are likewise infected. What could possibly be the “public
health benefits” of such a practice? No, the real benefit associated with knowingly telling
HIV-uninfected persons that they are infected is that epidemiologists at the CDC get to keep
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their dubious correlation intact; without which no one could possibly continue to argue HIV
as the cause of AIDS.
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SECTION 2: Why the “AIDS Test” Still Doesn’t Work in Africa: An
update on rapid HIV testing protocols100
by Christine Johnson © 2011
[In-text numbers refer to list of citations at the end of this section.]
In resource-poor Africa, there has always been the need to find a way to diagnose HIV
infection without incurring undue expense. Another problem was the lack of facilities,
equipment, and refrigeration, as well as trained personal able to properly interpret
confirmatory tests (Western Blots).
Originally, antibody testing was circumvented entirely in favor of the Bangui clinical
case definition (AIDS was diagnosed on the basis of clinical symptoms alone).101 Today, the
development of cheap and simple-to-use rapid tests has enabled the use of HIV antibody
testing in areas with limited health care budgets. Nurses, counselors or other lay persons can
learn in a short course how to administer and interpret the tests.
Field testing in the late 1990s gave perfect to near-perfect results, with a specificity of
100% in a low-prevalence region (Honduras), 100% in three high-prevalence regions
(Uganda, and two regions unnamed), and 99.9% in Nigeria.(22)
Rapid tests (RT) are presented as being so highly accurate that there is little need to
worry about false-positive results, but it is unclear as to why they should be free of the
myriad false-positives that plagued the ELISA and even the Western Blot.
Current public health concerns instead focus on identifying as many infected
individuals as possible and getting them into treatment without delay,(5)(22) a goal which is
undermined by the tendency of people not to return for confirmatory testing.(22)
Established standards of HIV antibody testing have required a positive ELISA to be
repeated, and if the second ELISA is positive as well, it is to be confirmed by a Western Blot.
This procedure might take a couple of weeks before the final result comes back. Whether in
the United States or Africa, studies consistently showed that a large percentage of people
with a positive screening test (ELISA) did not return for confirmatory testing or followup.
With rapid tests, however, the results can come back in as little as 15-20 minutes. A positive
test can be repeated immediately while the patient waits, without need for a return visit, and if
two rapid tests are positive, treatment can be recommended to start immediately.
The concept that repeatedly reactive screening tests needed to be confirmed by
Western Blot has gradually fallen away, and now it is often considered satisfactory practice
to “confirm” with a second rapid test from a different manufacturer.(10) In addition, “in
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resource-limited countries” “a common practice…is to accept two positive HIV test results
as diagnostic of HIV without performing confirmation testing.”(14) This is backed up by a
body of scientific literature claiming near 100% specificity for rapid tests, and the notion that
false-positive results are “rare,”(5)(4)(26)(20) thus obviating the need for traditional
confirmatory testing by Western Blot. Testing strategies (called “algorithms”) have been
developed which supposedly lead to virtually no persons being falsely identified as being
HIV-positive.
However, the literature on HIV antibody testing was, and still is, full of claims of
utopian perfection on one hand, and reports of test failure on the other.
A basic explanation of how rapid tests work
Each type of test kit is different, but they all work in much the same way. They may
come in the form of a flat, rectangular, plastic cassette such as Uni-Gold (Fig. 1), a tube or a
square cartridge. The technique is similar whether you are testing blood or oral fluid. Inside
the Uni-Gold cassette is a nitrocellulose strip. Towards the top, at the line called “Control,”
reagents have been fixed to the strip. When a specimen is added to the cassette, the control
strip will react and show a line, or band. This indicates that the test is working properly. The
control band will show up whether there are HIV antibodies in the specimen or not. At the
line called “Test,” HIV antigens have been fixed to the strip. A band will show up in this
area if HIV antibodies are present in the specimen.
To perform the test, the patient's finger is pricked and a drop of blood is placed in the
Sample well. Several drops of wash buffer solution are then added to the Sample well. The
specimen then combines with the “colorimetric reagent,” a chemical that causes a visible
color change, and then migrates along the nitrocellulose strip up past the Test and Control
regions. If HIV antibodies are present in the specimen, they will bind to the proteins in the
Test area, and a visible band (a red line) will appear. The test will be read as reactive or
positive.

Fig. 1
For resource-limited countries, the World Health Organization (WHO) developed a
two-test algorithm, which instructs that a diagnosis of HIV infection should be made based
on two positive rapid tests with no requirement for confirmatory testing with Western Blot.
This has not been the standard practice in developed countries until recently.(14)
Whether using a two-step algorithm or a three-step algorithm, each test used is a
different brand of test kit, on the assumption that each kit is independent from the other(s).
“Independent” means that the kits (at least supposedly) do not react in exactly the same way,
and therefore if a sample on one kit is false-positive, it will not be false-positive on the
second kit. These days, the second rapid test in the algorithm is often referred to as a
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“confirmatory” test, not because it is more reliable than the first test, but simply because it
follows the first test in sequence.
Weakly reactive bands are almost always false-positive
WHO's algorithm does not differentiate between strongly positive and weakly positive
results; both are to be interpreted as positive. According to Klarkowski et al., “The WHO
two-test algorithm produced an unacceptably high level of false-positive diagnoses in our
setting [Congo], especially if results were weakly positive.” (14)
Rapid tests were performed on 2864 clients, using Determine and Uni-Gold, with only
229 being positive on both tests. On further testing, 24/229 were Western Blot negative or
indeterminate, representing false-positives on the rapid tests. Out of the 229 positive RTs,
212 were strongly positive and only 7 of the strong positives were Western Blot negative or
indeterminate. However, 17/229 were weakly positive, and all 17 of the weak positives were
Western Blot negative or indeterminate. The false-positive rate for the weakly positive tests
was 17/17, or 100%. However, the false-positive rate for the strongly positive tests was
7/212, or 3.3%. At the very least, the 17 weakly reactive tests should have been viewed with
suspicion.
The findings of Gray et al. were similar: When weakly positive samples were
included, the overall false-positive rate was 25%; however, when the weakly positive samples
were omitted, the false-positive rate fell to 2.3%. Unfortunately, the test kit manufacturer's
instructions, “recommend that any band in the positive region be considered as a positive
result for HIV, irrespective of the strength of the band.”(9)
Clearly, the strength of the reaction should be taken into consideration when
interpreting rapid test results. However, this important aspect of test performance is not
mentioned in the recommendations of either WHO or the test kit manufacturers. Thus,
testing centers are not likely to be aware of this problem, and may erroneously interpret
negative tests as positive on the basis of weakly reactive bands.
Is each test in the algorithm truly independent?
WHO's two-step algorithm is “based on the assumption that each test performs
independently,”(14) and thus a false-positive that occurs on one type of RT will not occur on
the second type. Klarkowskis states that, “False-positive results with two independent HIV
tests have been reported, but until recently this phenomenon was thought to be rare.” He then
notes that “False-positive reactions in individual HIV serological tests have been widely
reported for both RT and ELISA testing.” If two RTs are positive, and no confirmatory test
is performed, “This will give an incorrect diagnosis if a false-positive reaction occurs
simultaneously in both tests, and this has been reported for a range of test brands and in
varied locations.”(14). In other words, it cannot be assumed that two different brands of
rapid test will not repeat each other's errors, yet this assumption is the basis for reliance on a
two-step (or a multi-step) algorithm without Western Blot confirmation.
Are discordant test results accurately resolved with the current algorithms?
In a two- or three-step testing algorithm, if the first test is negative, the patient is
considered to be uninfected and no further testing is required. If the first and second tests are
both positive, the patient is considered to be infected, and no further testing is required.
However, at times the first RT is positive and the second one is negative or indeterminate. In
this case, the two tests are called “discordant” or “discrepant”. The disagreement between
the two tests is resolved by administering a third RT (referred to as a “tie-breaker”). Test kits
from three different manufacturers would ideally be used. If the third test is positive, the
patient is considered infected. If the third test is negative, the patient is considered to be
uninfected:
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R+R-R+ = Infected
R+R-R- = Uninfected
This testing algorithm was “approved by the Ugandan Ministry of Health” and is “widely
used in Uganda and elsewhere.”(9) However, in Uganda this three-test algorithm produced
low specificity of 90.4% and an “unacceptably low” positive predictive value (PPV) of
56.3%.(9) (The PPV tells you how often a positive test is a true positive, so in this case, a
positive test would be a true positive only 56.3% of the time, and a false-positive 43.7% of
the time.)
Gray found that on many samples where a series of three rapid tests (R+R-R+)
deemed a person to be infected, further testing with ELISA and Western Blot yielded
negative results. Once again, the primary problem was that weakly positive RT bands were
interpreted as positive, and in this study as well as Klarkowski’s study, weakly positive bands
were found to almost always be false-positives.
Boeras et al. studied couples who had sought testing and counseling in Zambia and
Rwanda. Those whose results were discordant or indeterminate were “further tested with a
tie-breaker and monthly retesting. HIV-RNA viral load was determined when HIV status
was not resolved by follow-up rapid testing.”(2) On the basis of two out of three initial tests,
samples were initially classified as “Positive,” “Negative,” or “Unresolved [indeterminate].”
Ultimately, however, the followup testing revealed that “only 5% of individuals with
indeterminate or discrepant rapid HIV test results were HIV infected.” Further, “algorithms
using screening, confirmatory, and tie-breaker rapid tests are reliable when two of three tests
are negative, but not when two of three tests are positive.”
R+R-R- = Not infected
R+R-R+ = Likely not infected
In other words, no matter how the tie-breaker tests turned out, the person tested was virtually
certain to be not infected (95%).
In summary, there are several problems with a three-step algorithm:
1) Both WHO and test kit manufacturers recommend that weakly reactive bands be read
as positive, yet weakly reactive bands have been shown to be almost entirely falsepositive. Therefore a result of R+R-R+ would be read as positive/infected, but in all
likelihood would be negative/not infected.
2) Irrespective of whether weakly reactive bands are involved or not, the algorithm of
R+R-R+ would be read as positive/infected, yet the specimen might turn out to be
negative/not infected if subjected to further testing.
Researchers may discover this sort of thing and publish their findings in a scientific journal,
but before that happens, how many people have been falsely diagnosed as HIV infected?
And, since rapid tests are often being administered by persons with minimal to zero formal
medical training, it can hardly be assumed that they are aware of these problems. By
observing WHO's recommendations and by following the test kit manufacturer's instructions
in good faith, one can end up telling uninfected people they are infected.
Alternate testing strategies
Because of the expense and logistic problems associated with using the Western Blot
as a confirmatory test, another testing system was developed by UNAIDS and WHO. These
organizations recommend three testing strategies, utilizing one or a combination of EIA/rapid
tests, to maximize accuracy while minimizing cost.(17) “Which strategy is most appropriate
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will depend on the objective of the test, the prevalence of HIV in the population, and
whether or not the patient is symptomatic.”(17) The reasons for this are: Some objectives,
such as screening units of donated blood, do not need the test to be as accurate as other
objectives, such as diagnosing a person with HIV infection.
The prevalence of HIV infection influences how accurate a test is likely to be: In a
high prevalence population, positive results are more likely to be true positives, because more
people are actually infected. In a low prevalence population, positive results are unlikely to
be true positives, because few people are actually infected. It is true of all diagnostic tests
that when testing a population with a low prevalence of the condition you are testing for, the
test will produce large numbers of false-positives.
Whether or not a person is symptomatic with AIDS-like symptoms is called “clinical
correlation.” In other words, a positive test in a person exhibiting symptoms is more likely to
be a true positive, and a positive test in a person with no symptoms is less likely to be a true
positive.
Strategy I:
• Requires one test.
• For use in diagnostic testing in populations with an HIV prevalence >30% among persons
with clinical signs or symptoms of HIV infection.
• For use in blood screening, for all prevalence rates.
• For use in surveillance testing in populations with an HIV prevalence >10% (e.g., unlinked
anonymous testing for surveillance among pregnant women at antenatal clinics). No test
results are provided to the patient.
Strategy II:
• Requires up to two tests.
• For use in diagnostic testing in populations with an HIV prevalence ≤30% among persons
with clinical signs or symptoms of HIV infection or >10% among asymptomatic persons.
Strategy III:
• Requires up to three tests.
• For use in diagnostic testing in populations with an HIV prevalence ≤10% among
asymptomatic persons.
Prevalence
Testing
of
strategy
infection
Transfusion/transplant
All
I
safety
prevalence
Surveillance
> 10%
I
≤ 10%
II
Diagnostic
Clinical signs/
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I
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II
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(WHO Strategies for Safe Blood Transfusion(27)
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Strategy I will admittedly produce a significant number of false-positives; however,
WHO/UNAIDS have recommended Strategy I for use in blood banks, since positive units can
be discarded without the need to involve actual people in a potentially incorrect diagnosis.
Strategy I (one test only, with no confirmation test) is also recommended to diagnose people
in high prevalence areas (>30%), who have clinical signs or symptoms of HIV infection.
(This is based on the assumption that a person with symptoms, in a high prevalence region,
has a higher probability of being infected.) However, this is problematic because 1) due to
the erratic performance of HIV tests in Africa, prevalence estimates may be wrong, 2) in
Africa, the clinical signs or symptoms of HIV/AIDS may be similar to, or identical to, the
symptoms of many other diseases. (See the section below, on HAT.)
Strategy I may also be used for surveillance testing in populations with an HIV
prevalence >10%, specifically surveillance among pregnant women at antenatal
clinics. Surveillance testing means testing to determine how many people have HIV in that
area. In Africa this is usually done by testing pregnant women. However, two problems with
this approach are:
1) Pregnancy can cause false-positives on HIV antibody tests.
2) Strategy I only requires one test, which, without confirmation, will grossly inflate
the numbers of infected people. Thus, estimates of HIV infection in Africa determined by
this method are probably way too high.
In low-prevalence areas, this algorithm runs into the problem of excess falsepositives. Sheikh et al., using the three-strategy algorithm to test blood banks in Pakistan,
found that out of 5000 tests performed, 48 were positive on Strategy I, and only 11 were
positive on a combination of Strategy II and Strategy III. So, in Pakistani blood donors, only
0.2% tested positive, but out of those, 37/48 were false-positives as determined by three tests.
Thus 77% of all tests on Strategy I turned out to be false-positives on Strategy II and III.(25)
To be positive on Strategy III, one must test positive on two out of two tests (2/2), or
on two out of three tests (2/3). However, in view of the discussion in the prior sections, it is
possible that further testing might have revealed all positive results to be false-positives.
Indeed, another study in a low-prevalence population (Singapore) showed that
61/2256 tests were positive on Strategy III (the most stringent strategy), but when further
tested with Western Blot, only 31 were positive, whereas 30 were negative or
indeterminate.(17) Ngan et al. concluded that, “Almost half of such samples could have been
mislabeled as HIV positive according to the Strategy III criteria,” and “Hence, even the most
stringent alternative HIV confirmation strategy requires judicious use.”
Test performance deteriorates in areas with low prevalence of HIV
While Africa is generally considered to be a high HIV prevalence region, there are
still areas within Africa where the prevalence is lower, so it is important to understand how
test performance deteriorates as the HIV prevalence gets lower. Klarkowski et al. found that
the positive predictive value (PPV), which is the extent to which a positive test result is a true
positive, was lower in areas of low HIV prevalence. At a prevalence of 11.4%, the PPV was
89.6% (only 89.6% of positive tests were true positives). At a lower prevalence of 5% and
2%, the PPV was also lower, at 77.8% and 57.6% respectively.(14) The lower the
specificity, the lower the PPV and the higher the false-positive rate. (PPV + FPR = 100%.)
HIV prevalence:

11.4%

5%

2%

PPV:
False-positive rate:

89.6%
10.4%

77.8%
22.2%

57.6%
42.4%

Sheikh expressed concern that, “Serologic tests for HIV antibodies appear to be
characterized by extraordinarily high false-positive results in a low risk screening setting of
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voluntary blood donation.”(25) His findings regarding blood donors are similar to what
one would expect in any low-prevalence population.
The problems of HIV testing in low-prevalence populations are further elucidated in a
study from China, where 1,195, 286 ELISA tests were performed, with 2439 positive results.
Of those 2439 positive results, only 11 were confirmed by Western Blot, giving 2428 falsepositives.(16) In this study, positive results were virtually always false-positives.
False positive rates
The testing literature regularly states that false-positives are “rare” and that the falsepositive rate is extremely low, and this is what is believed by the persons administering rapid
tests in clinics and mobile testing vans.(5)
We have already seen exactly how “rare” false-positives are. But is the false-positive
rate as low as they claim it to be? Well, that depends on how you look at it. The falsepositive rate will appear very low if false-positive results are calculated as a percentage of the
total tests administered. An alternative method is to calculate false-positive results as a
percentage of total positive results.
Using the data from China to calculate the false-positive rate, we could get two
entirely different results: Using the first method, the false-positive rate would be
2428/1,195,286 = 0.2%. Using the second method, the false-positive rate would be
2428/2439 = 99.5%.
Causes of false-positives in Africa
In 1996 my review of the literature demonstrated around 66 diseases or conditions
that could potentially cause false-positives on ELISA, Western Blot, or both.(11) I have
recently done another review and though not complete, preliminary findings indicate that the
number is now in the range of 100+. Conditions particularly pertinent to HIV antibody
testing in Africa are malaria, leprosy, tuberculosis, sleeping sickness, protozoan parasites, Qfever, hepatitis, tetanus vaccinations, schistosomiasis, leishmaniasis, trypanosomiasis, high
levels of circulating immune complexes, and the propensity of African serum to have a
higher viscosity (“sticky” blood).
As was known from the beginning, African blood samples are particularly susceptible
to false-positive reactions for a variety of reasons, some of which may not even be known
yet.
A recent paper (2010) stated that, “The accuracy of diagnostic tests for HIV in
patients with tropical infections” or “common infections in sub-Saharan Africa” “is poorly
documented.”(15) Lejon et al. discuss the poor performance of HIV antibody tests when
administered to persons with human African trypanosomiasis (HAT). Also known as
sleeping sickness, HAT is caused by the protozoan parasite T. brucei gambiense.
False-positive results in leishmaniasis, malaria, and HAT can be explained by
polyclonal B-cell activation: “The uncontrolled antibody production constitutes a risk for
false-positive reactions in diagnostic tests, including HIV tests, but has hardly been
studied…”(15) Eight brands of rapid HIV tests were used to test HAT patients before
treatment for their trypanosomiasis, with “an unusually high number of unclear results with
the classical serological confirmation strategy” (ELISA/Western Blot), and poor test
specificities ranging from an abysmal low of 39.1% for Determine to a terrible 96.6% for
Uni-Gold, and a still fairly poor 98.3% for Stat-Pak. (Determine, Uni-Gold, and Stat-Pak are
the three tests used in Uganda.)(3)(9) PPVs ranged from as low as 4.9% to 64.7%, meaning
that if you tested positive on one or the other of any of these eight brands of rapid tests, the
chances that your test was a true-positive and not a false-positive would be as low as 4.9%
and no higher than 64.7%.(15)
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The way this problem was handled was to come up with many different 3-test
combinations of the above 8 rapid tests, and see how the results compared to the results of a
combination of ELISA/Western Blot/PCR.
To determine their reference samples, 396 samples were tested. 124/396 samples
were positive or questionably positive on the Vironostika ELISA. These 124 samples were
re-tested on the Inno-Lia immunoassay, and only 26 were still positive. Of those 26, only 11
were strongly positive, and only those 11 strongly positive samples were positive on PCR
(nucleic acid testing). 17 three-test combinations were tried out, and if the results were fairly
concordant with the reference samples described above, then that particular three-test
algorithm was recommended, though false-positives were still present. Instead of finding a
method that would prove a person was infected or not infected, they looked for a series of
tests that would agree with each other.
In summary, in this group of HAT patients:
1) “Low specificities were observed for antibody detection RDTs [rapid diagnostic tests]
as well as for reference tests (ELISA and line immunoassay)…”(15)
2) A negative control group for HAT infection was not available to compare positive
results with.
3) “Considering the difficulties we encountered at the reference laboratory in
determining the real HIV status of HIV patients, it is obvious that the risk for wrong
diagnosis is quite high,” especially since clinicians unfamiliar with HAT may not
consider it, and the symptoms of HAT “may mimic malaria, tuberculosis,
toxoplasmosis, viral encephalitis, brucellosis, lymphoma, typhoid fever, HIV,
neurosyphilis, cryptococcosis, toxoplasmosis” and the like.(15)
4) “Even a gold standard seroconfirmation strategy [EIA/WB] does not provide a
solution for determining the real HIV status.”(15)
In other words, in this population, a) even in the best laboratories, tests are not reliable in
telling who has HIV and who does not, b) the symptoms of HIV and HAT are similar, and c)
HIV tests cross-react in people with HAT. Therefore, between HIV and HAT, it is difficult
to sort out who has what. Although they said their three-test algorithm of rapid tests was
98.3% to 100% specific in HAT patients (using a decision rule that only persons who were
reactive on three different RTs were HIV true-positive), an up to 1.7% false-positive rate still
remained. They still lacked a negative control group for persons not infected with HAT, and
“the performances of the various assays, both reference tests and RDTs, remain to be
determined in a HAT-negative population.” Thus they did not feel comfortable “proposing
an optimal test algorithm for regions where Trypanosoma brucei gambiense is endemic.”(15)
To summarize all this in simpler terms:
1) Complicated comparisons and maneuvering of tests as described above still left the
authors with serious doubts as to whether either rapid tests, ELISA, or Western Blot
were working or not in people with HAT.
2) You need to know who is really infected and who is not, in order to accurately
determine how well antibody tests work, and Lejon was not able to obtain specimens
from people who were definitely known not to be infected with T. brucei gambiense.
3) When “validating” the performance of HIV antibody tests, researchers compare the
results of one antibody test to another, instead of comparing antibody reactions to the
presence or absence of the virus itself.
4) Many other microorganisms and conditions interfere with HIV antibody tests,
especially in Africa. Many of these are currently known, but not all of them.
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Some notes on cross-reacting antibodies in Africans
In general, “cross-reactivity is a property of all antibody molecules.”(19) This means
that an antibody test may, and often does, register as positive due to antibodies that belong to
another entity entirely. In the examples above, antibodies to the malaria and schistosomiasis
parasites cross-reacted on HIV antibody tests.
Studies as far back as 1985 suggested that neither ELISA nor Western Blot for HIV
was specific (that is, having no false-positive reactions) in Africa.(19) PapadopulosEleopulos et al. explain that procedures which increase antibody levels, such as vaccinations
or immunoglobulin injections, “are recognized to lead to a false-positive antibody test.”
Further, “As all antibodies are potentially cross-reacting, the probability of such reactions
rises with increasing levels of antibodies.”
Since Africans are exposed to a multitude of tropical diseases and parasites, they often
have higher levels of antibodies, many of which are known to potentially cross-react on HIV
antibody tests.(12) Africans are also known to “have higher levels of immunoglobulin G
(IgG) than Caucasians.”(19) Even healthy African-American blood donors had higher levels
of IgG. So, both physiologic differences between blacks and whites, and multiple disease
exposure, lead to the tendency of Africans to have more circulating antibodies and thus more
false-positive HIV antibody tests.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to explore more fundamental problems with HIV
antibody tests; however, the ambitious student may want to explore this topic further by
reading pages 1-7 of reference 19, as well as reference 12.
Are 4th generation tests any better?
Have these problems been resolved by newer, so-called 4th generation HIV tests?
Everett et al. found a high rate of false-positive test results in the Murex 4th generation HIV
antigen/antibody combination enzyme immunoassay (EIA).(6) In Tanzania, out of 674
Murex positive serum samples, only 53 were found to be HIV positive on confirmatory
testing. Further investigation revealed “an extremely strong association between falsepositive results and specific immune responses to schistosomiasis…”(6) Schistosomiasis is
endemic in sub-Saharan Africa (but is not found in the United States or Europe) and affects
more adolescents than adults. This could explain positive HIV test results in non sexually
active teens.
Furthermore, Everett stated, “…we do not believe that this problem is restricted to the
Murex EIA…” and that low test specificities were also observed in similar African
populations with other 4th-generation EIAs. There are differences between the ways that
Africans and people in other regions will respond to antibody tests, and concomitant infection
with parasites like Schistosoma will produce an immune response that will affect the
performance of HIV assays.(6)
In other words, an HIV antibody test that seems to work perfectly well in the United
States may not work too well in Africa, because tropical infections interfere with the test
results. In persons who are already known to have any of the tropical infections discussed
above, positive HIV test results should be looked at with skepticism, and at the very least,
positive rapid tests or ELISAs should be checked with a Western Blot.(24) How often this
is actually done, or if it is done in some places but not others, is a good question.
Gasasira et al. evaluated two HIV enzyme immunoassays (EIAs) in Ugandans with
malaria and found poor PPVs of 53% and 76%.(8) They found “a high prevalence of falsepositive EIA results among acute uncomplicated malaria patients,” especially in adolescents.
They postulated that, “younger individuals with a less developed immune response to acute
malaria are more likely to exhibit nonspecific B-cell stimulation, producing antibodies that
cross-react with HIV-1 antigens in the absence of HIV infection.” This, along with Everett's
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similar findings regarding Schistosomiasis, might provide a better explanation for “HIV
infection” in adolescents than the currently popular theory of
intergenerational sexual relationships.
Gasasira et al. found that out of 119 discordant specimens (E+E-), only 21 were
positive on Western Blot, supporting the previously mentioned data (that discordant
specimens are more likely than not to be negative).(8) They also tried out a two-step serial
EIA algorithm, with arbitrary decision rules that 1) if one test was negative, the test was
reported as negative, 2) if two tests were positive, the test was reported as positive, and 3) if
two tests were discordant, they were reported as negative. (This is identical to the
WHO/UNAIDS Strategy II.)
E- = Negative
E+E+ = Positive
E+E- = Negative
They stated that this two-step algorithm “would not have misdiagnosed any individuals as
HIV infected” (meaning there were no false-positives).(8) However, whether there were any
false-positives or not cannot be definitely known because:
1) Though interpreting the discordant samples as negative would be in the best interests
of the patient, it would have automatically identified any false-positives as negatives.
Without further testing to resolve the discordance, they would not know if any of the
discordant specimens represented false-positives, and if so, how many, though
previous studies would suggest that most (if not all) of the discordant specimens were
false-positives.
2) By reporting two positive tests as a positive result, they are running the risk of
misdiagnosing the patient, as other data (as discussed above) have shown that even
two positive tests may turn out to be false-positive if tested with further RT, EIA, or
Western Blot.
An example of testing accuracy in one country: Uganda
Uganda is already on shaky ground because the specificity of its three-step testing
algorithm is too low, and the algorithm does not differentiate between weakly and strongly
reactive bands. In addition, at least two of the test kits used are problematic.
Uganda uses the following three test kits:
First test:
Confirmatory test:
Tie-breaker test:

Determine
Stat-Pak
Uni-Gold.

Gray et al. found that 129/295 positive rapid test results were false-positives, and that
out of the 129 false-positives, almost all of them (123) resulted from Determine and UniGold.(9) Klarkowski et al. found that false-positives occurred on both Determine and UniGold when testing the same specimen.(14) Gray also found that out of 37 positive samples
with weakly reactive bands, all these weakly reactive bands were attributed to Determine and
Uni-Gold. (Please recall that tests with weakly reactive bands are almost always falsepositive.) So, if Determine was positive, and Stat-Pak was negative, using Uni-Gold as a tiebreaker could result in a misdiagnosis of HIV infection. Determine was found to have a
specificity of anywhere between the abysmal and unacceptable 39.1,(15) to a terrible 88, (1),
to a fairly good 99.4.(21), depending on where and how it was used.
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In addition, recent (2009) reports from the Democratic Republic of Congo stated
that their two-step testing algorithm, consisting of Determine and Uni-Gold, “generated up to
10.5% false-positive results.” (1)
Putting this together with the failings of a three-step algorithm as discussed in the
previous section, Uganda most likely has a number of people who have been misdiagnosed as
HIV infected.
New testing algorithm in Kenya due to recall of Bioline Test Kit
Kenya had been using a three-step algorithm consisting of Determine (screening),
Bioline (confirmatory), and Uni-Gold (tie-breaker). However, in November of 2011, the
Standard Diagnosis Bioline HIV 1/2 rapid HIV test kit was recalled due to 50% of its results
being wrong.(13)(28) Kenya then changed to an algorithm using Determine for screening,
Uni-Gold as the confirmatory test, and ELISA as the tie-breaker test.
Keeping in mind that if the first two tests in the algorithm are positive, the patient will
be diagnosed as infected, consider either scenario in Kenya:
With Determine and Bioline as the first two tests, one must be concerned about
Determine's low specificity coupled with Bioline's 50% error rate. With Determine and UniGold as the first two tests, one must be concerned about the tendency of both these tests to
repeat each other's errors. In either scenario, one wonders how many people in Kenya were
misdiagnosed?
Other problems with rapid tests
Other problems with rapid tests have been reported: for instance, in the US clusters of
excess false-positive results, which on thorough investigation, remained unexplained.(7)
Also, OraQuick Advance was prone to false-positive results when the test kit was nearing its
expiration date.(7) One has to ask, in regions where resources are limited, would kits be
thrown away just because they are nearing expiration, or would clinics even be aware of this
problem?
Aghokeng et al. indicate that “Inaccuracy of HIV diagnosis in the field is often related
to….the use of tests after the expiration date…” (1) According to OraQuick's web site, this
test has “greater than 99% agreement with confirmatory Western Blot,” that is, over 99%
specificity, assuming that WB is accurate. This means that fewer than 1 out of 100 (less than
1%) uninfected persons will test false-positive. However, when the Los Angeles County
Public Health Department used OraQuick for the first step in their rapid test algorithm, they
found that out of 206 initially positive tests, 35 were negative on the second test (Clearview),
giving an almost 17% false-positive rate.(23)
A study in Zimbabwe (20) showed a 100% specificity using the OraQuick Advance,
higher than the manufacturer's stated value. This would produce no false-positives, with a
false-positive rate of 0%. Considering all the data that points to poor test performance in
Africa, one wonders how OraQuick could be 100% perfect in Africa, yet give a 17% falsepositive rate in Los Angeles, where there are far fewer reasons for the populace to have crossreacting antibodies.
Using other test kits, in Cameroon test performance was poor: “None of the 5 rapid
assays…reached the current WHO/UNAIDS recommendations on performance of HIV tests
of at least…98% specificity.”(1) This was attributed to the “extremely high HIV genetic
diversity” found in Cameroon, even though “Considerable efforts have been made to improve
the performance of these assays.”(1) Whatever the cause, “a significant proportion of falsepositive…results are observed with HIV screening tests locally used.”(1) Using Determine
and ImmunoComb, the false-positive rate was almost 10%. Using Determine and Uni-Gold,
it was up to 10.5%.
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The situation is also complicated by the finding that ImmunoComb “had a
significant decreased specificity over time,” requiring “the need for regular evaluations for
known tests.” In resource-limited Cameroon, one wonders if “regular evaluations” are
possible, especially considering that government officials with little or no experience in HIV
diagnosis acquire test kits on the basis of their lower cost, not on the test's performance.(1)

Conclusion to Section 2
The current priority in HIV testing is that as many infected people as possible are
identified and treated, with less concern given to the tragic consequences to an individual
with a false-positive diagnosis. It is considered an appropriate trade-off. The problem of
false-positives is minimized, yet the literature reveals many problems that can lead to people
being falsely diagnosed as HIV infected.
Many government officials in African countries purchase test kits based on low cost,
not performance. Of course, cost is a crucial concern in these regions. However, even
though there are many studies comparing the performance of one test kit to the others, and
postulating which ones are the best, it is possible that more poorly performing kits may be
purchased if their cost is lower.
Many reports in the scientific literature point to problems with both individual test
kits and testing algorithms, as well as false-positives caused by cross-reactions to tropical
parasites and microbes. Yet these reports do not seem to influence the recommendations of
global bodies such as WHO, or those of test kit manufacturers. Local testing centers are
unlikely to even know of the problems with test kits and testing algorithms reported in the
literature, especially in rural areas.
Reading through the literature, especially in Africa, one finds a multitude of
discrepancies in the performance of individual test kits, and HIV antibody tests in general.
Rapid test performance is “verified” when a group of antibody tests agree with each other.
However, rapid HIV tests were not designed to diagnose HIV infection. The package
inserts say they are to be used “to aid in the diagnosis of infection with HIV.”(18) A more
clear way of saying this would be to say that rapid tests may contribute some information in
helping figure out a patient’s disease status, but the tests alone cannot be considered as
definitively diagnostic. (The same sort of statements are made on the package inserts of
ELISA tests—which are often used to confirm rapid tests—though those statements are
worded more strongly.) In summary, antibody tests, especially in Africa, do not prove
infection.
The testing literature from the beginning indicated that HIV antibody tests were
unreliable in Africa. Erratic test performance, plus the propensity of African blood to contain
many cross-reacting antibodies, must make one circumspect regarding positive rapid test
results in Africa.
GLOSSARY for Section 2:
Specificity: Specificity relates to the ability of a test to correctly identify those without the
disease. The specificity can be defined as the proportion of patients who do not have a
disease who will test negative for it. A test with a low specificity will have a lot of falsepositive results. For example, if 100 uninfected people are given an HIV antibody test, and
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99 of them test negative, the test's specificity is 99%. So, ideally, you would want the
specificity to be as high as possible.
False-positive: When an uninfected person is incorrectly diagnosed as being infected with
HIV.
True-positive: When an infected person is correctly diagnosed as being infected.
Positive predictive value (PPV): The probability that a person with a positive test result
really does have the condition for which the test is being given. (The probability that a
positive test result is a true-positive.)
Algorithm: A step-by-step method of solving a problem or making decisions, as in making a
diagnosis.
ELISA: Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.
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SECTION 3: The meaning of racial correlates in the prevalence of HIV
positive antibody test results102
The fact that the same racial disparities are seen at every stage of disaggregated
data—in other words, in every tested group internationally the same racial disparities in test
results arise—means that those disparities are not artifacts of some third factor, and they are
not misleading. The likelihood that any given person will test HIV-positive is truly linked to
racial categorisation, just as it is truly linked to age and to sex.
But what does this tell us about the ‘spread of HIV’?
This indicates that the racial disparities in F(HIV)103 are, in and of themselves, strong
evidence that F(HIV) is not the result of chosen behaviour, be it sharing infected needs or
practicing unsafe sex with HIV-positive people. In every tested group—blood donors,
military personnel, child bearing women, disadvantaged youth, prisoners, hospital patients—
at and at every age, and for both sexes, people of evident African descent test HIV-positive
more often than Caucasians do. Hispanics fall in between; Asians test lower than other
whites. Testing HIV positive cannot then be owing to culture-related behavioural differences
between whites, Africans, Hispanics, and Asians; those difference must be owing to
something like genes for sickle-cell anaemia, which are much more common among people
from Africa and the Mediterranean than among Caucasians. After all, it is not merely that
F(HIV) always shows up in that same order, Asian < white < Hispanic < Africa; the
differences are large, roughly: Asian = ~2/3, white = 1 (as reference point), Hispanic = ~2-3,
African = ~5-6.
If someone were to assert that whites are always and everywhere fifty percent more
likely than Asians to steal something, or to behave violently, or to smoke, or to overeat, no
one should believe it. No more should one be prepared to believe that African American
Marines are five times more likely than WASP104 Marines to practice unsafe sex; or that
white people anywhere and everywhere are fifty percent more likely than Asians to practice
unsafe sex.
Attempting to find a plausible basis for these racial disparities in F(HIV), Prof. Bauer
asked academics in several disciplines how they would interpret the results of a survey in
which a certain characteristic is five times more common among African Americans than
among white Americans, no mater what the socio-economic or educational or occupational
group. None suggested that this could be a reflection of cultural or behavioural differences
Anthony Linnane a biochemist distinguished for his work on yeast genetics, remarked
(personal communication by phone in 2005) that these race-dependent relations reminded
him of the genetic polymorphisms found in mitochondrial DNA. (Mitochondria re the energy
centers in every mammalian cell. They have their own DNA separate from nuclear DNA, i.e.,
the DNA in the cell’s nucleus. Mitochondria are transferred from mother to child via the
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mother’s egg, but not from the father, therefore mutations, polymorphisms, in
mitochondrial DNA permit inferences about material genealogy.)
Exactly so. These racial differences in F(HIV) are reminiscent of the genetic markers
that have been used increasingly over the last few decades to uncover the history of human
migrations. Before DNA, blood groups had supplied some broad clues about these
migrations; but the variations in mitochondrial as well as in nuclear DNA have delivered far
more information about the last 200,000 years or so of human wanderings and settlings and
minglings. Nowadays one can send a mouth swab and learn from DNA Print Genomics, Inc
(www.ancestrybydna.com accessed November 26, 2005) what proportion of one’s ancestry is
Native American, East Asian, Sub-Saharan African and European. “European” here actually
means Indo-European, and within that one can learn the degree to which one’s fairly distant
ancestors came from Northern Europe, Southeastern Europe, the Middle East, or South Asia.
*
*
*
In 2004, the National Blood Service of South Africa avoided blood given by black
African donors, such blood was categorized as ‘high risk’ because “the average risk of a
black South African being HIV-positive was 100 percent greater than a white South African
and depending on the specific group, could be about 150 percent higher . . . interpreting
F(HIV) as the presence of a virus that casus AIDS and is transmitted through needle sharing
and unsafe sex. The data included the relative levels of F(HIV) among blood donors from
different racial groups (Marin et al. 1990, .
Several sources differed on the precise magnitude of the black-to-white ratio of F(HIV),
they are consistent with the US data. In South Africa in 2004 the data indicated:
F(HIV) is highest in African Americans and lowest in Asians.
Within each racial category, F(HIV) is lower among repeat donors than among firsttime donors.
F(HIV) for pregnant women is significantly higher than for blood donors.
For white repeat blood donors, the South African figure of 1.12 (Manto 2004) or 2.7
(Barnes 2005) pre 100,000 is quite similar to the US figures (Zou eta l, 2004), age
averaged at 1 per 100,000 (from a high of 3.7 for 20-29 year olds to ≤1 for those over
50).
The overarching issue is: does F(HIV) describe the spread of a sexually transmitted
infection? The answer is no.
Now, if one were asked to speculate about the distribution in the US of herpes or
syphilis or gonorrhoea or any other sexually transmitted infection, any attempt to do so by
combing race ratios and population densities would be rightly dismissed out of hand as
mumbo-jumbo numerology. If there were a spread of HIV owing to unsafe sexual practices
and the sharing of unclean infected needles, one would not find a constant geographic pattern
that could be matched so easily with just the two variables of race and population density.
That the matching works at all shows again how the HIV/AIDS theory fails.
All the South African data fits the view that F(HIV) is a physiological response whose
strength is modified by race-associated factors as well as by age and by sex. The data are in
perfect accord with the examples of genetic ancestries:
The black-to-white ratio of F(HIV) among South African blood donors is about 13:1
(Martin et al. 199) or between 25:1 and 30:1 (Manto 2004) comparable to but rather
larger than the ratio of about 14:1 for donors in the United States.105 “Larger” would fit
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with the present hypothesis: “African Americans” on average share 14 percent
European ancestry and some Asian, and “European Americans” on average share some
African ancestry.106 Therefore the black-to white ratio of F(HIV) in the US is smaller
than in South Africa where there has been less racial missing—or rather, where any
known mixing at all moved a person from the white or black category to that of
‘coloured’.
That the “Indian” category in South Africa is similair to the “white” is also consistent
with the genetic ancestry data.
Multiple indications, then, all point to the same conclusion: racial disparities in
F(HIV) stem from genomic differences and not from behavioural differences. These
variations of genetic response to the anti-body tests were not considered in the first
generation of HIV anti-body testing, as Christine Johnson spells out in section 2 and
Appendix B.

Stereotypical mistakes
The misguided willingness to accept a behavioural explanation for racial disparities in
F(HIV) is at best the misapplication of a global statistic and a is understanding of
probabilistic causation. Convicted criminals in the US are disproportionately black, but this
connection between black and convicted criminal is indirect, not direct. Black Americans
have been greatly discriminated against, and one result is that black Americans are
disproportionately unemployed, poor, and more likely to be accused and convicted of crimes.
And the global statistic for the whole country reflects those facts. However, if one
disaggregates the data and compares properly matched groups of black and white
Americans—equally unemployed, of the same economic level, similar geographic
environment, similar level of education, similar in religious practice or non-practice, and so
on – then criminal behaviour would no longer appear race-correlated; for instance, among
well-know Hollywood people, black Americans have not been revealed as murderers or
kleptomaniacs or drug addicts disproportionately more often than their white colleagues.
Being black does not in and of itself signify a fixed probably of criminal behave in general or
drug use in particular.
Yet stereotypes grounded (where at all) in global statistics lead to unwarranted
interpretations in specific cases. The CDC notes that black members of the Job Corps are
more often HIV-positive than whites; implicitly the CDC nods at this finding: “Of course,
they have been discriminated against more, so naturally their behaviour is less responsible or
sensible.”
Yet when these ready stereotypical interpretations are tested, they turn out to be
unfounded. As a mater of actual fact, research in the context of HIV/AIDS has not revealed
any racial differences in sexual behaviour. Among drug users, no significant differences in
behaviour by race were found as to numbers of sexual partners, frequency of intercourse
numbers of sexual partners, who were IDUs, number of non-IDU sexual partners,
prostitution, or intercourse with people then or later diagnosed with AIDS (Friedman et al.
1987). Samuel and Winkelstein (1987) found no significant racial difference in behaviour
among gay men in San Francisco and they concluded that the black to white ratio of F(HIV)
could not be explained by differences in major risk factors The San Francisco Department of
Health (1986) found no difference between races as to anal intercourse, inferred via the
incidence of rectal gonorrhoea. Bausell et al. (1986) found white Americans less likely than
black American to take protective measure during sex.
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Racial stereotypes have also figured large in the assumption, unsupported by any
actual evidence that HIV/AIDS must have originated in Africa even though AIDS broke out
first in the US. Chirimuuta and Chirimuuta (1989) report that there have been speculations
without cited data about what Africans do with monkeys, and assumptions that most African
children become sexually active at 12 or 13.107 For the historical background of these
prejudices in demography and epidemiology, see Unit 7, Section 4.

SECTION 4: Perspectives of scientists and physicians about the dangers
and drawbacks of HIV testing
At a recent conference convened in the village of Vers-Pont-du-Gard, southern
France, June 18-21, 2012, where scientists and physicians working with AIDS patients and
researching AIDS arrived at this perspective the participants agreed upon concerning HIV
tests:108 The Pont-du-Gard Declaration, of which this is an extract below, was prepared for
public release on World AIDS Day December 1, 2012.
Reasons given by professionals why the HIV test should be suspended
Medical doctors use this test to inform people that they have been infected with HIV,
with life threatening implications. However:
Since the HIV test is an antibody test and the presence of antibodies has generally been
used as a way to inform that the immune system has handled and overcome an
infection (e.g. the basis for vaccine immunity)--it is inexplicable why this test has
been used to advise people that they have an incurable infection.
The HIV test does not test for the virus HIV. It is indirect because the antibody tests do
not react against the virus directly but against various proteins said to come from
the HIV virus. However, since the original papers on which the subsequent
research has been based never properly isolated and identiﬁed a unique virus, it
has never been demonstrated that these antibodies are the correct ones that match
up with any particular virus-- i.e., there is no "gold standard."
As a result of this uncertainty, it becomes difﬁcult for the clinician to make an informed
judgement and give the patient a clear idea of what this test means to that
individual. The package inserts of these tests advise that... "At present, there is no
recognized standard for establishing the presence or absence of antibodies to HIV1 and HIV-2 in human blood"…another kit advises..."Do not use this kit as the
sole basis of diagnosis of HIV-1 infection.” In consequence of this confusion, it is
not clear how to interpret the results of a positive HIV antibody test.
In the U.S. there are 5 published separate criteria by which a test can be found positive.
These criteria are each different in Africa, the U.K, Germany, France and
Australia. Therefore this is a glaring lack of standardization resulting in different
laboratories interpreting test results differently—the exact same test result can be
positive in one lab but negative in the next, interpreted positive in one country, but
negative in the next. If a person tests positive, they can change labs or move to a
different country and be HIV negative.
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Antibody tests are notoriously non-speciﬁc. As a consequence, if you are a healthy
person but you have taken a ﬂu shot, that by itself can make you test positive for
HIV (i.e., the HIV test cross reacts). The same thing can happen if you have a
cold, rheumatoid arthritis, herpes, a recent tetanus vaccination, a recent hepatitis B
vaccination, hepatitis, tuberculosis, malaria, kidney problems, even pregnancy,
African ancestry, or receptive anal intercourse. All these by themselves-- and
more than 60 other conditions-- can cause an HIV antibody positive result-- even
if you don't have "HIV." (see http://www.virusmyth.com/aids/hiv/cjtestfp.htm)
The HIV test does not give any useful information for specific therapy. It can only be
considered as an indirect marker for ongoing oxidative stress and inflammation.
The HIV test is non-specific therefore dangerous in its current usage because the
patient is always misinformed.
Therefore we call for the immediate withdrawal of all HIV antibody tests from
clinical practice.
Appropriate tests for immune deficiency should be used when called for.
Compromised immunity has been a recognized illness since well before the AIDS era. There
are many possible causes for a disrupted immune system. Malnutrition, repeated infections,
dirty drinking water, intoxication from insecticides, herbicides and heavy metals, the
consecutive use of antibiotics, and the use of dangerous medical and recreational drugs. One
sign of immune deficiency is the exhaustion of the anti oxidative thiols in cells and
dysfunction of the mitochondria, decreasing the production of energy by ATP inside the cells.
A deficiency of antioxidants—oxidative stress—causes a decrease in the development of Th1
CD4+ immune cells. These are the killer cells that use poisonous nitric oxide (NO) to kill
intracellular parasites. Without enough killer cells the result is an increase exposure to
opportunistic infections.
Tests for immune deficiency are:
Delayed Type Hypersensitivity skin test. In this test, the skin is pricked with antigenpresenting cells. This stimulates a secondary cellular response which appears 48-72
hours later as a proliferation of CD4+ Th1 cells, indicating good cell mediated (Th1
CD4+ immune cells) immunity. No response indicates a weakened cell mediated
immunity.
GSH Test. It has been known since 1988 that glutathione (GSH) levels in the plasma
of patients who develop AIDS is signiﬁcantly lowered. Glutathione is the main
antioxidant needed to balance the increased oxidative stress load in patients who
develop immune deﬁciencies. Prolonged administration of antibiotics, for example,
causes changes in the gut ﬂora limiting the production of glutathione in the liver.
Levels of cystein, glutamine, arginine, glutamate, and selenium -- tests that help assess
thestatus of the cell mediated immune system. Based on the results of these and other
tests the health practitioner could provide compensatory therapies such as Glutathione,
Glutamine, NAC, Alpha Lipoid Acid, Antioxidants and Vitamins E,C B3 B5, Selenium,
reconstitution of the gut flora and the immune reactions by means of Pro-Biotics,
Colostrum, IL-2, Macrophage activating factors. Please see:
http://www.ummafrapp.de/skandal/felix/recommandations_de_th%E9rapie.pdf
Compensatory therapies should be refunded by health insurance or made available by
national health care systems. Some sero-positive individuals are doing well on a holistic
program, healthy life style and food, and work on their emotions and thoughts. Fear and
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culpability play a role in disease, especially in AIDS. [See Unit 11 for therapeutic
directions.—Ed.]
A Public Health Warning about HIV tests issued by scientists and doctors
Here is an example of professionals (scientists and physicians) collectively and
voluntarily initiating an advocacy for safety and justice in HIV/AIDS community health
tactics.109 This text is available on the internet.
Many	
  scientists	
  and	
  doctors	
  believe	
  the	
  evidence	
  that	
  HIV	
  causes	
  AIDS	
  is	
  weak.	
  
(http://www.healtoronto.com/nih/)	
  and	
  that	
  patients	
  testing	
  positive	
  are	
  being	
  injured	
  by	
  
the	
  medications	
  unnecessarily.	
  During	
  the	
  early	
  era	
  of	
  AIDS	
  (1986-‐1996)	
  it	
  is	
  estimated	
  that	
  
300,000	
  died	
  from	
  too	
  heavy	
  doses	
  of	
  AZT,	
  an	
  anti-‐viral	
  medication	
  with	
  poisonous	
  side	
  
effects.	
  Most	
  were	
  given	
  these	
  lethal	
  doses	
  by	
  their	
  doctors	
  based	
  only	
  on	
  the	
  result	
  of	
  a	
  
positive	
  antibody	
  test.	
  
The	
  AIDS	
  industry	
  encourages	
  testing.	
  Each	
  positive	
  result	
  means	
  another	
  patient	
  
who	
  could	
  spend	
  over	
  $10,000	
  a	
  year	
  on	
  anti-‐viral	
  medications.	
  But	
  these	
  medications	
  bring	
  
on	
  an	
  early	
  death.	
  The	
  average	
  age	
  of	
  death	
  for	
  males	
  on	
  the	
  drugs	
  is	
  59	
  and	
  the	
  most	
  
common	
  cause	
  of	
  death	
  is	
  liver	
  failure.	
  Liver	
  damage	
  is	
  not	
  an	
  AIDS-‐defining	
  illness	
  but	
  is	
  a	
  
side	
  effect	
  of	
  the	
  anti-‐viral	
  medications.	
  
An	
  example	
  of	
  the	
  havoc	
  that	
  can	
  result	
  from	
  an	
  HIV	
  test	
  is	
  the	
  destruction	
  of	
  the	
  
career	
  of	
  two	
  time	
  heavyweight	
  boxing	
  champion	
  Tommy	
  'The	
  Duke'	
  Morrison	
  after	
  a	
  routine	
  
HIV	
  test	
  in	
  1996	
  was	
  found	
  to	
  be	
  positive.	
  With	
  the	
  single	
  'HIV	
  positive'	
  result,	
  a	
  boxing	
  
official	
  suspended	
  him	
  from	
  the	
  profession.	
  He	
  has	
  since	
  tested	
  negative,	
  raised	
  two	
  healthy	
  
sons,	
  and	
  remains	
  in	
  excellent	
  health,	
  and	
  wants	
  to	
  re-‐enter	
  the	
  ring,	
  but	
  has	
  been	
  forbidden.	
  
(http://tommymorrison.relayout.com/)	
  
Rodney	
  Richards,	
  Ph.D.,	
  worked	
  on	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  antibody	
  (ELISA)	
  and	
  genetic	
  
“viral	
  load”	
  tests	
  for	
  Amgen	
  and	
  holds	
  some	
  related	
  patents.	
  	
  Richards	
  states,110	
  “The	
  
diagnosis	
  of	
  being	
  HIV	
  positive	
  is	
  based	
  on	
  arbitrary	
  combinations	
  of	
  tests,	
  none	
  of	
  which	
  are	
  
approved	
  for	
  diagnosing	
  HIV,”	
  he	
  says.	
  	
  “In	
  fact	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  test	
  for	
  HIV.	
  	
  It’s	
  just	
  an	
  illusion.”	
  
(http://www.reviewingaids.com/awiki/index.php/Document:Richards_Timeline)	
  	
  
It's	
  time	
  we	
  did	
  something	
  to	
  stop	
  AIDS	
  testing.	
  Those	
  attending	
  the	
  conference	
  will	
  be	
  
offered	
  kits	
  to	
  bring	
  home	
  to	
  their	
  doctor	
  or	
  clinic.	
  The	
  kits	
  will	
  include:	
  





background	
  information	
  concerning	
  the	
  problems	
  with	
  the	
  tests	
  for	
  patients	
  
information	
  for	
  doctors	
  on	
  AIDS	
  testing	
  
a	
  listing	
  of	
  qualified	
  speakers	
  to	
  invite	
  to	
  an	
  educational	
  meeting	
  
And	
  more...3	
  forms	
  (green,	
  yellow,	
  and	
  red)	
  choose	
  one	
  or	
  all	
  to	
  give	
  to	
  your	
  
doctor:	
  


A	
  request	
  for	
  research	
  on	
  alternative	
  views	
  of	
  AIDS	
  (green):	
  This	
  form	
  
requests	
  your	
  doctor	
  to	
  review	
  and	
  give	
  feedback	
  to	
  a	
  ‘dissident	
  
booklet’	
  attached	
  to	
  the	
  form.	
  



A	
  patient	
  non-‐consent	
  form	
  (yellow):	
  This	
  form	
  informs	
  the	
  doctor	
  that	
  
the	
  patient	
  does	
  not	
  give	
  permission	
  for	
  any	
  AIDS	
  test.	
  



A	
  doctor	
  liability	
  form	
  (red):	
  This	
  form	
  asks	
  that	
  the	
  doctor	
  
acknowledge	
  the	
  dangers	
  to	
  patients	
  that	
  result	
  from	
  an	
  HIV	
  diagnosis,	
  
and	
  that	
  the	
  doctor	
  will	
  accept	
  responsibility	
  from	
  any	
  consequences	
  
following	
  from	
  a	
  'false	
  positive'	
  test.	
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[This statement is on the internet and was produced for distribution on World AIDS Day
December 1, 2011.—Ed.]
[The full text of this paper and others by Rodney Richards are available in Section 1 above and in
the Appendices for this Unit, in the supplement to this course reader.—Ed.]
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SUMMARY111
We have observed in this Unit the most significant diagnostic tools of viral and AIDS
medicine to be:
Antibody tests (HIV tests)
PCR viral load tests
Helper cell counts (T-cells or more specifically T-cell subgroup CD4)
All these tools have focussed on what is known as surrogate markers: alternative methods
which doctors determine, on the basis of laboratory data, if someone is infected with HIV or
not, and whether they should be diagnosed as having AIDS (by some definitions of AIDS).
Instead of using traditional methods for investigating whether real disease symptoms (socalled clinical endpoints) have occurred, AIDS diagnosticians look at whether the number of
CD4 cells has decreased within a certain time period; if so, the risk of contracting AIDS is
said to be low. But as was discussed in sections 1 and 2, the results given by these methods
are highly dubious ways to detect HIV. The same problem of unreliable diagnosis by way of
surrogate markers apply to other viruses including the SARS coronavirus, or the avian flu
virus H5N1, and their pathogenic effects. Often enough, surrogate markers lead to
misdiagnosis.112
We looked at the HIV antibody tests. They are based on an antigen-antibody theory
which assumes the immune system fights against these antigens (proteins from HIV) as they
are called, which are detected by the body as foreign. Their detection triggers an immune
reaction, or response, which in turn induces the formation of specifically targeted antibodies.
Now, since these so-called HIV antibody tests only prove the existence of antibodies
(and not the antigen directly, which in this case would be components of HIV), we have to
assume that HIV must have been detected during the validation of the tests. Only then could
one use the antigen to calibrate the antibody tests for this particular (HIV) antigen. That is,
only in this way can one test whether HIV antibodies are present or not and if HIV has been
demonstrated to exist in vivo to exist independently of such tests, then the tests cannot
possibly be known definitively to react to it.
When you know something about this methodology, the antibody test manufacturers’
ubiquitous warning in their information inserts isn’t quite so surprising. The inserts
repeatedly and clearly state, as we observed, “there is no recognized standard for establishing
the presence of absence of antibodies to HIV-1 and HIV-2 in human blood.”113 Reacting to
this interesting fact, and in reference to a paper by the Australian Perth Group (published in
the scientific journal Nature Biotechnology)114 the German weekly newspaper Die Woche ran
a headline calling the widespread use of HIV-antibody tests: “the AIDS Test Lottery.” The
article went on to say that “the antibody tests do not measure what they should: HIV
infection. They react to people who have vanquished a tuberculosis infection.” The tests are
known to induce a positive result because the subject is pregnant, or has the simple flu, as
discussed in section 2 and in Appendix B.
For this reason we saw in section 3 a range of doctors and clinical practitioners and
researchers internationally counsel and practice, as a matter of ethical responsibility, the
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conscientious objection to the tests—refusing to administer the tests and counselling
patients not to be subjected to them. The Italian Ministry of Health has established for many
years, as a national policy, to discount the results of HIV testing.115
Moreover, the manufacturers of the tests urge that they are not actually designed
specially to diagnose disease nor to detect HIV at all; they are certified only for screening
blood in bulk, such as blood banks do. Thomas Zuck of the American drug approval authority
FDA warned this in 1986.116 However, the global health community has determined that
despite the numerous false positives associated as the status quo of these tests, it is “simply
not practical” to stop using these tests, as Zuck admitted at a World Health Organisation
meeting. Once the medical community had identified HIV as an infectious sexually
transmitted virus, public pressure for an HIV test was just too strong to abandon a misguided
diagnostic scheme.117
Thus with HIV antibody tests, orthodox AIDS research turned traditional
immunology upside-down, by informing people who had positive antibody tests that they
were suffering from a deadly disease. Normally, a high antibody level indicates that a person
had already successfully battled against an infectious agent and is now protected from the
disease. And since no HIV can be found in AIDS patients, the hunt for a vaccine is also an
irrational undertaking.118 Even Reinhard Kurth, director of the Robert Koch Institute, made a
sobering commenent in the Spiegel in 2004: “To tell the truth, we really don’t know exactly
what has to happen in a vaccine so that it protects from AIDS.”119
But we were obliged to address the important question: what doe the test react to, if
not to HIV? As we already noted in Unit 2 studying some definitions of AIDS, a circular
definition has also been used with the antibody tests: in the mid-1980s the proteins which
caused the tests to react most strongly were selected from blood samples from seriously ill
AIDS patients, and used to calibrate the tests. And none of these original samples contained
individuals of African descent (as discussed in Unit 4, Appendix II).
Viral load is an equally dubious measurement and just as meaningless as a response
to proteins which are not definitively associated with an exogenous virus that has causal
properties. Viral load measurements are determined by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
but again as long as HIV has not been demonstrated to exist in living blood, these PCR tests
cannot be calibrated for HIV—and they cannot be used to measure “HIV viral load’. Very
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fine traces of genes (DNA, RNA) may be detected, but whether they come from a certain
virus or from some other contamination, remains unclear.120
The crucial point, that these proteins have something to do with HIV, or at least that
they are similar to a retrovirus of whatever type, has never been demonstrated.121 Heinz
Ludwig Sänger, a professor of molecular biology awarded the renowned Robert Koch prize
in 1978, is one of several researchers who shares the view that “HIV has never been isolated,
for which reason its nucleic acids cannot be used in PCR virus load tests as the standard for
giving evidence of HIV.” Studies also confirm that PCR tests are worthless in AIDS
diagnosis, as published in Annals of Internal Medicine (1994).122 More recent work published
in 2006 in JAMA: Journal of the American Medical Association involved 28,000 positively
tested people using the viral load tests, the established means of testing for AIDS since 1996,
and concluded that viral load measures failed in more than 90 percent of the cases to predict
or to explain the immune states of the subject.123 The conclusion of the team was that the
viral load is only able to predict progression to disease in 4% to 6% of HIV-test positive
subjects in the study, which challenged much of the basis for current AIDS science and
treatment policy.124
CD4 helper cell counts are determined by tests that are plagued by the same
controversy. There are no studies that confirm the theory that HIV = AIDS, or that HIV
destroys CD4 cells by means of infection.125 The most significant test is called the Concorde
study in 1994,126 which resulted in questions about using helper cell counts as a diagnostic
method for AIDS. One later study, the 1996 paper “Surrogate Engpoints in clinical studies:
are we being misled?” appearing in Annals of Internal Medicine, causally concluded that
CD4 counts in the HIV setting is as uninformative as a ‘toss of a coin’—that is, not at all.127
Subsequent to these and other studies that depreciated the reliability of measuring
immune competence using helper cell counts, a study was conduected inAfrica by the World
Health Organisation (WHO) which revealed that so-called HIV negative poulations can have
T-cell counts below 350, a number that would by definition established by WHO guidelines,
would qualify these individuals for an AIDS diagnosis. The same WHO study showed that
HIV positive subjects that started AIDS drug treatments with low helper cell counts had the
same survival outcomes as HIV positive subjects that began treatment with high T-cell
counts.128
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A growing number of experts follow Erwin Chargaff, professor at Columbia
University’s Biochemical Institute in New York, in viewing the persistence of research and
treatment according to a flawed scientific model is ethically insupportable. The orthodox HIV
and AIDS paradigm, ubiquitous, lucrative and prestigious though it is, limits attention to an
excessively narrow and inappropriately rigid field of inquiry, debilitating progress towards
satisfactory results for the publics affected by the symptoms associated with AIDS.129

I) EXERCISE: Discussion / essay questions
1)

Should people be obligated to get an HIV-test in order to apply for or to keep a job
with the civil services? Why or why not?
2) Suppose you have been promoted to a high position of decision making and policy
implementation in the Ghana Health Services. You are in charge of advising on
programmes. A foreign based pharmaceutical company offers you a large award of four
million dollars annually for the sole purpose of setting up HIV test centres and importing
the anti-HIV drugs that the company is producing. The stipulation to receiving this award
is that you convince major companies in your country to require HIV tests of all
employees on an annual basis.
(i) What would you do? Suppose you are urged to take an opposite decision. How would
you argue in defence of your preferred position?
(ii) The same offer is made without publicity. Your decision to accept or to reject the grant
proposal will not be publicized internally or publicly. What would you do?

II) COMPREHENSION questions
1. What does it mean to say that HIV tests are demographically prejudicial?
2. What do you consider the moral or ethical implications of imposing HIV tests which
are demographically prejudicial?
3. It is strongly recommended by some doctors and medical researchers, including among
those who originally devised the tests for blood screening purposes, that you should not
administer or receive such tests as a diagnostic measure. An international campaign
among health activists and professionals, has developed to boycott the tests.
What significance does this view have in Ghana? Should job applicants be
required to take an HIV test as a condition for employment?
4. Are there benefits of compulsory testing for everyone in the population?
5. What are the deficits of compulsory testing?
6. What alternatives to HIV-tests are recommended in Europe as appropriate for immune
deficient patients?
7. In Ghana, what might be the pros and cons of health activism of the kind presented
through the press release and the declaration produced by physicians and scientists
which were presented in Section 3 of this Unit 4?

ETHICAL DISCUSSION questions
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Erwin Chargaff (1989) Das Feuer des Heraklit, Luchterhand, p. 232.
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Background facts (I):
It is now apparent that people can register an HIV positive antibody test result and
remain healthy for their entire life time, or they may live with ailments and conditions
that are purported to be ‘AIDS defining’ yet their conditions are cured with noninvasive medication and they never progress to AIDS. But since the 1980s men and
women, young and old, on finding themselves antibody positive, have believed that
they will die within ten years.
1) In light of the unreliability of HIV antibody tests, do you think it is the responsibility of
medical professionals to reduce the stigma and derision that surrounds HIV
positive test results? Should medical staff where you work do or say anything to
patients about the controversy surrounding use of these tests?
2) Suppose a company in your town sets up a policy that all new employees must undergo
HIV testing. As a community clinic director servicing the company’s personnel in the
region you have been given a contract to sign and promise of a grant in advance to
carry out the exercise, which will involve committing limited staff and resources as
well as new training of recruits. You are aware of a number of false positive test
results that have been received by people in your area and you are aware of the
harmful consequences. What should you do?
BACKGROUND facts (II)
The impact of an HIV+ diagnosis has led to countless psychological deaths,
social ostracism and ruin. The US Food and Drug Administration requires that
HIV test kits must indicate in the package insert that none of these antibody tests
are properly used for diagnostic purposes.130 As a result of this fact, there have
been several withdrawals of prosecutors’ allegations of HIV infection in criminal
law courts in the US. Yet in Ghana “people are being encouraged to find out
their HIV status to be able to access care …”131
3)

Discuss your ethical opinions about the policy of encouraging HIV antibody testing.

4)

Do clinicians like yourself have any ethical obligation (i) to become informed and
(ii) to inform patients about the prevailing uncertainty concerning the cause of
AIDS? Do you think you should inform your patients about the lack of
consensus concerning treatment of choice?

5)

How much education of patients is advisable? Whose responsibility should it be to
make sure that patients are knowledgeable and can provide informed consent?

(III)

DISCUSSION exercises:
With the information contained in this unit about HIV testing, how might you
counsel a defence lawyer tasked to create a case to support the Government General
Hospital in the predicament described below, against allegations of malpractice or
negligence responsible for infecting this baby with HIV?
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Such cases are listed on website of the Office for Medical and Scientific Justice, see website
www.omsj.org/innocence-group
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Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS: Ghana at the turn of the millennium. Eds. Christine Oppong,
M. Yaa P.A. Oppong, Irene K. Odotei, Accra: Sub Saharan Publishers, p. 324.
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Consider the long term implications of such a defence if it were to succeed and
the hospital were thereby acquitted of allegations of inadvertently infecting the
baby.
The Hindu News online March 20, 2013
Mystery shrouds HIV positive test result in 18 month old infant
The detection of HIV in an 18-month-old girl at a private hospital at Kothapet here
baffled her parents and doctors alike as neither her parents tested positive nor were there
other routes of transmission such as infected blood or disposables.
The parents, who suspected that the doctors might have transfused infected blood,
lodged a complaint with the police, casting doubts on treatment given in the hospital for
pneumonia with which the girl was admitted on February 28.
Doctors refute charge
Doctors refuted the allegations at a press conference convened under the aegis of
Indian Medical Association (IMA) on Tuesday while a sample of the blood that was
transfused to the sick child was sent to the Government General Hospital for screening.
The girl was suffering from pneumonia for which treatment was started on the said date
and the child was given blood transfusion on March 8 after she was diagnosed with severe
anaemia.
With the girl showing little improvement even after blood transfusion, doctors
believed that her immune system was deficient, probably due to HIV, and their fears came
true when she tested ‘positive’. The doctors immediately got her parents tested for HIV,
but the result was negative. The possibility of infected blood or disposables causing the
disease was ruled out as the relevant protocols were strictly adhered to, the doctors
claimed. The quality of the donor’s blood was tested before transfusion and also after the
girl was found to be afflicted with HIV for allaying apprehensions.
The ball is now in the court of GGH to pinpoint the cause for HIV transmission by
testing the given blood sample and dig deeper into the allegations if the lab tests lent
credence to the doctors’ claim that the fault was not with blood or disposables. The District
Medical & Health Officer was also stocked and was taking necessary measures to reach a
conclusion.
< http://m.thehindu.com/news/national/andhra-pradesh/mystery-shrouds-detection-ofhiv-in-18monthold/article4529235.ece/>

6)

Here is an example of the consequences of required testing. Discuss the ethical and
moral dimensions of this policy.

In the United Kingdom, it is possible for Protective Services to claim custody of a
child before it is born. Girls and women get tested, are presumed to be infected due to an
HIV positive result, and get on with their lives not giving HIV a second thought. Years later
they then marry, get pregnant and their name pops up on an HIV registry. They’re told that,
unless they administer AZT, the baby is at risk. Mothers either allow the docs to poison the
baby or risk losing it to foster families that are paid to poison and kill it.
To avoid this problem, mothers can secure the services of a mid-wife to deliver
without drugs or vaccines and only take the baby to integrative med docs. Unfortunately,
most low income mothers cannot afford home or private schools, so when they register their
children the immigration and health department registries flag the names. If mothers and
their babies survive and circumvent the system, they’re still not safe. The mother, at 40~60
years will require healthcare… maybe surgery. The docs will check the registry and often
require ARVs and low viral loads before they’ll conduct any procedure. The patient gets sick
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from the ARVs and the refusal to treat. When they die (like Karri Stokely),132 the coroner
will blame it on AIDS.

132

[Karri Stokely’s autopsy report is in Unit 5 Appendix V—Ed.]
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INTRODUCTION: US National Institute of Health HIV/AIDS Guidelines
Recommendations for Use of Antiretroviral Drugs
in Pregnant HIV-1-Infected Women for Maternal Health and Interventions
to Reduce Perinatal HIV Transmission in the United States

Postpartum Care
Infant Antiretroviral Prophylaxis
(Last updated:1/29/2013; last reviewed:7/31/2012)
Panel's Recommendations
•
•
•

•

•
•

The 6-week neonatal component of the zidovudine chemoprophylaxis regimen is recommended for all
HIV-exposed neonates to reduce perinatal transmission of HIV (AI).
Zidovudine, at gestational age-appropriate doses, should be initiated as close to the time of birth as
possible, preferably within 6 to 12 hours of delivery (AII).
Infants born to HIV-infected women who have not received antepartum antiretroviral (ARV) drugs
should receive prophylaxis with zidovudine given for 6 weeks combined with three doses of nevirapine
in the first week of life (at birth, 48 hours later, and 96 hours after the second dose), begun as soon after
birth as possible (AI).
In other scenarios, the decision to combine other drugs with the 6-week zidovudine regimen should be
made in consultation with a pediatric HIV specialist, preferably before delivery, and should be
accompanied by counseling of the mother on the potential risks and benefits of this approach (BIII).
In the United States, the use of ARV drugs other than zidovudine and nevirapine cannot be
recommended in premature infants because of lack of dosing and safety data (BIII).
The National Perinatal HIV Hotline (1-888-448-8765) provides free clinical consultation on all aspects
of perinatal HIV, including infant care.

R a tin g o f R e c o m m e n d a tio n s : A = Strong; B = Moderate; C = Optional

Accessed May 3, 2013 online <aidsinfo.nih.gov/contentfiles/lvguidelines/perinatalgl.pdf>.

*
*

*
*
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SECTION 1:

AIDS Drugs for Africa
Retracing the Drug Development Road
By Elizabeth Ely136

As long as another person can filter your access to information and restrict your
interpretation of what you know because they claim to have more complete information, you
are under their power. However, no one can do this without your consent. No amount of
political power in the world can keep whole nations—even African nations with weak
economies—from exercising their reasoning power. It must be comforting for the purveyors
of AIDS drugs to presume Africans to be stuck in the Stone Age. Because short of bombing
every university into the Stone Age—shutting down every disturbing web site and inserting
tubes into every African stomach—AIDS researchers, activists and drug companies are not
going to stop Africans from thinking for themselves and refusing to take drugs that have
serious known risks. Since my October 2000 article on protease inhibitors in The Townsend
Letter for Doctors & Patients137 was published, more drug classes and combinations have
come out. The basic argument against all HIV drugs remains the same, however: inadequate
testing and safety.
‘Accelerated Approval’ agreements with the FDA were designed to help terminally ill
patients, allowing submission of short clinical studies (as little as twenty-four weeks) to show
benefit for a drug in high demand by people dying of the ailment it is intended to cure.138
[See section 2 below in relation to the Phase II AZT trials.] In this design of program for drug
testing and safety monitoring, even if the submitted studies fail to show that a drug has
significantly prevented sickness and death (known as a ‘clinical benefit’), the drug is
marketed anyway, with restrictions on labelling and advertising. A ‘Phase IV’ study or
something similar is then required after marketing, to show positive clinical benefit. The
FDA says that Phase IV commitments are made ‘in good faith’—meaning that there is no
threat of product removal from the market if the tests that are supposed to proceed after
marketing are not in fact conducted.139
By most popular accounts, the protease inhibitor drugs used in AIDS treatment since
1996 save so many lives that AIDS is becoming a “long-term, manageable disease.”140 The
ongoing argument surrounding antiretrovirals (dubbed ‘ARVs’) occurs in the United States,
136
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138
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140

This appears for educational purposes with the generous permission of the author as a reprint of
Chapter 37 in the anthology Reclaiming the Human Sciences and Humanities through African
Perspectives. Eds Helen Lauer and Kofi Anyidoho (2012) Accra: Sub Saharan Publishers, pp.
611-623. References to this paper follow immediately after Section 1.
Elizabeth Ely (2000) “Protease Inhibitors Control HIV But Do Not Cure AIDS,” Townsend Letter
for Doctors & Patients, October. Available by order from <www.townsendletter.com>. [Extracts
of this densely researched article are included in the present chapter with the consent of the
author.—Ed.]
As recalled by Dr. Andrew Maniotis, Director of the Laboratory for Cell and Developmental
Biology for Cancer, University of Illinois interviewed by with Dr. Jonas Moses “Conversations in
Medical Science Research” <http://www.intimetv.com/medcal/medical.cfm>. See also Ely
(2000).
D.W. Cameron et al (1998) for the Advanced HIV Disease Ritonavir Study Group.
In actual fact, though, HIV protease inhibitors and the drug combinations that include
them⎯reassuringly called “cocktails”⎯are controversial in scientific circles. The promotion of
ARV drugs, some say, endangers long-held standards of science, medical ethics and drug safety.
See “AIDS Researchers Confront Ethical Issue,” Boston Globe, Feb 4, 1997, p. A1.
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but the turf being fought over is Africa. This is abundantly clear in the common use of the
term ‘resource-limited settings’ when recommending questionable drugs for patients in
developing countries. Even the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), notorious for its
lax standards, bends its rules for showing safety and efficacy when the product is intended for
the world’s poor.
The inadequacy of official monitoring and control of anti-retroviral drugs is important
to understand because: (1) these testing issues that surround HIV drugs are becoming issues
in the safety of all drugs as the public loses confidence in the ‘accelerated approval’ process
at the FDA, and (2) the lack of detailed information provided to Africans—which entails
trusting in the public’s ability to think for themselves—can be interpreted as an attempt at
economic re-colonisation. Indeed, the first issue will accelerate concerns about the second,
because as Americans lose faith in their pharmaceuticals, more of those products that are not
marketed easily in the USA will no doubt be dumped on Africans. For instance, HIV
treatment advocates have for several years promoted nevirapine (trade name Viramune) in
Africa for prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV, for which it is not labelled in
the U.S.141 This drug cannot even be distributed for prescriptive use in the USA for its lack
of efficacy, dubious long-term implications and dangerous immediate side effects; but it is
advertised noisily in Africa as a godsend and inalienable right for every mother and child.
Scandals and skin rashes: nevirapine
Nevirapine is a drug widely touted to cut mother-to-child transmission of HIV to
newborns in developing countries. However, a controversy over nevirapine still haunts its
reputation. A scandal first appeared in the U.S. popular media in December 2004. The study
on which drug manufacturer Boehringer Inghelheim sought FDA approval of nevirapine was
“so flawed that health officials had to use blood tests after the fact to confirm patients
[actually took] the medicine,” reported John Solomon of the Associated Press (AP).
“Ultimately, they had to acknowledge the study broke federal patient protection rules.” An
independent audit of the study, HIVNET 012, had concluded widespread problems by March
2002, and the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) had a copy of it. Nevertheless, the
NIH never informed the American president, who announced in June 2002 a five hundredmillion-dollar, nevirapine-heavy plan to fight AIDS in Africa and the Caribbean Islands.142
HIVNET 012 had purported to test continuous-dose nevirapine’s effectiveness against
mother-to-child transmission of HIV in Uganda. Begun in 1997, this study of one thousand
five hundred HIV-1-positive women who were thirty-two or more weeks pregnant was to
have been double blind, randomized, and placebo controlled—comparison to an inactive
substance in a situation in which no one in either the drug-taking or placebo-taking group
knew what substance they were taking. But the whole enterprise gradually became neither
double-blind, randomized, nor placebo controlled. It merely compared nevirapine to
zidovudine (trade name Retrovir), commonly known as AZT. The results—reported as fortyseven percent more effectiveness than AZT in preventing mother-to-child transmission—

141
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Read what the manufacturer and the CDC publicize about Nevirapine in Appendix V of this Unit.
John Solomon (2007) available at <http://www.whale.to/a/aids.html.> Direct AP internet links to
all three stories in the series, their re-publications in newspapers, Web sites, and lists of
supporting documents, have been removed from Web access. Readers are invited to complain to
the Associated Press at 450 West 33rd Street, New York, NY 10001 USA, Tel: +1-212-621-1500,
e-mail: info@ap.org, Web site: <www.ap.org>. [Unit 6 Appendix IV is an AP news report by
John Solomon from 2005 revealing unethical research practices involving AZT administered in
clinical trials across USA.—Ed.]
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would have been impressive if not for extensive errors in recordkeeping. It seems that the
researchers didn’t even know who had gotten which drug or whether they were still alive.143
The AP further reported that a U.S. test on the safety of the drug when used
continuously by pregnant women had resulted in the death by liver failure of one AfricanAmerican, Joyce Ann Hafford, in July 2003. Hafford had taken nevirapine for thirty-eight
days.144 The medical journal report on the American study blandly concluded that the safety
of nevirapine regimens should be investigated further, “especially since continuous
nevirapine-containing antiretroviral treatment is rapidly becoming a first-line regimen for
pregnant women in resource-limited countries [emphasis added].”145
Nevirapine’s liver toxicities had been known for several years by then, according to
investigative reporter Liam Scheff. He reported that the FDA’s “black box” label warning of
liver damage and dangerous skin rashes dated from 2000. Scheff also noted that the NIH was
by the end of 2004 still recruiting pregnant women for further nevirapine studies in Africa
and elsewhere.146 At any rate, the four deaths and twelve “serious adverse events” among
only 22 babies born in a prior nevirapine study, HIVNET 006, should have forewarned the
HINVET 012 researchers of what lay ahead.147
Though the AP series appeared only briefly, on the fast-paced wire service, it inspired
prominent defensive moves from the AIDS research and activism community in the U.S.
Responses made much of the fact that the Ugandan and American studies had tested
continuous dosing of nevirapine rather than a single dose given during infant delivery. “The
safety and effectiveness of the single-dose nevirapine regimen is well established,” boasted
one.148 Another, hysterically titled “Nevirapine Misinformation: Will It Kill?” reported that
its author had perused the Web site of a dissident NIH official and “found nothing there that
raised any doubt on single-dose nevirapine.” Neither, though, did he cite any data in support
of this—though he claimed to know of a good many studies.149 What, then, would
imperfections such as losing participants to follow-up and altering records of serious side
effects mean at all?
A letter from the NIH itself warned that an “incomplete understanding” of nevirapine
issues might lead to suspicion of nevirapine in developing countries.150 This is an insidious
and dishonest argument, because all things are subject to incomplete understanding. An
expert or other authority figure need only claim that they know more than we do to invalidate
any reasonable observation. Citing the more complete version of the facts is, of course,
rarely worth their time; such high authorities usually refer back to opinions that simply reflect
upon one another. I note also the emphasis on “public health” as an entity separate from the
welfare of individuals. In the name of the public health, we are asked to suspend judgment,
to trust in authority figures, and surrender our concerns for individual health.
The nevirapine defenders pleaded special exemptions for ‘resource-limited’ places
and people. The original AP story quoted Professor Francis Mmiro, a ‘lead doctor’ in
HIVNET 012: “What you may call a serious side effect in the U.S. is not a serious side effect
in Kampala.” This points up a condescending double assumption about Africans. First, poor
patients are deemed not worthy of better tested treatments. Secondly, African clinicians are
seen as incompetent, apparently unable even to carry out recordkeeping instructions from
[A complete list of full references to all the works cited in-text and footnotes 11-59 throughout
section 1 appears immediately following section 1.]
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trained American clinicians or to protect their work from being destroyed. Americans seem
to believe, after watching too many Hollywood movies, that African doctors all work out of
mud huts on floodplains amid tribal warfare. Accordingly, researchers asserted that we could
learn from HIVNET 012 ‘to improve clinical research in the future, particularly in developing
countries, which often have a steep learning curve in applying standards created for
pharmaceutical-company sites with far more resources [emphasis added].’ Current research
standards—developed from the even harder lessons of Nazi abuses of human subjects in
World War II—shouldn't, according to these defenders, apply to locations so lacking, in their
estimation, in both money and intellect.151
“The buzzword is ‘access’, which has the advantage of short-circuiting the question of
whether the drugs actually work, and of utterly obviating the question of whether they are
even remotely safe,” wrote Celia Farber in 2006 in connecting once again the Hafford affair
and HIVNET 012. Her article in the American magazine Harper's recounted the breakdown
of ethics in American clinical trials as seen in the Hafford affair and the HIVNET 012
mess.152 The rest of the liberal media in the U.S. responded by quickly closing ranks to
defend the drugs instead of the patients.153 These failed even to defend the science behind the
drugs and fell quickly into ideological diatribes against Farber and her sources. Later critics
of Farber’s reporting complained of unfair attacks on professional reputations and the
unimportance of one death.154 PACTG 1022 had resulted not only in Hafford’s death but also
liver toxicities in three other women and one case of Stevens-Johnson syndrome (a severe
rash, discussed in the next subsection).155 Farber’s facts themselves were challenged only by
a group of American AIDS researchers and activists including reputed HIV discoverer Robert
Gallo. This group posted their rebuttal to the Internet. Shortly thereafter, the scientific board
of the Group for the Scientific Reappraisal of the HIV/AIDS Hypothesis (Rethinking AIDS)
posted its defence, also in points of fact, and asserted that one member of the challenging
group, Dr. John P. Moore, had received financial support from nevirapine's manufacturer.156
Studies and observations: what Nevirapine does
If prenatal clinics in Africa are today claiming reduced transmission and progression
of HIV by using nevirapine, they are finding something not concluded in the latest clinical
studies of the drug. One such study conducted on women and children in Thailand found
‘virologic failure’ (failure to lower ‘viral load’ counts) in greater proportions of the
nevirapine-treated groups than in placebo-taking groups.157
Furthermore, nevirapine is, according to David Crowe of the Alberta Reappraising
AIDS Society in Canada (and current president of Rethinking AIDS), “fearsomely toxic.”
When publicized at all, these are described merely as a “rash.” This condition, known as
Stevens-Johnson syndrome, can nonetheless be very severe. Nevirapine is now prescribed
mainly as a single dose to women in labour and their infants in the developing world. Farber
has written that any adverse events in these women usually occur within two weeks of
treatment. But she did happen upon the case of a man in middle America who took
nevirapine continuously for a week as part of a three-drug combination. A lawyer who had
151
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John S. James (2004).
Celia Farber (2006a).
For a sampling of these responses, see Gal Beckerman (2006); Richard Kim (2006).
Letters, Harper’s, May 2006.
J. Hitti et al (2004).
See The Group for the Scientific Reappraisal of the HIV/AIDS Hypothesis (2006) “Correcting
Gallo: Rethinking AIDS Responds to Harper's 'Out of Control' Critics,” September 27.
<http://www.rethinkingaids.com/GalloRebuttal/overview.html>, for multidisciplinary research
group’s defence of C. Farber, and links to several editions of the Gallo et al posting.
S. Lockman et al (2007) and A. Quaghebeur et al (2004). Both articles are quoted at
<http://aras.ab.ca/haart-nevirapine.html>.
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been asked to take the man's case told her about his prospective client’s ‘rash’: “His skin
actually detached from his body,” the lawyer said. Once the patient loses the protective layer
of skin, organ failure and infection follow. He reported to Farber that the man was totally
blind and could not even cry—because he had lost his tear ducts.158
As seen with the Hafford case, another side effect of nevirapine is liver toxicity. At
least one study found, in addition to a higher liver toxicity when compared with other
antiretroviral drugs—which, as we shall see, themselves carry a high risk of liver toxicity—
that “[f]emales and patients with higher CD4+ cell counts are at increased risk of liver
toxicity [emphasis added].”159 (The American PACTG 1022 study also, of course, reached a
similar conclusion.) Given the assumption, discussed below, that high CD4 counts are a sign
of better health, this would imply that healthier patients risk more liver problems. (However,
as we shall see, the assumption that higher CD4 counts mean improved health remains
unproved.) Also, the risk for females is three times that for males. For a drug commonly
prescribed to pregnant women, this is hardly auspicious. In fact, one commentator writes that
liver toxicity in pregnant women “may be explosive in nature.”160
Nevirapine has also put in an appearance at a New York City orphanage, Incarnation
Children's Center. In January 2004, Scheff published an investigation into activities at this
home for HIV-positive children. Many of these children had been taken from their parents or
other guardians for their refusal to administer HIV drugs. The parents/carers—of course poor
and either African-American or Hispanic—were generally unable to fight to regain their
children. Unbeknownst to them and to the public, greater horrors awaited their children as
they were enrolled in clinical trials for drugs including nevirapine. If children resisted taking
the drugs, they were taken to a nearby hospital for insertion of a plastic tube through their
abdominal wall and into their stomachs. Side effects of the drugs included cramps and
diarrhoea, joint problems, and Stevens-Johnson syndrome. Deaths, however, were not
“attributed to” the drug trials. They were assumed to be from AIDS.161 A British
Broadcasting Company (BBC) video on the scandal titled “Guinea Pig Kids” aired in
November 2004.162 Predictably, AIDS researchers and activists, including Moore, sought
early in 2007 to have the video’s transcript removed from the BBC Web site.163 (In response,
the BBC placed a cautionary note on the Web site but did not remove the transcript.)
A relic of the 1980s: double-blind placebo controls
The gold standard in drug research is the double-blind, placebo-controlled study. This
means that participants are given either the new drug or a placebo, an inactive substance.
Also, neither participants nor their treating doctors know whether they are getting the drug or
the placebo. In this way, researchers can compare a drug’s effects to the effect of taking
nothing, while controlling for the psychosomatic healing arising from both groups’ belief that
they are taking the drug. Other factors notwithstanding, any improvement in condition that is
greater than improvements reported by the placebo-taking group is considered to be the effect
of the drug. But when investigating drugs to treat life-threatening diseases, researchers
replace the placebo with the then-current ‘standard of care’—the most effective treatment
known at the time—because ethicists consider it unethical to withhold this from dying
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patients. New drugs are compared to the best previously approved treatment. Therefore, to
assess the quality of the newest drugs, we have to trace them back through studies comparing
them to the generation of treatments that came before, which in turn should be compared to
the next-previous generation. Therefore, it is fair for us to follow this road into history and
the assumptions made along the way.
Unlikely ‘miracle’ of the 1990s: protease inhibitors164
From their first appearance in American headlines in about 1995, protease inhibitors
attracted incredible claims. Claims that “cocktail” combinations of these drugs and others,
called Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy (HAART), were changing the course of a
raging AIDS epidemic into a manageable ‘living with HIV’ were suspect. None of these
drugs could have been prescribed in sufficient numbers until they were marketed in early
1996. They could not have shown such miraculous success against death rates until at least a
year or two into their wide availability. Predictably, the decline in the American AIDS
statistics was easy to explain by their 1993 explosion due to a change in the American AIDS
definition, which added to the list of “AIDS-defining conditions” a number of non-fatal
diseases, such as vaginal yeast infections, and diseases considered fatal only in the long term,
such as certain cancers. As quickly as the statistics ballooned in 1993, they just as quickly
declined through 1995.
But people did notice that AIDS patients were rising from their deathbeds on these
new drugs—the highly touted ‘Lazarus Effect’, named after the character in the New
Testament of the Christian Bible. When used short-term, protease inhibitors function as
powerful antibiotics. But, as my previous article explained, long-term use risks a complete
shutdown of the patient's gut, liver and kidneys because of a shortage of cathepsin-D, a
necessary enzyme in digestion.165 ‘Lazarus’ has only bought a little time to find other ways
to regain health.
The protease inhibitor studies pose many problems. The FDA allowed studies on
these drugs to terminate even before the end of their planned study periods, or when certain
endpoints were reached rather than at a definite time—a process akin to ending a football
game when the favoured team is winning. Even with all these rules in their favour, protease
inhibitors failed to impress. Over time, the comparison of illnesses in groups taking protease
inhibitors with those taking older drugs became less striking, and, in fact, their numbers
nearly crossed each other when graphed.166
Latest results on HAART are even more dismal. According to commentators, a study
conducted from 1995 to 2003 showed “increases in precisely those opportunistic infections
that define AIDS—from fungal infections of the lungs, skin and intestines to various
mycobacterial infections. . . . [HAART] “has led to . . . no reduction in AIDS-defining illness
and no decrease in mortality rates.”167 Incredibly, the response to this was titled “HAART’s
First Decade: Success Brings Further Challenges.”168
Next stop: AZT
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The first protease inhibitors gained marketing approval based on studies that
compared them to a class of drugs called nucleoside analogue reverse-transcriptase inhibitors,
one of the standards of care at that time. These included zidovudine, popularly known as
AZT. Given the widely known toxicities of AZT, it is hardly surprising that patients reported
feeling comparatively better on protease inhibitor “cocktails.” In 1986, the FDA noted
anaemia and cancer as side effects.169 Since then, further studies have exposed AZT’s
association with increased immune-cell depletion,170 spontaneous abortion and birth defects
(which nonetheless did not prevent it from being prescribed to HIV-positive pregnant
women, especially in the Third World),171 dementia (97% more incidence),172 pneumonia
(two to four times more likely),173 lymphoma (10 times more likely),174 and wasting
syndrome and certain infections seen “almost exclusively” in treated patients.175 Most
notably, AZT belied the original claims for increased survival, as it actually hastened
progression to AIDS-defining diseases.176 These results could have been predicted: The
original AZT study results do not inspire confidence. John Lauritsen, a retired statistician of
some twenty years’ experience, dissected the drug’s clinical results in his 1990 book Poison
by Prescription: The AZT Story. Lauritsen described abuses including premature termination,
falsifying of data, and extensive patient cheating. ‘Controversial statistical projections’
inflated survival numbers. And how AZT killed HIV was a mystery, even to the FDA. Most
importantly, the AZT study’s placebo arm was discontinued, and it became unblinded as
more and more of the subjects began to cheat.177 When researchers finally released a longterm study with a placebo arm and morbidity/mortality endpoints--the ‘Concorde’ study
reported in 1994—it proved no effectiveness at all.178
None of this has changed since I reported on the drugs in 2000, and very little of it is
subject to change. All of the AIDS drugs have been tested based on some variation of the
above, and none have shown effectiveness in prolonging life in properly designed and
conducted double-blind, placebo-controlled studies.
Not really the end: T-cell counts as endpoints
You might say that AZT is the end of the road. But there is more. The 1987 AZT
clinical study made some sense by, at least at first, attempting to meet real clinical endpoints
of morbidity and mortality—measuring participants’ actual sickness and death. Such real and
meaningful clinical endpoints were laid to rest in the 1990s in favour of surrogate markers:
‘viral load’ and immune-cell counts.
As for the utility of counting CD4+ white blood cells—known popularly as T-cells—
the ‘Concorde’ study (one of only two long-term, fully completed studies on AZT) concluded
in 1994 that “the uncritical use of CD4 cell counts . . . for assessment of benefit from longterm antiretroviral therapy” was questionable.179 At least one recent study has justified this
warning. The World Health Organization (WHO) found that three percent to five percent of
African HIV negatives had CD4 counts of less than three hundred and fifty. This is tragic.
Because the WHO’s sero-surveillance standards for AIDS in African and other Third World
countries presumes an HIV infection serious enough to require drug treatment with a CD4
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count of less than three hundred and fifty, and the presence of AIDS (“severe” “HIVassociated immunodeficiency”) with a count of less than two hundred, many people have
been falsely classified as having AIDS—with all the life-changing and stigmatizing
consequences of this label, including taking dangerous HIV drugs.
The end of reason itself: ‘viral load’ tests as endpoints
The other test, ‘viral load’, came into use with the protease inhibitor studies. One of
the original protease inhibitor drugs was a disappointment and had to be replaced by a higher
dosed version. The new dosage accomplished lower (better) measurements on viral load
tests. Logically, this would have meant that viral load was meaningless because, as just
mentioned, the original dosage failed at actually preventing disease. Instead, the new drug
proceeded to market on its improved viral load performance alone. Later protease inhibitors
were tested against viral load.180 So let us consider what viral load is. Viral load neither
detects whole, live ‘viral’ entities nor counts ‘load’. Despite its misleading name, it does not
measure whole, live (the very definition of ‘infectious’) HIV; it detects only three percent of
the genetic sequence found in HIV RNA. One scientist likened this to counting bumpers at a
junkyard, guessing that they’re all connected to cars, and assuming that all the cars can be
driven off the lot. Most of the bumpers, if they are connected at all, are connected to dead
cars. “Many times, with huge viral loads in the millions, they can’t find any infectious [live]
virus. But look at all the dead bodies,” said Dr. David Rasnick of the University of
California, Berkeley. At the 1997 Gordon Conference, Rasnick asked Dr. John Mellors of
the University of Pittsburgh about all those “dead bodies” and reported his reply: “The noninfectious particles are pathogenic.”181 This was a stunning assertion, because virology has
long held that only live, infectious virus can multiply and hurt an organism.
Viral load theory has recently run into more trouble. Seven months after a September
2006 medical-journal article concluded that viral load predicted only four to six percent of
untreated HIV positives’ falling counts of immune cells known as CD4s or T-cells,182 Mellors
tried to defend his 1997 conclusion that viral load did indeed predict this decline. It had to do
with a distinction between short- and long-term CD4s, and other kinds of immune cells such
as CD38s, he said. (Mellors reportedly forgot to bring his results as to progression to death
but claimed that these too supported his conclusions.)183 AIDS doctors continue to count
CD4s as if nothing happened. Nonetheless, remember that T-cell counts don't predict
diseases or death, so whether viral load correlates with them is immaterial.
Also, if AIDS is defined as a low CD4 count—if low CD4 count is called a
‘disease’—then a decline in CD4s will naturally lead to low-CD4-count disease, otherwise
known as ‘AIDS’. Declining CD4 counts predict . . . low CD4 counts. This is called
‘begging the question’ in logic studies or the fallacy of circularity. But viral load still doesn’t
predict low CD4 counts. For some researchers, here is the final word on viral load, from the
1995-2003 study on HAART referenced above: “Virological response after starting HAART
improved over calendar years, but such improvement has not translated into a decrease in
mortality.”184 In other words, in the lab, where scientists live, patients' viral load improved;
in the real world, where we live, they were still dying.
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Contrast these hazy endpoints to the precise ones of a “Dr. Gwala” of Durban,
South Africa—a former truck driver, who is not a doctor—as he assesses his “ubhejane”
product, made the object of ridicule in a recent New Yorker article: “I don't know what
happens. But what I do know is that people who were on the edge of death go back to work.
It makes them feel better, it gives them life.” The reporter professes himself horrified at this,
as if it were some ignorant voodoo.185 But, although Dr. Gwala’s claim to run an “HIV and
AIDS Clinic” is suspect, and his experiment lacks any controls at all, he at least measures the
results with actual clinical endpoints—reduced disease and death—with no reported side
effects so far. What in the world is the point of all this drug testing, if not better life and
health?
Taking your chances: risk/benefit
Better life and health is the final, and most important, question. And when we look
into life and health, we are really measuring the risks of taking HIV drugs against their
benefits. A series of articles in the Los Angeles Times on the tragic “fast-track” approvals of
“Seven Deadly Drugs” won reporter David Willman the 2001 Pulitzer Prize (the highest
honour in the U.S.) for investigative reporting. While the series gave due weight to the AIDS
activism that had forced the FDA into this practice, it did not examine HIV drugs themselves.
Willman instead traced the history of drugs granted ‘fast-track’ status even though they were
intended to treat non-life-threatening conditions.186
HIV drug research presents a different set of assumptions. Because we presume HIV
to be infinitely deadly (though no one has ever actually quantified the probabilities of death),
we consider any drug intended to treat it, no matter how high its risks, as ‘lifesaving’. Also,
when one of the ‘side effects’ of AZT is a faster progression to AIDS-defining diseases, we
could mistakenly attribute any illnesses or deaths to HIV. It is useful to keep this risk/benefit
assumption in mind when looking at clinical studies. The mere title of “Antiretroviral
Postexposure Prophylaxis After Sexual, Injection-Drug Use, or Other Nonoccupational
Exposure to HIV in the United States”187 should give us pause to reflect. “Postexposure
Prophylaxis” is prevention of ‘infection’ after supposed exposure to HIV. The people
surveyed were HIV negative, and the study doesn’t say they were ill or even that the
‘prophylaxis’ prevented actual illness. (It supposedly prevented only ‘infection’, as
dubiously measured by the HIV antibody test.) Administering “nevirapine-containing
regimens” to asymptomatic, otherwise healthy people who had the slight misfortune of being
merely “exposed” to HIV resulted in twenty-two “severe adverse events,” including fourteen
cases of “severe skin reactions” (which we can assume to be Stevens-Johnson syndrome, a
severe reaction indeed) and twelve of serious liver damage. (Note that there would have been
some overlap between twelve and fourteen in a group of twenty-two; therefore, four people
experienced both events.) One of these unlucky persons required a liver transplant.188 We
would have to assume that being HIV positive carries huge risks in order to support this
experimental dose of nevirapine. Needless to say, nevirapine is not recommended for
‘prophylactic’ use in the United States. Other regimens are, however. To risk side effects
and “serious adverse events,” what huge dangers must an accidental HIV ‘infection’ predict?
This has not been quantified.
Recall that nevirapine is prescribed to interrupt mother-to-child transmission of HIV.
It has been known for a generation that the risk of transmitting HIV to a newborn is quite
small. Christine Maggiore of Alive and Well in Los Angeles states:
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At least 75% of babies born to HIV positive mothers will test HIV negative without
medical intervention. Studies have shown that for properly nourished
HIV positive expectant mothers receiving regular prenatal care, over
90% of their children test negative with no drug therapy. Mainstream
medical experts acknowledge that children need up to 18 months to
develop their own immune response and discard the antibodies passed
on to them from their mothers, and note that HIV testing before 18
months of age does not yield conclusive results.189

Nevertheless, to avoid this small risk, mothers in the developing world are encouraged to take
nevirapine and other drugs with dangerous side effects.
Many scientists and laypersons alike have questioned the presumed deadliness of HIV
itself over the past twenty-odd years. The risk/benefit equation that tolerates any HIV drug's
risk, as always less than the enormous danger of HIV, is the end of the road and the
assumption that begs examination. Rasnick once told me, “HIV is the most harmless virus
there is.” It simply does not replicate in the body the way it does in the lab. Research has
still failed to prove otherwise, and no one seems to know where the infamous 10-years-to-live
figure comes from or why it is even then considered a miracle of science to survive such
small periods of time in a clinical trial.
Rasnick also said that the protease inhibitor drugs “absolutely shut down HIV” by
making replication impossible. If that is true, and if protease inhibitors don't cure AIDS, then
HIV cannot cause it. All the talk about HIV becoming drug-resistant through "mutation" is
false because, as Rasnick confirmed, a mutation would also stop replication, rendering the
virus harmless.190
Even the existence of this virus is up for debate. The HIV tests, after all, test only for
antibodies to a supposed virus, not the virus itself. And viral load testing, as we have seen, is
even more suspect. A group of scientists at the Royal Perth Hospital in Australia investigated
this long ago, and no one has ever satisfactorily answered their concerns. They found that the
methods of isolating HIV lacked any controls for contaminants.191 [For a detailed account of
the status and scientific controversy surrounding HIV testing see Unit 4 of this module.—
Ed.]
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SECTION 2 Ethical challenges in the flow of information about AZT
research—the Perth Group example
Here is what appears to be an example of suppression of medical research which
challenges the marketing and distribution of AZT, a mainstream HIV drug
192
—reported by Terry Michael
The Perth Group in Australia is a team of scientists that have been questioning the
HIV theory of AIDS since 1983, including a critical assessment of AZT in 1999 in the peerreviewed journal Current Medical Research and Opinion (CMRO)
<http://www.cmrojournal.com/>.193
AZT became the focus of publicized controversy again recently, as part of the drug
cocktail given to a day-old baby in Mississippi, proclaimed "cured of HIV" at the 20th
192

Accessed March 14, 2013 at
<http://www.terrymichael.net/Htm_InteriorPages/HIV_AIDS_Special_Report_Perth1999AZTPap
er.html>
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[This paper, titled “A Critical Analysis of the Pharmacology of AZT and its Use in AIDS,” appears
as Appendix III of this Unit 5.—Ed.]
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Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic Infections in Atlanta in early March 2013
(see this NIH press release: <http://www.nih.gov/news/health/mar2013/niaid-04.htm>.)
Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos, Val Turner, and co-authors challenged The HIV-AIDS
Industry on its own turf in 1999. They wrote that zidovudine (or azidothymidine, AZT) could
not possibly treat a retrovirus, even if anything that could be called "HIV" actually existed.
You can read a synopsis of the technical arguments in their abstract, available on the U.S.
government's database of medical research, PubMed, indexed for MEDLINE:
<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11594171>.
Their CMRO paper purposefully avoided focusing on toxicities of the drug, developed
as cancer chemotherapy. Instead, the Perth Group looked at whether AZT was even capable
of doing what was claimed for it, when patent holder Burroughs Wellcome (now
GlaxoSmithKline) rushed it through brief clinical trials. The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) gave unprecedentedly fast approval to it in March 1987, after AIDS
patient advocacy groups, like "ACT Up," demanded the FDA imprimatur. [ACT-Up is an
NGO discussed briefly in Unit 6 of this course module.—Ed.]
Initial high doses of AZT chemotherapy are believed by critics to have caused tens of
thousands of deaths among those who tested "positive" in the late 1980's and early 1990's,
with many--and perhaps most--taking it without any presenting illness, just relying on results
of the antibody assay known popularly as an "HIV test." Dr. Turner of the Perth Group points
out that risk of toxicities have to be accepted to obtain benefit from any drug, even one that
actually works. But the paper he co-authored makes clear that AZT is all toxicities, with no
possible benefit. That is especially troublesome, since AZT still today remains the most
commonly prescribed so-called “anti-HIV” drug.
The Perth paper was cited by South African President Thabo Mbeki in 2000, in his
questioning of AIDS causality and treatment, and was even referenced in the mainstream
journal Nature in an article about Mbeki in May 2000:
<http://www.tig.org.za/CMRO_AZT_paper_flagged_in_Nature.pdf>
In the same Nature piece, Dr. Peter Clarke, former editor of CMRO, was quoted
defending his decision to publish the Perth Group paper. It is rare for researchers who dissent
from HIV-AIDS orthodoxy to be given access to mainstream peer-reviewed publications.
Looking for a linked copy of the Perth Group's paper ten years after publication, in the
summer of 2010, Turner found it mysteriously had disappeared from CMRO's web site. He
immediately wrote to the journal's publisher, Jay Magrann, who handed off the inquiry to
Christopher Angel, his “risk and compliance manager.” Angel contended the paper was “lost”
when Informa bought CMRO from its previous owner, LibraPharm. Turner immediately
provided Angel with an original pdf and asked that it be reinstated. That request and one
subsequent appeal were ignored.
Angel claimed CMRO “adhere[s] to accepted codes of industry practice regarding
editorial integrity, transparency and ethics and … we are not aware of anything related to this
article’s omission from the archive that would indicate a breach of any such codes.” But,
Turner notes, "that did not extend to reinstating the journal’s own original article that I
supplied. Twice our request was ignored."
In February 2012 Turner wrote to the new publisher, Malavika Legge, but again
received no reply. However, checking in early March this year, of 2013, Dr. Turner
discovered the paper finally had been restored.
A detailed account of the lost-and-found article, including a disclosure on CMRO's
web site of former publisher Magrann's association with AZT's patent holder,
GlaxoSmithKline, can be found at <http://www.tig.org.za/CMRO_AZT_paper.htmlu>
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SECTION 3: History of the drug AZT and the ethicality of its registration
as an anti-HIV drug194
To appreciate the strong objections that surround use of the central ingredient in
prescribed anti-retroviral ‘cocktails’, it is useful to learn some of the history of the drug’s
development. AZT stands for azidothymidine, a drug often marketed under the names
Zidovudine or Retrovir. AZT is produced by the pharmaceutical giant Burroughs Wellcome
[now GlaxoSmithKline—Ed.] … The side effects of AZT include “primarily bone marrow
suppression with anaemia, sometimes nausea and vomiting and rarely the cause of other
symptoms such as skin rash.” But this is an understatement. AZT kills dividing cells
anywhere in the body—causing ulcerations and haemorrhaging, damage to hair follicles and
skin, killing mitochondria [the energy cells of the brain—see Unit 9, appendix VI of this
course reader—Ed.], wasting of muscle tissue, and destruction of the immune system and
other blood cells. Children are affected more severely, because many more of their cells are
growing than in adults.
AZT was first approved for treatment of AIDS in 1987 and then for prevention of
AIDS in 1990. Many people continue to receive the prescription for their infants, on pain of
losing custody for non-compliance and ‘medical negligence’.195 The toxicity of AZT is slow
to appear.
Viruses are not readily eliminable in the way bacteria are by strain specific and wide
spectrum antibiotics such as penicillin. Viruses are nonliving microbes made of proteins,
DNA or RNA, and sometimes even a tiny membrane—molecules all made entirely by human
cells inside a human body. It is difficult to manufacture a drug which can discriminate
between the production of proteins and DNA made for viruses and those made for their
human hosts. Despite never-ending searches for ‘magic bullets’ against viruses, the efforts
have produced little but failure. In principle an antiviral drug may never be possible. The
only solution offered has been vaccination, which prevents viruses from entering cells.
The 1975 Nobel Prize for Medicine awarded for Howard Temin’s discovery of the
protein “reverse transcriptase” [see Unit 9 section 2 of this course reader—Ed.].
Drug development since World War II had also been heavily shaped by cancer
research. Cancer, too, fuelled ambitions among doctors to find the ‘magic bullets’ that could
destroy the cancer tissue without killing the host. First came surgery, the attempt simply to
cut out the tumour; this method has serious limitations. Radiation also became popular, based
on the hope that tumours could be burned away by X-rays or other high energy beams before
destroying the body, but rational therapy has mostly proven to be a disappointment.
Chemotherapy, suing powerful cell-killing drugs came into vogue during the 1950s. Starting
in World War I, researchers observed the destruction of blood cells by mustard gas, the
chemical warfare agent used to hideous effect in the trenches of Europe’s battlefields. A few
attempts to use this drug against cancer turned up with minimal results, largely because
mustard gas was so toxic to the patient.
Shortly after James Shannon took over the National Institute of Health in 1955, he
instituted several major research programmes to attract vast new budgets from US Congress.
The largest of these became the Virus-Cancer Program, which ultimately converted itself into
the war on AIDS. The second largest project aimed to develop chemotherapy agents to treat
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cancer. The 1950s and 1960s therefore saw a proliferation of drugs designed to kill growing
cells. At first, the goal seemed straightforward: since cancer is made of persistently dividing
cells, find a drug that prefers to kill cells that grow. The biggest problem with his concept lies
in the body’s own tissues, many of which replenish themselves constantly with rapidly
growing cells. Therefore cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy experience devastating
side effects including hair loss, muscle wasting, sever weight loss due to intoxication of the
intestines and benign intestinal microbes, anaemia and the need for blood transfusions, and
destruction of the immune system, composed mostly of white blood cells. Decades before the
appearance of AIDS, chemotherapy patients often dies of the same pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia (PCP) that later killed young homosexual men.196
AZT was invented under this programme in 1964. Jerome Horwitz, heading a lab at
the Detroit Cancer Foundation and financed with an NIH grant, created a chemically
modified form of a DNA building block. Every time a cell divides, it must copy its complete
genetic code, allowing one copy for each new cell. Genetic information is stored as a
sequence of four ‘letters’ in long chains of DNA known as chromosomes. Each building
block of DNA is linked to the one before it, almost like train cars. But Horwitz’s altered
DNA building block azidothymidine (AZT) surreptitiously enters the growing DNA chain
while a cell is preparing to divide, and acts as a premature ‘caboose’ (the last car) blocking
further DNA building blocks from being added. In short, the cell cannot copy its DNA
sequence and dies trying. AZT was the perfect killer of dividing cells. However, when he
tested the compound on cancer-ridden mice, it failed to cure the cancer.197 Horwitz was so
disappointed he never bothered publishing the experiment and eventually abandoned that line
of research. The drug must have killed the tumours, which contain dividing cells, but it so
effectively destroyed health growing tissues that the mice died of the extreme toxicity.198
The drug was shelved and no patent was ever filed.
Twenty years later, Dr. R.C. Gallo’s 1984 press conference199 announcing HIV as the
“AIDS virus” set in motion a new hunt, this time for a “magic bullet” drug to act against this
world destabilizing virus. The federal government had promised treatment and it had to
deliver. Some virus hunters including Jonas Salk,200 scurried to invent an HIV vaccine.
Others searched for an antiviral drug and turned to the cancer chemotherapy programme for
already-developed chemicals. The fastest way to put a drug to market would be to select one
that had finished some testing in the past.
At the time the Burroughs Wellcome pharmaceutical company recognised through its
US head David Barry, that there was an opportunity to recoup lost investments through
Gallo’s notorious 1984 press conference. Barry knew the US federal bureaucratic procedures
of drug approval and had a vast network of contacts in the FDA upper echelons,201 for he had
worked originally at the Food and Drug Administration during the 1970s as a virologist. His
research focus on the flu viruses and he occasionally dabbled in retroviruses after they
became popular; once at Burroughs Wellcome he paid more attention to herpes viruses, a
very popular research item. He needed only turn to the company shelves for previously
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rejected substances to respond to the official call for a quick solution to the need for antiHIV drugs. The political pressure was in his favour.
The key lay in winning FDA approval for the drug proposed, which counted for more
than mere permission to sell it. The agency bans most potential drugs, automatically
suppressing the competition and granting treatment monopolies for approved drugs. This
monopoly alone can be worth hundreds of millions of dollars to the pharmaceutical company
that hold the patent. The public depends upon, and trusts, the FDA to protect against
dangerous and effective potions.
Working with collaborators that were close colleagues of Robert C. Gallo (Dani
Bognesi and Sam Broder) at the US National Cancer Institute, the decorated scientist who
claimed discovery of HIV,202 laboratory experiments on AZT were published and the drug
was heavily promoted. The reports claimed that only a tiny concentration was needed to
block the virus from multiplying. Of course this would mean nothing if the same does of
AZT would also kill the T-cells in which the virus grew, in which case it would destroy the
immune system before the virus supposedly could do the damage. Further tests gave an
answer that sounded too good to be true: At least one thousand times as much AZT was
needed to kill the T-cells as needed to stop the virus.203 This theoretically meant doctors
could use the drug in small doses to stop HIV without seriously damaging the patient’s
immune system. No one bothered to check this fantastic result. The Burroughs Wellcome
company and US National Institute of Health researchers somehow had to explain their
success, and they billed AZT as a compound that specifically attacked reverse transcriptase,
the retrovirus enzyme. In other words, they quickly declared, they had finally found a ‘magic
bullet’.204
AZT, however, did not really attack reverse transcriptase directly. It only did what it
had been designed to do originally—stop the synthesis of DNA. Since reverse transcriptase
copies retroviral genes into DNA the drug certainly interfered with its normal function. But
the infected T-cell, meanwhile, produces its own DNA. Every time the cell divides, it must
copy one hundred thousand times more DNA than the small virus, giving AZT one hundred
thousand chances to kill the cell for every opportunity to block the virus. Since retroviruses
can make viral DNA only in cells making their own DNA, the drug could not possibly attack
the virus without also killing the infected cell, casting suspicion on the experiments run to
demonstrate success of AZT. Recent studies conducted by smaller laboratories have tested
AZT on other samples of T-cells, finding that the same low concentration that stops HIV also
kills the cells. According to these studies, the real cell-killing dose is one thousand times
lower than what was reported in the Border-Barry-Bolognesi research. AZT is definitely
toxic, indiscriminately killing virus infected and uninfected cells alike. The later research was
never applied to correct information published since 1986 in Physician’s Desk Reference,
where the real toxicity of AZT is record as one thousand times lower than is indicated by six
independent studies published since then.205
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It is important for public health practitioners to be aware of two other overlooked
problems with the lab experiments that served as the basis for approving AZT as a wonder
drug against HIV: (1) The virus against which Broder and colleagues tested AZT was
actively growing in the test tube. But in the body of an infected person, antibodies neutralize
HIV years before AIDS appears, if it ever appears at all. In persons with antibody against
HIV, the virus is inactive, not making any viral DNA at all. Thus AZT in a human being
cannot attack the virus anyway, for it has already become dormant. It can attack only
growing human cells. (2) AZT, like all other chemotherapeutic drugs, is unable to
distinguish an HIV-infected cell from one that is uninfected. This has diseastrous
consequences on people treated with AZT: since only 1 in about 500 T cells of HIV antibody
positive persons is ever infected, AZT must kill 4999 good T-cells to kill just one that is
infected by the hypothetical AIDS virus.
The standard means of studying safety and efficacy of a drug in the “Phase II trials”
required by law under FDA regulation, has always been a cornerstone of medical science.
The deterioration of this high standard is recounted in section 1 of this Unit, and appendix I.
The rigorous ‘gold standard’ trial puts any promising new treatment to ultimate test: When a
drug is applied to humans, does it really work? If properly structured, these tests pre-empt
the prejudices and interests of all the researchers involved. A group of people with the
appropriate disease is selected carefully and then secretly divided into two sub groups
matched for every important characteristic. [Unit 8 in this reader demonstrates in
rudimentary terms the principles by which a control group and experimental group are
essential to determine causes of an effect under scrutiny.—Ed.] One group is given the
treatment, the other a placebo—and the ‘double blind’ of the design refers to the fact that
those involved as subjects taking the drugs as well as the scientific observers recording the
results are unaware of which subject is in which group. This removes any interfering effect of
patient psychology or motivated non curricular activities that may affect the outcome of
treatment.
There was intense political pressure to approve an AIDS drug enhanced by the fast
spreading rumours about a powerful drug to save lives in an important voting block (the gay
community) during the 1984 US presidential electoral race. The notion of an emergency test
schedule for potentially life saving experimental drugs was put into practice as a highly
visible populist response in the early 1980s under grass roots pressure driven by powerful
lobbyists in USA demanding public health attention to the unprecedented AIDS outbreak in
the large community of homosexual voters in San Francisco, California. This was the
broader political economic circumstances in which the standards of the AZT Phase II trial
broke down.
Due to the toxicity of AZT its effects of those in the experimental group became
quickly and painfully obvious within weeks. Adverse reactions were so dramatic that it was
impossible to keep confidential who was actually on the drug. One subject died who by
autopsy was revealed to have been dosing with AZT although he was ostensibly in the
placebo group. Another subject died after being hospitalised with life-threatening fever and a
range of problems, requiring blood transfusion, yet he was on record as having no adverse
drug reactions. A range of protocol violations were discovered under subsequent
investigation which were never recorded according to procedure.206 The study was headed by
individuals with blatant conflicts of interest in a positive outcome. A total of 282 AIDS
patients were recruited for the study, intended for a six month period in 1986. A follow up
study was initiated when the published results revealed and concealed such serious problems
as to lead to a special investigation, headed by Margaret Fischl. Unauthorized drugs had been
taken by subjects in both groups, contrary to the rules of the experiment. Rumours of the
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drug’s possible benefits through unethical media presentation of AZT led to a spike in
demand. Drug accountability was a major problem at trial’s Boston center. Pharmacy records
of the trial’s inventory had been destroyed, camouflaging apparent theft of the product during
the study—AZT at the time became perhaps the most expensive drug of all time available for
purchase on the black market.207 Access to the drug grew out of control.208 Yet the drug was
seriously toxic. After a year from the studies’ cessation all the individuals in the placebo and
the experimental group had died.209
Adult patients receiving AZT take the drug in little white capsules surrounded by a
blue band. Infants are fed the drug intravenously. But researchers acquire the drug in a bottle
with skull and crossbones, packaged in bright orange that signifies an unusual chemical
hazard. The warning on the bottle indicates the contents is ‘toxic by inhalation, in contact
with skin and if swallowed. Target organs: bone marrow. If you feel unwell, seek medical
advice. Show label where possible. Wear suitable protective clothing.’210
The development of an effective treatment for AIDS has been disappointing in a
subsequent trial known as the Concorde study. This work established that ‘antiviral’ DNA
chain terminators such as AZT do not help prevent AIDS, the drugs instead help to bring it
on. The “adverse effects” brought about by AZT are indistinguishable from AIDS defining
symptoms—this is reported by the manufacturer.211 The morality of AZT recipients in this
study was 25 percent higher than those in untreated control groups.212
For a detailed and technical review of the efficacy and safety of AZT see Appendix
IV of this Unit, “A Critical Analysis of the Pharmacology of AZT and its Use in AIDS,”
(1999) by Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos, Valendar F. Turner, John M. Papadimitriu, David
Causer, Helman Alphonso and Todd Miller, Current Medical Research and Opinion vol. 15,
supplement 1: 1-45.

SECTION 4: What about non-compliance? The ethical implications of legal
sanctions against non-compliance with ARV prescriptions
In Africa, compliance may be a matter of life and death. Appendix II to Unit 6
provides a riveting first hand account of a visitor to Uganda who challenged the status quo of
AIDS theory and treatment through peaceful community health activism. Compliance has
moral and social overtones which carry punitive implications for the patient who questions
authority and even might wish to seek a second opinion. In the US and in Canada, some
individuals who resist standard prescriptions of anti-retrovirals find themselves confronting
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social services and child protection agencies, fighting in law court to defend their right to
regain custody of their own children (see Unit 10 of this course reader).
Normally, in medical practice patient autonomy and self-determination are respected.
A patient’s autonomy refers to his or her private domain of decision making and behaviour.
For most medical procedures and treatments, this is honoured. Abortion is an exception,
technically assisted suicide and euthanasia are others. In most other cases, the individuals’
choices and behaviour are understood to be their own affair, reflecting their financial
capacity, their personal beliefs, religious faiths, personal habits, family traditions,
preferences, upbringing, parenting choices, cultural practices, diet, determines their healthcare and their public duties. In most cases each person’s beliefs about what is right or wrong
to do is the guiding factor in what they do; the right to formulate his or her opinions on
matters of health and to act upon beliefs constitutes their autonomy.
Interrupting and making decisions for a patient without asking their permission,
carrying out such decisions without seeking permission or giving notice is a violation of the
patient’s private space however that may be defined, voicing an opinion about a person’s
choices and behaviour, may constitute a violation of the patient’s autonomy. It also may
constitute coercion, immoral or illegal. A violation of a person’s autonomy is also described
as an invasion of the person’s space. That refers to the domain where they are supposed to
have authority and privilege in holding beliefs, and making decisions about what to do.
With respect to children and infants who depend upon adults for their welfare, it is
controversial how to define ‘medical negligence’ when doctors’ advice on proper treatment
of an infant conflict. Is it ethical to enforce a legal minor’s medical treatment without or in
defiance of the consent of those legally responsible for the child’s care? Should a court or
child care agency be entitled to over-ride the decision of the child’s parents or guardian,
advised by an attentive physician? Does such forced intervention constitute a breach or
violation of the guardian’s autonomy and the child’s right? The case of Rico Nagel Martinez
raises ethical questions about the rights of parents to decide whether to medicate their own
children, in light of the broad controversy and the growing body of evidence that ARTs are
harmful. That case is being tested by the courts as of April 2013, and is summarised in
section 5 of Unit 10 in this course reader.
The situation created by the media and pharmaceutical industry, surrounding people
who have been diagnosed as HIV positive, as pre-AIDS or AIDS patients, constitutes a set of
conditions that may shift the boundaries of individual autonomy. Since it is assumed—
without evidential support—that a person contracts HIV or is vulnerable to the onset of AIDS
through poor judgment or risky behaviour brought about through their own ignorance, or
irresponsibility, or wanton immoral negligence of themselves and others, through outright
licentious and reckless activity, AIDS-related diseases have are supposed to be caused chiefly
by behaviour that is self-destructive and a threat to others, with few exceptions. This is a
basis for presuming that such an individual has relinquished their right to autonomy.
But the information supplied so far in this course is sufficient to compel a serious
review of this approach to insuring welfare by state authorized medical intervention, in the
following way. Patients are expected to cooperate with interference; when they do not they
may be labelled non-compliant and in violation of criminal law if one’s actions are deemed a
hazard to other people’s safety. So for example to refuse or neglect a course of treatment that
has been prescribed may count as non-compliance. However, if the course of treatment is
experimental, that is, if the safety and efficacy of the prescribed treatment is in question—
overtly or covertly—then the question of whether a patient is compliant or not should be set
aside. The patient-physician’s relationship takes centre stage according to the principle of
‘informed consent’. The understanding is that a physician informs of options and outcomes,
the patient consents to the procedure of choice recommended.
The peculiar situation in the case of responding to an HIV positive test result, or to the
presence of AIDS defining illnesses, is that different physicians inform of options and
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outcomes very differently. Consent in one situation would contradict consent in another.
And so too compliance is not a straightforward state of affairs.
The reason compliance has to be reopened for ARV prescriptions is that there is no
uniform answer to the question whether an HIV positive test result means the patient needs
ARV medication. There are instead vigorously contradictory answers to this question,
depending upon whom you ask and when you ask the question. The growing loss of
confidence in the tests as a diagnostic tool for which their manufacturers explicitly state they
should not be used, together with alternative understandings of what causes immune
breakdown, implies radically divergent views of the use of anti retroviral drugs.
The further consideration, however, is the negative effect of these drugs due to their
toxicity and the damage they appear to be doing in toxic doses to cellular biology. The
consequence of different explanations of immune dysfunction is that different treatment
options emerge (see Unit 9 and appendices).
Over three decades, the treatment of choice has varied, and advice has varied among
researchers, drug developers and practicing doctors who are involved in prescribing antiretroviral drugs. It appears that as the standard drug dosage has decreased, the number of
deaths has also decreased. There are a variety of reasons offered why this is the case. One
explanation that does not receive widespread publicity is that the symptoms and fatalities
attributed to HIV infection over the years appear to be side effects of the drugs—toxicity was
especially damaging in the early days of ‘HAART’ treatment (Highly Aggressive ART
dosages in combination). It took some decades for these results of ART medication to
emerge. It is only now emerging that in the early aggressive treatment using AZT, the
symptoms attributed to AIDS were the side effects of the anti-AIDS drugs, and that as the
dosages of these toxic drugs were reduced, so the length of life of patients using them was
prolonged.
This unit’s conclusion discusses in detail the set of assumptions that constitute the
basis for antiretroviral treatment for pregnant women, and for newborn infants which was
sketched in section 1 at the outset of this unit. Yet a range of physicians and researchers with
various approaches and views concerning HIV and AIDS disagree with the standard
treatment regime. The scientific data presented there is extensive and cannot be covered in
the space of this unit, so it is presented as appendices. There the co-authors propose to
demonstrate that it is not only irrational but unethical to treat or prevent AIDS with toxic
antiretroviral drugs, and that to do so is a violation of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.
CONCLUSION:

Is it rational to treat or prevent AIDS with Anti Retroviral Drugs?
The answer is negative213
by
Roberto A. Giraldo, Michael Ellner, Celia Farber, Barnett J. Weiss, Francis R. Buianouckas,
Tom DiFerdinando, Ray Vagg, and Edward A. Lieb
in Continuum (London) Summer 1999; 5(5): 38-52.
Summary
The treatment and prevention of AIDS with antiretroviral medications is based on a
singular set of well known beliefs: that AIDS is an infectious disease caused by a virulent
virus called HIV; that HIV belongs to family of retroviruses; that AIDS can therefore be
treated with antiretroviral drugs; that AIDS is a transmissible disease that is transmitted
through body fluids including blood, genital secretions, and breast milk; that a positive result
on the so-called "AIDS test" is indicative of infection with HIV; that once positive on the
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"AIDS test" the individual will develop AIDS; that a person who reacts positive on the
"AIDS test" can prevent the development of AIDS by using several antiretroviral drugs; that
the consumption of antiretroviral drugs will prevent the transmission of HIV from HIV
positive pregnant women to their babies; that the use of antiretroviral drugs is safe and free of
harmful effects; and that, therefore, it is rational to treat and to prevent AIDS with
antiretroviral medications.
However, not a single one of the above beliefs can be scientifically substantiated. On
the contrary, there are many scientific facts indicating that: the tests used for the diagnosis of
HIV are extraordinarily inaccurate; that being HIV positive does not mean that the person is
infected with HIV, the so-called "AIDS virus"; that there are more than 70 different non-HIV
related reasons to have a positive result on the "AIDS test"; that the transmission and
infectivity of AIDS is not real; that the risk of developing AIDS after being labeled "HIV
positive" is unknown; that HIV is not the cause of AIDS; that HIV may not even exist as a
virus; that what is called "AIDS" is a toxic and nutritional syndrome; that all antiretroviral
drugs are highly toxic to humans; that the antiretroviral medications can by themselves cause
AIDS; and that pregnant women, infants, and children are especially vulnerable to the toxic
effects of antiretroviral medications.
The scientific data presented here will demonstrate that, once and for all, it is not only
irrational but unethical to treat or prevent AIDS with toxic antiretroviral drugs, and that to do
so is a violation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
If, as claimed, there is a genuine interest in doing the best for our fellow human
beings, the use of these "AIDS medications" should cease immediately. It is urgent that the
entire infectious model of AIDS be reappraised.
Introduction
The treatment and prevention of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, AIDS,
with antiretroviral drugs is singularly based on the following set of well known beliefs:
•

that AIDS is an infectious disease, that it is caused by a very virulent virus, and that this
virulent virus, which belongs to the family of retroviruses, is named the human
immunodeficiency virus, HIV, or simply "the AIDS virus" (1-7),

•

that AIDS can be successfully treated with antiretroviral medications (8-12),

•

that AIDS is a physically contagious disease that is transmissible through body fluids
including blood, genital secretions, breast milk, etc. (13-16), and that as a
consequence, is believed to be transmitted both homosexually and heterosexually, as
well as from mother to child during pregnancy or after birth through breastfeeding
(13-18).

•

that a positive reaction on the "AIDS test" is indicative of infection with the so-called
"AIDS virus" or HIV (2,19-22),

•

that once reacting positive on the "AIDS test" the reactant person will very likely develop
AIDS at some totally undetermined time in the future (3,5,7,23,24),

•

that a person infected with "the virus that causes AIDS" can delay the development of
AIDS by the use of several antiretroviral drugs (10,11,25-27),

•

that the use of antiretroviral drugs may prevent the transmission of HIV from HIVpositive mothers to their fetuses (12,25,26), resulting in the worldwide promotion of
their use for HIV-positive pregnant women (12,26-29),
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•

•

that the antiretroviral drugs are safe, and that only in a few cases do they induce some
light side effects (10,12,26,30), and so are promoted worldwide for children’s use
(31), and
that therefore it is absolutely rational and ethical to treat and to prevent AIDS with the use
of antiretroviral drugs in pregnant women, children and anybody else (12,25,30-34).

However the above list of beliefs and assumptions, all of which collectively serve as the
foundation for the infectious hypothesis of AIDS, have never been scientifically validated.
On the contrary, there are many scientific facts indicating that these beliefs are not only
unfounded but that the entire model of AIDS as an infectious condition must be reappraised
immediately. The following comprehensive list of facts support our statement:
1. The tests used for the diagnosis of "HIV infection" are highly inaccurate.
The following scientific facts support the assertion that "the tests used in the diagnosis
of HIV infection are highly inaccurate":
1.1. The definition of AIDS, as developed by the United States Federal Government’s
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, requires a positive result on the antibody test
for HIV (35). This definition is accepted worldwide. The importance of HIV in this
definition is so strong that, currently, many AIDS researchers, health care professionals
and lay people, in following the lead of the United States Institute of Medicine, the
National Academy of Sciences and most AIDS researchers now refer to "AIDS" as "HIV
Disease" (1,4,6,23,36,37).
1.2. The tests that are used most frequently to diagnose HIV status are the ELISA "screening
test", the Western blot "confirmatory test" and the PCR "Viral Load test" (19-22). In the
United States the ELISA and Western blot tests, when done together, have become
known as "the AIDS test". These tests supposedly detect antibodies against HIV. The
"Viral Load" or PCR test is a genetic test that makes copies of small fragments of nucleic
acids that, it is claimed, belong exclusively to HIV. These are the same tests that are used
to check for HIV in mothers, infants, children, and in the population at large. The
problem with all of these tests is that a positive HIV reaction does not guarantee that the
person is really infected with HIV at all (38-47).
1.3. Currently, a positive result on "the AIDS test" - ELISA and Western blot antibody tests is synonymous with HIV infection and the attendant risk of developing AIDS (19-22).
However, these antibody tests are neither standardized nor reproducible, with respect
to HIV they are themselves meaningless because they mean different things in different
individuals, they also mean different things in different laboratories and in different
countries (38). They are interpreted differently in the United States, Russia, Canada,
Australia, Africa, Europe and South America (48-53), which means that a person who is
positive in Africa can be negative when tested in Australia; or a person who is negative in
Canada can become positive when tested in Africa (54). The other problem is that the
same sample of blood when tested in 19 different laboratories gets 19 different results on
the Western blot test (55).
1.4. The Western blot antigens, proteins or bands - p120, p41, p32, p24/25, p17/18 - which
are considered to be specific to HIV, may not be encoded by the HIV genome and may in
fact represent human cellular proteins (38-40,46,56).
1.5. The only valid method of establishing the sensitivity and the specificity of a diagnostic
test in clinical medicine is to compare the test in question with its gold standard. The only
possible gold standard for the HIV tests is the human immunodeficiency virus itself.
Since HIV has never been isolated as an independent free and purified viral entity (57), it
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is not possible to properly define the sensitivity or the specificity of any of the tests for HIV
(38). Currently, the sensitivity and the specificity of the tests for HIV are defined not by
comparison to purified HIV itself, but by comparison of the tests in question with the
clinical manifestations of AIDS, or with T4 cell counts (38). "At present there is no
recognized standard for establishing the presence and absence of HIV-1 antibody in
human blood. Therefore sensitivity was computed based on the clinical diagnosis of
AIDS and specificity based on random donors" (58). Since there is no gold standard for
defining the specificity of the tests used for the diagnosis of HIV infection, all HIVpositive results for HIV infection must be considered false-positives.
1.6. There are abundant scientific publications explaining that there are more than 70
different documented conditions that can cause the antibody tests to react positive without
an HIV infection (38-40,43,45,56). In other words, there are more than 70 scientifically
acknowledged reasons for false positives when testing for HIV. This fact has been
abundantly documented in the scientific literature.
1.7. Of course, it is shocking to find out that a diagnosis of HIV infection is based on tests
that are not specific for HIV. However, the scientific evidence tells us that a person can
react positive on the test for HIV even though he or she is not infected with HIV (3840,43,47,56,59).
1.8. The pharmaceutical companies that make and commercialize the kits for these tests
acknowledge the inaccuracy of them, and this is why the inserts that come with the kits
typically state the following: "Elisa testing alone cannot be used to diagnose AIDS, even
if the recommended investigation of reactive specimens suggests a high probability that
the antibody to HIV-1 is present" (58). The insert for one of the kits for administering the
Western blot warns, "Do not use this kit as the sole basis of diagnosis of HIV-1 infection"
(60). The insert that comes with a popular kit to run viral load warns, "The amplicor HIV1 Monitor test is not intended to be used as a screening test for HIV or as a diagnostic test
to confirm the presence of HIV infection" (61). The problem is that not only most AIDS
researchers, journalists and lay people but health care workers themselves do not know
these facts about the tests because they do not have access to them. There likewise
appears to be little or no concern on the part of the knowing faculty of institutions to
communicate these facts to physicians, let alone the general public.
1.9. Since the viral load results are given in copies per ml of plasma (61) AIDS researchers,
health care professionals, and lay people may think that they represent copies or counts of
the virus itself (38,62-67). However, the Viral load test only makes copies of fragments of
nucleic acids. It does not count HIV itself. A positive viral load test cannot be regarded as
signifying the presence of the whole HIV genome, and therefore the test cannot be used to
measure virus.
1.10. Results of the viral load test cannot be reproduced. This can be seen in the wide range
of variability that is accepted in the quality controls set by the companies that make and
commercialize the test kits. For example, Roche accepts low control having a variability
between 880 and 7,900 copies per ml [Lot # 0034], and high control having a variability
between 79,000 and 710,000 copies per ml [Lot # 0041] [Roche, Amplicor HIV-1
Monitor test Lot # 88618, expiration January 1999]. Most important of all, the problems
with the lack of a gold standard for HIV infection also apply to the evaluation of the
accuracy of the PCR or Viral load test (38,67,68). As a consequence, the specificity of the
Viral load test for HIV has never been defined properly. Therefore, all viral load positive
results are likewise potential false-positives for HIV.
1.11. People have the right to make informed choices (69-71). However, the right of informed
choice implies a right to good information. There is no justification for the fact that most
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people have not been informed about the serious inaccuracy of the tests for HIV infection.
Withholding or obscuring these facts is a serious breach of public trust, violating as it
does a person’s right to informed consent when making decisions about their health care.
The legal implications of this situation has been noted (72).
2. Being "HIV-positive" does not mean that a person is infected with "HIV".
The following scientific facts support the assertion that "being HIV-positive does not
mean that the person is infected with HIV":
2.1. There are a growing number of scientific publications explaining in detail that the tests
for HIV infection are not specific for HIV (38-40,73). There are many reasons other than
a past or present HIV infection to explain why an individual reacts positive on these tests.
In other words these tests can react positive in the absence of HIV (38-40,43-45,56).
2.2. Some of the conditions that cause false positives on the so-called "AIDS test" are: past or
present infection with a variety of bacteria, parasites, viruses, and fungi including
tuberculosis, malaria, leishmaniasis, influenza, the common cold, leprosy and a history of
sexually transmitted diseases; the presence of polyspecific antibodies,
hypergammaglobulinemias, the presence of auto-antibodies against a variety of cells and
tissues, vaccinations, and the administration of gammaglobulins or immunoglobulins; the
presence of auto-immune diseases like erythematous systemic lupus, sclerodermia,
dermatomyositis and rheumatoid arthritis; the existence of pregnancy and multiparity; a
history of rectal insemination; addiction to recreational drugs; several kidney diseases,
renal failure and hemodialysis; a history of organ transplantation; presence of a variety of
tumors and cancer chemotherapy; many liver diseases including alcoholic liver disease;
hemophilia, blood transfusions and the administration of coagulation factor; and even the
simple condition of aging, to mention a few of them (38-40,43,44,56).
2.3. It is interesting to note that all of these conditions that cause the "HIV tests" to react
positive in the absence of HIV, are conditions which are present with varied distribution
and concentration in all of the conventionally recognized AIDS risk groups in the
developed countries, as well as in the vast majority of inhabitants of the underdeveloped
world. This means that in all probability many drug users [including mothers], certain gay
males, and some hemophiliacs in the developed countries, as well as the vast majority of
inhabitants in most countries of Africa, Asia, South America and the Caribbean, who
have positive reactions to the tests for HIV, may very well do so due to conditions other
than being infected with HIV (38-40,56,74).
2.4. Further, it is well known that people with or at risk for AIDS have high levels of
antibodies - immunoglobulins - as a consequence of having been exposed to significant
quantities of a variety of foreign substances such as recreational drugs, semen, factor
VIII, blood and blood components, sexually transmitted infections and other infections
(38-40,75). All these substances are oxidizing agents that cause oxidative stress
(73,76,77).
Recently one of us showed that all blood react positively on the ELISA test when run
the test with neat or non-diluted serum (361). This can indicate that everybody has
antibodies against what is supposed to be HIV. The ones that only react positively with
straight or neat serum may have fewer amount of antibodies than the ones that continue
reacting positively even when the serum is diluted 400 times (361), as it is usually run in
the test (58). Since there is not scientific evidence that the ELISA test is specific for HIV
antibodies, a reactive ELISA test at any concentration of the serum would mean presence
of non-specific or polyspecific antibodies (361).
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2.5. There is also a great deal of scientific data indicating the widespread presence of nonspecific interactions between what are considered to be retroviral antigens and unrelated
antibodies (38,78-80). It is then possible to conclude that the tests for HIV react positively
in the presence of those antibodies; in other words, that a positive antibody test for HIV
may be the result of previous antigenic over-stimulation, rather than a result of an HIV or
any other retroviral infection (38-40).
2.6. Finally, it has been proposed that antibodies against HIV are surrogative markers for
recreational drug use in the United States and in Europe (81,82).
2.7. Being "HIV-positive" - reacting positive on the tests for HIV - would then mean simply
that the person has been exposed to many antigenic and toxic challenges, i.e., to many
oxidizing agents (73). His or her immune system has been responding a lot to these
immunogenic and immunotoxic challenges (77,83). The immune system of these "HIVpositive" individuals could eventually be debilitated - oxidized - after it has been overstimulated, and therefore their risk for AIDS may be higher than those who are "HIVnegative" (75,77).
2.8. On the other hand, even if "the AIDS test" were able to detect antibodies to HIV, it
would not be logical to say that the presence of those antibodies indicate an active
infection. The presence of antibodies to any virus simply means humoral immune
response to that virus and not necessarily that the virus is still active and pathogenic
(74,84). One can have antibodies against many germs without those germs being active,
pathogenically active or even present at all (84,85). In most instances, antibodies against
viruses indicate immunity. This is the very basis of vaccination against viral diseases
(74,84,86). Even if the tests were specific for antibodies against HIV, the question would
then be the following: Why is it that only in the case of AIDS the presence of antibodies
indicates the presence of disease, rather than protection against it ?
2.9. There is no justification for the fact that both patients and the general public have had all
of the preceding facts withheld from them. Without the merits and demerits of the tests
for HIV, people cannot make informed decisions.
3. The transmission and infectivity of AIDS is not real.
The following scientific facts support the assertion that "the transmission and
infectivity of AIDS is not real":
3.1. Today, there is an alarming worldwide increase in toxic agents environmentally, in the
workplace and in the home. Many new diseases can be attributed to exposure to these
agents (87). The same is true for people at risk for AIDS. Different AIDS risk groups
develop the same AIDS related diseases simply because they are exposed to the same
agents - the same toxins or stressors - and not because they get or transmit a new virulent
germ.
3.2. Within the groups at risk for AIDS, the trends of AIDS incidence parallel the trends of
immunological stressor agents (73,76,81,82,87,88).
For example, drug-addicted gay men who develop AIDS are usually exposed for long
periods of time to alcohol, drugs, nitrite inhalants, sperm, STD’s, other infections, antiinfective therapy, mental distress, and malnutrition (77,81,83,87,88), all immunological
stressor agents that although sexually related, are not sexually transmitted. In
hemophiliacs blood, factor VIII, infections, anti-infective therapy, and mental distress are
present (77,83,87,89,90); all these are immunological stressor agents that are related to
their basic illness and not only to the transfusions. In babies born to drug addicted
mothers immunological stressors like alcohol and other street drugs, congenital
infections, and anti-infective therapy are present and can alter the baby’s immune and
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other systems (77,81-83,87). In the "third world", malnourished mothers transmit
malnutrition to their babies with all its adverse immune and biological consequences
(83,91).
All these immunological stressor agents are enough to weaken and even destroy the
immune and other systems. One does not need HIV - or any other germ - to either
perform or explain this destructive job (75,77,81-83,88,92).
3.3. The homosexual transmission of AIDS (93) is an assumption based on the high
frequency of AIDS in a very specific group of drug-addicted gay men (94).
The belief in the heterosexual transmission of AIDS in Africa is also unsubstantiated
(91,95-98). It is based on the fact that in Africa both men and women have the same
possibility of developing "AIDS". However, the conditions of life in Africa are bad for
both men and women and instead of getting better, every day these conditions are getting
worse (83). Very often, the diagnosis of "AIDS" in Africa is indistinguishable from the
rampant symptoms of common tropical diseases (91,93,99). In Africa, both men and
women are exposed to the same immunological stressor agents. Therefore, no matter the
sexual preference, everybody in Africa is at risk for AIDS. The same is true in places with
similar conditions to Africa.
3.4. In the early 80’s it was postulated that HIV was a highly contagious virus. However, now
it is even accepted by mainstream researchers (94,100-102) that seroconversion depends
upon as many as 1000 sexual contacts of vaginal intercourse, and from 100 to 500
contacts for anal intercourse (81,82).
Note also that seroconversion from HIV-negative to HIV-positive can occur in the
absence of sexual transmission because of continued exposure to immunological stressor
agents - oxidizing agents - during sexual activities, such as pharmaceutical aphrodisiacs
(38-40,73,76,77,83).
3.5. Mainstream researchers do not consider immunological stressor agents as risk factors for
AIDS (83,92,94,103,104). They do not feel the need to do that. In fact, everybody seems
to be hypnotized by HIV, using as they do an HIV diagnosis not to reveal, but to conceal
these risks, the true etiologic, or causal factors for AIDS (105-111).
3.6. If AIDS were a physically contagious disease, an exponential growth of cases would be
seen in the general population, at least during the early phase of the outbreak. But instead,
AIDS remains confined to the same groups in which it was first observed (94,103).
3.7. There is still not a single case of AIDS acquired by health care professionals at their
work sites (81,82,94,112). In all the alleged cases it is found that the health care worker
who tested positive for HIV, or who developed AIDS, did so due to their exposure to
immunological stressors other than HIV (77,81-85).
3.8. There is still no scientific proof of the wife of a hemophiliac with AIDS contracting the
syndrome from her husband (89,94,113,114).
3.9. The perinatal transmission of HIV from HIV positive mothers to their babies is likewise
theoretical. Even the HIV/AIDS supporters agree that vertical transmission of HIV is very
inefficient (115).
3.10. UNAIDS, UNICEF and the WHO, all agencies of the United Nations, are currently
promoting a worldwide campaign to stop HIV-positive mothers from engaging in the
healthy practice of breastfeeding their babies with the pretext that in this way it is
possible to prevent the transmission of HIV (116-118). However, after carefully studying
167 publications on this issue, a recent review states clearly that, "From the database
analysis, we know that the relative role of breastfeeding in the epidemiology of AIDS is
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still uncertain" (119). The transmission of HIV through breast milk is a scientifically
invalidated assumption (120-122).
It is both illogical and counter intuitive to discourage HIV positive mothers from
breastfeeding their babies. To do so is a dangerous and erroneous policy based on an
unproven assumption. This is a violation of both the right of women to breastfeed their
babies, and the right of babies to be fed with the breast milk of their mothers (123).
The logical conclusion of the foregoing is that the transmission and infectivity of
AIDS has never been scientifically validated. It is merely an assumption that has morphed
into dogma.
4. The risk of developing AIDS after being labeled "HIV positive" is unknown.
The following scientific facts support the assertion that "the risk of developing AIDS
after being labeled HIV positive is unknown":
4.1. It is believed internationally that once receiving a positive result on the "AIDS test", an
individual will develop AIDS at some moment in the future, this despite the fact that the
latency period has increased every year since 1985 (13,16). However, the equation "HIV
= AIDS" has never been scientifically validated. Even the pharmaceutical company that
makes and commercializes the most popular test to run the ELISA test for HIV warns in
the test kit, "The risk of an asymptomatic person with a repeatable reactive serum sample
developing AIDS or an AIDS-related condition is not known" (58,124).
4.2. According to the claims made at the 12th World AIDS Conference in Geneva, there are
31 million people throughout the world who are HIV positive (125). The immense
majority of these people are absolutely healthy, and this is the reason why these persons
are called "Long term survivors" or cases of "non-progressive HIV infection" (6,126).
4.3. Even mainstream researchers state that "5-10% of HIV-infected people live for 10 years perhaps 20 or more years - without developing AIDS-related symptoms or having any
laboratory evidence of progression to AIDS" (126,127).
4.4. Mainstream AIDS researchers are looking at the absence of the so-called "cofactors" in
these "long term survivors" or "non-progressive HIV infections". These "cofactors"
include "other sexually transmitted diseases, drug use, nutrition and stress", as well as
genetic factors to try to explain this fact (126-130).
4.5. It is also important to remember that in the scientific literature there are more than 5,000
individuals that have AIDS and are HIV-negative (131-135). These patients are dying
from AIDS-related diseases that are not called "AIDS" because they are HIV-negative. In
reality, they are dying from conditions caused by the same agents as the HIV-positive
cases diagnosed as AIDS (74,82,103). The supporters of the HIV-AIDS model arbitrarily
decided to call these HIV-negative AIDS cases "Idiopathic CD4 T-lymphocytopenia"
(131,133).
4.6. The mortality in AIDS has been related to the presence of other factors such as the use of
street-drugs, anti-viral medications, and not to HIV by itself (136).
4.7. In both HIV-positive and HIV-negative AIDS cases, it is always possible to find a
variety of "cofactors" to which the patients were exposed, generally for long periods of
time and always prior to the development of clinical AIDS (81-83,92). Since all these
"cofactors" are well known agents able to cause immunodeficiency
(73,76,77,81,104,137), it is much more correct to call them immunological stressor agents
(77,83,104,137).
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4.8. It is also interesting to note that there are some examples of HIV-positive individuals
seroconverting to a negative state, then remaining that way for years (138,139).
4.9. As was stated above, reacting positive on the tests for antibodies to HIV most likely
means that the person has been exposed to many antigenic and toxic challenges, i.e., to
many oxidizing agents (38,73,76,77,83,92,137). His or her immune system has been
responding to too many immunogenic and immunotoxic challenges (75,77,83). It is in
this way that the immune system of "HIV-positive" individuals may be more debilitated oxidized - than those who are "HIV-negative". And it is in this way that the risk for AIDS
in "HIV-positives" may be higher. In other words: it is the exposure to immunological
stressor agents that cause an individual to react positive on "the AIDS test". And it is this
exposure which, if not stopped, could eventually cause the "HIV-positive" individual to
go on to develop AIDS (75,77,83).
5. HIV is not the cause of AIDS.
The following scientific facts support the assertion that "HIV is not the cause of
AIDS":
5.1. Most people believe that AIDS scientists know the mechanisms by which HIV destroys
the immune system and causes AIDS. However, after more than a decade of "HIV
science", no one has the answer for this basic question. The ways in which HIV
supposedly destroys the immune system (1,3,140) are highly speculative
(74,77,92,103,141-143).
In a recent survey done by the journal Science, it was found that the main question
that bothers most of the mainstream AIDS researchers is how it is that HIV destroys the
immune system and causes AIDS (144).
5.2. Within both lay and scientific circles it is virtually unknown that for more than a decade,
there has been a scientific debate about the etiology or cause of AIDS. In the March 1987
issue of the journal Cancer Research, Peter Duesberg from the University of California
wrote his first article questioning the infectious model of AIDS (141). Since then many
scientific articles, documents, and books have been written in different countries by
dissident researchers and AIDS activists, trying to get a reappraisal of the unproven viral
hypothesis for AIDS (75,88,92,105,106,113,141,143,145-151).
5.3. There are many scientific facts which show that HIV fails to fulfill the epidemiological,
biological, even the common sense requirements to be the cause of AIDS
(73,75,113,143,148-153).
5.4. HIV is neither necessary nor sufficient to cause AIDS, nor does it always precede the
development of the syndrome (94,104,154). This is demonstrated by thousands of AIDS
cases that are HIV negative (131,133,155). It is also demonstrated by a host of HIVpositive people who are absolutely healthy and have never developed AIDS
(74,104,113,146,154,156,157).
5.5. There are many individuals who first develop immunodeficiency and only later they
become "HIV-positive" (158-162). It is however, a natural law that in all situations,
including human diseases, the effect comes after cause.
5.6. The scientific data do not prove that HIV preferentially destroys T4 cells or has any
cytopathic effect; they do not demonstrate that T 4 cells are preferentially destroyed in
AIDS patients, they do not demonstrate that T 4 cell destruction is either necessary or
sufficient as a prerequisite for the development of AIDS (92,103).
5.7. HIV like all retroviruses, has never been proven to be a pathogenic agent; therefore it
cannot explain the immunological alterations, pathogenesis, natural history nor different
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clinical forms within the groups of people that develop AIDS (77,92,94,103,104,141,146).
5.8. Since it has never been proven that HIV can cause AIDS, the investigators that
enthusiastically defend HIV as its cause have proposed a vast variety of agents as helpers
or "cofactors" in the genesis of AIDS (1,140). However, these "cofactors" are by
themselves causal agents of immunodeficiency and can generate AIDS with or without
the presence of HIV (77,81,92,137,146). Again, it is for more accurate to call the
"cofactors" primary immunological stressor agents (74,77,83,87,104,137,154). They are
the real risk factors for AIDS. They are the etiological or causal factors of AIDS. They
are the cause of AIDS.
5.9. It simply goes against common sense to propose an infectious cause of AIDS. The new
and real circumstances that surround all the groups of people that develop AIDS with the
greatest frequency is their exaggerated exposure in the last decades to a variety of stressor
agents that have a chemical, physical, biological, mental or nutritional origin
(77,104,137). People who develop AIDS are exposed both voluntarily and involuntarily
to immunological stressor agents that are unique to either their conditions of life, or to
their style of life (81-83,94,163).
5.10. The toxic and non-infectious nature of AIDS has been suspected since 1981, when the
very first publication on it announced the first 5 cases (164).
6. The so-called "AIDS virus", HIV, may not even exist.
Biophysicist Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos and her group of researchers at Royal
Perth Hospital in Perth, Western Australia, were the very first scientists to mention the
fact that HIV has never been isolated (38). For several years Papadopulos-Eleopulos and
co-workers have been publishing papers where they have described in detail the scientific
facts that support the assertion that "the so-called AIDS virus, HIV, may not even exist"
(38-40,46,56,57,73,76,168,175,177,179):
6.1. The correct procedures (57) employed for over half a century to achieve isolation of a
retrovirus are: a) to find in infected cell cultures particles with a diameter of 100-120 nM
that contain the so-called condensed inner bodies or cores and that have surfaces studded
with projections - spikes, knobs - b) In sucrose density gradients the particles band at a
density of 1.16 gm/ml; c) At the density of 1.16 gm/ml there is nothing else but particles
with the morphological characteristics of retroviral particles; d) The particles contain only
RNA and not DNA, and the RNA consistently has the same length [number of bases] and
composition no matter how many times the experiment is repeated; e) When the particles
are introduced into secondary cultures they are taken up by the cells, the entire RNA is
reverse transcribed into cDNA, the entire cDNA is inserted into the cellular DNA, and the
DNA is transcribed back into RNA which is then translated into proteins; f) As a result of
e the cells in the secondary cultures release particles into the culture medium; g) The
particles released into the secondary culture medium have exactly the same characteristics
as the original particles, that is, they must have identical morphology, band at 1.16 gm/ml
and contain the same RNA and proteins (57).
None of these procedures have been achieved in the case of HIV (38,40,57,73).
6.2. None of the researchers who claim to have isolated HIV have shown the presence of
particles with the morphological characteristics of retroviruses banding at 1.16 gm/ml
(57).
Even the word "isolation" as used by the most noted researchers (165-167) is incorrect
and misleading since neither Montagner, Gallo nor Levy isolated HIV particles, particles
of any other human retrovirus, or even virus-like-particles at all (38-40,56,57,73,142,168174).
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6.3. Since no "retroviral particles" [retroviruses] have ever been isolated from any culture
(38-40,57,73,168-177), the existence of HIV has been established indirectly: by the
presence in blood cultures of AIDS and "HIV-positive" individuals,
proteins/glycoproteins such as gp 160/150, gp120, gp41/45/40, p34/32, p24, and p18/17,
each claimed to belong to HIV; by the presence of enzymes such as reverse transcriptase
that supposedly belongs to HIV; and by the presence of RNA or DNA fragments that
supposedly belong to HIV (38-40,57,73,168-175).
However, none of these substances have been proven to belong to HIV at all (3840,57,73,168-175). How can anybody prove that the substances found in those cultures
belong to a viral particle that has never been found at 1.16 gm/ml? To prove that those
substances are part of a retrovirus named HIV, it is absolutely necessary that the retroviral
particles have been previously separated - isolated - from everything else. This has never
been done with HIV (57).
6.4. It is interesting to note that the substances listed in 6.3. are claimed to appear exclusively
when one co-cultures supposedly infected blood with abnormal cells from leukemic
patients, or from umbilical cord lymphocytes (57). The problem is that the same
substances can be obtained from the same cultures in the absence of the supposedly HIVinfected blood (57).
6.5. The cultures where the above substances have been found are cultures that have been
heavily stimulated with substances such as phytohemagglutinin, IL-2, antiserum to human
interferon, and other agents (57). These culture stimulants are oxidizing agents (57,73).
The problem is that the same type of material can be observed in stimulated cultures of
lymphocytes from healthy persons (57,178).
It is interesting to note than in the presence of antioxidants, no HIV phenomena can
be observed in culture; nor can HIV substances be found (38,178,179).
6.6. The substances listed in 6.3. are not specific to HIV at all (57). For instance, it is
currently known that reverse transcriptase can be found associated with entities other than
retroviruses, including eukaryote cells, some animal and plant DNA viruses, and even
some introns (180).
Gallo and co-workers have claimed that the cell-free supernatants from "infected"
cultures have HIV-DNA (181,182). They forgot that by definition retroviruses are
infectious particles which contain only RNA. When retroviruses enter a cell the RNA is
reverse transcribed into DNA, which is then integrated into cellular DNA as a provirus,
which means that "HIV DNA" will be present only in the cell and no where else (57).
There is also ample evidence that any RNA or DNA present in the supernatant of the
cultures is there as an effect of stimulation by polycations and oxidizing agents, rather
than as an effect of the presence of a retrovirus (57).
"HIV cloning" is likewise misleading. Without isolating a retroviral particle
containing RNA inside its core, the cloning of that "specific HIV-RNA" is not possible
(57).
6.7. To date nobody has presented evidence that the so-called HIV proteins or antigens
[gp160/150, gp120, gp41/45/40, p34/32, p24, p18/17], are constituents of a retrovirus
particle or even retrovirus-like particle let alone a unique retrovirus, HIV (57).
6.8. The proteins or antigens derived from stimulated cultures form the basis for the ELISA
and Western blot HIV antibody tests (57,173). Fragments of RNA from stimulated
cultures form the basis of the HIV viral load test (57,173). This is the main reason why
the current tests used for the diagnosis of HIV are not specific for it (38-40,57,168,175).
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6.9. In the January 1997 issue of the journal Virology, two independent groups of
researchers published experiments claiming to isolate HIV. Now and for the first time in
the history of HIV, the researchers followed the internationally accepted procedures to
isolate retroviral particles. Not surprisingly, in the sedimented bands at 1.16 gm/ml of
sucrose, where retroviruses are known to be located, nothing was found but cellular
debris. At 1.16 gm/ml there was nothing that even looked like a retroviral particle
(183,184). They could not have isolated HIV simply because HIV was not there to be
isolated.
It has been proposed that all those substances that indicate the existence of HIV are
nothing more than non-viral material altogether, induced by the agents to which the AIDS
patients and cultures are exposed (57). When found in people, these substances would be
seen as regular products of the stress response (185), secondary to exposure to chemical,
physical, biological, mental, and nutritional stressor agents (74,77,83,87,104,137,
148,154).
6.10. It is therefore possible to conclude that the entire model of AIDS as an infectious and
transmissible viral disease has its basis on a non-existing organism. The foundation stone
for the HIV-AIDS model then, is a ghost.
7. "AIDS" is a toxic and nutritional syndrome.
The following scientific facts support the assertion that "AIDS is a toxic and
nutritional syndrome":
7.1. The toxic nature of AIDS was suspected since the announcement of the very first five
cases of AIDS in Los Angeles: "All 5 reported using inhalant drugs" (164).
7.2. In the early 80’s, researchers proposed the possibility that drugs were the cause of the
new disease first diagnosed in young drug-using gay males (186-189). Nitrite inhalants or
"poppers" were the recreational drugs suspected of being the culprit (186,190).
This logical hypothesis was supported by studies demonstrating the immunotoxic and
carcinogenic effects of nitrite inhalants (158,191-193). Also the first epidemiologic
studies both in Europe and the United States linked AIDS to inhaled nitrites and to other
recreational drugs such as cocaine and amphetamines (194,195).
7.3. The hypothesis that street drugs could cause AIDS was then known as "the lifestyle
hypothesis" (189).
In 1983, just a year after the first cases of AIDS were announced, researchers from the
CDC abandoned the lifestyle hypothesis in favor of a transmissible agent (196). They
even conducted research to try to prove that the lifestyle hypothesis was wrong (195,197).
7.4. Early during the HIV era, John Lauritsen and Frank Buianouckas were some of the first
who began to warn about the possibility that recreational drugs were the real cause of
AIDS (147,163,198).
Peter H. Duesberg, the retrovirologist from the University of California at Berkeley
named this possibility the "drug-AIDS hypothesis" and has used very elegant and detailed
arguments to describe it (81,82,94,145,146,156,199,200).
Supporters of the HIV-AIDS hypothesis have recently published attempts to falsify
the drug-AIDS hypothesis (201,202). However, neither of these efforts was able to show
a single case of AIDS without previous exposure to recreational or antiretroviral drugs in
the developed countries (201,202) The HIV believers have gone even further in their
attempt to diminish the etiologic role of drugs with assertions such as "heroin is a
blessedly untoxic drug" (203).
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7.5. Almost 100% of the gay male AIDS cases occur within gay male drug users
(82,153,204,205).
Many reports link AIDS and more specifically Kaposi’s sarcoma to the use of nitrite
inhalants, otherwise known as "poppers" or the "gay drug" (152,163,192,193,201,
206,207).
Also, a large proportion of gay men are now using steroids cosmetically (208).
About 30 % of the AIDS cases in Europe and the United States occur in intravenous
users of cocaine, heroine, and other drugs (82,209). Practically all of the female and
heterosexual AIDS cases in the developed world are intravenous drug users (82,210).
Supporters of the HIV-AIDS hypothesis reject drug use as a risk factor for AIDS,
going only so far as to accept it as a risk factor for "unsafe sex" (211,212).
7.6. About 1% of all AIDS patients in the developed countries are intoxicated babies born to
drug addicted mothers (209,213-218).
Intoxicated babies "used drugs" because their mothers used drugs while carrying the
fetus (219,220). It is interesting to note that T-cell levels of these babies went up to
"normal" one or two years after birth, despite being HIV-positives. The ones who did not
recover were the ones treated with AZT (219).
In Europe, most of the babies born to drug-addicted mothers are able to recover from
bacterial infections, pneumonia, yeast and cryptosporidial infections, despite being HIV
positive, and stay healthy at 6 years of age (213,221).
In the European study, 40% of the children died. Those who died were exactly the
same ones who were treated with AZT (213,214).
7.7. The HIV/AIDS supporters accuse us of not being able to differentiate cause from
confounding factors (222). We think that it is time for them to start watching their own
epidemiological steps.
The epidemiological association between chemical, physical, biological, mental and
nutritional immunological stressor agents and AIDS is easily demonstrable
(74,77,83,87,104).
One can always find immunological stressors acting as etiologic factors in AIDS
[predisposing, starting, and keeping risk factors]. They are always present in the groups of
people developing the syndrome: drug abusing gay men, IV and non-IV drug users and
alcoholics, prostitutes, babies born to drug-using or malnourished mothers, hemophiliacs,
users of antiretroviral medications, AIDS-phobic people, Central African, Caribbean and
similar people, African and Hispanic Americans, and in individuals exposed to
immunological stressors in their work places (77,83).
7.8. Malnutrition is known as the world’s first cause of immunodeficiency (223). Poverty is
the main risk factor for malnutrition. Economical disparities have increased all over the
world, but mainly in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean, as well as in the
large impoverished strips of the developed cities. Never before has poverty been so
prevalent and intense, nor has affluence been so big and concentrated in the hands of so
few (87,224,225).
Recreational drugs also induce suppression of appetite and fatigue (81,226-229).
7.9. There is an enormous amount of scientific evidence showing the cytotoxic and
immunotoxic properties of all recreational drugs (158,193,226,229-232). Recreational
drugs can also act as carcinogens in animals and humans (233).
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The immunosuppressive effects of recreational drugs are decreased after stopping their
use. This immunological improvement has been recorded for both adults (234-237) and
babies after birth (213,219,238).
The degenerative effects of immunological stressors on the immune system network
have well known immunotoxic and immunogenic mechanisms (75,77,137). At a
molecular level, these immunotoxic and immunogenic effects generate a state of
oxidative stress (73,77,179,239), which is generally concentrated in the mitochondria
(240,241). A causal relationship between immunological stressors and AIDS has been
documented (77).
7.10. The metabolic disturbances, infections, opportunistic infections and tumors seen in
AIDS patients are a consequence of the action of immunological stressor agents on the
immune and other human systems (75,83Giraldo 1997c).
The varied clinical manifestations of AIDS, otherwise known as "AIDS-defining
diseases", are different for each group of people developing the syndrome, simply
because different stressors generate different diseases. Each group of people at risk for
AIDS is exposed to group specific stressors (75,82,83,89,242-244).
7.11. AIDS is a new syndrome because in developed countries the recreational drug epidemic
is new (87,217,218,245-247), and because never before have the people of Central
African countries and similar countries in the under developed world been as poor and
malnourished as they are now (83,87,224,225).
Street drugs and malnutrition are the main etiologic risk factors for AIDS in both
developed and in under developed countries. The recreational drug epidemic is reaching
such a high level in the United States that almost 80% of all one dollar bills have
detectable amounts of cocaine, since the bills have been rolled for drug inhalation (248).
7.12. In short, AIDS is a severe acquired immunodeficiency due to multiple, repeated, and
chronic exposures to immunological stressor agents, with degenerative immunotoxic
and/or immunogenic effects on immunocompetent cells and immunological chemical
reactions. These progressive and continuous assaults on the immune system network
bring the individual into a functional immunological deficit, with the subsequent
appearance of infections, neoplasias, and metabolic conditions, all leading to a probable
early death. Therefore AIDS rather than being an infectious syndrome, is a chronic
degenerative toxic/nutritional one (83,104).
7.13. At the molecular level, AIDS is caused by an excess of reactive free radicals, specially
oxidizing agents (73,77,179).
8. All antiretroviral drugs are highly toxic to humans.
The following scientific facts support the assertion that "all antiretroviral drugs are
highly toxic to humans":
8.1. After more than a decade of treating and trying to prevent AIDS with antiretroviral
therapies, neither individual nor public health benefits have been achieved (200,249,250).
8.2. Zidovudine [AZT], the most popular of the AIDS medications, was originally developed
for chemotherapy in cancer, but due to its toxicity it was never approved for human use
(251). AZT is now licensed by the Food and Drug Administration [FDA] as an anti-HIV
medication (81,252,253).
AZT is a potent cytotoxic DNA chain-terminator (81,82).
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The toxicity of AZT, the drug now prescribed indefinitely to both healthy HIVpositive individuals and to AIDS patients, has been solidly documented (81,88,152,198,254257).
AZT is highly toxic to human cells, including T4 lymphocytes, at the "antiretroviral"
dosage recommended by the manufacturer (256).
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It is important to appreciate that not only individuals, but also institutions need to be
monitored to protect and promote public health. We are used to holding elected African
politicians and official bureaucrats as culpable for corruption, lack of transparency,
negligence, and cynical lack of professional commitment to the public welfare. It is less
obvious when deception or inept oversight are committed by leading institutions in the global
arena, in particular by the very agencies designed to advise and assist public health systems in
economically developing countries. Nonetheless ethically dubious political strategies and the
pursuit of profits have inhibited and perverted the explicit aims of major research institutes,
including the National Academy of Sciences, the US Office of Scientific Integrity of the
National Institute of Health, and the Centres for Diseases Control, just to point to agencies in
the United States. In this unit we will be introduced very briefly to some of the anecdotal
evidence which suggests that there are global pharmaceutical and foreign institutional factors
which may be contributing directly and indirectly to the depreciation of public health in
African populations.
The mainstream and professional global news and educational media—not gutter
press tabloids, but distinguished news platforms, well reputed scholarly publishing houses,
top ranking scientific, medical and academic journals, and the literature generated by world
bodies such as UNICEF, UNAIDS and WHO—compound the misimpression of certainty in
their interpretations of the nature, the scope, and the sources of Africa’s public health care
problems and solutions. African political historian Charles L. Geshekter218 has documented
the way “AIDS is presented as a deadly plague stalking Africa:”
A geographer, Peter Gould alleged that “a leap-frogging HIV was
washing over the continent in a huge tidal wave,” threatening to engulf
millions of people and depopulate Africa's sexually active age groups.219 A
virologist, Barry Schoub proclaimed, “Since the dawn of mankind, no
other disease has so menaced civilization as AIDS.”220 A journalist, Laurie
Garrett warned that AIDS would “present the wealthy world with a
challenge the likes of which it has never experienced.”221 Two economists,
Nana Poku and Alan Whiteside called AIDS “the single most serious
infectious disease … in some settings life expectancy will revert to levels
not seen since the Stone Age … AIDS is a Darwinian Event.”222 African
historian John Iliffe insisted that “trying to prevent the extensive infection
of South Africa would have been like sweeping back the ocean with a
broom.”223 USA Today warned about “a time bomb ticking south of the
Sahara” and UNICEF called AIDS “the modern incarnation of Dante’s
Inferno.” U.S. Senator Diane Feinstein of California said, "I truly believe
that the AIDS crisis is worse than the bubonic plague...this crisis can wipe
out sub-Saharan Africa as we know it today. It is mega in its impact on the
218
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world..."224 Richard Feachem, Director of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB,
and Malaria, somberly pronounced it “the worst disaster in recorded
history.”225
The conventional literature about HIV/AIDS in Africa abounds
with such doomsday hyperbole of an existential apocalypse that is linked to
ludicrous insinuations about African sexual habits.
In this Unit, section 1 surveys some of the problems encountered with the media and
with agencies authorised to inform the public and to ensure that registered drugs are safe and
effective. Section 2 scrutinises the ethicality of only a sample of the AIDS volunteer
organisations representing the international community; most of them originated in the US
where HIV was first declared a general public health threat. A few of the advocacy
organisations reviewed in this section are based in UK:
The American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR) NYC
Project Inform, San Francisco
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power) NYC
Positively Healthy, London
Sections 3 and 4 review two distinct examples of the ways that scientific institutional
protocols fail the public interest, as well as betraying the intellectual values and ethical first
principles that set modern scientific method apart from dogma and propaganda, on ethical
grounds.
To understand the perpetuation of difficulties encountered by the public health sector
in Ghana, questions about the ethical status of protocols and policies accepted from the
international scientific community have to be addressed. In this unit we examine some of the
ethically questionable track record of agencies and organisations comprising the management
of HIV and AIDS based in the United States and in England, as well as widely esteemed and
decorated individual researchers affiliated with high profile institutions in the US, who enjoy
authority and prestige and to whom we should be able to turn for direction, protection, and
policy advice in the public’s interest. Later in Unit 11 we will consider how the international
arena has shaped historically some of the patterns of public health care that emerge today in
the nation’s campaign against HIV and AIDS. How to change the habit of receiving donor
aid and expertise on terms defined by other societies’ foreign aid initiatives and domestic
needs is an important challenge of the multi-sectoral and systems approach to health care that
has been recommended by at least one of Ghana’s leading health care administrators.226 In
the context of this course we need only familiarise ourselves with the facts that provoke the
need for such a change.
Obfuscation and misrepresentation in popular media can undermine the contribution
that medical research makes to the public welfare. If the medical profession’s primary
purpose is to enhance the quality of life and to defeat premature mortality, then the popular
media may have some degree of ethical responsibility to ensure quality in its depiction of
science to the general public. We need to follow role models of public advocacy such as the
former mathematics professor Serge Lang at Yale, and be “especially concerned when people
224
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who construct a reality askew from the outside world, maintain the influence and power to
impose their reality in the classroom, in the media, and in the formulation of policy, domestic
and foreign.” Setting up a policy of rejecting all but one direction of research is a control
tactic designed to monopolize the potential financial rewards of research and drug
development. The integrity of modern scientific output rests on the ability of different points
of view to compete and rival each other until this best explanation and course of treatment is
discovered. Modern scientific progress depends upon testing alternative hypotheses against
all the available evidence. In this unit we will study whether this integrity is maintained n the
HIV and AIDS research industry.
SECTION 1: Maintaining cognitive ethics within institutions under situations of
uncertainty
It is one thing to decide (as we discussed in Unit 1 section 6) how much responsibility
we should take upon ourselves as individuals in updating and revising our beliefs so that we
restrict our claims about what is true as much as possible to what we know has been
confirmed by evidence, or to what has not been thus far contradicted by evidence, so far as
the state of current knowledge in our field of practice will allow us. But it is quite another
thing to decide how to provide advice, and to take actions that are based on our carefully
groomed beliefs when we work in collectives, in agencies and institutions with authority
figures and standards—statutory and conventional—that require our cooperation and
deference. Examples of such problem situations appear in the discussion section at the end of
this Unit 6. We are often not able to do or advise a patient to make choices that we would
make for ourselves. We often have to step aside or keep our own counsel, even though we
may have more information or more up to date opinions than those which are influencing the
policy and budgetary allocations of the institution where we work.
It helps to have some guidelines to sort through our very strong convictions and
beliefs, as well as perhaps a lot of confusion, about how to determine our ethical
responsibilities since we are almost always working with others to provide medical care we
think it is our responsibility to provide. It is useful to rely on these guidelines to organise
discussions and disputes at the workplace when questions of management, policy, and
decision making in particular situations arise. Often people are thinking along different lines
of ethical conviction at the same time, and by realising that different principles are at play,
what appears as a contradicting disagreement may turn out to be two compatible but very
different considerations that all parties may accept.
There are several ways in which such reflections may proceed. Refer back to Unit 1
section 3 for a recap of the vocabulary used in the rest of this section, if terms arise which
seem alien. The same categories of moral consideration introduced there are repeated here.
When considering the right thing to do as a member of a team, we might be concerned
first and foremost about the impact our beliefs, attitudes and actions have on other people—
particularly our patients. Then what we decide what our ethical responsibilities are will be
determined on utilitarian or teleological or consequentialist grounds. On this way of making
moral decisions about what to do and say about the scourge and threat posed in the global
arena, we think as well as possible about what the effects of our speech and action will be
overall, whether people around us—our colleagues, our patients, our administrators—will be
better served, or will benefit overall more than otherwise if we take an initiative to bring in
new information and then take care to revise and change our beliefs; or instead, perhaps we
think it will be better for the greatest number of people if we keep our beliefs the same as
those around us, not open controversial and complicated issues, not raise questions or
challenge the status quo of treatment and education of the general public.
Another basis for reflecting on whether we should be taking an assertive role in
learning more about the diseases and health threats that we face in the workplace and in our
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homes, is to consider what will be most consistent with our own basic principles and
convictions about how to sustain our own integrity and character, regardless of what the
consequences will be. Perhaps people will lose confidence or be confused or not approve of
us; but if we think something is the right thing to believe or to do, then it is our moral
obligation or ethical responsibility to follow through despite the fact that we may ruffle
feathers displease our boss, our dependents, our patients. This would be to reason on
deontological grounds. One deontic principle might be to believe one has a duty of care to
one’s patients which requires not challenging standard procedures and received views about
illness that preside in your institution. You may believe it is your ethical responsibility to
follow instructions as well as you can, which requires not questioning those instructions.
Perhaps in your workplace and community the best course of action is for the group to work
together as one, without internal disputes, disagreements or doubts about policy and
procedure.
On the other hand, you may have gathered a wealth of experience and training in your
particular situation and area of expertise, as a midwife in a Muslim community, for example,
which your most influential authority figures and powerful superiors cannot match. So if you
have a position of ethical responsibility as a consultant or a home visit nurse or lab
technician, or an administrator, or a community health advocate, or district assembly leader,
or in almost any position within a hospital or clinic or research institute or school, you may
have concluded that it is often important to hold your own ground of opinion as much as you
can, and to maintain as realistic and accurate a reflection of illness, treatment options,
standards of health for your patients.
In order to do this, it is important to appreciate that we cannot automatically rely upon
the attitudes and views promulgated by high level authorities and agencies in whose authority
we are supposed to vest our trust.
Volunteerism
Another area where the coordination of viewpoints can be problematic is with aid
agencies or church or civic organisations that bring you into working relations with
volunteers. The situation here is more complicated than the workplace, because there may be
no person in authority whose view is the one which will prevail. Volunteers are not
answerable to anyone on pain of losing their income. Volunteers can be involved for various
reasons that are not necessarily professional; they may have substandard understanding of the
job at hand; they may harbour prejudices or expectations that go unchecked and as a result
make working very difficult.
Of course volunteerism can be a very positive vehicle to help the community; but it
can also be an loophole in accountability and transparency, an excuse for tolerating poor
standards, sustaining dangerous practices despite good will, and for promulgating dogmas
that are inaccurate, irrelevant, inappropriate for their intended beneficiaries, or harmful for
those depending upon whatever public health care is available. In a situation where
volunteers are not obligated to account to anyone under contract except the agency that sent
them, they may undermine the goal and purpose of public health research and policy—with
the best of intentions.
As professionals, we need to be “bothered by the way misinformation is accepted
uncritically, and by the way some people are unable or unwilling to recognise falsehoods or
to reject them.”227
SECTION 2: AIDS volunteer organizations in the economically developed world 228
by John Lauritsen
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On the whole, it would have been better if not a single AIDS organization had ever
come into existence. Many good people have died horribly because of lies promulgated by
the AIDS establishment, which very much includes the leading AIDS organizations. It is
important, however, to make a distinction between the organizations themselves and the
many thousands of people who have worked in those organizations, as volunteers or lowerlevel salaried employees. The latter includes kind and courageous individuals who came to
the aid of those in need. The volunteers bought groceries, ran errands, cleaned up messes, and
did all kinds of chores for very sick people who had been diagnosed as having “AIDS”. They
acted selflessly. Nothing I will say about the mainstream AIDS organizations should reflect
upon the basic goodness and decency of these people.
In an effort to be fair and objective in my appraisal of the mainstream AIDS
organizations, I designed a questionnaire to obtain information not contained in the
promotional literature of these organizations — most importantly: the qualifications and
reimbursements of the top salaried people, contributions received from the drug industry and
the sex industry, and efforts (if any) made to inform the public about scientific controversies
over the etiology of “AIDS”. I received precious little information. I encountered evasion,
run-arounds, refusals, lies, and gratuitous rudeness. Many dozens of hours of my time were
wasted trying to get honest answers to simple questions—information that the public has a
right to know. I'll describe below the information I was able to obtain, as well as the
inferences that may reasonably be drawn from the stone walling of these organizations.
An entire book could be written, and probably will, on AIDS organizations, and I
doubt that such a book will be truthful. For the purposes of this chapter I will lay down an
indictment that applies to all of the mainstream AIDS organizations: lies about etiology, lies
about risk-reduction, partnership in pharmaco-genocide, and careerism. I'll then briefly
comment on some mainstream organizations. Finally, to show that not all AIDS organizations
are bad, I'll discuss some alternative groups.229
The indictment: When I use the word “lies”, I do not wish to imply that all, or even
most, of the people in leading AIDS organizations were deliberately engaged in promulgating
falsehoods. It is possible that most of them believed the falsehoods that were disseminated in
the literature of their organizations. Nevertheless, falsehoods they were.
The ethical indictment to be issued against the leaders of the mainstream AIDS
organizations is not that they made mistakes—not that they were stupid and gullible, though
this is nothing to be proud of. Rather, their blame consists of having suppressed dialogue. The
AIDS organizations were rigidly and ruthlessly totalitarian in censoring any viewpoint that
did not fit the orthodox dogmas of the moment. They inspired sufficient fear among their
employees that none, while still employed, publicly expressed a doubt about the HIV causes
AIDS hypothesis or the benefits of AZT therapy—though some did express doubts after
resigning or being fired.
In criminal cases it makes a difference whether an act is committed deliberately or
unintentionally. But even an unintentional misdeed is not free from culpability. If someone
drives his automobile carelessly, causes an accident, and kills someone, he is held responsible
for his actions. The same principle ought to apply to the top people in AIDS organizations.
Whether intentionally or not, they have spread lies which defiled the principles of science,
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which squandered public resources, and which brought suffering and death to many people.
Ethically and intellectually, if not necessarily criminally, they are to blame.
Lies about etiology: The AIDS organizations were not just passive dupes of the
Public Health Service. They actively collaborated in creating the AIDS mythologies. They
themselves not only endorsed, but refined and elaborated on the prevailing paradigm: that
“AIDS” is a new, single and universal disease entity, which is caused by the newly
discovered retrovirus, HIV-1.
This is not the place to repeat the arguments against the rococo shortfalls of the HIV
causes AIDS hypothesis. Suffice it to say that from the very beginning there were critics of
the hypothesis, and that our voices were silenced. While a scientific controversy over the
causes of AIDS was raging all over the world, the AIDS organizations never admitted in their
literature that anyone had ever doubted HIV was the cause. Never, indeed, did they admit that
the HIV causes AIDS hypothesis was just that, a hypothesis. The sole exception was Project
Inform, which on occasion acted as an attack pit bulldog for the AIDS Establishment,
viciously misrepresenting the arguments and motivations of AIDS-critics.
Lies about risk-reduction: The mainstream AIDS organizations have put forward
risk-reduction guidelines which have consistently been, not merely wrong, but dangerous.
The basic premise underlying all of the guidelines is that “AIDS” is an infectious disease —
though the relevant evidence, from survey research to molecular biology, solidly indicates
that the syndrome is not infectious. The guidelines have intransigently neglected the one truly
germane issue, toxicology.
Another view of AIDS etiology is this:230 In the great majority of cases, AIDSillnesses have resulted from the toxic effects of chemicals, including both medical and
`recreational' drugs. If this is the case, and the evidence is very powerful that it is, then riskreduction efforts ought to have been directed towards warning members of the two main risk
groups, intravenous drug users (IVDUs) and gay men, in the strongest possible terms, to
avoid drugs. Heroin, cocaine, amphetamines, etc. really are dangerous, no matter how cleanly
they are injected into the system. The AIDS organizations did just the opposite, by stressing
exclusively on the need to be sure needles are clean.
Risk-reduction advice directed at gay men has concentrated almost entirely on “safer
sex,” with an obsessive touting of condoms. Almost the only caution regarding drugs has
been along the line that they might cloud the judgement, thus causing a lapse into “unsafe
sex.” Don't get too high, or you might forget about condoms! In reality, there is not an iota of
evidence that even a single case of AIDS has ever been transmitted either homosexually or
heterosexually.231 There have been innumerable assertions to this effect, and many myths, but
no convincing evidence.
Risk-reduction advice, based on theological notions of what is sinful, rather than upon
rational evaluations of what is physically harmful, has consistently portrayed sex as more
dangerous than drugs. A brochure published by Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC) insidiously
lists as parallel examples of “symptoms of AIDS fear”:
In a brochure (1986) published by the Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC) titled “I
Can't Cope With My Fear Of AIDS,” the authors232 offer the following suggestion, along
with breathing exercises and getting medical insurance: “Reduce your alcohol, drug and
tobacco intake…”
Partnership in pharmaco-genocide: By pharmaco-genocide I mean the destruction
of groups of people through therapy with any of the drugs known as nucleoside analogues,
which include AZT, ddI, ddC, and d4T. These drugs are lethal by their very nature; they
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attack the basic molecule of life, DNA. These drugs do not and could not have benefits of
any kind. They are sufficiently toxic as to be “incompatible with life”.
The GMHC in New York City and Terence Higgins Trust in London colluded with
Wellcome, the manufacturer of AZT, in a scam to get healthy, HIV-positive individuals to
take AZT as an “early medical intervention.”233 They were not alone. With very few
exceptions, which will be mentioned at the end of this section, various AIDS organizations in
America and Europe went along with the “Living With HIV” early intervention campaign.
I am not condemning these organizations for disagreeing with me on the benefits and
toxicities of AZT. I condemn them for withholding crucial information from the people they
advised. In advocating “early medical intervention” for healthy HIV-positive individuals,
none of the AIDS organizations adequately described the toxicities of AZT. Not one of them
came right out and said that AZT is a carcinogen.
Careerism: Many people have experienced hardship as a result of the “health crisis”,
and many more have voluntarily made sacrifices in order to help out. But for others, the
health crisis has been a bonanza. Quite a few of the leading “AIDS experts” are nouveau
millionaires, who made their fortunes in the eight years since the HIV-AIDS hypothesis, and
the commodities it spawned, were put on the market—examples are Robert Gallo, Luc
Montagnier, William Haseltine, and Max Essex. Some of the leading AIDS-doctors, who are
now worth millions, were second-rate “clap doctors” back in the 70s.
There are nouveaux riches in the AIDS movement also, from bribes and drugsmuggling operations. More important than graft, however, is the phenomenon of careerism.
For hundreds of individuals, the AIDS organizations have provided an opportunity for
personal gain.
People of modest educational backgrounds and negligible work experience, who
would normally be unable to obtain any but the most menial jobs in the business world, have
abruptly become executives, with fabulous salaries, fabulous benefits, and fabulous expense
accounts. I know of several executives in AIDS organizations, who had never before held a
job in their lives. One editor of a leading newsletter in the HIV and AIDS industry, who has
refused to disclose his age, educational background or previous work experience, is unable to
write even minimally coherent English which is the language in use for the public to which
the newsletter is directed.
None of the AIDS organizations were fully willing to answer my questions on the
backgrounds of their top employees. Only GMHC disclosed salaries. This is inexcusable,
considering that every day the business section of a typical newspaper has articles on
executives who have recently been hired or promoted, complete with information on their
present and past salaries, and their professional and personal backgrounds. And these are
private businesses! It seems to me that registered charities, which receive public funds and
tax exemptions, ought to be more, not less, forthcoming with information about their
personnel. It is our tax money that pays the salaries and expenses of the AIDS-executives.
We, the public, have a right to know how our money is spent.
I did my duty as an investigative reporter in trying to obtain important information
from the AIDS organizations. My efforts were rebuffed. I now have the right to draw my own
inferences from the obstructions and lack of candour I encountered. I infer that these
organizations have things to hide. I infer that their executives are under qualified and
overpaid for the positions they hold. I infer that money is spent wastefully and improperly. I
infer that they have received money, both over and under the table, from the sex industry and
drug manufacturers, and that this has influenced their thinking on risk-reduction and on
“early [nucleoside analogue] intervention”.
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‘AIDS’ is arguably a phoney construct. A strong rival to the HIV causes AIDS
hypothesis proposes that the AIDS-indicator illnesses as caused by toxins.234 I believe that the
so-called health crisis would come to an end soon, if the truth were told. But for the AIDScareerists, it must go on forever. If the crisis were to end next month, and the world were to
learn that the whole thing had been an enormous hoax, what would happen to their pensions?
Who would employ them? How would they pay their fabulous rents?
The indictment I laid down above applies to no organization more than to GMHC,235
especially with regard to risk-reduction information. I have already described (in Chapter
XIX) the work of the New York Safer Sex Committee,236 which met in 1983-1984 to
formulate the first comprehensive set of risk-reduction guidelines. Advice promulgated by
brochure deviated from the GHMC. Avoid drugs. Shooting up [heroin] kills. Uppers and
downers put a real strain on your system. Pot and alcohol confuse your judgment. Poppers are
also dangerous. There was nothing like that in the GMHC risk-reduction brochure. When I
called the GMHC hotline in 1984 and asked if it were safe to use poppers, I was told by a
man, “The jury is out on poppers;” and by a woman: “You'll be happy to know that there's no
connection to AIDS—you can go ahead and use them.”237
American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR)
The American Medical Foundation (AMF) was founded as an alternative to the AIDS
establishment, to provide funding for research that was not predicated on the “AIDS virus”
hypothesis. It didn't last long, and its co-founder, Joseph Sonnabend, was driven out when he
refused to go along with AMF's endorsement of the AIDS-orthodox mythologies and with
AMF pronouncements, which opportunistically portrayed AIDS as a locomotive hurtling
down the track towards the general (heterosexual, non-drug-using) population. Through
various mergers and mutations, the American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR)
came into being.
At this point, AmFAR is the AIDS establishment. In my previous book, I described
how AmFAR attempted to squelch Peter Duesberg's critique of the HIV-AIDS hypothesis.238.
AmFAR takes in millions of dollars every year, and then gives away the money (minus
salaries, administrative expenses, etc.) for AIDS research. I am not aware that even a penny
has ever been given to a researcher who publicly expressed doubts as to the etiological role of
HIV or the benefits of the nucleoside analogues.
Trying to get information from AmFAR was not pleasant. After receiving the run
around for over a month, I finally got through to Geoffrey Knox, Director of
Communications. When I spoke to him, as a serious reporter asking serious questions, he
“sassed” me off and hung up the phone.239
Three months after my initial enquiry, I got some information, most of which was
useless and irrelevant. According to Knox, “AmFAR does not provide any salary information
to the public.” In order to get information on AmFAR and the other organizations, I made a
special trip to the New York State Department of State Charities in Albany. There I learned
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from IRS returns that for the year 1991, the base salaries of the top five AmFAR employees
were as follows:
• Robert H. Brown, Executive Director $125,000
• Richard Nordin, Development Director $85,000
• Jay Theodore, Grants Officer $80,000
• Ann Harrison Clark, Director of Public Policy $75,000
• Cliff Ochser, Major Gifts Officer $73,500
In addition, Mervyn F. Silverman received $60,000 in 1991 for being “President As Needed”
(acting as a figurehead?).
According to information supplied by Knox, AmFAR received major contributions in
the fiscal year 1991-1992 from the following drug manufacturers: Bristol-Myers Squibb
Foundation, OrthoBiotech, Pfizer Inc., Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, and Schering-Plough
Corporation. Although Burroughs Wellcome's240 name did not appear on the list of major
cash donations, the manufacturer of AZT provided the largest single donation in the history
of AmFAR or any other AIDS organization: $1 million.
On 30 June 1992 I attended a press conference jointly held by Burroughs Wellcome
and AmFAR, to announce a gift of $1 million to AmFAR “to support community-based
AIDS research.” In the discussion period I asked the AmFAR representative, David Kirby,
whether he did not consider the money to be tainted, inasmuch as it was coming from a
company that had put a carcinogenic drug on the market through fraudulent research, a
company that was committing genocide against gay men. He smiled uncomfortably and said
nothing. I said that I would like an answer to my question. He smiled even more
uncomfortably, and the moderator asked for a question from someone else.
Project Inform
Project Inform in San Francisco is sui generis, and cannot be separated from its
director, Martin Delaney, a former marketing and public relations consultant. Project Inform
can charitably be described as a power broker, coordinating sectors of the AIDS Industry
with the appropriate government regulatory agencies. Less charitably, Project Inform has
been called a “pharmaceutical pimp,” concerned with promoting the “drug of the week”.
Billi Goldberg, an AIDS activist in San Francisco, called Martin Delaney a “Judas
Goat”—meaning that he, by advocating nucleoside analogue therapy, was leading other gay
men to destruction.241
I have elsewhere described the viciousness with which Delaney attacked critics of
AZT therapy.24213 In 1992 Delaney issued a “Discussion Paper”, which purported to refute
Peter Duesberg's critique of the HIV hypothesis, but in fact consisted of ad hominem243
attacks on Duesberg and gross misrepresentations of his ideas. When I called Project Inform,
I was treated with much haughtiness by Associate Director Carol Adams, who said she had
not heard of me. As soon as I got to the questions about salaries and contributions from the
drug industry, she left the phone, not to return. Shortly after that, Charles Ortleb, publisher of
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the New York Native and Christopher Street,244 received a long, incoherently abusive letter
from Martin Delaney. Apparently this is Delaney's modus operandi, for according to
journalist Wendell Ricketts: Delaney has, in fact, earned something of a reputation for firing
off long, vitriolic letters—invariably directed not to a reporter but to a reporter's editor—that
question that reporter's competence and motives.245
After getting over the initial sting, I was almost proud of having joined the club, for
other targets of Delaney's letters have included Pulitzer Prize winner John Crewdson of the
Chicago Tribune, as well as Celia Farber of SPIN (whose work he labelled “a threat to public
health”); also Bruce Nussbaum, author of Good Intentions; Charles Caulfield of the San
Francisco Sentinel; and independent scholar Blaine Elswood, who supplied me with
information on Delaney's salary and other reimbursements:
Martin Delaney officially received $60,000 salary as Director of P.I., plus,
of course, travel expenses. I don't believe that information about official
salaries gets the information you want. That's like asking what the official
salary of a Professor Paul Volberding would be. Their official salary is
usually just the baseline for other perks thrown on top; perks such as
clinical adjustments, honoraria for speaking engagements and attending
medical conferences. My suspicion is that the real money maker is the
granting of stock options by the interested drug companies. As far as I know
there is nothing illegal about all this: just unethical. However, if you stop at
just official salaries, you'll be missing the Big Picture.246
Project Inform has received its share of over-the-table contributions from drug
manufacturers: $200,000 from Bristol-Myers Squibb, $149,500 from Burroughs Wellcome,
$72,000 from ICN, $250,000 from Sandoz, and $10,000 from Immuno-Diagnostics.247
It is clear that Delaney, despite his psychological oddities, represents an important, if
venal, part of the AIDS Establishment. Over the weekend of 23 January 23rd 1992, twentyfive leading “AIDS scientists” attended a Project Inform-sponsored “Immune Restoration
Think Tank,” held in Northern California on the estate of cinema director and entrepreneur
Francis Ford Coppola, known for his three “Godfather” movies. “Funding was provided by
Project Inform, with the help of corporate and individual donations.” In order to foster “an
atmosphere for teamwork,” the scientists dressed in blue jeans and engaged in “theatre
exercises.”248
Some of Project Inform's “scientists” had tarnished reputations: Robert Gallo (who
was found guilty of “scientific misconduct” by a NIH investigative committee, Robert
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Schooley,249 Robert Redfield (who was censured for having misrepresented research),
David Baltimore (who condoned and possibly colluded in fraudulent research), Thomas
Merrigan (who is principal investigator of a trial of multiple nucleoside analogue therapy, the
consequences of which can only be death), and Daniel Zagury (who was censured, along with
Gallo, for unethically conducting a vaccination trial).
ACT UP
Action for Unleashing Power has positioned itself as the radical wing of the AIDS
Movement, through highly imaginative political art, through catchy slogans (most notably
SILENCE = DEATH), through bizarre forms of street theatre, through dramatic forms of
confrontation politics; through distinctive apparel, and through leftist rhetoric. Stylistically,
Act Up is hot stuff, but it's all phoney. Granted, ACT UP is not a monolith; all kinds of
people consider themselves members; and there are many different factions. I can't remember
attending a meeting where there wasn't a fight over something or other. Nevertheless, there is
a core of leadership, open and otherwise, which determines policy. In essence, there is
nothing radical about Act Up; it is every bit as much a part of the AIDS Establishment as is
AmFAR.
Under a radical cover, Act Up has consistently served the interests of the
pharmaceutical industry. It has helped to put dangerous and worthless drugs, like ddI, on the
market, and to undermine the principles of rational drug regulation. ACT UP and its sibling
organization, TAG, have accepted money from Burroughs Wellcome, thus putting the AIDSactivist seal of approval on a company which is committing genocide against gay men.250 The
editors of the San Francisco Sentinel placed the following Editors Note after the letter:
Members of ACT UP/Golden Gate have had travel expenses paid by Burroughs-Wellcome,
the manufacturers of AZT. This is not to imply that ACT UP/Golden Gate is influenced by
the drug maker, but the Sentinel feels that readers should be aware of this fact. Also, ACT UP
chapters elsewhere have received millions in contributions from Burroughs-Wellcome over
the last few years. ACT UP is collectively fixated on the notion that a “cure for AIDS” can
only come from the development of a new, potent, high-tech drug. As an expression of its
pharmacophilia, ACT UP has coined and promoted the single sickest slogan of the epidemic:
DRUGS INTO BODIES! — as though “drugs into bodies” were not exactly what made most
people with AIDS sick in the first place.251
One of ACT UP's most publicized demonstrations was against Burroughs Wellcome,
demanding that the price of AZT be lowered (something the company was getting ready to do
anyway). Over television and in newspaper photos were images of Act Up demonstrators
with signs: “What good is a cure if you can't afford it?” Burroughs Wellcome itself would
never have dared to say that AZT was a cure for AIDS, but they didn't have to. Here were
radical AIDS-activists saying it for them.
ACT UP has helped to silence those of us who are trying to expose the lies about
“AIDS.” Several years ago, ACT UP voted a boycott against the New York Native because it
published articles attacking AZT and the HIV-AIDS hypothesis. I myself have been shouted
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down and silenced many times, both in general ACT UP meetings and in meetings of the
Treatment & Data Committee. Never once have the ACT UP Thought Police allowed a
critical discussion of the nucleoside analogues or the HIV-AIDS hypothesis to take place.
At least ACT UP members cannot be accused of careerism, as no one receives a
salary—although it has had its share of embezzlements and petty rip-offs.252
SECTION 3: The control of funding and the defeat of eliminative inductivism in the
scientific establishment 253
by Serge Lang
254
Since Robert Gallo’s press conference with HHS [U.S. Dept. of Health and Human
Services] Secretary Margaret Heckler in 1984, the hypothesis that “HIV is the virus that
causes AIDS” has generally been accepted. Some people, notably Peter Duesberg, have
pointed to serious difficulties about the scientific basis for this hypothesis, and have proposed
other hypotheses, e.g. the drug hypothesis proposing that under certain conditions involving
the quantity and nature of drugs taken over certain periods of time, drug use may be a cause
of certain diseases which have been listed by the CDC [Centres for Disease Control] as AIDS
related diseases. I take no position at this time concerning the validity of any of these
hypotheses, but I am concerned here with the history of a proposal by Duesberg to perform
some experiments to test the drug hypothesis. The bottom line is that the NIH [National
Institute of Health] Centre for Drug Abuse refused the funding, and the matter was not
reported in the scientific press, notably Science, at the time, thus raising two issues: one about
the legitimacy of refusing such funding, and the other about the way the scientific community
is not informed properly of some events which some scientists regard as important. The
documentation I shall provide can also be used to evaluate the verdicts of scientific reviewers
concerning the funding of a proposal that goes against accepted ideas.
§1. Proposal
Duesberg filed a grant application to the HHS Public Heath Service on 30 August
1993. The purpose of the application was to examine the effect of some drugs (nitrites) on
some animals, to see if they cause AIDS-related diseases involving both immunodeficiency
and cancer type diseases. As Duesberg once said, “we’ll feed poppers to mice.”255
Duesberg’s funding application introduces a proposal to test the alternative hypothesis that
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See The AIDS War, op.cit., Chapter XXVIII.
Reprinted from “To Fund or Not to Fund, that is the Question: Proposed Experiments on
the Drug-AIDS Hypothesis” by Serge Lang in Challenges (1998) New York: SpringerVerlag, pp. 657-677, with permission of the author, from the editor at Springer, and the
original publisher, Yale Scientific Magazine, Winter 1995, (updated January 5, 1995).
This has also been reprinted in an updated version in the collection: AIDS: Virus- or
Drug-induced? (1996) P. Duesberg, ed. Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, pp.
297-307.
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[As chief of a major NIH laboratory, Robert Gallo’s claim to be the first to isolate the
human immuno-deficiency virus has been contested since 1983. See 190 pages of
documentation in the author’s Challenges 1998 (Springer Verlag, New York) pp. 365555. Several books recovering the history of HIV feature the Gallo case; some of this
history appears in Section 2 of this Unit, and in Unit 8.⎯Ed.]
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‘Poppers’ refers to the widely sold concentrated products of alkyl nitrites are the pioneer
amyl nitrite vapor inhalants, manufactured by Burroughs Wellcome
(now GlaxoSmithKline), Eli Lilly, and Compan. Originally they were sold in glass
ampules which make a popping sound when snapped open for use. Among their
aphrodisiacal effects is the relaxing of the sphincter muscles making them a popular
condiment for anal intercourse.
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prolonged use of the recreational drug amyl nitrite can be linked to the development of
Kaposi’s sarcoma—a cancerous development in the tissues of the upper respiratory tract.
[see Unit 6, section 3 for a quotation from Prof. Duesberg’s grant application concerning the
proposal to test the causal role of poppers in the emergence of the AIDS-defining cancer
Kaposi’s sarcoma.—Ed.]:
It is not generally realised that the nitrites-AIDS hypothesis (that nitrites play a strong
role in causing AIDS) was the first one offered by scientists, dating back to around 1980.256
“In 1981, CDC initiated surveillance in the United States for patients under age 60
with KS and opportunistic infections . . . The initial CDC definition of AIDS did not require
immunologic studies or testing for any possible viral causes, nor did it exclude patients with
normal immunologic results (34).”
Some experiments were made at that time, and were mentioned in a report on AIDS
by the Centre for Disease Control [CAC 1983] (p. 44). The CDC concluded that “although
the data obtained in this study indicate that IBN [Inhaled Butyl-Nitrite] was not immunotoxic
for mice, these drugs do have toxic effects . . . Reported side effects include: dizziness,
headache, tachycardia, syncope, hypotension, and increased intraocular pressure; . . . Nitrite
inhalants do not appear to be implicated as a cause of the immunosuppression seen in AIDS,
but their role as a cofactor in some of the illnesses found in this syndrome has not been ruled
out.” One effect of the CDC taking this position was to influence others not to do further
experiments in the direction of the nitrites-AIDS hypothesis.
In 1985, according to that same article by Haverkos: “Following the identification of
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) as the cause of AIDS, CDC changed the definition of
AIDS to include HIV serology testing as part of the definition . . .” [CAC 1985].
The book AIDS⎯The Making of a Chronic Disease [F&F 1990] contains an article by Gerald
Oppenheimer, giving a history of the early days when the nitrite-AIDS hypothesis was
considered seriously, and studies were made on groups of homosexual or bisexual men, who
were found to use drugs, especially nitrites, extensively. See especially pp. 57-60. Later in
his article, Oppenheimer considers the history of the HIV-AIDS hypothesis, and concludes
(p. 75): “The history of the epidemic demonstrates that the construction of HIV infection was
and is a dynamic process in which different scientific specialities negotiated definitions that,
to a degree, reflected their relative power.”
Duesberg’s grant application was made to the proper agency, the National Institute on
Drug Abuse (NIDA), whose responsibility it is to fund such experiments as he proposed, and
which has funded such experiments in the past. In 1988 NIDA even published a monograph
entitled “Health hazards of Nitrite inhalants” [NIDA 1988]. This monograph dealt with many
aspects of toxicity of nitrite inhalants.257 Among other things it described the strong
epidemiological and clinical evidence, as well as experimental evidence resulting from
experiments on mice. The evidence from these experiments supported the nitrite-AIDS
256
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According to [HAV 1988], p. 165: “Nitrite inhalants were investigated as a possible cause
of AIDS early in the epidemic, partly because of the preponderance of homosexual men
who used nitrites among the early patients with AIDS . . .”
Titles of sections: Nitrite Inhalants: Historical Perspective; The Fate and Toxicity of
Butyl Nitrites; The Acute Toxicity of Nitrite Inhalants; Indications From Animal and
Chemical Experiments of a Carcinogenic Role for Isobutyl Nitrite; Toxicity of Inhaled
Isobutyl Nitrite in Balb/c Mice: Systemic and Immunotoxic Studies; Altered T-Cell
Helper/Suppressor Ratio in Mice Chronically Exposed to Amyl Nitrite; Effects of Nitrites
on the Immune System of Humans; Deliberate Inhalation of Isobutyl Nitrite During
Adolescence: A Descriptive Study; Nitrite Inhalants: Contemporary Patterns of Abuse;
Epidemiologic Studies⎯Kaposi’s Sarcoma vs. Opportunistic Infections Among
Homosexual Men With AIDS.
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hypothesis. The NIDA monograph shows that as late as 1988, research into the nitritesAIDS hypothesis was regarded by some people in NIDA as a legitimate field of scientific
inquiry.
According to Duesberg, his proposal was originally solicited by the above
monograph’s co-editor (and author of one of the articles in the monograph) Harry Haverkos,
clinical director of AIDS research at NIDA. Thus Haverkos found it appropriate to NIDA’s
mission, and according to Duesberg, Haverkos considers it unfortunate that no testing of the
nitrite-AIDS hypothesis is currently being performed, because he and other toxicologists
agree that much evidence indicates an important role for nitrites in AIDS. The preface to the
monograph by Haverkos and his co-editor is compatible with this view.
The reviewers of Duesberg’s proposal for NIDA wrote a specific positive recognition
in connection with the proposal. They asserted (p.2 of the review): “The major strength of
this proposal is that it addresses the important public health problems of whether nitrite abuse
acts as a cofactor in AIDS pathogenesis and if nitrites can cause Kaposi’s sarcoma in the
absence of retrovirus infection.”
The NIDA reviewers also explicitly recognised the credentials of the applicants. The
proposal involved a collaboration between Duesberg, whose expertise lies in chemistry and
retroviruses, and Otto Raabe, an inhalation toxicologist. The above evaluation of “the major
strength” of the proposal was followed by an evaluation of the investigators: “In addition, the
proposed investigative team has expertise in retrovirus research, inhalation research, and
immune cell culture and has the potential to carry out collaborative research in this area.”
The NIDA reviewers followed up with a similar statement on page 4. However, after
recognizing explicitly “the potential to carry out collaborative research in this area,” the
reviewers made the apparently contradictory statement: “However, the lack of direct
experience of any of the researchers with nitrite studies and the lack of publications dealing
with nitrites does detract from the likelihood of success of the proposed project.” We shall
deal with this reservation and others in the next section.
Duesberg’s application was supported, among others, by Science editor Daniel E.
Koshland, who wrote directly to the Study of the National Institute on Drug Abuse on 26
August 1993. Koshland stated: “As an observer, I have in the past been critical of Duesberg
for not suggesting experiments to resolve this controversy. However, he has now answered
my call with a proposal to test the role of nitrite inhalants as a cofactor in AIDS. Certainly
this idea seems intuitively to have merit, as nitrites have long been known for their proven
mutagenic and carcinogenic effects. He plans to extend some unfinished work by other
laboratories in the mid-1980s on mice, examining the physiological and immunological
effects of long-term (six months or more) exposure to volatile nitrites.”
Koshland added that “while the early research yielded promising results, including
evidence of immunotoxicity, it was never properly confirmed or followed up. Duesberg’s
proposal is a specific, workable one that will be done in collaboration with an inhalation
toxicologist at the University of California, Davis.” Koshland also commented more
generally that “given the critical information that would be generated by such a study,
regardless of its outcome, I believe the time has come for this experiment to be performed.”
§2. Non-funding of the Duesberg-Raabe Proposal
In December 1993, Duesberg received notice that his application would not be
funded. The boxed official statement to this effect was:
The scientific merit review of your application (1R01oA/AI0a3391-01) is
complete. The Initial Review Group (IRG) has recommended that NO
FURTHER CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO THIS APPLICATION.
Applications so designated cannot be funded in their current form; therefore,
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they are not routinely scheduled for second level review by the National Advisory
Council/Board. An IRG summary statement containing important evaluative
comments will automatically be sent to you in approximately 8 weeks. Until
then, no specific information regarding the review will be available.
However, you may call the contact number above at any time with other
questions. After receiving your summary statement you may also call to
discuss the contents, and for advice regarding a possible resubmission. If you
submit a revised application, you must follow the instructions in the
application form and respond especially to comments in the summary
statement.
Thus the proposal did not even receive a “priority score,” or a full review, but was
summarily rejected at the initial stage.
The “Summary Statement” rejecting the proposal contained several objections:
⎯One objection was that “the proposal does not describe any preliminary studies,”
although the Summary Statement recognized that “the preliminary studies section
describes experiments performed by other groups that should be in the background and
significance section.” Indeed, the proposal described systematically many preliminary
studies by other groups. Why it should be a cause for rejection that Duesberg’s lab did not
do preliminary studies when others have done them is beyond me, and I regard this reason
as illegitimate. It is now for the community of scientists to evaluate the legitimacy of this
reason. Aside from that, the Duesberg lab does not have the money to make preliminary
studies, so it’s caught in a Catch 22 situation even if one accepts (which I do not) the
legitimacy of the objection (universally? in some specific case? in the present case?).
⎯Another objection is that some studies indicate that certain concentrations of amyl
nitrite proposed in the Duesberg proposal are too low to cause immunodeficiency in mice,
and thus “may not produce meaningful results since this dose was not immunotoxic in several
studies.” However, the proposal did propose to vary the concentration of amyl nitrite,
starting with low doses and increasing the dose in an attempt to determine thresholds of
toxicity, so the objection is simply invalid.
⎯A third objection was that only a “one-sided rationale” was presented for the proposal.
“A more thorough and balanced description of the pertinent literature would instil more
confidence in the rationale and design of the proposed studies.” I regard this objection as
invalid. The proposal took place in a well-known history of AIDS, when others,
including those who contributed to NIDA’s research monograph “Health Hazards of
Nitrite Inhalants” had found results compatible or even supporting the nitrite-AIDS
hypothesis. Such results need to be complemented by further experiments instead of
being discouraged. It was not Duesberg’s responsibility to present a many-sided rationale
for doing the proposed experiment. The experiment was designed for a specific purpose,
and would add knowledge complementary to other available results. Let the experiment
be made, and we’ll see what comes out.
⎯It was claimed that “the proposed design of the mouse experiments is not clear,”
because of the order in which inhalants would be given after mice simultaneously virus and
inhalants, and see how they progress together to test inhalants as a “cofactor.” The proposal
would also give inhalants alone. Of course, other experiments could be done in giving
inhalants first, giving virus first, or whatnot. Just because there are several variations which
could give rise to several types of experiments is not a justification to prevent one among
many possible experiments from being carried out.
⎯The last objection was the period of 6-24 month exposures for mice. “Twenty-four
months is a very large part of the total life span of laboratory mice. Many mice may not
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survive the experiment.” But results would already have been obtained for exposures of 6
months, and pushing the exposures to 24 months would not invalidate the results for 6
months, so the logic of the objection is defective. In addition, cancer studies on mice which
routinely study mice for periods up to 24 months are routinely funded. Therefore
recommending that the proposal not be funded partly because the period of exposure for mice
goes up to 24 months is an illegitimate recommendation.
§3.

Journalistic treatment of the case by Science

In his letter to the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) Koshland recognised the
scientific and public interest of the proposed experiments. He wrote explicitly: “I believe that
this research would add much to our understanding of AIDS, and I have told Duesberg that I
would consider such data important material for readers of Science if it develops
appropriately.”
As of now, the material can’t develop because it is obstructed by the National Institute
on Drug Abuse and its referees.
Not having seen any report on these matters in Science, I contacted Science’s news
editor Ellis Rubinstein. In a letter dated 19 January 1994, I informed him of the above
events. I thought that the difficulties Duesberg was experiencing document an important case
when someone wants to do an experiment which might raise questions about the current
prevalent dogma on HIV and AIDS, but cannot get funded. I added the comment that an
appropriate news report in Science about these events would be especially relevant because
Science’s own editor urged the funding.
Following my letter, Science reporter Jon Cohen contacted Duesberg on the phone,
and also wrote him on 8 February that he was interested in doing a story about the rejected
grant proposal. Jon Cohen stated: “The main question I have is this: Are the reviewers’
criticisms unjustified? . . . Any story I might do I’m sure would hinge on that question.” In
response, Duesberg submitted the names of four toxicologists whom Cohen might contact to
get their views.
On 21 March 1994, Jon Cohen wrote back to Duesberg that he contacted six
“researchers” about the grant proposal, and that three wrote back. Cohen enclosed their
signed comments. Cohen also stated that two others told him verbally of “problems” they
had with the proposal, and the sixth did not reply. According to Duesberg, Cohen gave him
the names of all six (including Gallo, who was one of the two expressing his “problems” only
verbally). Four out of the six were retrovirologists. Duesberg commented that he would
consider “none of these retrovirologists appropriate for reviewing a toxicology proposal such
as” the one he presented. Duesberg’s list of four toxicologists was recommended to him by
Harry Haverkos or by Otto Raabe. Cohen chose only one of them. In any case, the
“researchers” consulted by Cohen effectively became reviewers for Science.
On the basis of the reviews he got, Cohen wrote to Duesberg that he “did not see a
story for Science about the NIH not funding” the proposal. Cohen’s letter to Duesberg was
under a “SCIENCE” letterhead.
The comments of the one “researcher” who had been recommended by Duesberg, say
‘Reviewer R1,’ were mostly favourable, although mentioning “deficiencies in details.” As
mentioned previously, Reviewer R1 is a toxicologist. The overall conclusion from Reviewer
R1 was as follows:
Reviewer 1. Conclusions. I think it is important that NE be tested for
carcinogenicity in animals with and without infection with a retrovirus. I
think the investigators could perform these tests if they did some preliminary
studies and if they first answered the criticisms in a future revised application.
Hence, I think a revision of the grant could well be fundable. I consider that a
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judgement of “not recommended for further consideration” is harsh and unfair, and
is partly based on wrong premises as noted above. This judgement may
indeed prevent a useful research project from being carried out. I disagree
with most of the views of Dr. Duesberg about the causes of AIDS, but hope
that he is sufficient of an objective scientist to perform the tests properly (if he
revises the application and does some preliminary studies) and hope that he
will report the results promptly whether or not they support his views. (He
does state that he will report the results whichever way they turn out.)
The other two “researchers” who wrote back were not among those suggested by
Duesberg. One of them was extremely unfavourable. I quote from what he wrote to Jon
Cohen:
Reviewer 2. I must assume that the average quality of NIMD grants is as high
as those funded by NIAID. On this assumption, if I submitted an application
of this standard to NIAID, I would not expect it to be funded. The overall
content is very meagre. Firstly, the background section is strongly biased
toward a particular hypothesis and either ignores or minimally discusses
contrary views . . .
Kaposi’s sarcoma is a focus of this application. There is reasonable, but
not overwhelming evidence for an infectious agent other than HIV that causes
KS. The pathogenic effects of such a microbe may be facilitated by HIVinduced immunosuppression, and it is possible that HIV may also promote the
development of KS directly. Oral-faecal contact has been linked with later KS
development, perhaps due to microbe transmission, and such sexual activities
may be associated with nitrite usage. But there is no compelling evidence that
KS, or AIDS, is caused by nitrite usage per se . . .
. . . But is this proposal going to prove that nitrites cause AIDS or AIDSdefining illnesses such as KS? I very much doubt it . . . dosing mice
chronically with compounds does not prove that the same conditions will be
found during “normal” human usage. The toxicological limitations of the
experiments have been pointed out by the study section; I am not qualified to
assess the validity of the objections, but they seem reasonable . . .
In short, this proposal suffers from a poorly justified hypothesis, a
shortage of preliminary data and a very sketchy set of experimental proposals
that would never in themselves achieve the aim of proving nitrite usage to
cause AIDS . . . I am convinced that the study section has reviewed the grant
application appropriately and professionally . . .
Reviewer R2 also made extremely strong comments against Koshland’s letter
supporting Duesberg’s grant application, and the propriety of such support. Short of
reproducing both letters in full, which I cannot do for a number of reasons, I do not want to
quote from those comments because readers would not have the full context for these
comments (that is both Koshland’s letter and Reviewer R2’s full comments) to verify their
legitimacy.
Reviewer 3. I agree with Dr. Koshland’s letter that Duesberg should have
an opportunity to experimentally defend his proposal that nitrite inhalants are
important are important factors (or co-factors) in immunosuppression, KS
and/or AIDS. I am not sure that without some preliminary data from his lab,
as well as evidence that the collaboration set up with Otto Raabe is workable,
that the application is worthy of funding. The Study Section Summary
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Statement also correctly notes that the design of the mouse experiments is not clear.
Based on these considerations, I think that Peter himself as a reviewer would
not support what might be considered as a “fishing expedition.”
On the other hand, some of the points in the grant application are
noteworthy of study, e.g., determining appropriate doses of nitrite inhalants in
mice that can be validly used to study their immunotoxic potential. However,
I am not a toxicologist and would defer to such expertise are best to utilize.
In summary, Duesberg raises a highly relevant and important set of
experiments that he and his group have the capability to perform; however, the
lack of preliminary data and clear rationale would generate only moderate
enthusiasm for funding at this time. On the specific issue of whether the
application should have been “not recommended for further consideration”
(NERF), that is a judgement call. I would not have gone that far based on my
limited reading of the proposal; however, if I were present at the actual review,
listening to the primary and secondary reviewers, there might have been
enough concerns raised that I may have supported the NERF view.
§4.

Some comments

I shall comment on statements by Reviewers R2 and R3. These comments merely
give a sample of my objections to their evaluations.
(a) Reviewer R2 asserts: “Firstly, the background section is strongly biased toward a
particular hypothesis and either ignores or minimally discusses other views.” So what? It is
not the responsibility of the proposal to discuss other views in a major way. The point of the
experiments is to test some aspects of the particular drug hypothesis. However, it is
important that other hypotheses were not disregarded in the proposal, because the
experiments would be conducted on control groups of mice some of which would be infected
with Molony leukaemia virus and some of which would not. This virus is claimed to cause
mouse AIDS.
(b)
Reviewer R2 asserts: “But there is no compelling evidence that KS, or AIDS, is
caused by nitrite usage per se.” So what? In that KS, or AIDS, is caused by nitrite usage per
se.” So what? In the statement preceding this assertion, Reviewer R2 accepted that “there is
reasonable, but not overwhelming evidence for another infectious agent other than HIV that
causes KS.” So according to Reviewer R2 the evidence that KS is caused by HIV is also not
compelling. Is this a reason not to perform further experiments to test the extent to which
HIV does or does not cause KS or AIDS? The medical establishment has tried for a decade
to determine the pathogenesis of HIV, without success. The people who support the HIVAIDS hypothesis have only epidemiological evidence (for whatever it’s worth), which is not
compelling.
There is also no compelling evidence that KS, or AIDS, are not caused by nitrite
usage KS or AIDS, there would be no need to do experiments about it.258 Conversely,
preventing such experiments from being performed prevents evidence, compelling or
otherwise, to develop one way or the other. As a scientist, I object to the a priori obstruction
placed in the way of experiments to investigate the possibility that nitrite usage per se may
cause KS or AIDS.
258

The need for such experiments was explicitly recognised in NIDA’s “Summary
Statement,” which I have already quoted to the effect that “the major strength of this
proposal is that it addresses the important public health problems of whether nitrite abuse
acts as a cofactor in AIDS pathogenesis and if nitrites can cause Kaposi’s sarcoma in the
absence of retrovirus infection.”
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(c)
Reviewer R2 asks the question: “But is this proposal going to prove that nitrites
cause AIDS or AIDS defining illnesses such as KS?” and asserts: “I very much doubt it.”
Indeed, the proposal makes no claim as to what it’s going to prove. One cannot determine
what a proposal is “going to prove” before having made the experiments. The experiments
themselves could have inconclusive results, for various reasons, thus not “proving” anything
except that a certain set of results is inconclusive. Even if all experiments eventually show a
uniformity that after taking poppers in sufficient quantity for a sufficiently long period, mice
develop immunodeficiencies or cancer type disease, the experiments still would not “prove
that nitrites cause AIDS” in human beings when taken insufficient quantities for a sufficiently
long period (possibly not the same period as for mice). Thus, speaking for myself, I don’t
“very much doubt” that the experiments “will prove that nitrites cause AIDS or AIDS related
diseases.” I know they will prove” no such thing, defectively formulated in such absolute
generality by Reviewer R2.
However, the experiments might suggest others’ they might be preliminaries for
further experiments, on other animals, varying circumstances or whatever. That’s what
experiments are for, to test various ranges of validity of various hypotheses. If the
experiments systematically show the above uniformity, they might also open some people’s
minds to consider more seriously the possibility (not certainty) that nitrites may cause AIDS
related diseases in human beings. Conversely, if they turn out inconclusive or show an
opposite uniformity, they might have the opposite effect. The effect of the experiments will
depend on how they turn out, it will be different on different people, and it cannot be
predicted in advance, partly because it will depend on many factors in many ways. If a
reviewer’s doubts that Duesberg’s proposal will prove that nitrites cause KS or AIDS were
taken as a reason not to fund the proposal, and as a reason not to report the matter in Science,
then I object and I ask the scientific community to evaluate the legitimacy of non-funding and
non-reporting based on such a reason.
I add one comment about the third review, concerning the nature of scientific
research.
Reviewer R3 writes: “Based on these considerations, I think that Peter himself as a
reviewer would not support what might be considered as a ‘fishing expedition’.” I have
several objections to this sentence. First, I find it illegitimate to presume what “Peter” would
do, especially since Duesberg made the proposal for the experiments in the first place.
More fundamentally, I object to such a put-down of “fishing expeditions” in the
scientific context, with the innuendo contained in the term “fishing expedition” in the
scientific context is quite different from a political context when some parts of a political
establishment go on a “fishing expedition” against people with a different political opinion. I
think “fishing expeditions” against the great mysteries of nature are the essence of original
scientific research. I agree with Koshland that he material of Duesberg’s experiments would
be of great interest for readers of Science (if it develops appropriately) would be just a start.
But we can’t know how the material will develop if the development is obstructed a priori by
funding agencies.
§5.

A NIDA MEETING on nitrite inhalants

On 23-24 May 1994, the National Institute for Drug Abuse (NIDA) sponsored a
meeting to discuss “the role of nitrite inhalants in AIDS, particularly in its most visible
expression, Kaposi’s sarcoma.” This meeting was reported in the article “NIH reconsiders
nitrites’ link to AIDS” (Biotechnology, 12 August 1994, p. 762). I have given an account of
this article elsewhere at greater length (“HIV and AIDS: Questions of Scientific and
Journalistic Responsibility,” Yale Scientific November 1994), but it is relevant to report here
an about-face by Gallo. The Biotechnology article stated:
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Finally, Robert Gallo of the National Institutes of Health (NIH. Bethesda, Maryland)
surprised some attendees and panellists by arguing that HIV is not the primary
cause of KS [Kaposi’s Sarcoma], although it may aggravate the condition once
KS is caused by “something else.” As to what that something else might be,
Gallo favoured a microbe that has yet to be discovered, though he allowed that
carcinogenic nitrites could well be a primary cause. In the true spirit of
scientific inquiry, quite different from the rancour of prior discussions of
alternative a\causes of AIDS, Gallo called for funding of Duesberg’s nitrite
experiments.”
Question: Did Gallo inform Science and Jon Cohen of his changed position about the
funding of Duesberg’s nitrite experiments? Do the editors of Science and its reporters read
Biotechnology? I sent them a copy of the above article when it appeared.259 In addition,
Koshland wrote another letter on 24 August 1994, iterating his support of funding for
Duesberg’s experiments.
Science and Jon Cohen changed their mind between spring 1994 and fall 1994. In this
published version, Cohen finally reported Koshland’s support as follows: “Also unpersuaded
of Duesberg’s ideas⎯but persuaded he shouldn’t be shut out of scientific resources⎯is
Daniel Koshland Jr., editor-in-chief of Science, who has written letters to the National
Institute on Drug Abuse supporting Duesberg’s recent grant proposals.”
Nevertheless, as of December 1994, all recent applications by Duesberg for funding
of his lab were rejected. This was correctly reported by Cohen, who wrote: “In addition,
Duesberg has been turned down by funding agencies on several new proposals to study both
AIDS and cancer.” Cf. Appendix 2 for a summary of these proposals.
A subsequent article by Jon Cohen in Science 16 December 1994 reported on the
possibility of a new virus causing Kaposi’s sarcoma (cf. my article “HIV and AIDS . . .,” §6).
In a letter to the editors sent 4 January 1995, Duesberg stated:
[The journal] Science wonders (16 Dec. p. 1803) about the “mystery” that
“Kaposi’s sarcoma [KS] is almost exclusively confined to male homosexuals . . .”
1) Since nitrites are some of the best known mutagens and carcinogens (3), I
propose the following experiment to solve the “mystery”: Expose 100
mice, or cats, or monkeys to nitrite inhalants at doses comparable with
human recreational use and for time periods approximating the so-called
10-year latent period between infection by HIV to the onset of
AIDS⎯possibly a euphemism for the time of drug use necessary for AIDS
to develop. (It takes 10 to 20 years of smoking for emphysema or lung
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Actually, this statement of Gallo was subsequently nullified. In an interview with The
Scientist (14 November 1994), answering a question whether the Biotechnology article
was “accurately reporting his views,” Gallo said: “They were. But listen carefully. The
proposal that Duesberg made in front of me at a Kaposi’s sarcoma [KS] meeting that was
organised by the popper people I thought was a reasonable idea. But that doesn’t mean
that I saw the thing written up and that it was written up properly.” The Scientist
interview with Gallo on 14 November was published along with an article on an AIDS
conference celebrating Gallo’s lab. The article was entitled: “Gallo’s Meeting: A
Scientific Folk Festival.” These two items (article and interview) exist as part of the
record. I found both exceedingly tendentious, and suppressive of much information
which would give a quite different aspect to the questions covered by these two pieces,
but here is not the place to document the tendentious and defective journalism of The
Scientist.
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cancer to develop.) I would predict this result: Immunodeficiency,
pneumonia, and pulmonary KS in animals.
2) I also propose to “mainstream AIDS researchers” an easy epidemiological
experiment to test my hypothesis that HIV is not the cause of AIDS.
According to Science, these researchers argue that it is “impossible” to
eliminate confounding factors from HIV in typical AIDS risk groups, as for
example in haemophiliacs “because [they] do not keep track of each factor
VIII treatment” (9 Dec., p. 1645). Therefore I propose to compare the
incidence in 3650 homo- or heterosexual American men, who are not on
transfusions and recreational drugs or AZT, but are HIV-positive, to the
incidence in 3650 HIV-negative counterparts. These healthy subjects
could be found by the U.S. Army, which tests over 2.5 million per year, or
among those contributing to the blood banks, which test over 12 million a
year. If the 3650-day latent period is correct, every 2 day some of the
people that are HIV positive would develop AIDS. I would predict this
result: The percentage incidence in the HIV-positive group will be the
same as in the HIV-negative group.
If the mainstream AIDS researchers are not already doing these
experiments, I would be delighted to do them provided I could get funded.”
Since the late 1990s, Duesberg has not been funded to do this research. The scientific
community is entitled to know of the events I have reported above, both concerning the nonfunding by NIH and the circumstances under which Science reports or does not report events.
Here is a small sample of other rejected AIDS grant proposals made by P.H.
Duesberg:
1) In February 1993 a grant application was made to the University-wide Aids Research
Program of the University of California entitled “Animal test of the hypothesis that
amyl nitrites cause AIDS.” The application was ranked “within the fourth quartile.”
With regard to its approval a split vote with five for and four against was reported.
2) In August 1993 an application was made to the National Institute of Drug Abuse
(NIDA) entitled “animal tests of the AIDS risks of nitrite inhalants.” The application
was accompanied by an endorsement from Dan Koshland, editor of Science. The
application was “not recommended for further consideration” in a letter from the
NIDA of January 1994.
3) In August 1994 a revised application was made to the National Institute of Drug
Abuse entitled again “Animal tests of the AIDS risks of nitrite inhalants.” The
application was accompanied by an endorsement from Dan Koshland, editor of
Science. Today I received a letter dated November 30, 1994, that the initial review
group has recommended again “NO FURTHER CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO
THIS APPLICATION.”
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SECTION 4: Ethics in Clinical HIV/AIDS research
—by H. H. Bauer
Ethical issues seem to have been much neglected in clinical trails of possible
treatments for HIV/AIDS. Nussbaum (1990) has described how research was directed toward
virology rather than the treating of actual illness, through the 1980s. Farber (2006a) drew
attention to a fatal experiment involving pregnant women and drugs of known and severe
toxicity, and to breaches of protocol in another trial. Now, it is a fact of life that clinical
research almost invariably clashes to some degree with the Hippocratic injunction to “first, do
no harm.” Ethical questions inevitably arise; and there aer no universally agreed principles
covering ethical questions. Moreover, concerns typically arise over unusual, exceptional
cases, the “hard cases that mae bad laws.” As a result, there is much contemporary discussion
of these issues—for example, how properly to ask ‘informed consent’ of potential recruits
into clinical trials.
Recent decades have seen a mushrooming of Centers of Reesach Ethics, academic
journals on the subject, federal guidelines, and local boards to review research that involves
humans. But it requires no formal standards to discern how questionable are studies of sexual
transmission of HIV. Some of these studies were retrospective, making assumptions and
drawing inferences about things in the past, for instance from preserved bioilogical
specimens; but others were prospective: continuing observation of the consequences of
intercourse between partners of whom one but not the other was initially HIV-positive.
How could one justify the attempt toobserve possible transmission of a supposedly
incurable and fatal disease, rather than using every available means to have the partners
practice safe sex? It seems disingenuous to claim as justification, as one study did, that
‘informed consent’ was obtained,legal requirements satisfied, free condoms offered, and
treatment for opportunistiics invesctions made available (Wawer et al. 2005) Only one-fifth
of the couples in that study reported occasional use of ocnodoms, and none reported consiste
use. It seems unlikely thatthere would have been such low usage if the researchers had done
everything intheir power to ensure the use of condoms, instead of being interested
inobserving what happens when they are nto used. This apeprs to be a clear case of conflicts
of interest. For the record, “The study was paproved by human subjects review boards at the
Uganda Virus Research Instiute, the AIDS Research Subcommittee of the Ugandan National
Council for Science and Technology, Columbia University, and Johns Hopkins University”
(Wawer et al. 2005)
Fortunately enough, HIV does not cause an incurable and fatal disease; but the
(ir)responsible researchers believe that it does.
SECTION 5: Ethical problems with conflicts of interest in doing research260
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Excerpted from “HAART Drugs are the New Prevention,” by David Crowe, January
2012 <http://www.rethinkingaids.com/Default.aspx?tabid=200> Accessed March 15,
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--by David Crowe
When evaluating the quality of research studies that do receive funding, one must share
with the researchers the starting assumptions that are accepted by most doctors, politicians,
judges, ministers of health and medical journal editors around the world.261 As is the case
for much of the AIDS research that appears in journals entirely dependent upon the editorial
policy preferences of the pharmaceutical enterprises that own the journals, researchers are
also constrained in what they do to collect data and in how they interpret the data they
collect.
Conflicts of interest are often responsible for flawed research. In the HPTN 052
study previously discussed in this Course Reader (Unit 3, section 7) the pharmaceutical
companies that fund the majority of research into HIV/AIDS either directly or through
governmental and international health and scientific research organisations got the results
they were interested in: treatment using drugs produced by these companies as a means of
prevention implies that many more people should be using the drugs. This widens the market
for their sales considerably.—Ed.
In his critical analysis of this study David Crowe observes: 262
The interests of the researchers are the interests of the drug companies.
Supplementary material contains lengthy financial disclosures revealing
that one co-author, Joseph Eron, consults for Merck, Bristol Myers Squibb,
Tibotec, Gilead and GlaxoSmithKline (all AIDS drug manufacturers) and
received grants from Merck, BristolMyersSquibb and Roche. Susan
Eshleman consults or has otherwise received payments from Roche, the
Gates Foundation (which has extensive investments in pharmaceuticals),
Abbott Diagnostics, Celera and Monogram Biosciences. Joel Gallant has
received money from Abbott, BristolMyersSquibb, Gilead, Merck, Tibotec,
VIIV Healthcare, GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer, Monogram Biosciences,
Sangamo Biosciences and Koronis. Susan Swindells received money from
Gilead, Abbott, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, BristolMyersSquibb. Given that
disclosure forms are rarely audited, and often contain omissions, it is quite
likely that conflicts exist with other researchers. Pharmaceutical support for
the study (presumably free drugs) was provided by Boehringer-Ingelheim,
Bristol-Myers Squibb, Gilead, GlaxoSmithKline and Merck, and the same
companies participated in the protocol team.
However, the existence of conflicts of interest cannot in themselves invalidate the
results of research. Just because drug companies fund research we cannot conclude for that
reason alone that all drug research is flawed in data collection or self-serving to the point of
exaggerating the significance of the results or misrepresenting the data. To presume that
facts about the sources of funding or the affiliations or the motivations of those conducting
research in themselves cause the research to be unreliable or insignificant or otherwise
flawed, is to commit fallacies of reasoning called ad hominem and the genetic fallacy (see
Unit 8 section 5). We have to learn to ask questions and look at the particulars of the study
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Morris S. Cohen et al. “Prevention of HIV-1 Infection with Early Antiretroviral
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design: how it was conducted, the nature of the sample, its size and composition, what
results were drawn, how they were obtained and analysed. Apart from technical expertise
e.g. in research methodology, inferential analysis of statistics, we also have a large store of
first hand professional experience, critical common sense, and specific cultural awareness
which is sometimes beyond the reach of foreign experts. See Unit 7 for a discussion of how
important this can be in the domain of explaining, managing and treating HIV and AIDS in
Africa.
These investigations of Gallo’s alleged misconduct are recounted again and
again because they offer probably the best example of the way in which a dominant
medical orthodoxy protects its own. Scientific integrity and a genuine desire to
discover the truth had little to do with the final outcome of formal inquiries.
SECTION 5: The research ethics Robert Gallo, claimant to the discovery of HIV 263
The story of AIDS is an important lesson in professional ethics because this is the first
time in the history of medicine that so much money has been thrown into finding an adequate
response to one particular epidemic. In the United States, the HIV AIDS research allocation
of government has been estimated as the biggest industry next to the defense department.264
This financial support was fuelled by the plague terror tactics used by well established
organizations like the US Centres for Disease Control and its offshoot, the Epidemic
Intelligence Service, whose members are strategically placed in positions of power and
influence in the media.
The Gallo case concerns the discovery of a virus called HIV in 1983-1984. The
official establishment position up to now is that this virus causes AIDS. Since 1983-1984,
there has been a controversy between Robert Gallo, then chief of a major laboratory of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), and scientists of the Institut Pasteur in Paris, concerning
who discovered this virus and how it was developed in a form usable for a blood test.
Following the breakdown of informal negotiations, the French instigated launched four
separate legal proceedings, including a patent “interference.”
The following narrative is based on investigations of Dr. Robert C. Gallo, which took
place in several stages: first by the Office of Scientific Integrity (OSI, created in 1989) of the
US National Institutes of Health; then after that agency was abolished (in 1992) and replaced
263

The preface of this section is in part extracted from passages of Joan Shenton’s later
Chapter 11 in Positively False (pp. 180-181) and Serge Lang’s introduction to his
extensive file (1998: 365-367) of the investigations into the work of Robert Gallo, in
Challenges, New York: Springer Publishers. The main text of section 4 is abridged from
Chapter 4 “Hunting the Human Retrovirus,” of Joan Shenton’s Positively False: Exposing
the Myth around HIV and AIDS, London: I.B. Tauris, pp. 29-49. The author has kindly
consented to the educational dissemination of this material. Other extracts from Joan
Shenton’s chapter four appear in Unit 8, explaining the history of retro-virology leading
to Gallo’s claim for discovery of ‘HIV’ and its identity as ‘the AIDS virus’. Appreciation
is owed to Springer and to Mrs. Nadine Lang Robinson, on behalf of the deceased’s
family in charge of Prof. Lang’s estate, for permission to reprint posthumously from
Challenges for educational purposes only, these passages and material from Challenges
pp. 601-714 which comprises Section 2 of this Unit.
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former editor-in-chief of the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine¸ currently on
the faculty of the Harvard School of Medicine’s Department of Social Medicine, treats
more generally the exorbitant annual profits of the pharmaceutical industry which rival
several countries’ GDP, in The Truth About the Drug Companies: How They Deceive Us
and What to Do About It. New York: Random House, 2005.—Ed.]
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by the Office of Research Integrity (ORI) of the US Department of Health and Human
Services, investigations resumed. OSI had absolved Gallo of all “misconduct” but mixed
conclusions remained after further investigations of ORI in 1992.
Gallo appealed for a review and the Appeals Board of ORI which resulted in the
agency withdrawing all charges. Allegations remained and the HHS Inspector General
requested a further prosecution, but there were several reasons for its denial. Questions
remained surrounding the US Government’s actions in obtaining the patent for the HIV
antibody blood test, to which a Congressional Subcommittee headed by Democrat
Representative John Dingell. In 1995, however, the committee was disbanded with the
presidential victory of the Republican Party.
Scientists are generally busy with their own research, and rely for general information
on public concerns as reported in Science and Nature. But these periodicals did a
tendentious and highly selective job of recounting the proceedings of the Gallo case. In what
follows, a narrative unfolds to give the picture of how individuals with influence and power
to impose their version of reality can pervert the course of scientific truth. Misinformation
can be created and disseminated uncritically through the foremost educational systems and
the media that prevail internationally.
As a public health official and practitioner, you are faced with the challenge of
bearing in mind the power of intimidation and fudging of facts in determining the fate of
vulnerable individuals and the general public at large. Obstructions to good health care are
created by misinformation. There is no need to create the myth that false information is
brought about by ‘evil’ intent or a conspiracy. What is called for is the maintenance of
cognitive ethics: to ask for evidence where none is provided, to appreciate the difference
between fact, opinion, and prejudice, dogmatic subterfuge when certainty does not exist but
what prevails instead is a powerful motive and capacity to supply a quick and lucrative fix
which can mislead patients and damage their lives.
What follows is a narrative of events notorious within the medical research
community since the allegations of Gallo and his research colleagues in gross violation of
professional codes of conduct, and of unethical dissemination in the media of ‘science by
press release’. This ignoble launch of HIV and AIDS research has remained chiefly
undisclosed to African consumers of HIV pharmaceuticals and participants in AIDS
prevention programmes, as related by medical investigative reporter Joan Shenton:
At the Berlin World AIDS Conference, 1993
As the virologist Dr. Robert C. Gallo, the man who claimed to have discovered
HIV—by then assumed to be the cause of AIDS—made his way to his seat in the press
auditorium, few journalists cared to remember that he had admitted accidentally
misappropriating Luc Montagnier's AIDS virus isolate,265 calling it his own. Few journalists
had noticed that in June the very same month as this international AIDS conference
convened, Gallo had been found guilty of scientific misconduct by his peers.
This verdict of misconduct was reached by the Department of Health and Human
Services' Office of Research Integrity (ORI) in 1992. That agency concluded that Gallo and
his colleague Mikulas Popovic had made false statements in published science papers. Gallo
was accused of having intentionally misled colleagues to gain credit for himself and to
diminish credit due to his French competitors. The report also said that his false statement
had "impeded potential AIDS research progress" by diverting scientists from potentially
fruitful work with the French researchers. Later the Department of Health and Human
Services’ Appeals Board looked into Popovic's case first and decided on new criteria for the
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Luc Antoine Montagnier is the French virologist affiliated with the Pasteur Institut who
was jointly awarded, with co-recipients Françoise Barré-Sinoussi and Harald zur Hausen,
the 2008 Nobel Prize in Physiology-Medicine for his discovery of HIV.
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definition of scientific misconduct. "Intent to deceive" had to be proven. The Board cleared
Popovic, saying it had found "no palpable wrongdoing."266 On this narrow interpretation by a
board of lawyers rather than scientists, the ORI decided it had to drop Gallo's case and
charges of misconduct were withdrawn. The goalposts had been moved yet again to protect
the orthodoxy.267
[In a widely acclaimed example of investigative journalism into the charges of
scientific misconduct against Gallo and his team, John Crewsdon, science reporter of
a leading US national newspaper, recounted the state of play five months after the
international conference in Berlin had convened. This is one of several reports issued
by Crewsdon for the Chicago Tribune in the early 1990s—Ed.]
Chicago Tribune November 13, 1993:
WASHINGTON—Declaring their "fundamental disagreement" with a
government appeals board over "the importance of clarity, accuracy and
honesty in science," federal science fraud investigators Friday reluctantly
withdrew their finding that AIDS researcher Robert Gallo was guilty of
scientific misconduct. Gallo, who had appealed the finding, which he
denounced from the outset as unfounded, said in a statement he was
"delighted that the Office of Research Integrity [ORI] has dismissed the case
against me and that I have been completely vindicated."
But Lyle Bivens, chief of the ORI, which last year accused Gallo of
having deliberately obscured his laboratory's work with a French AIDS virus
sample a decade earlier, attributed the withdrawal to new and stiffer
misconduct standards imposed by the appeals board. "It is clear that the
panel now applies different standards from those applied by ORI to review
findings of scientific misconduct," Bivens said in a statement. "As a practical
matter, the panel's recent decisions have made it extraordinarily difficult for
ORI to defend its legal determination of scientific misconduct regarding Dr.
Gallo."
Gallo's Washington attorney, Joe Onek, told The Associated Press that
Bivens' statement was "outrageous" and he hinted at future legal action by
his client.
"He never got his day in court," Onek said. "But that may happen yet."
According to Bivens' statement, the appeals board "ruled that ORI must
prove deliberate intent to deceive" on the part of someone held responsible
for a false statement in a research publication, that the false statement "have
a material or significant effect on the research conclusions of the paper, and
that there be no possibility of honest error."
Bivens noted that HHS was moving quickly to implement new standards
of evidence in misconduct cases that would presumably be considerably less
stringent than those imposed by the appeals board.
Andrea Selzer, a staff attorney with the board, which is an independent
component of the Department of Health and Human Services, declined
comment except to say, "Our reputation has always been one of
independence and integrity. We have no motivation for or against one party
or another."
266
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Science, 12 November 1993, p. 981.
[Excerpts from Positively False, Chapter 11 reporting dubiously conducted clinical trials
for anti-retroviral drugs are included in the preface of this section and in Unit 5 of this
Course Reader.—Ed.]
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In addition to allegedly misstating his work with the French virus, the ORI
had accused Gallo of having "inappropriately restricted" the access of fellow
AIDS researchers to a culture of human blood cells in which the AIDS virus
could be grown.
A panel of consultants from the National Academy of Sciences
concluded last year that Gallo's failure to freely distribute the cells was
"essentially immoral in view of the growing seriousness of the AIDS
epidemic."
The Gallo virus, called HTLV-3B, and the cells, which Gallo named H9,
were used by the Gallo laboratory to develop the American blood test for
AIDS. It later was established that neither the virus nor the cells was an
independent discovery of the Gallo laboratory.
An investigation by the National Institutes of Health determined two
years ago that HTLV-3B was actually an AIDS virus called LAV, which had
been sent to Gallo for examination by the Pasteur Institute of Paris, and which
Gallo had claimed his laboratory could not grow.
One of the ORI findings withdrawn Friday was that Gallo had failed to
identify the origin of the H9 cells "in a timely manner." Gallo has claimed
the cells were mixed up in his lab, and that the French virus sample
unknowingly contaminated his own AIDS virus cultures. The ORI concluded
last year, however, that it was "not possible to resolve the question of
misappropriation versus contamination" where the virus was concerned.
The Pasteur virus still is used in the manufacture of the American AIDS
test. A lawsuit by the French was settled in 1987, when the NIH and Pasteur
agreed to share the royalties from the patent on that test.
Following the NIH's determination that Gallo's HTLV-3B was really the
French LAV, Pasteur demanded a greater share of those royalties. The
Clinton administration has not responded to that demand, but Pasteur said
Friday that ORI's decision would have "no bearing on" its position in the
matter.
"ORI made narrow and technical charges against Dr. Gallo," Pasteur
attorneys said in a statement. "While ORI has now decided not to go forward
with its charges, there remains an overarching public policy issue."
The AIDS research investigated by ORI was reported by Gallo in
Science magazine in 1984 in what has since become the most closely
scrutinized scientific article in history.
Joan Shenton continues this extraordinary morality tale of modern scientific research
in the economically developed world:
How can the whole scientific establishment be so completely wrong about AIDS?
It is inconceivable, you will be saying, that in something as serious as AIDS, the
whole of the scientific world focused on AIDS with billions of dollars in research and
development invested in the search for a cure, and indeed everyone else, have gotten it so
wrong. If there is genuine doubt about HIV as the cause of AIDS why are we not hearing the
dissenting voices? Where is the debate? There are several reasons why those who put forward
cogent scientific arguments against the viral cause of AIDS hypothesis are not heard. The
censorship that exists in the peer-review process which operates in the leading scientific
journals protects current orthodox views and prevents the airing of controversial arguments.
Medical and science journalists tend to support a prevailing scientific orthodoxy. To
challenge it could undermine public confidence in the scientific establishment. The doctor is
still regarded as the ultimate authority, and government health policies dictated by doctors
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and scientists should not be questioned. Then there is the inevitable desire to protect the
immense sums of money involved in ten year HIV-based research grants and patents for the
various test kits and antiviral drugs.
There is yet another more complex reason for the support of an infectious agent as the
cause of AIDS. In the West those affected by the syndrome are 90 percent male of whom
over 50 percent are homosexual habitual drug users—both intravenous and recreational drug
users. During the 1980s the gay community had a powerful lobbying voice with government
administrations and political candidates for high office, including the US presidential race,
who were anxious to be seen as 'politically correct' and supportive of the needs of the gay
community. Discovery of an infectious cause for AIDS was more expedient for the gay
community than tracing the fatalities to lifestyle choice involving chronic and prolonged drug
abuse. Discovery of a pathogen as the source of AIDS absolved gay men of moral
responsibility for their affliction, since an external cause for immuno-deficiency cannot be
helped until it is discovered and brought under control; moreover an external pathogen also
threatens the heterosexual majority. An external, biological threat to life in general gave gay
activist groups a raison d'être and moral high ground from which to make demands on central
government’s financial investment and the attention of mainstream society. Through their
own experience, gay community leaders could offer advice to heterosexuals about so-called
'safer sex.'
The fight to claim recognition for discovering HIV
Luc Montagnier, a French scientist with his team at the Pasteur Institute in Paris first
isolated LAV/HIV. Not only had Gallo claimed his virus isolate, now HTLV-III (later
renamed HIV), was the cause of AIDS but Gallo had published a photograph of Montagnier's
virus in a Science journal article announcing the findings as Gallo's own.268 Then, to add
insult to injury Gallo had applied for a US patent for the AIDS blood test based on HTLV-III
when Montagnier had applied for an LAV-based patent a year and a half earlier, and it had
not yet been granted. Montagnier was incensed, and at the end of 1985 he, together with the
Pasteur Institute, decided to sue the US government. "I was particularly furious that our
patent for the blood test was ignored until Gallo's was accepted. Scientists in the US are
exposed to high pressure to produce results, and it sometimes warps their sense of ethics.
Scientists have even faked their experiments to look like winners and not only in the US."269
The entire reportage of how the AIDS virus mix-up occurred has been amply
documented by several observers of scientific ethics, in particular by John Crewdson of The
Chicago Tribune, whose painstaking research leading to a news special that filled a whole
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supplement of The Chicago Tribune, led to an official investigation of Gallo's work.270
Gallo's HTLV-III turned out to be identical to Montagnier's LAV (later it was greed
that made both be renamed HIV) and the only conclusion that could be drawn was that
somehow Montagnier's virus had contaminated Gallo's lab cultures, and Gallo admitted as
much in his 1991 letter to Nature.271
At a time when the public was calling for urgent funding for AIDS research, it would
have been embarrassing for the French and US governments to be seen to be locked into a
hugely expensive legal battle about test kit patent revenue, so at the behest of President
Ronald Reagan and French Prime Minister Jacques Chirac, Gallo and Montagnier met in a
Frankfurt hotel room to work out a settlement.
The end result was that the French and Americans settled the lawsuit. In March 1987
they agreed to share the credit for discovering the virus and split the royalties from the blood
test kits. By 1994 those royalties had amounted to $35 million.272
Gallo and Montagnier would be bound by an agreed "scientific history" of events. This
"history" was published in Nature. No mention is made in that top ranking journal about
laboratory contamination or the actual dates when respective patents were applied for, simply
that in May 1983 Montagnier's group reported the identification of a "novel human
retrovirus" LAV, cultured from a patient with the AIDS syndrome. And the published
scientific record states that in May 1984 Gallo's group reported finding HTLV-III in AIDS
patients (and claimed it was the cause of AIDS). It was agreed that both retroviruses LAV
and HTLV-III should be given the same name—human immunodeficiency virus—HIV.273
The text of the agreement between Gallo and Montagnier contains a clause whereby
the two parties agree not to, "make nor publish any statement which would or could be
construed as contradicting or compromising the integrity of the said scientific history."274 Jad
Adams, an historian himself, is dismayed at this 'fixed' interpretation of events. "If scientific
fraud is the worst professional crime a scientist can conceive of, probably the worst for a
historian is the rewriting of history to accommodate some establishment view."275
Gallo has shrugged off the controversy surrounding the Luc Montagnier's claim that
Gallo used his isolate to make a commercial AIDS test. He says it has had no impact on his
reputation, "Every one in the scientific community knows my study, and they know we were
not found guilty of anything." 276 Today, having left the National Institutes of Health after
being vilified by the Chicago Tribune, and targeted by three separate investigations, Gallo
has managed to re-establish himself as head of his new Institute of Human Virology, at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore, where he continues with his research. Gallo holds
thirteen US patents and has applied for twenty-nine others. His inventions have brought his
previous employers, the National Institutes of Health, half of its income from royalties. The
University of Maryland will hold the patents on new inventions emerging from Gallo's
Institute of Human Virology but will split the profits fifty-fifty with the inventors. Great
hopes are pinned on Gallo. If he is successful, as of 2007 his institute was expected to
become self-supporting within five years and the state of Maryland stood to make millions in
spin-offs. However, there have been some doubts. When the Maryland legislature agreed to
fund Gallo's institute they pointedly added an ethics clause requiring the University to vouch
for the institute's behaviour. "Privately, some faculty members at the University of Maryland
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admit to having similar reservations about their new neighbour", writes Elaine Richman in
The Sciences. "They fear that spectres from Gallo's past will return to haunt them, or that his
new institute will drain away state funds for salaries and research." 277 Expectations remain
high that Gallo will discover a cure for AIDS. In 2007 he was working on three naturally
occurring substances that appeared to be able to halt replication of HIV by locking it out of
cells. These substances are described as HIV-suppressive factors (HIV-SF) and belong to a
class of compounds called chemokines.
Gallo's subsequent foray into the public arena was at the 1997 meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science where he announced his work into the
treatment of Kaposi's sarcoma lesions with a protein linked to a hormone found in the urine
of pregnant women. In one unpublished European trial Gallo said the hormone product
apparently killed the AIDS virus in terminally ill patients. He warned, "We still know too
little about this stuff ... We haven't sequenced its chemical structure. We don't know the doses
to use, or the route for administering it. But we do have a hope that we've found a new
nontoxic weapon against AIDS."278
The media is reluctant to expose high profile medical research malpractice
When a scientist achieves fame and renown such as that accorded to Robert Gallo, the
general press prefers to sustain the glowing accolades rather than report on any unsavoury
events surrounding the hero. Between 1988 and 1991 Gallo's lab at the National Institutes of
Health was in a state of upheaval. Gallo himself had come under investigation by the US
Government's Office of Research Integrity, the office of Democratic Representative John
Dingell and by a special panel appointed by the National Academy of Sciences. Three of his
closest associates at his lab came under criminal investigation involving fraud and
embezzlement. Although the American press covered some of these events, the following
stories were not picked up by the international press. Who wants to knock a hero off his
pedestal? The risk of a libel allegation has to be pre-empted by airing the case’s details in
their tedious entirety are not spelled out, which does not make for attractive, quick and easy
byte size news copy in the US. Yet the succession of investigations must leave a question
mark as to the professional ethics of a scientific director who can oversee affairs in a
laboratory and work so closely with people who have been found guilty and were eventually
convicted of dishonest business practices involving that laboratory.
In the late 1980s, morale at the Gallo lab was at low ebb. One of Gallo's top
associates, National Institutes of Health staff researcher, Syed Zaki Salahuddin, came under
criminal investigation in 1989 for being involved with a company called Pan-Data Systems
that was selling virus samples allegedly removed from Gallo's lab at the NIH. Among the
charges raised concerning Salahuddin was that he, "...purchased supplies at the NIH store
using the credit card assigned to Gallo's laboratory; these supplies were then delivered to PanData Systems's new laboratory." Moreover, "A Pan-Data Systems employee made products
in Salahuddin's section of Gallo's laboratory that Pan-Data Systems then sold to other
biomedical firms."279
Another of Gallo's lab associates, Dr Dharam Ablashi was also implicated in
promoting these sales. The virus samples involved were HTLV-I, HTLV-II and the so-called
AIDS virus HTLV-III which sold for about $1,000 dollars a milligram. Pan-Data was also
selling the HIV test kit at a reduced price. Salahuddin was found guilty and sentenced to
repay $12,000 and carry out 1,750 hours of community service. Salahudin was a major
author in the papers announcing the discovery of the AIDS virus, as was Gallo's second-incommand at the lab, Prem Sarin. Sarin also found himself on trial for embezzlement—for
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paying $25,000 into his private account that should have gone towards hiring a lab
technician. He was sacked by the NIH. All in all there were four inquiries into Gallo's lab in
1990. Duesberg would throw his hands up saying he couldn't understand why no one dared
question Gallo's position on AIDS even when it became known he had had two convicted
felons working closely with him for years.
By 1990 Gallo was in trouble again. A major NIH investigation was set up to look
into his collaboration with French scientist Daniel Zagury. The project was to test nineteen
African volunteers with a supposed AIDS vaccine. Three of the volunteers died, but neither
Zagury nor Gallo reported these deaths to the French or US regulatory authorities that govern
such experiments. A published account of the research by the French and American scientists
collaborating on the project made no mention of the deaths, in spite of the fact that at the time
the article appeared, two subjects had died. French Government records show that nearly
three months after the first death, the study was expanded to include more subjects.280 [45] In
their defence, the French team claimed there was no cover-up but that they did not announce
the deaths because the patients did not belong to the group being studied and were accepted
into the trial on compassionate grounds.
By a strange coincidence, Gallo reported a burglary at his home soon after the Zagury
paper was published and word of the cover-up got out. The burglar left the family jewellery
and silverware intact. According to Gallo, only one thing had been disturbed - some scientific
data sent to him by Zagury. Gallo named Chicago Tribune journalist John Crewdson as his
first suspect. (Crewdson had also written the major exposé on the Montagnier/Gallo dispute
about the discovery of HIV.) The police investigation was eventually dropped.281
These events may seem trivial and unconnected with the grand theme of HIV and
AIDS, but they are important to document because the general public has no notion of how
high profile science can so easily become corrupted and, when huge sums of money are at
stake, how Big New Breakthroughs with little or no scientific basis can so easily become the
accepted orthodoxy. In an extraordinarily coy display Gallo sums up his attitude to the
possibility that his virus may have been a contaminant from Montagnier's lab. In a small
footnote towards the end of his book he writes, "Later I had reasons to think that if the two
viruses were so closely related that they might have been mixed up (accidental
contamination) [Gallo's parentheses], the mix-up would likely have occurred in my
laboratory. In any case, because we had many other isolates and had made several other key
scientific advances, not to mention the enormous scientific-medical problems that still lay
ahead of us, my co-workers and I did not think this likelihood terribly important."282
There was of course only the small matter of the patent for the blood test at stake with
its attendant millions of dollars! The question that may never be solved is whether or not the
"mix-up" was an accident or (to put it charitably) a succession of events dictated by blind
ambition and arrogance. It was in May 1991 that Nature published the letter from Gallo
admitting that the virus he had announced in 1984 was not a new discovery, and that his
researchers had, whether mistakenly or deliberately, used it as the basis for the American
breakthrough.283 When Montagnier was asked to comment he told reporters in Paris, "I feel a
certain relief at the end of this seven year quarrel. But I think that at a certain moment there
was a lie." There is a strange irony in Gallo's choice of a quote for his book, from Sandra
Panem's The AIDS Bureaucracy. In an attempt to exculpate himself he tries to make the end
justify the means. What he presents as a virtue—his decision in 1984 (regardless of the row
about whose virus was whose) to focus entirely on HIV as the cause of AIDS—is precisely
the vice that overwhelmed the entire scientific establishment. Panem writes:
280
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Regardless of the political [Gallo's emphasis] settlement concerning
who discovered the AIDS virus [Gallo notes: and, of course, the
development of the blood test, by inference], and who will garner
Nobel prizes or public opprobrium, the May 1984 acceptance of
HTLV-III/LAV as the cause of AIDS irreversibly changed the nature of
managing the epidemic. Prior to that time AIDS research was groping:
now it had direction. Scientists could go on to real targeting of specific
tests and treatments and prevention strategies. Whereas co-ordination
and augmented resources had always been desirable, they now became
mandatory. And so the debate over research management strategies as
well as questions of public policy was dramatically changed.284
Those were dramatic changes indeed. They set the world off on a course of plague
terror and they lulled drug users and the fast lane members of the gay community into a false
sense of security, blaming an external source for their illnesses more likely to be the
cumulative effect of a multiple-drug-abusing lifestyle, leaving victims reliant upon condoms
and clean needles for their salvation—a salvation which sadly never came.
DISCUSSION questions about COGNITIVE ETHICS and the obligation to know:
1)
We observed in this unit that science has protocols of probity and integrity and quality
assurance that are not always reflected in industrially developed countries. So we need to be
vigilant if not wary of information promulgated relentlessly. Medical theory and proposed
treatment schemes require demonstrative evidence, not hearsay—even if the source of
confidence is a highly reputed authority on the subject.
Since the mid 1990s no one has provided any citation of the scientific publication(s)
providing an evidential basis for the claim that HIV is the cause of AIDS. The Nobel laureate
in chemistry, Kary Mullis, creator of the methodology used to count ‘viral load’ (Polymerase
Chain Reaction), concedes that he tried for years to find reference in the literature to the
single individual or team who had discovered the cause of a deadly and as-yet-uncured
disease. “There is simply no scientific evidence demonstrating that this [hypothesis] is
true.”285
a) Do you think it would help patients dealing with the stigma of AIDS
and people living with HIV positive test results to know about the
reputation of agencies, high profile organisations and famous
personalities that are the centre of the HIV AIDS industry worldwide?
b) How might you in your community and through your counselling
platforms help introduce the controversial management of HIV and
AIDS at the corporate and institutional level?
c) UK hospitals are beginning to institute a ‘duty of candor’ which
requires by ethical code for institutions to reveal mistakes that are
made. Do you think divulging ethical misconduct and failed studies
that constitute a central part of the history of the HIV and AIDS
industry over three decades falls under such a duty of candor? Should
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the Ghana Medical Service institute a duty of candor?
2) The limits of ethical obligation as a health care practitioner.
In the following scenarios, the degree of your responsibility is proposed as subject
of reflection. Use these as discussion topics or essay questions.
a. If you find your patients in the community are suffering from stigma which is
unnecessary and based on ignorance, should you do something to organise them and
work towards changing opinion?
b. If you find our community the target of an HIV AIDS awareness programme which
teaches people that they need testing, ARVs and sexual abstinence or condoms, and
you decide these are misguided public health policies, what are we ethically obligated
to do?
c. If you discover that your director of the clinic or your minister of health is importing
drugs that have not been tested in the region, and you have learned that distribution of
such drugs will do no good and may do harm, or may have a short term positive
impact but in the long term can bring about the AIDS symptoms the drugs were
designed to repress, what should you do?
d. If there is a significant difference in viewpoints in your department and you learn that
someone who has challenged the standard policies in the clinic or hospital has lost her
job as a result, what should you do?
e. Suppose no one but you has to know what is said in your consultation room. You
discover a young woman is struggling with a positive antibody test result which you
suspect may be due to her being pregnant and otherwise healthy, but she is convinced
her husband is unfaithful as well as abusive physically, and is filing for separation.
What would you ethically say is your role in this situation?
f. Suppose a young mother is afraid to breast feed but you realise this is exactly what
she needs to do, since her HIV positive test result may not indicate anything
significant, what would you be ethically obligated to do?
g. Suppose your patient is trying to refuse ARV intravenous feeding for her newborn
infant because you have helped her realise that in some cases this has been a
devastating course of treatment, and she has received a corresponding doctor’s advice
that she refrain from ARV medication for the infant. Suppose as a result there is a
court order to have her baby removed because she is legally guilty of ‘medical
negligence’. What should you do?
h. Suppose you have a patient who has been charged with murder because in the course
of his professional activity as a medical practitioner himself, it was discovered that his
HIV test result is positive. This is because he works as a lab technician in a blood
bank in town. Someone whose relative recently died is looking for someone to bring
to court for criminal negligence, and the hospital has called upon the source of blood
transfusions to test all employees afresh. So the plaintiff wants to charge him with the
crime of infecting the blood which was used in the patient who died. The defendant
has been your patient, and knows you have been doing some of your own research in
the literature and have discovered there is some controversy about the implications of
an HIV positive test result. What do you think you should do? What would you
recommend your colleague do?
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UNIT

7
Medical consumer ethics:

The scientific virtues of uncertainty and scepticism
Introduction to the issues
Section 1:
HIV and AIDS research in the mainstream media
Section 2:
The public impression that illicit sex = death
Section 3:
AIDS in Africa as represented in social scientific bestsellers
Section 4:
Ideology and mythology taking the place of scientific analysis
Section 5:
The legacy of racial science
Section 6:
Reflections of the Caldwell paradigm in AIDS discourse
Conclusion and discussion questions
References for citations in sections 4, 5, 6
Contributors:
Henry H. Bauer (sections 1, 2)286
Charles L. Geshekter (section 3)287
Eileen Stillwaggon (sections 4, 5, 6)288
INTRODUCTION
It would be a much better world than the one we live in now if we could believe
everything we read and hear from experts abroad about Africans’ public health care needs.
Unfortunately, many factors interfere with the integrity, honesty, and thoroughness normally
associated with the reportage as much as the conduct of medical research, pharmaceutical
product development, as well as programme planning and funding of NGOs and CBOs that
spearhead the fight against HIV and AIDS.
The actual history of scientific values applied in its practice are quite different from
those values that by popular belief get associated with science. The chief characteristic of
modern science carried forward to this day from Francis Bacon’s campaigns in the 1600s is
286
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the principle that nothing about the human condition and the world around us is known for
certain. No empirical claim based on evidence gathered through careful research is ever
proposed as an absolute, indubitable truth. No matter how painstaking and careful the
investigation may have been, no good scientist presents at the end of it a result which can
never be challenged by the outcome of some further investigation. In the empirical sciences,
a theory is never supposed to be irrevocable or finalised by evidence with absolute certainty.
No claim in an empirical science is regarded as an inevitable necessity; and nothing is ever
ruled out as an absolute impossibility. Our present state of knowledge in any domain of
research is always open to correction, expansion or rejection in the light of new evidence or a
new analysis of known data. This perpetual openness to revision marks the very critical
difference between scientific creed and the many popular varieties of dogma, including
fundamentalism of every stripe. The ‘modern scientific’ spirit inherited from the 17th century
meticulously stops short of demanding absolute certainty about any empirical posit.
In part, the kind of guarantee provided by scientific method which yields reliable
understanding of disease is misunderstood in the public domain. The general public carries
the misimpression that science rests upon certainty. Scientific authorities are consulted
because they are presumed to know what they are talking about and are better suited to
project and advise on all matters beyond their area of expertise. As Foucault famously
observed, scientists associated with prestigious, well equipped institutes of research and
learning have taken over the role of the priesthood for secular societies289 in Europe and
America. But this mystique of infallibility around scientific expertise is evidence of a general
confusion between scientific methods and the incontrovertible security of adhering to a
cultural tradition or a religious doctrine.
How is this misunderstanding sustained about what science can deliver, and why does
it persist? The rapid pace of production in the mainstream media obviously plays a central
role in forming public opinion precipitously and unguardedly. The media in turn contributes
to shaping public policy. Investigative journalism has served the public well on a number of
significant occasions. But on some topics, official press releases are grossly misleading yet
passed on uncritically, even when numbers are hilariously exaggerated and blatant selfcontradictions abound. It is as if in the discourse of HIV and AIDS reportage, the general
public has come to understand that the actual statements are not intended as an empirical way
of talking, since they cannot be rendered meaningful when literally interpreted as verifiable
statements of fact. So another kind of discourse is assumed to take shape, a moral and pious
discourse of alliteration and metaphor as found in sacred texts, to which the principles of
logical consistency and verifiability do not apply. We will observe examples of this
momentarily in section 1, and many more such examples abound throughout this course
module.
Sometimes it is not the style of delivery but the ubiquitous mechanisms of social
control in secular society that interrupt the flow of information, as when important research
results are obscured by powerful agencies whose job it is to facilitate and control medical
knowledge distribution. A snapshot of this kind of systemic suppression is presented in Unit
5 section 2 where it is reviewed briefly how an important study in 1999 of the Perth Group in
Australia was suppressed by mainstream medical editorial boards. Their results revealed
long term dangers of AZT that are now emerging among long term recipients of the drug.
Early disclosure of such results might have seriously threatened profits and reputations that
continue to depend upon a fixed and rigid doctrine about HIV and AIDS. This suppressed
paper is only one of many, and is included as Appendix II of Unit 5.
Another chief reason for unreliability in research results and data analysis is the
researchers’ own conflicts of interest. One research project affected in this way was
conducted in 2011 by the HIV Protection Treatment Networks, called the HPTN 052 Clinical
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Trial. The suppression of data that emerged during this study is presented briefly in Unit 3
section 7. The results that were spelled out in this study have been cited repeatedly in the last
two years as a basis for the dramatic increase in sales of ARV worldwide. The published
results of the study appears Appendix II of Unit 3.
Errors about epidemics, chronic ill health, and high mortality rates run deeper than
the personal opportunism and career strategies of individual researchers and the agents that
fund them. Confusion about AIDS in Africa derives from historically engrained prejudices,
prevailing ignorance, and denial of Africans’ economic conditions, genuine community
health threats and challenges, and actual lifestyles. In sections 4, 5, and 6 of this Unit,
adapted from a journal article by Eileen Stillwaggon we will examine in some detail this
heritage of prejudice as it has infected and perverted the course of epidemiology in Africa
and consequently the content of public health policy in the current era of post-structural
adjustment for Ghana since the early 1980s. Later in the course, in Unit 11 section 1, we will
survey briefly some history of these prejudices embedded in Gold Coast colonial
administrative policies and decisions, and in section 2 we will survey how these attitudes
have shaped public health care delivery in contemporary Ghana. An antidote is spelled out in
the final required reading for the course, Unit 11 section 3.
How the general public today comes to accept what lies as the underlying root of
public health challenges for Ghanaians will be critical in determining the way the
government’s future multi-sectoral public health policies and medical care responsibilities are
defined.
Practicing cognitive ethics is a key responsibility to the public that you may choose to
assume as a national or community health care provider and policy maker. This means
maintaining a critical distance from information that you receive, thereby minimizing
ungrounded fear and social stigma in the face of many genuine unknowns about the high
incidence of contagion and mortality in Ghana. The principles of cognitive ethics can be
captured in the double-ABCs of vigilant HIV and AIDS management:

Always Ask for actual evidence to substantiate claims;
Be Balanced in your acceptance of explanations and advice;
Critically Consider the full range of competing treatment options.
It would be ineffective and possibly unethical either to embrace or to reject summarily
bit of advice and purported fact that is endorsed by convention and the voice of authority. It
is important to learn how to maintain a critical distance from incoming claims and directives.
The way to acquire that critical distance is to learn how to ask questions, silently or openly, in
the face of resistance and intimidation. Asking the questions is no guarantee of getting
satisfactory answers; there may be no ready, or clear, or simple answers. Uncertainty is not a
bad thing in a fast moving medical science. Incredulity is a virtue and takes courage to
practice. Incredulity is not accepting blindly what is proclaimed and practiced just because it
is always comfortable and convenient to believe and to do what is generally accepted.
Incredulity can help your patients and community demand the way towards stronger
immunity and a better quality of life.
It remains to point out that incredulity is inconvenient and can be hazardous.
Questions at the conclusion of Units 5 and 10 offer the opportunity to discuss fictional and
real situations where people face conflicts and legal court actions because they are attempting
to care of themselves and their children by following medical advice that does not cohere
with the dominant orthodox regime, face conflicts with law enforcement agencies.
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HIV and AIDS research in the mainstream media290
--H. H. Bauer
Uncritical reporting
Much of the coverage of HIV/AIDS has been by journalists with little or no
understanding of science or medicine. But even those with relevant experience have by and
large accepted official pronouncements uncritically. Absurd claims by drug companies are let
pass without comment. For instance, in 2006 it was claimed without challenge that a single
8-week trial could demonstrate a meaningful improvement in patents’ “quality of life.”291
When the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] announced in June 2005
that the number of HIV+ Americans exceeded a million “for the first time,” that press release
was disseminated without noting that it was preceded by a series of equally authoritative
estimates of approximately one million stretching back more than twenty years before, in the
mid-1980s.
For the year 2000, the World Health Organisation estimated 34.3 million people
worldwide living with HIV, and 470,000 AIDS cases. The latter figure is only 1.4 percent of
the number of HIV-positive people.292 Even if all those AIDS cases had been deaths, which
will hardly have been the case, it would correspond to a mortality rate of only 1.4 percent. By
contrast, the mortality rate for HIV-positive people receiving antiretroviral medications in the
US and Canada is between 6.7 and 8.8 percent. This shows that HIV positive people in poor
economies undergo a mortality rate of only about 1/5 or 1/6 of the mortality rate among those
HIV positive people being given the best available anti retroviral medications in the world’s
most developed countries.
South African investigative reporter Rian Malan293 could detect no obvious change in
officially reported death rates in South Africa during the AIDS epidemic, and neither do
official statistics from Uganda reveal any obvious change in death rates.294
Reports about HIV/AIDS boast many numbers that do not survive commonsense
scrutiny. For example, Zimbabwe’s Minister for Health and Child Welfare referred to his
country’s success in reducing “HIV and AIDS prevalence … from 31 percent in 1999 to the
current 20.1 percent” (The Herald [Harare] 8 May 2006). A person’s HIV-positive status, and
even more, AIDS, are conditions that supposedly cannot be reversed or eradicated. The
decrease reported by the Zimbabwe official would require a large increase in deaths—10
percent of the population over and above the normal number of deaths, for which there was
no evidence—or a population increase of 50 percent without additional infections, a ludicrous
SECTION 1:
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suggestion in a country with a reported F(HIV)295 of 30 percent and considerably larger
than the 3.7 percent annual population increase reported by the World Resources Institute for
Zimbabwe between 1980 and 2000.296
Moreover, Zimbabwe’s reported annual growth rate of 3.7 percent bespeaks a rather
healthy population, not one ravaged to the extent of 20 percent or 30 percent by a debilitating
disease for which no treatments were being provided.297 That growth rate of 3.7 percent was
higher than for the population of sub-Saharan African as a whole, reported as 2.7 percent.
Those numbers would suggest Zimbabweans were healthier than the people in the
surrounding countries. Yet F(HIV) for sub-Saharan Africa as a whole was supposed to be
only 9 percent in 2001, in contrast with Zimbabwe’s reported 33.7 percent in 2001. Infant
mortality between 2000 and 2005 is reported as 55 per 1,000 live births in Zimbabwe and 89
per 1,000 for the surrounding areas; again, though its F(HIV) is nearly 4 times as great,
Zimbabwe is apparently healthier even for babies, who are particularly prone to be HIVpositive and, supposedly, to die as a result.
Similarly high percentages appear frequently in news reports elsewhere in Africa.
Thus “Kenya’s AIDS [sic] rate is one of the world’s highest. In recent years, the figure has
been as high as twenty-five percent of the general population, though estimates are now at 15
per cent.”298 Somehow ten percent of the population disappeared there too, in a few years,
without any noticeable increase in death rates.
Thus the facts on the ground in Africa reveal that global press releases about Africa’s
exponentially growing epidemics, tens of millions of infected people, and millions dying, are
not based on statistical evidence. All the cited numbers are consistent with a quite different
view: that testing HIV positive arises from a health challenge that is not necessarily serious at
all and is often reversible. Coverage is determined by what makes exciting ‘news’ rather than
by what is reliable, and mistakes are not later corrected even when they are exposed within
the profession. On occasion, too, potential stories may be neglected because they seem
unthinkable in light of the conventional wisdom299 or because those who do not accept the
orthodox view may be unwilling to express their opinion for publication.300
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Lack of background knowledge
Radio, television and newspaper journalists do not usually have time to acquire a
thorough familiarity with the background information about the topics they deal with. It
takes a medical professional with an investment in progress and improvements in public
health to do this background reading in such a vast literature as HIV and AIDS. You may
decide it is your cognitive ethical obligation to do the background reading to understand the
issues on behalf of your patients and community. Some of this literature is accessible to
someone with even minimal professional training in public health.
Non-technical background material for introductory reading about HIV and AIDS
research would include the memoirs of the two famous co-discoverers of HIV, Luc
Montagnier (2000) and Robert Gallo (1991). [The reason why the work of both Montagnier
and Gallo is importantly controversial in the history of HIV and AIDS is surveyed briefly in
this Unit’s section 6 and appendix I—Ed.] If their major popularised books are read carefully,
they lend doubt about the theory that HIV causes AIDS. Robert Gallo301 acknowledges at
various places in his book that contracting HIV (p. 199) and progressing to AIDS (p. 252)
depend on some co-factor, possibly certain venereal disease (p. 199) or a new human herpes
virus (p. 252), perhaps HHV-6 (pp. 254-255); and he claims that the HTLVs (I and II) that he
himself had earlier discovered as “the only know specific co-factors for AIDS” (p. 248,
emphasis in the original). One talks about co-factors only when no single cause alone
suffices, yet Gallo also insists that HIV is the sine qua non, that AIDS will still occur without
co-factors, and it will :probably just take longer’; and he dismisses as “unlikely”
Montagnier’s demonstration that a mycoplasma is responsible for the depletion of T4 cells
that leads to AIDS (p. 297).302
When Dr. Robert C. Gallo’s (1991) book Virus Hunting was written, more than six
years of research had been conducted, in a host of laboratories around the world, and Gallo
asserted, “We probably know more about how HIV produces its pathology than yet he also
wrote that the “steps involved in virus penetration after binding to CD4 are poorly
understood” (p. 304).303 A reader may be forgiven for confusion as to what Gallo, or anyone,
really knows about HIV. Gallo offers not even speculation about how HIV could be an
exception to the general rule that enveloped viruses do not kill their target cells (p. 51). He
gives no supporting references for the claim that some animal viruses cause both abnormal,
excessive cell growth and the death of the same type of cells, a notion that led him to
consider “this type of agent as a cause of the immunodeficiency disease called AIDS” (pp.
61-62). Gallo’s viruses HTLV-1, “tended to be transmitted within families and to stay within
families for generations” (p. 114) which sounds less like an infectious disease than a heritable
genetic factor. Perhaps strangest of all, Gallo admits that HIV is “distinctively [sic] difficult
to transmit” (p. 131) without explaining how tit could then be responsible for a galloping
global epidemic. Gallo’s book has no citations and no bibliography, so his assertions are not
readily checked.
Montagnier’s (2000) book also has wide-ranging admissions of how much is not
known: “a great many unknowns still remain … this illness … has no equal among human
diseases” (p. 108). Among other unexplained peculiarities of HIV/AIDS are that interferon
seems to be initially helpful but later harmful (p. 109). As to Gallo’s claimed discovery of
HTLV-1 as a human cancer-causing virus: “Not the least egregious of these false hopes was
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the one announced by Robert Gallo in 1977” (p. 35)” “His limited experience with viruses
at that time perhaps explains his misinterpretations and the contaminations that occurred in
his laboratory” (p. 37). Montagnier, too, is aware that HIV is not readily transmitted: “the
rate of transmission by sexual contact … in 1993 … was 1 in 1,000 for men in the United
States? (p. 127) and regular sexual partners of HIV positive people can remain free of HIV
for years without practicing “safe sex” and yet he also states that “AIDS … is essentially
transmitted sexually” (p.121). [See section 2 of this Unit concerning the reliability of this
pronouncement.—Ed.]
At the same time, Montagnier says that HIV alone is no serious threat to health, that it
requires some as-yet-unknown co-factor to produce AIDS, most likely the mycoplasma that
Montagnier’s group has isolated from a number of AIDS patients (pp. 124, 169-178, 183 ff.)
When the media mention doubts as to whether HIV causes AIDS, they do so in dismissive
fashion with reference to discredited dissidents. Yet such doubts are raised by the very icons
of the orthodox view themselves.
Torsten Engelbrecht and Claus Köhnlein recount the contrast of opinions among
leading scientific figures with respect to the orthodox perspective about HIV and AIDS.304
The California Monthly the University of California at Berkeley alumni magazine,
confronted the Nobel laureate Kary Mullis in an interview using a statement from another
Nobel laureate, David Baltimore: “[Dear Mr. Mullis:] you mentioned Baltimore a moment
ago. In a recent issue of Nature,305 he said ‘There is no question at all that HIV is the cause of
AIDS. Anyone who gets up publicly and says the opposite is encouraging people to risk their
lives.”
Whereupon Mullis replied: “I’m not a lifeguard, I’m a scientist. And I get up and say
exactly what I think. I’m not going to change the facts around because I believe in something
and feel like manipulating somebody’s behaviour by stretching what I really know. I think
it’s always the right thing and the safe thing for a scientist to speak one’s mind from the facts.
If you can’t figure out why you believe something, then you’d better make it clear that you’re
speaking as a religious person.
“People keep asking me, ‘You mean you don’t believe that HIV causes AIDS?’ and I
say: whether I believe it or not is irrelevant! I have no scientific evidence for it! I might
believe in God, and He could have told me in a dream that HIV causes AIDS. But I wouldn’t’
stand up in front of scientists and say, ‘I believe HIV causes AIDS because Gold told me.’ I’d
say, ‘I have papers her in hand and experiments that have been done that can be demonstrated
to others. It’s not what somebody believes, it’s experimental proof that counts. And those
from the AIDS orthodoxy don’t have that.”306
Discussion questions are suggested at the end of this unit.
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Virus Mania (2007) Vancouver: Trafford Publishing. [Portions of this book are captured
throughout this Course Reader with the kind permission of the medical co-author Dr.
Claus Köhnlein—Ed.]
Colin Macilwain (1994) “AAAS criticized over AIDS sceptics’ meeting,” Nature, May
26, p. 265.
Serge Lang (1998) Challenges. Springer: New York, p. 609. [Units 2 and 6 feature
portions of Lang’s analysis of HIV and AIDS theoretical research, included with the
permission of the author, the publisher, and posthumously thanks to the supportive
consent of the author’s daughter, for non-profit teaching purposes only.—Ed.]
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SECTION 2: The public impression that illicit sex = death
307

As H.H. Bauer

explains:

The growing body of scientific evidence shows the hypothesis that
AIDS is caused by a sexually transmitted virus is mistaken.308 The chief
reason for scepticism about the sexually transmitted basis for AIDS is
epidemiological. Large collections of data reveal that a positive test result
for HIV cannot be obtained independently of sex, or race, or indeed age.
Studying the data of male-to-female ratio for the frequency of HIV+ test
results in the years from 1990 through 1998, made available by CDC in
1997/1998 for all regions of the United States, Bauer observed that a
pattern emerges that is very different from what can be explained as the
effect of a contagious infection. “Results of HIV tests display features
compatible with a physiological explanation but not a behavioural one.
From these data, one could calculate the relative frequency of HIV+ test
results in any two portions of a particular group just by knowing the
groups’ compositions by age, sex, and race. By contrast, no one would
dream of attempting such a calculation about syphilis or gonorrhoea,
because venereal diseases—indeed, infectious diseases in general—do not
hit people in precise accord with those individual physical characteristics.
No one would claim to be able to calculate the relative rates of infection by
syphilis in samples of any given group from mere knowledge of the age,
sex and race distributions in those groups; yet for testing HIV+ in such lowrisk groups as blood donors or military personnel, this sort of calculation is
possible … the accumulated data from HIV tests demonstrate that
frequency of HIV+ results does not reflect an infection. It is measuring
something that depends on purely physical characteristics, not something
that shows up to a degree that depends on how people behave. Bauer
explains (2007: 38-44) how to rule out the possibility of false positives in
the very few occurrences of HIV+ that are found in data of low-risk groups.
Even if the antibody tests were absolutely reliable, the data resulting
from their use indicates that the hypothesis that an HIV+ test result
indicates infection by a sexually transmitted disease is wrong. The HIV+
test result is reflecting of something physiological rather than
behavioural.309
Another noteworthy result of various studies310 is that condom use
makes no difference to the frequency of HIV seroreversion after coitus;
whereas condoms provide a significant prophylactic effect with diseases
307

308
309
310

Extracted and abridged with kind permission of the author from H.H. Bauer (2007) The
Origin, Persistence and Failings of HIV/AIDS Theory, Chapter 4, “HIV is not an
infection:” London: MacFarland, pp. 38, 44-47.
H. H. Bauer, ibid. p. 44.
Hypotheses accounting for this evidently physiological cause of the HIV+ antibody test
response in living human blood are surveyed in Unit 9 of this Course Reader.
M.J. Wawer et al (2005) “Rates of HIV-1 transmission per coital act, by stage of HIV-1
infection, in Rakai Uganda.” Journal of Infectious Diseases 191: 1403-1409, p. 1406.
Nancy Padian et al. (1987) “Male-to-female transmission of human immunodeficiency
virus,” Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) 258: 788-790
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that clearly are transmitted sexually. “Naturally, the chance of infection with a
sexually transmitted disease tends to be higher when prostitution is
involved. Yet there was no correlation between exposure to prostitutes and
F(HIV) among patients at STD clinics in New York.311 Those patients had
evidently contracted a venereal disease from their exposure to prostitutes,
hence their visits to STD clinics, but they had not caught HIV. In Nairobi,
Kenya, more than two dozen highly active prostitutes remained HIV
negative during two years of observation.312 Prostitutes show a high
frequency of HIV+ test result only if they use drugs (2007: 46).
Nancy Padian, et al. (1997)313 published results that demonstrated the infectivity rate
for male-to-female transmission is “approximately 0.0009 per contact,” while “female-tomale transmission is eight times less efficient.” In other words, these results of a ten year
study in Southern California indicated that an HIV-negative woman on average may convert
to positive only after one thousand unprotected contacts with an HIV-positive man. An HIVnegative man on average may become positive only after eight thousand contacts with an
HIV-positive woman. From this it is deeply misleading, although not strictly false, to
conclude that women are more vulnerable to HIV infection than men (—in the sense that it
would not be strictly false to say you are standing closer to the sun than I am when you are
located on the top floor of a story building in daytime while I am standing in the building’s
basement). A community based study in Uganda involving 15,127 people (R.H. Gray et al.
2001) confirmed the conclusion that “there is no more heterosexual transmission of HIV in
Africa than anywhere else, including UK, USA, Australia and Europe. So the explosive
epidemic in Africa” cannot be explained by sexual transmission. See E. PapadopulosEleopulos et al. (2002), and R. Johnston et al (2003). 314
Quoting Geshekter (2003) again:
. . . No continent-wide sex surveys have ever been carried out
in Africa. Nevertheless, conventional researchers perpetuate
stereotypes about insatiable sexual appetites and carnal exotica.315
C.S. Rabkin, et al. (1987) “Prevalence of antibody to HTLV-III/LAV in a population
attending a sexually transmitted diseases clinic.” Sexually Transmitted Diseases. 14: 48-51
312
Jon Cohen (2001) Shots in the dark: the wayward search for an AIDS vaccine. New
York: Norton, p. 216.
313
Padian, Nancy, et al. (1997) “Heterosexual Transmission of Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV) in Northern California: Results from a Ten-Year Study,” American Journal
of Epidemiology, August 15, 146(4): 350-357).
314
R.H. Gray et al. (2001) “HIV transmission probability in Uganda comparable to USA:
HIV infectivity cannot explain the explosive epidemic in Africa.” Presented to the Eighth
Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic Infections, Chicago Illinois. E.
Papadopulos-Eleopulos et al. (2002), “Heterosexual transmission of HIV in Africa is no
higher than anywhere else,” British Medical Journal 324, p.1034. R. Johnston, M. Irwin, &
D. Crowe (2003). (Eds.) H.E.A.L.’s Rebuttal to the NIAID/NIH report: The Evidence that
HIV Causes AIDS. <http://www.niaid.nih.gov/factsheets/evidhiv.htm>. Updated November
21, 2001. Posted at <http://www.virusmyth.net> Revised March 7, 2003.
315
For a critique of Caldwell’s research paradigm see section 6. Caldwell is notorious for
purveying the claim that Africans do not distinguish between the need for food and the
need for sex. The widely accepted hypothesis that prostitutes are responsible for
introducing the HIV to Ghana after working in neighbouring countries was first proposed
and researched by A.R. and J.A. Neequaye, et al. (1987). Neequaye’s account of how HIV
causes AIDS is summarised in Unit 9, section 4.
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They assume that AIDS cases in Africa are driven by a sexual promiscuity
parallel to what produced⎯in combination with recreational drugs,
sexual stimulants, venereal disease, and the over-use of
antibiotics⎯the early epidemic of immunological dysfunction
among a small sub-culture of urban gay men in the West.
No one has ever shown that people in Rwanda, Uganda,
Zaire, and Kenya - the so-called “AIDS belt” - are more sexually
active than people in Nigeria which has reported a cumulative total
of only 26,276 AIDS cases out of a population of 120 million or
Cameroon which reported 18,986 cases in 14 million.316 No
continent-wide sex surveys have ever been carried out in Africa.
Nevertheless, conventional researchers perpetuate stereotypes
about insatiable sexual appetites and carnal exotica.317 They
assume that AIDS cases in Africa are driven by a sexual
promiscuity similar to what produced - in combination with
recreational drugs, sexual stimulants, venereal disease, and the
over-use of antibiotics - the early epidemic of immunological
dysfunction among a small sub-culture of urban gay men in the
West. Historian Daniel Kevles notes that with the advent of gay
liberation, “bathhouses, while offering a communitarian haven
from homophobia, also institutionalized part of the liberation
movement, providing sexual opportunities in private cubicles,
showers, hallways, and dimly lit ‘orgy rooms’ devoted to
anonymous encounters...Tens of thousands were habitués of the
‘circuit’ - a series of large gay dance parties held in different places
where they used one kind of drug to heighten their sexual energies
and another to relax their sphincter muscles.”318
John Lauritsen and Dr. Joseph Sonnabend have described
the unhealthy lifestyle of this very specific cohort of urban gay
men in the United States who had unprecedented opportunities for
sexual contacts with hundreds, even thousands of partners. It was a
ghettoized sub-culture of promiscuous gay men who habitually
abused alcohol and drugs that produced the epidemic levels of
chronic infection and immunological breakdown that allowed
opportunistic infections to take over bodies that had been
repeatedly exposed to a wide range of microbes such as gonorrhea,
cytomegalovirus, hepatitis, syphilis, non-specific viral infections,
bacterial pathogens, and parasitic infections. Without addressing
these underlying socio-economic and environmental causes, the
commitment of researchers to lump together the diverse cases of
immune-deficiency that began appearing in this small sub-culture
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World Health Organization, Weekly Epidemiological Record, Vol. 74, #48 (November 26,
1999), p. 401.
317
For a compendium of these assumptions, see John C. Caldwell, et. al. (eds.), Resistances
to Behavioural Change to Reduce HIV/AIDS Infection in Predominantly Heterosexual
Epidemics in Third World Countries (Canberra: National Centre for Epidemiology and
Population Health, Australian National University, 1999).
318
In a review of Sexual Ecology: AIDS and the Destiny of Gay Men by Gabriel Rotello
(New York: Dutton, 1997) and Life Outside: The Signorile Report on Gay Men by
Michelangelo Signorile (New York: HarperCollins, 1997). Daniel J. Kevles, “A Culture
of Risk,” New York Times Book Review (May 25, 1997), p. 8.
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led them uncritically to accept the unifying hypothesis of a single viral cause
based on the similarities of the disease manifestations.319
In contrast, a research effort to examine the role of anal
intercourse in Africa as a contributing factor to AIDS concluded
that the “behaviors most relevant to [AIDS] transmission there (and
probably in much of the Third World) seem less likely to be sexual
than a consequence of unhygienic practices and medical care.”320
Case studies from Africa suggest nothing of the sort. In 1991
researchers from Médicins Sans Frontières and the Harvard School
of Public Health surveyed sexual behaviour in Moyo district of
northwest Uganda. Their findings revealed behaviour that was not
very different from that of the West. On average, women had their
first sex at age 17, men at 19. Eighteen per cent of women and
50% of men reported premarital sex; 1.6% of the women and 4.1%
of the men had casual sex in the month preceding the study, while
2% of women and 15% of men had done so in the preceding
year.321
Returning to his statistical analyses of data collected in the USA, in Haiti, and
concerning speculations about sexual behaviour in Africa, H. H. Bauer continues:
“There has been recurrent speculation that anal by contrast to vaginal
intercourse might facilitate HIV transmission; yet actual observation of
cohorts of gay men has failed to support such speculation.322 Studies in
San Francisco found frequency of HIV positive test results essentially the
same in monogamous gay couples as in other gay men, which seems most
curious for a sexually transmitted infection, and brings further into
question whether any risk is associated specifically with anal intercourse.
A study of three cohorts of gay men between 1984 and 1989 found the
following odds ratios: insertive anal intercourse, 1.9, receptive anal
intercourse, 3.2; insertive oral intercourse, 3.6; receptive oral intercourse,
5.3323—oral intercourse, conventionally regarded as low risk, here appears
319

See Joseph Sonnabend, “Fact and Speculation About the Cause of AIDS,” AIDS Forum,
Vol. 2, #1 (May 1989), pp. 2-12; John Lauritsen, The AIDS War (New York: Asklepios
Press, 1993); and John Lauritsen and Ian Young (eds.) The AIDS Cult: Essays on the Gay
Health Crisis (Provincetown, Massachusetts: Asklepios Press, 1997). Frank Bruni,
"Drugs Taint Annual Gay Revels," New York Times (September 8, 1998) chronicled the
abundant array of drugs like cocaine, Ecstasy, ketamine ("special K") and a liquid
anesthetic called gamma hydroxybutyrate (GHB) that were widely consumed at an
August 1998 fund-raiser for AIDS at Fire Island, New York.
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See also Stuart Brody and John J. Potterat, “Assessing the Role of Anal Intercourse in the
Epidemiology of AIDS in Africa,” International Journal of STD and AIDS, Vol. 14 (July
2003), p. 434.
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Doris Schopper, Serge Doussantousse, and John Orav, "Sexual Behaviors Relevant to HIV
Transmission in a Rural African Population," Social Science and Medicine, Vol. 37, #3
(August 1993), pp. 401-12.
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Michelle Cochrane (2004) When AIDS began: San Francisco and the making of an
epidemic. New York: Routledge, pp. 50-51.
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M.C. Samuel et al (1993) “Factors associated with human immunodeficiency virus
seroconversion in homosexual men in three San Francisco cohort studies,” Journal of
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes 6: 303-312.
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as much riskier than anal intercourse. Several studies that reported a positive
correlation between seroconversion and receptive anal intercourse do not
establish that seroconversion resulted specifically from transmission of
HIV. There were such possible confounds as numbers of partners (Samuel
et al. 1993) and the oddity that douching was a risk factor (Winkelstein et
al. 1987). In one study, the HIV status of the inserting partner was not
even known (Kingsley et al. 1987). In another study, the highest odds ratio
for seroconversion was with prior giardiasis, with appreciable influence
also of prior syphilis, douching, dildoes and manual rectal contact, as well
as number of partners (Moss et al. 1987). In most cases, moreover, the
estimated risk was no higher than for vaginal intercourse, for example, 4
percent per year, with even lower risk for the insertive partner (Detels et al
1989). The rate of four percent per year is less than the rate reported for
heterosexuals in Haiti (Bernstein 1999).324
Sex between men is common in prisons, yet here too there is no sign
of any appreciable transmission of HIV. In a military prison, no
seroconversion occurred over several years during which there was a two
percent transmission rate of hepatitis B (Kelley et al. 1986).325 A
maximum seroconversion rate of 1.7 per 1,000 was reported in a threeyear study of Nevada inmates.326 In Georgia prisons in the USA, a study
extending over fifteen years found that 88 men out of 45,000 became HIVpositive while incarcerated, about 6 per year on average, one in every
7,500. No matter the evidence, however, the conventional wisdom holds
that transmission occurs; the assistant commissioner of the George
Department of Corrections was quoted as saying, “We can now begin the
policy discussion about ways to prevent (new infections) in the prison
population.327
All the evidence, then, is that HIV is not a sexually transmitted
infection. The highest observed rate of apparent transmission is trivially
low. “There has been the assumption I both the scientific and lay
communities that vaginal HIV transmission does commonly exist … [but]
the basis for this assumption rests on data that are unacceptably weak or
flawed.”328
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W. Winkelstein, Jr. et al. (1987). “Sexual practices and risk of infection by the human
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Contrary to common beliefs, evidence demonstrates that HIV is not transmitted
by infected needles, either:329
•

•

•

•

Frequency of HIV+ test results was nearly twice as high among IDU who did
not share needles (34 percent) as among those who did (19 percent), at the same
clinic (Krueger et al. 1990)
An independent study in Montreal found that clean needles were associated
with decreased transmission of hepatitis B but with a ten-fold increase in the odds
of seroconverting to HIV-positive (Bruneau et al. 1997).
Variation in F(HIV) among IDU in six regions of the USA correlated only with
race and geography, running “contrary to expectation” as to the effect of sharing
needles (Lange et al. 1988).
There was no spread of HIV among IDU prisoners in Maryland during a two
year period (Vlahov et al. 1989).
It has been feared that health care workers would become HIV-positive
through accidental needle-punctures. Actual data have shown the fear to be
baseless:330

•
•

•

•

329
330

Medical personnel in military service are at no occupational risk of seroconversion to
HIV-positive (Cowan et al. 1991; Kelley et al. 1990)
The risk of transmission from needle-stick was found to be low or negligible in a study in
which as many as 14 percent of subjects reported contact with needles that had
made contact with AIDS patients (Weiss et al. 1985). Estimates of risk in still other
studies were on the order of 0.3 percent to 0.4 percent (Becker, Cone and
Gerberding 1989; Cardo et al. 1997; Gerberding 1994; Henderson, Fahey and Willy
1990; Marcus et al. 1989; Simonsen et al. 1999). For comparison, transmission of
hepatitis B via needle stick has an efficiency of 20-40 percent (Simonsen et al.
1999).
Among needle-sharing IDU in Britain, hepatitis B and C were transmitted with
efficiencies of mre than 10 percent and 20 percent, respectively, whereas the
efficiency for HIV was well under 1 percent (HPA 2003, coreslide 8).
Healthcare workers have not contracted AIDS even after inadvertent exposure to HIV in
blood (Root-Bernstein 1996).

Bruneau et al. (19970); Krueger et al. (1990); Lange et al. (1988); Vlahov et al. (1989);
Cowan et al. (1991); Kelley et al. (1990); Becker, Cone and Gerberding (1989); Cardo et
al. (1997); Gerberding (1994); Henderson, Fahey and Willy (1990); Marcus et al. (1989);
Simonsen et al. (1999)
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SECTION 3: AIDS in Africa as represented in social scientific
bestsellers331
Africa has suffered from numerous real wars over the past 30 years, but a prism called
“the war on AIDS” continues to distort its public health landscape. It’s time for a critical look
at AIDS in Africa. Although these books embrace the reigning orthodoxy, they are instructive
in other ways.
To explain African AIDS, the conventional narrative alleges that a monkey virus long
submerged in the central African rainforest somehow leapt to humans via bush meat hunters
when one of them accidentally cut himself with a knife, enabling the butchered chimp’s
tainted blood to mix with his, sometime between the 1890s and 1930s. The “infected” hunter
had sex with unsuspecting women who, in turn, had sex with unwary men. Moving slowly,
the interspecies jumping virus made its way into Leopoldville where African prostitutes
passed it to bisexual Europeans and Haitians working in the newly independent Congo.
Eventually these bisexual men transmitted it to promiscuous gay men and injection drug
users in America and Europe during the 1970s, and the AIDS pandemic ensued.
The first cases of what was called “AIDS” were identified in the United States among
a small cohort of highly promiscuous, extremely unhealthy, and heavily drug-using urban gay
men. They suffered from pneumonia, sexually transmitted infections, respiratory ailments
and a variety of skin rashes. A viral cause was soon hypothesized (but rarely doubted) and
within a few years, Africa was deemed the source of the new infectious agent.
This standard storyline claims one type of HIV was heterosexually transmitted in
Africa, while in the West another type remained largely and mysteriously confined to
injection drug users and homosexuals. The wily mutating virus appeared able to distinguish
the race, gender, sexual orientation, continent and even postal codes of its carriers! Both
books ignore the serious errors, scientific inconsistencies, historical distortions, and appalling
racism in this narrative.
According to the current orthodoxy, a case of African AIDS is defined by a set of
clinical symptoms that were established at a WHO Conference in Bangui (October 1985).332
But these key symptoms—fever, diarrhea, weight loss, and persistent cough – are
manifestations of malnutrition, unsanitary drinking water, untreated illnesses, and parasitic
infections, not the result of any unusual sexuality.
Mortality and morbidity patterns amassed over the past 30 years show that Africans
remained afflicted by the same preventable diseases and common conditions as they were
before 1985: nutritional deficiencies, protein anemia, communicable diseases (such as TB),
acute respiratory infections, diarrheal disease, injuries and mental disorders. Nonetheless, the
conventional clichés insist we fight African AIDS with ‘ABCD’—Abstinence, Be faithful,
331
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This book review appearing as section 3 of this course reader’s Unit 6, with the generous
permission of the author, Charles Geshekter, Professor Emeritus of History, California
State University, Chico, California 95929 USA was published under the title, “Aids:
Anomalies and Contradictions,” in the New African Tuesday, March 19, 2013. Available
online <http://www.newafricanmagazine.com/features/health/aids-anomalies-andcontradictions>. The review is of two books: Craig Timberg and Daniel Halperin,
Tinderbox: How the West Sparked the AIDS Epidemic and How the World Can Finally
Overcome It (Penguin Press, 2012); and Nicoli Nattrass, The AIDS Conspiracy: Science
Fights Back (Columbia University Press, 2012). This is a pre-publication draft of the
review received from the author Tuesday, June 5, 2012 and appears under the copyright
fair use limitation on exclusive rights, Title 17 USC § 107.
[See Unit 2 of this course reader concerning the multiple definitions in the meaning of
AIDS endorsed by the CDC and WHO—Ed.]
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use Condoms, take antiviral Drugs. These imperatives form the basis for any career
involving African AIDS.
A revisionist history of African AIDS must be rooted in a reconstruction of the
political economies of poverty whose attendant public health effects and clinical symptoms
were already on the rise in the early 1980s. Long-standing ailments, the byproducts of
poverty, were instead blamed on a sexually transmitted virus. With missionary-like zeal,
condom manufacturers and AIDS activists said those familiar symptoms were the result of
exotic, non-existent “African sexual cultures.” In the late 1990s, Rev. Eugene Rivers of
Boston launched a crusade to change those sexual practices, an effort reminiscent of
Victorian voyeurs who routinely equated black people with sexual licentiousness.
In their book Tinderbox, Craig Timberg and Daniel Halperin – Washington Post
investigative news reporter and university anthropologist – explore the origins of AIDS. They
trace HIV back to the “forbidding equatorial forests of Cameroon,” where chimpanzees
carried the simian virus (SIV) for millennia causing no outbreak in humans until the alleged
“cut hunter” incident enabled SIV allegedly to cross over to humans. Tinderbox tries to show
that Western colonialism triggered African AIDS because after the imperialist partition,
colonial companies “blazed new routes through the jungle in search of rubber” and other
riches, sending African porters into remote regions, building roads and railroads leading to
much travelling that brought more Africans into sexual encounters where they contracted
HIV. That’s how European colonial regimes laid the groundwork for HIV and AIDS, i.e.,
created a combustible “tinderbox.” Routinely combining the acronyms “HIV” and “AIDS”
or using them interchangeably, Timberg and Halperin have composed a story, not written a
critical history. I asked Timberg at a public talk in April in Washington, D.C., if he could
carefully explain the differences among HIV, HIV disease, HIV/AIDS, and AIDS. He could
not. Nor could he grasp that a host of widespread tropical infections and parasitic afflictions
had been relabeled and fused together to form “African AIDS.”
In response to my email, Halperin was unable to provide actual cause of death data
from AIDS for Zimbabwe, the focus of his research, or for any African country between 1980
and 2010, aside from South Africa which has the most reliable vital registry system on the
continent. Tinderbox asserts that Europeans turned a localized outbreak into a sprawling
epidemic because when Christian missionaries campaigned to suppress polygamy, they left in
its place “fractured sexual cultures that proved uncommonly vulnerable to HIV.” Reductions
in male circumcision allegedly rendered men more susceptible to HIV, yet studies
demonstrate that the procedure offers statistically insignificant protection against HIV
infection.
For a book that stretches from Leopoldville to San Francisco and on to Cape Town, it
begins like a fairy tale: “There once was a place deep in the forest where few people dared
go.” Timberg and Halperin condemn western policies during the colonial era and criticize the
way billions of dollars are spent on AIDS today. They insist that sexual behavior is what’s
behind African “AIDS” symptoms. Are they unaware that cheap, easily available nutritional
and vitamin supplement interventions have proven extremely effective in ameliorating those
very symptoms and restoring people’s health? Instead, they vow we can stop this epidemic by
pouring in annually $30-$50 billion to defeat it with behavior modification programs and
providing a new range of powerful drugs.
The second book is by Nicoli Nattrass, an economist at the University of Cape Town
who seethes when anyone challenges the core AIDS beliefs. Omitting the 1980s socioeconomic context in Africa when the single virus theory of AIDS was first proposed and
rendered impervious to second thoughts, Nattrass garbles the medical history of her own
country but insists we trust “HIV science.” Her book, The AIDS Conspiracy: Science Fights
Back, provides a fascinating inside look at the lengths to which AIDS mainstreamers go when
confronted by critics. Nattrass disdains the professional physicians, biologists, chemists,
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epidemiologists, journalists, and social scientists (including this writer) who pepper the
AIDS orthodoxy with thorny questions. She bitterly dismisses them as a conspiratorial cabal.
African AIDS is surrounded by groupthink bodyguards who exercise a censorship no
one will admit exists. Nattrass wants her critics silenced in the name of public health. Like a
religious fundamentalist, she supports the suppression of views that challenge the official
AIDS doctrine, calling it “boundary work in defense of science,” a euphemism to shield her
own lockstep conformity from objective scrutiny. She attacks former South African
President Thabo Mbeki because he “did not value the way that scientific communities exist as
networks of cooperation, trust and authority” and denounces his consultations with specialists
and experts, including some who question HIV/AIDS beliefs. Nattrass concedes “poverty
has been associated with increased vulnerability to HIV” and advocates funding “more
research on poverty as a potentially neglected causes of the AIDS epidemic,” exactly what
Mbeki had urged; but she never distinguishes HIV test results from the socio-economic
conditions that produce the clinical symptoms of African AIDS. Determined to indict Mbeki,
Nattrass wondered, “how many HIV infections and premature deaths could have been
prevented” if Mbeki had allowed the distribution of several questionable drugs? In a 2008
article, she conjured up figures drawn from a spurious demographic regression model
powered by an “alternative hypothetical scenario” to produce a contrived number of 330,000
deaths and 180,000 avoidable HIV infections.
With remarkable statistical sophistry, Nattrass ignored the lingering after-effects of
apartheid on African public health. Throughout the apartheid era (1948-1994), rural African
vital registries were often kept separate from official government lists - excluded because
they were classified as “citizens” of the squalid Bantustans. When the data on infectious
disease disparities for millions of Africans were re-integrated into a newly unified vital
registry after 1994, skewed statistical spikes appeared that Nattrass misinterprets as “AIDS.”
An article in 2010 by Essex and Chigwedere repeated Nattrass’s groundless claim that
330,0000 South Africans died prematurely between 2000-2005 and 180,000 were infected
with HIV due to Mbeki’s caution in dispensing drugs. Their article was also based on
questionable mathematical modeling – not epidemiology – and quoted hyperbolic AIDS
activists who compared AIDS critics like Mbeki to Nazi collaborators and urged that criminal
charges be filed against them.
In late 2010, however, an essay meticulously refuting all these charges, co-authored
by nine scientists and physicians, appeared on-line, accepted for publication in the journal
Medical Hypotheses. During the past 30 years, over 400,000 articles, conference papers and
books had been written about HIV and AIDS, nearly all adhering to the same infectious viral
theory, with over $400 billion spent on the subject. In Chapters 7 and 8, Nattrass reveals the
astonishing fragility of this vast enterprise as she recounts how the appearance of that one
article led the AIDS industry to organize a vigorous campaign to halt its publication. The
scientific dissidents’ article dismantled the viral theory of AIDS and cogently exonerated
Mbeki. Nattrass and her allies mobilized a massive counter-attack. Describing the relentless
campaign against Medical Hypotheses and its editor Bruce Charlton, Nattrass shows us the
frantic side of the AIDS orthodoxy and how its brand of “science fights back.” Nattrass
details how she and her collaborators worked feverishly (conspiratorially?) to get the
publisher to withdraw the paper. The editor was removed and his replacement promised to
avoid controversial views.
Alas for Nattrass, ’twas all for naught. In early 2012, the Italian Journal of Anatomy
and Embryology published a revised version of the article, dissecting the AIDS orthodoxy.333
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[Duesberg, et al., “AIDS Since 1984: No Evidence for a New, Viral Epidemic – Not Even
in Africa” <http://www.fupress.net/index.php/ijae/article/view/10336>. This article appears
as Appendix I of Unit 3.—Ed.]
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Obsessed with African sexual behavior, Nattrass disregards how common disease
prevalence among Africans reflects savage racial inequalities, even in post-apartheid South
Africa. She thinks antiviral drugs restore immune functions and “extend life in povertystricken urban and rural settings.” She dismisses doubters with a sneer: “to continue to assert
that HIV science lacks credible evidence is simply perverse and beyond any acceptable
standard of reasonable dissent.” Really? Let’s have Nattrass explain why every HIV test
packet contains a form of the critical disclaimer that the test has not been approved for
diagnosis of infection.334
Nattrass, Timberg and Halperin, and other exponents of the orthodox view take for
granted that promiscuous sexuality is the key to AIDS in Africa. A recent overview found
that explanation wanting. The scholars called for an end to (or moratorium on) the kind of
research on sexual behavior in Africa discussed in their article, warning, “the continued use
of financial and human resources to prove Western preconceptions about African sexuality
cannot be justified."335
Rather than spend billions of dollars on behavior modification schemes or in pursuit
of an illusory AIDS vaccine, multilateral aid to Africa should subsidize inexpensive but
effective medicines to treat the common illnesses that result from impoverished living
conditions. For example, for about $20, one can acquire a six-month supply of rifampicin,
isoniazid, pyrazinamide and ethambutol, followed by a 4-month continuation phase of
rifampicin and isoniazid that will cure an African of tuberculosis. The regimen is a simple,
proven, effective remedy for one of the real scourges of Africa. Similarly inexpensive are
antibiotics to treat syphilis or gonorrhea, rehydration tablets for diarrhea, and micronutrients
and vitamin supplements for pregnant women and breastfeeding mothers.
African scientists and policy-makers should familiarize themselves with the body of
literature that demonstrates the contradictions, anomalies and inconsistencies in the
conventional view that the symptoms of AIDS are caused by a single viral infection. Western
researchers, funding agencies, drug manufacturers, and the authors of these books imagine
they will rescue a continent ravaged by AIDS. This orthodoxy has medicalized poverty,
infantilized African behavior, and perversely sexualized everyday African life. It’s time to
stop. Historical knowledge provides an important basis for challenging external
constructions about African reproductive health and can help correct errors derived from
mistaken assumptions over the past 30 years. Even the former Executive Director of the
UNAIDS Program, Peter Piot, seemed to understand this:
“I was in Malawi [in 2003] and met with a group of women living with HIV. As I
always do when I meet people with HIV/AIDS and other community groups, I asked
them what their highest priority was. Their answer was clear and unanimous: food. Not
care, not drugs for treatment, not relief from stigma, but food.”336
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[Since 2009, on the basis of this disclaimer, authorized by the US Food and Drug
Administration to appear on all HIV antibody test kits, numerous criminal charges of HIV
infection have been withdrawn by prosecutors in US military and criminal courts. Details
of successful defense cases are listed among the public information provided by the
Innocence Group of the Office of Medical and Scientific Justice, as explained by CEO and
chief investigator Clark Baker, in conversation April 27, 2013. See online
<http://www.omsj.org/innocence-group>.—Ed.]
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I would simply add that the cure for AIDS is as near at hand as an alternative, more rational
explanation for what’s making Africans sick in the first place.

*

*

*

[It may take several generations for South Africans to come to terms with the atrocity
that constituted their national heritage and social norms for nearly a century. Mass denial and
collective disassociation neatly combine with the investment that foreign capitalists have in
sustaining the pretence that ignorant Africans following primitive norms of ‘unsafe sex’ are
self-inflicting every fatal illness from tuberculosis to cancer. If anything can be said about a
‘typical’ African social norm, polygamy included, it is highly moralistic, deeply conformist
and preoccupied with social respectability, sensitive to family obligation and reputation, and
apprehensive of ancestral revenge for wanton behaviour. For foreign investors, the hypersusceptibility of African publics to guilt-provoking associations between unsanctioned sex
and death is extremely convenient. Consider how threatening it would be to those promoting
privatization of water supplies, if public attention were not deflected away from the pandemic
implications of exacerbating water insecurity for impoverished communities. From the
reliable statistical evidence that is available, one can conclude that unfair terms of global
trade have far more to do with the spread of AIDS in Africa than does unprotected sex.
Where extreme malnourishment from birth has been the norm for generations, and where
contagious illnesses are spread due to chronic scarcity of water, overcrowding, poor
sanitation and lack of appropriate medicines, the solution to the AIDS crisis is, sadly, not
monogamous purity, nor abstinence itself, nor condom use. These are methods, rather for
deflection of the AIDS crisis, which will abate of its own accord, slowly, as people’s access
to clean water, better nutrition, health facilities, regular medical attention of any kind, and
sanitation gradually improve.—Ed.]

Racial Metaphors: interpreting AIDS in Africa

by Eileen Stillwaggon337

SECTION 4: Ideology and mythology taking the place of scientific analysis
This section is compiled from work of Eileen Stillwaggon, an economics professor
whose research has been conducted in Tanzania, Zimbabwe, South Africa, as well as in
countries of Central and South America and Eastern Europe. Stillwaggon provides an indepth analysis of how science has been pre-empted by prejudices about adult Africans’
behaviour as evidence of a different species of person from European, Asian and American
people. She spells out the background to behaviour modification strategies for fighting AIDS
in Africa. The premise that assumes that the way to improve public health is to encourage and
condition individuals to change their personal everyday behaviour habits and choices is called
the ‘behavioural paradigm’. This section gives a few examples of racial metaphors and other
evocative language that has framed the AIDS-in-Africa discourse from its outset and
established a behavioural modification paradigm as the basis of AIDS policy targeted
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Sections 3, 4 and 5 are revised and abridged excerpts of “Racial Metaphors: Interpreting
Sex and AIDS in Africa,” (2003) where it originally appeared in the journal Development
and Change vol. 34 no. 5, pp. 809-832. It was reprinted with the permission and
generous support of the author, the journal’s editor and the publisher, Blackwell, Oxford,
UK in Reclaiming the Human Sciences and Humanities through African Perspectives
(2012) Accra: Sub Saharan Press, eds. H. Lauer and K. Anyidoho, pp. 997-1016. The
work has been adapted for distribution in this educational context. The list of references
in sections 4, 5, 6 appears at the end of the Unit.
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specifically for Africans, especially for women and youth. Fallacies about African public
health needs have been carried along by deeply imbedded Western racial views that presume
exceptional sexual behaviour by Africans. A narrowly behavioural explanation for
differences in rates of HIV prevalence dominates the AIDS literature, sometimes explicitly
but more often implicitly by failing to consider other factors generally included in
epidemiological studies. Discredited racial science in the form of a metaphor is rooted as the
mainstay of theory and programme delivery endorsed by the UN World Health Organization
and by imported by African governments and health administrations with formidable
generative powers.
The acceptance of the behavioural paradigm is facilitated by the fact that Western
research on Africa, especially with respect to sexuality and other aspects of cultural and
social life, is not required to conform to conventional standards for evidence in scholarly
work. It seems that assertions that would require documentation in scholarly work about
people in other parts of the world can be published without support when made about
Africans. Racial bias in standards of evidence is a problem of long standing that has lethal
consequences in AIDS discourse.
Since 1995 at least three noteworthy studies have found little empirical support for the
notion that African levels of HIV could be explained chiefly by behavioural factors. The
World Health Organization (WHO) Global Programme on AIDS sponsored a seven-yearlong survey of behavioural risk factors for HIV transmission. That study concluded that its
“results are totally incompatible with the view, prevalent only a few years ago, that the HIV
pandemic in Africa was fuelled by extreme promiscuity,” (Cleland and Ferry 1995: 211). In
1999, UNAIDS published a survey of four African cities that found no correlation between
various measures of sexual partner change and rates of HIV prevalence (UNAIDS 1999). In
2006, Lancet published an analysis of survey data from 59 countries that demonstrated that,
for most categories of risky sexual behaviour, those behaviours are more common in
industrialised countries than in Africa (Wellings et al 2006).338
The dominance of the behavioural paradigm in spite of the absence of empirical
support derives to a great extent from the overwhelming influence of Western stereotypes of
Africans as a special case. Persistent notions of racial difference suffused the social science
literature on AIDS in Africa, especially in the first fifteen years of the epidemic. No one used
the word ‘race’, but it entered into the discourse as ‘culture’. HIV prevalence is attributed to
cultural characteristics that are said to be common to 700 million people from hundreds of
language/ethnic groups. This supposedly homogeneous cultural zone is coincident in its
boundaries with a region identified in the Western view with blackness. Notions of race and
racial difference cannot be separated from any Western discourse that treats African culture
as a ‘seamless whole’ (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1987: 410), as it has been portrayed in the
behavioural literature.
Centuries-old stereotypes that emphasize exotic and exceptional sexuality encumber
the attempt to understand the purported intensity AIDS-defining diseases in sub-Saharan
Africa. Western preconceptions regarding African sexuality distorted early research on the
social context of AIDS in Africa, and limited the scope of preventive policies. The
explanation for African AIDS emerged from a characterisation of Africans as the social
‘Other’, vastly different from Europeans in culture and social norms. That was aggravated by
the tendency for writings about Africa, academic and journalistic, to consist of a ‘repertoire
of amazing facts’ (Coetzee, 1988: 13). The portrayal of Africans as a special case
contributed to the emphasis in research and policy on individual behaviour instead of on the
ecology of disease in poor populations.
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Comparative studies on sexual behaviour merit further attention, but that is beyond the
scope of this chapter.
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The AIDS-in-Africa discourse in most scholarly journals and books and in policy
documents has been uncritical of its assumptions and sources, and the depiction has often
been indistinguishable from popular notions of ‘what everyone knows’ about Africans. This
chapter examines widely cited works that framed discussion of AIDS in Africa and the
cultural influences that permeate that research.339 Western portrayals of an exotic and
exceptional ‘Africa’ supported a behavioural paradigm that has dominated social science
research and AIDS policy for poor countries.
Below I examine some key works on fertility preference and on AIDS in Africa that
influenced much subsequent research and policy. The intellectual and cultural legacy
imbedded in those works determined the questions they asked and the facts they sought as
well as the interpretation they gave to the facts. In critiquing these works, I address in
particular the use of metaphor in filtering and distorting observations that are not supported
with data. The impact of those works on later social science research and on policy is
addressed briefly in subsequent sections.
Epidemiology and HIV/AIDS
In the United States and Europe, HIV spread rapidly in the 1980s among men who
have sex with men, needle-sharing drug users, and haemophiliacs. Given the epidemic levels
of other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) in the heterosexual population, it was predicted
that HIV would also become widespread in the heterosexual non-drug-using populations.
National prevalence of HIV, however, does not exceed 1 per cent of the adult population in
industrialised countries. Between otherwise healthy persons, HIV has very low transmission
rates in heterosexual contact, and a heterosexual epidemic has yet to develop, although HIV
is now increasing among poor women. Among otherwise healthy, well-nourished people in
industrialised countries, heterosexual transmission of HIV is relatively rare—about once in
1000 contacts between an HIV-infected female and an HIV-negative male, and about once in
300 contacts between an HIV-infected male and an HIV-negative female (World Bank,
1997:59).
Africa, Asia, and Latin America have very serious heterosexual AIDS epidemics:
70% of the world’s HIV-infected persons live in sub-Saharan Africa, and an estimated 90%
of HIV transmission there results from heterosexual contact or from mother to infant. To
formulate preventive policy for poor countries, we need to understand the forces that fuel
heterosexual transmission of HIV in sub-Saharan Africa, as well as in similarly poor
populations of Asia and the Americas.
Mainstream epidemiology has long acknowledged the role of host factors, including
poverty, in promoting disease transmission; and the characteristic that most widely
distinguishes sub-Saharan Africa from Europe and North America is widespread poverty.
Like other infectious diseases, HIV is more easily transmitted to persons whose immune
systems are compromised by the effects of poverty. To understand the heterosexual spread of
HIV among people living with substandard infrastructure in poor economies, we must
consider not only sexual behaviour and the social and economic factors that influence
339

Gunnar Myrdal (1944: 92) observed that cultural influences “pose the questions we ask . .
. biases in research . . . are not valuations attached to research but rather they permeate
research . . . in all stages, from its planning to its presentation” (ibid.: 1043). [See
References following this Section] By the 1980s it was widely recognized that science, as
Stephen Jay Gould put it (1981: 21-2) “is a socially embedded activity,” and that culture
“influences what we see and how we see it.” [A]nd by the 1990s, postmodernists would
challenge even the possibility of social explanation (V. Bonnell and L. Hunt, 1999: 3)
Although that cultural debate has raged for half a century, it has been absent in most of
the AIDS literature of the past twenty years.
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behaviour, but also the biological factors that increase the risk of infection with each
exposure regardless of the number of sexual contacts.340
Why has mainstream epidemiology had so little influence on AIDS discourse?
When an explanation is sought for the rapid spread of HIV in sub-Saharan Africa, the
standard epidemiological cofactors in disease transmission (malnutrition, parasite load, lack
of access to health care, etc.) are generally overlooked. Given that HIV is sexually
transmitted, some emphasis on behaviour is appropriate, and there are some valid reasons
why early policy focused on sexual behaviour.341 The behaviour paradigm, however, posits
epic rates of sexual partner change in Africa for which empirical support is lacking.
Numerous books from reputable publishers, articles in established academic journals, and
publications of international organisations replayed the same theme, without evaluating the
reasonableness of a model that attributed rates of HIV in Africa that were 25 to 1,000 times
those in the rest of the world to differences in behaviour. The behavioural paradigm not only
distorts an understanding of the causes of high rates of HIV in poor populations, but it also
limits policy options to end-game behaviour modification.
Social scientific foundations of the behavioural model of AIDS in Africa
The assurance with which social scientists and policy-makers, as well as the general
public, refer to the impact of high rates of sexual partner change on AIDS in Africa would
suggest a wealth of data from a broad array of sources. In fact, most assertions about African
sexuality cite the same sources, which are based on ethnographic reports of varying
reliability, many of which date from the early 1900s. The articles cited most widely in the
social science and policy literature on the African AIDS epidemic were published in 1987
and 1989 by John Caldwell and Pat Caldwell of the Australian National University (the latter
article with Pat Quiggin). These two articles were cited by other authors over 200 times from
1988 to 2001 in the journals surveyed by Social Science Citation Index and repeatedly in
influential books and policy documents of international organisations. Of the numerous
books, book chapters, field reports, and articles written by the Caldwells, alone or with
others, these two articles play a central role in the AIDS-in-Africa literature and thus warrant
extended analysis.
The Caldwells spent many years in fertility research in Africa. The stated objective of
the 1987 article was to explain how ‘African’ religious views impede the aims of populationcontrol programmes.342 They write: “It is the argument of this essay that these lineage-based
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For a thorough discussion of the impact of poverty, protein-energy malnutrition,
micronutrient deficiency, parasitosis, and lack of access to treatment for cofactor STDs on
immune response and sexual transmission of HIV, see Stillwaggon (1998, 2000, 2002,
2006).
First, in industrialised countries, behaviour-modification programmes were quite
successful in slowing the spread of HIV. Second, early in the epidemic, populationcontrol agencies, whose focus is behavioural, were among the few organisations to
address the emerging AIDS crisis. Third, a behavioural emphasis seemed to offer a quick
solution. Concerned and compassionate policy-makers and analysts saw distribution of
condoms and AIDS education as the quickest barriers they could place between HIVinfected and HIV-negative people.
According to the authors, much of the financial support for their 1987 article came from
the Population Council. “The present essay draws more heavily on the authors’ own
research experience, especially in research projects conducted in Ghana in 1962-1964,
Nigeria in 1969, Kenya in 1969-70, Nigeria 1971-72, and on the Changing African
Family Project’s field work carried out in Nigeria during 1973 and in other parts of Africa
in subsequent years (all funded by the Population Council), and on the Nigerian Family
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systems are so coherent that they will offer greater resistance to the success of family
planning programs than has been encountered elsewhere” (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987:
410). Their 1987 article with Pat Quiggin uses the arguments developed in the Caldwells’
1987 work on African fertility to explain “The Social Context of AIDS in sub-Saharan
Africa.” In the 1989 article, Caldwell et al repeatedly offer the caution that their data are very
limited, scattered, or pertain only to a limited region (pp. 194 twice, 198, 199, 206, 210, 212,
214, 215, and others).343 Nevertheless, they propose a very sweeping view of the whole of
Africa as an “alternative civilization—very different in its workings, including its patterns of
sexual behaviour” (Caldwell et al, 1989: 185).344
The underlying theme of the 1987 and 1989 articles, repeated in later works as well, is
that African sexuality is a special case. Essentially, Caldwell et al argue that a religious
world view dominates the choices that African people make regarding fertility, that this world
view is almost universal in sub-Saharan Africa, that it weakens conjugal bonds in favour of
lineage (because of ancestor worship), and thus it accounts for high rates of partner change
and the consequent higher rates of HIV transmission in the region.
Caldwell and Caldwell employ a foundational metaphor to convey their idea that
modern-day African fertility choices derive from a religious world view that hearkens back to
the dawn of humankind. They propose “a focus on Africa as the domain of Homo
Ancestralis . . . [to] explain many African anomalies” (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987: 410).
Whatever their intent in employing the separate species classification of Homo Ancestralis to
refer to Africans, the metaphor inescapably brings with it the intellectual baggage of
nineteenth-century racial science.345 The metaphor is especially effective in a discussion of
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Study of 1974-75 and 1977 (funded by the Population Council and the Australian
National University)” (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987: 434, Notes). Between 1968 and
2000, thirty-five articles by one or both of the Caldwells were published in journals
produced by the Population Council, twenty in Population and Development Review and
fifteen in Studies in Family Planning.
The 1987 and 1989 articles are based on their 1985 report for the World Bank” (Caldwell
and Caldwell 1985). The 1987 article states: “The full range of evidence that supports the
more theoretical argument developed in this essay is presented in a report prepared by the
authors for the World Bank (1987: 434, Notes), a caution repeated in two endnotes. The
1985 report, however, contains essentially the same material.
“Such social research [to contain AIDS] is likely to reveal a coherent society—indeed, an
alternative civilization—very different in its workings, including its patterns of sexual
behavior, than outsiders prescribing cures and even offering sympathy and support often
realize” (Caldwell et al 1989 185).
The metaphor is a take-off from Louis Dumont’s Homo Hierarchichus (Dumont
1966/1980) to characterise Eurasian patriarchy. Such an approach was criticized by
Montagu (1952: 7n), quoting Weidenreich: “raising the differences between racial groups
to the rank of specific differences by giving those groups specific names is nothing but an
attempt to exaggerate the dissimilarities by the application of a taxonomic trick”
(Weidenreich 1946: 2). Though perhaps unwittingly, the Caldwell metaphor sets them
apart not only from the Biblical and Christian view, in which all people are recognised as
children of Adam, that is, of one creation (Stepan 1982:1), but also from Linnaeus’s
taxonomy, in which all races are subsets of the one species, Homo Sapiens. Linnaeus did
think that the differences among peoples merited some codification and observed that
Homo Sapiens Europaeus is sagacious, inventive, and ruled by customs, while Homo
Sapiens Afer is negligent and ruled by caprice (Linné 1758: 21-2, my translation). The
Caldwell construction makes the specific break at Homo. Modern biologists distinguish
Homo habilis and Homo neanderthalensis from Homo sapiens and from modern humans,
Homo sapiens sapiens.
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sexual behaviour because so much of the racial difference literature of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries focused on the sexuality of Africans (see Dubow 1995; Gould 1981;
Stepan 1982, 1990). Racial science and popular racial stereotypes stressed sexual differences
between the races, and the representation of physiological differences in the portrayal of
Africans in art was an important pillar maintaining the popular view of Africans as exotic,
strange, and even disturbing (Gilman 1985a, 1985b, 1990, 1992).
Both the 1987 and 1989 Caldwell articles begin with the Homo Ancestralis metaphor.
Although they do not dwell on the Homo Ancestralis theme, they have introduced the image
of the primitive as the framework for everything that follows. They repeat the metaphor at
the beginning of the 1989 article, thus situating their analysis of African AIDS in a social
context already characterized as primeval. The premise of their interpretation of both fertilitypreference (1987) and HIV-prevalence (1989) is that Africans are so different, their belief
systems so ancient, that they are inscrutable to the Western (read ‘modern’ rational) mind.
The hundreds of works that cite Caldwell and Caldwell (1987) and Caldwell et al (1989) do
not generally repeat the metaphor explicitly, but nonetheless there carries over distinctly the
theme of an ‘African sexuality’ that is uniform throughout the continent, a-historical, and
exotic.
The use of metaphor in science
The use of metaphor and analogy is common in science, and not completely
inappropriate. The metaphor, however, is not merely an image that summarizes facts; it acts
as a filter to choose facts. It is the metaphor that helps us see similarities that the metaphor
helps constitute; and it also excludes contradictory evidence: “Similarity is not something one
finds but something one must establish” (Fish 1983: 277). In the same way, I would argue
that Caldwell et al construct dissimilarity between Africa and the rest of the world, by
omitting commonalities among people and overlooking universalities. In order to construct a
fundamental dissimilarity between peoples of different world regions, the metaphor must
exclude most facts (common human traits).
Because the nuances of language are so important, the role of metaphor in science and
social sciences merits special attention. Max Black argues that . . . metaphor “selects,
emphasizes, suppresses, and organizes” data to confirm the metaphor (Black 1979: 28-9).
With the Homo Ancestralis metaphor, information from the context of early hominids is
projected upon modern Africans by implication. That projection interacts with or acts upon
one’s conception of modern Africans. Black’s notion of emphatic or strong metaphors is
similar to Donald Schön’s “generative metaphor.”346 Generative metaphors simplify complex
social situations, often reducing such complexities to normative dualisms, such as
health/disease (Schön 1979: 266). Schön argues that metaphors define problem setting and
consequently limit the directions of problem solving (ibid: 255). Metaphor is effective
because “everything one knows about [the metaphorical subject] has the potential of being
brought into play. . . . There is in this sense great economy and high leverage in this particular
kind of re-description” (Schön 1979: 259).
Because the metaphor is metaphysical, or meta-fact, one of its most important
characteristics is its non-falsifiability. The metaphor suggests an African culture so different
from that of Eurasia that it warrants a separate species classification. Like Schön’s
generative metaphor, “everything one knows” (or imagines) about early humans can be
brought to play, if subconsciously, although the Caldwells are discussing Africans in the
346

Not all metaphors are generative; they can be merely more interesting ways of describing
subjects according to the comparison view. “She wore a mask of indifference” is
suggestive but not necessarily generative. Schön would say that referring to poor
neighbourhoods as blighted is a generative metaphor because it presumes the nature of
the problem and suggests solutions.
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1980s. Undoubtedly they saw this as a stylistic device and would insist (rightly) that they
never said that Africans are a different species, nor did they explicitly state the view that
Africans exhibit arrested development in their fertility preference. Hence the metaphor is
non-falsifiable, but it has accomplished the task of characterizing Africans as dramatically
different, antediluvian, and sexually exceptional. Because it is non-falsifiable, contradictory
evidence (which is abundant in the Caldwells’ articles) does not alter the image, or their
conclusions.

SECTION 5: The legacy of racial science
The Homo Ancestralis metaphor is, indeed, economical in the multiple ways it evokes
constructs of nineteenth-and early twentieth-century racial science.347 It is useful to review
some of the notions of racial science,348 because its methods and concepts influence the social
science mainstream today (Dubow 1995: 1). The grip of racist intellectual history affects the
direction of social science research and the range of policy alternatives that can be
considered. The weight of past theories in the popular mind and in the imagery of science is
insidious and difficult to counter because so much of racial stereotyping is in the “unstated
assumptions and unthinking responses” (ibid: 7), rather than in explicit postulates. Scholars
who would unequivocally reject the validity of racial science unconsciously use metaphors
and suggestive language that evoke those stereotypes. This section offers a brief survey of
some of the earlier constructions of race that reappeared in the AIDS literature, in constructs
and concepts of taxonomy, recapitulation, arrested development, prelogical and group
mentality, and sexual exceptionalism. To appreciate the impact of the Homo Ancestralis
metaphor and the portrayal of Africans as unique, it is necessary to show the parallels
between this very effective image and the history of Western ideas about Africans. Precisely
because of that history, the Homo Ancestralis image is both evocative and easily accepted by
the many scholars who cite these Caldwell works.
In the nineteenth century, race theorists, including mainstream scientists, broke from
the accepted view of one creation and maintained that Africans were a genetically distinct
species from Europeans. Scores of scientist attempted to prove genetic differences between
the races by measuring cranial capacity, jaw length and other physical characteristics. When
craniometry and other physical measurement proved fruitless, they attempted to establish
qualitative differences in cognitive and perceptual processes. Even many who accepted that
Africans and Europeans descended from a common ancestor maintained that differentiation
of the races occurred at a time before human intelligence had fully evolved. Hence the races
would exhibit differences in intelligence determined by their separate evolutions. The lesser
precision of this theory proved to be an advantage since, although less verifiable, it was also
less falsifiable (Dubow 1995: 202). The Homo Ancestralis metaphor posits an African
society isolated from Eurasia from the dawn of human development and evolving, albeit
slowly, according to a separate cultural model.
An early twentieth-century notion in racial science, called recapitulation, contended
that the different races represent stages of human evolution. Recapitulationists used both
physical and psychological characteristics as evidence that Europeans were the highest stage
of the development process and Africans were an early, ancestral form of human
development. Dudley Kidd, for example, in Savage Childhood (1906) and Kafir Socialism
(1908), drew heavily on the eugenics literature to derive his notion of “arrested development”
of Africans (Dubow 1995: 199). In The Essential Kafir, Kidd (1904) assesses the “Mental
347
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Although they employ the constructs of racial science, I am not asserting that they do so
in conscious imitation of racial science.
I refer to science, rather than pseudo-science, which might seem preferable, because
racial science was considered mainstream at the time.
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Characteristics” of Africans: “The whole mental furniture of a Kafir’s mind differs from
that of a European . . .”349
The Caldwells employ a recapitulationist conception of the development of cultures,
arguing that “[t]he cult of the ancestors is not unique to sub-Saharan Africa. It may well have
been the original religion of most of mankind” (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987: 409). The
portrayal of African society is starkly a-historical; Africans appear in the narrative as
adherents to a culture that has been superseded elsewhere by Eurasian patriarchy that is
obsessed with controlling female sexuality.350 They assert that, across the continent, Africans
preserve a view of sex lost in the Eurasian world from which Africa was isolated by
geography and time.
In the early twentieth century, as the fields of anthropology and psychology
increasingly found common ground, the measurement of racial differences focused on
understanding “the primitive mentality.” Lévy-Bruhl argued, in How Natives Think (1926)
that the ideas of “natives” had to be understood as “collective representations,” that is, their
thinking could only be analysed at the level of the group, rather than as independent thought
of individuals. He described the mental processes of Africans as fundamentally mystical,
emotional or “prelogical” (Dubow 1995: 203). Although Lévy-Bruhl has been discredited on
a number of grounds, his ideas find expression in the AIDS-in-Africa literature. Caldwell et
al cite Little (1973) as having “concluded that Africa has a different view of sexual relations”
(1989:195). This borderless, personless “Africa” is strikingly like Lévy-Bruhl’s conception
of “native mentality” that could be understood only at the level of the group.
The image of African-Americans that prevailed in the United States mirrored the
contemporary European view of Africans. Robert Bennett Bean, chair of the Department of
Anatomy at the University of Virginia (1916-42), wrote “The Negro [possesses] . . . an
instability of character incident to lack of self-control, especially in connection with the
sexual relation” (Bean 1906). The same kind of inappropriate exceptionalizing of Africans
that characterized nineteenth- and twentieth-century theories of racial difference continues to
crop up in the 1900s and to the represent in the literature on African AIDS.
Racial science, social Darwinism, eugenics, and social hygiene theories had political
as well as academic functions and were espoused by both conservatives and reformers.
Conservatives argued for harsh poor laws, and reformers relied on social hygiene theories to
promote population control among the poor. Similarly the Homo Ancestralis metaphor, as
with all metaphors in science, defines the parameters of research and policy options (Schön’s
problem setting). By framing AIDS in Africa as something that results from an exotic and
exceptional sexuality, it has restricted the scope of acceptable research to sexual behaviour
(and social phenomena that influence partner change, such as migration and gender relations)
and circumscribed the actions taken to address the epidemic (problem solving). AIDS policy,
for example, does not reflect extensive research findings linking HIV transmission and
parasite infection, malnutrition, and other biological conditions.351
349

“. . . The most incompatible things seem to be able to dwell together in harmony and
peace in the muddy and turbid stream of his thoughts. . . His conceptions of cause and
effect are hopelessly at sea, and . . . his religion is a confused mass of ancestor-worship
coupled with dread of magic” (Kidd 1904: 277).
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They repeatedly use the reference to Eurasian patriarchy as a pre-emptive attack on
criticism (1989: 185, 186, 193, 194). In a 1991 article, Caldwell et al respond to
measured criticism of their work by Le Blanc et al (1991) by misconstruing what the
critics say and asserting that any critics are in the thrall of Eurasian patriarchy (Caldwell
et al 1991: 507).
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For a summary of research on biological synergies in HIV transmission, see Stillwaggon
(2006)
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The metaphor vs. data: Homo Ancestralis and modern Africans
A metaphor has suggestive power and is more flexible than a factual statement in that
it begins with an image, but relies on “conceptual displacement” for maintaining the analogy.
The difference between African and European cultures is “first taken to be like distinctions
among biological species” (Lang 1997: 19) and then it assumes the power of a literal
statement.352 The use of the word Ancestralis in the Homo Ancestralis metaphor imbues the
two articles with an inescapable image of an early human or hominid although Caldwell et al
are writing about modern Africans. Since it is meta-fact, variations among African societies
and changes over time are rendered unimportant.
Funedi (1997) ably critiques the a-historical nature of the Caldwell analysis, but the
Homo Ancestralis trope is more than a-historical. The metaphor achieves what Turbayne calls
sort-crossing, when “the use of a metaphor involves the pretence that something is the case
0when it is not” (Turbayne 2963:13). Clearly, the very power of this metaphor is in its
suggestiveness; it conjures the image of twentieth-century Africans operating in a cultural
world that Europeans and Asians had left in the far recesses of our common past, so long ago
that we have to refer to it in italics and in Latin.
Another aspect of this portrayal of ‘African’ fertility and sexuality is its polarity or
dichotomy, as is common with generative metaphors (Schön 1979: 266). Nineteenth-century
racialism consistently posed Africans as antithetical to Europeans and specifically applied
that dichotomization to sexuality (Gilman 1992: 175; Stepan 1990: 42). Caldwell and
Caldwell assert that Africa alone defies the developmental model of fertility change
employed in World Bank and United Nations studies (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987: 414). In
that model, a demographic transition toward lower death rates and lower birth rates
accompanies economic growth, a pattern that has been observed in many parts of the world.
Caldwell and Caldwell pose the fertility issue instead as a dichotomy between Africa and the
rest of the world. As proof of Africa’s anomalous behaviour, they argue that several African
countries had incomes and levels of education and urbanization higher than India and yet did
not achieve the rates of fertility decline that India did in the 1970s. They fail to mention,
however, that the Indian government carried out a campaign of forced sterilisation (1985: 1;
1987: 414-5).353
To support their hypothesis that an ancient religious view determines modern
Africans’ decisions regarding fertility and sexual partnering, Caldwell et al offer evidence
from the economic and social context of modern Africa. In order to do so, they have to adapt
and distort data and to reject other data to fit the Homo Ancestralis metaphor (see Stepan
1990 for the use of metaphor to create new knowledge and suppress knowledge).
Adapting data. The Caldwells begin from the position that African fertility
preference is anomalous (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987: 410) and determined by a religious
belief system of ancestor worship. Yet their examples repeatedly show, pragmatic, economic
reasons for high African fertility, including high infant mortality, the importance of family
size in the reallocation of village land, the economic insecurity of childless women, and
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Berel Lang was not referring to the Caldwell metaphor, but applying Lang’s designation
of metaphysical racism seems appropriate. Lang characterizes metaphysical racism as not
based on genetic traits or even cultural homogeneity, which would be falsifiable, and uses
another very evocative metaphor, “biological warfare by other means,” to describe such
works (Lang 1997: 17).
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In a 2002 article, the Caldwells, while acknowledging the role of economic factors in
fertility transition, reiterate the dichotomous view of Africa vs. the rest of the world.
Referring to Asian countries that experienced a fertility decline before African countries
with similar human development indices, they comment: “This finding merely adds
another item to the list of those that set sub-Saharan Africa apart” (Caldwell and Caldwell
2002: 77).
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upward intergenerational flow of wealth. Nevertheless, they dismiss the rational economic
choices people make in the face of those factors and attribute higher fertility to ancestor
worship.
Distorting data. Their characterization of Africans as driven by fear of ancestral
spirits prevents the Caldwells from acknowledging important health concerns voiced by
women they interviewed. Like Lévy-Bruhl, they maintain that the women’s mental processes
are “pre-logical.” They report that the women complained of excessive bleeding with
intrauterine devices (IUDs), a particularly serious problem for women in poor countries
where many, if not most, are already anaemic. But the Caldwells conclude: “There can be
little doubt that the dominant elements in these reactions is a general apprehension of
contraception rather than the specific case against any individual method: the fears are related
to the taint of evil that attaches to innovative fertility control” (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987:
425). They distort the women’s reasonable concerns to fit their image of a primitive people
ruled by “ancestor-worship coupled with a dread of magic” as Kidd described “Kafir”
religion (Kidd 1904: 277).
To support their argument that high rates of premarital sexual activity are among the
elements of “the social context of AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa,” they quote Laughlin and
Laughlin (1973) regarding the “Ugandan So: ‘A man is allowed to have as many premarital
sexual contacts as he desires; however, the upward limit among our informants was six, with
more frequent number being one or two’. . .” (Caldwell et al 1989: 211). A modal sexual
frequency of one or two premarital sexual contacts cannot explain a heterosexual epidemic
such as Uganda’s. But the sequence of clauses in the quoted sentence emphasizes the notion
of limitlessness, rather than the reality of few contacts among those surveyed, conveying the
image of sexual licence.
Rejecting data. The Caldwell/Quiggin construction of Africans as completely
different from non-Africans requires that they reject information about the rest of the world
that demonstrates the commonalities among peoples, including the similarities of people’s
responses to issues of fertility. For example, family pressure on young wives to bear children
and a double standard regarding sex (Caldwell and Caldwell 1987: 426) are not peculiar to
Africa. To show that an overpowering, religious conception of fertility sets Africans apart,
they report at length that Africans refer to children as a blessing from God (1985: 8-19; 1987:
415). Even a very cursory survey of greeting cards for the birth of a child in other world
regions would find that a large proportion refer to the child as God’s blessing. In most
cultures, perhaps all, children are seen as a blessing and infertility as a misfortune.
In their 1985 report to the World Bank, Caldwell and Caldwell give an example that is
supposed to show how exceptionally (quoting Southwold, they say “hysterically,” p.15)
preoccupied with fertility Africans are. They quote Fortes (1959): “If, as happens only too
often, a young wife loses her babies one after another by miscarriage or in early infancy, she
becomes chronically miserable and dejected, and her husband too, for that matter” (Caldwell
and Caldwell 1985: 14-15). Is there any society in which a woman is not likely to become
depressed under such circumstances, and her husband too? The Caldwells (1985,1987, 1989
and others) offer copious ethnographic data. They make for absorbing stories, but they do
not make a case for a pan-African culture of fertility so distinct from everywhere else that it
explains the prevalence of HIV in sub-Saharan Africa as is claimed by those who cite the
Caldwells in the AIDS literature.
One would think the Caldwells are writing tongue-in-cheek, as in Horace Miner’s
classic satire of anthropology, “Body Ritual Among the Nacirema” (1956), in which he
describes common US hygiene practices (such as brushing teeth) as though they were truly
exotic. But it is clear that the Caldwells and others who follow in their footsteps are quite
serious when they report practices and emotions that span the globe as though they were
uniquely African and then attribute the African AIDS epidemic to African cultural
idiosyncrasy. These examples are part of the construction of Africans as the ‘Other’ and
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maintain the myth of hyper-sexualised Africans with an illogical fertility preference whose
anomalous behaviour can only be transformed by outside agents. They are portrayed as
“timeless societies” for which all sources of change are exogenous (Lutz and Collins 1993:
108), ritual performers, “living in the sacred (some would say superstitious) world” (ibid:
90).354
In a 1993 article, the Caldwells radically alter their methodology and their
conclusions. Building on the work of Bongaarts et al (1989) and Moses et al (1990) and
others, and without recanting to their own earlier works, they conclude that differences in
sexual behaviour alone cannot adequately explain differentials in rates of HIV and AIDS in
Africa. Rather, HIV transmission in high-prevalence areas of sub-Saharan Africa is fuelled
to a great extent by the high prevalence of ulcerative genital disease, which is promoted by
lack of male circumcision, lack of access to health care services, and limited access to water
for personal hygiene (Caldwell and Caldwell 1993). Nevertheless, in an article in 2000, John
Caldwell returns to his 1987 and 1989 formula. He asks, “Just how different is Africa?”
(Caldwell 2000: 119) and seeks to explain why behaviour-change approaches have been so
little tried and so unsuccessful in Africa (ibid: 118). He lists: 1) higher levels of extramarital
sexual activity, 2) high levels of prostitution, 3) resulting levels of STDs, 4) lack of treatment
for STDs, and 5) low level of condom use, as the reasons for high prevalence of HIV in
Africa. He adds lack of male circumcision for East and Southern Africa (Caldwell
2000:120). Unfortunately, the work most referred to in the policy literature is not the
Caldwells’ useful 1993 contribution, but their assertions of African sexual exceptionalism,
grounded in their Homo Ancestralis construction in the 1987 and 1989 articles that was
motivated by their intent to explain “African resistance” to population-control projects.
Once HIV prevalence in Africa had been ‘explained’ with such hypothetical models,
that is, once the metaphor had been accepted or naturalized, the work of dealing with the
pandemic seemed straightforward. Subsequent analyses began from the assumption that, in
Africa, ‘having multiple sexual partners is a common cultural practice’ (Rushing 1995:60).
The task of social science then was investigating the economic, legal, and other factors that
interacted with that presumed cultural norm. The lack of comparative data correlating HIV
prevalence with rates of sexual partner change was apparently overlooked. The use of
suggestive language conveyed the desired message without having to provide evidence.
Some of the discourse is characterised by levels of innuendo not normally seen in academic
work.

SECTION 6:

Reflections of the Caldwell paradigm in AIDS discourse

There are three types of works that exhibit the influence of the preconceptions about
Africans and about AIDS discussed above. In the first group are works that are heavily
influenced by the Caldwell/Quiggin metaphor and that explicitly repeat the assertion that
extraordinary levels of multi-partnered sex are the primary cause of the severity of the AIDS
epidemic in Africa. Works in the second group, often citing the Caldwells, assume that
behaviour is the primary determinant of higher levels of HIV transmission and address some
aspect of sexual networking. The third group includes policy documents that might not
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Lutz and Collins were critiquing National Geographic’s portrayal of world cultures. It is
an unfortunate result of an anthropological approach that, in the study of humans,
differences are emphasised rather than commonalities. As an economist, I am aware that
my discipline’s greatest strength is also its greatest flaw. Economists generalise about the
choices that people make when faced with the problem of scarcity. We assume that all
people are essentially the same, and that is a good starting point. In making those
generalisations, however, economics has often been guilty of overlooking the differences
in power that constrain choices for some people.
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explicitly state that behaviour is the primary factor but promote only behaviour
modification for HIV-prevention and therefore must be seen as implicitly accepting the
primacy of differences in sexual activity in explaining differences in rates of HIV. A few
examples of each category are examined below.
Works that assert higher rates of multi-partnered sex in Africa
William Rushing provides a good illustration of the way the Caldwell/Quiggin
hypothetical argument can be used in a pyramid scheme of African-sexuality studies. In The
AIDS Epidemic: Social Dimensions of an Infectious Disease (1995) Rushing cites Caldwell et
al (1989) as proof that: “Ethnographic studies leave no doubt that having multiple sexual
partners is a common cultural practice in many groups in Africa (Caldwell et al 1989: 205216; . . .)” (Rushing 1995:60), converting their hypothesis into proven fact. Rushing relies
heavily on Caldwell et al (1989), but he strips it of all qualifying phrases, and he makes
selective, almost surgical, use of Tony Barnett and Piers Blaikie’s work (see below) to
support his portrayal of a pan-African culture of sex as a commodity.
Rushing argues that “a major reason for the pattern of HIV-AIDS in Africa” is the
way that “sexual expression is structured . . . in African societies, or ‘tribes’” (Rushing 1995:
60). Rushing adopts the Caldwell construction of a pan-African sexuality: “Certain cultural
features are common to most African tribal groups, including the social meaning of sex and
the way it is expressed “ (ibid: 61) again citing Caldwell et al (1989). The first common
cultural feature Rushing asserts is that polygyny produces weak conjugal bonds (cites
Caldwell et al 1989) and so extramarital sex is common, normal and even expected (again
citing Caldwell et al 1989). The second pan-African cultural trait, according to Rushing, is
that “most Africans . . . enter into sex more casually and have more sexual partners than
Westerners do” (Rushing 1995: 62), although that statement is made without data or citations.
He continues: “The cultural beliefs and norms that do bear most directly on sex are the
transactional element in sexual relations, a masculine sexual ideology, and sex-positive
beliefs” (ibid) and he argues that: “Traditional sexual ethics are similar to those that regulate
other services, namely, the ethics of exchange (Caldwell et al 1989: 194, 209, 218). Sexual
relations are characterized by a ‘transactional element’ (Caldwell et al 1989: 202-205), which
is especially explicit in the traditional marriage” (Rushing 1995: 63). Rushing does not
present this as a universal human trait, as transactional psychologists or micro-economists
might, or as a universal feature of heterosexual relations as some radical feminists might, but
rather as an African trait. In essence, Rushing makes the very bald claim that all sex in
Africa but not elsewhere, is prostitution.
Many of Rushing’s unconditional assertions have no citations. Others are blanket
statements, such as, “By all accounts, prostitution is widespread in African cities” (ibid: 71)
with citations to the same few sources, including Little (1973) and Caldwell et al (1989). He
concludes that transmission of HIV in Africa and among gays in the West depends on “sex in
which multiple partners are common. In each instance, therefore, the environment—the
behaviour of the host population—is largely responsible for the high prevalence of HIVAIDS and its distribution between males and females” (Rushing 1995:85).
Rushing and others who emphasize a ‘transactional element’ see messages in
‘African’ culture of pan-African sexual attitudes, but they seem unaware of similar messages
in non-African cultures. One feature of ‘African’ culture listed in many works as contributing
to the spread of HIV is the dependence of young women on ‘sugar daddies’, which no doubt
occurs. But to purport that the commoditization of sex is peculiar to Africa is naïve.
Transactional sex is not the norm anywhere, but its existence in rich countries is overlooked
even though it is discussed openly. The US beauty magazine, Allure, marketed to teenagers
and young women, ran a feature article entitled “Tricks for Treats” that was an instruction
manual for securing expensive gifts from wealthy men through sex (Bachrach 2002). Does
Allure’s monthly circulation of 1,000,000 signal that transactional sex is the norm in the
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United States? Teens’, women’s, and men’s magazines in the United States frequently
publish articles about non-monogamous and non-marital sex. Very often the title is a comeon and the article conveys a mixed message in much the same way that many Africans signal
a mixture of bravado and conservatism in their statements about sex and sexuality.
Another ‘African’ cultural view reported by Rushing, but also by the Caldwells and
many others, is ‘a masculine sexual ideology’, the notion that men must have many sexual
partners to be satisfied. Yet, they miss in their own countries the ubiquitous messages in that
regard. Advertising and the cinema often perpetuate the notion that men have or need
virtually limitless premarital or extra-marital sexual pairings. One US beer commercial
shows the numbers on an odometer spinning in a man’s mind as he tries to count up his
previous sexual contacts. It is the sort of message that would easily be overlooked because it
is just background noise in one’s own culture, but it seems so obvious when expressed in the
cultural context of another land. Cultural artefacts, such as the American blues song, “You
Got to Have More than One Woman (if you’re gonna get along),” recorded by Tim Hardin in
1967, are insufficient evidence that polygyny is widespread in the United States. Anyone
looking for limitless multi-partnered sex will find ‘data’ in sub-Saharan Africa, just as any
foreign censor of American or French advertising, movies, magazines, and music can find
ample proof of generalised ‘Western decadence’, if that is what is sought. With those data,
however, we are no closer to understanding a generalised epidemic of HIV in one region but
not in the other.
The Caldwell works are standard references for African sexuality studies, and their
uncritical use is common, as is an article by Philipson and Posner (1995). The authors admit
that they are not African specialists, but rational-choice theorists who had applied their
method to the AIDS epidemic in the United States. Their methodology is interesting, and
some of their policy recommendations for Africa are appropriate, such as educating women
and targeting STDs. But on the basis of very little information about Africa, they declare:
“We now explain the course of the disease in Africa and the differences from the experience
in the United States” (Philipson and Posner 1995: 836). As rational-choice economists whose
work focuses on the United States, where did they get their information on the course of HIV
in Africa? Of the thirty-seven footnotes (excluding purely explanatory notes or references to
data-sets), nine refer to the Caldwell/Quiggin works, eight to themselves, and three to Barnett
and Blaikie. It would be comforting to think that nobody pays attention to unsupported
broadsides about African sexuality, but the authors express their appreciation for the helpful
comments of “participants in a seminar at the World Bank, where an earlier version of this
paper was presented” (ibid: 845).
As in so many other works on this subject, the use of language is very important in
conveying an impression about African sexuality, rather than quantifying its contribution to
HIV transmission. One way is to use a categorical statement in the text that is modified in an
endnote. Philipson and Posner state: “Another factor contributing to the later peak of the
disease in Africa is the greater prevalence of female prostitution there than in Europe and
North America” (ibid: 838). This statement is followed by an endnote that reads in part: “We
are not aware of any reliable worldwide census of prostitutes. The statement in the text is
therefore conjectural, but it appears to be well supported. See especially Caldwell and
Caldwell, . . . Barnett and Blaikie, . . .” (Philipson and Posner 1995: 846 n. 22).
Moving from formal prostitution to other forms of sexual interaction, the authors
state: “The frequency of non-marital sex in Africa appears to be very high by world
standards” (ibid: 840). The citation for that is Caldwell et al (1989). The frequency appears to
be high is not a phrase commonly used in statistical analyses about other parts of the world, at
least not in ones that get a hearing at the World Bank and get published in established
academic journals. And the authors build from there. Having “established” the prevalence of
prostitution, they use it to explain the male-female ratio and the overall prevalence of HIV,
considering only behavioural factors. A wider reading of the literature would have uncovered
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the biological reasons why women are more vulnerable to transmission than men in
heterosexual relations, which is certainly an important variable in explaining the male-female
ratio.
The intention of the authors is surely not to perpetuate racial stereotypes. Many
Westerners have little correct information about Africa, and they rely on experts whose views
seem plausible because they resonate in the Western mind. By conventional standards, the
Caldwells qualify as experts because they have published scores of articles, and the large
number of citations in each article makes their argument seem well founded, or at least
daunting. Citing the Caldwells has become pro forma in the 1990s and the 2000s, although
some of their evidence dates from the 1920s. The same ethnographic reports appear in many
articles; many of the works they cite date from the colonial era; some are of dubious scholarly
value; and many do not provide data relevant to their hypothesis.355 In spite of the plethora of
citations, subsequent authors should examine critically the claim of African exceptionalism.
Nicholas Ford is another author who has argued explicitly that the difference in rates
of multi-partnered sex is the crucial variable in explaining the “global pattern of transmission
of HIV/AIDS” (Ford 1994: 84). He asserts that: “HIV transmission has been much faster in
societies where there are high levels of unprotected sexual interaction with prostitutes, who
have very many sexual partners, than in societies where the majority of people have few or
moderate numbers of partners in their lifetime” (ibid: 88). Such a statement could be a
hypothesis with a ceteris paribus condition: all other things being equal, two countries
otherwise identical (in income distribution, gender relations, migration patterns, nutrition,
access to health care, etc.) will differ in their rates of HIV according to difference in their
rates of sexual partner change. As a hypothesis to be tested, the statement works. But Ford
does not offer any data to show that countries with higher rates of HIV have higher levels of
unprotected multi-partnered sex. Instead of data, he offers speculation and generalisations,
such as: “in parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America rapid social change may be expected to
have had an impact upon patterns of sexual interaction,” and “It is often held that one of the
effects of modernization in Africa has been the dismantling of many of the traditional
constraints on pre-marital sexual activity” (ibid: 88). Those statements are probably true,
although he offers no evidence, but are hardly a basis for health policy, since the dismantling
of many of the traditional constraints on pre-marital sexual activity in the United States and
Europe has not led to a heterosexual epidemic of HIV. Finally, he offers Thailand as a casestudy of HIV/AIDS in all of the developing world. He fails to mention that Thailand is a
highly idiosyncratic case. The extent of intravenous drug use and the existence of an exportoriented sex industry make Thailand quite irrelevant for drawing conclusions about AIDS in
Africa or Latin America.356
The United Nations Population Fund published an AIDS Update 1999 in which the
largest of several text boxes was entitled “Promiscuity, and the Primacy of Cultural Factors:
A Lethal Mixture in Africa” (UNFPA 1999: 6). UNFPA was promoting the ‘promiscuity’
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The 1985 report for the World Bank provides the “full range of evidence” (Caldwell and
Caldwell 1987: 434 Notes) for the 1987 article which they in turn cite as the foundation
of the 1989 work (Caldwell et al 1989: 185). The works cited in the 1985 report include
approximately twenty-five from 1920 to 1960, seventeen from the 1960s, thirty from the
1970s plus twenty-five more from a 1973 collection of earlier works, thirty from the
1980s, and forty-two citations of their own works. In 1985, when the Caldwells cited
field reports from the early 1970s, they were roughly contemporary. Authors who cite the
Caldwells in the late 1990s or now are using data that are at least thirty years old.
Latin America may indeed begin to resemble the Thai case. Intervention by the Thai
government has resulted in a shift in sex tourism, in particular with children, to Latin
America. Drug use is also more common in some Latin countries than in Africa and
provides another source of risk for the region (Stillwaggon 2000).
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paradigm in spite of the 1995 WHO report and the 1999 UNAIDS study that rejected any
empirical basis for the argument (Cleland and Ferry 1995; UNAIDS 1999).
The media also continue to perpetuate an unsubstantiated but potent image of a lusty,
ancestral African careening headlong for doom because of sexual behaviour. An article about
AIDS in South Africa in The Economist exhibits the sleight-of-hand so common in writing
about Africa, perhaps not realised by its author. The article opens with a brief vignette about
a truck driver at the Zimbabwe-South Africa border. Border delays compel the truckers to
stay overnight, and it is cheaper to stay with a prostitute than to pay for a hotel room. One
trucker is reported to say, in front of his buddies (introducing possible bias in his estimate),
that he sleeps with thirty women a month. Then the article reports on the extent of the AIDS
epidemic in South Africa. At no point does it provide data on sexual practices of the people
who are not truck drivers, their wives, or their commercial sex partners. It makes no further
mention of why HIV is so prevalent, so it does not explicitly make the argument that higher
rates of multi-partnering are adequate to explain the HIV epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa.
But it certainly leaves the impression that having 360 partners a year is the real South Africa,
and concludes that, besides retrovirals, “[t]he other way to curb AIDS is to persuade people
to sleep around less and to use condoms more” (The Economist 2000).
Influential works within the behavioural paradigm
Western notions of African hyper-sexuality pervade the AIDS discourse, and those
notions have been reinforced by the extensive reliance on the Caldwell/Quiggin hypothesis,
as in the works above, which are largely without nuance. Because of that background,
imprecise language can perpetuate notions of African exceptionalism, even in works that do
not promote that view internationally, which comprise the second category within the
behavioural paradigm. This section discusses two examples of influential works that look at
a more complex web of social and economic factors that influence behaviour. I have
intentionally chosen works of scholars whose contributions are important to show the way
that language can have unintended consequences.
Most of Tony Barnett and Piers Blaikie’s book AIDS in Africa: Its Present and Future
Impact (1992) focuses on the social and economic effects of AIDS in Africa. One chapter,
however, attempts to explain the social and economic causes of the rapid spread of HIV in a
region of Uganda by means of a hypothetical model of sexual networking that depends on the
premise of transactional sex. The authors offer a nuanced socio-economic argument and
acknowledge that behaviours they posit in Uganda are seen elsewhere in the world. Because
Barnett and Blaikie’s work is often quoted and misquoted as evidence for high rates of multipartnered sex, it is important to note that they only offered a hypothetical scenario for
economic forces that propelled the epidemic.
Their explanation should involve two steps: one is to establish that there were
economic conditions that could have provoked an epidemic of HIV through a change in
behaviour. That theoretical part is done effectively, showing the difference in economic
power that could promote the use of sex as a commodity for survival. The second step,
however, would be to show that such a change in behaviour in fact occurred to an extent
sufficient to provoke the epidemic through high mean rate of partner change and high
variance in rates of partner change. Those data are not available, so they provide four
vignettes as argument. But the vignettes offered cannot substitute for the missing data
because they do not explain how an epidemic of HIV of such magnitude could have resulted
from the situations described. In one of the vignettes, “Zeinab, aged 30, runs a lodge by the
customs house. She has a male companion, who contributes to her household but she does not
see this as a permanent relationship” (Barnett and Blaikie 1992: 82). It is hard to see how this
is any different from: Cathy, aged 30, works for an editorial house in Manhattan. She has a
live-in boyfriend but does not think they will get married. What have we established about a
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heterosexual epidemic of HIV with this information? But later writers treat the Barnett and
Blaikie hypothesis as a proven fact (see Philipson and Posner 1995; Rushing 1995).
Scant reference to non-behavioural factors and selective use of language make
African sexuality appear more different from Western sexuality than it is. Writing about the
effect of HIV on fertility in sub-Saharan Africa, Simon Gregson employs a widely used
fertility model. He points out a weakness of the model—that age at first marriage is assumed
to coincide with first exposure to intercourse—and states: “In many sub-Saharan African
societies this represents an unsustainable simplification,” (Gregson 1994: 657). That is surely
true, but it is also true in North America, Latin America, and Europe. He continues: “long
term sexual unions frequently take a number of different, often unofficial forms” (ibid). The
language enforces the notion that Africans are a special case, although that was surely not the
author’s intent. The problem here, as in so much work on African sexuality, is not that the
statement is incorrect, but rather that it is correct for most regions of the world and so does
not explain a heterosexual AIDS epidemic in Africa.
This is actually the main problem with the AIDS-in-Africa discourse from a
pragmatic standpoint. Blatantly racial arguments in scholarly literature are relatively few, and
bald statements that differences in rates of multi-partnered sex adequately explain differences
in rates of HIV are becoming less common. Much more common are works that begin from a
tacit behavioural assumption that is comparative in nature, without providing comparative
data to support that paradigm, and without addressing other possible explanations for the
intensity of the African AIDS epidemic, for which we have better data. The works contain
too many broad, unsupported assertions that draw attention to presumed differences in
behaviour that resonate in the Western mind. They draw attention away from the glaring
differences in nutrition, clean water, waste disposal, and access to health care between rich
and poor countries which are critical factors in disease transmission but are less sexy and lack
the culturally confirming ring of racial stereotypes.
Translating a paradigm into policy
The third category of works within the behavioural paradigm comprises policy
documents that, while they might acknowledge social and economic factors, offer only
behavioural solutions. As Schön (1979) explained, the critical role of the generative
metaphor is problem setting. This step precedes and defines problem solving within the
parameters set by the paradigm.
One of the most important policy documents of the 1990s on HIV/AIDS is the World
Bank’s Confronting AIDS: Public Priorities in a Global Epidemic (1997). Although the book
mentions numerous factors that influence HIV transmission, its overall plan derives from the
behavioural paradigm. In discussing sexual behaviour as a determinant of HIV prevalence,
Confronting AIDS cites Caldwell et al (1989). It also mentions the WHO survey of
behavioural risk factors, without mentioning that it resoundingly refuted the behavioural
explanation of differentials in HIV spread (Cleland and Ferry 1995). Confronting AIDS bases
its policy recommendations on thirty-one cost-effectiveness studies for HIV prevention. Of
the twenty-two studies reported in Appendix A of Confronting AIDS, eighteen are about
condom use, one about needle exchange, and three pertain to STD treatment. Of nine trial
interventions reported in Appendix B, five deal with sex workers and needle sharers; three
are population-level interventions for treatment of symptomatic STDs, social marketing of
condoms, and safe blood supply. Only one is a model of AZT treatment of mothers to prevent
vertical transmission; and that study, unlike the others, is only hypothetical. None of the costeffectiveness studies deals with general health, nutrition, or other variables associated with
infectious disease transmission, although the body of the report makes reference to those
factors. The resulting focus of Confronting AIDS—adapting the behaviour of sex workers
and injecting drug users—should be very useful for middle-income or transition-economy
countries with nascent or concentrated epidemics. In fact, Confronting AIDS is a good
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resource for many aspects of AIDS-related economic issues. But its approach and
conclusions are inadequate for most of Africa and other regions with extreme poverty and
generalised epidemics.
The United States organisations and other bilateral aid agencies whose stated purpose
is human development and poverty reduction have yet to address the socio-economic context
in which AIDS has arisen. The International Labour Organisation and a number of other
organisations promote workplace interventions to prevent HIV. But those interventions go
little beyond end-game strategies of condom distribution in the workplace. Changing the
workplace, the work, who gets the jobs, and the remuneration for work are all possible
components of a workplace strategy for HIV prevention, but they are not considered in a
policy that narrowly focuses on the last possible moment to prevent HIV. Scores of reports
from international organisations and consulting firms rework cost estimates for condomdistribution and peer-education programmes that measure inputs but not outputs and fail to
address the social and economic conditions that lead to behaviours they are attempting to
modify.357

CONCLUSION
What distinguishes a large percentage of Africans, Asians, and Latin Americans from
most Europeans and North Americans is not extraordinary behaviour but poverty. Effective
prevention depends on recognising the real commonalities among people, as well as the real
differences. The behavioural paradigm and its assumption of African exceptionalism largely
determine the questions that can be asked and the solutions that can be proposed in the AIDS
research and AIDS-prevention policy for Africa and other profoundly poor populations. As
Kuhn pointed out: “one of the things a scientific community acquires with a paradigm is a
criterion for choosing problems that, while the paradigm is taken for granted, can be assumed
to have solutions. To a great extent these are the only problems that the community will
admit as scientific or will encourage its members to undertake” (Kuhn 1970: 37). By
accepting the wrong paradigm, the AIDS discourse has failed to ask the right questions, and
we have lost well over two decades in understanding the complexity of AIDS, especially
among poor, malnourished people.
Throughout this Unit we have been examining that the values that are upheld in the
practice of good science are quite different from those that are associated with science in the
mainstream media. The actual history of scientific practice does not always exhibit these
values, as we witnessed in Unit 6. The chief characteristic of modern science carried forward
to this day from campaigns in the 1600s and even earlier is the principle that nothing about
the human condition and the world around us is known with absolute certainty. No empirical
claim based on evidence gathered through careful research is ever proposed as an absolute,
indubitable truth. No matter how extensive and painstaking and careful a research
investigation may have been, no good scientist presents results which can never be
challenged by the outcome of some further investigation. In the empirical sciences, a theory
is never supposed to be irrevocable or finalised by evidence with absolute certainty. No
claim in an empirical science is regarded as an inevitable necessity; and nothing is ever ruled
out as an absolute impossibility. Our present state of knowledge in any domain of research is
always open to correction, expansion or rejection in the light of new evidence or a new
analysis of known data. This perpetual openness to revision marks the very critical
difference between scientific creed and the many popular varieties of dogma, including
fundamentalism of every stripe. The ‘modern scientific’ spirit inherited from the 17th century
meticulously stops short of demanding absolute certainty about any empirical posit.
357
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So as a professional medical care practitioner you have an ethical responsibility to
maintain a critical distance from the claims, directives and protocols that are presented as
absolutely known to be true and are sancrosanct—claims about AIDS that people are afraid to
challenge. No scientific claim is sacrosanct. By its nature, the results of scientific
investigation are normally expected to be replicable, and their interpretation is always open to
review and controversy.
In section 1 of this unit, seven basic assumptions about HIV and AIDS are spelled
out. These are widely accepted hypotheses—not proven facts—waiting further evidence to
establish with greater confidence, or open to revision in light of new evidence or a clearer,
simpler, more economic interpretation of the data.
In section 2, reasons will be given why it is ethical to hold yourself obligated to your
community, as a health care professional, to resist believing everything you hear on the radio,
in church, in school, and on the job. , and you have to consider carefully what you read in the
dailies, in textbooks, and in professional journals as well. Yet they appear in the media and
in professional arenas as if they are incontrovertible. It is difficult to shift from believing
what is popular and has become the ‘received view’. It takes a professional committed to
community health care and integrity to resist accepting what everybody assumes must be true
because they have heard it repeated so many times.

DISCUSSION questions for Unit 7
1)

Consider the following description in a newspaper article which was titled “PRISON—
A HOTBED FOR HIV.” In the next sentence the story reported: “the vast majority of
HIV-positive inmates contract the virus before they enter prison. But some men
become infected inside.”358 In the statistical terms, the “some” who became HIV
positive were 88 out of 45,000 inmates over fifteen years. That represents an
infectivity rate of less than 1 per 1000 inmates per year.359

How do you evaluate the accuracy of the title of the news article in
light of the statistical data presented in the article?
2)

African Women Theologians have promised in their Ecumenical Response to
HIV/AIDS Plan of Action (2002) the following:
1. We will challenge the traditional gender roles and power relations within our
churches and church institutions which have contributed to the disempowerment
of women and consequently to the spread of HIV/AIDS.
2. We will combat sexual violence, abuse and rape…
3. We will address gender roles and relations that contribute tot eh vulnerability of
women and girls to HIV infection.
4. We will support organisations that help young women to negotiate safer sexual
relationships.

What recommendations might you make if you were asked by
AWT to enhance their plan of action to more directly address the

358
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Kalb and Murr (2006, p. 45). “Battling a black epidemic,” Newsweek May 15, pp. 42-48.
D. Brown, “Study refutes idea that many inmates get HIV in prison—surprise finding was
frequency of sex with staff.” Washington Post. April 21, 2006—as cited by H.H. Bauer,
op.cit. (2007: 240).
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problems confronting their communities that are designated as the threat of
HIV.
3)

Recall at the end of section 1 of this Unit, that Kary Mullis is reported as responding
to media querying his public statements about the relation between HIV and AIDS he
said: “I’m not a lifeguard, I’m a scientist. And I get up and say exactly what I think.
I’m not going to change the facts around because I believe in something and feel like
manipulating somebody’s behaviour by stretching what I really know.”
Compare the ethical obligation to the general public that scientists hold and that
public health workers carry. In your opinion are they very are different as Kary
Mullis says, or, in what ways are they similar?

Manchester, UK April 11, 2013: 360
Here is a headline from a UK newspaper: Manchester man lives with HIV for 30 years without
medication – but now begins treatment for first time
Mancunian Matters by Glen Keogh
“A Manchester man has managed to live with HIV for 30 years without taking
medication usually needed by sufferers to survive – but this week he finally had to begin
treatment. Michael Snaith, 57, of Collyhurst, has until now defied the advice of friends and
medical experts and shunned conventional treatment which prolongs the lives of those
affected. Furthermore, he puts the miraculous longevity of his life with the disease down to
sheer luck.”
He is now being treated with ARVs because he has an upper respiratory infection, and
his CD4 blood cell count is high. So his doctor decided he now has finally contracted AIDS.
Dr. Claus Köhnlein in Germany observes that a 2001 study indicates CD4 counts are
low in the patients with TB. Snaith may have TB or pneumonia or perhaps another condition
which requires a different treatment. By researching his situation online, Snaith pursued
what is available and learned about this study online by reaching out to other HIV+ people
who have lived long and healthy lives:
http://livingwithouthivdrugs.com,
http://rethinkingaids.com
http://howpositiveareyou.com
Snaith does not want to take ARVs and yet he wants effective treatment for his chest
infection.

What should he do? Is his doctor ethically obligated to learn
about the study and re-assess his diagnosis and prescription?
Should Snaith be charged with non-compliance if he decides to
stop treatment and find alternative medical attention from a doctor who
will read and consider the 2001 study?
C) Suppose a patient of your clinic discovers these websites at the advice
of his physician:

360

Posted Wednesday, April 10, 2013 - 08:04 <Mancunianmatters.co.uk/content/10049748manchester-man-lives-hiv-30-years-without-medication-–-now-begins-treatment-first-t>
Accessed April 11, 2013
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Your clinic’s outpatient has been living in Germany and has been receiving
excellent care at hospitals and private clinics. For thirty years he has been healthy, and
HIV negative. Then he lived in the USA. He contracted a serious upper respiratory
infection and his CD4 blood cell count was low. He was then diagnosed with AIDS,
and told he should go on anti-retrovirals. But on the advice of his physician, Dr. Claus
Köhnlein who kept him in good health for thirty years, he has taken note of a 2001
study that reveals HIV-negative individuals with tuberculosis and with pneumonia
develop low CD4 counts. He needs to seek a second opinion to determine if he needs
treatment for tuberculosis or for pneumonia. But he has already acquired the
prescription by a doctor who prescribes AZT. The doctor is not interested in receiving
information from the patient about the 2001 study, and is insulted by the suggestion
that there is something suspect about the diagnosis. He is ill. To escape incarceration
and forced feeding of AZT, he has fled to his home town in Ghana. He is looking for a
second opinion and evaluation of his low CD4 cell count in light of the 2001 research
that HIV negative people presenting low CD4 cell counts have TB.

a)

Evaluate this situation on ethical grounds. Is the doctor from
Germany showing ethical responsibility for continuing to provide
his former patient of thirty years with up to date information that
may be pertinent to his current condition?

b)

Does the patient have a duty to himself to seek the best diagnosis
which will yield the medication he needs?

c)

Is the doctor supplying a possibly inaccurate diagnosis ethically
correct to charge the patient with non-compliance?

d)

Is the patient morally culpable for non-compliance? Should he
receive a second opinion?

e)

Does a doctor have an ethical obligation to keep pace with
knowledge of the literature relevant to his cases, and to maintain a
flexible view of test results and their implications for diagnosis?

Consider the response to this case of a physician in Germany
specialising in oncology and other internal diseases, who treats many
patients who wish to avoid DNA interference drug regimens. In light of
Dr. Köhnlein’s reflections, evaluate the theoretical implications of this
case on ethical grounds. Should there be an obligation to consider a
broader range of diagnostic possibilities in cases where test results
illuminate the breadth of uncertainty about pathogenesis over decades,
such as an HIV+ test result is now able to do?
Dr. Claus Köhnlein asks:
“Could we safely conclude [from the case in Manchester] that since HIV doesn't
cause disease directly, that the HIV+ status reflects something else---but something that
doesn't necessarily cause an illness for decades?? And then does? This brings back the notion
of a disease with a latent period of decades! Or could these cases be so rare that unusual
coincidences might be involved? Decades-long HIV+ and healthy, then some sort of ailment
that is not obviously diagnosable and therefore ascribed to HIV?
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UNIT

8
Principles of causal explanation,
fallacies of causal reasoning,
and polemical ploys

Introduction
Section 1 Different meanings of ‘cause’
Section 2 Basic principles for seeking the cause of a studied effect
Section 3 The importance of eliminative inductivism and criteria for assessing hypotheses
Section 4 Fallacies of causal reasoning
•
post hoc ergo propter hoc
•
confusing cause and effect
•
confusing a correlation with a causal connection
•
overlooking (ignoring, neglecting) a common (underlying) cause
•
Genetic fallacy
Section 5 Fallacies of irrelevance and polemical ploys
•
Ad hominem reasoning
•
Illegitimate appeal to authority
•
Appeal to emotions (vanity, pity, fear)
•
Appeal to consequences or threats or force
•
Circularity (begging the question)
•
Equivocation
Section 6 Statistical improprieties, fallacies based on poor sampling
• Pseudo-precision (semi-attached figures)
• Hasty generalisation (insufficient evidence) sometimes due to misplaced
vividness, anecdotal evidence, jumping to conclusions based on insufficient
evidence
• Grandstanding (appeal to the elite masses, to consensus)
Section 7: Standard claims about the AIDS epidemic in Africa that are based on erroneous
statistics
Conclusion and exercises for all sections

Suggested solutions to the exercises in sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6

INTRODUCTION
In this unit the basic principles followed for studying the causes of illness and public
health problems generally will be spelled out. These basic principles of causal reasoning
were described by J.S. Mill in the late eighteenth century, yet the same principles still capture
the essence of all research design into seeking the cause of disease. These principles are very
rudimentary for non-experts to grasp, and can be mastered well enough to realise in many
cases when they are neglected or violated.
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More complicated than the methods of finding the cause of a particular set of
symptoms is the notion of ‘cause’ itself. The relation of cause and effect is sometimes
obscure because various kinds of relation are implied by different statements that have the
structure or implication ‘X is the cause of Y’. The context also calls for different kinds of
causal analysis: for instance in forensic science the question of who is to blame for a death is
going to require a different kind of causal connection than the question of what caused the
aortic artery to puncture. These different meanings of causal statements will be looked at first
(in section 1). Still, the fundamental principles that are spelled out (in section 2) as the
foundation for determining when X might be a possible cause of Y apply generally.
In this unit you will come to appreciate why the discovery of a cause of an illness is
proposed as a conjecture, never with absolute certainty. The process of a degenerative
disease, or a contagion, or an allergy, may be extremely complicated and sometimes the
patterns of development vary from person to person, from population to population, and
region to region. Usually in medical research, when an adequately effective curative agent is
found, or when some effective prevention is discovered like a vaccine, then it is decided that
there is a sufficient basis for claiming we know something about the cause of the illness
under investigation—even though experts may not even be able to explain exactly how or
why the prevention or intervention works. It is not uncommon in the history of pathology,
that we are unable to actually spell out the process and the antecedent conditions of a
particular illness even if we know how to prevent it from occurring. Some processes are
familiar but still a mystery; it is still not clear why aspirin has the homeostatic effect that it
does, that is, an analgesic works to normalise your temperature if you are running a fever, for
instance, but when your temperature is already normal, taking aspirin will not lower it.
The discovery of an effective response to eliminate or curtail an effect is, at any rate,
sufficient reason to end the search for a complete understanding of the cause of that effect. If
a given approach to cure or prevention is unsuccessful, then in the course of normal science
alternative approaches are pursued. Rival hypotheses are drawn up, tested arduously, and the
hypothesis which prevails when others are knocked out by available evidence contradicting
them is the ‘winner’ so to speak, and we accept that hypothesis provisionally, until new
evidence reveals it to require revision or rejection and replacement by a new contender. This
method of modern science is called eliminative inductivism and will be discussed (in section
3) because its notable absence from the course of normal HIV and AIDS research over the
last thirty years is cause for concern.
Sections 4-6 present different shortcomings and diversions from providing good
reasons for believing a hypothesis. If the principles of causal analysis are not followed
properly, mistaken conclusions are inevitable; these are called causal fallacies and discussed
in section 4. Other types of mistakes in the explanation of disease follow from confusing
motives for believing a theory to be true with good logical reasons for believing a theory or
explanation to be true. People are easily misled by all kinds of irrelevant considerations, and
it is these sorts of persuasive rhetoric that will be discussed in section 5. In section 6
mistakes that arise in the misuse and explicit abuse of statistics in supporting claims about the
causes and remedies of illness. Exercises are provided at the end of each section and
suggested solutions for all the exercises appear at the end of the Unit.

SECTION 1: Different meanings of ‘X is the cause of Y’
It’s normally presumed that there is such a thing as the clearly determinable “cause in
fact” which is also referred to as “the actual cause” or the real cause of an event or
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situation.361 But in fact there are diverse meanings that are accurately associated with
causal hypotheses that convey X is the cause of Y, and there are various methods for
assessing these causal claims due to their different meanings and implications. It is
impossible to adopt one method or standard for determining the credibility of all causal
claims. But in searching among antecedent conditions which are the most likely to be
responsible for the effect under scrutiny, we can rely on a basic framework for setting up
experimental designs. But more than one causal hypothesis can be correct in describing the
conditions responsible for the very same effect. This is because the truth of an answer to
What caused Y? depends upon the motivation for asking the question.
Most of the time in medical research, where Y is a disease or illness or epidemic or
other pathogenic effect, the question, ‘What causes Y?’ expresses a motivation to find a way
to avoid Y from occurring or worsening or spreading in future. Frequently the causal
network is simply too complex to permit us to identify a complete set of conditions that
brings about a specific effect. The effort expended by medical scientists in search of
additional necessary conditions for a particular type of event depends largely on practical
concerns, such as how much knowledge is necessary to control the causal process, rather than
pursuing theoretical concerns, such as achieving knowledge of a set of jointly sufficient
conditions.
Not only are effects of every kind usually over-determined (that is, many factors are
necessary, none of which are sufficient in isolation), the type of answer sought when someone
asks ‘Did X cause Y?’ will vary depending upon the meaning of ‘cause’ invoked. In this
section we will consider this multiplicity of the meanings of cause in a very rudimentary and
logistical way with a very practical goal in view. Without going deeply into the metaphysical
nature of cause and effect, we need to deal with the ambiguity of causal claims to be able to
manage the inquiries raised about the causes of actions and other events typically associated
with criminal allegations and with the determination of legal culpability
INDEPENDENTLY NECESSARY AND JOINTLY SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
Sometimes we refer to a set of causal conditions as being individually necessary and
jointly sufficient for some event to occur. For example the conditions necessary to cause
germination in viable grass seed are: (1) water is applied in appropriate amounts, (2) suitable
atmospheric temperature (3) light, and (4) oxygen. When all of these conditions are present
jointly in the appropriate degree (proportions vary for different types of grass), the
combination is sufficient to cause germination in viable seeds. Perhaps only because humans
have been engaged in agriculture for thousands of years, our understanding of the cause of
seed germination is so definitive. However, even when the causes of some type of event are
fairly well understood, it is rather unusual to be able to specify complete sets of conditions
that are individually necessary and jointly sufficient for the occurrence of the event.
PROBABILISTIC CAUSE
We may instead be speaking of a probabilistic cause. For example, in the statement:
Heavy smoking causes lung cancer. Here, heavy smoking is cited as an antecedent condition
whose occurrence makes the presence of the condition under investigation more probable
than it would be in the absence of the antecedent condition. Another example follows.
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Dental caries, the localised destruction of tooth tissue by microorganisms, is a
process familiar to some of you, and this process is well understood by medical scientists.
There are three main causal factors: (1) host (saliva and teeth); (2) bacteria (streptococcus);
(3) diet (high intake of simple carbohydrates). Experiments have shown that rats fed through
stomach tubes do not get cavities even when the caries-producing S. mutans is present.
Similarly, rats do not get cavities in their teeth when they are fed orally if their mouths are
kept sterile. It would seem then that the presence of teeth, micro-organisms, and food are
individually necessary and jointly sufficient for cavities in rats. However, rats do not always
develop cavities under these circumstances—although they do develop cavities at a ‘normal
rate’. Some rats, like some humans, apparently are able to resist cavities better than others.
For this reason, we would say that the presence of teeth, micro-organisms, and a food supply
jointly form a probabilistic cause of tooth decay, but not a sufficient causal condition for
tooth decay. If the food supply and micro-organisms were sufficient there would be cavities
every time these conditions obtain. But in fact some further necessary conditions may be
specifiable in this case—for example, lack of fluoride protection of the tooth enamel, or
genetic susceptibility to tooth infection, or pre-natally acquired susceptibility due to
administration of antibiotics to the pregnant mother.
PROXIMATE CAUSE
Bearing in mind the image of a ‘causal chain’ or ‘causal network’ of events
introduced above, an obvious meaning of ‘cause’ is a proximate cause—the causal event
nearest in time and place to the effect under investigation, in a chain or array of events.
Example1: The gunshot victim died in hospital because his lungs filled with fluid due to an
allergic reaction to the anaesthetic and so he stopped breathing.
Example2: The boy died of rabies from the feral dog that bit him, and he was not properly
treated afterward.
Example3 The French Concorde aircraft burst into flames because one of the tires hit a piece
of scrap metal lying on the runway during take-off.
AGENT AS CAUSE
In another familiar sense, ‘cause’ refers to causal agent—whereby the cause is
attributed to an individual or corporate entity with an intention, motive, or purpose for
bringing about the effect.
Example1: The gunshot victim died because he was shot by a jealous husband.
Example2: The fifteen unarmed tribal elders en route to Kabul yesterday were killed in the
anti-terrorist bombing campaign waged by the United States.
Example3: The boy died because of his father’s negligence, since he allowed the child to play
in the area where he knew a feral dog roamed every day, and he didn’t get the child to a
doctor in time to diagnose the need for rabies shots..
Attributing causal responsibility to an agent typically, but not always, presupposes that the
agent intended the effect in question, as implied in example1. There are many the causal
responsibility is attributed to an agent’s action or failure to act but the intention to do harm or
bring damage or cause illness is not attributed to the agent, as in the second and third
examples above. In the above example2, this is effected by describing deaths of unarmed
civilians caused by the US bombing as ‘collateral casualties’ of the anti-terrorist campaign.
In example3 the father is described as negligent, so he was an unwitting or unintentional agent
of his son’s death.
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Here are two more typical examples of attributing causal agency without attributing
intention:
Example4: While performing his first by-pass operation, the surgeon became so nervous that
he waited too long before finishing and so the patient died.
And in another less obvious example:
Example5: The Korle Bu Teaching Hospital’s Child Health ward closed down for 28 months
because the administrators did not have sufficient staff or budget since the government
refused to provide an increase in wages to medical personnel who were on an industrial stopwork action.
Presumably the hospital personnel went on a strike action to create an impression and cause
some change in government’s remuneration; and presumably it was not their intended result
to have no work to do, but rather to improve their conditions of service; in this case it may be
the conflict of interests between two classes of agency: government employers and wage
workers, which is the cause of the shut down of the child care unit.
‘CAUSE’ AS A NECESSARY CONDITION
Sometimes the term ‘cause’ is used in the sense of an event that is required in order
for the effect to occur, without which the effect cannot occur. A condition is called ‘causally
necessary’ if the effect cannot occur without that antecedent or coincident condition. The
presence of oxygen or another gas that will support combustion, for example, is a necessary
causal condition for the occurrence of the house burning down due to the lightning strike.
Example: The victim died because his heart stopped pumping blood for more than ten
minutes.
Our attention often focuses on causally necessary conditions when we are interested in
eliminating some undesirable effect. When medical scientists are looking for ways to
eliminate a disease, they often focus on some necessary causal condition, such as the
mosquito carrier of yellow fever. But just discovering a necessary condition is not always
enough to satisfy the goal of intervention to prevent an undesirable outcome. No one, for
instance, would think of trying to prevent damaging forest fires due to lightening by reducing
the oxygen in the atmosphere of populated areas, even though this would be an effective
measure. Similarly, to prevent people suffocating from anaesthetics that cause allergic
reactions, it would not be an acceptable measure to operate on people without anaesthetics. It
may not even be acceptable to eliminate those affordable anaesthetics from use for the
general public that have a greater tendency to induce allergic reactions.
Returning to the study of what causes dental caries, although diet has received emphasis
recently in the study of tooth decay, research formerly focused primarily on host factors
(fluoride treatment of teeth and drinking water) and micro-organisms (the possibility of
immunisation). The complete story on what causes caries can still be regarded as unfinished.
If someday a way of preventing their occurrence altogether is found, perhaps through
introduction of a chemical change in the saliva or manipulation of a gene, provided the
procedure worked all the time and we could explain how the intervention worked, then it
might be said we had discovered the causally necessary condition for dental caries (through
its elimination). That discovery might mark a clinically appropriate or practical endpoint to
the investigation of dental caries. But there is never any guarantee that future research would
not give a clearer picture of the production of dental caries, or a more efficient means of
intercepting the process, in which case we would change our theory of dental cary
development. Claiming one has found a causally ‘necessary’ condition does not imply there
is finality or absoluteness in the discovery whereby no further alternative theories would be
appropriate to propose. In principle the floor is always open in scientific arenas for proposing
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rival explanations and alternative theoretical accounts. That is what most clearly
distinguishes scientific knowledge from dogma.
‘CAUSE’ AS A SUFFICIENT CONDITION
Sometimes the term ‘cause’ is used in the sense of causally sufficient condition. This means
that whenever the condition is present the effect is present as well. It is important to distinguish
clearly the difference between a sufficient condition from a necessary condition.
Example1: Exposure to high levels of radiation causes cancer.
This condition is not necessary for cancer to be induced, because there are other known or suspected
causes of cancer: hereditary susceptibility, toxic foods, prolonged exposure to chemical toxins, severe
stress and prolonged trauma, amyl nitrite drug abuse, certain viruses. Although a sufficient condition
to bring about the onset of the relevant cell proliferation, excessive radiation exposure is therefore not
a necessary condition for developing cancer.
Example2: The man died by a gunshot wound near his heart.
The bullet hitting his heart was sufficient to kill him; but it wasn’t what we mean by a necessary
condition because he could have died in other ways; he would have died if the shot hit him in the
head, or if he had been poisoned with arsenic by the jealous husband, or by getting hit by a truck, and
so on.
Example3: Ingestion of contaminated food causes hepatitis.
Here again, eating food contaminated with the hepatitis bacterium is called a sufficient but not
necessary condition because there are other ways of catching hepatitis: you can get it by using a
contaminated needle, or by receiving an infected blood transfusion, or by taking nevirapine which is
the recently popularised NNRI drug intended to interrupt HIV transmission from mother to child.362
Other examples where ‘cause’ indicates a sufficient condition: decapitation of a person is a causally
sufficient condition for that person’s death. Atmospheric testing of nuclear bombs is a causally
sufficient condition for producing levels of radiation that are hazardous to humans and other animals
in the areas near the test sites.
Often when we are interested in producing some desired effect, we look for a causally sufficient
condition.
Example4: Eating less than 1,500 calories per day for several weeks will cause weight loss.

It is unusual, however, to be able to isolate a single causally sufficient condition.
Usually, the term ‘sufficient condition’ is used to refer to some important causal factor that,
against a background of a complex of necessary conditions, is especially proximate, or
interesting, or easy to control.
Example5: Inadequate ingestion of calcium causes a vitamin D deficiency.
The statement does not rule out other ways of developing the deficiency: lack of
sunlight, kidney disorder, high degree of melanin in aging skin, intestinal disorders such as
Crohn’s disease, cystic fibrosis, celiac disease, and morbid obesity are other ways of
developing a deficiency of vitamin D production; so the lack of calcium intake is one way,
but it is not necessary for the resulting inadequacy.
Example6: Bringing water to a temperature of 100° C is sufficient to make the water boil.
This is true, however, only when certain necessary background conditions, such as relative
freedom of the water from impurities and normal atmospheric pressure, are operative. When the
background conditions are fairly normal, or are not subject to great fluctuation, or are not usually
under our direct control, we often ignore them and use the term ‘sufficient causal condition’ to refer
somewhat loosely to an event or process that we can control directly and that, under normal
background conditions, will produce the desired effect. A necessary condition emphatically is not a
sufficient condition: although oxygen is necessary for combustion, it is not sufficient; combustion of a
material also requires friction or an external heat source.
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See Unit 5 Appendix vi for details about the side effects of Nevirapine including fatal
hepatitis.
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SECTION 2: Principles of causal reasoning
In this section you are introduced to very basic principles of causal reasoning as
formulated by John Stuart Mill in the 1700s, methods that are still in use as the framework for
studying the causes of disease, in social studies, in the study of nature, relies on these
foundations. Although the empirical discovery of causes is an important part of our lives, the
logic of cause-and-effect reasoning carries on even though it is not completely clear what is
meant by referring to something as a ‘cause’.
• the method of difference
• the method of agreement
• the joint method of agreement and difference
• the method of concomitant variation
We can break down the procedure of investigating a cause into these four principles of
causal reasoning, provided we remember that these methods much work together, especially
the first two which are combined to form the third.
These methods don’t presume that there is any one process or relationship in nature
called ‘cause’ that is always the focus of study, underlying all the various meanings we
attribute to the word ‘cause’. We don’t even need to know what the relation is between a
cause and its effect, in order to be able to justify claiming we may have found the cause of an
effect under scrutiny. None of these metaphysical concerns matter to the medical researcher
who is seeking to know a particular cause.363 These methods are strictly practical, and quite
ineffective when used in isolation from each other. In general practice all the different
methods are used in a good study, or more than one study is used to draw conclusions, so that
the different approaches together yield results that support a good hypothesis. Just for the
purpose of exposition we separate them into four kinds—method of agreement, method of
difference (also called method of residues), joint method of agreement and difference, and
concomitant variation. But at least two of these principles have to be used together to draw a
causal conclusion, because relying upon only one alone will lead to mistakes, as we will see
in the next Unit.
method of agreement

•

Suppose a group of tourists have debarked from their KLM flight to Accra at KIA
airport, excitedly ready to visit Ghana. But many in the group begin to complain about
stomach problems, fever, extreme thirst, vomiting, diarrhoea and headache a few hours after
their arrival at their hotel. Those suffering illness all visit a clinic, where the following
pattern of investigative reasoning is pursued to discover the cause of these ailments, which
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A useful and light-hearted analogy here might be the familiar search for genuine love. It
is a coherent enterprise—one in which almost everyone engages at some point in their
lives—to search for love without bothering too much over an exhaustive and univocal
analysis of the nature and constitution of genuine love. We remain vaguely aware of there
being different kinds, and perhaps remain committed to a hierarchy of preference or
approval among these kinds, but most of us are content to leave the philosophical subject
matter at that, while we dauntlessly search for the stuff in earnest, unconcerned as to
precise definitions. Truth in general may be like that for us; causes certainly are.
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we dub E (gastro-enteritis symptoms). Suppose an inventory is made of the foods eaten
during the flight by everyone with the complaints E:
Let X = a cheese omelette, U = bacon, V = fruit salad, W = sausage, Y = a bread roll, Z =
butter on the roll, T = orange juice, S = cucumber salad.
case
1
2
3
4
nth

antecedent circumstances
X, Y, Z
X, U, V, Y
X, W, Y, Z
X, T, V, Y
X, . . .

effect under scrutiny
E
E
E
E
E

The method compares the antecedent factors of all the cases that share the effect under
scrutiny E = symptoms of gastro-enteritis (headache, vomiting, stomach pains, diarrhoea,
fever, dehydration).
S through Z are items that passengers ate on the plane. These varied among members
of the group that contracted the bad symptoms, but in common they all ate the omelette. So
this common factor X is concluded as being the cause, or part of the cause, of E. This method
does not guarantee that the cause has been found, since there is no telling from the method
whether there is not something else not yet considered and left off the list of antecedent
conditions that brought about E as well as X. And there is no telling what there was about
eating the omelette that caused E. Were the eggs spoiled? Was the cheese spoiled? Were the
eggs contaminated by bacteria from the cut on the cook’s undressed finger? Later it was
discovered that while some of the omelettes for the flight had been prepared by a cook with
an infected finger, other omelettes were prepared by another cook without any exposed
infections. So was the contamination rather due to unsanitary utensils used in making the
omelettes? Or was the contamination a consequence of poor storage prior to serving the
omelettes? Or were the utensils distributed with the packaged plates containing the omelettes
not properly sterilized and therefore contaminated? You can see that it is not possible to
prove a causal connection, given all these possible variables—there is no way to rewind
reality and re-play through the sequence of particular events and conditions that did in fact
obtain, even though in some investigations it might be appropriate to reconstruct a sequence
of the same type of conditions and events to try to replicate the same results.
•

method of difference

Suppose that a couple on the flight were served nearly identical meals. But since the
husband is allergic to eggs, he did not eat the omelette but took the vegetarian bean and
cucumber salad instead, and he gave a few tastes of that dish to his wife. So the food they ate
was identical in variety, except for the omelette that the wife alone ate. The husband did not
get sick, the wife did.
case
1 (wife)
2 (husband)

antecedent circumstances
X, Y, S, T, U, V, W
Y, S, T, U, V, W

effect for which cause is sought
E occurs
E does not occur

Since the only difference between E occurring and failing to occur is the presence of X
(eating the omelette) in the antecedent circumstances of E. Since unless X occurs, E fails to
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occur, by the method of difference the data suggests that X is the cause or an indispensable
feature of the cause or E. The method of difference is still inadequate since the real cause
might not be listed in the antecedent circumstances considered so far, in which case the
method would not able to detect the real cause.
•

joint method of agreement and difference

cases
1-h
i-n

antecedent circumstances

event or condition studies

X, S, T, U
S, T, U, V

E occurs.
E does not occur.

Here the cases that have the effect under scrutiny are grouped together, and the cases that do
not have the effect (in our example, the people on the aeroplane who did not get experience
any illness). The letters S–U represent foods that were eaten by everyone on the plane who
turned up for the inquiry. The letter V stands for an alternative food other than X (either an
omelette prepared by a different cook or another dish altogether). V is a difference between
the two groups but it is not judged to be the cause of the illness because persons who ate V
did not get present any symptoms. So although this is a difference between the two groups’
food intake, it is not a difference that is indicated by this data as causally related to the effect
in question.
The joint method is important for establishing a cause. If you just have two
individuals in your sample, one with and the other without the effect in question, then there is
no telling whether any detected difference in the antecedent conditions between them is
related to that effect or not. But if one such antecedent factor is shared by several other cases
where the effect also has occurred, then the likelihood of a causal connection is very much
increased.
•

method of concomitant variation

cases or groups antecedent circumstances
1
2

effect or condition studied

X+, Y, Z
X−, Y, Z

E+ (or E−)
E− (or E+)

Sometimes the suspected causal agent under investigation cannot be eliminated from
any of the cases. Neither the Method of Difference nor the Joint Method of Agreement and
Difference can be applied in such situations. If, however, the condition or event under study
varies in degree or strength from one case to another, then the method of concomitant
variation is a useful tool for justifying causal hypotheses.
For example, consider the causes of high blood pressure. In the United States a
hypothesis was proposed that high blood pressure is exacerbated in regions where the soils
have very low levels of selenium. Selenium is a metal found in tiny quantities in all soils.
Since selenium exists in some amount in all soils, there is no way to contrast the effects
where it is present with effects where it is absent. This fact rules out the applicability of the
method of difference or the joint method of agreement and difference. So the method of
concomitant variation is used, whereby cases are classified according to the severity or degree
of strength of the antecedent condition. The death rates related to hypertension in states
where the soil is selenium-poor (Connecticut, Illinois, Ohio, New York, Oregon,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Delaware) are three times greater than
the rates in selenium-rich areas in nine Western states. It was noted that in Arizona the
percentage of deaths due to hypertension was 41% lower than the national average.
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Individual cases were divided into severe and mild categories, or into three categories
(severe, mild and moderate). The letter X above represents the antecedent condition that
varied in strength—either positively or inversely in relation to the effect under study. Here
the death rate due to hypertension decreased directly as the selenium content of the soil
increased. So a causal connection was hypothesised between the amount of selenium
ingested through the local food chain and prevention of fatalities due to hypertension.
Another example: the method of concomitant variation was used for investigating
fatal levels of air pollution from SO2 (sulphur dioxide) in London from November 29 to
December 16, 1952.364 There is no way to eliminate sulphur dioxide from any city’s
atmosphere anywhere, so the only way to study this causal connection was to compare the
increase and decrease of the effect under study (number of deaths per day) with the daily
variation in amounts of sulphur dioxide fumes in the atmosphere from various sources. A
positive correlation was noted, and in consequence a causal connection was hypothesised
between sulphur dioxide emission levels and the daily death toll.

SECTION 3: The importance of eliminative inductivism and
criteria for assessing hypotheses
What is wrong with scientists if they cannot come out with one answer to the question
What causes AIDS? Most scientists seem to agree; what is wrong with those who reject the
accepted account of HIV and AIDS? Shouldn’t there be a final decision in the matter so we
can get on with the business of curing people?
The answer is no. Modern science places great value on the shared assumption that
we are rarely justified in concluding that there can ever be one causal hypothesis which is the
only conceivably true explanation of a disease, no matter how well that hypothesis is
substantiated by experimental or statistical evidence. For this reason the pursuit of truth
requires testing as many rival hypotheses as seem reasonable in light of all the available
evidence. The ideal picture of modern science is many researchers working in different
directions, following different hunches and reasonable speculations, directly and indirectly
contradicting each other.
Then all the hypotheses are organised into different research designs, funding is
supplied so all can be tested with equal thoroughness, usually by independent research teams
with their preferred orientations. Thus a genuine competition ensues amongst the hypotheses
and the jury is the data, the facts as they occur in the world. The winner is the hypothesis that
fails to get knocked out by the results of experiments applied to test each hypothesis.
But winning this competition never guarantees truth in science. It is presumed that
continuing investigations will unearth conflicting evidence, at which point the contradicting
data will accumulate and eventually inspire a new contender in future. This method sketched
below, deriving from the work of Galileo Galilei (Italy) in the early seventeenth century, and
in before him in the work of Ibn al Haythem in the tenth century (current day Baghdad) his
labelled ‘eliminative inductivism’:
Let H = hypothesis (antecedent clause)
R = test result description or observation sentence (consequent clause)
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B. MacMahon, T. Pugh, J. Ipsen (1960) Epidemiologic Methods, Boston: Little Brown,
p.6.
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1. Assume a hypothesis (H) is true, (hence in the title Hypothetico- )
2. and deduce the particular experimental results (R) that one would expect to observe given
H were true (hence in the title -Deductive).
3. Perform the appropriate experiments and record one’s observed results (R).
4. Conclude on the basis of observing the expected results (R) that the hypothesis which led
one to expect them is true.
Even more skeletally, here is a sketch of the pattern of reasoning called the Hypotheticodeductive method for confirming a hypothesis.
(premise 1)
(premise 2)
(conclusion)

If H is true then R will be observed as a result of testing.
R is observed.
H is true.

This is called a CONFIRMATION of hypothesis H; it is not a deductive proof of H.
Indeed, this pattern of reasoning constitutes a deductive fallacy—it is a deductively invalid
argument! This is because even if the premises are true, they cannot guarantee that the
conclusion must be true. The conclusion might be true or it might be false under conditions
that make the premises true; so the truth of the premises does not logically ensure the truth of
the conclusion. Hence we can never be absolutely certain that an empirical hypothesis is true
on the basis of testing it and finding the experimental results cohere with what one would
expect. No amount of experimental evidence can do more than warrant the likelihood—
perhaps the overwhelming likelihood—that a hypothesis is true. For there is always the
possibility that future reliable test results or other evidence may contradict expectations
deduced from the hypothesis. So we say experimental results R can confirm (though they
never prove) the hypothesis H.
In brief, unless work on a problem involves more than one hypothesis to test, in order to see if
its deductive consequences are confirmed in experimental settings or instead contradicted, we
are not doing proper scientific research.
Disregarding eliminative inductivism in modern science
The problem with the way the HIV AIDS establishment suppresses alternative
theories that contradict the principle that HIV = AIDS is not a matter of usurping individual
researchers’ rights to funding, nor of individual freedom to do research. Such rights and
freedoms don’t exist for their own sake, as perhaps the right to vote, or the right to adequate
nutrition and access to primary health care may exist. The problem with the suppression of
free investigation here is an impediment of scientific method as construed since the
seventeenth century.
In pharmaceutical development and the study of disease, research is chiefly profit
driven. Funding may not be sufficient in an area of medicine to support the full range of
plausible hypotheses concerning a particular disease because the motivation and demand to
pursue a cure or preventive strategy are missing. The pharmaceutical industry is so capital
intensive that the range of hypotheses under study may be curtailed simply in an effort to
control the patents emanating from potentially productive research. Research is not pursued
if the expected outcome will be drugs for which the market is not expect to be profit oriented.
In consequence, important and promising directions for medical research in Africa are
neglected because they are not likely to yield lucrative results.
Kofi Annan publicized at the UN General Assembly in 2004 a worrying increase in
the prevalence of infection among African women now in their twenties. In particular, a
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definite causal relation between famine in Ghana in 1983 and children’s growth rates has
been widely and firmly established by Prof. Richard Biritwum, former Vice Dean of Korle
Bu Teaching Hospital in Accra. He has demonstrated steadily over the last thirty years that
children in Goma Fetteh born during or immediately after the famine in 1983 were not only
deprived of average healthy birth weights as you’d expect, but subsequently their puberty was
retarded as well, especially the girls, who reached their menses later in life than their
counterparts borne before and well after the famine period. Famine in utero affects the
endocrine system’s functioning in later development, and hormone deficiencies are
standardly recognised to affect auto-immune dysfunction. To show this might help to
illuminate a link between micronutrient deficiency of mothers and the development of AIDS
in their children. I have asked routinely physicians, scientists and public health researchers
about this hypothesis and they all have concurred that the like between micromalnourishment during foetal development and immuno-deficiency is an important and
interesting research agenda for Ghana and the economically developing world. Yet it is not
funded here. It has not even been considered.365

Criteria of good hypotheses
Of course it would be overly doctrinaire to state didactically that every and any
conjecture must be testable in order to count as a legitimately scientific hypothesis. That is
just too rigid; there are hypotheses that carry valuable plausibility even though the technology
required to collect the data has not yet been developed. So regularly there is no way at the
time of making a conjecture any way to determine its truth or falsity. This does not
automatically render the conjecture worthless, by any means. Theory pushes the inspiration
and motivation for developing new technology for studying outer space for instance. In
mathematics, non-Euclidean geometries were created for their own sake, as deductive
exercises of interest, at the turn of the 20th century—and many centuries ago by Islamic
mathematical scholars. At the time they were devised these systems had no application. It
took sixty years before Malinowski’s geometry space where straight lines are all replaced by
hyperbolas had any use in the empirical world: a revolutionary application by Einstein to map
his newly conceived field theory physical domains brought empirical significance to
Malinowski’s geometry as a practical, confirmable theory of space.
Even though a theory of epidemics is not something we can test, it should not for that
reason be regarded as useless. In the remainder of this section we will look at the difference
between being untestable for practical reasons and untestable in principle. And we will
consider briefly the range of considerations or standards that are at play when scientists
decide upon the value of a theory, even if there is no way as yet, and strictly speaking, to test
and determine whether the theory is true or false.
The importance of being testable in principle. This standard refers to the way an
hypothesis is expressed. If you go back to Unit 2, and review the problem of circularity in
definitions, you will recall that a statement that gives the meaning of a word by using a
cognate of that word to describe the meaning, then this is not a good definition, because it is
uninformative about how to tell if the word is used correctly or not. The same holds for
descriptions of the world: if you use words to describe a subject by using words that merely
refer again to the same subject, then your descriptive statement is poor because it is
uninformative.
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In conversation, Prof. R.B. Biritwum (2004) Vice Dean of University of Ghana’s Medical
School, after his inaugural lecture on 25th November, “Food Shortage and Growth of
Children: Lessons from the 1983 Famine.”
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e.g. (1) ‘This sedative drug has a sedating effect.’
Some statements are circular in this sense, vacuously true. Sentence (1) could be negated
without contradiction, indeed its negation would be critical as the outcome of a clinical trial,
for instance. If I produce a sedative and it is discovered to work only rarely, then this is
crucially informative. So (1) is not at fault because it is true as an empty tautology; it is not
unfalsifiable. Its truth, however, is not useful statement since it does not provide a picture of
the situation or state of affairs being described it does not tell anything about the properties of
the drug or its effects. An example of this kind of sentence which is uninformative even
though it could be false is the adage that:
(2) ‘The AIDS virus is the cause of AIDS.’
One might complain that this statement is not useful as a scientific hypothesis because, even
if were true, it does not illuminate the cause of AIDS or the effect called AIDS. This is
because the range of referents for ‘AIDS virus’ is vague and controversial; so too, the
meaning of ‘AIDS’ itself stands for divergent ranges of symptoms and clinical indicators (see
Unit 2).
Truth is only one basis for embracing an empirical hypothesis. It may seem
unduly abstract, but it is important for us to know the general standards that are used in
science to determine when a statement is helpful, explanatory, and therefore empirically
valuable, even if the statement cannot be tested at a given time for its truth or falsity. This
knowledge is practical: if a statement is presented to you in a scientific context or in technical
language and it makes you think one of these standards is at risk of being violated, you can be
alert to the need for clarification and potential wrongdoing in terms of a patient’s being
coerced, misled, unduly shamed or frightened. So to close the section we will survey briefly
these criteria.
We have discussed at length in §1-2 of this chapter that the hypothetico-deductive
method of confirmation cannot prove that a hypothesis or theory supported by evidence is
true—confirmation is not proof. But we further saw that evidence contradicting observation
sentences deduced from a theory H does provide proof that H is false. Falsifiability is an
essential desideratum of empirical theories (as discussed in §3). Nevertheless, in real life the
realisation that a theory is false is not always followed straightaway by acts of contrition.
Theories are not automatically rescinded just because reliable evidence contradicts them. It
would be naïve as well as mistaken to suppose that in practice the only theories judged to be
worthy of inclusion in a scientific corpus are those that can be falsified in principle but in fact
have never been contradicted by all test results to date. Scientific disciplines are full of
widely accepted theories that are known to be contradicted by reliable evidence, or are known
never to have been tested at all although in principle they could be.366 Newton’s theory of
celestial mechanics is a classic example of a theory that has sustained injurious
counterevidence and yet been named the victor, as it were, over hordes of recalcitrant facts
about irregular rigid objects moving in three dimensions. When false theories like Newton’s
enjoy established legitimacy it is because they are valued very much for other reasons. In this
chapter we focus on a list of these other reasons:
•
•

unifying and reductive power
elegance (parsimony), beauty (simplicity and economy)
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Chalmers, A.F. (1982) What is this thing called Science? Australia: Univ. of Queensland
Press, see esp. chapter 6-8 on the naïve falsificationist misconception and its correction.
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•
•

heuristic power
fecundity (fruitfulness)

These desiderata guide the medical scientist’s evaluation of theories in the many
circumstances where testing is impractical, inconclusive, or incidental to the growth of
understanding a given subject matter. Specific examples follow.
Unifying and reductive power. Newton’s laws of celestial motion are sustained
because of their ability to simplify and unify our understanding of a wide variety of observed
events under just three basic principles.367 Nonetheless Newton’s laws rest upon false
presumptions about the physical world. Their application requires assuming an inertial frame
of reference where predictable action can take place, whereas any frame of reference familiar
to us experimentally (the earth itself for example) is in motion as it spins and precesses its
way around the sun. Newtonian calculations for rigid body motion also neglect air resistance
which is always operating on medium-sized objects near the earth’s surface. But even so, we
celebrate Newtonian laws because so many different sorts of phenomena are explained in
virtue of them—phenomena as wildly disparate as a football kicked past a goal post, an apple
falling from a tree, the severity of impact in a head-on car collision, the phases of the moon,
all the planets traversing their orbits around the sun. Newton unified all sublunary motion
with celestial mechanics—a totally unimaginable feat from the ancient Greek point of view of
Aristotle and centuries of Scholastics thereafter. Such extraordinary power to simplify and
unify our experience renders Newton’s mechanics one of the greatest scientific achievements
of all time, on the view of many contemporary scholars. Yet strictly speaking Newton’s
principles are not laws at all because they do not hold universally—indeed most data illustrate
exceptions. Although they admit of so many corrections and approximations due to missing
facts about initial conditions, physics students still study Newton’s principles as fundamental
‘laws’ with reference to motion in a restricted domain of medium-sized rigid objects—near
the earth, say.
Reductive power is a controversial desideratum. Let us allow for this purpose that a
theory T2 is reducible to a more profound, fundamental or basic theory T1 just in case all the
statements of T2 can be translated into those of T1. Essentially what we are saying is that if
you have with T1 a way of redescribing or explaining all the phenomena that might be
encountered, in terms that does away with the vocabulary of T2 then that theory T2 can be
reduced to T1.368 So it is imagined that one day all of psychology could be explained in the
vocabulary of biology, which presumably can be boiled down to the language of chemical
equations and molecular processes, which in turn might be reduced to principles of physics,
so all the phenomena we encounter might be understood as extensions of a few basic
principles of physics, perhaps subatomic or nuclear or even more fundamental principles than
that, as yet undiscovered. But not everyone agrees that the best science would be just one
science about the one real world. This is why the desideratum of reductive power is said to
be controversial.
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Crudely stated, Newton’s laws are: (i) The net force acting upon an object is equal to its
mass times its acceleration. (ii) Every object maintains its position of rest or its direction
and speed unless acted upon by an external force. (iii) Every action has an equal and
opposite reaction.
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The concepts cognitively significant terms and cognitively meaningful sentences were
introduced to the literature by Rudolf Carnap.
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Beauty, elegance, simplicity and economy: A chief value of Newtonian
mechanics is that it provides a strategy for elegantly (not elaborately but simply) solving a
large number of different kinds of problems—this is the unifying feature of a good theory. Its
elegance refers to the theory’s economical reliance upon so few principles to cover so wide a
range of measurable events.
In general a theory X is preferred over a theory Y if X requires holding fewer
presuppositions on blind faith than does Y (it is parsimonious, economical with its demands
on your credulity). The more elegant or simple a theory is, the fewer starting assumptions it
requires you to embrace. The more economical a theory is, therefore, the greater is the
likelihood of its being true, the fewer unknowns it contains which might one day turn out to
be false. This is why scientists prefer to minimize the number of starting assumptions that
must be accepted on faith or without proof, they just want to increase the chances that there is
nothing fundamentally erroneous in the theory which may only in future be revealed.
Another way of applying this principle is to use the metaphor of ‘Occam’s Razor’. By this
mental instrument, anything eliminable or unnecessary is sliced away, in preference for
minimizing the number of unsubstantiated beliefs needed to explain phenomena.
Fecundity and heuristic effects. By trying to save a theory in the light of
contradictory evidence, new discoveries are sometimes made. So it was in the case of trying
to save Newton’s principles of celestial motion in the face of apparent counterevidence. An
auxiliary hypothesis sustained well after Newton’s time was that there exist a total of 8
planets in the solar system (not five—besides the earth—as was hypothesised by Kepler
shortly before Newton’s laws were formulated).369 Alas, the behaviour of the 8th planet could
not be predicted using Newton’s laws. In an effort to save Newton’s laws from the apparent
contradictory evidence of Uranus’ orbit, two astronomers proposed that maybe this auxiliary
assumption about the number of planets was false. They deduced the observable details and
then began looking for a ninth planet in places where Newtonian laws would lead one to
expect a ninth planet to be. And sure enough, they found a ninth planet. Its discovery
implied the existence of gravitational fields that could account for the vagaries of Uranus’
orbit on Newtonian principles. The effort to preserve a beautiful theory despite its apparent
defilement by counterevidence led to the discovery of the planet Pluto. This is what is meant
by saying that a good theory is fruitful or fecund.
A false theory is not rejected if its application inspires new insights. Or, a false theory
may be very effective when limited to a domain of reference where it is reliable. Newton’s
basic principles of classical mechanics stand in this relation to Einstein’s field theory.
Newton’s basic principles are false with respect to the motion of very large objects moving
very far apart as fast as possible, or with respect to very tiny sub-atomic particles likewise
moving near or at the speed of light. But Newton’s principles are useful for middle sized
objects near the earth. And so they are used for solid state mechanics. Einstein’s and
Heisenberg’s corrections of Newtonian mechanics were never proposed as a basis for
rejecting Newton’s laws, but rather for extending them.
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The implications of Newton’s laws for planetary motion are the very principles that
Kepler constructed from his own telescopic observations—these can be derived from
Newton’s more general principles using vector calculus in a polar co-ordinate system.
Expressed roughly: (i) every planet’s orbit sweeps out an ellipse; (ii) such that each
planet’s orbit covers equal areas in equal times; whereby (iii) the square of the time taken
to complete one orbit is inversely proportional to the cube of the planet’s mean distance
from the sun.
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Another example of fecundity is Darwin’s theory of evolution. The error of
Darwin’s gradualism hypothesis370 gave rise to the whole field of population genetics to
explain how one species changes into another. Creationists have nothing to offer by way of
inspiring new insights about the way life works. All their principles are necessarily true by
doctrine, so there is nothing left to wonder about. No revolutionary insights can flow from a
dogma that could cover previously unexplained data with a new explanatory design—because
for the dogmatist there is no data of significance and that is not already explained.
Practical considerations lead us to adopt theories that are confirmable in principle but
have yet to pass rigorous testing. This has been prevalent in the earth sciences. Global
climate models cannot be tested in the time span of most research projects. Models of geochemical transportation can predict that toxic waste damage will occur if preventative action
is not taken in the removal and storage of nuclear wastes. It would take the life-time of
decaying particles to establish by observation that the model is correct in its predictions. But
policy decisions are needed right now since it might be unethical to wait until adequate
testing has been conducted and the results of tests have established the adequacy of a theory.
Suppose a model predicts detrimental changes for the future as a consequence of current
lucrative practices of industry. If we wait to find out whether the model’s predictions will be
correct, it may be too late to use the information to pre-empt a crisis or disaster that will
effect human lives. Or, it may be that the predictions of geological and geophysical models
are made on geographical or chronological scales that are simply not accessible, whence it
becomes impossible for the model to be modified or rejected on the basis of falsified
predictions.371 So it may be necessary to deduce an intervention strategy from a scientific
theory that is confirmable in principle, but has not yet been confirmed.
An example of this practical concern is the projection of effects of chlorinated fluorocarbons (CFCs) in the atmosphere. For at least forty years it has been a live environmental
issue whether the use of CFCs (in commercial aerosol products and refrigeration devices) is
destroying the ozone layer that protects life on earth from carcinogenic frequencies of solar
radiation. Using for its input data records of industry’s CFC emissions in the present day and
the past, a three-dimensional chemical transport model has predicted future rates of CFC
emission.372 By considering the mathematical consequences of increased amounts of this
chemical, computer-generated data provide a model of future atmospheric conditions. But
the model does not produce genuine data against which one can test the model itself. The
numbers representing future atmospheric gas concentration do not correspond with anything
we can observe today except a trend that corroborates the prediction. It is always open to
vested interest groups to refuse making decisions in light of such predictions, on the grounds
that there is no proof that the model which generated the prediction is valid. As it has turned
out, this programme so far looks like a success story: by following policy recommendations
that can be deduced from this model—prior to its confirmation—the world’s highest emitters
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Gradualism is the thesis that the development of many species from very few happened
very slowly and gradually over long periods of geologic time, through a continuous and
seamless process of change between generations, with new species emerging without any
clear and distinct demarcation from earlier ones. The fossil record fails to confirm this
thesis however, inspiring among other alternatives the saltationist and punctualist accounts.
For more on Darwin’s theory of evolution, see Chapter 9.
371
N. Oreskes (1994) “Testing Models of Natural Systems: Can it be done?” Proceedings of
the 10th International Congress of Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science,
Florence Italy pre-print manuscript p. 9.
372
Dana Hartley and Ronald Prinn (1993) “Feasibility of determining surface of emissions of
trace gases using an inverse method in a three-dimensional transport model, “ Journal of
Geophysical Research vol. 98 D3 pp. 5183-5197. As quoted by N. Oreskes (1994) ibid.
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of CFCs have imposed legislation and regulations that significantly reduce their disturbance
of the ozone layer over the last ten years. In consequence the effect appears to be that the
ozone layer is restoring itself, whereby observers predict that if the restraint continues the
ozone layer will be sufficiently restored to drastically reduce the threat of carcinogenic effects
of solar radiation within fifty years.373 But knowledgeable consumers of scientific
information are aware that:
(a)

no future facts will ever prove any empirical hypothesis no matter how likely it is to
be true. Sometimes there is no advantage in waiting for further evidence before inferring
from a theory some required policy in response to a public need.
(b)
the evidence available in our lifetime will always be inconclusive; but this does not
preclude the need for responsible decision-making, guided by scientific opinion on behalf
of those effected, to determine the limitations on industrial ambition and profiteering in
the interest of the majority’s welfare.
On the other hand, there is danger of making decisions precipitously especially in the case of
highly controversial subject matters. In the absence of further testing of prolonged use of
AZT it is not possible to discard the hypothesis that one of the causes of AIDS may be the
protracted use of a combination drug regime which is being pushed upon public health
markets for pregnant HIV+ mothers. This is why it is so serious an infraction of modern
scientific ideals to block alternative routes of research that contradict the mainstream
orthodoxy. The major pharmaceutical companies who are donors to HIV/AIDS research, a
billion dollar industry, are at high financial risk with their investments in the anti-retroviral
drug products, and they can only recoup their costs by selling the drug. African populations
are notoriously safe markets for dubious commercial ventures that would not be tolerated
elsewhere because they threaten public safety. These donors have control over research
opportunities, promotions, reputations, academic tenure, funding research, journal
refereeing—there is ample evidence that this influence has adversely effected freedom of
investigation that marks the ideal climate of scientific inquiry. In consequence the AIDS
research community may be stuck on a treadmill of corroborating a received view without
recourse to challenging or critically reviewing it.374
We can look to geology for another theory whose value lies in its heuristic effects
despite suffering counterexamples and having no evidence in its favour. In 1915 Alfred
Wegener, a meteorologist, proposed a theory for explaining continental drift. He suggested
that all the continents once existed as a single landmass, and at some point in geological time
this broke up into seven pieces. Many disparate facts are explained if this hypothesis were
true: the shapes of the continents, the continuity of certain mountain ranges, the past climates
that existed, distribution of different plants and animals. But the hypothesis begs the question
how do continents move? The problem with this speculation is that the rock we see on the
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As reported on the BBC News, Worldservice, 3 December 2000.
See Serge Lang (1998) “The Case of HIV and AIDS” Challenges, NY: Springer-Verlag,
pp.601-714 To quote a footnote on p.627: “AZT [has been shown] there are indications
that mortality in the AZT group was substantially higher than in the placebo group. An
editorial analysis in The Lancet 7 August 1994 is titled: “Zidovudine [AZT] for mother,
foetus, and child: hope or poison.” Nobel Laureate researchers in virology and chemistry,
Kary Mullis and Peter Duesberg, respectively, indicate the toxic effects of AZT.
According to Mullis (interview in UC Berkeley Alumni Magazine, California Monthly
September 1994) “. . . most people who have HIV don't ever get AIDS although people
who have HIV and no symptoms and take AZT die. . . But they die from the poison AZT,
not from AIDS.”
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surface of the earth is less dense than the rock at the bottom of oceans. So the surface
landmass is too light to move through the density of water in the oceans. Wegener’s theory
of continental drift was set aside. But fifty years later the idea of plates underneath the
continents was proposed. If the continents are resting on huge plates at the centre of the
earth, seated around a hot molten core, then this can explain the continental drift because the
mechanics of huge plates of rock allow them to move apart, come together, and slide past
each other. Wegener’s original idea was never rejected altogether. It was reconsidered,
worked over, discussed in geology courses and finally from it a new theory of continental
land mass changes developed and is accepted today. This is what is meant by saying that a
good theory is heuristic.

SECTION 4: Fallacies of causal reasoning
Many of the errors in making causal connections can be spotted by careful reflection;
no need for special knowledge of medicine is required. Many occasions of reasoning involve
more than one type of fallacy; and When counselling patients and discussing cases with our
colleagues, we need to be aware of the kinds of error that can creep in to support erroneous
conclusions about the causes of illness. The labels used in this section to spot these errors
refer to overlapping mistakes. These different kinds of error are not mutually exclusive.

•

•

Post hoc ergo propter hoc (after this, therefore because of this)

•

Confusing a constant correlation with a causal connection

•

Overlooking (ignoring) a common (underlying) cause

•

Confusing cause and effect

•

Genetic fallacy

Post hoc ergo propter hoc (Latin: “after this, therefore because of this”)—concluding that
just because A occurred before B, A must have caused B.
Example: Every morning I eat maize cereal. This morning I had kinkey instead, and
later this afternoon I got a perfect score on a class test that I was afraid I might fail. So
from now on, to ensure that I get good grades, I need only be certain to eat kinkey for
breakfast on the day when I write an examination.
Commentary: Perhaps there is some enzyme or other ingredient in fermented and
steamed cornmeal, which has been confirmed to keep one alert and to improve
concentration and memory, but this has not been mentioned in the reasoning. In any case
eating fortifying kinkey would not in itself be sufficient or necessary to cause good
performance on exams; one has to learn the material, prepare for the exam with proper
revision, have gotten sufficient sleep, use the exam time efficiently, and so on.

•

Overlooking (ignoring, neglecting) a common (underlying) cause—there may be a
correlation or regular connection observed between two conditions or events, but this is
not sufficient evidence that one is the cause of the other. Some further condition or event
may be responsible for both.
Example1: All the women on my floor in my Hall at University who are doing very well
in their courses have CD players and video tape decks. So in order to get good grades, all
I have to do is somehow find enough money to invest in getting a CD player and a video
deck.
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Commentary: Owning a CD player and video tape deck indicates that the student may
be financially well off, and this in turn may suggest that there is money in the family that
might have financed the quality of the student’s education and her study habits throughout
her school years. So the students who have CD players and video tape decks may have
been comparably financed to receive vacation classes, extra tutelage, books and time to
concentrate on their studies exclusively, thereby doing well throughout their schooling, a
trend which continues in their university careers. The CD and video decks are
symptomatic of an underlying cause that also brings about the effect of good performance
on exams and in class.
Most drug use occurs among the urban poor—this is because poverty causes people to
engage in risky behavior, like abusing narcotics, and in cities these substances are more
readily available than in remote areas.
Commentary: Perhaps the above factors go together: low income, city location, and
drug abuse. It does not mean that the first two features cause the third. There is the
possibility that another factor is responsible for all those regularities already observed. So
this error is closely linked with the fallacy of overlooking a common or underlying cause.
Joblessness, for instance, may not only increase the chances of a person being poor, and
being in a city where they are looking for work and undergoing extra anxiety and stress,
but might also incline them to seek escape in drugs.
Example2: Morality in this nation has worsened at the same time that adherence to
traditional Christian beliefs has declined. Obviously, the drop in religious faith has caused
the decline in morality; so encouraging Christianity will ensure a return to traditional
moral standards.
Commentary: It is assumed that the correlation between dropping standards of
morality and weakening adherence to traditional Christianity means that the latter is the
cause of the former. Simplistic explanations like this invite simplistic solutions, but they
cannot be accepted until alternatives like possible common causes have been addressed.
• Confusing a correlation with a causal connection—Just because two events correlate
(are close in time or space) does not mean that one has caused the other. They may be
coincidental, observed as occurring regularly together by chance. Or there may be some
other conditions or occurrence that is responsible for causing both. So this is very closely
linked with the fallacy of overlooking a common or underlying cause.
Example1: I was eating a large bowl of ice cream, and a fellow faculty member said,
“You had better be careful, there is a high statistical correlation between ice cream and
drowning. On the days with the most sales of ice cream in this region also are the days
when the most people drown.”
Commentary: The fact that just because one variable is statistically associated to
another, it doesn’t mean that one is the cause of the other. Sometimes there is a variable
hiding in the background. In this case the days of the year is hiding in the data. More ice
cream is sold during the tourist season than other months of the year. More people swim
at leisure who are ignorant of the very dangerous currents along this seacoast during the
tourist season August-December, and consequently more people drown in the tourist
season than during the dry and rainy seasons, but not because more ice cream is sold
during the tourist season as well.
Example2: All the tallest students in this school are getting the best reading scores in the
national examination. So if you want to do well in your studies, you should do your best
to grow tall.
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Commentary: Reading scores improve with age, and students who are taller than others
are likely to be older than others. So it’s not the height but the age of the students with the
higher reading scores that is a relevant factor. But of course age alone is not the cause of
improvement in reading; it’s the fact that older students have been working in school
longer and have more experience in reading that causes them to do better in general than
younger students in school, or than young people who never go to school, no matter how
tall or old they are. So it is an error to suppose that because tall students read better than
short ones, the height of a child is what causes good reading performance.
•

Confusing cause with effect—making a mistake in judging the direction of cause and
effect between two events or conditions that are indeed causally connected.
Example 1: In my hometown we were plagued by lice every year. But whenever I got
sick, I never had any lice on me. And the same with my friends, the only time they had
no lice at night was when they were sick with fever. So to this day, to keep away illness,
I always make sure I have lice on my head every night before I go to bed.
Commentary: We are told independently of this passage that parasitic lice prefer a
healthy host; and perhaps an elevated body temperature during a fever repels the lice from
an acutely sick host. This shared background knowledge might provoke us to laugh that
someone thinks it is the presence of the lice that keeps away the illness, and not the other
way around.
Example 2: A mould (aspergillus flavus) is caused by letting groundnuts spoil; the
mould produces in turn highly toxic substances known as aflatoxins; these chemicals can
cause cancer when ingested.
Commentary: In fact it is the mould growing on the groundnuts that causes the
spoilage by a discharge of the highly toxic aflatoxin. Letting groundnuts spoil does not
cause the mould to grow.

• Genetic fallacy—circumstantial facts about the antecedent conditions under which a
theory was produced (when, where, and facts about its producer) are mistakenly taken
as an indication of whether the theory or statement is true or false. The problem here
is that in the absence of any further basis for suspecting the origin of the theory,
policy or statement is likely to yield an error or shortfall, the information is missing
which would give reason to suspect there is something false or wrong about the
statement or policy in question (what, in fact, is wrong with policies made at that
place and time or by authors of that kind? What is the good or detracting feature of the
conclusion or policy?) Every claim or postulate is drawn up somewhere, sometime, by
someone or other, so the mere fact that a conclusion is authored at a particular time
and place does not in itself provide a basis for preferring or rejecting one conclusion
policy over another.
Example 1: This new policy that will determine students’ maximum credit load per
semester was proposed by a committee that did not include any students. So
clearly it cannot address the urgent needs or the best interests of students.
Example 2: The theory that we are expected to memorise is the most recent received
view, proposed by an American Nobel Prize physicist who worked with the
greatest nuclear physicists at the best laboratories in the world during the 1960s.
So the theory must be true.
Commentary: In example (1) the reason the policy is rejected makes reference to the
constitution of the committee that created the policy, rather than the content of the
policy and its predicted effects on the intended beneficiaries or stakeholders. This
reasoning involves a distraction away from the relevant considerations that should
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feature in making an assessment of the policy, and shifts attention instead to details about
where or who the policy comes from, or when it originated. In example (2) the theory
is regarded as true not because of evidence in its favour but because of facts about the
prestige and fame of those associated with where the theory was derived.

SECTION 5: Fallacies of irrelevance and polemical ploys
• Ad hominem reasoning (dyslogistic and eulogistic)
• Illegitimate appeal to authority
• Appeal to emotions (vanity, pity, desire)
• Appeal to consequences or threats or force
• Circularity and begging the question
• Equivocation
A health care practitioner who is thinking critically and drawing ethical judgments
will not be duped if armed with an awareness of the different ways there are to provide a
motivation to believe a conclusion instead of being provided good logical reasons to believe
that conclusion. In this section we look at different ways our thinking and moral judgment
can be diverted inadvertently, by getting sidetracked and motivated to believe something
which, if thought over carefully, we might reject.
There are different types of error one can spot and hit helps to rely on labels to
identify when a perversion or deflection from good reasons has occurred. These mistakes are
not an indication of malfeasance or intentional deception. They are also errors in thinking that
run into each other. Like causal fallacies, the labels overlap as to the situations where they
may correctly apply. These categories of error in reasoning are not mutually exclusive. There
is usually more than one way to correctly interpret the faults of a passage that attempts to
persuade you to believe something but evades the rules or the forms of either inductive or
deductive logic. So long as you explain the label you are using then your analysis of an
informal fallacy will be useful. The best way to understand what these labels mean is to find
an example of the fault each one describes in a way that makes sense to you, and stick to that
as a prototype to remember. Most often, more than one fallacy may be responsible for
making a conclusion seem acceptable. The labelling of fallacies is chiefly a way of protecting
yourself and others from emotional and cognitive manipulation. Provided you have a
vocabulary to help yourself, and those you advise, to overcome dogmatism, emotional
manipulation and intimidation, your repertoire of labels will have done their job.
•

Ad hominem—In this type of rhetoric, instead of focussing on the content of the
conclusion, the premises dwell on facts about the person* (literally in Latin, ad
hominem) who is advocating the conclusion. If pleasant and laudatory facts are cited
about the individual responsible for or associated with the conclusion, then the fallacy is
called eulogistic ad hominem. Eulogistic is the adjective cognate of eulogy, which is a
praise song or poem. Nice facts about the person proposing a conclusion motivates the
listener to approve or believe that conclusion. If the facts cited about the person
associated with the conclusion are negative and detracting from the person’s integrity or
worthiness of confidence, then the fallacy is called dyslogistic ad hominem. This
adjective might be easier to remember if you recall that in current slang, to say negative
things about another is said to be ‘dissing’ that person.
Example1: That student wearing the T shirt saying ‘Peer Teacher: STOP AIDS!’ in
Legon Hall has been hired by an NGO to counsel students about AIDS and sexual
relations especially on campus. I believe what he says about the terrible consequences
that you might die if you have unprotected sex or even sex outside marriage. It must be
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true, because he is so smart and gets really good grades in his philosophy courses, the
philosophy teachers like him which is how he got the job, and his father has been an
Evangelist for over ten years and has been on TV and even preaches overseas; moreover
my father knows his uncle very well.
Example2: You cannot believe this Deputy Minister when he says the new health care
policy is going solve the needs of the country. His brother-in-law was involved in a law
suit against a hospital where his wife died, and he was found guilty of not paying taxes in
1985 on some property that he owned, just at the time when he was speaking out against
the government’s health care policy; not only that, but he has never supported Hearts of
Oak.
•

Illegitimate appeal to authority—an expert or trained authority is invoked to support a
statement S although the authority is speaking outside his or her field of expertise, or the
subject matter is a matter of controversy among the experts in that area. Some people
confuse this type of fallacy with ad hominem, because a person’s authority is a fact about
him or her. But it is not a personal fact about their character, individual tastes and
behaviour, or their personality, or personal connections, friends or family. Appeal to
someone’s authority is an appeal specifically referring to his or her public persona and
reputation based on what they have achieved in their career, not the way they are known
to the speaker in a private capacity.
Example1: The Executive Committee of the National Council of Churches unanimously
approved this new food crop programme as an environmentally sustainable policy so
clearly it should be implemented immediately.
Example2: At the Durban 2000 AIDS conference, a petition was signed by 5,000 medical
workers and doctors all over the world, which declared their conviction that HIV
causes AIDS. So clearly HIV causes AIDS.

• Appeal to emotions (vanity, pity, fear) We can be motivated to believe a claim by
psychological manipulation.
Example1: Nkosi Johnson, 11 years old, made the keynote speech for the opening
ceremony of the 13th International AIDS Conference in Durban. Just look at how
sweet and innocent he is, doomed to die in only a few months, yet so courageous
and selfless. And indeed he died within that same year. So certainly whatever he
said about how the most important thing to do for Africans with AIDS is to
administer anti-retroviral drugs must be true.
Example2: HIV/AIDS is a terrible disease which is sexually transmitted. How can
you deny the truth about such a devastating fact of so many poor and destitute
African children’s lives? Can’t you feel for the poor AIDS orphans who are forced
to grow up alone, hungry, themselves doomed to die early due this terrible plague,
through no fault of their own, but only because their thoughtless and brutal male
relatives cannot control their insatiable and savage sexual impulses.
• Appeal to consequences (threats, force)—A very obvious way of trying to motivate
someone to do something is to threaten the person with physical injury, or to warn of
adverse future events that will otherwise bring harm, to instil fear in the person of what
will happen if they don’t do what you want. Coercing you to believe or accept a
conclusion by shifting the subject to what will happen to you if you don’t believe or
accept it, is called in Latin argumentatum ad baculum. The negative consequences need
not be directed at you specifically for the fallacy to be committed; because it is assumed
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that by changing the subject to such threats of impending negative consequences, that
this will impact on the listener or reader in a persuasive way; so fallacies that appeal to
threats, or to force, or to fear, or to consequences, all fall in the same category.

•

Example1: It is clear that the US plan for sending aid to Ghana is the way forward
for public health in this country. If you do not agree with it, this shows that you
are against development of our country and that you don’t like the American way
of life. If you interfere or protest against their activities, you could be taken for a
backward religious zealot like those Northern Nigerians who refused to allow
their children to be vaccinated. And you know what happens to people like that.
Example2: Our student leader has our best interests at heart. Otherwise he would
not have been elected into office to represent us. If you don’t support his
programme for resisting the university authorities then people will take you for a
coward or a toady who always sides with the university authorities. Then you will
never have friends and later after you graduate you won’t be able to get a good
job in town.
Circularity and begging the question: In an argument, when the premises provide just
another way of stating the conclusion for which they are supposed to provide reasons to
believe, this gives the impression of reasoning that winds up exactly where it started
(going in a circle); or it could be that the premises and the conclusion beg the question of
why the conclusion should be regarded as true.
Example: ‘HIV/AIDS’ is defined by the Centre for Diseases Control of the US Government to be
a fatal illness that is recognised by a positive result on an HIV antibodies test (ELISA and
Western Blot) as well as the onset of 30-40 symptoms of a wide range of diseases (called
‘opportunistic infections’). Sometimes the HIV positive test result is evident and the person is
healthy in all respects otherwise. Then he or she is said to have asymptomatic HIV/AIDS. So
clearly, HIV causes AIDS.

Equivocation This persuasive technique makes use of the ambiguity of key words in
discussing controversial topics. By using different meanings of a word, it is possible to make
it seem as if a conclusion follows from the statements providing reasons to believe it is true.
But the statements may not be related to each other as they are designed to seem to be
convincingly related, because different meanings of key terms are involved.
Example1: Look at almost every country’s criminal code and you will discover that
sodomy is outlawed almost everywhere. If you break the laws of Nature, then Nature
has a way of punishing you. So is it any wonder that in the 1980s HIV caused so much
death and destruction among the gay community in California? And don’t Africans
have something to learn from this example of Divine retribution? Obviously
homosexuals are violating laws of nature when they engage in sexual activity with
members of their own sex. You can only conclude that if you break your covenant with
God by going against Divine law, His wrath will come upon you, and this can explain
the plague of AIDS.
Commentary: In this example, count how many connotations of ‘law’ are appealed to.
The sense used in the conclusion refers to theological postulates (Divine law) but this is
not the same as the sense used in the premises (natural regularities or uniformities—
natural laws, and also man made codes—criminal legal statutes)? The shifting of the
subject from scientific, natural law to criminal law to divine law creates the impression
that the conclusion, the last statement, follows from the premises before it. The second
sentence also commits an equivocation in its own right, since Nature cannot punish
anyone for breaking a natural law.
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Example2:
I don’t see why women are always complaining that they do not enjoy the
same freedoms and powers as men do. It’s a free country; so what’s the problem?
Everybody in Ghana here is free to do what they like. Take education for instance. In
Ghana the constitution says everyone has a right to free education. Basic education is
free, universal and even compulsory for all. And women give birth—what can be more
powerful than that? If a young lady wants to go to school then of course she has the
power to do anything she wants, if she has the power to give birth. All she has to do is
walk through a school door and she is in school. Nobody is putting a gun to her head to
tell her she cannot enter the building. Women have the power to do anything they
choose, since in this country everybody is free to do whatever they like. Women should
stop their squawking and go to school if that is what they want to do.
Commentary: In this example, the central equivocation is on the notions of freedom
and of power. ‘Freedom’ is used in three senses; ‘power’ is used in at least two senses.
To say that everyone is free and so has the power to do whatever they like in Ghana
because Ghana is a free country first of all is an equivocation and it is also false; it
equivocates between being free as an individual to act in any way at all with impunity,
and being a country governed by rule of law and not suppressed under a military
dictatorship, and being free to do something in the sense of having the capacity
(power) to do it. Some of these claims are true, others are illusory. People are held to
account if their actions are offensive or illegal—so no one is perfectly free to do
anything at all without suffering repercussions. But even if it were true for some
people that they are free to do as they please, this is a different sense of freedom than
being free to exercise one’s constitutional rights. Similarly being free from coercion
or free from obstruction is not to be free in the sense of being capable or empowered to
exercise one’s rights. And having the physiology which makes childbirth possible is
not the same as having social capacities or even legal powers to make decisions to
determine how one lives one’s life, even in matters of choosing how many children
one will breed and raise. The conclusion only seems to follow from the premises
because in some senses of freedom and power the statements made are true. But the
sentences do not logically follow each other. For instance I buried my money in a
(savings) bank; it doesn’t follow that I need a shovel to dig it out of the (river) bank.

SECTION 6: Statistical improprieties, fallacies based on poor
sampling
•

Pseudo-precision and semi-attached figures

•

Misplaced vividness and anecdotal evidence: jumping to conclusions
based on insufficient evidence, hasty generalization

•

Grandstanding (appeal to the elite masses, to consensus)

• Semi-attached figures—also characterised as ‘pseudo-precision’—statistical percentages
may ornament a hypothesis in order to give the impression of precision where none
exists because the reference or attribute classes are described in a vague or incoherent
way.
Example1: 75.13% of university students today are spiritually motivated.
Example2: During an official query run by the U.S. Health Department, 1,204 volunteers
offered their views when asked about the usefulness of anti-retroviral therapy in
countering the AIDS epidemic in Africa. An opinion survey was conducted among the
845 members of the general public who participated in the AIDS Candlelight Service
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in Pomona New York, on December 23rd 2008. The Candlelight Service was held to fund
raise for the Panel on Clinical Practices for Treatment of HIV Infection of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. 85.82% of those who took part in the
interviews conducted over the course of the evening divulged that they believed in the
effectiveness of antiretroviral therapy. 13.2% of the participants did not take part in
the survey. 57.8% of those who took the survey were women. So the researchers
concluded from the survey that the anti-retroviral nevirapine is the treatment of choice
to intercept mother to child transmission of HIV for newborns and their mothers at the
point of post-partum delivery, in Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa.
•

Fallacy of hasty generalisation, jumping to a conclusion—when the sample used in an
inductive generalisation contains merely anecdotes, i.e. reports of too few individuals
relative to the population which is the subject of the hypothesis. This is another label
for the fallacy of insufficient evidence.
Example1: Those students who died in that car crash were found to have been drunk
driving. Every one of them was a member of the Christian Students’ Council,
returning after one of their weekend spiritual retreats. So that just shows you that
religious leaders are nothing but corrupt hypocrites, even from their earliest years of
service in their vocation.
Example2: Some of the hijackers who forced the planes into the World Trade Center
were known to be members of the al-Qa’ida network and all of them were known
formerly to have professed their faith in Islam. So that just shows you that
underneath and deep down all Muslims support terrorists.
Example3: My sister went swimming and drowned. So no one should ever go
swimming because they are likely to drown.
o

Fallacy of misplaced vividness—a version of the fallacy of insufficient
evidence or jumping to a conclusion occurs when a small amount of
particularly vivid information is allowed to outweigh a substantial amount of
statistical support for a conclusion. This is a version of relying on insufficient
evidence, where the fallacy results from depending upon evidence that is
emotionally startling and therefore distracts from the bulk of otherwise
sufficient evidence available.

Example4: Our former Vice President and favourite future presidential candidate died last
month in a road accident on the way to Accra and he was in a Volvo. His widow is
my mother’s cousin and they have been close friends since childhood. So I advise
you never to believe the car-safety reports that consumer agencies publish and the
reports that the Volvo car manufacturers themselves use in their own advertising.
Despite what the statistics tell you, I happen to know from close experience that a
Volvo is the most dangerous vehicle on the road.
• Grandstanding—A packed ‘grandstand’ of elites and experts who by pressure of their
sheer numbers are convincing in their expression of approval (or disapproval) is not a
good logical or evidential reason to believe what they are saying is true. Because we
are ‘herd’ mammals, authority and peer pressure in numbers is an actual social force
that motivates complicity and collusion. A stadium full of cheering (or booing)
‘masses’ of spectators representing a vast pool of public opinion is not a reliable
source of evidence for or against a statement S. This is because what counts as
popular to believe is not a good indicator of truth. Focussing upon the precisely
quantified facts about how popular it is to believe S diverts attention away from facts
about the subject matter of statement S which are critical to deciding whether the
statement S is true. When grandstanding or appealing to the masses, or to consensus
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of elites involves stating precise statistics, this can also be labelled as the fallacy of
semi-attached figures, or of pseudo-precision.
Example1: At the Durban 2000 AIDS Congress, a petition was signed by 5,000 medical
workers, community activists, NGO campaigners for human rights, ordinary citizens,
television celebrities, UN goodwill ambassadors, and doctors from all over the world,
which declared their conviction that HIV causes AIDS. Then the petition was put on
the internet, and another 301,082 signatures, or 83.24% of those in attendance at the
Congress originally appeared over the course of fifteen days. So clearly HIV causes
AIDS.
Commentary: A causal hypothesis about the factors that are necessary and sufficient for
the onset of AIDS requires research that systematically studies antecedent conditions
that might be regarded as causes. As we have noted in section 2 of this Unit, causal
investigation into the causes of AIDS requires the method of agreement and of
difference to establish that in the presence of certain factors x,y,z, AIDS always does
develop, and in the absence of these same factors x,y,z, AIDS never does occur.
Determining the cause also requires testing rival hypotheses so that by a process of
elimination, hypotheses that are clearly contra-indicated by the known evidence are
discarded in favour of one that withstands all the available tests conducted so far.
That is how a scientific hypothesis is established provisionally
Case example exhibiting several statistical fallacies.
This narrative exhibits several of the types of misuse of statistics surveyed in Section 6. The
following analysis, by emeritus Professor of African political history Charles Geshekter, reveals a
variety of problems that emerge because the statistics are incomplete, although they are used to
support current official prediction and explanation of the AIDS epidemic throughout Africa. This
discussion was excerpted from two published sources and from one communiqué dated 11 September
2000 from the author (who is a member of the South African Presidential AIDS Advisory Panel) to the
Panel’s Secretary, commenting on a working draft of the Panel’s findings, a report that was released
in a subsequent draft for public distribution in March 2001. These excerpts are reprinted here with
the permission of the author.—Ed.
Standard claims made about the AIDS epidemic in Africa that are based on erroneous
statistics375
by Charles Geshekter
. . . Any comparative statistical analysis designed to show which illnesses now afflict South
Africans and which ones formerly were the causes of death must be acutely sensitive to how the
definition of what constituted “South Africa” dramatically changed between 1989 and 1999
[emphasis added—Ed.] In 1989, South Africa was said, according to the official terminology, to
have a total population of about 21 million. But this figure consciously excluded the 6.1 million
people who lived in the so-called ‘Bantustans’ or TBVC states (Transkei, Bophuthatswana,
Venda and Ciskei) which comprised 100,000 square kilometres. Furthermore, ‘South Africa’ as
defined in 1989 excluded another 8.2 million people who lived in the six ‘self-governing
territories’ (SGTs) that comprised a further 67,000 square kilometres. The overwhelming
majority of these 14.3 million Africans living in those fragmented territories were the most
obvious victims of the white policy of apartheid, until 1990.
In 1990, after the post-apartheid, unitary South Africa was installed, those 14.3 million
people—who probably now number at least 17 million—were included as citizens of a single
South Africa. Their sudden inclusion in public health statistics reveals a great deal about the
unsustainable living conditions that had long prevailed in the TBVC and SGT regions under the
375

Excerpts from the author’s “The Plague that Isn’t” The Globe and Mail Tuesday March
14, 2000 and “Redefining AIDS” African Agenda Vol. 3 No. 2 pp. 9, 33, published by
TWN Africa Secretariat, and unpublished correspondence (September 2000)
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apartheid regime.376 During the proceedings of the July 3rd-4th 2000 AIDS Advisory Panel Session
in Durban, an AIDS research expert Dr. Mhlongo repeatedly pointed out for the Panel how the
lifting of travel restrictions and the abolition of pass laws377 enabled impoverished people to seek
medical attention at facilities like Chris Hani Hospital (Soweto) or Addington Hospital (Durban)
where they had been previously denied access. Any careful observer of South Africa would
expect to see starkly rising numbers of ill people treated at such hospitals in the period 19901999, immediately following the end of apartheid. This was because of the momentous historical
changes that had swept over South Africa since 1990, not because of the spread of some
inexorable retrovirus ostensibly spread through sexual licentiousness.
Yet at the July 4th panel session, Dr. Makgoba in his slide presentation alleged to “show” the
effects that “AIDS” was having on mortality in South Africa and compared statistics from 1990–
2000 to those of 1989–1990. When I asked how he could consciously offer such a tautology,
knowing that his numbers for ‘South Africa’ in 1989 excluded the 14.3 million impoverished
Africans of the TBVC countries and the SGTs, while those for 1999 included them, he had no
explanation.
A closer examination of the total deaths in South Africa reported for the period April 1999May 2000 reveals that approximately 360,000 people between age 15 and age 90 had died. But
out of a total South African population now estimated at 42 million, this indicates a [per annum]
death rate of only eight-tenths of one percent, a rate that is comparable to that of the United
States. When I asked . . . upon what basis we were supposed to be alarmed . . . Dr. Makgoba had
no answer . . .
Because Africa plays a major role in the alarming predictions about increased AIDS
incidence, it is crucial to distinguish between a virus (HIV) and a syndrome (AIDS) in order to
recognize how ambiguous definitions have helped to spawn misinformation about AIDS . . .
In July 1997, a regional health department in South Africa concluded that it was “outdated
and inaccurate” to say that someone “has AIDS.” Rather than distinguish between an HIV
antibody test and an actual AIDS case, the Gauteng Health Department decided it would
henceforth use the term “HIV infection” to include every stage of infection and disease. This
critical shift in terminology usually is ignored in media accounts that predict African life
expectancy or death rates based on projections of HIV infections. Discrepancies are also evident
when comparing HIV and AIDS figures that appear in the annual World Health Reports (WHR)
issued by the World Health Organization and its Weekly Epidemiological Record (WER) with
those used in a highly publicized and frequently cited Report on the Global HIV/AIDS Epidemic
that was widely distributed at the International AIDS Conference in Geneva (June 1998).378
I recently made my 15th trip to Africa to find out more . . . What are we counting? The World
Health Organisation defines an AIDS case in Africa as a combination of fever, persistent cough,
diarrhoea and a ten-percent loss of body weight in two months. No HIV test is needed. It is
impossible to distinguish these common symptoms—all of which I’ve had while working in
Somalia—from those of malaria, tuberculosis or the indigenous diseases of impoverished lands.
By contrast, in North America and Europe, AIDS is defined as 30-odd diseases in the
presence of HIV (as indicated by a positive HIV test).379 The lack of any requirement for such a
test in Africa means that, in practice, many [familiar, poverty-related] African diseases can be
and are reclassified as AIDS. Since 1994, tuberculosis itself has been considered an AIDSindicator disease in Africa. Dressed up as HIV/AIDS, a variety of old sicknesses [including
amoebic dysentery, pneumonia, leprosy, tuberculosis, malaria, certain skin, pelvic and prostate
cancers] have been reclassified. Post mortems are seldom performed in Africa to determine the
actual cause of death. According to the Global Burden of Disease Study, Africa maintains the
376

[For instance, in the early 1970s, at the time Dr. Mamphela Ramphele was banned under
house-arrest when her colleague Steven Biko was murdered in detention, there was neither
a doctor nor any primary health care facilities in the Transkei area where she was exiled
under ban.—Ed.]
377
Under apartheid, ‘pass laws’ denied individual freedom of movement within the country
to ‘black’ people.
378
[See Unit 3—Ed.]
379
[HIV testing in Africa is discussed in Unit 3 of this Course Reader—Ed.]
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lowest levels of reliable vital statistics for any continent—a microscopic 1.1 per cent. ‘Verbal
autopsies’ are widely used because death certificates are rarely issued. When AIDS experts are
asked to prove actual cases of AIDS, terrifying numbers dissolve into vague estimates of HIV
infection.
The most reliable statistics on AIDS in Africa are found in the WHO’s Weekly
Epidemiological Record. The total cumulative number of AIDS cases reported in Africa since
1982, when AIDS record-keeping began, is 794,444—a number starkly at odds with the latest
scare figures [as of March 2000] which claim 2.3 million AIDS deaths throughout Africa for
1999 alone.
More reliable, locally based statistics rarely exist. In December, I interviewed Alan
Whiteside of the University of Natal, a top AIDS researcher in South Africa and asked for details
of the alleged 100,000 AIDS deaths in South Africa in the last year. He laughed aloud. “We
don’t keep any of those statistics in this country,” he said. “They don’t exist.”
At the July 3rd-4th meetings in Durban, many people maintained that 100,000 South Africans
died of AIDS in 1999. When I asked them to provide a breakdown of those AIDS deaths by
province, then disaggregated by age, race, and gender, no one could tell me where to get such
data. They did, however, offer projections that 200,000 South Africans would die of AIDS in the
year 2000. When I asked how many death certificates were issued in 1999, how many postmortems were performed and how common were ‘verbal autopsies’, my questions were
dismissed. Nonetheless the Panel’s draft report’s initial paragraphs refer to the “worst and fastest
growing HIV/AIDS epidemic.”
In an interview380 on 21 March 2000, Geshekter revealed that the only test done in South
Africa for HIV/AIDS is an annual one administered at antenatal clinics. As of March 2000 the
latest summary report distributed was published in February 1999. “They did a single ELISA
test on pregnant African women—not white women, not Asian women, not “Cape Coloured”
women. Just African women. The ELISA test is known to yield cross reactivity and unreliable
results due to the pregnancy itself and general fitness of the mother. From that cumulative result
from 15,000 to 18,000 African women, the projections and extrapolations are made about HIV
prevalence for the entire country of 42 million people.”

CONCLUSION
In this Unit we have uncovered why the discovery of a cause is always a conjecture
and never something presumed to be established with absolute certainty. We learned why in
modern science the theories and explanations are always proposed with qualifications—never
proclaimed as absolute certainties. This is what makes it possible for us to progress in
understanding the causes of a disease. Although faith is intrinsic to all human activities and
knowledge traditions, scientific beliefs are different from dogmatic creeds in just this respect.
In sections 1-2 we saw the sort of reasoning followed when investigating the causes of illness.
In section 3 we saw why the mark of good scientific empirical work is that the hypotheses
drawn from it are presented not as absolute certainties but as likelihoods, subject to
competition in light of all the available evidence, subject to continual testing for further
confirmation or contradiction by future evidence. Normally over a long period of time, if
there is no accumulation of evidence in favour of a hypothesis H to reinforce confidence that
H is true, but rather a growing plethora of data in favour of other plausible hypotheses, H is
set aside its alternatives studied instead. This has happened with the programme of searching
for a virus as the cause of most cancers. With the hypothesis that HIV causes AIDS this has
not happened; the viral theory has sustained an abnormally aggressive monopoly on all
funding for research. This gives cause for concern to those whose priority is dealing with
AIDS patients and managing public health. In sections 4-6 we saw the sorts of reasoning that
380

Laurie Garrett of Newsday, a prominent daily newspaper in the United States, interviewed
Geshekter and part of the conversation was recorded in the RethinkingAIDS newsletter
volume 8 no. 12.
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takes the place of scientific method, in order to avoid pitfalls of fallacies and polemical
ploys when we encounter information and claims about the sources of diseases and conditions
affecting our work in public health.
In the rest of this Unit, exercises for section 1-3 are followed by questions and
exercises to reflect upon the information provided in sections 4-6. At the some proposed
solutions to all the exercises are offered.

EXERCISES
Section 1
Different meanings of ‘cause’
Section 1 supplied examples of these different meanings that may be invoked by a statement that
conveys the information that ‘X is the cause of Y’.

•
•
•
•

•
•

proximate cause—the causal event nearest in time and place to the occurrence under
investigation, in a chain of events.
agent causally responsible—the cause is attributed to an individual or corporate entity
with intention or motive for bringing about the effect.
necessary causal condition—a condition that is necessary in the sense that the effect
cannot occur without that condition.
sufficient causal condition—whenever the condition is present the effect is present as
well. It usually implies that a background of necessary conditions is assumed, and the
sufficient condition is considered to be easy to control, or especially proximate, or
noteworthy. This sense of cause is intended when we are interested in producing
some desired effect, as when introducing a cure for some disease.
independently necessary and jointly sufficient conditions—anytime each of the
conditions are all present, the effect will occur, and not otherwise.
probabilistic cause—an antecedent condition whose presence makes the occurrence of
the condition under investigation more probable than it would be in the absence of the
antecedent condition.

Provide and defend your own interpretation of each statement 1-10 below as an illustration
of at least one of the meanings of causal statements listed above. Interpretations for one
statement can vary on different interpretations. Also, one statement may serve to illustrate
correctly more than one meaning—there may be multiple implications of causal relation in
one statement.
1. Kofi stopped taking the drugs because he ran out of money and his doctor advised they
were not necessary if he maintained a good diet.
2. Kwame will regain weight because he is maintaining a complete nutritional balanced diet
of 2,500 calories a day.
3. Patience went to the workshop because Akua invited her to come.
4. Joshua prepared a paper for the annual GHS conference because the organisers invited
him to give the keynote address.
5. The patient died because the anaesthesia administered prior to the operation caused an
allergic reaction in her lungs and she stopped breathing.
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6. The criminal confessed because he was promised a light sentence.
7. The crops are small because there hasn’t been enough rain.
8. The plantains were destroyed because of the heavy rains.
9. The athlete died in the midst of a match because of an embolism in the medulla
oblongata.
10. The patient used almost daily a combination of antibiotics against STDs, amyl nitrites,
cocaine, heroine, for over twenty years, and recently he was dosed with AZT in highly
toxic amounts for six weeks; these cumulatively led to AIDS symptoms and within a
year he died.

EXERCISES
Section 2
Mill’s principles of causal reasoning.
For each item (i) identify the condition or event for which the cause is sought. Be sure
to decide whether the effect is a specific occurrence or a rate (relative frequency of a
specified kind of occurrence). (ii) identify all antecedent circumstances mentioned in the
example. (iii) state which of Mill’s methods is being used. (iv) identify the cause, according
to the use of the method(s).
Suggested solutions to each item follow the set of four passages.
1. The use of a new anti-viral drug called ‘ara-A’ is tested in the treatment of herpes simplex
encephalitis. Of 28 cases of the disease, 18 received ara-A and 10 were given an inert
substance, for ten days. Five people in the first group died, and seven in the second group
died. Thus the mortality rate of the untreated group was 70% and the rate of mortality for
the group treated with ‘ara-A’ was 28%. So this new drug is very effective in protecting
sufferers from herpes simplex from its sometimes fatal effects.
2. Alzheimer’s disease is a serious form of senility that afflicts between five and ten percent
of all persons over age 65. Recently, researchers discovered that patients who die of
Alzheimer’s disease have much smaller amounts of a particular enzyme in the cortex of
their brains than persons the same age who do not suffer from the disease. The loss of
this enzyme activity has been suspected as a cause of the lesions found on the brains of
Alzheimer’s patients. In post-mortem examinations of five Alzheimer’s patients and five
people without the disease, it was found that all the diseased patients had lost neurons
from the nucleus basalis in the brain, while all the people without the disease had the
normal number of cells in this area. Scientists who conducted this study believe that the
loss of neurons from the nucleus basalis may be responsible for the decreased enzyme
activity in the cortex.
3. It was thought at the time of Francesco Redi that there was “spontaneous generation.”
Supposed evidence for this was the appearance of worms on meat after a few days. Redi
observed that not only worms appear but also small objects (he called them “eggs” though
they are pupae) and many flies appear. Redi wrote: “Having considered these things, I
began to believe that all worms found in meat were derived from the dropping of flies and
not from the putrefaction of the meat.” He then tested his hypothesis by eliminating the
flies. First he sealed meat in a glass, and then he covered the glass with fine gauze netting
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which would not allow flies to enter. Even after many days no worms were seen,
though in an open glass the meat had become wormy.381
4. Johannes Fibiger, a pathologist in Denmark, found three rats that suffered from stomach
cancers when he was studying dead tubercular rats. This was strange, since rats rarely
suffer from tumors of the stomach. Fibiger queried the dealer who supplied him and
found that those rats sent to the laboratory had come from a sugar refinery. He
investigated the refinery and found a high infestation of cockroaches, which formed a
fairly large part of the rats’ diet. Cancer as a disease of filth had been spoken about for
years, and vermin were said to be responsible for the so-called cancer houses, private
homes from which emerged many human cancer victims in the same family.
Fibiger planned a controlled experiment. He collected thousands of refinery roaches and
fed them to rats from another breeding establishment. The rats enjoyed the diet for three
years. When they died, he performed postmortem exams and found many stomach
cancers. Fibiger discovered in every case the growths had formed around a parasitic
worm, which was first in the roach before it was fed to the rat. The worm larva lived in
the muscles of the rat, later found in the rat’s stomach. Around this the tumor grew.
Fibiger had actually for the first time produced artificial cancer in a laboratory animal.382
5. Read Appendix II by Peter Duesberg in the next Unit 9, and identify which of the causal
methods is applied to establish whether AIDS is caused by HIV or by anti-HIV
medications and recreational drug abuse. Discuss a research design you might follow.
6. As discussed in Units 5 and 9, the widespread use of amyl nitrite inhalants in the 1980s
throughout the San Francisco Men’s Health Club gay community meant that there was no
one to study in the absence of toxic drug abuse, to see whether risky sexual behavior
would result in HIV positive responses to antibody tests and the onset of AIDS-defining
symptoms. No such drug-free, sexually active subjects evidently existed. So how might
J.S. Mill’s methods of causal reasoning be applied in this population to tell whether
drug abuse causes AIDS? Discuss a research design model of your own creation.
7.

Consider the following abstract from a published case report. Is there any
implication of this finding for or against the hypothesis that HIV is the cause of
AIDS?

Nicolas Mongardona, et al, “Pneumonia involving Mycobacterium tuberculosis and
Pneumocystis jiroveci in HIV-seronegative patients” European Journal of Internal Medicine
vol. 19 (2008) e70–e72.
Abstract: Pneumocystis jiroveci (formerly called P. carinii) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis
are common opportunistic pulmonary pathogens in patients infected with the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). However, co-infection with these organisms is
exceedingly rare in HIV-negative patients. We report two cases. A low CD4+ T-cell
count was the only immunodeficiency-inducing factor in both patients. A review of
the literature supplies further data on co-infection with these two microorganisms in
HIV-seronegative patients.
381

James B. Conant (1961) Science and Common Sense New Haven: Yale University Press,
quoted by J.D. Carney and R.K. Scheer (1964) Fundamentals of Logic NY: Macmillan p.
357.
382
Bernard Jaffe (1935) Outposts of Science New York: Simon and Schuster. quoted by J.D.
Carney and R.K. Scheer (1964) Fundamentals of Logic NY: Macmillan, p.356.
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EXERCISES (expository)
Section 3: Criteria for assessing scientific theories
1) ESSAY writing topic: The question for public health care workers is: how should the
practitioner translate theoretical uncertainty into practice?
Ask questions of your superiors and peers, write down their views and
your own opinions.
2) DISCUSSION questions: Consider the following two rival theories (A) and (B) in
answer to the question in the following question. Suggestions for
discussion follow the (A) and (B).
Question: What kick started the ravaging effects upon Zimbabwean society of an
HIV epidemic in the late 1990s? 383
Background: By the late 1990s Zimbabwe had become the centre of the world’s
AIDS epidemic. As many as 25 percent of all adult Zimbabweans were infected with HIV, the
highest infection rate on earth. Tuberculosis, hepatitis, malaria, measles and cholera...have
surged mercilessly. So have infant mortality, stillbirths and sexually transmitted diseases”
according to a New York Times article (1998).384 Malarial deaths had risen from 100 in 1989
to 2,800 in 1997 and tuberculosis cases jumped from 5,000 in 1986 to 35,000 in 1997.
383

Gratitude to Charles L. Geshekter, Emeritus Professor, Department of History, California
State University, Chico, California 95929-0735 for this adaptation of the synopses of (A)
and (B) cited in his “Challenging the Culture of Fear in Africa: Rethinking AIDS and
Sexual Scares” Presented at the 48th Annual Meeting of the African Studies
Association Washington, D.C. November 18, 2005. typescript pp. 12, 18. The paper
appears in Appendix I of Unit of this Course Reader.
384
Michael Specter, “Doctors Powerless as AIDS Rakes Africa,” The New York Times
(August 6, 1998). The article omitted any reference to the combined effects on Zimbabwe
of the World Bank’s structural adjustment programs in the 1990s coupled with poor
harvests, drought, long-term food deficiencies, a 70% inflation, an unemployment rate of
50%, and the cost of its 1998 military involvement in the Congo left the average
Zimbabwean poorer by one-third than at independence in 1980. For a study of the serious
economic degradation in rural and urban areas, see Leon Bijlmakers, Mary Basset and
David Sanders, Health and Structural Adjustment in Rural and Urban Zimbabwe (Uppsala:
Nordiska Afrikainstitutet Research Report, No. 101, 1996) which one reviewer termed, “an
extensive survey of health, economic and demographic characteristics [that] monitored and
documented the deterioration that occurred under the World Bank’s structural adjustment
program. It confirms what is widely believed, that charges for the use of health services,
introduced at the behest of the Bank, deter the patients at greatest risk of disabling and fatal
illnesses, the very patients for whom medicine has developed preventive, curative and cost
effective interventions.” Meredith Turshen in African Studies Review, Vol. 41, #1 (April
1998), p. 182. See also, Ken Owen, “Bloody Mugabe,” New Republic (March 8, 1999), pp.
21-23. In her latest study as part of an annual re-survey, Mary Bassett suggests that the
impact of SAP on Zimbabwean households has been pernicious -- people are eating one
meal a day, not seeking health care but saving money (for funerals?), there are more
women headed households and hints of more child-headed households (orphans and
children of a parent away at work). Stefano Ponte, “The World Bank and ‘Adjustment in
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(A)
“Perhaps a hunter or butcher carrying a benign monkey virus gave blood at a blood
bank or had an injection. Perhaps someone was transfused with his blood, or perhaps the
needle used to inject him was used to inject someone else without being sterilized. Perhaps, a
few weeks later, the virus was transferred to a third person through another injection or
transfusion. This might have been enough to ‘kick-start’ the virus. It might have evolved
through such ‘passaging’ to become able to grow vigorously in human cells. It might have
been able to infect new people through means other than needles or blood transfusions. It
might have become sex and it might have become deadly.”385
(B)
The presumed increase in HIV incidence has occurred when increasing poverty, food
shortages and instability had begun to overcome the country. All of these diseases indicate
deepening social deprivation, with tuberculosis as “the sentinel illness of poverty and social
decline.”386 Subsequent reports showed that rural suffering in Zimbabwe was caused by
government corruption, a very severe drought and the breakdown of civil society under the
harsh governmental regime of ZANU PF. Zimbabwean epidemics over the past fifteen years
were also the result of local mismanagement and gross inequities in the wider region as an
effect of the anti-apartheid struggle, accelerated by strictures imposed by the World Bank’s
structural adjustment programs. In such dire straits, premature adult mortality and high
infant death rates are due to food shortages and untreated illnesses, not because of sexual
promiscuity. It was no accident that the clinical symptoms that define a case of AIDS in
Zimbabwe (fever, diarrhea, weight loss, and persistent cough) were actually manifestations
of protein anemia, unsanitary drinking water and parasitic infections in a country “with one
of the fastest-shrinking economies on earth.”387
•

•

With reference to the general criteria for assessing theories presented in section
3, discuss which of theories (A) or (B) would be preferred by the principle of
Occam’s Razor? Why?
Which theory (A) or (B) is more likely to be testable?

Africa’,” Review of African Political Economy, #66 (December 1995), pp. 539-58 provides
data showing that several countries which UNAIDS claims are threatened with a “plague of
HIV (Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe) have been hard hit by Bank policies in
terms of limited debt reduction and poor institutional capacity building.” The enormous
expansion of debt, the globalization of poverty and its impact on public health sectors since
the 1980s are the context within which AIDS developed. See, Michel Chossudovsky, The
Globalisation of Poverty: Impacts of the IMF and World Bank Reforms (New York: Zed
Books, Inc., 1997).
385
Helen Epstein, “Something Happened,” New York Review of Books (December 2, 1999),
p. 18. The account is repeated in Epstein’s book The Invisible Cure: Africa, the West, and
the Fight Against AIDS (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007), pp. 46-47.
386
Michael Wines, “In Zimbabwe, Even the Farmers Are Going Hungry,” New York Times
(February 29, 2004), p. A6.
387
Philip Gourevitch, “Wasteland: Letter From Zimbabwe,” The New Yorker (June 3, 2002),
p. 61. See also Michael Wines, “In Zimbabwe, Even the Farmers Are Going Hungry,” New
York Times (February 29, 2004), p. A6; Gabrielle Menezes, “Letter From Zimbabwe,” The
Nation, (May 12, 2003), pp. 12-14; and Samantha Power, “How to Kill a Country,”
Atlantic Monthly (December 2003), pp. 86-98.
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•
•
•

If neither is testable, are there any criteria by which to assess one as preferable
to the other?
Will these criteria determine whether (A) or (B) is true?
Are there any sound reasons to consider the relative worth of theories if one
cannot tell which is true?

EXERCISES
Sections 4, 5, 6
Fallacies of statistical and causal reasoning and polemical ploys
1. Consider the explanation of AIDS described in Unit 9 section 4. Reflect upon how to
identify the fallacy that might be committed when it is claimed that whatever causes a
patient to have an HIV-antibody positive test result is an antecedent condition which
leads to TB, rather than the other way around.
2. Evaluate which one or more of the fallacies in reasoning might be held responsible for the
phenomenon that Steven Epstein, sociologist, discovered as reported in this summary.
AIDS reports in leading specialist magazines from 1984-1986, after Robert C. Gallo
announced in a press conference with the US Secretary of Health Margaret Heckler
present, that HIV was the probable cause of AIDS. Gallo’s declaration was exhibited as
“the result of research done at the National Cancer Institute, where Director Robert C.
Gallo made the announcement in a press conference held with US Secretary of Health
Margaret Heckler. The US Congress established the NCI by a special legislative Act on
August 6, 1937, as an independent research institute under the auspices of the National
Institutes of Health. The National Cancer Act of 1971 broadened the institute’s scope and
it has received billions of dollars over the years to fund its research.” After the press
conference, Epstein studied the published texts referencing Gallo’s Science paper. The
proportion that described the virus = AIDS hypothesis as a fact jumped from 3 percent in
1984 to 62 percent in 1986 after the press conference.388
3. I had sex with this boy that my parents didn’t like so we are not going to get married. We
had sex without any protection, and I got pregnant. Then I got very sick with catarrh that
turned into pneumonia and I didn’t see him for a long time. Later I learned he was also
sick and went with other girls. So that is how I know he gave me AIDS.
4. The last time I saw the tro-tro pass by my Hall, this ‘anywork’ young man was fetching
water from the tap. This morning again, the same working boy was fetching water and
again the tro-tro came along right at that moment. Last week when the same young man
fetched water quickly for another student who hired him, the same tro-tro came right
away. So if ever you want to board the tro-tro without wasting time waiting for it to
come, you should just ask that boy to go fetch water.

388

This example is adapted from a passage in Torsten Engelbrecht and Claus Köhnlein’s
Virus Mania Vancouver: Trafford Publishing (2007) p. 121.
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5. This community has some very sick individuals in it, and they have no lice in their
scalp. Everyone who is healthy here has lice in their scalp. So if you want to be healthy,
be sure to carry a full load of lice in your hair and that way you will never get sick.
6. There is ample evidence to prove that having very badly yellow-stained fingers causes
fatal lung cancer. I know this because every corpse with advanced lung cancer that I
examined as a medical student had yellow stains all over the first and second fingers of
one hand, usually the right hand.
7. Serena lives in this Township and her husband is a truck driver who returned just last
week from a long trip overland. Serena has not been feeling well for a long time; now
she seems to be dying; she is losing weight very fast, she is very weak, and always has a
fever, and has constant diarrhoea. So she must have AIDS which she surely caught from
her husband who must have gone with prostitutes on the road.
8. My friend’s partner recently died of tuberculosis, which was masked for a long time by
other symptoms. They lived together for many years but were not married. Now my
friend is losing weight and is very sick. Many people with TB test positive on HIV tests.
So she must have HIV.
9. Mental health experts in Boston have conducted a 17 year study involving almost 1,000
individuals. Results were reported in the latest issue of Neurology that 22% of depressed
patients went on to suffer dementia. Researchers discovered that two episodes of clinical
depression doubled the likelihood of the onset of the neural degeneration disease known
as Alzheimer’s disease later in life. Only 17% of people with dementia showed no signs
of depression earlier in their lives. So I keep telling my older sister that she should watch
her negative attitude and count her blessings more often; because if she keeps lying
around the house without taking care of herself and keeps complaining all the time
without ever smiling, she will eventually make herself really sick and pretty soon she
won’t even be able to recognise her own husband or remember who her friends are.
• 10. My roommates at University both had boyfriends they met in their church groups with
whom they negotiated safe sex and who remained faithful to them while they were dating.
They both later got married to these boys and are now raising children who are healthy,
they both were strong and had no complications through their pregnancies. So if I want to
be healthy and have strong babies all I need to do is practice sex with a condom and find a
partner who will be faithful.
11. I saw my very best friend dying of AIDS. When he finally went into hospital, for the first
and last time of his life, he was given AZT for six weeks and then he started to get better
while under hospital care. His brief improvement before he died had such a profound
effect on me, since he was the most important person in the world to me. So I am now an
anti-AIDS activist because clearly the drug AZT is necessary for everyone in Africa who
has AIDS.
12. This pregnant woman lives next door to me in Kwazulu-Natal province and she died last
night. She has been very sick for over three months: she is losing weight very fast; she is
very weak; she has a chronic fever, no money for the TB drug she is supposed to take, nor
for other drugs to help stop her constant diarrhoea, nor can she afford to improve her food
intake to give her better nutrition that she can easily digest. She has been malnourished
for most of her life. Last year before she got pregnant she was diagnosed as having TB
and was taking medication for tuberculosis but she stopped the treatment because she
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could not afford to stay away from work and she could not afford to finish the six month
course. Two weeks ago her husband returned home to her after a year from his long-haul,
long distance trucking job. So she must have died of HIV/AIDS given to her by her
husband after his return, because my pastor has told us that the only way you can get
AIDS is from dirty needles or from your unfaithful partner giving it to you, and this
woman never got a blood transfusion and she was not a drug addict.
13.

The Students’ Representative Committee made a study through the Sociology
Department to see if there was any relation between provocative dress and the breakdown
of morality among university women. The researchers discovered showed through
discrete investigations in Volta Hall, that two of the women known to have very rich older
men as boyfriends and who receive support money, fancy clothes and expensive holidays
off campus, from these older men, also wear very short skirts and revealing, tight blouses.
One of these women is said to have taken a short break from her studies to get an
abortion. So clearly we can conclude that this wave of provocative dressing which is the
current fashion on campus is ruining the morality of the ladies.

14. As the number of fire-fighters that are called to a fire goes up, so too the damage caused
by the fire increases. Insurance companies have investigated this and it is statistically
confirmed, holding true at almost every fire incident—the more fire-fighters at the scene,
the greater the damage from fire. So the evidence shows that having too many firemen at
a fire emergency spoils private property.
15. The indicator of administrative success in this decade is eating a higher percentage of red
meat on a daily basis. Ten years ago the status symbol was eating chicken; in those days
hardly anyone ate beef or lamb around here. People in this region who are poor eat
mostly fish because they can catch it themselves and don’t have to pay for it. Everyone
eats red meat nowadays every day who can afford it. Most rich people don’t go in for
fish. Therefore red meat must be the most nutritious source of protein and the most ideal
main course available.
16. The most important thing for Ghana’s health care system today is to ensure a regular and
copious supply of anti-retrovirals, ideally to ensure uninterrupted supply to anyone who
can afford to prevent contracting HIV. That way, the government will be able to save a
lot of money because fewer people will fall ill, since the nation’s immunity will be
stronger. This must be so since it was the message of the USAID representative who
came and gave the University Congregation Address in 2000. That man was a classmate
of the Vice Chancellor, and he knows Kofi Annan personally; he used to be the director
of GlaxoSmithKline, which is one of the biggest multi-national pharmaceutical
corporations in the world and a major contributor to the World Health Organisation. He
also owns the most prestigious medical journals Science, Nature and New England
Journal for Medicine. His former position was as Director of the US National Cancer
Institute. He is a member of the Bill Gates advisory group. His family is also very
wealthy.
17. The Black Stars failed to get to the semi-finals because they are all falling sick: the key
players who have had the opportunity to get contracts outside care more about money
than they do about their health. Those that played in the World Cup were taking
performance enhancing drugs, because there were many bribes to ensure that they would
win, so they didn’t care if they cheated. They knew whoever was paying the bribes
would ensure they were not caught. You don’t believe me? Ask anyone.
18. Listen to this poor and undernourished, dying little boy. He is so brave; don’t you just wish his
life could be saved? Isn’t it a shame that he cannot afford treatment? Just look at him—he is
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dying. You just have to believe what he says; don’t even bother looking into the research done on
the drugs. This boy’s life is at stake. Certainly what he says about the importance of making anti
retroviral medicine available for every child in Africa must be true.
19. Everyone who can afford anti-retroviral treatment receives it. And everybody who can’t afford it
is told they should try to pool their resources to be able to get the drug. So clearly, my fate
depends upon whether I will be able to get a good enough job to afford the treatment if I ever get
infected, otherwise I must be very careful never to allow myself to get infected by HIV. Since I
am not a rich man, if I am careless then I will probably die of the disease.
20..You cannot believe anything he says especially about health care. His brother-in-law was involved
in a law suit against a hospital where the wife died two years ago, and he was found guilty of not
paying taxes in 1985 on some property that he owned, even though he is a chief, and he broke this
tax law at the very time that he was speaking out in the newspapers against the government’s
health care policy.
21. The July 2000 Durban Declaration signed by 5,000 scientists attending an international Congress
on AIDS held in South Africa was subsequently cited as evidence substantiating the claim that
HIV causes AIDS. But when used as a piece of evidence that HIV must be the cause of AIDS to
the exclusion of any rival causal hypothesis, a petition submitted by experts, the reasoning is best
described as:

22. HIV causes AIDS. It must be so; since George W. Bush created a whole programme
titled Presidential Emergency Plan For AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) while he was the
president of the most powerful military force in the world, which provides more
financial aid for pharmaceutical development than any other country.

Suggested solutions to exercises in sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
Section 1—causal statements can be interpreted in more than one way. These are
suggested answers; others may be valid
1. sufficient condition
2. sufficient condition
3. agent cause
4. agent cause
5. proximate cause
6. sufficient condition
7. sufficient condition
8. proximate cause, sufficient condition
9. proximate cause
10. jointly sufficient conditions

Section 2—plausible analyses
1.

antecedent circumstances: Case I: (18) treated with arra-A
Case II: (10) untreated with the drug
effects: case I effect 28% died of herpes
case II effect 70% died of herpes
by the Method of Difference—
conclusion: The cause of the decrease in frequency of deaths due to herpes was the
ara-A drug treatment.

2.

Group 1:postmortem cases 1…5
antecedent circumstances = loss of neurons in nucleus basalis, low level of particular
enzyme activity
effect = Alzheimer’s disease present
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Group 2: postmortem cases 6. . . 10
antecedent circumstances = normal counts of neurons in nucleus basalis, normal
levels of enzyme activity
effect = Alzheimer’s disease absent
by the Joint Method of Agreement and Difference—
conclusion: The cause of the decreased enzyme activity that is associated with
Alzheimer’s lesions is the loss of neurons in the nucleus basalis of the sufferer.
3.

case 1: antecedent circx = spoiled meat in protected container, no flies present
effect: no worms on the spoiled meat.
case 2: antece circx = spoiled meat in open container, in contact with flies and pupae
effect: worms present on the spoiled meat.
by Method of Difference—
conclusion: Worms are not spontaneously generated from putrefaction; the presence of
worms on spoiled meat is caused by flies landing on the meat and carrying the worm
larvae.

4.

rats: antecedent circx = fed for two years on roaches effect = many had worms in the
stomach, surrounded by tumor. Same worm found in the ingested roaches.
by Method of Agreement
conclusion: The cancerous growths in the rats’ stomachs were caused by eating worminfested cockroaches.

5.

The method of difference is recommended, in order to tell whether presence vs.
absence of toxic drugs has any impact on the occurrence of AIDS symptoms.
Concomitant variation: one would test to see whether an increase in the dosage
intensity, frequency and duration of recreational drug use, antibiotic medication, and
anti-retroviral (HAART) treatment correlated with a progressive development of
AIDS defining symptoms.

6.

Section 3—questions are expository and answers are non-routine,
require individual analysis
Sections 4, 5, 6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

confusing cause with effect
genetic fallacy
post hoc ergo propter hoc
confusing correlation with causal connection
confusing cause with effect
overlooking a common cause
post hoc ergo propter hoc
post hoc ergo propter hoc
confusing cause with effect
neglecting an underlying cause
fallacy of misplaced vividness (insufficient sized sample / hasty generalisation)
post hoc ergo propter hoc
jumping to a conclusion (hasty generalisation / insufficient sized sample)
confusing correlation with causal connection / neglecting a common cause
grandstanding (appeal to elite consensus)
ad hominem (eulogistic)
appeal to the masses
appeal to pity
appeal to the masses
ad hominem (dyslogistic)
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21. grandstanding (appeal to elite consensus)
22. genetic fallacy (also illegitimate appeal to authority)
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INTRODUCTION
This unit addresses in a rudimentary way the controversy surrounding how AIDS is
contracted and how best to prevent it and treat it. Our goal is not to pretend to master the
microbiology and virology involved, but to become familiar and comfortable with the
uncertainty that pervades genuine and responsible inquiry into the current causes of immune
dysfunction in Africa. We need to be comfortable with uncertainty and to come to some
decision about how to deal with its denial and repression in our professional lives.
Compassionate and quality care is inhibited and perverted in the current atmosphere of
stigmatizing panic and victim-blaming confusion that pervades HIV and AIDS discourse
when falsehoods and unsubstantiated claims are repeated monotonously, without question or
confrontation. We need to develop strategies to help our patients and community members
deal with public health policies that still presuppose that sexual temperance and antiretroviral
therapy are the only appropriate responses to AIDS, to various fatal contagions, and to
chronic ill health.
There are several dissenting theories about HIV and AIDS. One of them is that HIV
does not exist (the Perth Group in Australia may have been the first to discuss this idea).
Another view is that HIV is a real virus, but “a harmless passenger” and not in itself
pathogenic [see Unit 9 appendix I for one of the earliest original expressions of this
hypothesis by Peter H. Duesberg (1987)]. Another view is that the signs of HIV (e.g. the
results of antibody tests) do not indicate the presence of an infectious virus, but something
else, for example a human endogenous retroviral (HERV) [see Unit 9 appendix VII by
Etienne de Harven (2010)]. There are many factors that may lead to symptoms used as the
diagnostic signs of AIDS, and a range of ways to account for HIV antibody positive test
results. These are considered by various researchers in the literature. For instance, M.
Nacher et al observe, “in tropical countries, notably sub-Saharan Africa, helminth

[intestinal worm] infections are the most prevalent parasitic infection. These great
immuno-modulators have the ability to tip the balance towards T-helper cell type 2
immunity, to decrease vaccine responses, and influence the outcome of major
tropical killers.” [i.e. intestinal worms can affect CD4 counts, not just provide the
appearance of HIV infection.]389
As is the case with good science when the attempt to answer a question is allowed to
pursue its course without interference and monopolisation by powerful interest blocs, many
views will, and should, continue to proliferate.
The standards generally used in medical science for proving that a particular microorganism causes a disease are captured in three classic laws known as “Koch's Postulates”
which are spelled out first in section 1. In section 2 we will review some of the vocabulary
involved in the current discourse of HIV and AIDS, to get a steadier feeling of what is meant
by retroviruses, viral load, T cells and CD4 counts. Section 3 presents the standard view of
how AIDS develops from infection by a virus. As noted already, a number of contemporary
explanations of how AIDS develops do not refer to the presence of any special virus, nor
regard its appearance as anything other than an epiphenomenon or symptom, or a co-factor of
other vital elements whose contribution to immune dysfunction can be traced in the presence
of the wide range of different kinds of illness currently associated with acquired immune
dysfunction. Section 5 reviews some of these alternative hypotheses that are currently under
M. Nacher, B. Carme, P. Couppié (2008) “HIV and immune reconstitution disease in the
wormy world.” AIDS Feb 19; 22(4): 546. David Crowe has collated many reflections in the
literature demonstrating the variety of causal interpretations given by researchers to HIV
antibody test results at <http://rethinkingaids.com/quotes/test-cd4.html>. Accessed April 3,
2013.
389
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discussion in the global arena where the explanation of AIDS is still an open question.
Section 5 addresses two different ways to interpret the test results of HIV antibodies.
Appendix I is a classic paper by the microbiologist Peter H. Duesberg who has been
the most influential in defeating the claim that a virus is the cause of AIDS. In Appendix II
he discusses with clarity and simple precision what would be required to determine which of
the two most prominent competing hypotheses about the cause of AIDS is likely to be
correct: Is it caused by a sexually transmitted virus? Or is AIDS caused by chemical
toxicities that break down the structures constituting the human immune system? The
research design proposed to find a scientific answer to this central question using principles
of causal analysis that were presented in Unit 8. Unit 9 appendix IV presents in further detail
accounts of AIDS that trace its sources in recreational drug abuse, in prescribed medications
that manipulate DNA, and in malnutrition. Appendix V of Unit 9 corrects the accounts of a
purported AIDS epidemic in Africa in light of actual data. This paper was accepted for
publication in a major medical journal and later withdrawn through a recognised pattern of
censorship that dominates the HIV and AIDS industry. Appendix VI briefly reviews a causal
account of AIDS that places the impact of antibiotics on cell structure at centre stage, and
Appendix VII describes an alternative interpretation of the blood particles identified as
externally acquired HIV, accounting for them as the residue of endogenous bits of blood that
are found in everyone.

SECTION 1 Establishing cause in pathogenic research: Koch’s postulates
In medical research, specific criteria are used as a standard to determine whether a
specified or theorized microbe or organism has been demonstrated sufficiently to be
concluded as the cause of a disease. This is not a deductive proof, in scientific principle it is
always possible that a new contender or alternative organism might be discovered and shown
to be a more likely candidate as a cause. But these guidelines are used as a necessary test to
pass before an organism is accepted as a possible cause of a disease.
These principles are popularly attributed to investigators of anthrax and the cause of
tuberculosis in the late 1800s, Robert Koch and Friedrich Loeffler. The principles have since
been supposed more generally as underlying the study of disease. These principles were
elaborated, revised and extended in the twenty-first century because new techniques of
detecting pathogenic entities have been developed using nucleic acids. But as a general guide
for understanding in a rudimentary way what is involved in assessing whether or not some
entity has been adequately demonstrated as a possible cause of a specific disease or a
syndrome, the original principles suffice for our purposes.
Koch's postulates are the following:
1. The micro-organism must be found in abundance in all organisms suffering from the
disease, but should not be found in healthy organisms.
2. The micro-organism must be isolated from a diseased organism and grown in pure
culture.
3. The cultured micro-organism should cause disease when introduced into a healthy
organism.
4. The micro-organism must be re-isolated from the inoculated, diseased experimental
host and identified as being identical to the original specific causative agent.
To clarify the method of logic underlying these postulates, notice that postulate 1 is an
expression of J.S. Mill’s method of agreement, and postulate 3 expresses Mill’s method of
difference [refer to Unit 8 section 2].
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Consider J.S. Mill’s general principles of causal reasoning together with Koch’s
postulates for proving that a particular micro-organism causes a disease. These two
complimentary frameworks illuminate the basis for a growing number of microbiologists,
biochemists and clinicians rejecting the hypothesis that there exists a virus (formerly LAV or
HTLV-III, subsequently ‘HIV’)390 which is necessary and sufficient to produce AIDS. Their
various objections are based at least in part on the fundamental fact that postulating HIV as a
potent pathogen fails to fulfil Koch’s classic standards for “establishing the specificity of a
pathogenic micro-organism.”
John Lauritsen has argued succinctly a case against LAV/HTLV-III or HIV being the
391
sole, sufficient or necessary cause of AIDS, as follows:
Koch’s first postulate requires that the microbe be found in all cases
of the occurrence of HIV [according to the method of agreement]. In
various samplings of AIDS patients, anywhere from twenty to sixty four
percent do not have the LAV virus, and about ten percent do not even have
antibodies. CDC officials attribute this awkward finding to ‘poor testing
methods” failing to acknowledge the burden of proof is on those who claim
that the “AIDS virus” is the cause of AIDS.
Koch’s second postulate requires injection of the micro-organism
into susceptible animals, with the result that the same disease is produced.
For years researchers have been injecting several species of monkey with
fluids from people with AIDS. Whatever microbes were in the blood of the
AIDS patients—whether viruses, bacteria, or other—whether named LAV
or HTLV-III or ARV or something else—these microbes would have been
transmitted in large quantities to the blood of the monkeys. And none of the
monkeys developed AIDS.392 Further, there have been several hundred
carefully monitored cases of health care workers who accidentally stuck
themselves with needles that had been used on AIDS patients. In no case
has AIDS resulted from one of these inoculations.393
The third postulate requires that the agent create the disease upon
transfer from animals made ill by inoculation. Obviously this condition has
not been met, as no animal has yet been made ill by inoculation with this
material.
It is certainly possible that the LAV virus may play some role,
perhaps even an important role, in causing AIDS. However, LAV clearly
cannot be regarded as a necessary factor in causing AIDS if substantial
proportions of AIDS patients do not have the virus (by joint method of
agreement and difference). Considering that up to two-thirds of the AIDS
patients do not have the virus in their bodies, one may question the wisdom
390

Now known as the ‘Human Immunodeficiency Virus’: HIV-1.
Abridged and adapted with the author’s consent from John Lauritsen’s website
<http://paganpressbooks.com/jpl/POPBOOK.HTM>. Accessed March 22, 2013.
392
The infra-human primates did become “infected,” since their bodies formed antibodies to
what is now called HIV-1. However, none developed “AIDS”. As of now, Spring of 1992,
they are still healthy.
393
A 1988 CDC study of health care workers stuck with hypodermic needles used in AIDS
patients, found that only four (0.3%) out 1,428 workers developed an HIV positive
antibody test result after the injury. Not a single of these cases developed to AIDS. None
has ever been demonstrated (CDC “Update: Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome and
Human Immunodeficiency Virus infection among health care workers, Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report. April 22, 1988 vol. 3(151) pp. 229 et seq.
391
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of treating these patients with toxic, experimental antiviral drugs, such as
ribavirin, which at best may prevent the virus from replicating. If the virus
is not present in the patient’s body, there is nothing to prevent from
replicating,394 in which case such treatment would be spurious.
The government’s insistence that the “HTLV-III” virus is the cause of
AIDS, sole and sufficient, has stifled independent research and thinking and
has dangerously misled people as to the risk factors for AIDS. Intravenous
drug users have not been told to quit using drugs, only that they must stop
“sharing needles.” (Actually there is no evidence that all, or even most, of
the intravenous drug users with AIDS did “share needles.’) Gay men have
been told that they must restrict their sexual activities, but not that they
ought to stop using cocaine, heroin, Quaaludes, amphetamines, ethyl
chloride, PCP, marijuana, LSD, barbiturates, poppers, and other
‘recreational drugs’ that are prominent in the lifestyle of many gay men in
the 1980s in the cohort group where AIDS was presented in significant
numbers for some years.
These points as laid out here are not presented as a knock-down argument of the
orthodox view of HIV, its method of transmission, and its relation to AIDS. We need only
school ourselves sufficiently to be aware that from the perspective of solid science, there is
no single, definitive, and incontestable doctrine about the basis for premature mortality and
chronic ill health in our communities. This climate of uncertainty is important to be aware of
because it has implications for policy and our handling of patients’ treatment options and
general management of public health concerns and AIDS prevention programmes.

SECTION 2 Scientific standards at stake in the field of retro-virology

by Claus Köhnlein and Torsten Engelbrecht395

To understand what Koch’s postulates 2 and 4 entail (introduced in the previous
section), it helps to understand something rudimentary about the methods of detecting a virus,
and about determining its causal properties.
Electron microscopy is fundamental to identifying viruses. Before the current
methods of molecular biology became the norm, “around 1960, electron microscopy was held
to be the best way of identifying viruses in cell cultures,” according to the pathologist and
renowned pioneering expert in electron microscopy and virology Professor Etienne de
Harven.396 He is distinguished as having produced the first electron micrograph of a
retrovirus (the Friend leukaemia virus). His advanced electronic imaging was applied to
observing particles in cancer cells. At the well known 1962 Cold Spring Harbor Conference
in Long Island, New York, André Wolff the 1965 Nobel Laureate in medicine, declared
394

Although the AIDS establishment claims that techniques for detecting the virus have
improved greatly since 1986, the fact remains that in a substantial number of AIDS
patients neither HIV-1 itself nor HIV-1 antibodies can be detected, even using the most
sensitive techniques.
395
This section 5 is abridged and adapted from Claus Köhnlein and Torsten Engelbrecht
with the consent of co-author C. Köhnlein, Virus Mania (2007) Victoria, BC: Trafford, pp.
83-85, 87,-88, 91.
396
De Harven worked for 25 years at Sloan Kettering Institute in New York, a private cancer
research centre founded in 1945, which became the largest of its kind in the USA. Jordan
Goodman and Vivien Walsh (2001) The Story of Taxol: nature and politics in the pursuit
of an anti-cancer drug. Cambridge University Press.
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electron microscopy as likely the most efficient method of proving viruses’ existence.397 He
suggested investigating and classifying viruses by this method. The focus then was upon
causes of cancer. The effort to find viruses as the chief cause of cancer was finally
determined to be unsuccessful; viruses could be detected in cancer cells only occasionally.398
This negative outcome was generally suppressed; the negative results were not big news nor
widely publicized.399 Funding ceased for the study of viruses as playing a central role in
cancer.
As oncologist and internal disease specialist Dr. Köhnlein observes,400 the only way to
assess the implications of clinical trials is by making the full body of controlled studies
publicly available. In medicine, failure to do so casts doubt on the safety and efficacy of
treatments as well as undermining the integrity of the scientific literature. Scientific journals
are supposed to protect the integrity of science—but they don’t. As is the case with most
deficient practices in medical research and practice, there is an unacknowledged financial
motive. And why are scientists coy about publishing negative data? Köhnlein quotes Scott
Kern of Johns Hopkins University, editor of Journal of Negative Observations in genetic
Oncology: “withholding negative results keeps rivals doing studies that rest on an erroneous
premise, thus clearing the field for the team that knows that, say gene A doesn’t really cause
disease B. Which goes to show that in scientific journals, no less than in supermarket
tabloids, you cannot believe everything you read—or you shouldn’t.”401
As reviewed in Unit 6, section 5 and the appendix, after the failure of cancer-virus
research programmes, the next major opportunity for high profile, lucrative research was to
study the virus which had been declared to be the cause AIDS, by Robert C. Gallo, during a
nationwide televised press conference, accompanied by the US Secretary of Health, in
Margaret Heckler on April 23rd 1984. This presumption is the kingpin of an industry that has
been proliferating profits and careers since it first bloomed.
The objection that HIV has never been isolated as the key pathogen for AIDS
By soundly characterizing virus structure (through virus purification), it is
theoretically possible to irrefutably differentiate viruses themselves from virus-like particles.
From the very onset of the HIV-causes-AIDS paradigm, de Harven has been sceptical not
only that HIV could cause any disease but, further, that HIV has ever been properly isolated.
“By isolation [or purification], HIV researchers usually mean successful culturing, which
merely means that certain chemical reactions indicating phenomena consistent with HIV have
been observed” (Culshaw 2007: 13). If this has taken place, the next step would be to get an
electron micrograph of the purified virus. For of course, proof that a virus exists does not
automatically mean that this virus is also infectious, as had already been established in 1960,
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at a conference sponsored by the New York Academy of Sciences.402 But this procedure is
rarely carried out in modern viral research. Viruses that purportedly threaten to wipe out
humanity—H5N1, SARS virus, etc. have evidently never been seen by anyone.403 de Harven
has remained highly critical of all viral isolation procedures employed by HIV researchers.
He contends that retro-virologists began using “shortcut,” indirect methods not because of
their increased efficiency but because they couldn’t get the results they wanted using the
standard methods.404 But any objection to the consensus that HIV is an established cause of
AIDS is regarded as old fashioned and summarily dismissed (Culshaw 2007: 44-45).
For a long time, unequivocal proof of a virus required observable, measurable
evidence, as is the case with bacteria and fungi. The one difference is that bacteria and fungi
can be seen with a light microscope, whereas viruses are so tiny that only an electron
microscope can produce images of them. First there has to be a way to identify exactly what
you are looking at, so these particles (possible viruses) must exist in a pure or purified form
in order to be able to differentiate virus particles from virus-like ones. At the beginning of the
1950s, virologists agreed that this was necessary since under certain conditions even healthy
cells produce a whole range of particles that could look like so-called tumour viruses
(oncoviruses).405
The importance of this process was confirmed in 1972 at an international meeting of
the Pasteur Institute where the Perth Group was represented by physician Val Turner:406
“Viruses are not naked bits of RNA (or DNA). They are particles with particular sizes and
shapes and other identifying features, which are obliged to replicate at the behest of living
cells. They won’t multiply in dead meat as bacteria do. So there you have it. This indicates
the need for experiments to prove particles are a virus and that hasn’t changed in a thousand
years and certainly not since the 1990s.”
Culshaw recounts Turner’s easy-to grasp language to describe … the scientific
demand for properly isolating HIV as an exogenous retrovirus: ‘Think of the requirement for
purification like a paternity suit in which DNA evidence will be used and the accused party is
the HIV and the born child is a purportedly infected human. The crux of the case is proof that
the DNA you found in the human child is the same DNA you found in the accused. For the
accusation to carry in a legal suit, you have to have rock solid proof the DNA came from the
accused. Given that in cell cultures all sorts of particles appear, only some of which are
viruses, you have to prove that (a) a particular particle is a virus; and (b) your DNA comes
402
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from that particle. How can you prove (a) without using electron microscopy (for many
reasons) and without purification? (Culshaw 2007: 12)
“Frankly, we from the Perth Group do not understand this obsession with ‘old data’ or
the imperative ‘science moves on’. Has Archimedes’ principle ‘moved on’? Do solid objects
no longer displace their own volume of liquids as the ancients discovered them to do, so that
we should distrust Archimedes’ discovery since it is so old? If everything has to be ‘up to
date’ then in ten years nothing that is up to date now will be up to date then. Which means as
long as time keeps going on nothing in science can ever be established and no criterion or
standard will ever be reliable.”407
Critics of the view that HIV causes AIDS are attacked and vilified as ‘flat-earthbelievers’ and as ‘dangerous’ to public health. “HIV researchers continually claim that their
critics’ results are out of date, yet have absolutely no hesitation in citing the entire body of
scientific research on HIV [since the early 1980s] as massive, overwhelming evidence in
favour of HIV. They can’t have it both ways, yet this is exactly what they try to do (Culshaw
2007: 12).
One of the characteristics of deterioration of scientific standards is that “papers on the
molecular biology of HIV … go out of date very quickly. As mathematical biologist, Rebecca
Culshaw reflects: “In mathematics a journal article takes a significant amount of time to write
and at least several months to go through the review process. By the time a paper appears in
print it may well be years from the time the work was first started. On several occasions I
submitted papers with fairly recent references regarding various aspects of HIV’s molecular
biology, only to be answered with the criticism from a reviewer that some of these references
were now ‘out of date’. Sometimes the references were only two or three years old. … this is
a common occurrence in HIV research. Science is meant to be self-correcting, but it seems to
be endemic in HIV research that, rather than continually building on an accumulating body of
secure knowledge with only occasional missteps, the bulk of the structure gets knocked down
every three to four years, replaced by yet another hypothesis, standard of care, or definition of
what, exactly, AIDS really is. This new structure eventually gets knocked down in the same
fashion” (Culshaw 2007: 11).
It is a characteristic of the empirical sciences that different disciplines—biochemistry,
epidemiology, virology, microbiology—rely on different criteria for validating and verifying
results; it is in the complementary check and balance of these different methodologies that
lends the overall authority to scientific work.
But in the orthodox arena of cutting edge HIV/AIDS research, there is a dogmatic
intolerance for critical scrutiny. Resistance to join the consensus is reviled and derided as oldfashioned and ‘denialist’. It is this contempt for critical and independent thinking, the
suppression of diverse research programmes, which marks a worrying departure from the
standards of good science.
From virus identification to enzyme theory, and the birth of surrogate marker diagnosis
The general failure to pinpoint viruses as the causes of cancer inspired mainstream
drift purposefully further away from the well-established viral proof model. The focus turned
to implications of the work done by 1975 Nobel Laureates Howard Temin and David
Baltimore describing activity of the enzyme reverse transcriptase in connection with cancer
viruses in 1970.
To appreciate the impact of proposing that an enzyme could be pathogenic we need to
recall that in the 1960s it was thought that viruses did not possess any DNA, but rather only
RNA genes—and RNA alone does not signal the conditions required for self replication to
occur. This baffled the researchers since they believed viruses could not multiply without
DNA. But then Temin and Baltimore delivered an explanation with the enzyme called reverse
407
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transcriptase, whereby it could transform the RNA in RNA viruses (later called
‘retroviruses’ because of this) into DNA by which viruses are then able to multiply.408
It was assumed without evidence that reverse transcriptase was something very
typical of viruses. If we observe reverse transcriptase activities in our test tubes, it was
supposed, then we can be sure that a retrovirus is present as well (even if the virus’ existence
has never been proven or reverse transcriptase’s role has not been established, for instance, in
the context of HIV).409 It was just presumed that the (indirectly detected) presence of reverse
transcriptase was sufficient enough to prove the existence of a retrovirus, and even a viral
infection of the tested cells in vitro.410
This dogma would now become fixed in the minds of mainstream researchers and it
opened the floodgates to allow indirect virus detection methods (known as surrogate markers)
to take the place of direct detection procedures (virus purification and characterisation as well
as electron micrograph).411
The Swiss biotechnology company Serono illustrates the ways in which such
surrogate marker tests can be misused. The drug company was suffering revenue losses with
their preparation Serostim, which is supposed to counteract the weight-loss so typical of
AIDS patients. So, at the end of the 1990s, Serono redefined this “AIDS wasting” and
developed a computerized medical test, which it was professed would determine ‘body cell
mass’. These tests were actually adopted by doctors. And so it came about that doctors
applying the test produced by the company that created the drug, ordered this Serostim when
the tests showed patients had lost body cell mass, initiating a treatment that could easily cost
$20,000. The strange thing was that patients who, with the help of the test, had been
diagnosed with a reduced body cell mass, in reality had not lost any weight at all. On the
contrary, some had even gained weight. The Serostim scheme was finally busted and as a
legal investigation showed, more than 80 percent of Serostim prescriptions had been
unnecessarily ordered through the test’s application. Michael Sullivan, the attorney in charge
of the investigation, declared the tests chimerical, and they ultimately cost Serono ore than
$700 million in criminal fines. At that point, this was the third highest sum ever to be paid as
the outcome of a judicial investigation.412
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SECTION 3 Seven popular assumptions about HIV and AIDS413
The most fundamental criticisms of the HIV/AIDS orthodoxy were first voiced in the
mid-1980s and again in the mid-1990s. These concerns remain unaddressed in the popular
media and mainstream medical journals. Most research and product development sponsored
by pharmaceutical conglomerates continues apace assuming these seven tenets. Some
research papers substantiate and develop the criticisms of these seven tenets that are taken for
granted as indubitable truth in the technical and scientific medical journals. But in science,
nothing is indubitable except basic mathematics, the language by which scientific description
and explanation are made clear and exact. Otherwise, a hypothesis is always presented with
the understanding that future results may contradict it and it will need to be revised or
rejected in light of the accumulated new evidence. It is the responsibility of professional
health practitioners to keep a mind that is not only open and capable of seeing things from the
patient’s point of view. It is also an ethical responsibility to bear in mind those postulates that
the general public and mainstream medical expertise assume must be true, but which have
been subjected to well grounded suspicion. In the area of HIV and AIDS, the following
assumptions attract a growing controversy, despite the number of times they are presented in
the public media as fact:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

‘HIV’ denotes a single type of viral entity that causes a uniform pattern of disease
worldwide.
HIV uses T cells as its primary receptor.
HIV is a unique exogenously acquired infectious retroviral particle.
The antibody tests are proof of HIV infection.
The cause of what is called AIDS in Africa and Thailand is either HIV or sexually
transmitted.
Anti-retroviral medicines can eradicate HIV or solve the AIDS pandemic in Africa.
HIV is transmitted through breast milk.

For a review of (i) see Unit 2. What follows in this Unit will explain what (ii) and
(iii) mean and why some scientists regard viral load and T cells as unhelpful in linking a virus
to AIDS. Quantifying viral load and T cells divert attention required to study what antecedent
conditions are necessary to trigger AIDS. Unit 4 addressed in depth the misguided basis for
belief in (iv); and again in Unit 8 the evidence suggesting the improbability of (v) will be
spelled out. The error captured by (vi) was discussed at some length in Unit 5
Further reading beyond this reader and its appendices can help illuminate facts about
(ii)-(vii) above. It is a matter of individual discretion how much commitment to your work
requires learning about the scientific debates surrounding the problems you are expected to
help your patients and community manage. Most of us do not have the resources or the time
to read widely on subjects of controversy nor to follow the complicated debates about these
claims. In any case one has to proceed without the comfort of taken for granted that the
problem of AIDS is understood, or that it is a personal responsibility of each person to ensure
that their sexual activities are respectable and that their family members are chaste and moral.
This is to change the subject and sustain an environment of recrimination, confusion,
injustice and false pretences in place of good medical care.
The internet is not always a reliable source of information. But it is useful for gaining
access to viewpoints which are sidelined or suppressed by mainstream controllers of
professional conduits of medical knowledge. This is the case for some of the websites
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constructed to distribute perspectives that do not promote the interests of the multinational
pharmaceutical industry.
The earliest critics of (ii) and (iii) above listed in the reference list of this UNIT 7
include Barre-Sinoussi et al. (1983), Levy et al. and Papovic et al. (1984) among others. M.
Roederer (1998) published the first definitive summary dismissal of the received hypothesis
that a retrovirus called HIV ‘attacks’ T helper cells and that CD4 cell counts change inversely
in proportion to ‘viral load’ counts. Roederer referred to his contemporaries’ work Gorochov
et al. (1998) and Pakkard et al. (1998) to support his rejection of the Ho and Shaw model of
T-cell dynamics. Although Ho and Shaw did not wholly succumb, the causal progression of
AIDS in relation to CD4 counts still remains opaque; according to D. D. Brewer (2003) and
E. Papadopulos-Eleopulos et al. (1999) among others. Many more recent papers and
discussion sites have developed since these early years of critiquing HIV/AIDS general
knowledge.
The most recently published researchers exhibiting the technical bases for scepticism
about the HIV/AIDS orthodoxy include: a medical group in Toronto called H.E.A.L. (Health,
Education, AIDS Liaison) established in 1981 <http://www.virusmyth.net> and
<http://www.healaids.com>. Also established in 1981 was the Perth Group at the teaching
hospital of University of Western Australia, which is an active multi-disciplinary research
collective of biophysicists, clinicians, emergency physicians, and pathologists including E.
Papadopulos-Eleopulos, V. Turner, J. Papadimitriou. Publishing with them from another
continent is clinician Dr. D. Causer in Colombia. In Germany: C. Köhnlein (see Geshekter, et
al. 2004) and H. Kremer, S. Lanka, W-X. Liang, K. Stampfli, publish generally accessible
material in Continuum (London) and some of their joint technical work appeared in Schweiz
Zschr Ganzheits Med in 1996, 1997 [see their (1998: 7 on website) notes 11-14]. In South
Africa, D.M. Mhlongo and the internationally selected members of the Presidential AIDS
Advisory Panel see bibliography (2001) also publish and post on
<http://rethinkingaids.com>. In Austria the GP and OB-GYN specialist Christian Fiala
publishes his years of AIDS research experience in Uganda, Tanzania, Malawi and in
Thailand. Now in Mexico, biologist Harry Bialy (former editor of Nature, Bio/Technology
1984-2000) is often cited in the literature. In the USA: the 1993 Nobel Laureate in chemistry
Kary Mullis who originated the polymerase chain reaction technique used to count viral load,
the biochemist Rodney Richards who helped design the first HIV antibody tests (ELISA) at
AMGEN Inc, California, and later the Western Blot test alternative, also with Abbott
Laboratories, Roberto A. Giraldo, infectious diseases specialist, and president of the
Rethinking AIDS Group all have published work accessible through
<http://rethinkingaids.com> which also includes lists of publications that include the
oncologists and microbiologists David Rasnick, Peter H. Duesberg and Andrew Maniotis.
Also the dozen scientists on the Board of Alive and Well AIDS Alternatives founded by
community health activist Christine Maggiore in Los Angeles can be located on
<http://aliveandwell.org> along with recent testimonies and citations in the technical journals.

SECTION 4 The ‘orthodox view’ that HIV causes AIDS
Quoting from the explanation of the nationally renowned Dr. A.R. Neequaye (Dept. of Medicine,
U. of Ghana Medical School) published in 1987, this is how the HIV causal hypothesis was
introduced into Ghana’s medical scientific literature:
The HIV like other retroviruses is an RNA virus. When the virus infects a human
cell the unique retroviral enzyme, reverse transcriptase, uses the viral RNA
template to assemble corresponding DNA molecules. The DNA is then inserted
into the chromosome of the infected cell. The cell infected by the HIV is often a
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T4 helper lymphocyte⎯the white blood cell that orchestrates the body’s immune
system against invasion by pathogenic organisms. Once inside a T4 cell the HIV
may remain dormant for a variable period until the lymphocyte is stimulated by
another infection. Instead of producing more T4 cells the cells produce more viral
particles and in the process the T4 cell dies. The resultant depletion of T4 cells
leaves the patient vulnerable to opportunistic infections by agents that would not
normally cause disease in an immunocompetent individual. The HIV can also
directly affect T cells in the central nervous system (CNS). Dementia is a late
feature in many patients. Malignancies also result from reduced T cell
surveillance of mutant T cells. HIV infected patients have an increased risk of at
least three types of human tumours, Kaposi’s sarcoma, some cancers, and B-cell
lymphomas . . .414
The foregoing sketch captures the received introductory canon of microbiological
theory about AIDS. For instance, in the fourth edition (1996) of an undergraduate textbook
An Introduction to Microbiology (1996) a graphic titled “Selected viruses and their
cytopathic effects” includes as the last on a list of 8 entries: “AIDS virus (HIV)” correlated
with “Destruction of T lymphocytes.”415 Although the textbook outlines as hypothetical the
origin of HIV, it describes as definitive the role of HIV in the pathogenesis of AIDS:
It is now (1996) believed that HIV arose by mutation of a virus that had
been endemic in some areas of central Africa for many years . . . HIV has been
found in blood samples preserved from as early as 1959 in several African nations
and in England.416 Transmission of HIV usually requires transfers of bodily fluids
… the most important of these are blood, semen and vaginal secretions that
contain the virus, or the transfer of cells, especially macrophages, containing the
virus.” Further: The human immune system, like that of all vertebrates, has two
main components, working independently and together to protect the organism
from disease. The humoral immune system responds when specialized
lymphocytes, called B cells, are exposed to antigens. The other component is the
cell-mediated immune system because it directly involves specialised
lymphocytes, called T cells, located in both the blood and the lymphoid tissues. T
cells do not secrete antibodies as B cells do. T cells instead have distinct antigen
receptors attached to their surfaces, which recognize different specific antigens,
only on cell surfaces. T cells are of different kinds with different functions: helper
T cells (to activate B cells), delayed hypersensitivity T cells (to provide protection
to tissues for instance through inflammation), suppressor T cells (to regulate
414
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immune response and maintain tolerance), cytotoxic T cells (to destroy target cells on
contact), Killer cells (to attack antibody-coated target cells), and Natural Killer T
cells (to destroy such target cells).417 Antigens inspire two stages of immune
response: primary, and a secondary memory response that occurs only after a
second exposure occurs. The antigen in a sense selects the lymphocyte that will
multiply to form a clone of cells with identical immunological specificity. These
are then called memory cells, which are responsible for the faster and higher rise
in antibodies present. These memory cells have a lifetime measured in years or
even decades. On the second or any subsequent exposure to the same antigen,
these memory cells can quickly differentiate into antibody-producing plasma
cells; they are responsible for the much faster and higher rise in antibody levels
than occurred during the primary response . . .418
HIV may remain latent in the T cell or begin replicating. Sometimes,
replication results in continuous production of new virus particles that bud from
the cell without killing it and infect other cells. In other cases, the cell is quickly
killed either by the virus itself or by the action of the immune system in response
to viral antigens on the surface of the cell.419 The virus also infects other types of
cells that carry CD4 surface antigens. These cells include macrophages, antigenpresenting dendritic cells, about 40% of all monocytes, and 5% of B cells. HIV
infection generally does not kill these cells but impairs their normal functioning.
The ability of the virus to remain latent intra-cellularly is one reason why
the anti-HIV antibodies developed by infected persons fail to prevent the disease.
The virus also evades immune defences by undergoing antigenic changes, even
during the course of an infection. There is evidence that a change of a single
amino acid in the glycoprotein envelope of the virus may enable it to avoid
antibodies against the previous antigenic configuration. HIV also evades the
immune system by staying in vesicles within cells so that viral cells cannot detect
the infected cells. Moreover, infected cells displaying viral antigen can fuse to
uninfected cells to spread the virus.
AIDS is actually only the end stage of an infection by HIV. Shortly after
the initial infection, the patient undergoes seroconversion⎯that is, tests positive
for antibodies to HIV. This interval is almost always less than six months. The
symptoms at this point are absent or resemble mononucleosis⎯a mild fever,
swollen lymph nodes, and fatigue. Even these symptoms spontaneously disappear
in a few weeks. Chronically swollen lymph nodes usually announce the
beginning of stage 2 and is often the first indication of illness. This stage lasts for
several years; the patient does not feel especially unwell, but the number of T4
cells in the circulation declines steadily, while the number of viruses in the body
increases steadily. Stage 3 is signalled by a T4 count below 400 per millilitre, and
stages 4 and 5 are measured by evidence of progressive loss of effective immune
response. The evidence includes loss of ability to respond to certain
hypersensitivity tests and development of disease conditions such as an
overgrowth by the fungus Candida albicans. Stage 6 of the infection is the
disease condition actually called AIDS; the T4 cell count falls below 100 per
millilitre and the patient falls victim to one or several opportunistic infections such
417
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as Pneumocystis pneumonia, encephalitis, gastroenteritis, persistent diarrhoea, fever,
blindness, Herpes simplex virus, chickenpox and shingles, or oral hairy
leukoplakia, tuberculosis, Cryptococcus meningitis, Kaposi’s sarcoma (cancer of
the skin and blood vessels), among other life-threatening diseases. At the present
state of therapy, most persons entering this stage will die within about two years.
The average time from infection to the development of AIDS is about ten years.
Because of this long incubation period, it is not yet known what percentage of
persons infected with HIV will develop full-blown AIDS: present indications are
that the great majority will.420
That is the account:

*
As early as 1987, Peter H. Duesberg provided a microbiologist’s basis for rejecting as erroneous
the theory just summarised. Some of his classic early challenges to the orthodox account of how
this particular virus attacks the human immune system appear as Appendices I and II of this Unit
9.
But Duesberg’s was not the only objection to this account. Among the earliest challenges
within the orthodox community to the received view outlined above appeared in 1998, in Nature
Medicine:
Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy and T-Cell Dynamics421
By Mario Roederer
+

The discovery (nearly fifteen years ago) that CD4 is the primary
receptor that HIV uses to enter T cells provided a neat solution to the question of
why CD4+ T cells are progressively lost during HIV disease. According to this
theory, HIV infects CD4+ T cells, then lyses them during the productive phase of
the viral life cycle.422 A direct corollary of this hypothesis is that removal of
virus from the host should restore CD4+ T cells, leading to immunological
recovery of the infected person. In early 1995, two Nature papers423 purported to
show exactly this result. Effective anti-retroviral therapy caused immediate and
large increases in the numbers of CD4+ T cell proliferation. These reports
received enormous publicity in the popular press, with vivid portrayals of a
‘massive immunological war’ in which billions of CD4+ T cells were produced
and destroyed daily.
However, there has been considerable debate about this simple
hypothesis. The Nature papers ignited a heated controversy that resulted in
publication of several well-designed and informative studies, which raised
serious doubts about this ‘war’. The reports [by Pakker et al. and Gorochov et
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al.424] provide the final nails in the coffin for models of T cell dynamics in which a
major reason for changes in t cell numbers is the death of HIV-infected cells.
The papers present extensive data on the remodelling of the T cell compartment
in HIV-infected individuals after treatment with Highly Active Anti-Retroviral
Therapy (HAART, a combination of three antiviral drugs including at least one
protease inhibitor).
Through the early stages of HIV disease, numbers of CD4+ T cells
decline whereas the total CD8+ T cell compartment expands. However, the
recent application of flow cytometric techniques that accurately identify subsets
of T cells, showed that this increase in the CD8+ T cell compartment is
comprised entirely of memory and activated T cells.425 In fact, within an
individual, naïve CD8+ T cells decline at the same rate as naïve CD4+ T cells.426
Because CD8+ T cells cannot be infected by HIV, and naïve CD4+ T cells are
relatively resistant to productive HIV infection,427 these declines cannot be
directly attributed to HIV-mediated cytolysis. In the later stages of disease, both
memory CD8+ and memory CD4+ T cells decline at similar rates.428
Activated T cells are normally found only in peripheral tissues. Their
expansion in the blood of HIV-infected adults is indicative of an active immune
response even during the later stages of disease. The increase in the release of
these cells into the blood … might be caused by, for example, progressive
damage to lymph node architecture, or homeostatic mechanisms that attempt to
maintain peripheral T cell numbers to compensate for the loss of naïve and
memory T cells.
Within weeks after initiation of HAART therapy, there are significant
increases in the numbers of B cells, and of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the blood.
More refined immunophenotyping shows that the T cell increases are restricted
to memory populations. In contrast, naïve T cells and Natural Killer (NK) cells,
show no increase in blood after therapy. Importantly, the cell types that show
HAART-induced increases (B cells and memory T cells) are those that can
maintain long-term residence in lymph nodes. Naïve T cells and NK cells do not
dwell in nodes and their numbers in blood do not immediately respond to
HAART.
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As Pakker et al. argue in their paper (1998, op. cit.) that these data are
powerful evidence that the increase in cell numbers observed shortly after
initiation of HAART are caused by T cell redistribution and not T cell
proliferation. The redistribution hypothesis⎯summarized by Mosier,429 also by
Sprint and Tough430 in response to the papers by Ho and Wei in Nature
(1998)431⎯states that during active viral replication and the concomitant cellular
immune response, a large number of B and T cells may be ‘trapped’ in peripheral
sites (for example, by antigen, cytokine, or chemokine signals). After initiation
of HAART, when HIV is effectively removed from the system, the immune
response begins to resolve, and cells pour out of the inflamed lymph nodes back
into the blood.
Pakker and colleagues take this hypothesis one step further, and suggest
that the degree of trapping increases as disease progresses (closely following on
Mosier’s prediction432 that trapping increases as viral load increases). This
simple hypothesis explains why the response to HAART tends to be greater in
individuals with lower CD4+ T cell counts⎯a finding that could not be explained
by models of proliferative expansion (in which recovery should be proportional
to the number of cells).
Functional recovery of the T cell compartment is only complete when the
repertoire of T cell receptors is restored, so that potentially all antigens can be
recognized. The decrease in naïve and memory T cell populations during disease
progression means that the repertoire becomes increasingly restricted, finally
resulting in immunodeficiency.
Gorochov and co-workers433 confirm the findings of others434 that the T
cell receptor repertoire in HIV-infected individuals is significantly perturbed
from the normal distribution found in healthy adults. This perturbation is cause
by two distinct mechanisms: a loss of unique T cell clones (repertoire
restriction), and an expansion of antigen-specific clones causing an overrepresentation of certain receptor types.
These investigators further show that after successful therapy (that is,
viral load reduction in response to HAART), the perturbation in the CD4 (but not
CD8) repertoire is reduced. (Connors et al.435 were unable to detect such a
normalization in their subjects). The apparent increase in diversity (once virus is
removed) most likely reflects the dearth of activated T cells, which include
highly-expanded HIV-specific clones, resulting in a net normalisation of the T
cell receptor repertoire.
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Perhaps the most exciting prospect is that the repertoire is becoming
diversified through production of naïve T cells. As first shown by Autran and
colleagues,436 and confirmed by Pakker et al.,437 the number of naïve T cells
slowly increases over a six month period after initiation of HAART,
demonstrating for the first time that this therapy may indeed allow for T cell
reconstitution. Notably, this reconstitution occurs only in individuals who show
reductions in viral load in response to HAART. It is also likely that failure of
HAART, which occurs in many patients over time, will also be accompanied by
a re-initiation of cell losses and repertoire restriction.
There are several important lessons to be learned from these experiments.
First and foremost, we must always remember that the blood is an imperfect
reflection of the immune system. It is not representative of peripheral tissues,
and distributions of cell types between blood and those sites change dynamically
during disease progression. This should come as no surprise to AIDS
researchers, as Rosenberg and colleagues showed us nearly a decade ago that the
drop in CD4+ T cell counts in blood is far greater than in the lymph nodes.438
Furthermore, the end-stage of disease is signalled by an inverted CD4/CD8 ratio
in the lymph nodes, an event which happens much later than in the blood.439
Second, we must recognize that it is critical to measure, in as much detail
as possible, the dynamics of all the lymphocyte subsets during disease and
therapy. Certainly, had the impact of HAART on the CD8+ T cell compartment
been reported in the Nature papers,440 the immunological interpretations of the
results would have been completely different.
Third, it is now apparent that we must pursue therapies aimed at immune
reconstitution by targeting mechanisms of T cell production and homeostasis. A
combination of HAART to block viral replication, with a therapy that promotes
active production of naïve T cells (and a diversification of the T cell repertoire)
will be critical for restoring long-term health in HIV-infected individuals.
Finally, the facts (1) that HIV uses CD4 as its primary receptor, and (2)
that CD4+ T cell numbers decline during AIDS, are only an unfortunate
coincidence that have led us astray from understanding the immuno-pathogenesis
of this disease. HIV leads to the progressive destruction of all T cell subsets,
irrespective of CD4 expression. Ultimately AIDS is a disease of perturbed
homeostasis. Only when we understand how the body regulates T cell numbers
will we be able to find mechanism(s) by which HIV destroys the immune
system.

SECTION 5: Alternative hypotheses about the causes of AIDS in Africa
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“AIDS is said to be caused principally by the HIV-mediated destruction of CD4+ T
cells. I encountered lack of agreement on, or evidence for, any mechanism by which HIV
supposedly caused this cell death.”441
There are many unanswered questions raised by the standard account presented in
section 6, when its starting assumptions are sustained jointly and when the evidence is
gathered in testing them. These questions give rise to alternative hypotheses, as proposed in
the following passage introducing a paper which presents a widely received alternative in
Appendix IV of this Unit 9.442
“In 1981 a new epidemic of about two-dozen heterogeneous diseases
began to strike non-randomly growing numbers of male homosexuals and
mostly male intravenous drug users in the US and Europe. Assuming
immunodeficiency as the common denominator the US Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) termed the epidemic, AIDS, for acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome. From 1981–1984 leading researchers including those from the
CDC proposed that recreational drug use was the cause of AIDS, because of
exact correlations and of drug specific diseases. However, in 1984 US
government researchers proposed that a virus, now termed human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), is the cause of the non-random epidemics
of the US and Europe but also of a new, sexually random epidemic in
Africa. The virus-AIDS hypothesis was instantly accepted, but it is
burdened with numerous paradoxes, none of which could be resolved by
2003: Why is there no HIV in most AIDS patients, only antibodies against
it? Why would HIV take 10 years from infection to AIDS? Why is AIDS
not self-limiting via antiviral immunity? Why is there no vaccine against
AIDS? Why is AIDS in the US and Europe not random like other viral
epidemics? Why did AIDS not rise and then decline exponentially owing to
antiviral immunity like all other viral epidemics? Why is AIDS not
contagious? Why would only HIV carriers get AIDS who use either
recreational or anti-HIV drugs or are subject to malnutrition? Why is the
mortality of HIV-antibody-positives treated with anti-HIV drugs 7–9%, but
that of all (mostly untreated) HIV-positives globally is only 1×4%? Here we
propose that AIDS is a collection of chemical epidemics, caused by
recreational drugs, anti-HIV drugs, and malnutrition. According to this
hypothesis AIDS is not contagious, not immunogenic, not treatable by
vaccines or antiviral drugs, and HIV is just a passenger virus. The
hypothesis explains why AIDS epidemics strike non-randomly if caused by
drugs and randomly if caused by malnutrition, why they manifest in drugand malnutrition-specific diseases, and why they are not self-limiting via
anti-viral immunity.
“The hypothesis predicts AIDS prevention by adequate nutrition and
abstaining from drugs, and even cures by treating AIDS diseases with
proven medications.”
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There are a range of alternative explanations for AIDS, and it is important for the
health practitioner not to choose among them in the absence of crucial tests or definitive
evidence, nor necessarily to understand nor to embrace them. Rather, it is important to
understand why these alternatives cannot justifiably be dismissed, why there remain attractive
rivals to the received and widely promulgated doctrine that HIV causes AIDS.
Competing hypotheses may generate varied interpretations of the same stock of data
which underdetermines a choice among the alternatives. Many factors may cause the HIV+
antibody test result, some of which may be linked to immunity dysfunction. For instance
Etienne de Harven argues that viral load has nothing to do with a particular HI virus. On his
theory, ‘viral load’ “results from the presence of circulating DNA containing eight percent of
retroviral nucleotide sequences in the blood of very sick people,” and that this gets confused
as evidence for a non-existent virus labelled HIV.443 Whereas, Peter Duesberg and David
Rasnick propose that the non-existence or existence of HIV in living human blood has never
been demonstrated, but whether or not such a virus exists is immaterial to the breakdown of
human immunity. To them HIV in itself is harmless, as are so many viruses that rise and fall
in our systems. Certainly it has not been demonstrated that a unique virus exists which does
what has been ascribed to it according to the standard HIV causes AIDS theory spelled out
above, in section 3 of this Unit. They argue that changes in ‘viral load’ are epiphenomenal.
To understand the breakdown of immunity they recommend studying chemical processes
brought about by toxic levels of drugs. There are hundreds of researchers studying the
components of the cell that are undermined by antibiotics, for instance, particularly
mitochondria which produce the cell’s energy carrying amino acid ATP is produced.
Specific components of cell destruction resulting in breakdown of immune responses in the
human body may be traced to a range of causes, including decades of excessive recreational
drug abuse together with multiple types of antibiotics, narcotics, amyl nitrite inhalants, DNA
terminator drugs including zidovudine and later generations of DNA terminators such as
protease inhibitors, and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors.
In this section we review some of the literature objecting that it has not yet been
established that AIDS is caused by a sexually transmitted virus. This is important because it
indicates that the solution to AIDS in Africa is not necessarily and solely to modify sexual
behaviour, nor to prescribe anti-retroviral drugs, nor to seek a vaccine to eradicate a virus.
After thirty years the research agendas linking AIDS to a virus have not borne fruit. It may
be argued that to persist in this line of research is of little value except as an enormous
financial boon to the genetic interfering drugs industry. But it does so at the cost of underdeveloping effective public health care policies and by impeding effective work to curb or
eliminate epidemics that are rife in African populations.
In the words of Prof. Duesberg, “the most urgent and growing problem facing the
HIV-AIDS hypothesis is its total failure in terms of public health benefits. Despite enormous
efforts over the decade from 1983 to 1993, costing the US taxpayer alone $4 billion, no
vaccine has been developed, no AIDS patient has been cured, no prevention has slowed the
spread of AIDS. These are the hallmarks of a flawed hypothesis. [Thirty] years later, despite
intensive research, researchers have still failed to demonstrate that HIV causes AIDS or is
even toxic to human cells.444 Indeed HIV is mass-produced in indefinitely growing human Tcell lines at titers of up to 106 infectious units per ml.445 Therefore the primary argument for
443
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the HIV-AIDS hypothesis is just HIV/AIDS correlations of the kind analysed here [in
section 3].446
Kary Mullis [1993 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry for discovering of PCR (polymerase
chain reaction) technique for tracking HIV in a test tube] hypothesizes that AIDS is not
caused by any single organism, but by prolonged exposure to an overwhelming number of
distinct organisms, which individually may all be harmless.447 Mullis’ view is not orthodox
but neither is it idiosyncratic anymore. Nor should it surprise us at this stage in the history of
high-profile, profit-driven medical research industries. A similar conclusion was finally
drawn after three decades of stigma surrounding ‘cancer’. Now people who contract cancer
are not stigmatized. It is recognised as elusive, the effect of multiple causes and used as an
umbrella term covering many types of malignant tumour once misunderstood as a single,
self-inflicted disease. With some cancers, viruses are still causally associated,448 but as yet
none in isolation from environmental and genetic co-factors, the interconnections of which
are still not fully understood after fifty years of cancer research. As surveyed by African
political historian Charles L. Geshekter (2003: 75), at this stage of AIDS research, a relation
is presumed to be established between various pathogenic factors and the wide range of
diseases associated with the umbrella term which designates the syndrome called AIDS (a
syndrome is not a single disease).449 Yet in fact the relation presumed here is far less clear
than the medical establishment’s tenuous understanding of the multiple causal networks
underlying different kinds of cancer.450
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In this section we will be introducing a range of alternative accounts of how immune
deficiency develops in humans, which are not widely publicized and not funded or peripherally
financed for further investigation. We will not explore these alternatives to the HIV causes AIDS
hypothesis in any depth. For our purposes it is sufficient for the student and practitioner to be aware
that different therapeutic approaches are recommended on the basis of substantially thought out
alternative accounts of why immunity breaks down. As practically responsible to our patients, it is
not enough to countenance that the specialists insist: “there is no scientific proof that HIV causes
AIDS … the only way to prove that HIV causes AIDS is to show this on an animal model.” And
there is no such model.”451
Drug abuse, malnutrition and toxic levels of ARVs lead to AIDS.452
“There is much evidence that AIDS—that conglomerate of well known diseases—can
substantially be explained by the intake of poisonous and toxic drugs (e.g. amyl nitrite
inhalants (‘poppers’, heroin, impure cocaine, also methylenedioxymethamphetamine or
MDMA a.k.a. ‘ecstasy’) and registered prescription medications (antivirals, antibiotics, etc.)
and by malnutrition. (The first of these was initially proposed in 1980 by the microbiologist
Peter H. Duesberg, which yielded subsequently a barricade to his further research in this
direction).453 Around eighty percent of all children declared to be AIDS patient are born to
mothers who have taken intravenous drugs that destroy the immune system.454 And the first
people to be diagnosed in the USA as AIDS patients were all consumers of drugs like
poppers, cocaine, LSD, heroin, ecstasy, or amphetamines, all of which have devastating
effects on the immune system.455 The American National Institute on Drug Abuse was not
alone in confirming the extreme toxicity and immunosuppressive effects of substances like
451
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heroin or poppers (nitrite inhalants) used among gay men. The effects are now called
pneumocystis jiroveci.
Quoting Peter H. Duesberg’s early proposal to study the causal role of amyl nitrite
inhalants in the disease Kaposi sarcoma:
The long-term consumption of nitrite inhalants has been suggested since 1981 as
a possible contributing factor to AIDS. Epidemiological correlations have
established a dose-response relationship between nitrite consumption and AIDS risk,
and the restriction in their use to the active homosexual community correlates well
with the restriction of Kaposi’s sarcoma in homosexuals with AIDS. Long-term
exposure of mice to nitrites can result in immune suppression. However, such
toxicological experiments have thus far remained inconclusive, because they have
not been carried out at an adequate dose and length of time.
Following and exceeding unfinished studies by others from mid-1980s, it is proposed
here to determine the effects of the long-term inhalation of nitrites on mice (e.g. 6 hours per
day, 5 days per week, for 6 to 24 months). To distinguish between the roles of nitrites as
autonomous pathogens and as co-factors of HIV, murine retrovirus-infected and un-infected
mice will be studied in parallel. The parameters to be monitored include a) weight loss, b)
anaemia and lymphocytopenia, c) clinical manifestations of immunodeficiency, particularly
Pneumocystis pneumonia, d) evidence for Kaposi’s sarcoma. In addition, we propose to
study the effects of nitrites on the growth rate of human T-cell lines in culture. Finally we
plan to examine the Kaposi’s sarcomagenic potential, because Kaposi’s sarcomas are
typically restricted to humans with the highest cumulative lifetime doses of nitrites.
The proposed research would clarify whether immunosuppression and/or
Kaposi’s sarcoma can result from long-term exposure to nitrite inhalants. Public
health efforts aimed at AIDS prevention might increase their effectiveness by
discouraging the recreational use of nitrites and other psychoactive drugs, thereby
lowering the AIDS risk even of those already infected by HIV.456

Amyl nitrite inhalation is not the only risk to the immune system that long term
recreational drug abuse carries. As conveyed in several science news reports in mainstream
US media in 2011: 457 cocaine has been associated with impurities that are known to destroy
immunity. Suppliers frequently cut the drug with a substance used to de-worm livestock that
can devastate the human immune system. Researchers in New Mexico were among the first
to warn in 2008 that the veterinary drug levamisole might be linked to an illness that leaves
the body unable to fight infections. “Many of these patients come in with pretty severe
infections,” said Dr. David Czuchlewski, a professor in the University of New Mexico’s
department of pathology. “The infections tend to be bacterial and can occur about anywhere
in the body.” The illness, called agranulocytosis, can result in a variety of symptoms ranging
from fever to a flesh-eating skin condition, Czuchlewski said. Because diagnosis is tricky,
illness caused by levamisole poisoning is likely under-recognized. By 2010, researchers had
identified 19 cases among New Mexico cocaine users, two of whom died, said Dr. Joan
Baumbach, a Department of Health epidemiologist.
The substance was found in 77 percent of cocaine seized in the United States, the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency reported in 2010. It has also been found in some heroin seizures,
the agency said. New research shows that levamisole is readily metabolized by cocaine
users. Researchers in Denver this year reported that, of 249 urine samples from cocaine users,
456
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78 percent contained both cocaine and levamisole. “The study demonstrates that levamisole
used to adulterate cocaine was systemically absorbed by cocaine users,” the authors wrote in
the study published in April in JAMA (Journal of the American Medical Association).458
Since levamisole causes severe immune suppression and vasculitis, perhaps impurities in
cocaine were part of the problem in the early "AIDS" cases.
It has to be understood that the spate of AIDS experienced in San Francisco and New
York in the early 1980s was not the result of some occasional bouts of self-indulgence with
drugs, but the long term effects of two or more decades of regular overdosing and routine use
of a range of drugs. Just as smoking and drinking are not fatal in themselves, the long term
excess intake of alcohol over many years can result in cirrhosis of the liver and other illnesses
which may be fatal. Similarly it is widely recognised that the long term impact of excessive
tobacco use is linked to lung cancer as a probabilistic cause (recall section 1 of this Unit.) So
too, it is hypothesized that one breakdown of the immune system, as it is generally defined,
may be the long term causal effect of excessive drug abuse and toxic dosages of certain
prescriptive drugs.
Concerning recreational drug abuse, the excessive use of ‘poppers’ correlated with all
cases as a main artifact of socializing norms in gay bars and health spas since the 1960s, its
use was ubiquitous throughout the samples studied in San Francisco Bay area in the 1980s.
The ubiquity of poppers in the 1980s throughout the San Francisco Men’s Health Club gay
community pre-empted the possibility of using a control group to study, in the absence of
toxic drug abuse, the symptomatic effects of risky sexual behavior measured by the results of
HIV antibody tests and the development of AIDS-defining symptoms. No such drug-free,
sexually active subjects evidently existed. “At its peak prior to a ban on commercial sale, the
poppers industry was the biggest money-maker in the gay business world, grossing upwards
of $50 million in annual profits. Amyl nitrite was a controlled (prescribed) substance until
1960 and reinstated as such in 1969.”459 Used as an aphrodisiac and sphincter muscle
relaxant, nitrite inhalants facilitate multiple acts of anal intercourse. The original packaging
by Burroughs-Wellcome was a glass ampule which made a popping sound when the tip
snapped off for use.
As recounted by physician Claus Köhnlein who works with AIDS patients who wish
to avoid ARV treatment: “With amyl (also called alkyl) nitrite inhalants, the following
chemical events take place: when inhaled poppers are immediately converted into nitric
oxide. Through this, the blood’s capacity to transport oxygen is compromised; it oxidizes.
The first areas to sustain damage through this oxygen deficiency are the linings of the
smallest vessels epithelia. When this damage develops malignantly it is called Kaposi’s
sarcoma, a vascular tumour that is diagnosed in many AIDS patients. The tumour tissue is
oxidized.460
“This self-destructive process is particularly noticeable in the lungs, since poppers are
inhaled and dead organic material is produced, which cannot be completely disposed of by
the cells’ weakened detoxification systems. At this point, fungi enter the game. Nature
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intended precisely this role for fungi because they eat away all kinds of ‘waste’. This
explains why so many patients, termed AIDS cases, suffer from pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia (PCP), a lung disease typically associated with strong fungal infestation (decay).
“These patients’ immune systems are weakened which is ‘the common denominator
for the development of PCP’, according to Tinstey Harrison’s textbook for internal medicine.
And the ‘disease [the immune deficiency upon which PCP develops] can be produced in
laboratory rats by starvation or by treatment with either corticoseroids that are destructive to
the immune system, just like AIDS therapeutics. This makes it obvious that there is no need
for HIV to explain AIDS (whereby AIDS is nothing but a synonym for well-known diseases
including Kaposi’s sarcoma and PCP.)
“Correspondingly, the typical sufferer who is tagged as an AIDS patient suffers from
malnutrition, particularly those affected in low-income countries, but also many drug users
who constitute the bulk of AIDS patients in wealthy countries. At the same time, studies
show that a stress factor like drugs can trigger a new arrangement of genetic sequences
(DNA) in the cells, whereby cell particles are formed—particles produced (endogenously) by
the cells themselves—and interpreted by the medical industry as viruses invading from the
outside, without any proof.”461
Antibiotics damaging cell mitochondria
Another area that has been richly suggestive and also controversial is the impact of
antibiotics on cellular function. One cell organelle that plays a key role in immunity is the
mitochondria where the energy transport ATP for all living cells is produced. Mitochondria
have various features similar to bacteria, so it is not surprising to learn that antibiotics might
have a disruptive impact on the functioning of these critical components of cell metabolism.
Appendix VI summarises very briefly the thrust of this hypothesis.
Tuberculosis as a factor in causing AIDS
A consonant approach treats AIDS-defining diseases independently of the
hypothesized role of an omniscient sexually transmitted virus. Tuberculosis pathogens, for
instance, are air borne, not venereal. TB diagnosed at epidemic levels in the Gold Coast predates the HIV phenomenon by centuries.462 TB cannot be brought under control by antiretroviral therapies, and the accumulating evidence demonstrates that some current strains of
TB resist all antibiotics. It has been observed that the bacteria associated with TB also appear
to turn into cell-wall deficient forms after antibiotic treatment.463 This may provide further
support of the view that antibiotics damage cell interiors in ways that result in immune
dysfunction. TB is also active in depreciating immunity in patients who are HIV-negative.
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Torsten Engelbrecht and Claus Köhnlein, Virus Mania op. cit. p. 100-101. Eleni
Papdopulos-Eleopulos, Valendar Turner (1992) “Oxidative Stress, HIV and AIDS,
Research in Immunology, February, pp. 145-148. Robin Weiss, (1971) Induction of avian
tumor viruses in normal cells by physical and chemical carcinogens. Virology, December,
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See Unit 11 section 1 for some of the colonial era of Ghana’s epidemiology, as revealed
by medical historian Stephen Addae. TB was a problem that was addressed as a housing
problem by mining companies in Tarkwa and Obuasi in the earliest partnerships with
government in the late twentieth century.
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Alan Cantwell, MD. (1988) AIDS and the doctors of death: an inquiry into the origin of
the AIDS epidemic. Los Angeles: Aries Rising Press. For a discussion of his thesis see
Cantwell’s online article “Do tuberculosis-type bacteria cause AIDS?” at
<http://www.transformtheillusion.com/articles/Alan Cantwell/Do Turberculosis-Type
Bacteria cause Aids.html> Accessed March 30, 2013.
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One research study464 (2000) conducted in Senegal shows AIDS in Africa developing in the
presence of TB and in the absence of HIV; see Appendix III of this Unit.

Malnutrition
In many parts of Africa one out of every five children do not live to be five years old;
most often this is due to diarrhoea, second most often it is due to malaria, both fatal ailments
having been renamed AIDS-defining ‘opportunistic infections’.465
Charles L. Geshekter et al. (2004, p. 55 n. 111) have also drawn attention to the work
of L. Bijlmakers et al.(1996) providing:
. . . an extensive survey of health, economic and demographic
characteristics [that] monitor and document the deterioration which
occurred under the World Bank’s structural adjustment program. They
confirm what is widely believed, that charges for the use of health services,
introduced at the behest of the World Bank, deter the patients at greatest
risk of disabling and fatal illnesses, the very patients for whom medicine
has developed preventive, curative and cost effective interventions.466
Since the 1980s more than 25% of all African children have been under-nourished.
What happens to a person who is underfed in utero? What happens to the development of
the immune system in someone who survives as a neonate in the midst of famine continuing a
legacy of micronutrient and caloric deficiency from her mother who was severely
malnourished throughout the pregnancy. Might the severe bout of famine in Ghana
throughout 1983 account for physiological inadequacies in the immune system of young
women who are now advancing just beyond the peak of their reproductive prime? Immunity
is well known to be in part hormonally dependent. What happens to the immune system of
young woman who were born to famished mothers after they have reached their peak of
sexual maturity? The amazing thing is not that the answers to such questions are unknown,
but that no one in West Africa, at any rate, is receiving funds to find them out.
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S.J. Kony, A.A. Hane, et al. (2000) “Tuberculosis-associated severe CD4+ Tlymphocytopenia in HIV-seronegative patients from Dakar. SIDAK Research Group.”
Journal of Infection. September 41(2): 167-171. Institut de Médecine et d'Epidémiologie
Africaines/INSERM U444, Hôpital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Paris, France. Copyright 2000
The British Infection Society. PMID: 11023763 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE].
Gratitude is owed to Dr. Claus Köhnlein for drawing attention to this study, and to David
Crowe for making the citation and a format of the paper available for inclusion as
Appendix III of this Unit.
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Victoria Hale, founding executive director of One World Health, a non-profit
pharmaceutical company, interviewed on “Health Matters,” BBC Worldservice, broadcast
week of July 20th 2004. Infectious microbes cause fever, diarrhoea results from the body’s
effort to rid itself of bacteria; chronic diarrhoea also causes rapid weight loss and drains the
immune system because of the loss of salts, minerals and nutrients.
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Prof. Biritwum, a former UNAIDS consultant in Geneva and former Vice Dean of
the University of Ghana Medical School, has been studying long term impacts on villagers in
Goma Fetteh born before, during, and after Ghana’s 1983 famine. He agreed it was likely that
famine would have an impact on foetal development. Asked whether in utero deprivation of
essential nutrients might affect underdevelopment of a child’s immune system in particular,
and might contribute to immune systemic failure at the peak of puberty, Biritwum readily
concurred that it is very likely. But he knows of no actual research proposed or funded to
trace this causal connection between malnutrition in utero or neonates and immunity
dysfunction setting in during early adulthood.467 This, despite the fact that beginning 2002 a
spike in the mortality of women in their twenties in Ghana, for instance, which bore the
burden of SAP in the 1980s. Funding has been channelled instead into importing untested
anti-retroviral medications, teaching young people to use condoms, to abstain from having
sex until after marriage, and to negotiate safe sex when the time comes for it.
Human Endogenous Retro-Virals
Etienne de Harven, the originator of electron microscopy, has proposed a view to
account for the apparent presence of viral material in vitro but which has never been isolated
in living hosts nor established to be contagious. A combination of circulating DNA and
human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs) together can explain the phenomena that has been
unsatisfactorily identified as HIV. These are confounding factors in HIV/AIDS research; so
that “viral load” may actually be measuring retroviral nucleoside sequences associated with
HERVs. HERVs also provide a valid explanation for the presence of retroviruses
recognizable by electron microscopy in the original 1983 publication from the Institut
Pasteur, and may account for claims of innumerable “mutations” of the putative HIV
pathogen. The interference of HERVs in AIDS research challenges the assumption of the
very existence of an exogenous HIV pathogen, and thereby opens the field for proposing
alternative candidates as the cause of AIDS. Appendix VII468 presents the paper by Etienne
de Harven, founder of electron microscopy, which lays out this perspective fully.
Normally, this is the way good science proceeds: competing hypotheses may generate
varied interpretations of the same stock of data which underdetermines a choice among the
alternatives. For instance Etienne de Harven argues that viral load has nothing to do with a
hypothetical HIV. On his theory, viral load results from the presence of circulating DNA
containing 8% of retroviral nucleotide sequences in the blood of very sick people, which he
labels HERVs (Human Endogenous Retro-Virals), is by itself a recognition of the nonexistence of one HIV. Whereas, Peter Duesberg and David Rasnick presume that if HIV
exists or not is immaterial to immunity in and of itself, as are so many other types of virus.
To them ‘viral load’ is best regarded as epiphenomenal. To understand the breakdown of
immunity they recommend studying chemical processes resulting in cell destruction due a
range of possible factors including decades of excessive overuse of antibiotics and amyl
nitrite inhalants, also the cell destruction caused by DNA terminating drugs such as
zidovudine, or later generations of DNA terminating drugs such as protease inhibitors, nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors. There are a range of researchers studying the
467
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15 (3) Fall 2010. This abstract is available at
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components of the cell that are undermined by antibiotics, particularly mitochondria which
produce the cell’s energy carrying amino acid ATP is produced.
Hypergammaglobulinemia
This name denotes an excess of gamma globulins—antibodies—in the blood, and has been
traced to a plethora of pathogenic insults to the body—serial bouts of cholera, malaria,
typhoid, chronic gastro-enteritis, and multiple pregnancies, can simply overwhelm a body
chronically infested with intestinal parasites and a variety of bacteria, whilst being
undernourished, so that the immune system begins to over-react and eventually is rendered
dysfunctional. This condition can yield an HIV positive test result. The condition is also
recognised as hereditary. An all around improvement in nutritional intake, sanitary housing
conditions, proper waste disposal systems and safe drinking water, are entailed for public
behavioural modification in AIDS management according to this hypothesis, rather than
antiretroviral regimes and non-procreative sexual practices.
All these proposed hypotheses are subject to ongoing controversy and dispute—which
is how science progresses and why modern scientific method is an unending process.
CONCLUSION
Over the thirty years of research conducted worldwide to find the cause of AIDS,
many doubts have emerged concerning the starting assumptions of the HIV and AIDS
paradigm. Among researchers who accept wholeheartedly HIV as a pathogen, there is
growing objection to the error of assuming there is one such entity labelled HIV which is
ubiquitous and functions identically across all populations by a process still unknown. HIV
designates rather a family of viruses or a viral field that is in constant flux through
recombinant strains evolving all the time, with no uniformity in response to DNA terminator
drugs. Therefore it appears to be mistaken to prescribe one univocal treatment regime or to
assume eradication or prevention can be achieved by searching for one univocal vaccine.
Unless there are other factors present, the development from a condition where a
patient is recognised as HIV-antibody positive, to any advanced or terminal stage of AIDS,
remains wholly obscure—because there is no evidence that without co-factors, such a
development can ever take place. AIDS is known (by other names) in Africa for centuries
before anything like HIV was ever recognised. HIV is neither necessary nor sufficient for the
symptoms to occur called AIDS. So the purported causal connection inferred from indirect
evidence (an antibody test) whereby a patient contracts a virus and then later develops the
symptoms of AIDS, is still not understood. The purported development is not substantiated
to even infer a probabilistic cause, as has been established for instance between smoking
tobacco and lung cancer, or alcohol abuse and liver cirrhosis. The link between an
exogenous virus sexually transmitted and AIDS is not substantiated by evidence. In other
arenas of medical research, thirty years would count as sufficient time to recognise a failed
paradigm. This is what happened with the programme to find a virus as the cause of most
cancers. Since that effort was abandoned, alternative approaches to explaining and the cause
of cancer have been approached and the techniques at abating the growth of cancer and
sustaining periods of its remission have become increasingly successful.
DISCUSSION questions
1.
Does the evidence available indicate that HIV is necessary or sufficient for
progression to AIDS? Does this have any ethical implications for the consideration of
alternative hypotheses concerning the causes of AIDS?
2.
Does the range of explanations of causes of AIDS have any implications for
treatment?
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3.
4.

Does the patient’s right to bestow informed consent for treatment regimen require
that the medical profession provide information about the possible causes of AIDS
that are currently being researched?
Does a public health care practitioner have an ethical obligation to know about the
existing controversy and alternatives concerning the cause of AIDS?
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UNIT

10

Ethical scrutiny of criminal and civil
laws in the era of AIDS
Introduction: Survey of the sections

Section 1: Criminal treatment of people living with an HIV diagnosis in Canada
References for section 1
Section 2: AIDS law in Ghana: Criminal Code sections that effect HIV positive defendants
Section 3: Excerpts from the 1992 Constitution of Ghana—Chapter Five on Human Rights
Section 4: International instruments—Patent laws, UN conventions and human rights to health
Section 5: The case of Rico Martinez Nagel in rural Wisconsin, USA

Conclusion: discussion questions of legal case scenarios and anecdotes
Contributors:
Agyeman Badu Akosa (section 4)

Consultative 1992 Assembly of the Republic of Ghana (section 3)
David Crowe (section 1)
Elisabeth Ely (section 5)
Celia Farber (section 5)
James Odartey Mills (section 2)

INTRODUCTION
This Unit reviews how civil and criminal law intersect with your work and with the
concerns of your patients. In sections 1 and 2 we look first at general trends in the law courts
in deciding cases against defendants who have been accused of sinister and culpable,
antisocial actions because they have been diagnosed as HIV positive. In section 3 we are
introduced to the Office of Medical and Scientific Justice, and the HIV Innocence Group in
the US, and Meditel in the UK, as well as volunteer and non-governmental organisations. All
these agencies are devoted to criminal investigation and information dissemination in the
public interest, private legal defence, and watchdog journalism, all in support of the general
public encountering medical injustice, professional coverups, fraudulent application of
taxpayers’ money, or on behalf of individuals who face criminal allegations of HIV infection.
In section 4 we consider the Criminal Code in Ghana, as it contrasts with the way HIV
positive defendants are regarded in G8 countries. Section 5 presents an extract from the
Republic of Ghana 1992 Constitution’s Chapter Five to consider domestics legislation that
entitles citizens to basic human rights including health. In sections 6 and 7 we consider those
recent relaxations and adjustments of international patent law in the pharmaceutical industry,
and earlier covenants designed by the UN intended to ensure individuals have rights to
baselines of effective medical care. We will consider whether the ideals articulated in the
Millennium Development Goals, indeed help or hinder the course of progress in public health
care and research in Ghana, particularly concerning HIV and AIDS. The conclusion contains
a range of cases and anecdotes, real and fictional, for discussion.
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SECTION 1: A Survey of Legal Cases469 by David Crowe
Criminal Treatment of People Living with an HIV Diagnosis in Canada
Canada, a member of the Commonwealth of Nations to which Ghana also belongs,
has been giving HIV-positive people long jail sentences, up to 20 years, since the 1990s.
While nobody would suggest that HIV antibodies make you a criminal, a sexual relationship
in Canada can be turned from perfectly legal to seriously criminal simply by adding or
removing HIV in the equation. These long prison sentences are based on the Cuerrier 1998
legal precedent which used the laws of fraud to turn consensual sex into aggravated sexual
assault. These apparent absurdities make some sense if one accepts HIV as a virus that is
transmitted almost exclusively sexually and that results in a condition, AIDS, that is always
fatal. However, if any parts of that assumption are questioned, the treatment of HIV-positive
people in Canada becomes impossible to justify and actually represent a massive human
rights violation.
Logic of HIV criminality
It is simple logic that if A=Legal and A+B=Criminal then B=Criminal. If we
substitute with A=Consensual Sex and B=HIV-seropositive, then, since Consensual Sex is
legal but Consensual Sex + HIV antibodies (in one partner) is criminal, we must conclude
that HIV-seropositivity is a crime. This logic applies in many countries but is justified in a
unique way in Canada.
Precedent sentences in Canada
Examples of prison sentences of many months or years given recently to HIV-positive
people in Canada are given below. Cases involving other offences, such as coercion, violent
assault and under-age sex, have been excluded:
30 months for sex with one woman (Derrick Lamirande, 2006) [Pursaga, 2008]
5-1/2 years for sex with two women (Trevis Smith, 2007) [CBC, 2008]
4-1/2 years for sex with two women (Vincent Walkem, 2007) [Brieger, 2007]
3 years house arrest before conviction and 18 years imprisonment for sex with 15 women
(Carl Leone, 2008) [Pursaga, 2008]
2 years house arrest followed by three years probation and lifetime registration as a sex
offender for sex with one man (Robin St. Clair, 2009) [Connor, 2009]
Life sentence (25 years without parole) for two sexual partners who were found to be
HIV-positive, started AIDS drugs and died of a known drug side effect [Wikipedia,
Aziga]
Cuerrier Precedent
The Cuerrier decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1998 [Cuerrier, 1998],
overturned the previous acquittal of the accused, Henry G. Cuerrier, because, “the accused
had unprotected sexual relations with [two people] without informing them he was HIVpositive”. Cuerrier, “had been explicitly instructed, by a public health nurse, to inform all
prospective sexual partners that he was HIV-positive and to use condoms every time he
engaged in sexual intercourse”.
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There was no question that the two people, “had consented to unprotected sexual
intercourse with the accused but they testified at trial that if they had known that he was HIVpositive they would never have engaged in unprotected intercourse with him.” [Cuerrier,
1998]
The Supreme Court used the laws of fraud to conclude that consent was waived,
turning Cuerrier’s actions into sex without consent, i.e. sexual assault or rape. Further, the
court ruled that the now non-consensual sexual relations met the definition of aggravated
sexual assault because they believed that exposure to HIV “endangers the life of the
complainant.”
Fraud and sexual relations
The first test of Cuerrier is to consider whether this could be applied to other
situations, not related to HIV. What if one person was to state, or simply to imply, that they
had some desirable characteristic, such as great wealth, and, on this basis, the other person
was to agree to sex, but later find out that the implicit or explicit claims were false. Would
that be sexual assault?
What if one person was to claim that they were unmarried or to imply it by removing
their wedding ring and not mentioning their spouse. When this was discovered would the
consensual sex become sexual assault?
What if one person was to discover, after willingly having sex, that the person was of
a race or religion that they despised. Would that be sexual assault? Perhaps it would seem
that this is beyond the pale and it is clear that race or religion are not valid reasons to decide,
after sex, that you have been raped. But this situation did occur when an Israeli woman
willingly had sex with a man who claimed, or perhaps only implied, that he was Jewish.
When she discovered he was a Palestinian Arab she accused him of rape and he was in fact
sentenced, solely on the basis of his race, by an Israeli court to 18 months in prison. [Haaretz,
2010]
Sexual assault and women
Women are rarely accused of sexual assault, presumably because aggression is a trait
much more commonly found in men assisted by the greater weight and strength of the
average man compared to the average woman. However, if consent can be waived based on
information discovered post-coitally, women would be just as vulnerable as men to charges
of rape. If the Israeli situation was reversed, a Jewish man became disgusted when he
discovered the woman who had just had sex with him was a Palestinian Arab, he could surely
charge her with rape and she, surely, should have been sentenced to 18 months as well.
Even more absurd, could the Palestinian man claim that he didn’t know that the
woman was Jewish, that she hid this from him and also charge her with sexual assault? Could
this lead to a situation where two sexual partners are both charged with sexual assault after
indulging in what they both believed at the time to be consensual sex?
Consider another situation where both partners are HIV-positive and both are hiding
it. Both have clearly committed a crime, according to Cuerrier, and both should be sent to
jail. The argument that an HIV-positive person cannot transmit HIV to someone who is
already infected, and therefore cannot harm them, is actually weak because there are concepts
of “super-infection”, which theoretically could be more damaging. More importantly, since
both partners assumed that the other was negative, both were committing fraud, just as
someone might be convicted of conspiracy and terrorism after plotting to buy explosives not
realizing that the bombs were actually duds supplied by an undercover agent in a sting
operation.
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HIV exceptionalism
The logic of Cuerrier could presumably be applied to other diseases, yet it rarely is.
One rare example is a British case which resulted in a man being sentenced to 14 months in
jail for having sex without revealing to his girlfriend that he had Herpes. [Dolan, 2011]
There is a great deal of potential for increasing the scope of sexual assault with the
Human Papilloma Virus, for which a Nobel Prize was won in 2008, and for which a vaccine
was recently produced. This virus is believed to be a leading cause of cervical cancer, which
is often fatal yet men or women who have these antibodies are not charged with sexual
crimes.
Disclosure and condoms
Two possible legal protections for an HIV-positive person who wants to have sex are
disclosure of HIV status and condoms. However, this puts them at the mercy of their partner
because, given the privacy of most sexual relations, it is likely that only the partner knows
that their HIV status was disclosed or that condoms were used. If the HIV-negative partner
later claims that consent and/or condoms were not present the court will probably believe
them, assuming that the accused is lying to save their own skin.
One example of disclosure not being protective was an American case in 2011 in
which a man was convicted despite the jury explicitly acknowledging that they believed
disclosure and subsequent consent occurred. [Simons, 2011]
Condoms are not a protection either. Laws in South Dakota and North Carolina, for
example, require notification even if condoms are used [Rapid City Journal, 2004; CBS,
2007]. Trevis Smith, an American playing professional football in Canada, was convicted in
2007 despite insisting that he always used a condoms. His former lovers claimed that he only
used them some of the time. [CBC, 2007] Robin St. Clair insisted on using a condom with a
man and informed him she was HIV-positive after his condom ripped but still was convicted.
[Connor, 2009]
The best protection appears to be ignorance. If someone consistently refuses HIV
testing then they will not know that they are HIV-positive and therefore are not committing a
crime. However, even this might not be adequate protection. A court in Switzerland ruled
against a man who did not know he was HIV-positive, claiming that he should have used a
condom anyway [swissinfo.ch, 2008]. This could lead to obvious absurdities because this
man did nothing different than an untested HIV-negative person. If it is a crime to have
casual sex without condom then surely all HIV-untested people, or at least people who have
not been recently tested, should also be thrown in jail if they dare to have sex.
Cuerrier and threat to life
The most critical component of the Cuerrier decision is that HIV constitutes a deadly
weapon. Without this assumption, charges would be limited to plain sexual assault and not
aggravated sexual assault, and prison sentences would be significantly less. And if HIV was
not claimed to be a weapon why would it be fraud to hide the fact that you tested positive for
it? This would imply that plain sexual assault charges would not be applicable and the choice
in the Cuerrier case was Aggravated Sexual Assault or Nothing.
For HIV to be a weapon it must be shown that HIV tests are accurate indicators of
infection, that sexual transmission is a significant risk, and that HIV, once transmitted, does
cause AIDS and then death in a significant percentage of people.
These are well-established dogmas, but that does not make all of them true. In fact,
there is evidence that none of these assumptions are true.
HIV tests general react to the presence of antibodies believed to be stimulated by
infection with the virus. In most diseases it is accepted that antibodies indicate past exposure
to a virus not current infection, yet with HIV it is assumed that antibody tests reliably indicate
current infection. The tests themselves disprove this because a single test, by itself, is never
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accepted as evidence of infection. In developed countries three or four individual antibody
tests are required before someone is notified that they are infected. While it might seem that a
test that has a 0.1% error rate when used twice might produce a combined test with a 0.001%
error rate, that is actually a statistical fallacy, as it assumes that the two tests are independent.
But if someone has a condition that could cause a false positive, it is likely that any number
of tests will be positive and will still not prove infection.
Even if the error rate was around 0.1%, as is often claimed, there is still a problem.
That means that 1 out of 1000 tests in uninfected people will be falsely positive. But if the
rate of HIV infection in the population is also about 1 in 1000 (as is often the case) then the
predictive value of a positive test is only 50%. That is, half of the positive tests will be false
positive in a test that is 99.9% accurate.
The worst problem with HIV tests is that they have never been validated. To validate
an antibody test you must inject pure HIV into a subject (presumably an animal, not a human)
and prove that certain antibodies are always produced in response. This validation has never
been accomplished for the simple reason that HIV has never been purified so validation is not
even possible.
The same problem occurs with other tests, called Viral Load, that detect part of what
is believed to be the HIV genome. Without purification of HIV it is obviously impossible to
know what the RNA of HIV is, and therefore, it cannot be known whether Viral Load tests
are detecting HIV or something else.
For more literature on HIV testing see <http://aras.ab.ca/test.html>. [See also Unit 4
of this Course Reader.]
Sexual transmission is also a highly questionable assumption. The best study of mixed
HIV-positive/negative couples was conducted by Nancy Padian and colleagues at UCSF and
published in 1997. In her own words, “We followed 175 HIV-discordant couples over time,
for a total of approximately 282 couple-years of follow-up…The longest duration of followup was 12 visits (6 years). We observed no seroconversions after entry into the study…only
75% reported consistent condom use in the 6 months prior to their final follow-up visit.
Forty-seven couples who remained in follow-up for 3 months to 6 years used condoms
intermittently, and no seroconversions occurred among exposed partners.” In other words,
she showed that HIV transmission either was non-existent or much rarer than her study was
designed to show. That didn’t stop her, however, as she the history of the couples in her study
who were already both HIV-positive to decide which of them infected the other and when
that was. Based on this arbitrary analysis that assumed, among other things, that infection
only came from their current partner, she concluded that the risk of a man infecting a woman
having sex once was about 1 in 1,000 and the risk of a woman infecting a man was 1 in
10,000 [Padian, 1997].
Much of the research from Africa also shows that sexual transmission is, at best,
wildly exaggerated. One particularly good study was based on a random sample of young
adults from each census region of South Africa (weighted for population). This showed that
23.3% of young black women were HIV-positive compared with only 6.4% of young black
men, despite men being more promiscuous on every indicator. 3.8% of female virgins and
2.5% of male virgins were HIV-positive. HIV seropositivity was lower in people who had
first had sex before they were 14 and was higher in people who last had sex with a regular
partner and also higher in men who had never used a prostitute.470
Finally, the claim that HIV causes immune deficiency and then death is also
questionable. The largest groups of people at risk for “AIDS” are people who have other
significant health risks. The early cases in gay men in America were in those in the “fast
track” lifestyle that involved massive drug use, both recreational, and prophylactic use of
antibiotics. Another large group is IV drug users who are obviously exposed, not just to
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recreational drugs, but the impurities that come along with the drugs, and the lifestyle of
severe poverty that usually accompanies drug dependency. The largest group of so-called
people with AIDS or at risk of AIDS is Africans, where many people live in extreme poverty,
without access to clean water, nutritious food or basic medical services.
Mainstream science itself accepts that not everyone who is HIV-positive will get sick
and die as they have invented the terms LTNP (Long-Term Non-Progressor) and Elite
Controller for people who have been HIV-positive for many years, never taken AIDS drugs,
have maintained good health, and have, in the case of LTNP, high CD4 counts or, in the case
of Elite Controllers, low Viral Loads. There are no estimate of how many people there are in
these categories which ignore another group of HIV-positive people who are not taking AIDS
drugs, maintaining good health but whose “numbers” (CD4 count and viral load) are not in
the range that is believed to be good.
Additionally, the AIDS drugs that are prescribed to HIV-positive people are highly
toxic with many potentially fatal or debilitating side effects. For example, the manufacturer’s
own label for the first AIDS drug ever approved (AZT=Retrovir=Zidovudine) states that, “It
was often difficult to distinguish adverse events possibly associated with administration of
RETROVIR® (AZT™) from underlying signs of HIV disease or intercurrent illnesses.”
[GSK, 2005] In other words, the side effects of this drug are indistinguishable from AIDS.
[See Unit 5 in this module.]
Before claiming that HIV is a deadly weapon courts should first find a group of
people who are HIV-positive, are unaware of this fact (as awareness is stressful and will lead
to health interventions) and have no significant health risks (such as drug use, malnutrition or
exposure to foreign blood products) and compare them to a matched group who differ only in
their HIV status, to show that there really is a health risk to people carrying these
antibodies.471
It is impossible to cover all the evidence against the theory that HIV is a deadly
weapon but it should be noted that only one of the three criticisms above has to be valid for
the chain to be broken, and for HIV antibodies to be seen as innocuous.
Worse than aggravated sexual assault
Aggravated Sexual Assault is one of the most serious crimes in Canada, warranting
very long prison sentences. And so it should be, as this usually means that a man (rarely a
woman) used a deadly weapon in order to force a woman to have sex. One of the few crimes
treated more harshly than this is murder, particularly first degree murder, which often
produces a life sentence (25 years without parole in Canada).
Canada has a rule that a death occurring after an aggravated sexual assault is
automatically first degree murder without any evidence of intent to kill being present. This
means that if a person has sex with someone who is HIV-positive and later dies of AIDS the
consensual sex will now become first degree murder. This precedent was set with Johnson
Aziga, a Ugandan and citizen of Canada, who was convicted of two counts of first degree
murder in 2009, then sentenced to life in prison (25 years without parole) and then classified
as a dangerous offender meaning that even when he is first eligible for parole in his 70s, he
will probably still be considered too dangerous to allow on the streets [Loriggio, 2011].

Some legal decisions involving HIV/AIDS diagnosed defendants472
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For more literature on progression from HIV to AIDS (or lack of progression) see
<http://aras.ab.ca/progression.html>.
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This data was compiled and analysed by David Crowe, who kindly provided it for
inclusion in this course reader.
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Here is a snapshot of some legal decisions in North America in the last three
decades. The compendium of briefs includes a variety of types of HIV/AIDS cases that are
tried in courts in North America as in other G8 countries:
•
•
•
•

Parents defending custody of their children
Adult sexual cases
Other adult cases
Fighting back

Each of the cases in these various categories invites sober moral reflection. Think about
what you have learned so far in Units 1-8 regarding the controversy about the role HIV plays,
if any, in the breakdown of the immune system, or in the contraction of any particular illness
at all let alone death. Recall how many variations of HIV are recognized as benign, the
rapidity of the recombinant variations and the lack of strict correlation between HIV
positivity and high mortality, chronic illness, in parts of the world not riddled with other
economic challenges and public health insults. Think of all the co-factors that might be
necessary if not sufficient independent of one another, to cause illness that leads to death.
Consider the abundant evidence that an HIV positive test result itself is not a sufficient
indicator of any fatal condition. Recall how different population groups react differently to
the HIV antibody tests—particular those of African descent—and how the diagnosis is
demographically determined in large measure—that the test provides surrogate markers
unreliably, and that these are not intended for diagnosis of an individual but are meant to
screen blood (Unit 4). Recall that the viral geneticists studying the pattern of viral material
changing in reaction to indeterminable factors cannot predict what the phenotypes will be for
any new strain, nor do the same strains develop causal capacities the same everywhere (Unit
8). Recall that evidence is accumulating that indicates the drugs, not any pathogen, are
causing AIDS symptoms (Unit 5).
Given what is known—and how much is unknown—about the nature, diagnosis and
pathogenic significance of HIV, and its relation to the wide range of AIDS-defining diseases
and infections, consider these questions when surveying the brief case notes that follow:
Was the decision of the law court morally right in its sentence of the individuals
involved?
If the actual state of uncertainty or awareness that you have gained in these weeks
were recognized by the court, do you think the same sentence would have been
decided?
What assessment should we make of the present day laws invoked in cases involving
AIDS and HIV positive defendants?
Is it morally right to criminalise ‘non-compliance’ and ‘non-adherence’ to drug
regimes which are evidently dangerous to patients and discouraged by some
medical professionals?
Is justice served by these applications of criminal law?
Parents defending children: Some HIV-positive mothers are told they must give drugs to
their baby, must not breastfeed.
Valerie Emerson (1998): Valerie, with son Nik and daughter Tia, were on AZT. Tia
died and Valerie stopped drugs for her and Nik. The State of Maine in USA took Valerie to
court.
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In September 1998 Judge Clapp said, “She has placed her faith in this medical approach in
the past and has lost a child.” Valerie retained fully custody of Nik. Nik died of
cancer in 2006.
Mothers are also coerced to take drugs, have a C-Section, undergo ‘vaginal cleansing’ and
other compulsory procedures.
The Tysons (1999): Kathleen Tyson was healthy and HIV-positive. Her husband
David was HIV negative. Their relationship was more than 10 years old and they
objected to medication for their new baby; and wanted to breastfeed. The State of
Oregon took them to court and won. The Tysons retained physical custody but were
forced to medicate Felix with AZT and use formula instead of breastmilk.
Sophie Brassard (1999): She was an HIV+ single mother of two HIV+ sons in
Montreal. One son had bronchitis diagnosed as PCP (a type of pneumonia). Sophie
refused to medicate her sons and was taken to court. Sophie lost and custody of
children was given to her father. Sophie ‘kidnapped’ her children and took them to
Africa. She was unable to survive there, so she returned, giving her children back to
the state. She died shortly after – of a broken heart or “AIDS”?
Mr. and Mrs. X (2004): This couple lived in a North American city. Both parents
and one child were HIV+. They unexpectedly the couple had another infant. Mother
decided to formula feed to avoid trouble. The infant was hospitalized with a
respiratory tract problem. Ended up on numerous drugs including one antiviral piped
directly in via a tube that caused serious heart damage. They worked within the
system until the baby came home. They then sold their house, left no forwarding
address, moved to another jurisdiction.
Cecilia Sliker (2008): An HIV+ mother in the state of Florida was charged with
felony child neglect for avoiding drugs for her child. One newspaper reported that the
child had “AIDS” but then said the child just had a cough. Sentence could have been
up to 15 years. The mother actually was given 2 years probation.
A summary of the issues effecting parents and their children with respect to HIV:
Currently, breastfeeding is virtually banned in ‘rich’ countries, and strongly
discouraged where HIV+ formula feeding programmes exist. Mothers are strongly
encouraged to take AZT, Nevirapine or similar drugs (see in Unit 5, Appendix IV on
nevirapine). Infants are forced to take drugs in G8 countries (see section 5 of this Unit). CSections are often encouraged. Vaginal ‘cleansing’ with powerful chemicals are
commonplace. The health system can be managed as long as parents appear to be compliant.
Jail for parents is not likely, but loss of custody is common.
Adult sexual cases:
Under the aegis of different legal justifications, consensual sex usually becomes
sexual assault (rape) when one partner is HIV positive. Prison sentences are lengthiest and
most common for heterosexual men.
Nushawn Williams (1999): A young ‘drifter’ in New York State, he has been accused of
sleeping with at least 48 women and ‘infecting’ 13 of them. According to the evidence
available, this is a statistical improbability (see Unit 3). His activities were described as a
‘sex for drugs’ arrangement. A phylogenetic (‘genetic family tree’) analysis was used to
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obtain conviction – diagrams showed that the ‘virus’ in the women was most similar to his.
He was sentenced to 4-12 years but was still in jail in 2009.
Parenzee Case (2006-7): This involves a Black South African living in Australia. The
widely renowned AIDS research Perth Group was witnesses for the defence and argued
that the virus was not proven to exist. They were not accepted as experts leaving the
defence defenceless. Lawyer Kevin Borick was strongly committed to the case. A
strategy dispute ensued between lawyer Borick and the Perth Group: should other
witnesses be brought in? Should other issues be addressed? Parenzee abandoned appeals
and is serving a 9 year sentence.
Pfc Johnny Lamar Dalton (2007): A US soldier in Fort Bragg, North Carolina had sex with
a 17 year old boy. He was charged with crimes against nature, assault, and assault with a
deadly weapon (HIV). He pleaded guilty and received 25-40 months in jail, reduction in
rank and dishonorable discharge.
Trevis Smith (2007-8): A Black American playing Canadian football in Saskatchewan was
charged for exposing two women to HIV. Consensual sex = aggravated sexual assault
because of his HIV status. He claimed to have used condoms. The women said he was
lying. He was refused offers to mount a (HIV critical) dissident-based defence. Such a
defence would bring to light the absence of evidence that HIV is a deadly weapon, and
that there is evidence to indicate the positive status does not correlate reliably with sexual
congress. He was sentenced to 5-1/2 years. He was ordered to be deported to USA.
Carl Leone (2007-8): a white businessman in Windsor, Canada, was accused of aggravated
sexual assault for having sex with 15 women – 5 were HIV+. He was persuaded to hand
over a list of his sexual contacts to get lighter treatment. Phylogenetic analysis was used
to assist conviction. He was persuaded to plead guilty to avoid a heavy sentence. He was
almost was listed as a “dangerous sex offender”, a first for a first offence. This would
have meant that parole never ended even if jail did. Sentenced to 18 years (plus no credit
for 3 year’s house arrest).
Charles Mzite (2008-9): A Zimbabwean musician living in Canada, who was so well
established that he even had an appearance on the very high profile Oprah Winfrey show,
was accused of sexual relations with four women. The dates of his HIV tests were not
well known and he may not have picked up his positive test result in Canada. His lawyer
was aware of dissident arguments but chose not to use them, as he felt he had a “foolproof” defence. The defendant was convicted of all charges and sentenced to 10 years in
jail. He will probably be deported to Zimbabwe afterwards.
Johnson Aziga (2005-9): A Ugandan immigrant to Canada, he was accused of infecting
several women. Two died of Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma, an AZT side effect. (AZT is
one of the first generation of anti-retroviral drugs. See Unit 5). This justified First
Degree Murder Charges. One set of lawyers agreed to a dissident approach, to reveal that
the drug, not the defendant, may have killed the victims, but Aziga fired them.
Subsequently he was convicted of First Degree Murder.
Philippe Padieu (2007-9): A gym instructor in Dallas, Texas, had four of his lovers tested
and found to be HIV positive. He was charged with six counts of aggravated assault with
adeadly weapon (his body fluids). The case received extensive media coverage with his
alleged victims becoming media stars. Padieu received a 45 year jail sentence.
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Summary of the issues involved in adult sexual court cases: Mostly black, heterosexual
men are involved as defendants. HIV positive test result is likened to a deadly weapon. The
HIV status of partners in the sexual congress has little impact in the decision. Claims of ‘safe
sex’ generally fail. Phylogenetic analysis is often used and when it is, then detection of
similarity in genetic structure of the HIV strains is always concordant with guilt (see Unit 7
on the complexity and uncertainty concerning the phylogenesis of HIV). Lengthy prison
sentences for men are the norm.
Other Adult Cases:
Brian Stewart was accused of injecting HIV+ blood into his son. Only circumstantial
evidence was provided. In 1998 he was sentenced to life in prison. Parole is possible in
2011. Willie Campbell, a Dallas drifter accused of spitting at a police officer. HIV+ so
because saliva is classified as a deadly weapon, he received a 35 year prison sentence.
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SECTION 2: AIDS Law in Ghana: Criminal Code sections that effect
defendants with HIV positive test results
by Captain James Odartey Mills473
Consider now some legal structures in Ghana, and the implications of how Ghana
criminal law is interpreted by one author with legal training. You will be invited through the
questions guiding discussion exercises to consider what likelihood there is of resurrecting
here in Ghana the kinds of injustice you may have detected in the cases in section 2 above in
North American courts.

Protection of the General Public
According to Capt Odartey Mills, “a person who knowing that he is living with
HIV/AIDS, intentioanllytransmits the dease to another person, commits a criminal offence
under the Crinal Cod punishable with up to ten years of imprisonment.”
Section 69 of the Criminal Code: Whoever intentiaonlly and unlwawfuly causes harm
to any person shall be guilty of a second degree felony. In section 1, the law defines ‘harm’
to mean “any bodily hurt, disease or disorder, whether permanent or temporary.”
Apart from acts of commission, the law considers that “intentionlal omission leading
to the same result also constitutes the offence.”
Odartey Mills points to section 77 of the criminal code of Ghana: ‘A erposon causes
harm by omission within the meaning of this Code if harm is caused by his omission to
perorm any such duty for presenting harm as meintioend in section 78.’
Murder and attempted murder.
Capt. Mills notes “One question that is frequently asked is whether a person who
intentionally transmits the virus to another person (knowing that HIV/AIDS still has no sure
cure and so the person will surely die) can be charged with murder or attempted murder when
the person he infects dies or when he tried but does not succeed in infecting the person. One
school of thought believes that the answer to this is yes, since the harm involved is
unlawful… and the offender formed and had the intention of doing it to lead to the death of
his victim.”
Odartey approves the decision in the USA where attempted murder is the charge.
He cites these cases:
In Weeks vs. Scott (1995) as well as State vs. Smith (1993) convicted prisoners
in USA were transferred and bit and/or spit at officers in the course of transfer.
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Adapted here with the kind permission of the author, from AIDS Law: laws applicable to
HIV/AIDS issues in Ghana by James Odartey Mills. Second edition, 2007. GDZ and the
Ghana AIDS Commission. Chapter Four, pp. 50-76.
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They appealed against their convictions of attempted murder but both lost their
appeals.
Odartey argues this verdict would not occur in Ghana, because, according to Criminal
Code section 64 (e):
a charge of attempted murder cannot be maintained against a person
who intentionally infects another person with the virus in the absence of
any amendment to the law contrary. But in Ghana the murder cannot be
intentional “unless the death takes place within a year and a day of the
harm being caused.
Odartey asserts that “AIDS usually takes two to eight years to manifest, when opportunistic
infections could lead to the death of the victim.” But again, except for patients with AIDS
subjected to the treatment regime HAART (Unit 5) or for those living in septic conditions
and malnourished, deterioration into AIDS does not correlate in groups with high frequency
of HIV positive test results.474
Negligent transmission
Health workers who, through negligence cause other persons to be
infected with the disease can be guilty of offences. A heath worker who
negligently transmits the disease could be charged with negligently causing
harm as per section 72 of the Criminal code, 73 (b) and 73 (c) of the Criminal
Code.
Section 72 reads: Whoever negligently and unlawfully causes harm to any
person shall be guilty of a misdemeanour.
Negligently causing harm or danger
In addition to the above, section 73(b) and (c) also specifically states that
health workers engaged in medical or surgical treatment or who negligently (not
intentionally) endanger the lives of other persons in the dispensing, supply or
administration of medicine and like substances shall also be guilty of a
misdemeanour.
Section 73 reads: Whoever (b) having undertaken or being engaged in medical or
surgical treatment of any person or (c) having undertaken or being engaged in the
dispensing, supply, selling, administering or giving away of any medicine or any
poisonous or dangerous matter negligently endangers the life of any person, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanour.
This means that if such workers do not exercise due care and as a result infect
others with the disease they can also be prosecuted and even convicted for a period up
to three years in so far as the criminal law is concerned.
In R. v. Noakes, a chemist who was given two bottles to fill with two liquids, one
poisonous and the other harmless, mistakenly switched the bottles. As a result a
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See Unit Henry H. Bauer, “How HIV/AIDS Theory Took and Kept Hold,” The Origin,
Persistence and Failings of HIV/AIDS Theory. North Carolina: McFarland, 2007, pp. 183248.
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patient took a dose of the poisonous liquid thinking it was harmless. It was held that there
was clear evidence of negligence.
Civil Actions
Anyone who contracts the virus through negligence of health care workers can also
sue for damages.
In J.K. v. Beeson, Tom Beeson, husband of the plaintiff-respondent, was negligently
given a blood transfusion of HIV-contaminated blood in the course of his medical
treatment. He became infected with the virus and also infected his wife with it as a
result. He subsequently died and his surviving wife brought the action on behalf of
her husband and herself. The Court ruled in her favour that she be awarded eight
hundred thousand dollars. The defendant-appellant appealed but lost the appeal.
In another case Jeanne v. Hawkes Hospital, a patient sued a doctor and the hospital
where the doctor worked, for damages following her being given contaminated blood.
Here the Court ruled in favour of the plaintiff.
Sexual offences:
By the Criminal Code 1960 (Act 29) s. 97, s. 101, s. 103, s. 104, s. 105, the
general public is also protected from getting the disease with the criminalization of
certain sexual acts which increase the likelihood of contracting the disease. These
offences include:
 rape – sex without consent involving a female sixteen years or older
 defilement – sex with a child under sixteen years
 all forms of prostitution
 unnatural carnal knowledge – homosexuality and lesbianism
 incest – having sex with close family members, siblings, parents and
children whether adopted or biological [see R. v. Carmichael (1939-40) 31
Cox CC 409]
 indecent assault – forcibly making sexual bodily contacts or violating the
body of other persons sexually other than penetrative intercourse
Other offences:
By the Criminal Code 1960 (Act 29) s. 103. s. 69A, s. 49A(2)(c), the
following acts are regarded as means of transmitting the disease of AIDS
 Female genital mutilation – excising, infibulating or otherwise mutilating
the female labia minora, labia majora and clitoris of another person.
 Genocide – includes deliberately inflicting on any national, ethnical, racial
or religious group conditions of life (including deliberate HIV/AIDS
infection) calculated to bring about the physical destruction in whole or in
part, of such group.
Analysis. So far, it is noteworthy that Captain Odartey author speaks of carrying “the
disease.” But Acquired Immune Deficiency is not a disease, it is a syndrome. And there is no
positive evidence that the syndrome is contagious.475
What actions to take?
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See Unit 7 section 1, for the challenge proposed by Nobel Laureate in Chemistry Kary
Mullis, to present such evidence.
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In your role as a health professional, you may want to support individuals face laws
based on a false or incomplete picture of the micro-biological facts about contagion and
wasting disease in Africa. This involves empowering patients to make self-determined
decisions based on as wide a range of informed points of view as you know yourself to exist.
An empowered patient is also one who knows medical science does not have any final
answers, is always an unfinished process of conjecture and response, a dialogue among
competing points of view and treatments when the problem is as complex as AIDS remains
for us today.
You may also want to exercise a more public positive perspective by advocating and
lobbying politicians and administrators in the public interest to correct rulings enacted in the
courts that may be morally blameworthy and unjust because of the unsettled conditions
surrounding public awareness about contagion. Here are suggestions of legal advocates that
defend the public against punitive consequences of the current culture of HIV and AIDS
blaming ordinary citizens.

SECTION 3: Is access to health care a basic constitutional right in Ghana?
Excerpts from the
CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF GHANA (1992)
by
The Consultative Assembly
Introduction
The 1992 Fourth Republican Constitution of Ghana came into effect on January 7,
1993 whereby Ghana returned to the path of democracy and constitutionalism. Apart from its
grace and power as a literary text, and its potency as a collective intention guiding judicial
decisions now and for the future of this country, the Constitution comprises a central,
significant feature of the contemporary human environment476—one which scholars,
philosophers, researchers, investigators, activists, and social commentators must take into
consideration when reflecting upon any topic of social, personal, historical, political,
economic, or diplomatic importance.
A short historical note on the 1992 Constitution
In August of 1991, the Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC) convened a 258member Consultative Assembly made up of elected representatives of identifiable groups,
associations and a few appointees of government to study Proposals for a Draft Constitution
of Ghana and other past Constitutions of the country and come out with a Draft Constitution
for Ghana. On April 28, 1992, the Interim National Electoral Commission organised a
referendum in which [a] majority of Ghanaians voted to accept the Draft Constitution of
Ghana to become the Supreme Law and, therefore, the basis of all the other Laws for
governing the country.477

The entire constitution is book-length, available for consultation on the internet, in
public libraries, institutes, and schools. The NCEE (National Council for Civic Education)
has produced a pocket sized, easy to read version that truncates all the points in the twenty476

Characterization of the Constitution as a feature of the human environment is owed to Professor Kofi
Kumado, former Director of the Legon Centre for International Affairs (now LECIAD). These introductory
remarks have been included by the editors of this anthology.
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Excerpted from the introduction to the revised abridged edition (2003) produced by the NCCE (National
Council for Civic Education). This chapter is dedicated with special appreciation to its chairman Laary Bimi, for
his commitment to the civic education essential to sharing the fruits of a democracy by all its citizens.
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six chapters, featuring simply worded renditions of the main articles and listing in summary
form the contents of subsidiary articles and the appendices. The second edition of the NCEE
abridged version was distributed publicly in 2003.
In the interest of encouraging and facilitating extensive scrutiny and reference to the
exact wording of the Constitution, five of its chapters that are regularly mentioned or
discussed in the public domain have been extracted verbatim and reproduced here:
Chapter Five addresses fundamental human rights and individual freedoms, and is by far the
longest chapter of the 1992 Ghana Constitution.
Chapter Six articulates the directive principles of state policy, describing the
fundamental philosophy of good governance and the procedural limitations of the Ghana
state’s responsibilities to citizens.
Chapter Seven contains the laws detailing representation of the people through the
multi-party electoral process, which are recurrently contested in the public domain.
Chapter Twenty details the legal definitions determining the nature of our
participatory democracy through the institutions and procedures of decentralization and local
government.
Chapter Twenty-one spells out the widely discussed laws of land rights and natural
resources management.
Each of these chapters may have implications on how health care should be an
entitlement for citizens. In particular notice Article 18, 20, 21, 24, and 28 with respect to
rights to health and healthy work conditions. Developing the constitutional right to good
public health services may require creative and innovative normative reflection and
discussion, so the Constitution is presented here beyond the limited section on basic human
rights, which is the standard way that health is thought about in the global arena. But as is
clear, this approach is not effective in delivering health care to most of the populations of
African nations in post colonial and neo colonial arrested states of development.
***

THE PREAMBLE
IN THE NAME OF THE ALMIGHTY GOD
We the People of Ghana,
IN EXERCISE of our natural and inalienable right to establish a framework of government
which shall secure for ourselves and posterity the blessings of liberty, equality of
opportunity and prosperity;
IN A SPIRIT of friendship and peace with all peoples of the world;
AND IN SOLEMN declaration and affirmation of our commitment to;
Freedom, Justice, Probity and Accountability;
The Principle that all powers of Government spring from the Sovereign Will of the People;
The Principle of Universal Adult Suffrage;
The Rule of Law;
The protection and preservation of Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms, Unity and
Stability for our Nation;
DO HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION.
*

*

*

*

CHAPTER FIVE
FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
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Article
12. (1) The fundamental human rights and freedoms enshrined in this chapter shall be
respected and upheld by the Executive, Legislature and Judiciary and all other organs
of government and its agencies and, where applicable to them, by all natural and legal
persons in Ghana, and shall be enforceable by the Courts as provided for in this
Constitution.
(2) Every person in Ghana, whatever his race, place of origin, political opinion, colour,
religion, creed or gender shall be entitled to the fundamental human rights and
freedoms of the individual contained in this Chapter but subject to respect for the
rights and freedoms of others and for the public interest.
Article
13. (1) No person shall be deprived of his life intentionally except in the exercise of the
execution of a sentence of a court in respect of a criminal offence under the laws of
Ghana of which he has been convicted.
(2) A person shall not be held to have deprived another person of his life in
contravention of clause (1) of this article if that other person dies as the result of a
lawful act of war or if that other person dies as the result of the use of force to such
an extent as is reasonably justifiable in the particular circumstances.(a) for the defence of any person from violence or for the defence of property; or
(b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person lawfully
detained; or
(c) for the purposes of suppressing a riot, insurrection or mutiny; or
(d) in order to prevent the commission of a crime by that person.
Article
14. (1) Every person shall be entitled to his personal liberty and no person shall be deprived
of his personal liberty except in the following cases and in accordance with procedure
permitted by law –
(a) in execution of a sentence or order of a court in respect of a criminal offence of
which he has been convicted; or
(b) in execution of an order of a court punishing him for contempt of court; or
(c) for the purpose of bringing him before a court in execution of an order of a court;
or
(d) in the case of a person suffering from an infectious or contagious disease, a person
of unsound mind, a person addicted to drugs or alcohol or a vagrant, for the
purpose of his care or treatment or the protection of the community; or
(e) for the purpose of the education or welfare of a person who has not attained the
age of eighteen years; or
(f) for the purpose of preventing the unlawful entry of that person into Ghana, or of
effecting the expulsion, extradition or other lawful removal of that person
from Ghana or for the purpose of restricting that person while he is being
lawfully conveyed through Ghana in the course of his extradition or removal
from one country to another; or
(g) upon reasonable suspicion of his having committed or being about to commit a
criminal offence under the laws of Ghana.
(2) A person who is arrested, restricted or detained shall be informed immediately, in a
language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest, restriction or detention and
of his right to a lawyer of his choice.
(3) A person who is arrested, restricted or detained (a) for the purpose of bringing him before a court in execution of an order of a court; or
(b) upon reasonable suspicion of his having committed or being about to commit a
criminal offence under the laws of Ghana, and who is not released, shall be brought
before a court within forty-eight hours after the arrest, restriction or detention.
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(4) Where a person arrested, restricted or detained under paragraph (a) or (b) of clause (3)
of this article is not tried within a reasonable time, then, without prejudice to any
further proceedings that may be brought against him, he shall be released wither
unconditionally or upon reasonable conditions, including in particular, conditions
reasonably necessary to ensure that he appears at a later date for trial or for
proceedings preliminary to trial.
(5) A person who is unlawfully arrested, restricted or detained by any other person shall
be entitled to compensation from that other person.
(6) Where a person is convicted and sentenced to a term of imprisonment for an offence,
any period he has spent in lawful custody in respect of that offence before the
completion of his trial shall be taken into account in imposing the term of
imprisonment.
(7) Where a person who has served the whole or a part of his sentence is acquitted on a
appeal by a court, other than the Supreme Court, the court may certify tot he Supreme
Court that the person acquitted be paid compensation; and the Supreme Court may,
upon examination of all the facts and the certificate of the court concerned, award
such compensation as it may think fit; or, where the acquittal is by the Supreme
Court, it may order compensation to be paid to the person acquitted.
Article
15. (1) The dignity of all persons shall be inviolable.
(2) No person shall, whether or not he is arrested, restricted or retained, be subjected to (a) torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment;
(b) any other condition that detracts or is likely to detract from his dignity and worth
as a human being.
(3) A person who has not been convicted of a criminal offence shall not be treated as a
convicted person and shall be kept separately from convicted persons.
(4) A juvenile offender who is kept in lawful custody or detention shall be kept separately
from an adult offender.
Article
16. (1) No person shall be held in slavery or servitude.
(2) No person shall be required to perform forced labour.
(3) For the purposes of this article, "forced labour" does not include (a) any labour required as a result of a sentence or order of a court; or
(b) any labour required of a member of a disciplined force or service as his duties or,
in the case of a person who has conscientious objections to a service as a member
of the Armed Forces of Ghana, any labour which that person is required by law to
perform in place of such service; or
(c) any labour required during any period when Ghana is at war or in the event of an
emergency or calamity that threatens the life and well-being of the community, to
the extent that the requirement of such labour is reasonably justifiable in the
circumstances of any situation arising or existing during that period for the
purposes of dealing with the situation; or
(d) any labour reasonably required as part of normal communal or other civic
obligations.
Article
17. (1) All persons shall be equal before the law.
(2) A person shall not be discriminated against on grounds of gender, race, colour, ethnic
origin, religion, creed or social or economic status.
(3) For the purposes of this article, "discriminate" means to give different treatment to
different persons attributable only or mainly to their respective descriptions by race,
place of origin, political opinions, colour, gender, occupation, religion or creed,
whereby persons of one description are subjected to disabilities or restrictions to
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which persons of another description are not made subject or are granted privileges or
advantages which are not granted to persons of another description.
(4) Nothing in this article shall prevent Parliament from enacting laws that are reasonably
necessary to provide (a) for the implementation of policies and programmes aimed at redressing social,
economic or educational imbalance in the Ghanaian society;
(b) for matters relating to adoption, marriage, divorce, burial, devolution of property
on death or other matters of personal law;
(c) for the imposition of restrictions on the acquisition of land by persons who are not
citizens of Ghana or on the political and economic activities of such persons and
for other matters relating to such persons; or
(d) for making different provision for different communities having regard to their
special circumstances not being provision which is inconsistent with the spirit of
this Constitution.
(5) Nothing shall be taken to be inconsistent with this article which is allowed to be done
under any provision of this Chapter.
Article
18. (1) Every person has the right to own property either alone or in association with others.
(2) No person shall be subjected to interference with the privacy of his home, property,
correspondence or communication except in accordance with law and as may be
necessary in a free and democratic society for public safety or the economic wellbeing of the country, for the protection of health or morals, for the prevention of
disorder or crime or for the protection of the rights or freedoms of others.
Article
19. (1) A person charged with a criminal offence shall be given a fair hearing within a
reasonable time by a court.
(2) A person charged with a criminal offence shall –
(a) in the case of an offence other than high treason or treason, the punishment for
which is death or imprisonment for life, be tried by a judge and jury and –
(i) where the punishment is death, the verdict of the jury shall be unanimous; and
(ii) in the case of life imprisonment, the verdict of the jury shall be by such
majority as Parliament may by law prescribe;
(b) in the case of an offence tribal by a Regional Tribunal the penalty for which is
death, the decision of the Chairman and the other panel members shall be
unanimous;
(c) be presumed to be innocent until he is proved or has pleaded guilty;
(d) be informed immediately in a language that he understands, and in detail; of
the nature of the offence charged;
(e) be given adequate time and facilities for the preparation of this defence;
(f) be permitted to defend himself before the court in person or by a lawyer of his
choice;
(g) be afforded facilities to examine, in person or by his lawyer, the witnesses
called by the prosecution before the court, and to obtain the attendance and
carry out the examination of witnesses to testify on the same conditions as
those applicable to witnesses called by the prosecution;
(h) be permitted to have, without payment by him, the assistance of an interpreter
where he cannot understand the language used at the trial; and
(i) in the case of the offence of high treason or treason, be tried by the High
Court duly constituted by three Justices of that Court and the decision of
the Justices shall be unanimous.
(3) The trial of a person charged with a criminal offence shall take place in his presence
unless;350

(a) he refuses to appear before the court for the trial to be conducted in his presence after he
has been duly notified of the trial; or
(b) he conducts himself in such a manner as to render the continuation of the
proceedings in his presence impracticable and the court orders him to be
removed for the trial to proceed in his absence.
(4) Whenever a person is tried for a criminal offence the accused person or a person
authorised by him shall, if he so requires, be given, within a reasonable time not
exceeding six months after judgement, a copy of any record of the proceedings made
by or on behalf of the court for the use of the accused person.
(5) A person shall not be charged with or held to be guilty of a criminal offence which is
founded on an act or omission that did not at the time it took place constitute an
offence.
(6) No penalty shall be imposed for a criminal offence that is severer in degree or
description than the maximum penalty that could have been imposed for that offence
at the time when it was committed.
(7) No person who shows that he has been tried by a competent court for a criminal
offence and either convicted or acquitted, shall again be tried for that offence or for
any other criminal offence of which he could have been convicted at the trial for the
offence, except on the order of a superior court in the course of appeal or review
proceedings relating to the conviction or acquittal.
(8) Notwithstanding clause (7) of this article, an acquittal of a person on a trial for high
treason or treason shall not be a bar to the institution of proceedings for any other
offence against that person.
(9) Paragraphs (a) and (b) of clause (2) of this article shall not apply in the case of a trial
by a court-martial or other military tribunal.
(10) No person who is tried for a criminal offence shall be compelled to give evidence at
the trial.
(11) No person shall be convicted of a criminal offence unless the offence is defined and
the penalty for it is prescribed in a written law.
(12) Clause (11) of this article shall not prevent a Superior Court from punishing a person
for contempt of itself notwithstanding that the act or omission constitution the
contempt is not defined in a written law and the penalty is not so prescribed.
(13) An adjudicating authority for the determination of the existence or extent of a civil
right or obligation shall, subject to the provisions of this Constitution, be established
by law and shall be independent and impartial; and where proceedings for
determination are instituted by a person before such an adjudicating authority, the
case shall be given a fair hearing within a reasonable time.
(14) Except as may be otherwise ordered by the adjudicating authority in the interest of
public morality, public safety, or public order the proceedings of any such
adjudicating authority shall be in public.
(15) Nothing in this article shall prevent an adjudicating authority from excluding from
the proceeding persons, other than the parties to the proceedings and their lawyers, to
such an extent as the authority(a) may consider necessary or expedient in circumstances where publicity would
prejudice the interests of justice; or
(b) may be empowered by law to do in the interest of defence, public safety,
public order, public morality, the welfare of persons under the age of eighteen
or the protection of the private lives of persons concerned in the proceedings.
(16) Nothing in, or done under the authority of, any law shall be held to be inconsistent
with or in contravention of, the following provisions
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(a) paragraph (c) of clause (2) of this article, to the extent that the law in question imposes
upon a person charged with a criminal offence, the burden of providing
particular facts; or
(b) clause (7) of this article, to the extent that the law in question authorises a
court to try a member of a disciplined force for a criminal offence
notwithstanding any trial and conviction or acquittal of that member under the
disciplinary law of the force, except that any court which tries that member
and convicts him shall, in sentencing him to any punishment, take into account
any punishment imposed on him under that disciplinary law.
(17) Subject to clause (18) of this article, treason shall consist only(a) in levying war against Ghana or assisting any state or person or inciting or
conspiring with any person to levy war against Ghana; or
(b) in attempting by force of arms or other violent means to overthrow the organs
of government established by or under this Constitution; or
(c) in taking part or being concerned in or inciting or conspiring with any person
to make or take part or be concerned in, any such attempt.
(18) An act which aims at procuring by constitutional means an alteration of the law or of
the policies of the Government shall not be considered as an act calculated to
overthrow the organs of government.
(19) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, but subject to clause (20) of this
article, Parliament may, by or under an Act of Parliament, establish military courts or
tribunals for the trial of offences against military law committed by persons subject to
military law.
(20) Where a person subject to military law, who is not in active service, commits an
offence which is within the jurisdiction of a civil court, he shall not be tried by a
court-martial or military tribunal for the offence unless the offence is within the
jurisdiction of a court-martial or other military tribunals under any law for the
enforcement of military discipline.
(21) For the purposes of this article, "criminal offence" means a criminal offence under
the laws of Ghana.
Article
20. (1) No property of any description or interest in or right over any property shall be
compulsorily taken possession of or acquired by the State unless the following
conditions are satisfied.
(a) the taking of possession or acquisition if necessary in the interest of defence,
public safety, public order, public morality, public health, town and country
planning or the development or utilization of property in such a manner as to
promote the public benefit; and
(b) the necessity for the acquisition is clearly stated and is such as to provide
reasonable justification for causing any hardship that may result to any person
who has an interest in or right over the property.
(2) Compulsory acquisition of property by the State shall only be made under a law which
makes provision for.
(a) the prompt payment of fair and adequate compensation; and
(b) a right of access to the High Court by any person who has an interest in or right
over the property whether direct or on appeal from other authority, for the
determination of his interest or right and the amount of compensation to which he
is entitled.
(3) Where a compulsory acquisition or possession of land effected by the State in
accordance with clause (1) of this article involves displacement of any inhabitants, the
State shall resettle the displaced inhabitants on suitable alternative land with due
regard for their economic well-being and social and cultural values.
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(4) Nothing in this article shall be construed as affecting the operation of any general law so
far as it provides for the taking of possession or acquisition of property.
(a) by way of vesting or administration of trust property, enemy property or the
property of persons adjudged or otherwise declared bankrupt or insolvent, persons
of unsafe mind, deceased persons or bodies corporate or unincorporated in the
course of bent wound up; or
(b) in the execution of a judgement or order of a court; or
(c) by reason of its being in a dangerous state or injurious to the health of human
beings, animals or plants; or
(d) in consequence of any law with respect to the limitation of actions; or
(e) for so long only as may be necessary for the purpose of any examination,
investigation, trial or inquiry; or
(f) for so long as may be necessary for the carrying out of work on any land for the
purpose of the provision of public facilities or utilities, except that where any
damage results from any such work there shall be paid appropriate compensation.
(5) Any property compulsorily taken possession of or acquired in the public interest or for
a public purpose shall be used only in the public interest or for the public purpose for
which it was acquired.
(6) Where the property is not used in the public interest or for the purpose for which it
was acquired, the owner of the property immediately before the compulsory
acquisition, shall be given the first option for acquiring the property and shall, on such
reacquisition refund the whole or part of the compensation paid to him as provided for
by law or such other amount as is commensurate with the value of the property at the
time of the reacquisition.
Article
21. (1) All persons shall have the right to (a) freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press and
other media;
(b) freedom of thought, conscience and belief, which shall include academic freedom;
(c) freedom to practise any religion and to manifest such practice;
(d) freedom of assembly including freedom to take part in processions and
demonstrations;
(e) freedom of association, which shall include freedom to form or join trade unions
or other associations, national or international, for the protection of their interest;
(f) information, subject to such qualifications and laws as are necessary in a
democratic society;
(g) freedom of movement which means the right to move freely in Ghana, the right to
leave and to enter Ghana and immunity from expulsion from Ghana.
(2) A restriction on a person's freedom of movement by his lawful detention shall not be
held to be inconsistent with or in contravention of this article.
(3) All citizens shall have the right and freedom to form or join political parties and to
participate in political activities subject to such qualifications and laws as are
necessary in a free and democratic society and are consistent with this Constitution.
(4) Nothing in, or done under the authority of, a law shall be held to be inconsistent with,
or in contravention of, this article to the extent that the law in question makes
provision(a) for the imposition of restrictions by order of a court, that are required in the
interest of defence, public safety or public order, on the movement or residence
within Ghana of any person; or
(b) for the imposition of restrictions, by order of a court, on the movement or
residence within Ghana of any person either as a result of his having been found
guilty of a criminal offence under the laws of Ghana or for the purposes of
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ensuring that he appears before a court at a later date for trial for a criminal offence or for
proceedings relating to his extradition or lawful removal from Ghana; or
(c) for the imposition of restrictions that are reasonably required in the interest of
defence, public safety, pubic health or the running of essential services, on the
movement or residence within Ghana of any person or persons generally, or any
class of persons; or
(d) for the imposition of restrictions on the freedom of entry into Ghana, or of
movement in Ghana, if a person who is not a citizen of Ghana; or
(e) that is reasonably required for the purpose of safeguarding the people of Ghana
against the teaching or encourages disrespect for the nationhood of Ghana, the
national symbols and emblems, or incites hatred against other members of the
community except so far as that provision or , as the case may be, the thing done
under the authority of that law is shown not to be reasonably justifiable in terms of
the spirit of this Constitution.
(5) Whenever a person, whose freedom of movement has been restricted by the order of a
court under paragraph (a) of clause (4) of this article, requests at any time during the
period of that restriction not earlier than seven days after the order was made, or three
months after he last made such request, as the case may be, his case shall be reviewed
by that court.
(6) On a review by a court under clause (5) of this article, the court may, subject to the
right of appeal from its decision, make such order for the continuation or termination
of the restriction as it considers necessary or expedient.
Article
22. (1) A spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a spouse
whether or not the spouse died having made a will.
(2) Parliament shall, as soon as practicable after the coming into force of this
Constitution, enact legislation regulating the property rights of spouses.
(3) With a view to achieving the full realisation of the rights referred to in clause (2) of
this article (a) spouses shall have equal access to property jointly acquired during marriage;
(b) assets which are jointly acquired during marriage shall be distributed equitably
between the spouses upon dissolution of the marriage.
Article
23. Administrative bodies and administrative officials shall act fairly and reasonably and
comply with the requirements imposed on them by law and persons aggrieved by the
exercise of such acts and decisions shall have the right to seek redress before a court or
other tribunal.
Article
24. (1) Every person has the right to work under satisfactory, safe and healthy conditions, and
shall receive equal pay for equal work without distinction of any kind.
(2) Every worker shall be assured of rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working
hours and periods of holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays.
(3) Every worker has a right to form or join a trade union of his choice for the promotion
and protection of his economic and social interests.
(4) Restrictions shall not be placed on the exercise of the right conferred by clause (3) of
this article except restrictions prescribed by law and reasonably necessary in the
interest of national security or public order or for the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others.
Article
25. (1) All persons shall have the right to equal educational opportunities and facilities and
with a view to achieving the full realisation of that right (a) basic education shall be free, compulsory and available to all;
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(b) secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational education,
shall be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate
means, and in particular, by the progressive introduction of free education;
(c) higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity,
by every appropriate means, and in particular, by progressive introduction of free
education;
(d) functional literacy shall be encouraged or intensified as far as possible;
(e) the development of a system of schools with adequate facilities at all levels shall
be actively pursued.
(2) Every person shall have the right, at his own expense, to establish and maintain a
private school or schools at all levels and of such categories and in accordance with
such conditions as may be provided by law.
Article
26. (1) Every person is entitled to enjoy, practise, profess, maintain and promote any culture,
language, tradition or religion subject to the provisions of this Constitution.
(2) All customary practices which dehumanise or are injurious to the physical and mental
well-being of a person are prohibited.
Article
27. (1) Special care shall be accorded to mothers during a reasonable period before and after
child-birth; and during those periods, working mothers shall be accorded paid leave.
(2) Facilities shall be provided for the care of children below school-going age to enable
women, who have the traditional care for children, realise their full potential.
(3) Women shall be guaranteed equal rights to training and promotion without any
impediments from any person.
Article
28. (1) Parliament shall enact such laws as are necessary to ensure that (a) every child has the right to the same measure of special care, assistance and
maintenance as is necessary for its development from its natural parents, except
where those parents have effectively surrendered their rights and responsibilities
in respect of the child in accordance with law;
(b) every child, whether or not born in wedlock, shall be entitled to reasonable
provision out of the estate of its parents;
(c) parents undertake their natural right and obligation of care, maintenance and
upbringing of their children in co-operation with such institutions as Parliament
may, by law, prescribe in such manner that in all cases the interest of the children
are paramount;
(d) children and young persons receive special protection against exposure to physical
and moral hazards; and
(e) the protection and advancement of the family as the unit of society are safeguarded
in promotion of the interest of children.
(2) Every child has the right to be protected from engaging in work that constitutes a
threat to his health, education or development.
(3) A child shall not be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
(4) No child shall be deprived by any other person of medical treatment, education or any
other social or economic benefit by reason only of religious or other beliefs.
(5) For the purposes of this article, "child" means a person below the age of eighteen
years.
Article
29. (1) Disabled persons have the right to live with their families or with foster parents and to
participate in social, creative or recreational activities.
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(2) A disabled person shall not be subjected to differential treatment in respect of his
residence other than that required by his condition or by the improvement which he
may derive from the treatment.
(3) If the stay of a disabled person in a specialised establishment is indispensable, the
environment and living conditions there shall be as close as possible to those of the
normal life of a person of his age.
(4) Disabled persons shall be protected against all exploitation, all regulations and all
treatment of a discriminatory, abusive or degrading nature.
(5) In any judicial proceedings in which a disabled person is a party, the legal procedure
applied shall take his physical and mental condition into account.
(6) As far as practicable, every place to which the public have access shall have
appropriate facilities for disabled persons.
(7) Special incentive shall be given to disabled persons engaged in business and also to
business organisations that employ disabled persons in significant numbers.
(8) Parliament shall enact such laws as are necessary to ensure the enforcement of the
provisions of this article.
Article
30. A person who by reason of sickness or any other cause is unable to give his consent shall
not be deprived by any other person of medical treatment, education or any other social or
economic benefit by reason only of religious or other beliefs.

SECTION 4: International instruments
In light of the considerations about anti-retroviral importation and application without
clinical trials, consider the following laws and the global preoccupation with reproducing
these drugs as a priority for Ghana. It is important to consider whether this is a priority that
needs to be supported by the Ghanaian health care sector.
Ghana is signatory to the following international agreements and conventions:478
1.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) which states in article 25(1) that
‘everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well being
of himself and his family, including food’.

2.

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Right 1976 which in
Article 11 declares that ‘The State Parties to the present covenant recognize the right
of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including
adequate food, clothing and housing …’

3.

International Code of Marketing of Breast Milk Substitutes – World Health Assembly
1981 which emphasizes providing safe and adequate nutrition for infants in article 1.
The Member States of WHO including Ghana affirmed ‘the right of every child and
pregnant and lactating woman to be adequately nourished as a means of attaining and
maintaining health’. (Code preamble, paragraph 1).

4.

Convention on the Rights of the Child (1990) Article 24 and 27 address the issue of
nutrition.
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This list is extracted with the generous permission of the author, from A.B. Akosa’s GAAS Inaugural
Lecture delivered at the British Council on June 9, 2011. The entire text of the lecture, abridged and adapted for
this course, appears as the last word of the required supplementary readings, in the Appendix of Unit 12 in this
Course Reader. This excerpt appears on pp. 5-6 of the typescript in the appendix.
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Article 24 “States Parties recognize the right of the child to the enjoyment of the
highest attainable standard of health” and shall take appropriate measures “to combat
disease and malnutrition through the provision of adequate nutritious foods and clean
drinking water”
Article 27 of the Convention says the States Parties “shall in case of need
provide material assistance and support programmes, particularly with regard to
nutrition, clothing and housing”.
5.

In the World Declaration on Nutrition adopted at the joint FAO/WHO International
Conference on Nutrition (1992), the International community affirmed that “access to
nutritionally adequate and safe food is a right of each individual”.

SECTION 5: Enforcing the medication of infants with ARVs: the legal trial of baby
Rico Nagel Martinez, Minnesota USA.
Current legal policy in North America dictates that if a mother is HIV positive, then
her newborn will be treated with AZT or similar drugs after birth for six weeks, regardless of
the infant’s HIV status. Quoting from NIH Guidelines: "All HIV-exposed infants should
receive postpartum antiretroviral (ARV) drugs to reduce perinatal transmission of HIV. The
6-week neonatal zidovudine chemoprophylaxis regimen is recommended for all HIV-exposed
infants."479
A newborn infant’s test results cannot be readily distinguished from the mother’s. It is
admitted that antibody tests give false results to some multiple of 3 months (22 months is the
latest case of seroreversion on record—that is, one result and then a contradictory result on a
subsequent test)—as reported by A. Pollack and Donald G. McNeill, "In Medical First, a
Baby With H.I.V. is Deemed Cured," New York Times (March 4, 2013), p. A1.
The trial against Nagel/Martinez Family has been adjourned until late April 2013480
Introduction—background to the latest scene at the county court
by Celia Farber
April 3, 2013.
From Brownsdale, Minnesota, and at the County Courthouse in Austin, Minnesota
This is a short dispatch written to convey the essential background to what happened
on April 1 and 2, 2013 in the court case against John Martinez and Lindsey Nagel, parents of
Rico Martinez Nagel.
Ten to fifteen minutes after giving birth, having been awake for 36 to 45 hours, a
battalion of a dozen people, lawyers, social workers, doctors, appeared at the foot of Lindsey
Nagel’s hospital bed, and made clear that if she did not consent to having Rico tested and
treated for “HIV infection” she and her fiancé, John, would lose custody to the state. After an
opportunity of about ten minutes to consider the matter, the parents gave full consent to any
and all demands that were being made on them, in order not to lose custody of their son.
479

Recommendations for Use of Antiretroviral Drugs in Pregnant HIV-1-Infected Women for
Maternal Health and Interventions to Reduce Perinatal HIV Transmission in the USA.
Issued by US National Inst. of Health Guideline Updates at: http://aidsinfo.nih.gov/e-news
Accessed April 7,2013. See Unit 5 Appendix I.
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Abridged and edited from dispatch available at: <truthbarrier.com/2013/04/03/thoughtcrime-trial-against-nagelmartinez-family-adjourned/> Accessed April 7, 2013
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Rico was tested and found (according to the hospital) to be HIV ‘infected’ on ‘pro-viral
DNA’ or so-called ‘viral load’ tests.
Although viral load is used, it is not approved for diagnosis of AIDS. Lindsey Nagel
had been diagnosed as HIV-positive on some tests as a baby, as negative on others, was
finally taken off ARV drugs after debilitating effects during her early life, resumed good
health and has been healthy ever since.
The chief physician testified that quantitative PCR is the standard to use on infants
and ‘represents’ the actual presence of the virus in the infant. Yet this is an admission that
HIV antibody tests do not find the actual virus. Neither does PCR, nor other tests for HIV.
From that point on (and again, every single witness on both sides supported this) John and
Lindsey did not miss a single dose of Rico’s numerous medications, even when one of them
was AZT, which almost killed Lindsey when she was a baby. Rico was finally taken off
AZT after he became so anaemic he ultimately needed a total of four blood transfusions.
There was not even a suspicion or allegation that these parents did not take the threat of
losing Rico very seriously. They did. They complied to the letter of the “law.” Yet Rico was
taken from them, because one social worker had “concerns” that the parents might not give
the medications in the future.
The county seized the baby from the family home, supposedly because Lindsey and
John had “missed” two medical appointments to discuss nutrition. [One appointment was a
“meet-and-greet” of a new doctor on their case, and the other was, yes, a nutritional
appointment.] Yet they allege never “missing” any appointments. Instead, two appointments
were properly cancelled, one of them re-scheduled, and the second one had been optional.
The parents sought a second medical opinion in another state. In advance they
properly canceled an appointment about nutrition for Rico [and the other appointment, the
meet-and-greet]. In consequence, Mower County Child Protective Services seized the infant
in an ambush at the family home, took him away from his mother’s breastfeeding, and
planted a gastric tube in his stomach, through which he now has to be fed 24/7. Dr. W.
Charles Huskins, the physician who oversaw Rico’s medical care, claimed: “He is not
supposed to be fed by mouth. He is supposed to be fed by gastroscopy tube only.”
On April 1, 2013, the appeal against seizure of the child began in the courthouse
located in Austin, Minnesota, a small town near the Iowa border about two hours from
Minneapolis. … No decision was reached by the judge in the two-day trial in which Lindsey
Nagel and John Martinez were accused of ‘medical endangerment’ of their newborn infant,
Rico. The prosecution (‘petitioner’) played four videos from YouTube, which had not
previously been vetted as evidence. That meant a delay: The videos have to be transcribed,
the transcripts put before judge and opposing legal teams. For now, the parents retain
physical custody and a recommendation was made by a guardian ad litem that they should
revisit the situation in 45 days to see if compliance was still consistent. If it were, Skype
surveillance may be reduced from twice a day to three times a week. So for now, the
situation for John Martinez and Lindsey Nagel is the same: They retain physical custody of
their three-month-old son Rico, and the state controls his medical decisions, i.e. has medical
custody. Still, each day, twice a day, they must hold the baby in front of a Skype camera,
with a social worker present, and each of three medicine bottles of ‘anti-HIV’ medications
and Bactrim, and a drug to regulate his disrupted red and white blood cell counts. Then they
draw the liquids into the tube attached to Rico’s stomach via gastric intubation (a plastic tube
surgically implanted into his stomach), while the social worker watches.
The various witnesses on the petitioner’s side all testified that although they did not
have a shred of evidence that Lindsey or John missed a dose, or in any way did not fully
comply with “the law” on Rico’s “medical care” (which on a second doctor’s opinion could
have killed him), they were nonetheless “concerned” that there could be defiance in the
future. So the trial was quite literally a ‘thought crime’ trial, in which the parents stood
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accused of not wanting to give the medications which all sides agreed they nevertheless had
given. And continue to give—as witnessed on electronic television, twice a day.
Further—from the report of the Mower County, Minnesota, trial experience by
observer, scientific reporter and commentator Elizabeth Ely.481

The following is excerpted from the Report to the
Rethinking AIDS Board of Directors on the “Baby
Rico” Hearing, submitted to the Board April 7, 2013.
. . . I understood my mission was to observe the evidentiary hearing on the continuing
order against the Nagel/Martinez family directing its forced “HIV” treatments of baby Rico
Martinez-Nagel, to assist the Nagels, and Martinezes, as parents and grandparents, [Lindsey
is not a Martinez; she remains a Nagel] as they might request, and to report back to the
Board. In my opinion, it was good for someone to be there in person to observe the
subtleties.I was in the awkward position of observing this trial for a scientists’ group when
the court admitted no raw science directly as evidence—just “recommendations” asserting
the usual claims about “AIDS,” “viral load,” and “viral replication.”482
Attorney Scott Cody, Esq., said to me that his team based its decision to leave the
science out at this phase on several factors, among them local reluctance to criticize the Mayo
Clinic, based on its importance to the local economy. … At this point, nonetheless, the family
very much plans to bring in the science as a defence in a later “second trial.” They have
made no secret of their plan, and they each testified as to their intent to remain compliant
with the Mayo Clinic’s advice as enforced by the County Court.
Parents and legal respondents Lindsey Nagel and John Martinez, as well as maternal
grandparents Cheryl and Steve Nagel, have remained “compliant” in every possible way.
The Nagels and John are doing everything the doctors have “recommended,” even
though they had some questions and concerns that they should naturally be allowed to have
with Rico’s medical providers. If they weren’t concerned, one should question their
competence as parents and grandparents. As it stands, however, Mower County seems to be
trying to assert the opposite: that questioning anything proves that they cannot be trusted with
Baby Rico.
What ‘compliance’ looks like
Rico is no longer on cancer-causing AZT as part of his combination of drugs
administered with, as Dr. Maniotis describes them, “the DNA-disruptive agent 3TC and the
lipodystrophy- (fat displacement-) and liver failure-promoting protease inhibitor Kaletra.”
Another nucleoside analog drug, abacavir (Ziagen), has been substituted for AZT because of
AZT’s bone marrow suppression, which was causing life-threatening anemia. Dr. Maniotis
notes that even the Mayo Clinic doctors, who originally insisted on giving Rico AZT,
admitted this side effect and consented to the drug substitution.
Unfortunately, abacavir also causes anemia and other blood disorders, and the FDA issued a
“warning letter” about abacavir in 2000 citing “fatal hypersensitivity reactions” and
“respiratory symptoms.” Says David Crowe, president of the Group for the Scientific
Reappraisal of the HIV/AIDS Hypothesis (Rethinking AIDS): “It is an exceedingly
dangerous drug which I thought had basically been abandoned.”
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[Ely remained in attendance in Mower County, Minnesota from March 31 to April 4, 2013, representing the
scientific organization The Group for the Scientific Reappraisal of the HIV/AIDS Hypothesis (Rethinking
AIDS).—Ed.]
482
[For a list of these standard assumptions see Unit 9 Section 3 of this Course Reader.—Ed.]
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Dr. Maniotis and Ms. Farber witnessed the giving of the drugs, a ritual that I
understand Lindsey and John perform four times each day through a stomach tube and
document in front of a social worker on Skype at the 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. dosing times. Dr.
Maniotis described Rico’s 8:00 p.m. dosing on April 1, 2013:
My observations then of this government-ordered, Skype-monitored drugging were
consistent with those of his parents and grandparents in January and February, when
he was still in the hospital. Rico again, in front of me, arched his back and foamed at
the mouth. His mother and I wiped the foam. But because it came out in a
significant amount, I was concerned about his airway clearance. As Rico became
listless as the drugs were administered, I poked the baby several times and “tweaked”
his nose to check for a response to those stimuli. He didn’t react and was similarly
non-respondent for about two minutes. This was a sign of a small seizure, in my
opinion. My own research on seizures using electron microscopy showed that the
brain is damaged by each and every seizure it experiences.

The county court’s focus on ‘intent’ and ‘state of mind’
With the family’s ‘compliance’ not really in question, the case hinges on whether the
family would continue to “comply” if the county lifted the protective order and the family
regained full custody -- meaning control, not just possession, of Rico, the latter of which they
have already had since March 10. Rico lives with them while they comply with the order by,
among other things, the above-described monitored drugging. As the Nagel/Martinez’
lawyers mentioned in the hearing, Minnesota law already requires parents to follow medical
recommendations for their children. Therefore, the order can be nothing more than a way to
observe and control the family beyond what that law provides for.
So the question the hearings were held to determine is not whether the Nagels and
John have been and are complying with the “recommendations” of the doctors and social
workers—they are compliant in action—but on intent. Do they intend to misbehave as soon
as the order is lifted? Should the county keep the surveillance going?
At one point, the respondents’ attorney Scott Cody asked a social worker, “What
would it take for you to trust John and Lindsey to comply with the recommendations without
a court order?” The social worker didn’t have an answer for that, because the case doesn’t
hinge on what they’ve already done but on what they might do, given other family members’
expressed views on ‘HIV’.
Acting under threat, not true personal conviction
Time after time, the county tried to prove that the Nagels and John would have acted
differently had they not been under threats, and this is actually the central case the
petitioner/Mower County intended to make. So, bizarrely, as each of the Nagels and John
Martinez, Rico’s father, admitted that they acted under threat, the county attorney was
satisfied, as if intimidation is justified and normal and the unwillingness to act without being
threatened is evidence of intent to stop “complying.”
Admitting their intent to “legally” discontinue the drugs
Cheryl was the first to admit—no, to state plainly without shame—that she planned “a
second trial” to “legally get him off the drugs.” Mr. Jones seemed quite stunned by this
honest answer, as was I. Who would give away a legal strategy like that?
But it may have been the turning point in the trial. The County didn’t have a case; the
family was going to be disarmingly candid about their intent to take them apart scientifically.
What was the County Court going to do, claim it couldn’t trust the family because they
intended to sue for their legal rights later and seek a second medical opinion?
Unfortunately, though, it appeared that was what Mower County was indeed trying to
do.
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CONCLUSION: DISCUSSION questions
Criminalising non-compliance and the appeal for independent medical opinion
A) Depending upon the answers to the following points of clarification, do you think it is
ethical for social services to take custody of the Martinez’s child?
1) Was/is Rico Martinez actually infected by HIV, in other words, has it been
established by PCR that he is HIV-positive?
Or:
2) Was/is Rico Martinez just carrying his mother’s anti-HIV antibodies—and so
is/was Rico in fact un-infected? This is the case with over fifty percent of babies
born to HIV-antibody-positive mothers; they show the antibodies of the mother.
In case (2), Rico would have been treated, and apparently continues to be treated with
DNA chain-terminators against a virus he is not infected with.
Is it known what are the legal justifications for this case (2) scenario—even for doctors
from the Mayo clinic who are the plaintiffs in accusing Rico’s parents of medical
negligence?
Do you think doctors are morally or ethically immune from all consequences of fighting
HIV—real or phantom HIV? To what extent are medical practitioners responsible
for consequences of enforcing controversial medication using law enforcement?
Should the County of Mower in Minnesota be protecting the business interests of the Mayo
Clinic, e.g. its credibility and efficacy as a regional employer, over the interests of
individuals like the Nagel-Martinez family whose pursuit of independent medical
attention carries repercussions for Mayo Clinic’s reputation?
If you worked at Mayo Clinic, would you be ethically responsible to the patients of the
clinic if their independent investigations and actions revealed a shortfall in the
medical services provided by the clinic? In this court trial, if you were a member of
the Clinic’s staff, would your support for the family be different than it is now?
Suppose the family asked you to testify to the reactions observed to the drugs upon
administration, if you observed what Dr. Maniotis witnessed; what would your
opinion be? What would your testimony be?
B)

Consider the following abstract carefully. Is there any implication of this finding
for the legal statute that requires individuals with AIDS to follow prescriptions for
anti-retroviral therapy? [The citation is available online if you require further
examination. See Appendix III (ii) to Unit 9 for the full article.]
Paolo Onorati, et al, “1 CD4 T-lymphocytopenia and Pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia in a patient with miliary tuberculosis,” European Journal of Internal
Medicine vol. 12 (2001): 134-136.
Abstract: We report a case of miliary tuberculosis (MTB) occurring after
extracorporeal shock-wave lithotripsy in a 51-year-old man. The MTB 1 was
complicated by pancytopenia and CD4 T-lymphocytopenia, which was
responsible for Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. Hematological parameters
returned to normal in response to anti-tuberculous treatment.

Discussion questions of legal case scenarios and anecdotes
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Some of these anecdotes are fictitious; others are reconstructions combined with
imagined details to reinforce certain aspects of actual legal cases with names changed. In
each case discuss the ethical implications of the case by exploring various answers to these
questions:
Was the decision of the law court morally right in its sentence of the individuals
involved?
If the actual state of uncertainty or awareness that you have gained in these weeks
were recognized by the court, do you think the same sentence would have been
decided?
What assessment should we make of the present day laws invoked in cases involving
AIDS and HIV positive defendants?
Is it morally right to criminalize ‘non-compliance’ and ‘non-adherence’ to drug
regimes which are evidently dangerous to patients and discouraged by some
medical professionals?
Is justice served by these applications of criminal law?
False positive HIV-test results
Recall there are over 75 known false positive that result from HIV test cross reactions
and other interfering factors, including multiple pregnancies. The tests respond differently to
blood in different population geographic groups. The test kits indicate that they are devised
for screening blood, not for diagnosis of individuals. See Unit 4.
Case A: The patient-plaintiff had a blood specimen drawn and sent to a laboratory for
testing for HIV. He was obligated to do this as a condition of being accepted by a new
employer. The lab informed the physician of a positive result. So he was dismissed from the
company during the probation period, before he was awarded a full time contract, and he was
told that the dismissal was that he posed a public health risk to the company and retaining
him violated the company’s insurance policy. But the patient developed no symptoms; this
motivated him to get retested. On three separate occasions the HIV test result that came from
independent laboratories, separately, was negative. So he sued the first hospital laboratory
for the inaccurate blood test results. The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals ruled that
the plaintiff had stated a claim for the negligent infliction of emotional distress and loss of
income.
Discuss:
Some commentators regard this ruling as misguided because there are so many potential
false positives for these tests, and the result will be a breakdown of the ability to run a
laboratory facility, because of the expense awards provided by law for every false
positive. Do you think in light of the uncertainty of these tests that it is advisable for them
to be compulsory? What about the ethicality and legality of the insurance policy that
discriminates against companies with employees whose results of HIV tests come back
positive, given the number of false positives that are detected?
Case B: A hospital has confused HIV test results for 400 patients working for a company;
some results that were positive were advised as negative and vice versa. Patients were not
notified of the errors. A complaint was filed and state health officials discovered that the
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hospital’s lab personnel ignored controls in the equipment being used, that errors had been
detected, and that the mixed up or dubious results were mailed to patients anyway.
Discuss:
What are the ethical principles violated by the lab personnel’s performance?
What do you think should be done if you were the lab’s manager?
Is there anything in the shortfalls in performance that is peculiar to HIV testing?
Blood transfusions
The administration of blood is considered to be a medical procedure and involves (1)
diagnosis and (2) therapy, the actual administration of blood.
Suits arise from people with AIDS who claim they received contaminated blood
during transfusions. The injured plaintiff must prove that a standard of care existed, that the
defendant fell below this standard, and that conduct proximate to the injury counts as a
primary cause for the damage. Lawsuits typically involve transfusions of wrong blood types,
improper screening of blood used in transfusions, unnecessary transfusions, and improperly
handled blood (failures in refrigeration and storage procedures).
Case: The patient-plaintiff in Bordelong vs. St. Franics Cabrini Hospital was
admitted to the hospital for a hysterectomy. Prior to the surgery she provided the hospital
with blood in case it was needed during surgery. The patient did need blood during the
operation but it was a donor’s blood that was used, not her own. The patient filed a lawsuit
claiming that the hospital failed to provide her with her own blood and this led to her mental
distress. The Court of Appeal held that the plaintiff stated a cause of action for mental
distress resulting from negligence. It is regarded as indisputable that HIV can be transmitted
through blood transfusions even when standard procedures for screening are followed. The
plaintiff’s fear was easily associated with receiving someone else’s blood, and therefore a
conceivable consequence of the defendant’s negligent act.
Discuss:
Whether or not ‘HIV’-identifying materials can be found in screened blood, it is not clear
what consequences follow. Risk of ‘HIV’ infection notwithstanding, are there any
underlying, perhaps more fundamental problems with the hospital’s breach of patient’s
trust demonstrated in this case?
Kwame Coombs is divorced with three children and was sentenced to ten years in
prison, convicted of repeated armed bank robbery. After eight years he was required to
get an HIV test. He objected to being tested and sought legal counsel to defend his
resistance to the procedure of HIV testing. During his time in prison, five of his inmate
friends died who were sentenced to the same facility. Meanwhile at the school where his
teenage sons were enrolled, it became public that friends of Kwame had died in prison
and that he refused HIV testing. Parents threatened to remove their children from classes
where Kwame’s children were schooling unless the Coombs children were expelled from
the school. Meanwhile the mother of his children had abandoned them shortly after
Kwame was sentenced and went to prison. After some years she went to a local navy
recruiting station and enlisted, claiming to be single with no children. She was supposed
to get an HIV test once she told the interviewers that she had been involved sexually with
women as well as with men. Mrs. Coombs is also refusing an HIV test, seeking legal
defence.
Discuss: Investigate and reflect: Legal and moral rights may diverge.
What rights does Mr. Coombs have in prison concerning tests?
What rights does the divorced Mrs. Coombs have concerning HIV testing?
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What are the rights of the children?
What are the rights of the parents of other children in the school where the Coombs
children are enrolled?
In light of the social stigma, the legal and moral implications of test results regarding
HIV, are there legitimate needs of physicians to disclose the status of patients?
In light of the fact that HIV testing is often misleading, and that the standard fears of HIV
positive test results may not be well founded, is it legitimate to make HIV
testing compulsory? Should disclosure of their HIV status be compulsory?
Compulsory drug taking
It is a researched hypothesis that ARV drugs themselves may exacerbate immunity
breakdown in the growing fetus; the manufacturers of nevirapine warn that the effects for
newborns are not fully understood [see Unit 5 Appendix IV].
Case A: When in 1992 Cathy Magnate was ‘diagnosed’ as HIV positive, she says that
her “doubts concerning the whole HIV paradigm originally were triggered when several HIV
tests revealed different results—positive, indeterminate, and negative. Cathy was a well to do
northern Californian living in Los Angeles with a high level of education and a long track
record of civic community activity and humanitarian activism. In 2000 the Los Angeles Times
reported that the LA police were investigating Cathy and her husband and that the local social
services are considering whether their now 8 year old healthy son Christopher should be
forced to take the HIV test. When she refused to have the son get tested the social services
served the couple with a subpoena that their child should go into care. She was indicted for
refusing to take ARV drugs during her pregnancy with Christopher because she did not want
to expose the fetus to the toxic effects of the drugs. She refused under medical advice and
careful supervision of a doctor “because I did not want to expose my growing child to toxins
during pregnancy.” Cathy was declared by a judge to be an unfit mother and her child was
put into care.
Case B: In Oregon a couple went to court to fight a social service injunction to revoke
their right to take care of their own children when the mother breast-fed her child while HIVpositive results appeared in a test taken after she delivered. She also refused Nevirapine,
under carefully supervised medical advice.
From Juvenile Court Petitioner
Mary Jo Driscoll’s Petition to Circuit Court
Judge Pierre L. Van Rysselberghe
In the circuit court of the State of Oregon for the County of Lane, Juvenile Dept; in
the mater of Felix Tyson, a child, Petition Case no. 98-55801. the circumstances and
conditions of Felix Tyson are such as to endanger his own welfare, in that:
The child, Felix Tyson, has been subjected to threat of harm by his mother, Kathleen
Tyson, in that: against medical advice the child’s mother who is HIV positive has raised the
risk of her baby contracting HIV by stopping prescribed medication during pregnancy, not
taking it during delivery of child, not allowing the medication to be given to the child after
his birth and by currently insisting on breast feeding the child, despite the fact that this
exposes her baby to HIV.
Driscoll appeared with a police officer and an emergency order assigning custody of
Felix to Oregon’s Services to Children and Families. The Tysons would have to abide by the
recommendations made on December 8, 1998, by the infectious disease paediatrician Dr.
Lauren Herbert at Sacred Heart Hospital in Eugene Oregon, to administer AZT to the child at
one day old, and to withhold breast milk, as standard measures to prevent mother-to-infant
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HIV transmission dictated, or the officer would remove Felix from them. The child was
removed from the parents’ custody.
On December 11, 1998, the couple appeared in the Juvenile Division Circuit Court of
Judge Pierre L. Van Rysselberghe. A court-appointed attorney represented them. The Tysons
reasserted their view of one doctor’s prescription and another’s independent opinion. No
doctors attended the hearing. The judge issued a standing order that granted temporary
custody of Felix to the state agency, but permitted the baby to live with his parents as long as
they abided by the recommendation to administer to the baby AZT and to deny the baby his
mother’s breast milk.483
Discuss:
Review the Unit 5’s conclusion by Roberto Giraldo et al. and Unit 4. Given the
uncertainty about what an HIV positive test result implies for long term health, and the
lack of understanding of what causes AIDS, and research indicating the negative effects
of anti-HIV drugs and the importance of breastfeeding to provide a child with immunity,
what is your view of the court rulings in these cases?
Is a law ethical if it forces people, contrary to supervised medical advice, to comply with
prescribed drugs that create side effects which are attributed to the ailments they are
supposed to treat?
How would you advise a patient who is threatened that she will lose her child if she
doesn’t go against a carefully supervising doctor’s advice who recommends that she not
take anti-HIV drugs while pregnant and that she avoid administering such drugs to her
child?
CASE TYPE I:
False positive test results
Regularly individuals are brought to court with charges of negligence like the one that
occurred in the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals.
Discuss:
In light of the ruling that determined the verdict of negligent affliction of emotional
distress, and in light of the range of false positive results yielded with HIV antibody testing
and the other objections to HIV testing surveyed in Unit 4, what do you think should be done
about the HIV antibody test paradigm in the public domain?
CASE TYPE II
.
Risk of harm, state enforced intervention to prevent ‘medical neglect’, and exposureprone procedures.
The case of Rico Martinez. After nearly 8 weeks a newborn baby who was taken away from
its mother by Mower County officials in the state of Minnesota, USA was returned to his
parents. Rico Martinez was tested at birth and the antibody result was positive. Antibodytests are recognized as invalid on newborn infants because the reading always reflects that of
483

Local and national news media covered the story, and a Free Felix legal defense fund was
established. The court maintained the custody order, blocking the parents from using
scientific considerations in making medical decisions for their child. The details presented
here are extracted from Paul Philpott’s report in Reappraising AIDS vol.7 no. 3 (30 March
1999) “State of Oregon takes custody of infant.”
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the mother’s blood status. He was removed from his home in Minnesota because doctors
feared his mother and father wanted to discontinue his anti-HIV medications. This was the
basis for issuing the mother with a court order to take the child into protective custody, due to
the infant being “medically neglected” and in “a dangerous environment” with his parents
and grandparents. The case attracted a widespread outcry, and a website was created in order
to support the parents and grandparents who worked with lawyers and doctors and the Office
of Medical and Scientific Justice to get their child back. The parents were advised by an
attentive certified doctor to avoid administering HIV drugs to the infant because of its
toxicity and widespread evidence that the drugs are dangerous.484 The drugs administered
from the outset of the infant’s life were Acetaminophen, Fluconazole, Zidovudine,
Lamivudine, Kaletra, Pedcid, Bactrim and for pain, IV morphine was indicated in the medical
record if pain is not controlled.
Discuss:
Is it morally right to take over the choice of care for an infant against the wishes of those
who are responsible for the child’s care? Are there particular conditions that justify forceful
intervention? If you were working for the hospital in this situation, what would you do? If
you were sought for advice and help by the parents as a health care professional, what would
you recommend?

484

<http://truthbarrier.com/2013/02/28/the-vendetta-the-kidnapping-and-torture-of-rico-martinez-nagel/>
Accessed March 10, 2013.
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References for section 1
Section 2: Some affects of international conventions upon public health policies in Ghana
Section 3: Thinking forward, moving forward: the future of Ghana’s health care delivery
References for section 3
Discussion questions
Appendix I: The Silent Revolution in Cancer and AIDS Medicine
Appendix II: Health strategies to fight AIDS in Africa require reliable evidence not
emotional excess
Contributors: Stephen Addae (section 1)
Agyeman Badu Akosa (section 3)
Heinrich Kremer, MD (appendix I)
Andrew Maniotis and Charles L. Geshekter (appendix II)
INTRODUCTION: The legacy of racial science and public health practice in Ghana
This Unit reviews cursorily some of the history of Ghana since before Independence,
when precedents were set which make it difficult today to deliver public health care
efficiently to our citizens.
As Eileen Stillwaggon introduced in Unit 7 sections 4-6, the Homo Ancestralis
metaphor evokes the multiple ways that social constructs of nineteenth and early twentiethcentury constituted racialist science.485 The framework of assumptions about African
morality, lifestyle and cultural norms which guided British colonial administrations of the
Gold Coast, is still operating through its residual affects upon government policies,
internationally condoned strategies, partnership agendas, and more generally in the
mainstream social scientific literature about public health in Africa today. Racialist science
influences contemporary African governments when rationalising their anticipated
expenditures for public health care. Section 1 will spell out some precedents and trends set in
history still characterise the government of Ghana’s way of dealing with epidemics, in
particular HIV and AIDS. Following the policies and priorities implemented by British
colonial administrators of the Gold Coast up through WWII, these trends include
volunteerism, education campaigns, moralizing and segregation of the worthy and healthy
485

Stillwaggon refers to science, rather than pseudo-science, which might seem preferable,
because racialist science was considered mainstream at the time.
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from high risk sectors of the population tainted with ignominy and the consequences of
their personal moral negligence. Section 2 will discuss the impact since the 1960s of foreign
diplomacy agendas on the strategies mandated by government for public health care delivery.
Section 3 provides the last word of this course. It illustrates the leading example of a
comprehensive, multi-sectoral plan for improving Ghana’s national health as presented by the
former Ghana Health Services Director General, Prof. A.B. Akosa, MD.
SECTION 1: Colonial precedents of Ghana’s current public health care strategies
Public health delivery during the Gold Coast period featured the re-focus of
responsibility for contagious disease and illness on lifestyle choices of individuals.
Administrators in the Gold Coast knew at the time about the impacts on public health of substandard housing, untreated water, the absence of basic drainage systems, sanitation and
sewage facilities. 486 As documented here in section 1, colonial administrators attributed the
cause of infant mortality to (a) mothers’ ignorant failure to provide sanitary care of their
infants and (b) non-compliance with hygienic practices. The solution to high infant mortality
in the old days was house-to-house education campaigns. Today we inject money into
educational campaigns to advise the youth about safe sex and abstinence, as will be reviewed
in section 2.
Today’s twenty-first century discourse about AIDS in Africa is reminiscent of
colonial administrations in several respects: Now we shift the responsibility of disease
intervention and palliative care onto the individual, but not to enhance civil capacity to gain
access to medical treatment, sanitary housing, safe drinking water, and adequate nutritional
caloric intake. Rather, first and foremost the churches, other religious institutions, schools
and the popular media are mandated to improve character traits and sexual behaviour norms.
Nowadays the principle of segregating the righteous from the condemned is still central to the
orthodox ‘procreative sex-breeds-death’ motto that guides health crisis management in
Africa.487 The strategy has been democratised and secularised: nowadays individuals are
encouraged to identify themselves with sub-groups deemed worthy of salvation. The
principle of securing salvation through withdrawal from ‘risk groups’ is colour blind and
follows doctrines of self-help through confession, self-disclosure, redemption, and
reconciliation through behavioural reform, as per the principles of Voluntary Testing and
Counselling.488 Salvation comes through voluntary embrace of a civilised way of life
signified chiefly by renunciation of unguarded relations with those who are sinful and
shunning of careless sexuality. These approaches to public health policy reflect medieval
notions of social propriety and moral convention. Anti-AIDS evangelism in Ghana
encourages an amalgamation of indigenous ancestral values of modesty and propriety and
family reputation, together with scientifically accredited elements of the western Christian
ethos.489
In-text citations for section 1 appear in the list of references at the end of the sections.
486
Addae, S. (1996). Evolution of Modern Medicine in a Developing Country Ghana 18801960. Edinburgh: Durham, p. 82. Citations for Addae throughout this section refer to this
book.
487
JanMohamed 1985.
488
Helfenbein, S. & Severo, C. (2004).
489
J.K. Anarfi (2004). “To Change or Not to Change: Obstacles and Resistance to Sexual
Behavioral Change among the Youth in Ghana in the Era of AIDS,” Institute of African
Studies Research Review, 19(1): 27-45. Anarfi, former Deputy Director of the
UN/University of Ghana Institute of Statistics for Social and Economic Research (ISSER),
who trained with J. C. Caldwell in Australia, laments the insincere invocation of customary
polygynous law to justify extra marital infidelity within a corrupt contemporary Ghanaian
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The Ghana government’s AIDS Commission does not invest in research to
investigate and standardize local strategies of medicinal remedies. It devotes most of its
money to programmes that comprise a category called “information, education and
communication (IEC).”490 Only 10% of all money spent in Ghana on HIV/AIDS prevention
is government expenditure. Most money for HIV/AIDS prevention and cure in Ghana is
handled by volunteers who are supported by foreign donors and under no legal obligation to
declare their assets nor to coordinate their activities. So the actual amount applied to the
HIV/AIDS industry is untraceable, as are the effects of these investments. According to a
base line survey conducted in 2002 by the Ghana AIDS Commission, 70% of the total donor
funding as reported by 80% of the 222 organisations and agents queried, was invested in IEC
activities: counselling, community outreach campaigns, school programmes, support for
People Living With Aids, folk media events, broadcasting jingles, radio talk shows,
advocacy, home visits, and condom protection. In a later government brochure published in
2004, the ‘Way Forward’ has been marked by government’s plans to improve workplace
policies and programmes, drug and clinical attention to reinforce management of sexually
transmitted infections and reduction of mother to child HIV transmission, Volunteer
Counselling and Testing programmes, and efforts to minimize the risk of blood
transfusions.491
These strategies for dealing with today’s HIV/AIDS crisis bear a remarkable fidelity to
the policies that were actively engaged before the 1880s, throughout the 70 year period of
formal colonial administration, and throughout the subsequent 49 years since Ghana’s
independence in 1957 up to now. These colonial policies included mass education campaigns
to protect potential victims of disease, encouraging behaviour modification as a key
preventative measure, attributing the spread of contagions to the inferiority of African
cultural and personal character traits, segregating low risk from high risk groups by
establishing protective barriers and a fortress mentality between a racial elite and the native
commoners as is now done between modern vs. traditional social classes, relying upon
volunteerism as is now encouraged through private/public sector partnerships, self-help
initiatives and community activism, theologizing the mandate to provide medical care by
appealing to strength of missionaries’ presence in the hinterlands, and the influence of church
leaders to mobilize funds and organise intervention programmes outside the centres of British
military administration.
These parallels were discovered in the documentation and analysis of medical
historian Stephan Addae who observed of Ghana’s early independence years that “[w]hen the
first African government took power it inherited a medical service which had evolved over
some 70 years ... Its most important weaknesses were early recognised . . . in the . . . relative
neglect of preventive medicine; sanitation and preventive health, housing, abolition of
congested areas, elevation of general economic status of the people and dietary improvement

social milieu. He regards this corruption, together with the demonisation of indigenous
rites (e.g. the Krobo puberty customs that protected youth from pre-marital precocity) are
responsible for the social environment that enables HIV prevalence rates to rise. In
contrast, Caldwell (in Orubuloye et al. 1989) characterizes the rationale underlying African
sexual norms as altogether alien and impenetrable to the Western mind. William W.
Rankin (2002, pp.17-20). President of Global AIDS Interfaith Alliance. Again in Gold
Coast history the use of segregation to protect the pure was not a novel proposal.
490
Ghana AIDS Commission (2002) “A Situational Appraisal of HIV/AIDS Activities in
Ghana [2002], pp.2, 16.
491
Ghana AIDS Commission (2004) op.cit. p. 44.
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… in spite of the modern advances in curative treatment . . . a similar situation exists
today.”492
The etiology of Ghana’s major killers today, including tuberculosis, dysentery and malaria,
all renamed ‘opportunistic infections’ and implicating a sexually transmitted virus as a root
cause, were under scrutiny as major killers since the early 1900s. .
Lifestyle improvement as a frontline strategy of prevention
The Gold Coast under British colonial administration enjoyed well publicized, award
winning breakthroughs in medical research beginning in 1899, so there was no shortage of
understanding that a fastidious mental attitude is not sufficient to restrain an epidemic. In
1900 it was known that yellow fever was spread by mosquitoes, and that infestation was
exacerbated by the septic and congested living quarters where the majority of Gold Coasters
lived. Disease-carrying agricultural pests, biting insects and worms that thrived under
substandard living conditions and in polluted waters have been under investigation in Kumasi
and Accra over the last hundred years. Industrial related illnesses generated in the mining
sector. Cerebrospinal meningitis in the north was already under study in 1907. Yet in 1913,
Principle Medical Officer Hopkins blamed malarial fatalities on the laxity of the Europeans
who had knowledge of the necessary precautions yet fell ill because of “indolence, sheer
stupidity or recklessness.” And Governor Clifford reinforced this view of the epidemic,
descrying the “scandalous laxity” of his European officers. He urged that afflicted staff
should be penalised for self-indulgent risky behaviour by a cut in salary for the duration of
their stay in hospital.493
The need for overall municipal works to improve housing infrastructure, water source
protection, street and public space sanitation upkeep were well known by British colonial
officials at the turn of the nineteenth century. A crisis in poor sanitation was documented as
causing the spread of contagious diseases including yaws, tuberculosis and other upper
respiratory illnesses, dysentery, mosquito borne yellow fever and malaria. The need to clean
streets and improve housing ventilation was known prevention strategies to subdue
tuberculosis. In 1883 and 1884, Ghana’s first medical officers Dr. McCarthy and Dr.
Easmon, instituted bye-laws and regulations to ensure the construction of latrines and
cemeteries, routine public cleaning, water sourcing, regular reporting of diseases. But these
rules were rarely enforced. Instead, from the early 1900s education campaigns urged
attitudinal change and conversion to extra caretaking for personal hygiene, avoidance of
infectious people and locations, nutritional vigilance—what is nowadays called ‘positive
living’ in the counselling discourse for PLWHA.494
Yet infrastructural development to protect against contagions in the urban centres
remained conspicuously inadequate. Through the 1870s and 1880s, the Gold Coast was the
only colony in West Africa without any drainage systems whatsoever. Until 1877 there were
neither roads nor city plans laid except for the seat of the British administration in their
original capital city of Cape Coast.495 Instead, the British government distributed information
and promoted personal vigilance as the key to reducing incidence of malaria, yaws, guinea
worm, tuberculosis, dysentery, and infant deaths. Mothers at the turn of the 20th century were
visited at home by Women’s League volunteers for counselling on hygienic infant care. In
1917 infant deaths were documented in Ghana at a rate of nearly 1 in 3. Although sanitation
was likewise documented as appalling throughout the colony since 1870,496 the cause of
infant mortality was attributed to mothers’ ignorance of modern hygienic practice.
492

Stephen Addae (1996) excerpted from Evolution of Modern Medicine in a Developing
Country: Ghana 1880-1960. Durham Academic Press, pp. 79, 392, 480.
493
Addae (1996) p. 49.
494
Addae (1996) pp. 86, 181-182, 361.
495
Addae (1996) p. 113.
496
Addae (1996: 82).
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This is still the norm. In 2005, the National Malaria Campaign Programme of
Ghana announced a new anti-malarial prophylaxis because, as is known locally, malarial
parasites in Ghana have grown resistant to the now ineffective chloroquine. But
simultaneously the health authorities blamed pregnant mothers for their recalcitrance and
indiscipline in complying with the useless chloroquine prophylaxis regime, attributing to the
mothers’ indiscipline the 9% of recorded maternal mortalities caused by malaria in 2005.497
Segregation and volunteerism as strategies of prevention
In 1889 Governor Griffith in 1889 decided to stop spending on public sanitation,
reserving safe drinking water in metal tanks exclusively for European use.498 Racial
segregation was urged as early as 1893 and enforced strictly until the 1920s, when nonCaucasian military personnel were recruited into the British service rendered the policy
unworkable.499 Government spending and allocation of resources were reserved for those
settlements calculated to be important enough to warrant the expense, according to the degree
of concentration of foreigners in residence.500 This approach to urban renewal has been
reified in the Ministry of Tourism’s current plan for the Modernisation of Accra. Timed to
prepare for the populace’s keen investment in hosting the African Cup of Nations in 2008, a
central enclave in the city has been zoned for special rehabilitation as a tourist preserve of
cleanliness and air conditioning, featuring spotless world class toilet facilities to attract
foreign visitors, especially Japanese who are infamous for their meticulous demand for public
hygiene, and are perceived as potential long term economic investors. Re-routing low
income public transport vehicles and relocating open markets will deflect non-elite
Ghanaians de facto from the exclusive area. They will be buying their charcoal and live
chickens while going to and from work the long way round the outskirts of the clean city
centre.501
From the very beginning of Gold Coast hospital administration, the arrangement of
medical services has obeyed the principle of protecting the pure from contamination by the
impure. Nowadays the principle of securing salvation through withdrawal from human ‘risk
groups’ is colour blind, but the principle of segregating the righteous from the condemned is
still central to the orthodox formula for Africa’s sex-breeds-death crisis management.502 The
approach has been protestantized in that those treated as redeemable and deserving sub-group
worthy of special medical salvation is now a self-selected subgroup, as spelled out by foreign
experts and their local agents in the principles of Voluntary Testing and Counselling.503
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In two free health education newsletters the announcement reads: “All pregnant women
were expected to take two tablets of chloroquine each week from conception to birth. Most
women found the tablets bitter and few adhered to the treatment with the result that nearly
9% of all deaths in pregnancy is [sic] due to malaria.” CARE Talk newsletter, ed. D.E.
Mensah et al, Decenber 2004, vol. 1. no. 1 ISSN 0855711X. The same announcement
appears in Nduro, published by the Catholic Pharmaceutical Service April 2005 vol. 1. no.
3 ISSN 0855 5877. A subsequent issue of CARETalk (vol. 1 no. 2) no longer invoked
mothers’ failure to adhere to a drug regime which was useless to account for the 9% of
infant mortality, which in 2005 has increased from 2004.
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Salvation through voluntarily choosing the civilised way of life entails: adopting technical
apparatus of modernity (e.g. condoms) as an active resolution to renounce unguarded
interaction with those who obstinately cling to heathen, non-western sexual norms and moral
conventions.504
The global advisory discourse about AIDS in Africa recommends shifting the
responsibility of disease intervention and palliative care onto the churches and other religious
institutions.505 Again in Gold Coast history this is not a novel proposal. European missions
and Islamic community leaders before them506 have been building hospitals as well as
schools in pre-Independence Ghana.
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SECTION 2: The affect of international conventions upon public health policies in Ghana
The Children’s Act 560(6) of 1998 in the Republic of Ghana guarantees all children the
right to survival through the provision of adequate social services such as nutrition and
health.
—The Statistical Analysis of Children and Women in Ghana (2000)
It is useful to review some of the twentieth century history of improvements in child
and infant primary Health Care in Ghana, and the impact of foreign relations upon those
periods of progress.507 In the past, the Ministry of Health used to practice a primary health
care strategy to improve the likelihood of children to live beyond their fifth birthday, and to
increase the probability that a newborn baby would live beyond its first year. It was a plan
instituted for the period of 1970-1990. It was measurably beneficial.
Growth monitoring of infants was a universal practice in all post-natal clinics. Upon
every visit, the baby’s weight was recorded. This is important in Ghana, according to the
Ghana Development Report (2000) where “[t]here appears to be a direct relationship between
stunting and under-five mortality. In Ghana 39% of all deaths of children under five were
related to malnutrition.” Routine monitoring indicates to the medical provider when a child’s
growth begins to falter, so some measure can be taken to identify the cause, providing a
chance to pre-empt further deterioration of the child’s health.
Another important staple provision in the Ghana Health Service programme was
home visits, crucial to public health since the home is where health is either built up or
broken down. Children whose health is jeopardized by poor sanitation, inadequate water
access or infrastructure, or nutritional intake, may not be recognised as sickly by others in
their household. Pre-schoolers whose health is waning get an increased chance of visiting a
clinic if nurses are making regular rounds in their community, identifying those children in
need of care.
A further emphasis in the classic PHC strategy was to improve case-by-case
management for children vulnerable to or suffering from diarrhoea and malaria. The policy
featured educated mothers about oral re-hydration, proper feeding, general nutrition
information, and through consciousness raising about safe water, sanitation, and the
conditions that induce malaria, through mass media and community education campaigns.
Later, women’s education was emphasised, because in particular maternal malnutrition is a
chief contributor to high death rates of young children, since it correlates with an initial low
birth weight of the newborn, which in turn contributes to child malnutrition and premature
death. (Situational Analysis 2000, ISSER and UNICEF, p. 41).
These community outreach features of Ghana’s National Health Service were
instrumental in helping children, by helping to alleviate diarrhoea and malaria which, if left
unchecked, are the major causes of infant and child death. This multi-dimensional
507
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community-outreach primary health policy had a measurably positive impact. In 1988, out
of 1,000 babies born 77 dies in their first year. But in 1998, this ratio dropped to 57 infant
deaths per 1,000 live births. Similar dramatic effects were measured in deaths of children
under five over the same time period. For instance in 1988, among every 1,000 children
under five years old, 155 died that year. In 1993 the ratio dropped to 119 deaths per thousand
toddlers under five, in 1998 again there was a slight drop to 108 per 1000 children. These
gains were made because of the strategies that had been put in place by the Ministry of
Health for the 1970-1990 period.
However, by the mid 1990s, the gains in Ghana’s effort at saving the children were
lost. By 2003, 64 babies died out of 1000 that were born last year. And for toddlers under
five, 111 died per thousand. Yet the Government’s recurrent expenditure budget spent on
health increased from 7% in 1996 to 8.4% in 1997, and again up another 0.2% in 1999. A
shift in resources to the district level was raised from 23% of the total expenditure in 1996 to
60% in 1998. (Situation Analysis 2000). This is important since the rate of infant mortality
rate remains about twice as great as the national average, and well over three times that of the
Greater Accra Region.

SECTION 3 Ghana’s HIV/AIDS intervention priorities
Ghana’s Ministry of Health’s (2001: 48)508 position statement is as follows:
Prevention through behaviour change, condom promotion, and STD treatment is many times
more effective than either providing hospital treatment for AIDS patients or trying to prevent
the spread of the virus with anti-retroviral therapy
The National AIDS control program in Ghana: Short and medium term plans
The Ghana Government continues its strategies for which the Ministry of Health has
assigned a full time programme manager. The priorities of the Government of Ghana’s HIV
interventions have been threefold: interventions have been implemented with a view to
limiting HIV transmission through heterosexual contact. A second set of activities aims at
care for people living with AIDS and prevention of mother to child transmission. A third and
more recent focus is on treatments and vaccines.
The Prevention and Control of AIDS since 1987 and 1988 launched an intensive
health promotion campaign which used various channels including radio, television. Part of
the short term plans were to make blood transfusions safe and to increase the capabilities of
health and non health workers at the national and regional levels. The medium term plan for
prevention and control of AIDS involves prevention of further transmission and reduction of
the impact of AIDS on affected individuals, families and communities. The strategies for the
medium term included provisions for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
508

continued surveillance to determine the extent and pattern of HIV infection
and sexually transmitted diseases in Ghana,
assuring safe blood transfusions,
adequate laboratory services for detection of HIV infection,
clinical management and psychosocial support to both affected individuals and
their relatives,
providing information and education to the general public and target groups at
risk of infection, about the dangers of HIV
the importation of condoms

Ministry of Health (2001) p. 48
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•

Stop AIDS. Love Life’ campaign: a sex behavioural modification education
programme to train the youth what is needed to prevent epidemics and to fight
AIDS

Social scientists and women’s rights advocates in Ghana who collected views in a (2006)
anthology509 recommend that priorities should be focussed firmly upon behaviour change
interventions in light of the MoH’s position described above in the box. In the concluding
passage of their anthology published in 2006, “Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS: Ghana at
the turn of the millennium, the editors advise the following recommendations in support of
Ghana’s Ministry of Health future plans for fighting HIV and AIDS:
“In addition to mitigating the social and economic impacts of the disease, concerted
efforts ought to be placed into defining and comprehending the socio-cultural norms and
contexts that promote HIV/AIDS in Ghana in the first place. Norms that promote
transmission—gender inequities, ‘open’ polygamous unions etc.—as well as cultural
practices that could well aid in the prevention of HIV/AIDS—such as using puberty rites as
an entry point for adolescents—all such require serious and concerted attention.”510… In
addition to campaigns geared towards the general population and high risk groups. The
Ministry of Health study of Commercial Sex Workers in the Accra-Tema municipality
estimated a prevalence of 75.95%. This motivated specific interventions including condom
promotion in 2000. Funding continues to provide for mass media campaigns, counselling
and education programs, social marketing campaigns to facilitate the following list of
objectives published by Ghana’s Ministry of Health:
• Promoting abstinence and faithfulness
• Reducing the overall number of sexual partners
• Delaying the onset of sexual activity among adolescents
• Promoting the use and consistent availability of condoms including female
condoms
• Encouraging voluntary counselling and testing.

SECTION 3: Thinking forward, moving forward:
Planning the future of Ghana’s health care delivery511
by Prof. Agyeman Badu Akosa, FGA
INTRODUCTION
Experts in country recommend taking charge of international partnerships to direct
rather than being led, by the global agencies for philanthropy. A comprehensive plan is
needed which reflects Ghanaian interpretation of national public health care needs. Here,
then, is a comprehensive, carefully researched and fully implementable plan for Ghana’s
future health policy does not mention HIV and AIDS.
The wealth of a nation is the health of its people. It is the healthy population who
can generate the wealth from the natural resources, manufacturing, mining, services and
509

Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS (2006) eds.C. Oppong, M.Yaa Oppong, I.K. Odotei,
Sub Saharan Publishers, p. 314.
510
Excerpted from “Conclusions,” Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS (2006) eds.C. Oppong,
M.Yaa Oppong, I.K. Odotei, Sub Saharan Publishers, p. 325.
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This is an abridged and edited version of the paper, “Treating Ghana’s Sick Health
Service,” which was the Inaugural Address authored and presented by Professor A.B.
Akosa to the Ghana Academy of Arts and Sciences on the occasion of his induction as a
Fellow to the GAAS, June 9, 2011 at the British Council, Accra. It is included here with
the kind permission of the author.
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anything else. Where the population is not healthy and or carries a high burden of disease,
productivity is directly affected and lowered and impacts on prosperity, increasing poverty.
A health centered development agenda is what is needed for Ghana. Ghana’s
population according to the 2010 census shows a population of 24,233,431 from a 1984
figure of 12,296,081 (Table 1).
TABLE 1
Fixed
Genes
Education
Sex
Service

FACTORS AFFECTING HEALTH
Social & Economic
Environment
Lifestyle
Poverty

Environmental Sanitation

Employment

Hygiene

Aging
Social Exclusion
Alcohol/Tobacco Transport
Behaviour

Access to Life
Diet

Physical Activity

Health

Air Quality

Food and Nutrition
Leisure

Housing

Sexual

Water Quality
Drugs
Social Environment
… and Wider Social Determinants of Health
The population in the last 26 years has almost doubled. Giving the same set of circumstances
and doing nothing as we tend to do in Ghana, the population in 2036 will be over 48 million
persons. [An overview of Ghana’s population censes 1984-2010 appears on page 407.]
Who is planning and thinking through to address the myriad of problems? We do not
even seem able to deal with 24 million persons, how will Ghana cope with 48 million persons
of whom 41% (19,680,000) will be below 15 years?
Ghana’s health policies have not shown impressive results despite concerted efforts
and increasing resources particularly from Global Health Initiatives – Global Fund, GAVI,
Stop TB, Roll Back Malaria, Bilateral Funds and Earmarked Funds. As a country we have
been faithful to all the externally introduced health reforms including Primary Health Care,
District Health Management Concept, Sector Wide Approaches, Financial Management
Mechanisms and Multi Donor Budgetary Support, and performed to acclaim by the
International World and Development partners. We have also pioneered many interventions,
some of which have been demonstrated as necessary and key interventions, but many have
not been scaled up because of lack of very necessary resources.
Our indices have not shown dramatic improvements because of our weak health
systems. The pull of vertically funded programmes has plagued us in the past. However
under sector wide approach, the aim was to put together a resource envelope in the health
sector from which all the priority areas could be supported by the Common Management
Agreement with the International Development Partners. But as is usual, not all development
partners were in agreement upon the sector-wide approach and so maintained their vertical
funding with all its confounding demands; this inconstancy of funding further weakening the
health systems. The same has happened with multi-donor budgetary support.
WIDER SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH
Ghana’s burden of disease is very high. The Social Determinants of Health are the
primary determinants of whether an individual stays healthy or becomes ill or the economic
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and social conditions under which people live which determine their health (social risk
conditions). They have been described as a matter of life and death. It affects the way people
live, the consequent chances of illness, and their risk of premature death.
These factors are not under the direct purview of the Ministry of Health but impact
tremendously on the health of the population and include Environmental Sanitation and
hygiene, safe water, food and nutrition, air quality, safe housing, good or safe roads,
transport, lifestyles, employment, education and poverty (Table 2).
TABLE 2:
Services
Rural

MAIN SOURCES OF DRINKING WATER OF HOUSEHOLDS
BY LOCALITY
(2005 / 2006)
Accra
All

Savannah
Inside Pipe
50.8
2.2
16.3
Water Vendor 5.8
2.2
Neighbour /
Private
37.6
2.5
14.3
Public Standpipe 4.5
1.2
10.7
Borehole
0.1
52.4
30.4
Well
1.1
8.7
10.3
Natural Source 0.1
32.0
15.8
All
100.0
100.0
100.0

Urban

Urban

Coaster

Forest

32.1

Urban

Rural

Rural

Savannah

Coaster

Forest

27.6

13.6

4.2

2.0

8.8

2.4

0.8

2.4

0.1

24.5

20.0

24.3

11.4

2.9

16.2

21.0

28.2

14.6

7.2

4.3

8.8

16.6

27.7

55.5

11.5

17.2

8.8

10.2

11.9

2.7

3.0

7.7

29.5

20.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION & HYGIENE
Over 40 years ago, environmental sanitation and hygiene, and malnutrition were
considered the greatest problems in Ghana. Today they still constitute some of the greatest
challenges to the health of the people. In the 40 years however, Ghana’s population has
grown by 150% and sadly the populace have become poorly educated. These have
compounded the problems as to make it grave. Also within this period has come the menace
of the non bio-degradable polythene containers. Indiscriminate disposal of everything has
become the norm in Ghana. Gutters, rivers and even the sea have all not been spared.
Data from Ghana Living Standards Survey V GSS, 2007 show 19.6% of households
do not have access to toilet facilities. 10% of households use flush toilets and 1.3% use
KVIP, whiles most households still use the pit latrine, 31.5% and pan / bucket 37.4% in
Accra and 22.9% in urban coastal areas. The statutes of the District, Municipal and
Metropolitan Assemblies do not permit houses without toilets but who is enforcing what law
in Ghana? In the rural savannah, 69% do not have access to toilet facilities compared to
1.1% in Accra and 3% in urban forest areas.
Let me say straight away that this data, although correct does not take into
consideration the absence of water and therefore the non utilization despite having flush
toilets particularly in Accra. Many of Accra’s population have tended to use the black
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polythene bags as receptacles for defecation and sadly these get dropped anywhere
apparently convenient.
Both solid and liquid waste disposal have been a great source of concern. 58% of
households dispose of their refuse at open public dump sites. About 25% dispose of their
solid waste into valleys, pits, bushes, streams or river sites, open gutters or on undeveloped
plots of land. 8% burn, 4% bury while only 5% of households have their solid waste collected
in an organized way. The environmental health burden imposed by this unsanitary disposal
of solid and liquid waste is huge. Flies, rodents (rats and mice), cockroaches and many other
insects breed in these unsanitary environments and also add to the disease burden.
Personal hygiene is also at the root of many of the diarrhoeal diseases. Many persons
go to toilet and do not have access to soap and water and therefore do not wash their hands
with soap and water; yet will shake hands with everybody they come into contact. Ghanaians
are tactile culturally and for that reason alone must maintain strict hygiene practices.
The recent cholera epidemic in Ghana killed 61 persons out of more than 4,000 cases.
Cholera in Ghana is traced back to 1971 when the disease started of in Guinea and came to
Ghana through the southern border with Togo. This outbreak spread to the Central Region
and eventually to Accra and other regions despite sterling service. It is remarkable that a
certain Prof. Fred Torgbor Sai made it clear to Government and through the press that ‘we
could not vaccinate everybody, and that cholera vaccination was not very reliable anyway
and that hygienic living including washing of hands frequently and refraining from
handshakes as mush as possible, was the way to prevent transmission. Cholera has now
become endemic in Ghana. It is not only a health problem but tend to be treated as such. The
need for intersectoral collaboration to deal with this endemicity is of utmost importance.
It is surprising that in a tropical country such as Ghana with all the indiscipline we can
master, we have allowed all our gutters to be opened so we can fill them all up with rubbish.
Non bio-degradable plastic containers, which seem to be the receptacle of choice for
everything including all types of foods, are disposed of indiscriminately and ubiquitously.
SAFE WATER
The statistics and reality tell different stories. Ghana’s Living Standards Survey V (3)
shows that 84.2% of households in 2005/2006 had access to safe sources of drinking water
compared to 64.8% in 1991/1992. Whereas 98.7% of households in Accra have access to
treated water, only 12.2% and 5.9% of households in rural forest and rural savanna areas
respectively have access to treated water (Table 3).
One worrying issue which has not been properly analyzed in Ghana is the safety of
water from boreholes and wells. It is not for nothing that developed countries have all paid
huge sums of money to construct underground sewerage systems, moving all the solid and
liquid waste to known destinations so they can be dealt with properly. Water is treated and
recycled and the solid waste is treated either to be used for compost or in some cases to be
channelled into biogas plants for generation of methane gas and electricity. There is no
reason why all secondary and tertiary institutions and regional hospitals and hotels cannot
channel all their organic solid waste into biogas plants which can produce enough electricity
to serve their purposes and the extras added on to the national grid and contribute to the
cleanliness of the community.
Suck-airways are the main means of disposal of sewage from homes in Ghana. The
solid matter is retained but the liquid and most of the bacteria and other organisms seep into
and pollutes the water table. It is therefore not surprising that water from bore holes and wells
in this country although cannot pass any strict microbiological analysis are used after
filtration for ‘pure’ water. A case in point was in 2002 following the Tarkwa Goldfields
Cyanide Spillage, the committee that investigated found to their horror that all the water from
bore holes around one of the richest gold ore mines in the world contained heavy densities of
Escherichia Coli or fecal bacteria.
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Our ‘pure’ water is only investigated for mineral content but not microbiological
organisms and work done by Dr. Ayerh Kumi at Korle Bu Teaching Hospital has been very
informative. We need to add microbiological analysis routinely.
The most important statistic should be the number of households with inside piped
water. It ranged from 50.8% in Accra to 2.2% in rural savannah, with an average of 16.3%. It
must be the minimally acceptable criteria that every home must have inside piped water.
FOOD & NUTRITION
Malnutrition 40 years ago was one of the greatest challenges and continues to be
today. Ghana exacts considerable toll on its most vulnerable, children under 5 and pregnant
women. 78% of children under 5 are anaemic, 48% of which are moderate and 78% severe.
According to GDHS 2008, 28% of children are stunted, age for height, indicating chronic
hunger and malnutrition, 9% are wasted, weight for height, and 14% are underweight, weight
for age. This represents a composite index of height for age and weight for height and takes
into account both acute and chronic malnutrition. The data also reveals significant north,
south and rural, urban disparities or inequities.
See TABLE 3
Ghana is signatory to many international conventions, treaties and covenants that
focus on public health. [This list of the international agreements is discussed briefly in Unit
10 section 4 of this Course Reader—Ed.]
6.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) which states in article 25(1) that
‘everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well being
of himself and his family, including food’.

7.

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Right 1976 which in
Article 11 declares that ‘The State Parties to the present covenant recognize the right
of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including
adequate food, clothing and housing …’

8.

International Code of Marketing of Breast Milk Substitutes – World Health Assembly
1981 which emphasizes providing safe and adequate nutrition for infants in article 1.
The Member States of WHO including Ghana affirmed ‘the right of every child and
pregnant and lactating woman to be adequately nourished as a means of attaining and
maintaining health’. (Code preamble, paragraph 1).

9.

Convention on the Rights of the Child (1990) Article 24 and 27 address the issue of
nutrition.
Article 24 “States Parties recognize the right of the child to the enjoyment of the
highest attainable standard of health” and shall take appropriate measures “to combat
disease and malnutrition through the provision of adequate nutritious foods and clean
drinking water”
Article 27 of the Convention says the States Parties “shall in case of need
provide material assistance and support programmes, particularly with regard to
nutrition, clothing and housing”.

10.

In the World Declaration on Nutrition adopted at the joint FAO/WHO International
Conference on Nutrition (1992), the International community affirmed that “access to
nutritionally adequate and safe food is a right of each individual”.
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Despite being signatory to all these, 55% of deaths in children under five years old
have an underlying malnutrition, and the levels of nutritional inadequacies are overwhelming.
We have not done well as a country for our people. The most important aspect of all this is
that the damage becomes cumulative and irreversible beyond 36 months. There is strong
evidence that poor growth is associated with delayed mental development and that there is a
relationship between impaired growth status and both poor school performance and reduced
intellectual achievement. Growth retardation in early childhood is also associated with
significant functional impairment in adult life and reduced work capacity, thus affecting
economic productivity.512
The second rapid growth spurt is during the adolescent stage where 20% of total
growth stature and up to 50% of adult bone mass is achieved. This second period of rapid
growth may compensate for earlier growth failure, although the potential for significant catch
up appears limited.513
It is also disconcerting to know that 59% of women in Ghana have some level of
anaemia. The prevalence of anaemia is higher among pregnant mothers, 70% and breast
feeding mothers, 62%. It is higher among women in rural areas than in urban areas.
The level of anaemia among women age 15 – 49 in Ghana has increased over the past
5 years from 45% in 2003 to 59% in 2008, with a greater proportional increase in prevalence
of moderate anaemia from 9% in 2003 to 18% in 2008. Prevalence of anaemia among women
in Ghana is higher than in Sierra Leone 45%, Niger 46% and Guinea 53%.
AIR QUALITY
The rapid urbanisation, depletion of forest by timber pillaging and through bush fires,
all conspire to reduce the oxygen tensions in the air. Good air is an essential component of
good and healthy living. In Accra and some of the major cities in Ghana, the traffic situation
has ensured that on all the major entry and exit routes throughout the day, passers by inhale
nothing other than exhaust fumes. Air quality studies performed by the Environmental
Protection Agency at certain strategic points in Accra at the time when Ghana’s petrol was
lead based showed considerable lead densities in the air, nails and hairs of person who stayed
within the vicinity of such traffic densities. Indoor pollution is also a serious problem in
Ghana. Cooking with firewood in confinements and the use of kerosene to light lamps and
open flames, and burning of incense and mosquito coils all add up to the degree of indoor
pollution. Tobacco smoking in public places, particularly in drinking spots, restaurants and
night clubs, adds to poor air quality.
In Ghana, the worst offender affecting poor air quality but hardly discussed is sand
dust pollution. Less than 20% of the road network in Ghana is tarred. Vehicular movement
lifts up sand particles which are inhaled constantly. The air particulate density in most
communities in Ghana is very high. In addition, playgrounds and home compounds are
mostly bare earth and the slightest movement lifts up sand dust. The impact on health is
substantial: children who have grown up on the untarred Kwame Danso–Kojokrom stretch of
road in the Sene district of the Brong Ahafo region, a major yam growing area and a fresh
river fish market, are measurably handicapped in their lungs compared with someone who
has grown up on the tarred Sunyani–Berekum stretch of road also in the Brong Ahafo region.
The observable small opacities on the X-rays of the Sene district individuals lead to
restrictive and later obstructive lung disease which further reduces the uptake of oxygen into
the blood stream. Respiratory tract infections, chronic illness that can lead to fatal
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[For further discussion of stunting due to malnutrition evidenced at all economic levels in
Greater Accra Region, see section 2 of this Unit.—Ed]
513
[The potential impact on HIV positive results of endocrinal malperformance in
adolescence affected by famine conditions during foetal development, is discussed briefly
in Unit 9, section 5.—Ed.]
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pneumonia, and asthma are the result of the poor air quality with lung cancer following
from prolonged exposure to indoor smoke, and, of course, through cigarette smoking. It is
now widely recognized that poor air quality functions as a close second to direct inhalation of
poisonous cigarette smoke and industrial poisons like asbestos and microscopic metal filings.
There are various ways of reducing the density of debilitating particulate matter in the
air. All untarred roads can have chemicals that bind sand particles together, mixed with
water and sprayed unto the roads to reduce the lift up of particles. All playing fields can have
grass grown on them and home compounds can either be paved or vegetable gardens created.
Vegetation reduces the lift-up of sand particles significantly. By our inactions and
negligence, we are reducing the health, longevity and quality of life for Ghanaians and
depreciating their ability to be productive and creative of wealth for the country.
SAFE HOUSING
Ghana’s housing stock deficit is estimated at more than a million. The number of
uncompleted buildings in Ghana, in some parts of the country exceeds the number of
completed houses. This is a business model that if Ghana’s financial houses had any degree
of corporate social responsibility, could do while earning money.
By Ghana’s housing occupational standards, we mirror 1844 in England. Freidrich
Engels quotes an Anglican Priest John Newman on living conditions in 1844, “it is not
uncommon for a man, wife and 4 or 5 children and sometimes a grand mother and
grandfather to be living in a room for sleeping and eating. In the City of Manchester, UK at
that time 1844, most of the little one-storied and one room cabins, had earth floors and,
working, living and sleeping all took place in the one room.” Who cannot recognize some of
this in twenty-first century Ghana? Where are the sleeping quarters for all the boys and girls
on the streets of Accra, Kumasi, and Takoradi, who rightly have deserted the villages for the
lights of the cities? Does anybody in authority care?
In a country with such a great housing deficit, many residential homes have been
turned into offices for businesses and huge business conglomerates. The proportion of
residential homes that have been converted to offices is mind boggling and yet many
purposefully built office blocks are empty. Safe housing includes an adequately ventilated
room with decent space for the number of inhabitants and appropriate conveniences.
A problem that strongly militates against many lower to lower middle income persons
gaining access to appropriately safe homes is the amount collected as rent advances. Even
though the statute books in Ghana do not allow more than 3 months in rent advance,
landlords collect anything from two to three years. It is a source of great worry to many
Ghanaians and a great setback to our quest for good health and yet, most of the conventions
and declarations Ghana has signed, mention access to housing as one of the basic
fundamentals of life. Food, clothing, housing are basic ingredients in the living standards or
human development index and Ghana does not fair well at all.514 If the national development
agenda has as its central theme, a healthy and productive population, such issues shall be
addressed necessarily. The need for every individual to look for money to buy a plot of land,
register it and build a house on it using one’s own resourcefulness has and will always be a
source of corruption. A flexible and well structured mortgage to suit the Ghanaian worker is
yet to be unveiled, but the need for it is urgent.
A curious happening in Ghanaians’ contemporary lifestyle is the way we cohabit with
small and big animals. There are homes in Ghana which have every conceivable animal
living inside, from ants, mosquitoes, flies, bedbugs, cockroaches, mice, rats, ducks, chickens,
cats, dogs, goats, sheep, pigs, cows, horses and donkeys. The close proximity of animals to
humans has facilitated many of the recent zoo-notic induced epidemics. It is unhealthy and
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[See Unit 10, section 5 of this Course Reader for the text of Chapter 5 describing basic
human rights ensured in the 1992 Ghana Constitution.—Ed.]
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must not be encouraged. Although the bye-laws of the District Assemblies do not condone
the practice, the laws are not enforced. It will be difficult to get a hold on tuberculosis in
Ghana if the housing problem is not dealt with satisfactorily.515
SAFE ROADS and TRANSPORT
We have reported that less than 20% of our roads are tarred but a lot more of them
have uneven surfaces with potholes, some the size of trenches. The roads are bad and the
vehicles that ply on them particularly the commercial vehicles that carry innocent Ghanaians
and foodstuffs are pitiful. The toll of Road Traffic Accidents is unacceptable and in
particular, the number of pedestrians is disgraceful. More than 44.3% of deaths from RTA’s
are known pedestrians of which persons under ten form the vast majority. Why should we be
maiming and killing the next generation as if the end of the world is nigh?
The importation of second hand vehicles, engines, spare parts and tyres underlie the
rather abysmal road traffic accidents coupled with the drivers, who are poorly educated and
in some cases abuse alcohol and narcotic drugs. No vehicle will have its engine changed
unless it is faulty and dismantling accident vehicles into spare parts does not fully appreciate
the whys of the accidents. It is however the second hand tyres that even cause the greatest
havoc. It is when the tyres are worn out beyond a certain level that they are changed and if
even on good roads, such tyres are deemed deficient, how can they be acceptable on our bad
roads? Winter tyres are also imported into the country and buckle easily under the heat. The
undesirability of second hand parts and driver attitudes lead to the unacceptable spate of
fatalities on our roads. The importation sadly, is with the complicity of government.
LIFESTYLE (Physical Activity, Leisure, Diet, Alcohol, Tobacco, Drugs)
Lack of physical exercise equals ill health. The uptake of physical exercise points to
being on the road to good health. Hypertension is found in about 30% of the adult population
in Ghana and has a cause and effect relationship with lack of physical activity and so is
diabetes, in relation to total body weight and proportion of body fat.
Leisure is rest and participation in a hobby – an activity of interest and with minimal
stress. Together with physical exercise, they constitute major stress busting activities. It is a
source of worry that most Ghanaians are busy irking out a living and do not have time for
leisure and the pursuit of hobbies. For people whose hobbies are income generating, so much
the better.
Diet is important. A balanced diet need not be expensive. Hausa koko and kose, or
waakye, or yoko gari, or kenkey and fish in the morning are healthy balanced meals, and if
you add a seasonal fruit (pawpaw, banana, watermelon, orange, pineapple, avocado pear, or
mango) and you have eaten breakfast like a king. An afternoon meal of ampesi and
kontomire or agushi, beans and garden egg stew, kenkey and fish, banku and okro stew or
soup, rice and stew, fufu and soup, and a fruit, and a light evening meal are all one needs. The
size and volume of the carbohydrate component must be equal to the size and volume of the
person’s fist or one third of the inner perimeter of the plate. The protein must occupy a third
and the vegetables and sauce, the other third. The body requires five parts of fruit and
vegetables per day. We eat to live, not live to eat. Salt must be minimal and not added on
after cooking and should of course be iodated. Fluid intake must be regular and a minimum
of three litres a day.
Alcohol ought to be taken in moderation. The UK recommendation is of a bottle of
beer or two tots of a spirit per day. My advice is to limit alcohol intake even further during
working days.
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[The fact that tuberculosis is a function of substandard housing was a problem known and
partly addressed by British colonial administrations. See Unit 11 section 1 for a snapshot of
the earliest development of this historical problem in the Gold Coast mining sector—Ed.]
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Tobacco and narcotic drugs are not advisable for yourself and your patients. If you
smoke, you should accept you have done your last stick already. Give it up; go cold turkey.
Regular checks are necessary. A body mass index of 18–23 is safe. Beyond this level requires
dedicated diet and physical exercise.
EDUCATION AS A DETERMINANT OF HEALTH
In all health education and promotion, it has been found that person’s with a
minimum of at least 10 years formal education receive health messages better and modify
their behaviour accordingly. More than 10 years of formal education is even better. The
number of children and spacing of children, uptake of family planning, cleaner environment
and personal hygiene, diet and nutrition are all notably better in the educated than in the
uneducated and better in persons with secondary education than lower. Education of the
populace is one sure way of ensuring that the other Wider Social Determinants are adhered to
and improved.
10% of Ghana’s 6 year olds never enter a classroom. The worrying statistics also
shows a very high drop out rate after primary education, throughout junior high school and
most importantly after Junior High School. 57.3% would have ended schooling after junior
high school. The need to ensure continuous education up to and beyond secondary school is
imperative and the consequences are infinitely better. It was not for nothing that the United
Kingdom made secondary education compulsory in 1902. The need for skills development
and knowledge upgrade for the many who have dropped out before secondary education is a
frightening prospect but must be done if Ghana’s living standards are to improve.
EMPLOYMENT & POVERTY
The Human Poverty Index (HPI - 1) is a measure of deprivation using three aspects of
human development, a long and healthy life determined by the probability of not surviving to
age 40, knowledge, equated by adult literacy and decent living standards; access to improved
water source and percentage of children underweight.
The index has a direct relationship to the incidence of deprivation. A lower index
shows fewer numbers of people are deprived. Ghana’s scored worsened from 34.2 (1998) to
37.3 (2006). In the Ghana Demographic Health Survey 2008, employment in the 15–49 year
group revealed 75% of women and 78% of men as currently employed in the formal and
informal sectors. 3% of women and men were found to have been employed in the past year
but are currently unemployed. The data is surprising but reveals the rural/urban and north,
south disparities. The poor are socially excluded and suffer marked deprivation.
Although the proportion of Ghana’s population defined as poor fell from 51.7% in
1991/92 to 39.5% in 1998/99 and further to 28.5% in 2005/06, poverty remains an important
challenge. The figures as presented represent official statistics but do not bear proper
relationships to the reality on the ground. In any case why should we accept someone’s
definition of poverty? There is no way anybody can live a decent life on less than $3.00 a day
and if that is used as the yard stick, the poverty level will probably rise up beyond the 51.7%
in 1991/2. It is important to know the magnitude of the problem in order to provide us with
the ‘vim’ necessasry to tackle the hurdle. It is also for some of these reasons that there is a
call for an agreed and minimally acceptable quality of life beyond which no Ghanaian or
person living in Ghana must be permitted to fall.
The Wider Social Determinants of Health have a direct bearing on the burden of
disease including diarrhoeal disease, worm infestations, malaria, acute respiratory tract
disease, tuberculosis, hypertension, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis B and C and many more.
Situating the health of the population at the centre of any national interest agenda or medium
term development agenda will bring into sharp focus all of the country’s socio-economic
problems in search of appropriate solution.
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MEDIUM TERM DEVELOPMENT
Ghana’s 1992 Constitution under the Directive Principles of State Policy Chapter 6,
Article 36, Clause 5 mandates the President to present to Parliament a coordinated
programme of economic and social development policies, including agricultural and
industrial programmes at all levels, and in all regions of Ghana. In 1995, the coordinated
programme of economics and social policies, Ghana Vision 2020, aimed at making Ghana a
middle-income country in 25 years, was presented as Ghana’s Development Policy. The first
medium term development plan 1997–2000 focused on human development, economic
growth, rural development, urban development, infrastructure development and the creation
of an enabling environment.
The programme was overtaken by the Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy (2003–
2005) which sought to restore macroeconomic stability and reduce the incidence of poverty.
It focused on Production and Gainful Employment, Human Resource Development and Basic
Services, Special Programmes for the Poor and Vulnerable and Governance. Five areas were
selected for priority action – Infrastructure, Rural Development based on Modern
Agriculture, Enhance Social Services, Good Governance and Private Sector Development.
Then came the Growth and Poverty Reduction Strategy 2006–2009 wherein the
emphasis was on growth as a basis of sustained poverty reduction. The thematic areas
selected were Continued Macroeconomic Stability, Private Sector Competitiveness, Human
Resource Development and Good Governance and Civic Responsibility. It is believed that
some successes were achieved in the realization of macroeconomic stability and the
achievement of poverty reduction goals but many structural challenges also emerged.
In fulfilment of the Constitutional mandate, the President presented to Parliament in
December 2010, the Agenda for Shared Growth and Accelerated Development. The main
thrust of this coordinated programme is to transform the economy for accelerated growth and
job creation through accelerated human resource development, agricultural modernization,
valued-added processing of our national resource endowments on the back of new oil and gas
resources and leveraging the multi-sector infrastructure platform. The agenda recognized that
the country faces several challenges including:
• accelerating progress towards the achievement of the Millennium Development
Goals, especially those relating to maternal mortality, child mortality, gender
equality and environmental sanitation;
• major regional inequalities with the north experiencing significantly higher levels of
poverty than the rest of the country; and
• major gender inequalities with women and girls performing worse across all the main
social indicators.
The government pledged that expenditure will be prioritized in favour of policies,
programmes and projects in the following areas:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

agriculture
infrastructure (including transport, energy, housing etc)
water and sanitation
health
education (including ICT, science, technology and innovation)

—all of which are wider social determinants of health.
It is hoped that if in all this, the stated objective was to achieve a healthier and
productive population; the strategic approaches may have been more coherent and lead to
better attainment of the objectives.
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HEALTH SYSTEMS
The failure of the health sector to transform despite the reforms and the significant
Global Health Initiatives, bilateral funding and earmarked funding has been linked to the
weakened Health Systems. In the words of Margaret Chan, the Director General of the
World Health Organization, ‘Strong health systems are fundamental if we are to improve
health outcomes and accelerate progress towards the Millennium Development Goals. At a
time when economic downturn, new influenza pandemic, and climate change add to the
challenges of meeting those goals, the need for robust health systems is more acute than
ever’.
The goals of health systems are improving health and health equity in ways that are
responsive, financially fair, and make the best, or most efficient, use of available resources.
The WHO building blocks are Governance and Leadership, Health Finance, Service
Delivery, Human Resource for Health, Health Information and Medical Technologies. These
building blocks alone do not constitute a system; any more than a pile of bricks constitute a
functioning building. It is the numerous inter-relationships and inter-actions within and
among the subsystems, how one affects the other and is in turn affected by them that make up
the system. The health problems and the needs of the people as well as the wider social
determinants of their health, lie at the centre of this relationship.
In addition to the WHO blocks, the WHO Afro region added as part of the
Ouagadougou Declaration 3 others, Community Ownership and Participation, Partnership for
Health and Development and Research for Health; because it was felt that in resource poor
settings where the wider social determinants of health were of themselves the greatest
contributor to the burden of disease and where universal coverage was a major challenge,
these three other blocks were necessary in the just desire to achieve improve health outcomes.
What have been some health systems strengthening efforts in Ghana?
Past: Strengthening District Health Systems Initiatives 1990s (Leadership and Governance)
Present: The Ghana Health Sector Inter-Agency Leadership Committee (IALC) leadership
development programmes started in 2006 and are on-going (leadership and
governance)
o
Health Sector Management Programme at GIMPA (leadership and governance)
o
Establishment of a Centre for Health Information Management and the Introduction of
District Health Information Management Systems under the Ghana Health
Service (health information) Community-based Health Planning and Services
or CHPS – (community participation and ownership)
o
Partners Meeting, health summit (partnership for health and development)
The various interventions and initiatives as indicated earlier have not achieved our
expectations because they are not carried out in the context of an integrated Health Systemstrengthening strategy but as stand-alone interventions. Also, the nature of health systems
requires multi-sector and systems-thinking and not a linear cause-and-effect approach.
SYSTEMS-THINKING
Systems-thinking is an approach to problem solving that views problems as part of a
wider dynamic system and involves more than a reaction to prevent outcomes or events. It
requires a deeper understanding of the linkages, relationships, interactions and behaviours
among elements that characterize the entire systems. Systems-thinking places high value on
understanding context and looking for connection between the parts, actors and processes of
the system. It makes deliberate attempts to anticipate rather than react to the downstream
consequences of changes in the system, and to identify upstream points of leverage. Table 4
on the next page shows the skills of systems thinking as compared to the usual approach.
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Systems thinking approach is used in the design and evaluation of complex
interactions where change is a constant and feedback loops augment the synergies. The
complexity of the system and subsystems does not make for a simple input-output
relationship but a paradigm shift that takes all the individual interactions together in the
analysis. It is the systems thinking approach that allows for health systems strengthening
taking all the building blocks into consideration and analysing their inter-relationships and
interactions and where the outcome must be greater than the sum of the parts.
Although none of this is unusual to the health systems, the difference that systems
thinking introduces is the deliberate, continuous and comprehensive way in which the
approach is applied. The non use of the systems thinking approach in Ghana’s attempts at
Health Systems strengthening accounted for the failure.
THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF HEALTH SYSTEMS
LEADERSHIP & GOVERNANCE
It is this area that has greatly impacted on the Health Systems in Ghana. Ghana has
too centralized a health management system that is far removed from the people who use it.
Ghana’s Ministry of Health (MOH), despite Act 525 of 1996 which established the
Ghana Health Service as the implementing agency for primary and secondary healthcare
delivery, continues to act at variance to this law. Act 525 was even flawed in the concept of
detaching tertiary care into an autonomous agency, the Teaching Hospitals Act.
Ideally, healthcare management is seamless and flow from the primary healthcare for
universal coverage without any obstructions or hindrances to the tertiary level. In the United
Kingdom, the 32 Medical Schools notwithstanding, there is one National Health Service
which operates from the family practitioner (primary care level) through District Hospitals to
the Teaching Hospitals. As 2011 there was a new bill in Parliament, the General Health
Services Bill which attempts to revise Act 525. Sadly, this has been the work of one
individual who has planned and plotted the dismembering of the Ghana Health Service to the
pleasure of the Ministry of Health.
Today in Ghana, there are three teaching hospitals: Korle Bu, Komfo Anokye, Tamale
Teaching Hospital and soon Cape Coast, Sunyani and Ho may all become teaching
hospitals.516 They play no role whatsoever in policy analysis other than provide service for
which even the sub district health centres have a certain degree of autonomy; how much more
the Teaching Hospitals. London alone has ten medical schools but none of them can claim
autonomy from the National Health Service of UK.
The General Health Services Bill derives from the problems relating to institutional
overlap of functions between the Ghana Health Service and the Teaching Hospitals making
the update of Act 525 necessary. The Bill seeks to establish the General Health Service which
includes the Health Service, the Teaching Hospital Authority, the National Ambulance
Service and the National Blood Service and provide clarity in the roles of the Health Service
and the Teaching Hospital Authority. It is believed it will enhance the implementation of
policies of government and also ensure that the goal to achieve sustainable health
programmes is achieved within the shortest possible time.
The functions of the Health Service include provision of health services at the
community, sub-district, district and regional levels. Other functions are the collaboration
with teaching hospitals for the treatment of referred patients, promotion of health, mode of
healthy living and good health habits by the public. It is the collaboration with the leadership
hospitals for the treatment of referred patients which becomes the problem. Transiting into a
totally autonomous system presents a great challenge to the patients and end up courting a lot
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of money to the patient or to the National Health Insurance. The objects of the Teaching
Hospital Authority include the provision of advanced health services, training of
undergraduates and postgraduates in the health profession and research on health issues.
There are fundamental flaws in this new bill. A submission has been made as of 2011
to the Chairman of the Health Select Committee of Parliament to pause and look again. Study
the UK system and let us create a one seamless Ghana Health Service that provides a service
from the community to advance healthcare like the UK National Health Service which even
though it has its own difficulties, is touted as the best model in the world.
See TABLE 4
The determination of Government to cede greater autonomy to the districts in its
decentralization policy must be followed through by the Ministry of Health. It must be
possible to even cede the district, sub-district and community health delivery to the District
Assembly with the Regional Health Administration playing a monitoring and evaluation role
alone to ensure the provision of quality health care equitably.
The Ministry of Health by Act 365, Civil Service Act is to formulate policy, mobilize
and disburse resources and to monitor and evaluate. It has however taken on many
implementation roles to the detriment of service delivery. It is not a technical ministry and
therefore all Health Professionals must be made to leave to the Ghana Health Service as
enunciated in Act 525. The Head of Civil Service must appoint Policy, Planning, Monitoring
and Evaluation experts into the Policy, Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Division and
Human Resource Experts into Human Resource. Currently, there is a great problem that
underlies the Ministry of Health’s inability to offer good leadership for the Health Sector.
The Ministry of Health today has two chief directors. One appointed by the health
minister and the other by the head of civil service, whose mandate it is to appoint chief
directors. It is wrong in the principles of governance for the politician to appoint the chief
director. It is a recipe for corruption because the political head (minister) is not the spending
officer of the ministry. It is the chief director, and the establishment of this cozy relationship
is inimical to good governance and greater accountability. The matter must be resolved as
soon as practicable. The Civil Service Council must make a pronouncement one way or the
other and give credibility to its mandate.
Leadership and governance is at the heart of everything that the Health Sector does
and must be strengthened and cascaded even to the community level. All staff of the health
sector including regulatory agencies must all be 360 degree leaders and work in harmony to
reduce the social injustices and health inequities.
FINANCE
The nominal share of the Health sector of the Total Government Budget for 2010 is
11.5%. However, the health sector received 9.7% of Government of Ghana Funds. The Total
Government Budget includes Donor support in the Multi donor budgetary support, HIPC,
Internally Generated Funds (IGF) and the National Health Insurance Fund. The 9.7% of
Government of Ghana funds for the Health sector is a far cry from the agreed Abuja
Declaration of 15%. The donor support comprises funds channelled through sector budgetary
support, financial credits and earmarked funding under the control of the development
partners. The total 2010 resource envelope for the health sector show 28.2% from
Government of Ghana, 22.8% donor, 33.9% National Health Insurance Fund, 14.6% IGF and
0.5% from HIPC (highly indebted poor country) relief.
Personal emoluments (Item 1) of the budget make up 94.4% of the Government
of Ghana funding and 42% of overall sector budget. The remainder comes from the IGF
most of which comes from continuing ‘cash and carry’ or out of pocket payment.
Government of Ghana funding contributes very little to administration, services and
investment administration (item 2) make up 7% of total and item 3 service budget make up
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33% (Table 4). More than two-thirds of the service budget is donor-funded, 19% is sector
budgetary supported and 49% is earmarked. Internally generated funds constitute 28% of
Item 3 which are increasingly funded by Government through the National Health Insurance
Fund. Item 4 (Investment) is also heavily donor supported with 8% from sector budgetary
support and 52% projected to come from earmarked sources many of which are
concessionary loans rather than grants.
Administration received the least with IGF accounting for 78%—this sustains a recipe
for corruption. Ghana’s total health sector budget for 2010 amounted to GH¢
935,249,000 to a 2010 population of 24,232,431 provides a per capita expenditure
through Government sources of GH¢ 38.5 per capita or $26 per capita. Compare this to
a UK health expenditure of $2,000 per capita and $4,000 per capita in the USA (the latter
figure includes private sector expenditure), in countries where the burden of disease is low
and the wider social determinants contribute minimally to the burden.
Even assuming that an extra $14 per capita is spent on private health in Ghana, this
will bring the gross total to $40 per capita for health.
SERVICE DELIVERY
Service delivery is composed of preventive, promotive, curative and rehabilitative
care. In the Ghanaian setting, service delivery is provided not only by public funded health
institutions but also non state and informal institutions such as the traditional medicine sector,
faith based organizations and the private sector. As in other sub Saharan African countries,
traditional medicine, faith healing systems and faith based organization contribute
significantly to healthcare delivery in Ghana.
Prior to the onset of the National Health Insurance, Asenso Okyere had indicated that
only 39% of Ghanaians accessed allopathic health care. The remainder either self medicated
or sought help from the non state and informal sector. Since 2005 the proportion accessing
allopathic health care has increased tremendously according to the National Health Insurance
Authority but not so much says a review by Oxfam, Isodec, Essential Services Platform of
Ghana and the Alliance for Reproductive Health Rights (ARHR).
NHIA claims out patient (OPD) attendance in public facilities alone increased by
136% for NHIA members between 2007 and 2008 against an increase of only 5.71% for non
members. The average (OPD) attendance for an insured member in 2009 was between 1.4
and 1.5 visits against a national average of 0.81.
Preventive health care is a function of the Public Health Division of the Ghana Health
Service and takes care of Disease Control of Communicable and non Communicable
diseases. It is in the area of Communicable disease that most of the Global Health Initiatives
operate, the Global Fund for TB, AIDS & Malaria (GAFTAM), Global Alliance for Vaccines
Initiative (GAVI), Stop TB, Roll Back Malaria and many others including bilateral and
earmarked funding.

VACCINE PREVENTABLE DISEASES
MEASLES - Ghana has eliminated deaths from measles and reduced reported or
suspected cases of measles by 90% since 2000.
POLIOMYELITIS - Ghana is on the verge of being certified as polio free. The
imported cases into Ghana in 2008 stalled the process.
Of the other vaccine preventable disease, Ghana has done remarkably well.
However, percentage of children fully immunized by age one – Penta 3 has remained static.
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HIV / AIDS - National HIV prevalence as at the end of 2010 stood at 1.5% from
1.9% (2009) with an approximated number of 267,069 persons living with AIDS. Proportion
on antiretroviral drugs is estimated at less than 10%.
TUBERCULOSIS - TB treated success rate improved to 86%. The role of poor
housing with more than ten persons in a room will continue to exacerbate the situation.
Identifying and dealing with the housing shortage is important. Remember, TB anywhere is
TB everywhere. [Studies indicating a causal connection between tuberculosis and AIDS
defining indicators such as CD4 counts and viral load are included in Unit 9, Appendix III (iiii)—Ed.]
MALARIA - It continues to be the largest contributor to the disease burden in Ghana.
Poor draining systems in the open spaces, open gutters usually filled with rubbish and open
dump sites all serve as five star breeding grounds for the female anopheles mosquito. The
use of insecticide treated nets (ITNs), intermittent pregnancy treatment, effective combination
therapy and larvicidal treatment, and indoor spraying together may ultimately reduce the load
of disease. It is however disconcerting to know that the number of persons sleeping under
ITNs has not increased tremendously despite the handing over of many ITNs. Malaria case
fatality in children under fives has reduced from 3.7 in 2002 to 1.7 in 2009.
GUINEA WORM - The few cases appear to be confined only to the Northern Region.
A greater push with improved supply of water will get us there.
NON COMMUNICABLE DISEASES - Hypertension, diabetes, cancers. liver and
kidney diseases have become major causes of morbidity and mortality. The essence of
ensuring healthy lifestyle for the population must be intensified through health education and
promotion. Preventive health care must be the raison d’être of the health sector. The old
adage ‘prevention is better than cure’ is as true today, if not more, than when it was mooted.
SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Our health indicators, although they appear to have improved slightly, nevertheless do
not demonstrate Ghana being able to attain the health related MDGs. Infant mortality is 30/
100 live births, Child mortality is 80/1000 live births and maternal mortality ratio of
451/100,000 live births (Table 5a, 5b below). Using comparative data with the UK shows
how, despite modest improvements, the relative risk of an infant dying compared to the UK
has widened significantly (Tables 6a, 6b and 6c on the following pages 384-386). There
should be no room whatsoever for complacency.
Teenage pregnancy in Ghana ranges from 11% in the urban areas to 16% in the rural
areas. It is related to the standard of education and poverty. Increasing education substantially
reduces the rate of teenage pregnancy. There is the need to reposition family planning as the
contraceptive prevalence rate has declined slightly in the last five years from 25% to 24% in
2008. Similarly, the use of modern methods also declined marginally from 19% to 17%.
The provision of comprehensive abortion care in increasing number of institutions
must augur well. It will reduce the significant number of deaths from unsafe abortions and
contribute to the attainment of MDG 5.

TABLE 5a

GHANA’S HEALTH INDICES

• Child mortality is 80 / 1000 live births
• Infant mortality is 50 / 1000 live births
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• Maternity mortality is about 451 / 100,000 live births
TABLE 5b GHANA’S POPULATION 2010 CENSUS
TOTAL:
MALE:
FEMALE:

2010
24,223,431
11,801,661
12,421,770

2000
18,912,079
9,357,382
9,554,697

1984
12,296,081
6,063,848
6,232,233

NUTRITION
Nutritional deficiencies continue to challenge us badly and contribute to 55% of
childhood deaths. GDHS from 1988 to 2008 show marginal improvement in stunting and
more than halving of proportion underweight. Wasting however shows no change from the
1998 figure of 9 years. Sadly, there appears a fivefold increase in the overweight children.
78% of children under five are anaemic of which 48% are moderate and 7% severe (see Table
5 on the next page 383).
Anaemia is slightly more common in boys (79%) than girls (77%). Children in rural
areas (84%) are more likely than children in urban areas (68%). The prevalence of anaemia
among children increased slightly over the past five years from 76% in 2003 to 78% in 2008.
WHO considers anaemia prevalence of over 40% in a population as a major
public health problem. Anaemia in women shows an equally disturbing data. 59% of
women have some form of anaemia compared with 78% of children. The prevalence is higher
among pregnant women (70%) and breast feeding women (62%) than among those who are
neither pregnant nor breast feeding (57%). The prevalence is higher in rural areas (62%) than
women in urban areas (55%).
For the most part, what is required is a ladle of beans a day per child.
Micronutrient supplementation is necessary among pregnant women.
PROMOTIVE HEALTH: Community-based Health Planning and Services
Ghana spends an infinitesimal amount of money on health education and promotion
even in the absence of a well functioning primary health care system and a high burden of
disease particularly from the wider social determinants of health.
As part of the Governance and Leadership, I touched on the MoH not as an
implementation agency but in the 2007 – 2011 Programme of Work (POW III) dubbed
Regenerative Health and Nutrition, the MOH became the implementer. Work that should
have been done by trained and employed health educators in the Health Promotion
Directorate of the Ghana Health Service was performed by the staff of the Regenerative
Health and Nutrition Unit of the MOH.
The full evaluation of that programme of work will make interesting reading. It is
fundamental that in order to reduce the burden of disease and improve lifestyles of
Ghanaians, there must be continual education of the populace. It is also in this vein that the
full role out of Ghana’s homebrewed Primary Health Concept for Universal Coverage –
Community-based Health Planning and Services (CHPS) must be rolled out to ensure that
health promotion, preventive health and simple aspects of curative care take place side by
side within the community for maximum impact. Health education and promotion must be
appropriately funded.
CURATIVE CARE
This is the domain where the health sector really comes face to face with the general
public; and, sadly, our performance appears below par. Ghana’s curative health care takes
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place at five levels of public health facilities, in the communities where CHPS is functional
in the 13% of zones 868/6,250, in the health centres at the subdistrict level, district hospitals,
regional hospitals and teaching hospitals. Movement within these five centres of health
delivery must be seamless and under one organization, the Ghana Health Service (GHS) as in
the National Health Service of UK.
The community level offers the classical primary health care for universal coverage
concept which for me is the most necessary and most essential component of health care
delivery. It is also at this level that all the components of health care delivery meet and create
synergies. So far, failure to get this level right creates fundamental and institutional problems
for the rest of the GHS.
If the first point of contact for most people is with the CHPS facility, then it will
drastically reduce the numbers that move further up the chain creating a better and safer gate
keeper mechanism. The sub-district facility supervises the CHPS and as standard, health
education and promotion is done or should be done at the facility level unlike the CHPS
where it is an outreach, to the people. As the category of activities that can be performed at a
health centre increases, the staff becomes more complex. The medical assistants in charge are
able to treat a significant proportion of the ailments. Their current woefully small numbers
mean that several health centres are without medical assistants. Curiously, some of them are
found in district hospitals when there are health centres without. There is no doubt that the
better and more functional the peripheral health system, the better the overall service.
The district hospital is the next level and it is the base facility where doctors operate.
Again the numbers of doctors nationwide are such as to deprive some districts of a doctor. In
my estimation each district hospital should have a minimum of five doctors; but for proper
functioning each district hospital must have twelve. It is the number of patients from the high
burden of disease that each doctor in a district hospital has to see per day not counting
emergencies and operations that have a serious impact on the quality of care.
The regional hospitals are the major referral centres; there the staff needed addresses
as much as 95% of all cases involving every type of complexity. Each regional hospital in my
estimation must have a minimum of 65 doctors to be able to function properly. None of them
so far have the level of staffing appropriate for proper functioning. All such hospitals must
serve as clinical training posts as well, and therefore undergraduate medical students and
postgraduate residents can be in training.
The teaching hospitals must primarily function as teaching centres for medical
students and for postgraduates; these facilities must take care of the most complex cases.
Teaching hospitals do not make money by treating volumes of patients with uncomplicated
malaria and normal vaginal delivery. Currently we have two established teaching hospitals,
Korle Bu and Komfo Anokye. A third, Tamale Teaching Hospital, is struggling to stand on
its feet. We must do all we can to assist Tamale and Cape Coast which is coming on stream;
but eventually as indicated earlier all these regional hospitals should be ready to provide
clinical training. Surprisingly, the two established teaching hospitals both claim to be centres
of excellence. They are not humble enough to concede explicitly that they are aspiring to be
centres of excellence. They are both in their comfort zones and have fallen into complacency.
They have no challenge in the country. The private sector sadly does not offer any such
challenge to force them to sit up. The recent headline publication: No operations in Korle Bu
because of broken down anaesthetic machines, is a terrible indictment on the leadership;
anywhere else heads would have rolled. But oh no—never in Ghana. What happened to all
the machines purchased not too long ago? The whole saga needs to be investigated properly.
Currently there is nothing that goes on at the teaching hospitals that cannot be done in
the regional hospitals if they had their fair share of consultants and specialists, and
equipment. Appointments of consultants were to have taken place five years ago; yet still this
has not been done. It would have given the regional hospitals a good spread of consultants
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and specialists. After fifty four years since Independence, we have only recently performed
kidney transplants. We should be doing bone marrow, liver and heart and lung transplants
regularly. It is not beyond us at all. Active resuscitation and treatment of medical
emergencies leave a lot to be desired. We leave people for dead too readily. We do not have
cardiac arrest teams in the teaching hospitals; and the slightest slip into unconsciousness, is
regarded as signalling that patient is as good as dead.
Twenty-two to twenty-four week-old fetuses are not made to survive. Many of the
fresh still births with active resuscitation can survive as was demonstrated about five years
ago by a team of neonatologists and pulmonary function technologists who visited from the
USA. Two neonates declared for dead in Ridge and Korle Bu were resuscitated to the
amazement of our staff.
Assisted fertility procedures are now done in private institutions in Ghana with
varying degrees of success, but apparently not in Korle Bu Teaching Hospital at all.
Treatment of cancers is in many instances limited. We really cannot lay claim to
excellence in this area of specialisation. Let me repeat that teaching hospitals do not make
money (IGF) through volume business but through the sale of knowledge.
The teaching hospitals must create protocols for the treatment of the various diseases,
in particular, the management of emergencies which must be made to cascade to the health
centres. Regular update courses are the means by which Teaching Hospitals such as
Hammersmith Hospital, London make money.
Research which is an inseparable function of teaching hospitals is very disheartening.
There are no funds for research, but still a great deal can be done with the vast material that
we have. Post-mortem data is used as proxy for outcome of curative and preventive services
(See Tables 8-15 on the following pages.)
PRIVATE SECTOR
The private sector continues to be a cottage industry with many self owned one person
practices. The need for partnerships to expand and increase uptake must continue to engage
the minds of private practitioners. In India and Thailand, it was the private sector that
brought back many professionals in the diaspora and with that followed medical tourism.
There is no reason why Ghana cannot do the same. The private sector must be bold and
courageous and expansive in outlook. The signs are out there as many get into the training of
middle level manpower.
TRADITIONAL AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
The proportion of Ghanaians who use primarily traditional and alternative medicine
alone has reduced dramatically from the colonial days and following the expansion of
allopathic medicine. However as a complementary system, it continues to be used. It is in the
areas of psychiatric and psychosomatic illnesses which require a good understanding of the
cultural background of the patient. Without that knowledge, treatment modalities tend not to
be effective. The Traditional Medicine Practice Act 2000, (Act 575) was to set up a Council
to regulate the practice of traditional medicine. A new draft bill is before Parliament, the
Traditional and Alternative Medicine Bill. The object of the Council is to promote, control
and regulate the practice and practitioners of traditional and alternative medicine.
The Centre for Plant Medicine Research in Akwapim Mampong has been set up to
research and improve the pharmacopeia and the Herbal Medicine programme in Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology to introduce scientific methods into the
practice. The need for proper regulation to weed out the undesirables who sell everything
and yet have no fixed abodes for reference should anything untoward happens and those
whose claims are unverifiable will bring a level of respectability to the profession.
REHABILITATIVE
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Very little rehabilitative work goes on in Ghana. The unit of orthotics and
prosthetics that produces supporting aids is grossly under funded. It should be supported
adequately to enable it to become self financing. Ghana’s physiotherapy departments are
grossly under staffed and few and far between. Not all district hospitals have physiotherapy
units and therefore access is limited.
For a country where 30% of adults are hypertensive, of whom only 10% know they
are, and out of which 10% are on regular treatment, the pool of potential strokes is on the
order of 26.7% of the adult population. Our management of strokes and the long term
rehabilitation leaves a lot to be desired.
Then there is our reckless abandonment of discipline which leaves Ghana in the top
league of road traffic accidents. For every fatality there are many who require long term
rehabilitation which the nation is neither equipped nor otherwise capable to provide. Even
walking aids, such as frames and clutches, are imported. What can we expect from a country
that imports toothpicks while bamboo trees proliferate only to suffer bushfires?
Hospices for the long term management of cancers are almost non existent. Even the
basics of rehabilitation are not decently practiced, how much more the cozy end. Therapeutic
spas such as the Holy Trinity Spa in Sogakope should be established all along the Volta River
and on our other major rivers, to take advantage of the serenity and therapeutic essence of
water. Ghana can be the rehabilitative hub in West Africa as addendum to the growing
worldwide industry of medical tourism, which would be a great income and job generator for
the nation.
HUMAN RESOURCE FOR HEALTH (Health Workforce)
It is in the area of medical professional employment that Ghana really disgraces itself.
Despite frantic efforts in the last ten years to increase staff numbers, we seem to be too
conservative in our outlook and so we are not winning the war against the infamous brain
drain at all. We must learn to be a touch radical in order to produce the manpower critically
needed to provide the quality serve that our citizens require of a country purportedly near to
reaching middle income status.
The Ministry of Health must as a matter of urgency call a stake holders meeting to
challenge our training institutions to do more. What is depressing in all of this is that we are
running in most disciplines of between 10% to at most 30% of need and yet staff personnel
emoluments take up 94.4% of Government of Ghana health sector funds. It shows how
unrealistic the budget is. How are we to fund the massive increases that we need?
The deficit is across all health professional groupings and it is worse among
Laboratory and X-ray technicians and technologists.
Allow me to use the deficit among doctors to illustrate my point; however it is critical
to stress that for other medical staff the discrepancy between supply and demand of trained
personnel is even greater in magnitude. Ghana’s doctor / patient ratio of 1:10,900 tells a very
sad story of inequity. In the public sector, it ranges from 1 / 5,431 in Greater Accra region to
1:73,257 in the Northern Region. For nurses the ratio of nurse to patient discrepancy ranges
from 1:952 in the Greater Accra region to 1 / 1,932 in the Ashanti Region; see Table 16 on
the next page. Look at Table 17 on page 400 to compare these ratios around Ghana with
those in other countries all over the global North and South, to appreciate the macabre nature
of the shortfall in our country, a chief exporter of high profile and much desired medical and
hospital expertise at all levels. Tables 18 and 19 following show the doctor / patient, and
nurse / patient fluctuating ratios in Ghana’s public sector over the years.
The inadequacies and mal-distribution where two of three doctors in Ghana work in
the two cities of Kumasi and Accra cannot be acceptable. It is a national headache and
heartache which is known but there is no political will to resolve. Then there is the huge
volume of Ghanaian trained doctors in the Diaspora who work everywhere from Afghanistan
to Zimbabwe.
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We seem not to recognize the resource we have which can be used to complement
what we have. The doctor / patient ratio in Ghana must be like Kenya’s—1:7,000, which
means a significant increase in the number of doctors in Ghana to about 3450, and nurses
reaching a ratio of 1:500 if we really desire to attain middle income status. It should not only
be based on the per capita income of the country but it must reflect in better services, which
should include the health status of Ghanaians. (Table 17 shows doctors per 1,000 persons in
the various country-income brackets).
How do we attain the doctor: patient ratio of 1:5,000 by 2015? Ghana’s population by
2015 may be 29.5 million. We shall therefore require a Doctor Population of 5,900, an
increase of 3,500 within 4 years. Our current rate of production cannot in anyway attempt to
achieve the desired goal. Malaysia has set itself to produce 4,000 doctors in five years in
order to attain a ratio of 1: 400 by 2015. Why can’t we challenge ourselves likewise?
The woeful numbers we admit into the two established schools should be
unacceptable to the government. Many of our students want to do Medicine and qualify to do
medicine but we are quick to cite infrastructural challenges in order not to increase numbers.
We cannot in the midst of such difficulties want ideal situations to be present. The solution to
the human resource deficit in health must be put on a war footing. University of
Development Studies Medical School, Tamale, and Cape Coast University Medical School
must be assisted to get themselves into full gear. The Ho Medical School and probably
Sunyani and some of the private universities, particularly Central University, must be
encouraged to established medical schools. Until we are producing close to 1,000 doctors per
year, we shall not be on course to achieve the health status we want to see. If UK has 1:300
and all her wider social determinants of health are fully functioning in tandem with reduced
burden of disease, and if UK also spends $2,000 per capita, how can we expect to have a
health system that compares?
The next category of human resource is medical assistants. Why should these
assistants, whose role is to help the doctors, be fewer employed than the doctors? At the
moment they are about 25% of the doctor population, and are trained predominantly in the
Kintampo Rural Training School. Cape Coast University, Central University and Narh-Bita
Training School have also started training medical assistants. As a matter of urgency, there is
the need to create schools in the Navrongo, Dodowa, Hohoe and probably Axim or Half
Assini in the Western Region. We must be aggressive about filling our human resource
needs because the few who are carrying the heavy load are suffering from burnt-out; the
sheer weariness and psycho-physiological need to screen from the pressures of chronic
overwork may be contributing to the unacceptable attitudes shown by some health staff.
The next category is midwives. If we are to achieve the MDGs 4 and 5, then we must
step up the production of midwives. Something seems to be happening in this area but
certainly not enough. We have managed to achieve more than 90% antenatal attendance even
though the quality of service is not as expected. Why should a pregnant woman at term who
has attended the minimum requirement of four antenatal clinics be anaemic?
Community Health Officers must have midwifery skills and it is pleasing to know that
a midwifery module has been added to their training. The role that midwives will play in
making it possible for us to achieve MDG 5 (improvement of maternal health) is not in doubt;
but equally their role in attaining MDG 4 (reduction of child mortality) is invaluable.
Maternal health is crucial to the health of the newborn and since most of our infants deaths
(30 of 50) are in the neonatal period, it is of even greater importance. If currently personal
emoluments take up to 94.4% of Government of Ghana funding for the health sector, then
may be even attaining the Abuja Declaration of 15%, may not be enough.
However, the expanding Ghanaian economy with oil and gas and a greater focus on
salt may be adequate. Many innovative ideas were placed before the Minister of Health
2005/6 on staff remuneration and retention strategy but were not accepted. They included the
following:
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housing policy of providing flexible 15 – 30 year mortgages to all categories of health
staff
sabbatical system for 10 years of continuous service in an organized format
vehicle loan scheme which was started
postgraduate education
enhanced pension

•
•
•
•
•

Only the doctors took up the postgraduate education with the establishment of the Ghana
College of Physicians and Surgeons. Similar colleges were to be set up for nursing, pharmacy
and allied health.517 The enhanced pension was to be paid out of a Health Pension Fund made
up of, 5% of the total National Health Insurance Levy, 5% of total Health Insurance
premiums paid and 5% of Life Insurance and Motor Insurance premiums. It could all add to a
nice neat investment for the add-on pension. The sabbatical system was to be for the Health
Professional staff to gain experience in the UK, Canada, USA, Australia and New Zealand,
on an organized Government to Government arrangement, using the mortgage as guarantee.
HEALTH INFORMATION
This presents one of the greatest challenges of the Health systems. The ability to take
decisions based on sound reproducible information at all levels has bedevilled the system
despite a concerted effort to achieve a level of respectability through the Centre for Health
Information and Management (CHIM). The control of the Centre has been a dispute between
GHS and the MOH with the Teaching Hospitals opting out and therefore creating their own
data base system. It therefore did not make information from the Centre, national in
character. Information from the private sector, quasi-government institutions and even some
CHAG institutions were not captured.
The District Health Information Management System is the main tool used by districts
to improve the collation and analysis of routine service data for planning and decision
making. It is used by all the 170 districts to capture and transmit service delivery data.
The importance of health information flow requires that CHIM must be national in
character. The essence of a single continuous health implementation system such as in the
UK is without question the solution.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
Technology drives health delivery. However, all technology in this sector is imported
at great cost to the nation. There appears no willingness to develop even the most basic
technological innovations here in Ghana, let alone to harness the innovative potential of
Ghanaians. Not even electrical stabilizers, regulators and circuit breakers are made in Ghana.
For a strong medical delivery system, technology must be available and must remain
in good working order, at the level where it is needed. Appropriate equipment delivery and
timely replacements have been problematic at all levels. Ghana has responded to grants and
loans from countries with hindering procurement conditions that have led to many purchases
of inappropriate technology. Our scrap yards have been the major beneficiaries of many
failed attempts to upgrade our treatment and diagnostic services because of failures to consult
end users. Technology initiatives are another victim of the over centralized decision making
procedures of the Ministry of Health.
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[In 2012-2013, the newly commissioned University of Health and Allied Sciences in Ho
enrolled its first class of students.—Ed.]
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Basic equipment such as haemoglobinometers are not present in the health centres.
The inability to assess haemoglobin levels at all levels of health care delivery is unacceptable.
Few generics that are manufactured in country. 15% of drugs sold worldwide are
fake. In some parts of Nigeria and Tanzania, fake drugs make up 30%. Ghana has not been
able to assess the proportion of drugs that are fake but will be in the order of between 20%–
25%.518
We must create a Medical Technology Manufacturing Industry that can at least be
able to produce little equipments such as haemoglobinometers, regulators and stabilizers, and
cardiac and foetal monitors etc. We shall always need technologies and our ability to produce
some of them will be helpful.
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND OWNERSHIP
The absence of adequate human resources for health makes it imperative that the
community owns and participates fully in healthcare delivery. Mothers given all the
necessary information shall make the right choices for the health of the family. They are the
primary producers of health and not the healthcare professionals. Such recognition is an
essential component of the primary health concept.
The Danfa Project was initiated with the active participation of the Danfa community.
The needs of the community were decided by them in the order of their choice as follows,
drinking water, health clinic and a market. While discussions for the water and market took
place with the appropriate agencies, the Medical School would help with the clinic provided
the community supplied the land free and provided community labour for the building.
The goals and objectives were stated as:
• Investigating the state of the rural community and the factors associated with effective
participation in health programmes
• Researching the most efficient means of utilizing available manpower and other
resources in the operation of health post-centred comprehensive rural health
services
• Training doctors, sanitarians, midwives, community health nurses and other health
personnel, both separately and in teams, for their role in rural health work
• Providing manpower oriented and equipped to handle the problems of the community.
The successes of the project were numerous but to mention the large number of publications
that came out of the project including that by Prof Ofosu-Amaah and others which revised the
epidemiology of poliomyelitis and influenced the inclusion of polio immunization as a
component of the WHO Expanded Programme of Immunization. This was all before the
WHO/UNICEF Conference on Primary Health Care—the Alma Ata Conference which
produced the Health for All 2000 recommendations.
Lessons from the Danfa Project must have informed the nine activities involved in the
establishment of a functioning Community based Health Planning and Services setup which
all require the active participation of the Community.
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[Anti-retrovirals are imported and administered under PEPFAR and other global funding
programmes without prior determination whether they will be effective as intended against
strains circulating in Ghana. If they are effective at all, the imported ARV drugs are
compelling the virus to mutate and become more virulent. We are finding new variants and
new combinations of recombinants generating with great rapidity. In conversation with the
Dr. J.A.M. Brandful, Head of Virology, Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research,
University of Ghana, Legon. June 2, 2010.—Ed.]
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• Activity 3: Dialogue with the community leadership
• Activity 4: Community Information durbar
• Activity 6: Selection and orientation of community health committee members; and
durbar for the approval of Community Health Committee
• Activity 7: Completion of community profile and
• Activity 8: Construction of a community health compound
PARTNERSHIP FOR HEALTH (INTERSECTORAL COLLABORATION)
At the heart of our poor service delivery and poor health is our inability to deal
effectively with the ‘wider social determinants of health’ which are as important as the direct
causes of disease and illness. The only effective way to deal with the high burden of disease
and to get a lid on the myriad of health problems that overwhelm our communities, is to form
partnerships for health.
In Ghana, this means coordination between the ministries and agencies that oversee
water, sanitation and hygiene, food and nutrition, housing, environment, and roads and
transport, law enforcement, and economic planning. These units must have joint meetings to
address the health of the population at the national, regional and district levels. Development
planning at all these levels must have at their centre a vision and obligation to advance the
health of the population. The Ministry of Health should appoint a coordinator whose task is
to ensure the effectiveness of this inter-ministerial collaboration and to track decisions of the
various committees. Such partnerships are essential to effective progress in public health but
they do not transpire.
Full decentralization is also essential for effective collaboration. If planning at the
district level were composite and involved all agencies with the singular objective of
providing for a healthy and productive population, many unanswered questions would be
resolved. For countries with no natural resource other than their human resource, focusing on
people and their health needs has yielded tremendous results.
RESEARCH FOR HEALTH
Underpinning everything in the health sector must be research. It is fundamental to
the well intentions that underlie the statement that the wealth of a nation is the health of its
people. The whys, whats, wheres and hows are all essential questions that must be asked and
the answers must be pursued from the standpoint of experts in-country. That is the basis of
effective and relevant research. The Abuja Accord on Health Research mandates all third
world countries to commit 2% of their health budget for research. Even though the Health
Minister of Ghana was co-chair and signed that document nothing has happened in Ghana to
fulfill that mandate. Ghana currently commits very little funding for health research, a
condition that continues to impoverish us as a country.
To pay salaries of research staff is not to fund research. The research centres of
Navrongo, Kintampo, Dodowa, Adabraka and Hohoe, together with the Noguchi Institute for
Medical Research, Kumasi Centre for Tropical Research, Centre for Research into Plant
Medicine, the Medical Schools and School of Public Health, and also the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research have just the platform for health research. Any substantial
funding will churn out all the answers we need to improve the health status of the people of
Ghana.
COMMUNITY-BASED HEALTH PLANNING AND SERVICES (CHPS)
The Brachott report issued in the early 1960s was on a 10 year Health Development
Plan and stated a 10 year programme with direct attention to three main aspects of a health
service.
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•
•
•

An efficient rural health service with full integration of the hospitals, health
centres and other medical units.
A country-wide hospital plan based on the health needs of the population and
having regard to sound medical and economic considerations.
A training program for medical and para-medical personnel to permit the
effective implementation of the 10 year development plan.

Some areas which Brachott mentioned are still challenging the country. They include
environmental sanitation, child and maternal welfare, food and nutrition, control of endemic
diseases, and health education.
In the 1970s, the Danfa Project was established as discussed earlier.
If we are to improve our health indicators, to reduce social injustice and health
inequities, then the primary objective of the Ministry of Health must be to completely roll out
the homebrewed Community-based Health Planning and Services (CHPS) in all the 6250
zones. [See Table 20 below for trends of CHPS functionality throughout the country over
recent years, in comparison with this goal.—Ed.] In a resource-poor country, the focus must
be on what will achieve results. All new district, regional, and teaching hospitals must be put
on hold for the next two to three years while our focus remains on the roll-out of CHPS. That
is not to say that the building of health centres, and hospitals at the district and regional levels
are not also very important, but in some cases without a firm community based
comprehensive foundation, they would be a complete waste. The 2010 Capital Investment
Plan of the Ministry of Health has planned new hospitals in two places that already have
hospitals, Tepa (servicing the Ahafo-Ano North district) and Salaga. To have a new hospital
is not to improve the health status of the people. The plan must get CHPS from 13% coverage
to 100% for all communities to feel the impact.
The benefit of CHPS has been very well documented with the dramatic improvement
of various health indicators. Community durbars are held as part of reporting to the
community and at one such durbar chaired by the traditional chief of the largest village, the
CHO provided data on children and pregnant women who had had malaria in the CHPS zone
and how long it took for them to be treated. She provided infant, child and maternal mortality
data in the zone and the uptake of family planning all of which were impressive. It was
remarkable that, despite no maternal deaths in the zone in the last three years, what the chief
wanted to see the Director General present was an upgrade of the CHPS compound into a
hospital. My response was to ask if the chief knew the numbers of mothers who had died in
the regional hospital last year alone. Building large autonomous structures is not in the best
interest of our communities. The CHPS programme is a diagonal, systems-thinking concept
that brings services to the door step of the community. Table 21 on the next page lays out
realistic, feasible goals in terms of three indices for the future, using the CHPS systemsoriented approach, by following the recommendations for re-organizing our priorities listed in
the conclusion.
TABLE 20 TRENDS IN FUNCTIONAL CHPS ZONES (2002 – 2009)
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002

-

399

868
409
345
270
190
84
55
39

GOAL: Total number of zones to be covered 6,250. Currently: functional zones 868
represent – 13% of total
SOURCE: CHIM / PPME – GHS

TABLE 21 TOMMORROW’S INDICES
• CHILD MORTALITY < 10 / 100
• INFANT MORTALITY < 5 / 1000 and
• MATERNAL MORTALITY < 10 / 10,000
Consider the goals above with the current status quo:
CURRENT INDICES for GHANA
• Child mortality is 80 / 1000 live births
• Infant mortality is 50 / 1000 live births
• Maternity mortality is about 451 / 100,000 live births
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
Health financing in Ghana comes from three main sources in the government. The
9.7% from government’s recurrent budget which is sourced in the government’s revenue
mobilization; then the National Health Insurance Levy of 2.5% of ad valerum tax, and Health
Insurance premiums, and the continued ‘cash and carry’ or out of pocket payments in the
public domain.
The establishment of the National Health Insurance Service by Act 650 of 2003 was
meant to abolish the ‘cash and carry’ or out of pocket payment in the public health facilities.
8 years on the practice still continues creating the recipe for pilfering in the public health
facilities. Its funding was based on 2.5% ad valerum tax, 2.5% of Social Security and
National Insurance Trust contributions and monthly premium to be set by the District Mutual
Insurance. Three schemes were set and every Ghanaian was to be a member of at least one
scheme. The schemes were the District Mutual Health Insurance, Private Mutual Health
Insurance and Private Commercial Health Insurance. All persons below 18 and over 70 year
olds were to be registered and thereafter have free access. All contributors to the Social
Security and National Insurance Trust and its pensioners and pregnant women were also to
have free access. Funds from the NHIA go predominantly for curative care. The introduction
of the National Health Insurance has seen funding for the health sector double to almost $26
per capita (2010).
The state of the NHIA however, leaves a lot to be desired. The NHI Authority has
become very protective of its operations and leaps in self-defense even before it has critically
examined the facts at issue. A recent report by four NGOs (Oxfam, Isodec, Essential Services
Platform of Ghana, and the Alliance for Reproductive Health Rights) entitled ‘Achieving a
Shared Goal: Free Universal Health Care in Ghana’ has been so criticized by the NHIA that
the latter’s credibility has been called into question. A follow up forum to discuss the fall out
of the publication was boycotted by the NHIA as if they are unaccountable to civil society.
From the NHIA website http://www.nhis.gov.gh, the status of implementation is as
follows:
•
•
•

Number registered as at end of November, 14,282,620 with 145 DMHI schemes
% of population registered 69,93% (2004 base population figures)
Total ID card bearers 12,123,338 card bearers as % of total registered 84.9%
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The report from the civil society organizations puts coverage at only 18%, and also cites the
National Development and Planning Commission survey in 2008 which suggested coverage
at 45%.
It is important that we get data from the NHIA on the following:
• Year by year registration by District Mutual schemes – segregated into reregistration and new registrants. It is important we know the proportion that
renew their membership year on year.
• Total premiums collected year by year by District Mutual schemes segregated into
re-registration and new registration
It is recommended that registration staffs of the District Mutual schemes are paid
performance related pay. It is also recommended that, for the smooth running of the NHIA,
the regulatory function be decoupled from the fund management function. A fund manager
must be identified to manage the fund and a Board of Trustees set up to oversee
disbursement.
CONCLUSION
Cogent evidence has been adduced in support of the assertion that Ghana’s Health
Service is sick from malnutrition, based on a depletion of systems-thinking approaches to the
myriad of problems that beset the service. The high burden of disease carried by the country
issues from a total lack of coordinated solutions to the wider social determinants of health
and the weak health systems being at the centre of the problems. The vertical programmes
from the Global Health Initiatives, bilateral and earmarked funding have all taken their toll.
However, in the timeless words of Abrantie Amakye Dede: ‘adie nsaye enso enkwanta ayera
ye’ (translated: ‘it is not late but we seem to have lost our way’) and the fact that ‘aka kakra
na Samoa apae na die wa yera ni kwaeno, wa hu ni kwea afaso’ (also translated: ‘very soon it
will be full moon and all who have lost their way, will be able to find their way’). We must
begin ‘the begin’. We must through a concerted effort work as if we now have a new health
service to plan and execute; we must be courageous and radical in our approach, for that is
what will get us the health service this country badly needs. We must systematically and
using a systems-thinking approach go through the following recommendations:
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Work hard to attain the Health MDGs 4 [reduce child mortality], 5 [improve maternal health]
and 6 [combat the range of AIDS-defining diseases and malaria] in particular, using the
CHPS concept and roll out into all 6250 zones in the country.
Ban tobacco smoking in all public places by an executive instrument and ensure subsequent
legislation in the supreme interest of the health of the people of Ghana
Create a ‘wider social determinants of health’ committee to track and draw synergies from all
ongoing investments and programmes into and from the sectors.
Set up stakeholders’ consultations to review the numbers of health professionals with the view
to radical expansion.
Institute a housing mortgage for all health professionals and an enhanced pension from the
National Health Insurance which has increased the volume of work tremendously.
Institute a health promotion programme of a ladle of beans and local fruits each day for all
children in kindergarten and primary school to rid Ghana of malnutrition.
Promote exercises and lifestyle changes at all levels of the society.
Decentralize the district health directorate as part of the nation’s full decentralization
programme and let the regional health directorates take charge of monitoring and
evaluating the districts.
Decouple fund management from the regulatory functions of the National Health Insurance
Authority (NHIA). Identify a fund manager and set up a board of trustees.
Restructure and supervise the District Mutual Health Insurance companies.
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•
•
•
•

Establish a Health and Safety Executive Desk – an amalgamation of occupational health and
factories inspectorate to help reduce the spate of industrial and domestic accidents.
Invigorate the traditional and alternative medicine sectors to complement allopathic medicine
formally and systematically, under regulation and scientific inspection.
Make the Ghana the hub of Medical Tourism and Rehabilitative care in the West Africa Sub
region.
Create many job opportunities in health (production of basic equipments) for the people of
Ghana.

GHANA’S POPULATION 2010 CENSUS
TOTAL:
MALE:
FEMALE:

2010
24,223,431
11,801,661
12,421,770

2000
18,912,079
9,357,382
9,554,697

1984
12,296,081
6,063,848
6,232,233

CONCLUDING Discussion questions for Unit 11:
1)

Refer again to the AMA Physician’s Code of Medical Ethics and the List of Patients’
Rights & Responsibilities in Appendices I and II of the Introduction to this Course
Reader. In light of what you have learned in Units 2-10, in what ways might it be
possible that standard practices might violate the code of ethics and patient’s rights
in the case of:
• an a-symptomatic HIV diagnosis,
• a pre-AIDS diagnosed patient with TB symptoms,
• an AIDS sufferer?

2)

Consider the following evaluation of trends in global funding for HIV and AIDS by
the Austrian Dr. Christian Fiala (December 2008)519 a GP and OB/GYN doctor
practicing in Tanzania, Malawi (Zomba Central Hospital) in the OB/GYN ward and
in Uganda, who has observed the misrepresentation of Africans’ health care needs
over decades:
“We frequently had patients who simply had not enough to eat. It is quite cynical
to do expensive and useless HIV tests and give these people expensive and toxic
drugs when all they need is clean drinking water and sufficient food.” He advises that
we should avoid referring to patients as AIDS-cases, and that in practice, clinicians
should avoid anything that implies we are using these terms to describe pathogenesis,
because these terms are without any use to describe what is in fact known to be going
on. Instead, the vocabulary of HIV and anti-retroviral treatment diverts attention from
reality HIV and AIDS just as the belief in blood letting diverted attention from the
real health problem of people in seventeenth century England that we should desist
from talking about “alternative treatments for AIDS patients,” nor should we persist
in giving advice for “HIV positive people,” nor should we claim that HIV-positive
people do have anything in common like immune deficiency.520

519

Christian Fiala, “AIDS: are we being deceived?” Published: 15 September 2008 10:40 |
Changed: 1 December 2008 16:49 <http://www.workwanted.ca/PrintArticle595.htm>
Accessed Oct 29, 2011.
520
Compiled from excerpts of email correspondence among the medical practitioners and
researchers, January 1, 2012.
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Do you agree with Dr. Fiala’s assessment? Why or why not?
3) Further quoting from Dr. Fiala:
“We are still being told that Africa suffers a devastating AIDS epidemic. The
gigantic numbers of infections yield gigantic amounts of public funds for research and
thus researchers. What scientific judgment can we expect from experts who stand for a
broad-based conviction that guarantees their income?
“It took two decades, but finally we are being told the truth: most of what AIDS
experts and the media have led us to believe is wrong. A bitter deception, but better
now than never. First, UNAIDS admitted last December that it had overestimated the
worldwide total number of people infected with HIV by a staggering 7 million, out of
an estimated 40 million. This is a remarkable admission, coming after years of using
inflated numbers in its highly successful campaign for more funding.
“But the true overestimate is more than twice as high at 15 million, according
to Dr. James Chin, the person formerly responsible for these very data at UNAIDS.
“Dr. Chin has shared some of his inside knowledge in a new book with the
telling title: The AIDS Pandemic: The Collision of Epidemiology with Political
Correctness. In it he reveals that an AIDS epidemic was never expected in Europe or
North America. He also explains how the inflated figures were used to scare the
population and to argue for higher budgets.
“The next revelation was an article in the well-respected British Medical
Journal in May: ‘The writing is on the wall for UNAIDS’. Author Roger England
explains: "It is no longer heresy to point out that far too much is spent on HIV relative
to other needs and that this is damaging health systems’. Based on data and arguments,
he recommends that UNAIDS should be closed down rapidly because its mandate is
wrong and harmful.
“Finally in June, the head of the WHO's department of HIV/AIDS, Dr. Kevin
de Cock, officially admitted that HIV outside sub-Saharan Africa was confined to
high-risk groups.
“These admissions of obvious facts come late. Many people realised long ago
that HIV/AIDS is not a threat to the heterosexual population in Europe or North
America. In contrast to the numerous campaigns during the last two decades, intended
to make us believe that ‘everyone is at risk’. And those familiar with the data know
there was never any reason to believe an epidemic would occur: In short: "for over
twenty years, the general public has been greatly misled and ill-informed", explains
Rebecca Culshaw, a scientist who has been working on mathematical models of HIV
infection.
“Now that the AIDS frenzy of an epidemic in the general population is finally
over, it’s just a question of time until public and private donors translate these facts
into a reallocation of their budgets.”

3)

Suppose the trend that Dr. Fiala anticipates is actual, so that funds
previously devoted to HIV/AIDS prevention and eradication are made newly
available for re-direction in your region. Consider Prof. Akosa’s vision for
the future of Ghana’s public health and as a public health practitioner. If
you were asked to advise what to do with the funds to improve primary care
delivery and to improve community health overall in your area, how would
you recommend monies should be spent? Be as detailed as you can.

4)

If someone comes with no symptoms and is otherwise healthy, but has
received an HIV-positive test result, what is the correct advice for a medical
practitioner to give?

5)
Many clinicians and health care advocates who are conservative and practicing
with patients who present with and without AIDS-related symptoms, who are aware of
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the controversy surrounding the standard recommended treatment regimes, take the
position that no prescribed drugs are necessarily indicated just on the basis of an HIV
positive test result alone. The non-orthodox consensus is that the advice you give an
HIV positive patient who is otherwise healthy and complaining of no problems with
their sense of well being should be the same advice as you would give a patient with an
HIV negative test result: eat healthily and get sufficient caloric intake, exercise, and
get sufficient sleep. If the patient presents indications of an actual illness, then the
illness itself (TB, malaria, gastro-enteritis, typhoid, malaria, pneumonia) should be
treated.

Discuss why you agree or disagree with this approach to a nonsymptomatic HIV positive patient. What changes if any would you
advise?
6)

Consider this passage from the introduction to a scholarly anthology produced in
Ghana:521
…Certain new risk factors as well as traditional beliefs and practices are viewed as
facilitating the spread of STDs including HIV. . . . the traditional perception that sex
between people who intend to marry is permissible. Another is the new lifting of the
sexual restraints on the youth, who have much more freedom and lack social control
in contrast with the past. . . . sex has become something which can be bought and
sold. Now youths can pay for sex and faithful wives are at risk from the behaviour of
philandering husbands. Monogamy does not guarantee sexual safety or reproductive
health for either man or woman. …A key risk factor is the escalating mobility and
freer behaviour of mature formerly married women.

What underlying assumptions are made by the author of this passage,
concerning the causes of AIDS?
7)

Re-read the passage presented in question 6 above for its practical implications,
as these are excerpts from Ghana national health programmes in the past and
prospects for the future in Ghana currently established in the fight against HIV
and AIDS. In light of the findings considered in this course, do you consider this
programming of funds is important to maintain? Why or why not?

8)

Review the sketch of Ghana’s HIV/AIDS prevention national priorities and
programmes laid out by Prof. Akosa in Unit 11 section 3.
In light of the information provided in Unit 2 concerning the clinical
definition of AIDS in Africa, in Unit 3 concerning what statistics reveal about the
demographic evidence of causes of HIV prevalence as careless sexual behaviour,
and in Unit 4 concerning the efficacy of testing and consequences of false positive
results, how do you evaluate the conclusion drawn by the Ministry of Health as
stated in the box in section 3, and the priorities set in 2001 by the MoH as stated in
Unit 11 section 3?

9)

Consider the following excerpt from a report commissioned by UNESCO and the
Ghana National Education Campaign Coalition (GNECC). The report gives a
snapshot of conditions of public basic schools where the majority of children

521

Sex and Gender in an Era of AIDS: Ghana at the turn of the millennium eds. Christine
Oppong, M.Yaa P.A. Oppong, Irene K. Odotei, Sub Saharan Publishers (2006) p. 23.
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privileged to go to school at all in Ghana for the nation’s youth attending the basic
primary school system—even in the country’s most urbanised region, Greater
Accra:522
“. . . none of the teachers at Agortor Basic School have brought their families to the
village—despite the District Education Officer’s urging them to do so. The teachers’
accommodation consists of a small room each in a mud/thatch building with neither
floors nor plastered walls. Since there is no water, they are forced to resort to local
streams. Only recently they were given a filter kit. Due to the lack of electricity, they
must provide their own torchlight or kerosene lamp. Snakes and scorpions are a real
threat at night. The toilets are the KVIP type, while the bathhouse is an open roofed
thatched shed.
“These conditions are not unique to Agortor. Ghana Education Service’s official
records for Dangme West indicate that only sixteen out of one hundred and fourteen
public and private primary schools in the district had toilet facilities in 2005, while only
twenty-two out of one hundred and fourteen had potable water. To illustrate the gravity
of the situation, staff and pupils at the Dodowa New Town District Assembly Basic
School are forced to cross the main road to find public toilets because there are none in
the school. During the period of this study a car knocked down a pupil who was
attempting to cross the road in search of a toilet. Teachers regularly have had to leave
the school compound, sometimes in the middle of lessons, to attend to nature’s call.
“In Dangme East, the physical structures of the basic schools on the main land and
on two islands surveyed by a team from the Ghana National Education Campaign
Coalition (GNECC) were generally in adequate condition. Only ten out of sixty-eight
public primary schools were in poor condition. Toilet facilities were a problem because
there was no water available in most mainland schools. Erection of school buildings and
their maintenance are the responsibility of the district assemblies, and usually the claim
is that there is no money available. When queried about plans for construction, the
district education director in Dangme West reported that even when items are put in the
budget, the items often do not materialise.”
Review the perspective stated in the box in Unit 11 section 3, above, and review the
advice of the social scientific scholars who have created a compendium of papers
on HIV/AIDS in Ghana (2007).
Discussion question:
In light of the brief reminder of conditions in the public schools, for
instance, and the range of views presented in Unit 2 (defining AIDS in Africa) Unit
3 (re the statistics), Unit 4 (re the tests), Unit 7 (re public impressions), and Unit 9
(the range of explanations for the cause of AIDS)—how do you assess the
strategies to promote public health and to diminish the prevalence of AIDS
defining symptoms in Ghana (anaemia, fever, weight loss, sustained diarrhoea)—
see Unit 2 for definition of AIDS.

522

Judith S. Sawyerr, “Reality check: the cost and quality of free basic education for all in
the Greater Accra Region,” Reclaiming the Human Sciences and Humanities through
African Perspectives, eds. Helen Lauer and Kofi Anyidoho, Accra: Sub Saharan
Publishers, pp. 573-574.
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 3

Trend of Sector Budget Allocation (in Nominal GH¢ 000)
2007

2008

2009

Item 1: Personal
Emoluments

217,550

239,331 320,000

393,148

56%

47%

59%

Item 2:
Administration

28,983

11,879

66,141

7%

2%

4%

7%

24,063

2010

2007

2008

2009

2010
42%

Item 3:
Service

94,964

163,247 153,543

305,997

24%

32%

28%

33%

Item 4:
Investment

46,345

95,881

49,115

169,963

12%

19%

9%

18%

387,842

510,318

546,721

935,249

100%

100% 100% 100%

Total MoH
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 4

Allocation of 2010 Sector Budget by Source and Item (GH¢ 000)
GoG

Donor-SBS

Item 1: Personal
Emoluments 377,600

-

Donor-EM

IGF

-

15,548

-

Item 2:
Administration 7,034

8,535

1,668

50,573

Item 3:
Services

7,357

58,485

148,524

85,963

Item 4:
Investment

8,460

12,803

88,603

56,097

400,451

79,823

243,294

208,180

Total
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HIPC

TOTAL
393,148

NHIF
-

67,810

-

4,000

304,329

-

4,000

169,963

-

935,249

480,908

8,000

SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11

TABLE 5

MALNUTRITION IN GHANA (GDHS)
STUNTING

WASTING

UNDERWEIGHT

OVERWEIGHT

1988

34

9

33

1

1993

33

14

23

3

1998

31

10

20

2

2003

35

8

18

4

2008

28

9

14

5

*78% of Children Under 5 are anaemic of which 48% are moderate and 7% severe.
There is Rural / Urban disparity.
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11

TABLE 6a

POPULATION DEMOGRAPHICS BETWEEN GNANA
AND THE UNITED KINGDOM
GHANA
AGE RANGE

UNITED KINGDOM

% OF
POPULATION

PROPORTION
DEATHS

% OF
POPULATION

< 15 years

41%

(19.8%)

19%

(1%)

15– 65 years

54%

(64.9%)

65%

(18%)

5%

(15.3%)

16%

(82%)

>65 years
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PROPORTION
DEATHS

SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11

Table 6b
RELATIVE CHANCE OF AN INFANT DYING IN GHANA
COMPARED TO THE UNITED KINGDOM
IMR in

Ghana
U.K

1957 (R.
Chance)
133 (5.5)
24

1993 (R.
Chance)

1998 (R.
Chance)

2008 (R.
Chance)

66 (7.3)

57 (9.5)

50 (10.9)

9

6
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4.6

SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11

TABLE 6c

% DEATH RELATIVE TO % POPULATION
AS AN INDEX OF HEALTH
GHANA
Age Range

UNITED KINGDOM

%Deaths / Population

% Deaths / Population

< 15 years

0.48

0.05

15 – 65 years

1.20

0.28

>65

3.6

5.0
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 8

SUMMARY OF AUTOPSY DATA 1990 – 1999
Total Sample Size 27,316

Male
3

:
:

Female
2

Peak Age of Death (Capital)
Females 30 – 39 years
Death before
60
“
“
50
“
“
40
“
“
30
“
“
20
“
“
10
Death between
20 – 49
“
“
20 – 59
“
“
10 – 19

Males
-

40 – 49 years
79.12%
66.0%
51.1%
36.84%
23.66%
15.94%
32.35%
55.46%
7.72%
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 9

1841
1881
1901
1911
1921
1931
1941
1951
1961
1971
1981
1991

ALL CAUSE MORTALITY BY AGE IN UNITED KINGDOM (UK) % OF
TOTAL DEATHS IN EACH GROUP.
5 – 14 YEARS
15 – 24 YEARS

8
6
4
4
4
2
2
1
0
0
0
0

7
5
4
4
4
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 10

MAJOR CAUSES OF DEATH (OVERVIEW)
INFECTIONS (bacterial)

27.2%

HYPERTENSION

10.3%

INJURIES

8.3%

CANCERS

6.8%

TUBERCULOSIS

6.5%

MALARIA (including Cerebral Malaria)

6.3%

SEVERE ANAEMIA

4.9%

RENAL DISEASE

4.7%

LIVER CIRRHOSIS

3.2%

SICKLE CELL DISEASE

3.0%

PROTEIN ENERGY MALNUTRITION

2.3%

MATERNAL DEATHS

1.6%

DIABETES MELLITUS

1.4%

MYOCARDIAL INFARCTIONS

1.1%

PULMONARY EMBOLISM

1.0%

RUPTURED ANEURYSM

0.7%

OTHERS

10.7%
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 11

INJURIES & POISONING
ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
Driver
Pedestrian
Passenger
Unstated
DROWNING
HANGING
ELECTROCUTION
STABBING
GUN SHOT
POISONS

-

-

66%

-

13.9%
44.3%
28.4%
13.4%

5%
1%
1%
0.5%
0.2%
26.3%
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8.3%

SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 12

NEOPLASMS

6.8%

Hepatocellular Carcinomas
Lymphomas
Prostatic Carcinomas
Breast
Leukaemia
Ovary
Stomach
Pancreas
Kidney
Gall Bladder
Cervix
Lung
Colorectal
Choriocarcinoma
Others
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15.4%
15.0%
7.7%
7.3%
5.7%
4.9%
4.5%
4.1%
3.3%
2.4%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
27.4%

SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11

TABLE 13
CANCER MORTALITY DATA
MALE / FEMALE DISTRIBUTION OF COMMON MALIGNANCIES

MALE MALIGNANCIES
LIVER
LYMPHOMAS
PROSTATE
BLADDER
STOMACH
PANCREAS

FEMALE MALIGNANCIES
LYMPHOMAS
LIVER
BREAST
CERVIX
OVARY
PANCREAS
STOMACH
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 14

CANCER MORBIDITY
COMMONEST MALIGNANCIES
BREAST
CERVIX
PROSTATE
GIT
OROPHARYNX
OTHERS

15.4%
12.7%
10.4%
10.1%
8.3%
11.8%

SKIN + SUBCUTIS 8.0%
LYMPHOMAS
7.8%
OTHER FGT
7.7%
KIDNEY/BLADDER 4.5%
NEURO-OPHTHALMIC 3.2%
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SOME TABLE INSERTS REFERRED to throughout UNIT 11
TABLE 15

TUBERCULOSIS
Pulmonary Tuberculosis

68.1%

Miliary Tuberculosis

20.0%

Tuberculosis Meningitis

6.4%

Abdominal Tuberculosis

4.7%

Others

0.8%

*Tuberculosis Pericarditis
*HIV Associated Tuberculosis

1.7%
8.5%
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6.5%

